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Preface 
The supplementary proceedings of the workshops held in conjunction with AIED 2013, 
the sixteen International Conference on Artificial Intelligence in Education, July 9-13, 
2013, Memphis, Tennessee, USA are organized as a set of volumes - a separate one for 
each workshop.  
 
The set contains the proceedings of the following workshops: 

• Volume 1: Workshop on Massive Open Online Courses (moocshop) 
Co-chairs: Zachary Pardos & Emily Schneider 
http://www.moocshop.org 

• Volume 2: Scaffolding in Open-Ended Learning Environments (OELEs) 
Co-chairs: Gautam Biswas, Roger Azevedo, Valerie Shute, & Susan Bull 
https://sites.google.com/site/scaffoldingoeles/home 

• Volume 3: 2nd Workshop on Intelligent Support for Learning in Groups 
Co-chairs: Jihie Kim & Rohit Kumar 
https://sites.google.com/site/islg2013/ 

• Volume 4: AIED Workshop on Simulated Learners 
Co-chairs: Gord McCalla & John Champaign 
https://sites.google.com/site/aiedwsl 

• Volume 5:  4th International Workshop on Culturally-Aware Tutoring 
Systems (CATS2013) 
Co-chairs: Emmanuel G. Blanchard & Isabela Gasparini 
http://cats-ws.org/ 

• Volume 6: CrossCultural Differences and Learning Technologies for the 
Developing World (LT4D) – Issues, Constraints, Solutions 
Co-chairs: Ivon Arroyo, Imran Zualkernan, & Beverly P. Woolf 
http://cadmium.cs.umass.edu/LT4D/Welcome.html 

• Volume 7: Recommendations for Authoring, Instructional Strategies and 
Analysis for Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS): Toward the Development 
of a Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) 
Co-chairs: Robert A. Sottilare & Heather K. Holden 
https://gifttutoring.org/news/14 

• Volume 8: Formative Feedback in Interactive Learning Environments 
(FFILE) 
Co-chairs: Ilya Goldin, Taylor Martin, Ryan Baker, Vincent Aleven, & 
Tiffany Barnes 
http://sites.google.com/site/ffileworkshop/ 



• Volume 9: The First Workshop on AI-supported Education for Computer 
Science (AIEDCS) 
Co-chairs: Barbara Di Eugenio, Sharon I-Han Hsiao, Kristy Elizabeth Boyer, 
Nguyen-Thinh Le, & Leigh Ann Sudol-DeLyser 
https://sites.google.com/site/aiedcs2013/ 

• Volume 10: Workshop on Self-Regulated Learning in Educational 
Technologies (SRL@ET): Supporting, modeling, evaluating, and 
fostering metacognition with computer-based learning environments 
Co-chairs: Amali Weerasinghe, Benedict Du Boulay, & Gautam Biswas 
http://workshops.shareghi.com/AIED2013/ 

While the main conference program presents an overview of the latest mature work in 
the field, the AIED2013 workshops are designed to provide an opportunity for in-depth 
discussion of current and emerging topics of interest to the AIED community.  The 
workshops are intended to provide an informal interactive setting for participants to 
address current technical and research issues related to the area of Artificial 
Intelligence in Education and to present, discuss, and explore their new ideas and work 
in progress. 

All workshop papers have been reviewed by committees of leading international 
researchers. We would like to thank each of the workshop organizers, including the 
program committees and additional reviewers for their efforts in the preparation and 
organization of the workshops. 

 

May, 2013 
Erin Walker & Chee-Kit Looi 
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Preface 
The moocshop surveys the rapidly expanding ecosystem of Massive Open Online 

Courses (MOOCs). Since late 2011, when enrolment for  Stanford’s  AI  class  went  viral,  
MOOCs have been a compelling and controversial topic for university faculty and 
administrators, as well as the media and blogosphere. Research, however, has played a 
relatively small role in the dialogue about MOOCs thus far, for two reasons. The first is 
the quickly moving landscape, with course scale and scope as the primary drivers for 
many stakeholders. The second is that there has yet to develop a centralized space 
where researchers, technologists, and course designers can share their findings or come 
to consensus on approaches for making sense of these emergent virtual learning 
environments.  

Enter the moocshop. Designed to foster cross-institutional and cross-platform 
dialogue, the moocshop aims to develop a shared foundation for an interdisciplinary 
field of inquiry moving forward. Towards this end, we invited researchers, 
technologists, and course designers from universities and industry to share their work 
on key topics, from analytics to pedagogy to privacy. Since the forms and functions of 
MOOCs are continuing to evolve, the moocshop welcomed submissions on a variety of 
modalities of open online learning. Among the accepted papers and abstract-only 
submissions, four broad categories emerged: 

 
 Position papers that proposed lenses for analyses or data infrastructure 

required to lower the barriers for research on MOOCs 
 Exploratory analyses towards designing tools to assess and provide feedback 

on learner knowledge and performance 
 Exploratory analyses and case studies characterizing learner engagement with 

MOOCs 
 Experiments intended to personalize the learner experience or affect the 

psychological state of the learner  
 
These papers and abstracts are an initial foray into what will be an ongoing 

dialogue, including discussions at the workshop and a synthesis paper to follow based 
on these discussions and the proceedings. We are pleased to launch the moocshop at 
the joint workshop day for AIED and EDM in order to draw on the expertise of both 
communities and ground the workshop discussions in principles and lessons learned 
from the long community heritage in educational technology research. Future 
instantiations of the moocshop will solicit contributions from a variety of different 
conferences in order to reflect the broad, interdisciplinary nature of the MOOC space. 

 
 
 

 
June, 2013 

Zachary A. Pardos & Emily Schneider 
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Two Models of Learning: Cognition Vs. Socialization  
 

Shreeharsh Kelkar1 

 
1 Massachusetts Institute of Technology 

United States 
skelkar@mit.edu 

Abstract. In this paper, I bring out the contrasts between two different 
approaches to student learning: that of computational learning scientists and 
socio-cultural anthropologists, and suggest some implications and directions for 
learning research in MOOCs. Computational learning scientists see learning as 
a matter of imbibing particular knowledge propositions, and therefore 
understand teaching as a way of configuring these knowledge propositions in a 
way that takes into account the learner's capacities. Cultural anthropologists see 
learning as a process of acculturation or socialization--the process of becoming 
a member of a community. They see school itself as a social institution and the 
process of learning at school as a special case of socialization into a certain kind 
of learning style (Lave 1988); being socialized into this learning style depends 
on the kinds of social and cultural resources that a student has access to.  
 
Rather than see these approaches as either right or wrong, I see them as 
productive leading to particular kinds of research: thus, while a computational 
model of learning leads to research that looks at particular paths through the 
course material that accomplish the learning of a concept, an anthropological 
approach would look at student-student and student-teacher forum dialog to see 
how students use language, cultural resources and the affordances of the forum 
itself to make meaning. I argue that a socialization approach to learning might 
be more useful for humanities courses where assignments tend to be essays or 
dialogue. Finally, I bring up the old historical controversy in Artificial 
Intelligence: between the Physical Symbol Systems hypothesis and situated 
action. I argue that some of the computational approaches taken up by the 
proponents of situated action may be useful exemplars to implement a 
computational model of learning as socialization. 

Keywords: cultural anthropology, learning models, socialization 
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welcome to the moocspace: 
a proposed theory and taxonomy for                         

massive open online courses 

Emily Schneider1 

 
1 Lytics Lab, Stanford University, 

Stanford, CA 
elfs@cs.stanford.edu 

Abstract. This paper describes a theoretical framework and feature taxonomy 
for MOOCs, with the goal of developing a shared language for researchers and 
designers. The theoretical framework characterizes MOOC design goals in 
terms of stances towards knowledge, the learner, and assessment practices, 
taking as a starting point the affordances of the Web and digital learning 
environments. The taxonomy encompasses features, course structures, and 
audiences. It can be mapped onto the theoretical framework, used by 
researchers to identify similar courses for cross-course comparisons, and by 
instructional designers to guide design decisions in different dimensions. Both 
the theory and the taxonomy are intended in the spirit of proposal, to be refined 
based on feedback from MOOC researchers, designers, and technologists. 

Keywords: taxonomy, knowledge organization, MOOCs, online learning 
theory 

 

1   Introduction 

If learning is the process of transforming external information into internal 
knowledge, the Internet offers us a universe of possibilities. In this context, MOOCs 
are simply a well-structured, expert-driven option for openly accessible learning 
opportunities. As of mid-2013, the boundaries of the moocspace1 remain contested, 
with opinions (data-driven or no) generated daily in the blogosphere, the mainstream 
media, and an increasing number of academic publications. Meanwhile, decisions 
being made at a breakneck speed within academic institutions, governmental bodies, 
and private firms. What of the earlier forms of teaching and learning should we bring 
forward with us into networked, digital space, even as its interconnected and virtual 

                                                           
1 Other types of open online learning opportunities that lend themselves to be named with 

similar wordplay include the DIYspace (e.g. Instructables, Ravelry, MAKE Magazine), the 
Q-and-Aspace (e.g. Quora, StackOverflow), the OERspace (indexed by such services as 
OERCommons and MERLOT), the coursespace (freely available course syllabi and 
instructional materials that are not officially declared or organized as OER), and the 
gamespace (where to even begin?). Then there is Wikipedia, the blogosphere and newsites, 
curated news pages (both crowdsourced, e.g. Slashdot, and personalized, e.g. Pinterest), and 
the great morass of affinity groups and individual, information-rich webpages.  
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nature allow us to develop new forms? How can an interdisciplinary, distributed 
group of researchers, course designers, administrators, technologists, and 
commentators make sense of our collective endeavor?  
 Towards a shared language for the how and what we are creating with MOOCs, I 
offer two frameworks. Firstly, for orientation towards the goals we have when we 
design MOOCs, I propose a theoretical framework that characterizes our assumptions 
about knowledge, the learner, and assessments. The framework takes as a starting 
point the affordances of the Web and digital learning environments, rather than those 
of brick-and-mortar learning environments.  
 Secondly, for grounding in the concrete, I offer a taxonomy of MOOC features, 
structures, and audiences, designed to capture the broad scope of MOOCs in terms of 
lifelong learning opportunities. Each element of the taxonomy can be mapped onto 
the theoretical framework to make explicit the epistemological stances of designers. 
The taxonomy can be used by researchers as a way of identifying similar courses for 
cross-course comparisons, and by instructional designers as a set of guideposts for 
potential design decisions in different dimensions. Finally, in the closing section of 
the paper, I provide an example of mapping the theory onto features from the 
taxonomy and introduce an application of the taxonomy as the organizing ontology 
for a digital repository of research on MOOCs, also referred to as the moocspace. 
Each framework is meant as a proposal to be iterated upon by the community. 

2 A Proposed Theory (Orientation) 

MOOC criticism and design decisions have largely been focused on comparisons with 
brick-and-mortar classrooms: how do we translate the familiar into these novel digital 
settings? Can classroom talk be replicated? What about the adjustments to teaching 
made by good instructors in response to the needs of the class? It is imperative to 
reflect on what we value in in-person learning environments and work to maintain the 
nature of these interactions. But to properly leverage the networked, digital 
environment to create optimal learning opportunities for MOOC participants, we also 
need to compare the virtual to the virtual and explore opportunities to embody the 
core principles of cyberspace in a structured learning environment.  

Techno-utopian visions for the Web have three dominant themes: participatory 
culture, personalization, and collective intelligence. Participatory culture highlights 
the low cost of producing and sharing digital content, enabled by an increasing 
number of authoring, curatorial, and social networking tools [1]. In this account, 
personal expression, engagement, and a sense of community are available to any 
individual with interest and time—an ideal that MOOCs have begun to realize with 
well-facilitated discussion boards, and somewhat, with peer assessment. Some 
individual courses have also encouraged learners to post their own work in a portfolio 
style. But overall there are not many activities in this vein that have been formalized 
in the moocspace.  

Participatory culture’s elevation of the self is echoed in the personalized 
infrastructure of Web services from Google to Netflix, which increasingly seek to use 
recommendation engines to provide customized content to all users. The algorithmic 
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principles of this largely profit-driven personalization are extendable to learning 
environments, though desired outcomes for learning are more complex than the 
metrics used for business analytics--hence the need for learning analytics to develop 
robust and theory-driven learner models for adaptive environments. Visions of 
personalized digital learning include options for learners to engage with the same 
content at their own pace, or to be treated to differentiated instruction based on their 
preferences and goals [2]. In MOOCs this will require robust learner models based on 
interaction data and, likely, self-reported data as well. Analytics for this level of 
personalization in MOOCs have yet to be achieved but personalization is occurring 
even without adaptive algorithms, as distributed learners are primarily interfacing 
with content at their own machines, at their own pace. Finally, collective intelligence 
focuses on the vast informational network that is produced by and further enables the 
participatory, creative moments of the users of the Web [3]. Each individual learner in 
a MOOC enjoys a one-to-many style of communication that is enabled by discussion 
boards and other tools for peer-to-peer interaction. In the aggregate, this becomes 
many-to-many, a network of participants that can be tapped into or contributed to by 
any individual in order to share knowledge, give or get assistance with difficult 
problems, make sense of the expectations of faculty, or simply to experience and add 
to the social presence of the virtual experience. 

These themes are embodied in a range of epistemological stances towards two core 
dimensions of learning environments: the location of knowledge and conceptions of 
the learner. Assessment is the third core dimension of the learning environment [4]. 
The technology enables a wide number of assessment types but the stances towards 
assessment follow not from the affordances of the Web but from the standard 
distinction between formative and summative assessments. However, instead of using 
this jargon, I choose language that reflects the nature of the interaction enabled by 
each type of assessment, as the central mechanism of learning in online settings are 
interactions among learners, resources, and instructors [5] Finally, it is important to 
note that this framework treats the instructor as a designer and an expert participant, 
which also leaves room for the expert role to be played by others such as teaching 
assistants.  
 

Knowledge: Instructionist-participatory 
Where are opportunities to acquire or generate knowledge? Does knowledge 
live purely with the instructor and other expert participants or does it live in 
the broad universe of participants? Who has the authority to create and 
deliver content? Is the learning experience created solely by the course 
designers or is it co-created by learners?  

 
Learner: Personalized-Collectivist  
Are learners cognitively and culturally unique beings, or members of a 
network? Do the learning opportunities in the course focus on the individual 
learner or on the interactions of the group?  

 
Assessment: Evaluation-Feedback 
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What opportunities are provided for learners to make explicit their progress 
in knowledge construction? Are assessments designed to tell learners if 
they’re  right or to give them guidance for improvement? 
 

The poles of each stance, as named above, are opposed to each other 
epistemologically, but one end is not necessarily preferable to the other. The choice 
between each stance is predicated on what is valued by the designer in a learning 
environment or learning experience, and what is known about effective instruction 
and learning activities from the learning sciences. Each feature of the course can be 
characterized along one or more of these dimensions (see Section 4.1). This means 
that multiple stances can exist in the same course. 

3   A Proposed Taxonomy (Grounding) 

The proposed taxonomy includes two levels of descriptive metadata. The first level 
characterizes course as a whole and is meant to evoke the broad set of opportunities 
available for sharing knowledge with MOOCs. The second level takes in turn each 
element of the interactive learning environment (ILE) and develops a list of possible 
features for the implementation of these elements, based on current and potential 
MOOC designs. The features on this level can also serve as a set of guidelines of 
options for course designers. In multiple iterations of the course, many of these fields 
will stay the same but others will change. Most fields will be limited to one tag but 
others could allow multiple (e.g. target audience in General Structure). 

The architecture and options for metadata on learning objects has been a subject in 
the field for quite some time, as repositories for learning objects and OER have 
become more common. While I am somewhat remiss to throw yet another taxonomy 
into the mix, I believe that it is important to represent the unique role of MOOCs in an 
evolving ecosystem of lifelong learning opportunities. Because the content and 
structure of a MOOC is not limited by traditional institutional exigencies of limited 
seats or approval of a departmental committee and accreditation agencies, it becomes 
a vessel for knowledge sharing, competency development, and peer connections 
across all domains, from computer science to music production and performance.2 As 
a technology it is agnostic to how it is used, which means that it can be designed in 
any way that our epistemological stances guide us to imagine. Education has goals 
ranging from knowledge development to civic participation and MOOCs can be 
explicitly designed to meet any of these goals.  

 
3.1 General MOOC Structure  
 

On the highest level, each MOOC needs to be characterized in terms of its subject 
matter, audience, and use. Table 1 presents the proposed categories and subcategories 
for the General MOOC Structure. With an eye towards future interoperability, where 

                                                           
2 That said, there is an ongoing conversation about integrating MOOCs back into the pre-

existing educational institutions, so the taxonomy must ne conversant with these efforts while 
also representing the vagaries of the moocspace as a separate ecosystem. 
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possible I use the terminology from the Learning Resources Metadata Initiative 
(LRMI) specification [7], or note in parentheses which LRMI field the moocspace 
categories could map onto.  

Table 1. Categories and Subcategories for General MOOC Structure 

• Name (LRMI) 
• Numeric ID (auto-generated) 
• Author (LRMI)  

 Faculty member 
• Publisher (LRMI) 

 Affiliated university or other 
institution  

• Platform 
• inLanguage (LRMI) 

 primary language of resource 
• Domain (about) 

 Computational /STEM – CS, 
math, science, computational 
social sciences, etc. 

 Humanist – humanities, non-
computational social sciences, 
etc. 

 Professional – business, 
medicine, law, etc. 

 Personal – health, thinking, 
speaking, writing, art, music, etc. 

• Level (typicalAgeRange or 
educationalRole) 
 Pre-collegiate; basic skills (i.e. gatekeeper 

courses, college/career-ready); 
undergraduate; graduate; professional 
development; life skills 

• Target audience (educationalRole) 
 Current students, current professionals, 

lifelong learners 
• Use  (educationalUse or 

educationalEvent) 
 Public course (date(s) offered), content for 
“wrapped”  in-person course (location and 
date(s) offered) 

• Pace 
 Cohort-based vs. self-

paced  (learningResourceType or 
interactivityType) 

 Expected workload for full course (total 
hours, hours/week) (timeRequired) 

• Accreditation  
 Certificate available 
 Transfer credit 

 
 
3.2 Elements of the Interactive Learning Environment (ILE) 
 

The ILE is made up of a set of learning objects, socio-technical affordances, and 
instructional and community design decisions. These features are created by the 
course designers -- instructors and technologists – and interpreted by learners 
throughout their ongoing interaction with the learning objects in the course, as well as 
the other individuals who are participating in the course (as peers or instructors).3 The 
features of the ILE can be sorted into four distinct categories: instruction, content, 
assessment, and community. Table 2 lists out the possible features of the ILE, based 
on the current trends in MOOC design. As stated, this is a descriptive list - based on 

                                                           
3 The individual- and group-level learning experiences that take place in the ILE are enabled by 
the technological infrastructure of the MOOC platform and mediated by learner backgrounds 
(e.g. prior knowledge, self-regulation and study habits) and intentions for enrolling [8] as well 
as the context in which the MOOC is being used (e.g. in a “flipped” classroom, with an 
informal study group, etc.). The relationship of these psychological and contextual factors to 
learning experiences and outcomes is a rich, multifaceted research area, which I put aside here 
to foreground the ILE and systematically describe the dimensions along which it varies.  
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the current generation of MOOCs – but will be expanded in the future, both to reflect 
new trends in MOOC design and to take a normative stance on potential design 
choices that are based in principles of the learning sciences or interface design. Some 
of the features are mutually exclusive (i.e. lecture types) but others could occur 
simultaneously in the same MOOC (i.e. homework structure). Most features will need 
to be identified by spending some time exploring the course, ideally while it is taking 
place. 

 
Table 2. Features of ILE  
 
Instruction 
 Lecture  

 “traditional”:  1-3 hrs/wk, 20+ mins each 
 “segmented”:   1-3 hrs/wk, 5-20 mins 

each 
 “minimal”:  <1  hr/wk 

 Readings  
 Simulations/inquiry environments/virtual labs 
 Instructor involvement – range from highly 

interactive to “just press play” 

Content 
 Domain (in General Structure)  
 Modularized  

 Within the course 
 connected with other 

MOOCs/OER 
 Course pacing 

 Self-paced  
 Cohort-based  

Assessment 
 In-video quizzes  

  multiple choice vs. open-ended 
 Homework structure  

 Multiple-choice  
 Open-ended problems  
 Performance assessments  

 Writing assignments or 
programming assignments 

 Videos, slides, multimedia 
artefacts 

 Group projects  
 Practice problems (non-credit bearing)  

 Grading form–Quantitative, Qualitative  
 Grading structure (relevant to all credit-

bearing assessments) 
 Autograded  
 Peer assessment, self-assessment, both 
 Multiple submissions  

Community  
 Discussion board 
 Social Media - Facebook group, 

Google+ community, twitter 
hashtag, reddit, LinkedIn, etc.  

 Blogs / student journals (inside 
or outside of platform) 

 Video chat (G+ hangout, 
Skype)  

 Text chat  
 

 

4   The Taxonomy, Applied 

4.1 Example of course mapping 
 

Each course feature can be mapped onto one or more epistemological stances. The 
course overall can then be characterized by the overall epistemological tendencies of 
the course features. Table 3 provides an example. 
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Table 3. Mapping  “Crash  Course  in  Creativity”  to  the  Taxonomy 
 
General Name: Crash Course in 

Creativity 
Author: Tina Seeling 
Publisher: Stanford 
Platform: NovoEd 
Domain: personal-thinking 

Level: life skills 
Target audience: lifelong learners 
Use: public course (fall 2012) 
Pace: cohort-based - collectivist 
Certificate: yes 

ILE and Stances  
Instruction Lecture: minimal – 5-10 mins/wk to inspire group projects – 

participatory 
Readings: free, from her book - instructionist 

Content Not modularized - instructionist 
Assessment One individual creative projects – participatory, individualist 

Three group creative projects – participatory, collectivist 
Peer grading with qualitative comments–participatory, feedback, 
collectivist 

Community Discussion board – participatory, collectivist 

OVERALL Participatory, collectivist, feedback 
 
4.2 Stances to guide best practices and analytics.  
 

The stances are not normative but do help specify which traditions of instructional 
and interface design should be turned to for guidance in best practices for designing 
resources. For example: instructionist lecture videos should follow the principles of 
multimedia learning, including balancing and integrating visual and verbal 
representations, relying on segmented (and learner-paced) narratives, and providing 
signaling mechanisms for the upcoming structure and content of a lecture. [9] The 
underlying epistemologies can also provide guidance about the type of analytics that 
are appropriate to for characterizing success in the design of the MOOC. For example, 
group-level outcomes may be more compelling for a collectivist MOOC – what is the 
overall level of interaction between learners, what kind of social networks form, with 
group projects can we characterize group composition or dynamics that lead to higher 
grades? 

 
4.3 Centralizing distributed science: a short description of the moocspace 

 
The taxonomy is a high-level, qualitative categorization of MOOCs that will allow 

for meaningful comparison across shared metrics about the courses. The taxonomy 
will be most usefully implemented in the moocspace – a digitized repository of 
knowledge about the research and production of massive open online courses – so 
named because it is an abstraction and reflection of the larger moocspace. The 
MOOC, abstracted, will be the central object of the moocspace, attached to standard 
metrics about the course, as well as reports on any research that has been done with 
data from that MOOC.4 Variations in metrics could be related to aspect of the course 

                                                           
4 Developing a small, meaningful set of shared metrics for MOOCs is currently an open 

question. Higher education in the US is characterized by enrollment rates at the beginning of 
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design, which are formalized in the taxonomy. Beyond descriptive data, a transparent, 
well-organized research base will enable an incremental and cumulative set of 
evidence from both exploratory studies (e.g. building learner models based on 
observational data) and experiments on the multiplicity of instructional and interface 
design features. A well-documented experiment in a small number of MOOCs could 
be replicated elsewhere by other researchers, and the findings could be synthesized by 
a third group by comparing results across variations in course features. 

The moocspace could also be expanded to include the content of the MOOC itself, 
if licensing decisions are made that will allow MOOCs to become re-usable and re-
mixable pieces of OER. This implementation would involve paradata on the uses of 
MOOC materials and incorporate a community aspect where faculty who use the 
materials could talk about what worked or didn’t work in their courses. Finally, the 
MOOC object could also be attached to open datasets on MOOCs. The individuals 
who using such datasets may not be inside the academy, which underscores the need 
to build a structure for sharing newly developed knowledge back with the community. 

If the moocspace is to be implemented, we will need develop consensus on the 
features in the taxonomy, as well as a strategy for tagging existing courses 
(crowdsourced? local experts?) and for adding new features to the taxonomy.  

 
Acknowledgments. Much thanks to Kimberly Hayworth for her role in the initial 
brainstorming of MOOC features; thanks also to the Lytics Lab, Roy Pea, Zach 
Pardos, and the anonymous moocshop reviewers for feedback on earlier versions. 
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the semester, and persistence rates and completion rates over time. In addition to enrollment 
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examine levels of engagement, time-on-task, or participation on the discussion forum. 
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1   Introduction 

Quantitative education researchers are accustomed to piecing together complex 
analyses from the rather lifeless data available from administrative records and test 
scores.  The fine-grained data collected by MOOCs—including detailed knowledge of 
students’ attendance and attention patterns, response on formative and summative 
assessments, and discussions with instructors and fellow students—offer an 
opportunity for much greater understanding of teaching and learning.   

Unfortunately, MOOCs are not making the most out of their big data because they 
are not collecting enough data on students’ backgrounds.  Borrowing Bayesian terms, 
platforms have few priors on students, even though these priors can have great 
predictive power if paired with existing knowledge, from fields like developmental 
psychology and higher education theory.   

The major platforms optimize sign up to make becoming part of the platform as 
quick as possible, leaving students mostly mysterious.  EdX requests a few valuable 
pieces of demographic data upon registration, asking for voluntary identification by 
gender, year of birth, level of education completed, and mailing address without a 
clear reason why.1  Coursera’s information gathering is more like social media or a 
dating site, encouraging students who visit the profile page to share their age, sex, and 
location.  As part of its “About Me” prompt, Coursera suggests that among other 
things users might share “what you hope to get out of your classes,” while EdX asks 
the question in an open-ended text box upon registration.  While these questions yield 
some of the data that is valuable for improving courses, the platforms, and education 

                                                           
1 No one reads terms of service [1]. 
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research, I argue that the platforms should collect more key data, clearly identified as 
information that will not be sold or used for targeted marketing or for student 
evaluation.   

The paper first describes the fields most useful for analysis based on priors, and 
then it explains the benefits to platform development, instructional quality, and 
research.  Potential drawbacks are discussed, including cost, privacy concerns, the 
risk of invoking stereotype threat, and the potential for undesirable changes to arise 
from this information. 

2   Prior Information about Students 

Given infinite data storage and infinite indulgence on the part of MOOC students, 
knowing every scrap of data about students might allow for inspired analyses and 
eerily predictive machine learning exercises.  However, a more humble conception of 
student data would ably fulfill our research needs. 

Core demographic information includes year of birth, gender, and race/ethnicity.2 
Asking users for their current city or place of residence should generate more accurate 
location results than IP address tracing or the information provided to appear on a 
semi-public profile.  Combined with place of origin and native language, these 
questions provide a sketch of a student’s likely history and culture.    

A MOOC-run survey would also provide the opportunity to ask questions less 
often available in administrative education data, although extremely useful for 
understanding who enrolls.  Although sensitive, questions about socioeconomic status 
and living situation would be tremendously helpful; for instance, is a student living 
with family, and to which generation does that student belong?   

Adult students’ lives are increasingly complex, and questions about work and 
education history should do their best to capture this.  If a student’s highest degree is a 
high school diploma (or equivalent), then have they ever enrolled in higher education?  
If so, in how many institutions?  How many years and months would they estimate 
this spanned?  Were they primarily taking full time or part time loads?  What was the 
name of their primary institution, and what was their most recent course of study 
pursued?  Those who have earned bachelor’s degrees or higher should face similar 
questions.  For all students, questions about previous or concurrent MOOC use would 
be very valuable.  Work history can get a similar treatment, identifying such things as 
area of employment, and full- and part-time scheduling. 

Although students themselves may not be entirely clear on the point yet, questions 
about educational and career goals, along with goals for the course, would be 
extremely useful.  This information is captured to some extent in existing questions or 
for particular research.  However, this may be incomplete or collected only in a 
piecemeal fashion.  For instance, a study on learner patterns surveys the students in 

                                                           
2 Race and ethnicity are social constructs whose meaning greatly varies by national context. For 

instance, being white in Norway has a different social meaning than being white in South 
Africa.  And Belgium is split by a key ethnic marker—Walloon versus Fleming—that does 
not matter in other countries.  Thus, choices for race/ethnicity should be based on the 
selected country of origin and/or country of residence. 
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one course, asking for intentions in the course, current employment status, years of 
work history, and highest degree attained [2].  

Valuable information from surveys need not all be based on recall or opinion.  
Meaningful priors about academic preparation in particular fields can be generated by 
computer adaptive test questions in key content domains, based on existing work in 
psychometrics.  Behavioral economics shows that survey questions can measure 
levels of risk aversion (asking for preferences between a gamble for $X and receiving 
$Y with certainty) and time discounting on money (asking about preferences for 
receiving $X now or $Y at a certain point in the future).3 

Finally, there’s a useful realm of information about how students use the platform.  
Within a class, how much time do they plan to devote, how do they plan to interact 
with peers, and will they use external supports, such as tutors, websites, and 
textbooks?  What modes of access to the course are available to them?  In particular, 
what electronic devices are available to them, is their use of the devices limited, and 
what kind of Internet access is available? 

3   Value for Planning and Strategy 

The background information on users discussed above provides extremely valuable 
data for the operations of the course platforms.  Let us stipulate that there are 
limitations on the data being used for targeted marketing purposes.  Even so, having 
aggregate background information on who is using which MOOCs is a huge advance. 

In a traditional business mindset, the primary questions would be who is willing 
and who is able to pay.  However, more advanced uses could help a course 
recommendation engine distinguish who is taking the course as a consumption good 
versus as investment in their future;  the follow-up courses the students are interested 
in may be vastly different.   

The survey may also suggest a greater than anticipated demand for classes taught 
at a certain level or on a certain topic.  Students’ locations, educations, and work 
histories might help the platform identify other institutions that may be good partners, 
either because they are very well-represented or under-represented. 

4   Value for Instructional Design 

A strong finding in educational research is that there is not a single correct way to 
teach or structure a course.  Instead, learners matter, and knowledge about the 
students and their characteristics is important for teaching well [3]. Knowing more 
about the students also allows instructors to effectively call on their existing 
knowledge and address likely misconceptions;  this is part of Pedagogical Content 
Knowledge [3] and a prominent contribution of Piagetian constructivism [4]. 

                                                           
3 For the most accurate answers, survey takers would actually receive the payout they say they 

prefer, subject to a gamble or delay as the case may be. 
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For example, knowing the age distribution and native languages of students can 
improve instruction.  Instructors may choose allusions, words, and examples better.   

An inherent challenge within the online classroom is that some feedback that is 
obvious in a physical context is not available.  One student falling asleep in a lecture 
hall is far more obvious and effective of a signal than a thousand who never rewind 
the recorded lectures.  While learning analytics is tackling this paucity of data in 
clever ways, we would also benefit greatly from leaning on priors.  Imagine two 
students who do not watch the second week lecture by the beginning of week three: 
one has a doctoral degree in the field, while the other is a high school graduate who 
has attended several different institutions of higher education and intends to take a 
course for professional development.  Applying theory to this prior knowledge, we 
might think the former finds the course matter unnecessary to review, while the latter 
may be struggling to stay motivated in the class. 

In short, better prior knowledge can be paired with data collected in courses to 
better identify how students are learning the course content and improve the course. 

5   Value for Education Research 

MOOC populations are so wildly self-selected, and the field so new, that external 
validity is extremely questionable.  At best, we might extend findings in a class to 
perhaps the same class the next time it is taught or use the results to develop 
hypotheses and learning theory.     

While there is great value in using research to improve a single course, ideally the 
lessons could be transferred more broadly, so that the effort of analysis pays greater 
dividends.  However, results cannot generalize until the population of the study is 
understood;  once more is known about incoming characteristics of MOOC students 
who were studied, researchers can seek other classes that resemble them in salient 
details.   

More concretely, MOOCs offer radical levels of access to education, and so they 
include many non-traditional and out-of-school learners.  These nontraditional 
learners can be elusive research subjects, and there is also great diversity among their 
numbers.  Having additional background data allows us to tag them and better 
understand their behavior.  If a course platform is successful with a particular college 
level course and is contemplating recommending it to a partner community college, it 
would be wise to understand how students of different backgrounds performed.  The 
inference is not direct, but it is far more useful than a recommendation based on 
coarser data. 

The MOOC is also a fantastic platform for learning about how everyone learns, not 
just how self-selected MOOC users learn.  The large number of students and the 
computerized means of instruction mean that MOOCs are very amenable to 
experimentation and careful observation.  In addition, the very design of MOOCs 
strips down the traditional classroom;  greater insight about learning and traditional 
instruction can come from adding back in some of these elements that are taken for 
granted in other classrooms. 
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Yet again, the great advantages of MOOCs as a place for learning research have 
the caveat that results are hard to generalize.  However, if researchers control for the 
observable background data of the students who opt into MOOCs, their results will be 
far more plausibly applicable to a wide array of classes. 

A key challenge within the online classroom is that feedback that may be obvious 
in a physical context, such as real-time indications of student engagement or 
confusion, is usually not available.  One student falling asleep in a lecture hall is far 
more obvious and effective of a signal than a thousand who never rewind the recorded 
lectures.  While learning analytics is tackling this paucity of data in clever ways, we 
would also benefit greatly from leaning on priors.  Imagine two students who do not 
watch the second week lecture by the beginning of week three: one has a doctoral 
degree in the field, while the other is a high school graduate who has attended several 
different institutions of higher education and intends to take a course for professional 
development.  Applying theory to this prior knowledge, we might think the former 
finds the course matter unnecessary to review, while the latter may be struggling to 
stay motivated in the class. 

In short, better prior knowledge can be paired with data collected in courses to 
better identify how students are learning the course content. 

6   Concerns and Limitations 

There are genuine concerns with collecting this much data.  Here, I discuss cost, 
privacy, stereotype threat, and maladaptive use.  I present these cursorily not to 
dismiss these points, but to begin what must be a larger discussion. 

6.1   Cost 

Course platforms are in a unique position It can be extremely costly to ask survey 
questions.  User attention is limited and a choice to ask an additional question may 
implicitly limit their engagement later during the session, or even drive them away 
from the service at the extreme.  Higher quality survey data can be generated by using 
internal resources to follow up with non-responders;  higher response rates can also be 
generated by incentives, such as monetary payment, entry in a lottery, or access to a 
premium site feature.  In addition, comprehensive surveys offered by a platform itself 
can be more easily embedded in the site, making the survey more available and more 
salient.   

Administering a vast survey at the site level also better captures students who 
might be over-sampled if asked class-by-class.  Cross-course analyses can be 
conducted more easily if the relatively permanent, detailed background information is 
available at the platform level, rather than asked for in individual courses. 

Stratified sampling methods could be used to reduce the burden on students and the 
cost burden on the platform.  For instance, core questions could be asked of the main 
sample of students, while additional long forms of the survey ask different questions 
of different students.  The aggregate picture can be pieced together with a smaller 
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burden on most students and a lower cost to the platform.  While this is less than 
ideal, it may be a necessary tradeoff in some cases.  

6.2   Privacy 

Privacy concerns are important and complex, and researchers are used to the question 
of balancing privacy concerns against the benefit of the research.  The more 
background data a platform collects, the more risk that personally identifiable 
information about subjects is available through composite reports or if the data are 
intercepted.  Access security and care in reporting results are thus crucial and should 
be considered ahead of time.   

Because of these concerns or others, some students may wish not to provide 
information, which could systematically bias the survey sample, making our 
inferences worse.  Some students who wish to opt out may be reassured if the reasons 
for the research and the protection of the data are made clear.  Others may be more 
comfortable with anonymized options for responding or techniques designed for 
collecting sensitive data. [5] 

 

6.3   Stereotype Threat and Maladaptive Use of Information 

Arguably, the Internet provides one of the few places in society where people are not 
forced to reveal information about their social position, which may be of value in 
itself.4  A powerful strand of research in social psychology suggests that invoking 
identities that are attached to negative stereotypes can hinder educational 
performance; people are especially vulnerable to this “stereotype threat” if they feel 
there is a power imbalance and that they are being defined by others’ judgments [8].  
This threat could both change answers provided and potentially harm the student.  
However, a sustained harm seems unlikely to result from the trigger of a few 
questions on a survey;  rather, the underlying negative social context or vulnerability 
might be in play.  It would be unfortunate if a detailed survey triggered stereotype 
threat, even temporarily, but making sure the questions are seen as low-stakes could 
help.  
There may also be a risk that instructors change their courses in unintended ways if 
they find out more about the students.  An instructor might make a college-level 
course less rigorous if he finds out high school students are enrolled, for instance.  
While this raises concerns, it is ultimately up to policy and instructors’ judgment. 

                                                           
4 Perhaps the Internet is the place where students “will not be judged by the color of their skin, 

but by the content of their character.” [6]  Less seriously, “On the Internet, nobody knows 
you’re a dog.” [7] 
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7   Conclusion 

Platform operations, instructional design, and educational research would all benefit 
from collecting more systematic background data about students.  Better knowledge 
about who takes MOOCs is crucial at this stage in their lifetime.  I propose not only a 
census of MOOC users on each platform, capturing a snapshot of users today, but an 
ongoing effort to capture these detailed demographic snapshots at least every three 
years. 
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1 Introduction

Our team has been conducting research related to mining information, building
models, and interpreting data from the inaugural course o↵ered by edX, 6.002x:
Circuits and Electronics, since the Fall of 2012. This involves a set of steps,
undertaken in most data science studies, which entails positing a hypothesis,
assembling data and features (aka properties, covariates, explanatory variables,
decision variables), identifying response variables, building a statistical model
then validating, inspecting and interpreting the model. In our domain, and others
like it that require behavioral analyses of an online setting, a great majority of
the e↵ort (in our case approximately 70%) is spent assembling the data and
formulating the features, while, rather ironically, the model building exercise
takes relatively less time. As we advance to analyzing cross-course data, it has
become apparent that our algorithms which deal with data assembly and feature
engineering lack cross-course generality. This is not a fault of our software design.
The lack of generality reflects the diverse, ad hoc data schemas we have adopted
for each course. These schemas partially result because some of the courses are
being o↵ered for the first time and it is the first time behavioral data has been
collected. As well, they arise from initial investigations taking a local perspective
on each course rather than a global one extending across multiple courses.

In this position paper, we advocate harmonizing and unifying disparate “raw”
data formats by establishing an open-ended standard data description to be
adopted by the entire education science MOOC oriented community. The concept
requires a schema and an encompassing standard which avoid any assumption of
data sharing. It needs to support a means of sharing how the data is extracted,
conditioned and analyzed.

Sharing scripts which prepare data for models, rather than data itself, will
not only help mitigate privacy concerns but it will also provide a means of
facilitating intra and inter-platform collaboration. For example, two researchers,
one with data from a MOOC course on one platform and another with data from
another platform, should be able to decide upon a set of variables, share scripts
that can extract them, each independently derive results on their own data, and
then compare and iterate to reach conclusions that are cross-platform as well
as cross-course. In a practical sense, our goal is a standard facilitating insights
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Fig. 1. This flowchart represents the context of a standardized database schema. From
left to right: Curators of MOOC course format the raw transaction logs into the schema
and populate either private or public databases. This raw database is transformed
into a standard schema accepted by the community, (like the one proposed in this
paper) and is exposed to the analytics community, mostly researchers, who develop
and share scripts, based upon it. The scripts are capable of extracting study data from
any schema-based database, visualizing it, conditioning it into model variables and/or
otherwise examining it. The schema is unifying while the scripts are the vehicle for
cross-institution research collaboration and direct experimental comparison.

from data being shared without data being exchanged. It will also enable research
authors to release a method for recreating the variables they report using in their
published experiments.

Our contention is that the MOOC data mining community - from all branches
of educational research, should act immediately to engage in consensus driven
discussions toward a means of standardizing data schema and building technol-
ogy enablers for collaborating on data science via sharing scripts, results in a
practical, directly comparable and reproducible way. It is important to take ini-
tial steps now. We have the timely opportunity to avoid the data integration
chaos that has arisen in fields like health care where large legacy data, complex
government regulations and personal privacy concerns are starting to thwart
scientific progress and stymy access to data. In this contribution, we propose a
standardized, cross-course, cross-platform, database schema which we name as
“MOOCdb”. 1

We proceed by describing our concept and what it o↵ers in more detail in
Section 2. Section 3 details our proposed the data schema systematically. Sec-
tion 4 shows, with a use case, how the schema is expressive, supportive and
reusable. Section 5 concludes and introduces our current work.

1 We would like to use the MOOCshop as a venue for introducing it and o↵ering
it up for discussion and feedback. We also hope to enlist like minded researchers
willing to work on moving the concept forward in an organized fashion, with plenty
of community engagement.

2
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2 Our Concept and What it O↵ers

Our concept is described as follows, and as per Figure 1:

– It identifies two kinds of primary actors in the MOOC eco-system: cura-
tors and analysts. Curators collect raw behavioral data expressing MOOC
students’ interaction with online course material and then transfer it to a
database, often as course content providers or course platform providers.
Analysts reference the data to examine it for descriptive, inferential or pre-
dictive insights. The role of the analysts is to visualize, descriptively ana-
lyze, use machine learning or otherwise interpret some set of data within the
database. Analysts extract, condition (e.g. impute missing values, de-noise),
and create higher level variables for modeling and other purposes from the
data. To perform this analysis, they first transform the data into the stan-
dard schema and compose scripts or use publicly available scripts when it
su�ces. They also contribute their scripts to the archive so others can use.

– It identifies two types of secondary actors: the crowd, and the data science
experts (database experts and privacy experts). When needs arise, the com-
munity can seek the help of the crowd in innovative ways. Experts contribute
to the community by providing state-of-the art technological tools and meth-
ods.

– A common standardized and shared schema into which the data is stored.
The schema is agreed upon by the community, generalizes across platforms
and preserves all the information needed for data science and analytics.

– A shared community-oriented repository of data extraction, feature engi-
neering, and analytics scripts.

– Over time the repository and the schema, both open ended, grow.

This concept o↵ers the following:
The benefits of standardization: The data schema standardization implies
that the raw data from every course o↵ering will be formatted the same way in its
database. It ranges from simple conventions like storing event timestamps in the
same format to common tables, fields in the tables, and relational links between
di↵erent tables. It implies compiling a scientific version of the database schema
that contains important events, fields, and dictionaries with highly structured
data is amenable for scientific discovery. Standardization supports cross-platform
collaborations, sharing query scripts, and the definition of variables which can
be derived in exactly the same way for irrespective of which MOOC database
they come from.
Concise data storage: Our proposed schema is “loss-less”, i.e. no information
is lost in translating raw data to it. However, the use of multiple related tables
provides more e�cient storage.
Savings in e↵ort: A schema speeds up database population by eliminating
the steps where a schema is designed. Investigating a dataset using one or more
existing scripts helps speed up research.
Sharing of data extraction scripts: Scripts for data extraction and descrip-
tive statistics extraction will be open source and can be shared by everyone.

3
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Some of these scripts could be very general and widely applicable, for exam-
ple: ”For every video component, provide the distribution of time spent by each
student watching it?” and some would be specific for a research question, for
example generation of data for Bayesian knowledge tracing on the problem re-
sponses. These scripts could be optimized by the community and updated from
time to time.

Crowd source potential: Machine learning frequently involves humans iden-
tifying explanatory variables that could drive a response. Enabling the crowd to
help propose variables could greatly scale the community’s progress in mining
MOOC data. We intentionally consider the data schema to be independent of
the data itself so that people at large, when shown the schema, optional proto-
typical synthetic data and a problem, can posit an explanatory variable, write a
script, test it with the prototypical data and submit it to an analyst. The analyst
can assess the information content in the variable with regards to the problem
at hand and rank and feed it back to the crowd, eventually incorporating highly
rated variables into learning.

A unified description for external experts: For experts from external
fields like“Very Large Databases/Big Data” or ”Data Privacy”, standardization
presents data science in education as unified. This allows theme to technically
assist us with techniques such as new database e�ciencies or privacy protection
methods.

Sharing and reproducing the results: When they publish research, ana-
lysts share the scripts by depositing them into a public archive where they are
retrievable and cross-referenced to their donor and publication.

Our concept presents the following challenges:

Schema adequacy: A standardized schema must capture all the information
contained in the raw data. To date, we have only verified our proposed schema
serves the course we investigated. We expect the schema to significantly change
as more courses and o↵erings are explored. It will be challenging to keep the
schema open ended but not verbose. While a committee could periodically re-
visit the schema, a more robust approach would be to let it evolve through open
access to extension definitions then selection of good extensions via adoption
frequency. This would embrace the diversity and current experimental nature of
MOOC science and avoid standard-based limitations. One example of a context
similar to the growth of MOOCs is the growth of the internet. HTML andWeb3.0
did not rein in the startling growth or diversity of world wide web components.
Instead, HTML (and its successors and variants) played a key role in delivering
content in a standardized way for any browser. The semantic web provides a
flexible, community driven, means of standards adoption rather than completely
dictating static, monolithic standards. We think there are many lessons to learn
from the W3C initiative. To whit, while we provide ideas for standards below,
we propose that, more importantly, there is a general means of defining stan-
dards that allow interoperability, which should arise from the examples we are
proposing.

4
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Platform Support: The community needs a website defining the standard data
template and a platform assisting researchers in sharing scripts. It requires tests
for validating scripts, metrics to evaluate new scripts and an repository of scripts
with e�cient means of indexing and retrieval.
Motivating the crowd: How can we encourage large scale script composi-
tion and sharing so the crowd will supply explanatory variables? How can we
provide useful feedback when the crowd is not given the data? KAGGLE pro-
vides a framework from which we can draw inspiration, but it fundamentally
di↵ers from what we are proposing here. KAGGLE provides a problem defini-
tion, a dataset that goes along with it, whereas we are proposing that we share
the schema, propose a problem, give an example of a set of indicators and the
scripts that enabled their extraction, and encourage users to posit indicators and
submit scripts. Such an endeavor requires us to: define metrics for evaluation of
indicators/features given the problem, provide synthetic data (under the data
schema) to allow the crowd to test and debug their feature engineering scripts,
and possibly visualizations of the features or aggregates over their features (when
possible), and most importantly a dedicated compute resource that will perform
machine learning and evaluate the information content in the indicators.

3 Schema description

We surveyed a typical set of courses from Coursera and edX. We noticed three
di↵erent modes in which students engage with the material. Students observe
the material by accessing all types of resources. In the second mode they submit
material for evaluation and feedback. This includes problem check-ins for lecture
exercises, homework and exams. The third mode is in which they collaborate
with each other. This includes posting on forums and editing the wiki. It could
in future include more collaborative frameworks like group projects. Based on
these three we divide the database schema into three di↵erent tables. We name
these three modes as observing, submitting and collaborating. We now present
the data schema for each mode capturing all the information in the raw data.

3.1 The observing mode

In this mode, students simply browse and observe a variety of resources available
on the website. These include the wiki, forums, lecture videos, book, tutorials.
Each unique resource is usually identifiable by a URL. We propose that data
pertaining to the observing mode can be formatted in a 5-tuple table: u id (user
id), r id (resource id), timestamp, type id, duration. Each row corresponds to
one click event pertaining to student. Two tables that form the dictionaries
accompany this event table. The first one maps each unique url to r id and the
second one maps type id to resource type, i.e., book, wiki. Splitting the tables into
event and dictionary tables allows us to reduce the sizes of the tables significantly.
Figure 4 shows the schema and the links.

3.2 The submitting mode

Similar to the table pertaining to the observing mode of the student, we now
present a structured representation of the problem components of the course.

5
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Fig. 2. Data schema for the observing mode

A typical MOOC consists of assignments, exams, quizzes, exercises in between
lectures, labs (for engineering and computer science). Unlike campus based ed-
ucation, students are allowed to submit answers and check them multiple times.
Questions can be multiple choice or a student can submit an analytical answer
or even a program or an essay. Assessments are done by computer or by peers
to evaluate the submissions [1]. We propose the following components:

Submissions table: In this table each submission made by a student is recorded.
The 5 tuple recorded is u id, p id, timestamp, the answer, and the attempt
number.

Fig. 3. Data schema for the submitting mode.

Assessments table: To allow for multiple assessments this table is created
separately from the submissions table. In this table each assessment for each
submission is stored as a separate row. This separate table allows us to
reduce the size since we do not repeat the u id and p id for each assessment.

Problems table: This table stores the information about the problems. We
id the smallest problem in the entire course. The second field provides the
name for the problem. The problem is identified if it is a sub problem within
another problem by having a parent id. Parent id is a reflective field in
that its entries are one of the problem id itself. Problem type id stores the
information about whether it is a homework, exercise, midterm or final.
The table also stores the problem release date and the problem submission
deadline date as two fields. Another table stores the id for problem types.

6
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3.3 The Collaborating mode

Student interact and collaborate among themselves throughout the course dura-
tion through forums and wiki. In forums a student either initiates a new thread
or responds to an existing thread. Additionally students can up vote, and down
vote the answers from other students. In wiki students edit, add, delete and
initiate a new topic. To capture this data we form the following tables with the
following fields:

Fig. 4. Data schema for collaborating mode

Collaborations table: In this table each attempt made by a student to col-
laborate is given an id. The 5 fields in this table are u id, collaboration type
(whether wiki or forum), timestamp, the pointer to the text inserted by this
user, and the parent id. The last field is a reflective field as well.

Collaboration type table: In this table the collaboration type id is identified
with a name as to whether it is a wiki or a forum.

4 The edX 6.002x case study

edX o↵ered its first course 6.002x: Circuits and Electronics in the Fall of 2012.
6.002x had 154,763 registrants. Of these, 69,221 people looked at the first prob-
lem set, and 26,349 earned at least one point on it. 13,569 people looked at
the midterm while it was still open, 10,547 people got at least one point on
the midterm, and 9,318 people got a passing score on the midterm. 10,262 peo-
ple looked at the final exam while it was still open, 8,240 people got at least
one point on the final exam, and 5,800 people got a passing score on the final
exam. Finally, after completing 14 weeks of study, 7,157 people earned the first
certificate awarded by MITx, showing that they successfully completed 6.002x.

The data corresponding to the behavior of the students was stored in multiple
di↵erent formats and was provided to us. These original data pertaining to the
observing mode was stored in files and when we transcribed in the database
with fields corresponding to the names in the “name-value” it was about the
size of around 70 GB. We imported the data into a database with the schema
we described in the previous subsections. The import scripts we had to build fell
into two main categories:

7
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– reference generators, which build tables listing every user, resource and prob-
lem that were mentioned in the original data.

– table populators, which populate di↵erent tables by finding the right infor-
mation and converting it if needed.

The sizes and the format of the resulting tables is as follows: submissions: 341
MB (6,313,050 rows); events: 6,120 MB (132,286,335 rows); problems: 0.08 MB;
resources: 0.4 MB; resource types: 0.001 MB; users: 3MB. We therefore reduced
the original data size by a factor of 10 while keeping most of the information. This
allows us to retrieve easily and quickly information on the students’ activities.
For example, if we need to know what is the average number of pages in the book
a student read, it would be around 10 times faster. Also, the relative small size of
the tables in this format allows us to do all the work in memory on any relatively
recent desktop computer. For more details about the analytics we performed as
well as the entire database schema we refer the reader to [2] 2

5 Conclusions and future work

In this paper, we proposed a standardized data schema and believe that this
would be a powerful enabler for ours and others researchers involved in MOOC
data science research. Currently, we after building databases based on this schema
we are developing a number of analytic scripts that extract multiple attributes
for a course. We intend to release them in the near future. We believe it is timely
to envision an open data schema for MOOC data science research.

Finally, we propose that as a community we should come up with a shared
standard set of features that could be extracted across courses and across plat-
forms. The schema facilities sharing and re-use of scripts. We call this the ”fea-
ture foundry”. In the short term we propose that this list is an open, living
handbook available in a shared mode to allow addition and modification. It can
be implemented as a google doc modified by the MOOC community. At the
moocshop we would like to start synthesizing a more comprehensive set of fea-
tures and developing the handbook. Feature engineering is a complex, human
intuition driven endeavor and building this handbook and evolving this over
years will be particularly helpful.
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Syntactic and Functional Variability of a Million
Code Submissions in a Machine Learning MOOC

Jonathan Huang, Chris Piech, Andy Nguyen, and Leonidas Guibas
Stanford University

Abstract. In the first offering of Stanford’s Machine Learning Massive
Open-Access Online Course (MOOC) there were over a million program-
ming submissions to 42 assignments — a dense sampling of the range of
possible solutions. In this paper we map out the syntax and functional
similarity of the submissions in order to explore the variation in solu-
tions. While there was a massive number of submissions, there is a much
smaller set of unique approaches. This redundancy in student solutions
can be leveraged to “force multiply” teacher feedback.

Fig. 1. The landscape of solutions for “gradient descent for linear regression” repre-
senting over 40,000 student code submissions with edges drawn between syntactically
similar submissions and colors corresponding to performance on a battery of unit tests
(red submissions passed all unit tests).

1 Introduction

Teachers have historically been faced with a difficult decision on how much per-
sonalized feedback to provide students on open-ended homework submissions
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such as mathematical proofs, computer programs or essays. On one hand, feed-
back is a cornerstone of the educational experience which enables students to
learn from their mistakes. On the other hand, giving comments to each student
can be an overwhelming time commitment [4]. In contemporary MOOCs, char-
acterized by enrollments of tens of thousands of students, the cost of providing
informative feedback makes individual comments unfeasible.

Interestingly, a potential solution to the high cost of giving feedback in mas-
sive classes is highlighted by the volume of student work. For certain assignment
types, most feedback work is redundant given sufficiently many students. For
example, in an introductory programming exercise many homework submissions
are similar to each other and while there may be a massive number of submis-
sions, there is a much smaller variance in the content of those submissions. It
is even possible that with enough students, the entire space of reasonable solu-
tions is covered by a subset of student work. We believe that if we can organize
the space of solutions for an assignment along underlying patterns we should be
able to “force multiply” the feedback work provided by a teacher so that they
can provide comments for many thousands of students with minimal effort.

Towards the goal of force multiplying teacher feedback, we explore variations
in homework solutions for Stanford’s Machine Learning MOOC that was taught
in Fall of 2011 by Andrew Ng (ML Class), one of the first MOOCs taught. Our
dataset consists of over a million student coding submissions, making it one of the
largest of its kind to have been studied. By virtue of its size and the fact that it
constitutes a fairly dense sampling of the possible space of solutions to homework
problems, this dataset affords us a unique opportunity to study the variance of
student solutions. In our research, we first separate the problem of providing
feedback into two dimensions: giving output based feedback (comments on the
functional result of a student’s program) and syntax based feedback (comments
on the stylistic structure of the student’s program). We then explore the utility
and limitations of a “vanilla” approach where a teacher provides feedback only
on the k most common submissions. Finally we outline the potential for an
algorithm which propagates feedback on the entire network of syntax and output
similarities. Though we focus on the ML Class, we designed our methods to be
agnostic to both programming language, and course content.

Our research builds on a rich history of work into finding similarity between
programming assignments. In previous studies researchers have used program
similarity metrics to identify plagiarism [1], provide suggestions to students’
faced with low level programming problems [2] and finding trajectories of student
solutions [3]. Though the similarity techniques that we use are rooted in previous
work, the application of similarity to map out a full, massive class is novel.

2 ML Class by the numbers

When the ML Class opened in October 2011 over 120,000 students registered. Of
those students 25,839 submitted at least one assignment, and 10,405 submitted
solutions to all 8 homework assignments (each assignment had multiple parts
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Fig. 2. (a) Number of submitting users for each problem; (b) Number of submissions
per user for each problem; (c) Histogram over the 42 problems of average submission
line counts.

which combined for a total of 42 coding based problems) in which students were
asked to program a short matlab/octave function. These homeworks covered top-
ics such as regression, neural networks, support vector machines, among other
topics. Submissions were assessed via a battery of unit tests where the student
programs were run with standard input and assessed on whether they produced
the correct output. The course website provided immediate confirmation as to
whether a submission was correct or not and users were able to optionally re-
submit after a short time window.

Figure 2(a) plots the number of users who submitted code for each of the 42
coding problems. Similarly, Figure 2(b) plots the average number of submissions
per student on each problem and reflects to some degree its difficulty.

In total there were 1,008,764 code submissions with typical submissions being
quite short — on average a submission was 16.44 lines long (after removing
comments and other unnecessary whitespace). Figure 2(c) plots a histogram of
the average line count for each of the 42 assignments. There were three longer
problems — all relating to the backpropagation algorithm for neural networks.

3 Functional variability of code submissions

First, we examine the collection of unit test outputs for each submitted assign-
ment (which we use as a proxy for functional variability). In the ML Class, the
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Fig. 3. (a) Histogram over the 42 problems of the number of distinct unit test outputs;
(b) Number of submissions to each of the 50 most common unit test outputs for the
“gradient descent for linear regression” problem; (c) Fraction of distinct unit test out-
puts with k or fewer submissions. For example, about 95% of unit test outputs owned
fewer than 10 submissions.

unit test outputs for each program are a set of real numbers, and we consider two
programs to be functionally equal if their unit test output vectors are equal.1

Not surprisingly in a class with tens of thousands of participants, the range
of the outputs over all of the homework submissions can be quite high even in
the simplest programming assignment. Figure 3(a) histograms the 42 assigned
problems with respect to the number of distinct unit test outputs submitted
by all students. On the low end, we observe that the 32,876 submissions to the
simple problem of constructing a 5 ⇥ 5 identity matrix resulted in 218 distinct
unit test output vectors. In some sense, the students came up with 217 wrong
ways to approach the identity matrix problem. The median number of distinct
outputs over all 42 problems was 423, but at the high end, we observe that the
39,421 submissions to a regularized logistic regression problem produced 2,992
distinct unit test outputs!

But were there truly nearly 3,000 distinct wrong ways to approach regularized
logistic regression? Or were there only a handful of “typical” ways to be wrong
and a large number of submissions which were each wrong in their own unique
way? In the following, we say that a unit test output vector v owns a submission

1 The analysis in Section 4 captures variability of programs at a more nuanced level
of detail
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Fig. 4. (a) Number of students covered by the 50 most common unit test outputs
for several representative problems; (b) Histogram over the 42 problems of number of
students covered by the top 50 unit test outputs for each problem. Observe that for
most problems, 50 unit test outcomes is sufficient for covering over 90% of students.

if that submission produced v when run against the given unit tests. We are
interested in common or “popular” outputs vectors which own many submissions.

Figure 3(b) visualizes the popularity of the 50 unit class output vectors which
owned the most submissions for the gradient descent for linear regression prob-
lem. As with all problems, the correct answer was the most popular, and in the
case of linear regression, there were 28,605 submissions which passed all unit
tests. Furthermore, there were only 15 additional unit test vectors which were
the result of 100 submissions or more, giving some support to the idea that we
can “cover” a majority of submissions simply by providing feedback based on a
handful of the most popular unit test output vectors. On the other hand, if we
provide feedback for only a few tens of the most popular unit test outputs, we
are still orphaning in some cases thousands of submissions. Figure 3(c) plots the
fraction of output vectors for the linear regression problem again which own less
than k submissions (varying k on a logarithmic scale). The plot shows, for exam-
ple, that approximately 95% of unit test output vectors (over 1, 000 in this case)
owned 10 or fewer submissions. It would have been highly difficult to provide
feedback for this 95% using the vanilla output-based feedback strategy.

To better quantify the efficacy of output-based feedback, we explore the no-
tion of coverage — we want to know how many students in a MOOC we can
“cover” (or provide output-based feedback for) given a fixed amount of work for
the teaching staff. To study this, consider a problem P for which unit test output
vectors S = {s1, . . . , sk} have been manually annotated by an instructor. This
could be as simple as “good job!”, to “make sure that your for-loop covers special
case X”. We say that a student is covered by S if every submitted solution by
that student for problem P produces unit test outputs which lie in S. Figure 4(a)
plots the number of students which are covered by the 50 most common unit
test output vectors for several representative problems. By and large, we find
that annotating the top 50 output vectors yields coverage of 90% of students
or more in almost all problems (see Figure 4(b) for histogrammed output cov-
erage over the 42 problems). However, we note that in a few cases, the top 50
output vectors might only cover slightly over 80% of students, and that even at
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90% coverage, typically between 1000-2000 students are not covered, showing
limitations of this “vanilla” approach to output-based feedback.

Thus, while output-based feedback provides us with a useful start, the vanilla
approach has some limitations. More importantly however, output based feed-
back can often be too much of an oversimplification. For example, output-based
feedback does not capture the fact that multiple output vectors can result from
similar misconceptions and conversely that different misconceptions can result
in the same unit test outputs. Success of output-based feedback depends greatly
on a well designed battery of unit tests. Moreover, coding style which is a crit-
ical component of programming cannot be captured at all by unit test based
approaches to providing feedback. In the next sections, we discuss a deeper anal-
ysis which delves further into program structure and is capable of distinguishing
the more stylistic elements of a submission.

4 Syntactic variability of code submissions

In addition to providing feedback on the functional output of a student’s pro-
gram, we also investigate our ability to give feedback on programming style. The
syntax of code submission in its raw form is a string of characters. While this
representation is compact, it does not emphasize the meaning of the code. To
more accurately capture the structure of a programming assignment, we compare
the corresponding Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) representation.

This task is far more difficult due to the open ended nature of programming
assignments which allows for a large space of programs. There were over half a
million unique ASTs in our dataset. Figure 5(b) shows that homework assign-
ments had substantially higher syntactic variability than functional variability.
Even if a human labeled the thirty most common syntax trees for the Gradient
Descent part of the Linear Regression homework, the teacher annotations would
cover under 16% of the students. However, syntactic similarity goes beyond bi-
nary labels of “same” or “different”. Instead, by calculating the tree edit distance

between two ASTs we can measure the degree to which two code submissions
are similar. Though it is computationally expensive to calculate the similarity
between all pairs of solutions in a massive class, the task is feasible given the dy-
namic programming edit distance algorithm presented by Shasha et al [5] . While
the algorithm is quartic in the worst case, it is quadratic in practice for student
submission. By exploiting the [5] algorithm and using a computing cluster, we
are able to match submissions at MOOC scales.

By examining the network of solutions within a cutoff edit distance of 5,
we observe a smaller, more manageable number of common solutions. Figure 1
visualizes this network or landscape of solutions for the linear regression (with
gradient descent) problem, with node representing a distinct AST and node sizes
scaling logarithmically with respect to the number of submissions owned by that
AST. By organizing the space of solutions via this network, we are able to see
clusters of submissions that are syntactically similar, and feedback for one AST
could potentially be propagated to other ASTs within the same cluster.
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Fig. 5. (a) Histogram of the number of distinct abstract syntax trees (ASTs) submitted
to each problem.; (b) Number of students covered by the 30 most common ASTs for
several representative problems; (c) (Log) distribution over distances between pairs
of submissions for pairs who agree on unit test outputs, and pairs who disagree. For
very small edit distances (<10 edits), we see that the corresponding submissions are
typically also functionally similar (i.e., agree on unit test outputs).

Figure 1 also encodes the unit test outputs for each node using colors to dis-
tinguish between distinct unit test outcomes.2 Note that visually, submissions
belonging to the same cluster typically also behave similarly in a functional sense,
but not always. We quantify this interaction between functional and syntactic
similarity in Figure 5(c) which visualizes (log) distributions over edit distances
between pairs of submissions who agree on unit test outcomes and pairs of sub-
missions who disagree on unit test outcomes. Figure 5(c) shows that when two
ASTs are within approximately 10 edits from each other, there is a high proba-
bility that they are also functionally similar. Beyond this point, the two distri-
butions are not significantly different, bearing witness to the fact that programs
that behave similarly can be implemented in significantly different ways.

5 Discussion and ongoing work

The feedback algorithm outlined in this paper lightly touches on the potential
for finding patterns that can be utilized to force multiply teacher feedback. One
2 Edge colors are set to be the average color of the two endpoints.
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clear path forward is to propagate feedback, not just for entire programs, but
also for program parts. If two programs are different yet share a substantial
portion in common we should be able to leverage that partial similarity.

Though we focused our research on creating an algorithm to semi-automate
teacher feedback in a MOOC environment, learning the underlying organization
of assignment solutions for an entire class has benefits that go beyond those ini-
tial objectives. Knowing the space of solutions and how students are distributed
over that space is valuable to teaching staff who could benefit from a more nu-
anced understanding of the state of their class. Moreover, though this study is
framed in the context of MOOCs, the ability to find patterns in student submis-
sions should be applicable to any class with a large enough corpus of student
solutions, for example, brick and mortar classes which give the same homeworks
over multiple offerings, or Advanced Placement exams where thousands of stu-
dents answer the same problem.
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Revisiting and Extending the Item Difficulty Effect Model 
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Abstract: Data collected by learning environments and online courses contains 
many potentially useful features, but traditionally many of these are ignored when 
modeling students. One feature that could use further examination is item difficulty. 
In their KT-IDEM model, Pardos and Heffernan proposed the use of question 
templates to differentiate guess and slip rates in knowledge tracing based on the 
difficulty of the template- here, we examine extensions and variations of that model. 
We propose two new models that differentiate based on template- one in which the 
learn rate is differentiated and another in which learn, guess, and slip parameters all 
depend on template. We compare these two new models to knowledge tracing and 
KT-IDEM. We also propose a generalization of IDEM in which, rather than 
individual templates, we differentiate between multiple choice and short answer 
questions and compare this model to traditional knowledge tracing and IDEM. We 
test these models using data from ASSISTments, an open online learning 
environment used in many middle and high school classrooms throughout the United 
States. 

Keywords: Knowledge tracing, student modeling, item difficulty, Bayesian 
networks, educational data mining 

1. Introduction 

Traditionally, knowledge tracing (KT), does not take into account much of the data 
collected by tutoring system. Some work has been done on leveraging hint and attempt 
counts in KT [8], [9], and in individualizing based on student [6], but one area that merits 
more exploration is the use of item difficulty to more accurately model students. Pardos 
and Heffernan proposed a model to do just that [5], but explored only one such possible 
model. We created two variations on this model and a generalization of it in order to 
determine which of these models is the best predictor of student knowledge. Our goal is to 
discover how item difficulty really affects students’  knowledge  and  performance. 

2. Models 

2.1 Knowledge Tracing 

In classic knowledge tracing [1], the goal is to predict whether a student will answer the 
next question correctly based upon the current estimate of their knowledge. In the 
Bayesian  network,  the  responses  are  the  observed  nodes,  and  the  student’s  knowledge  at  
each time-step are the latent nodes. Using Expectation Maximization (EM) or another 
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algorithm, we learn values for the probability of initial knowledge, P(L0); the probability 
of learning the skill from one time step to the next, P(T); the probability of guessing 
correctly when the skill is in the unlearned state, P(G); and the probability of slipping, or 
answering incorrectly when the skill is in the learned state, P(S) (Figure 1). 

 

Fig. 1- Standard Knowledge Tracing 

2.2 KT-IDEM 

In 2011, Pardos and Heffernan proposed the Knowledge Tracing- Item Difficulty Effect 
Model (KT-IDEM), which adds difficulty to the traditional KT model by adding an item 
difficulty node affecting the question node. This model learns a separate guess and slip 
rate for each item, and therefore has N*2+2 parameters, where N is the number of unique 
items,  in  comparison  to  KT’s  four [5]. Figure 2 illustrates the KT-IDEM model. 

 

Fig. 2- Knowledge Tracing- Item Difficulty Effect Model 

2.3 Extensions to IDEM 

We believe that question difficulty not only affects performance, but will also have an 
effect on learning. By answering questions of different difficulties and receiving feedback 
on whether or not the answer is correct, students could learn differing amounts. We 
therefore propose two new variations on KT-IDEM. The first individualizes learn rates by 
item difficulty, but keeps guess and slip consistent. The second individualizes learn, guess, 
and slip rates based on item difficulty. In a ten item dataset, KT would have four 
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parameters, KT-IDEM would have 22, the first of our models, Item Difficulty Effect on 
Learning (IDEL), would have 12, and the second, Item Difficulty Effect All (IDEA), 
would have 32. It is possible that certain datasets will be over-parameterized in some of 
these models if there are not enough data points per item, but as Pardos and Heffernan 
pointed out in their original KT-IDEM   paper,   “there   has   been   a   trend   of evidence that 
suggests models that have equal or even more parameters than data points can still be 
effective”  [5]. These models are illustrated below (Figures 3 and 4). 

 

Fig. 3- Item Difficulty Effect on Learning 

 
Fig. 4- Item Difficulty Effect All 

2.4 MC 

The final model we implemented is a generalization of KT-IDEM, which adds a multiple 
choice node to KT at each time step, indicating whether the particular question is multiple 
choice or not, rather than an item difficulty node. We now learn two different guess and 
slip rates, one each for multiple choice questions and for non-multiple choice questions. 
As is standard in KT and all other models explored in this paper, we assume that students 
do not forget. The multiple choice model (MCKT) is illustrated in Figure 5. 
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Fig. 5- Multiple Choice Model 

We expected that the guess rate for multiple choice questions would be higher than the 
guess rate for non-multiple choice questions, since there are a finite number of options 
presented as opposed to an open response where it is possible to enter almost anything. 
We also expected that the slip rate would be lower for multiple choice questions, as 
recognizing the correct answer is generally easier than recalling it [3]. 

3. Dataset 

3.1 The ASSISTments Tutoring System 

The data used in this work is from ASSISTments, a freely available online mathematics 
tutoring system for grades 4 to 10 [2]. This system is used in classrooms across the 
country, and while it is not currently in itself a course, it is certainly an open, large-scale 
online learning tool. 

In ASSISTments, multiple items can be built using the same template, where the only 
difference is the actual numbers in the problem. We consider problems generated from the 
same template to be the same item when working with the models that consider item 
difficulty. 

We used six skills from the dataset, all of which came from skill builder data. In 
ASSISTments, skill builders are sessions where a student practices a certain skill until 
s/he gets three questions correct in a row, at which point it is considered to be learned. 
Within each skill, there are different sequences of templates that a student could 
encounter. In order to be sure that all students in our dataset were seeing the same 
templates, we used one sequence from each skill, except for Ordering Integers, from 
which we sampled two sequences separately. Table 1 shows information about the 
sequences we used in our experiments. 
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Skill Name Percent 
correct 

Number of 
Templates 

Percent Multiple 
Choice 

Pythagorean Theorem 34 8 70 

Ordering Integers (1) 88 3 34 

Ordering Integers (2) 84 3 65 

Square Root 89 2 38 

Ordering Positive Decimals 74 3 100 

Percent 33 13 67 

Pattern Finding 48 5 45 

 

4. Methods 

Using  Kevin  Murphy’s  Bayes  Net  Toolbox  for  Matlab  [4], we built each of our proposed 
models. We performed a 5-fold cross-validation on each of the seven sequences from the 
ASSISTments dataset using all five models, where four folds were used for training and 
the fifth for testing. The data was partitioned into folds randomly such that each student 
within a skill was in only one fold and the same folds were used for every model to 
guarantee a fair comparison. To avoid over-fitting the models to any student who practiced 
a skill a large number of times, only the first five opportunities of the skill for each student 
were used. We used expectation maximization to learn the parameters for each of our 
models. 

5. Results 

In order to compare models, we calculated mean absolute error (MAE), root mean square 
error (RMSE), and area under the curve (AUC) of each model’s  predictions  compared  to  
the actual data. We performed a paired t-test of each of these measures using the runs from 
each fold and found that RMSE was the most consistently reliable measure, so we use that 
to determine which model is best. Table 2 shows an example of all metrics, obtained from 
the skill “Percent,” which has 13 templates. From this data, it appears that KT has the 
worst MAE and AUC of all the models, but KT-IDEL has a worse RMSE. 

 

 

Table 1- Sequences used to test the models 
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Table 2- Results for “Percent” 

 Knowledge 
Tracing 

KT-IDEM KT-IDEL KT-IDEA MCKT 

MAE 0.433231 0.350409 0.433039 0.352525 0.352107 
AUC 0.531074 0.762205 0.56607 0.706951 0.754057 
RMSE 0.472552 0.449915 0.481702 0.441461 0.462738 
 

Comparing the template-based models to KT, we found that for this skill, the MAE was 
reliably better for KT-IDEM than KT or KT-IDEL and the AUC of KT-IDEM was reliably 
better than KT and both other template models. On the other hand, KT-IDEA had a 
reliably better RMSE than KT-IDEM for this skill. 

Taking the data from all seven sequences, we unfortunately did not find a conclusive 
answer to the question of which template-based model performs best. For the skill 
“Pattern Finding,” we found that KT-IDEM did best in all three measures, whereas for the 
first sequence of “Ordering Integers,” KT-IDEL outperformed the other two template-
based models, but was not significantly different from KT. (A few additional results tables 
can be found in the appendix of this paper.) 

Our next question, was whether the multiple choice model would perform better than KT 
or KT-IDEM. While theoretically, the multiple choice model should be the same as KT 
when all problems are of one type, when we ran the models over a sequence that was all 
multiple choice, the models learned different parameters. This is probably because the 
multiple choice nodes must always have two values in their CPT tables. We therefore 
exclude this sequence from analysis of the multiple choice model. On the other hand, we 
did test a sequence that was all one template, and all template models behaved the same, 
since  the  number  of  values  in  the  template  nodes’  CPT  tables  is  the  same  as  the  number  of  
templates. Out of the six remaining sequences in which we can compare MCKT, each 
with three metrics, for a total of 18 comparisons, we found that MCKT was reliably better 
than KT six times, and reliably better than KT-IDEM four times. Out of these, only two 
instances showed MCKT better than both of the other models. Out of the remaining nine 
comparisons, four showed that MCKT was better than the others, but not reliably so, in 
one case KT-IDEM outperforms MCKT, which is marginally better than KT, and in six 
cases the both of the other models performed better than MCKT. Since MCKT is at least 
marginally better than KT a majority of the time, and significantly better in 6 out of 18 
cases, it looks like it could be a promising model, although more research is needed. 
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6. Contributions and Future Work 

In this work, we proposed three new models; IDEL, IDEA, and MCKT. We compared 
these models to traditional KT and to KT-IDEM and found that different models worked 
best for different sequences. Our findings are not in agreement with [5], which states that 
IDEM works better than KT in ASSISTments skill builder data, and our observations also 
seem to indicate that other item difficulty models could work better than KT-IDEM. The 
interesting contribution here is that this means question difficulty does, in fact, appear to 
affect learning, possibly more than performance on the current item. 

We used only six sequences (and had to exclude one from analysis), all from the same 
system, in this preliminary look at these models and would like to, in the future, try using 
more sequences and data from other tutors to see be sure that findings hold true in other 
scenarios and are not useful only in ASSISTments. Although, even if the latter is the case, 
having a better student modeling technique for this system would be very useful in 
developing ways to make it better. 

One clear next step is to implement the same extensions made to the IDEM model to the 
multiple choice model in order to determine how the different types of questions- multiple 
choice and short answer- effect student knowledge and performance. 
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Appendix 

Table 3- Results for “Pythagorean  Theorem” 

 KT KT-IDEM KT-IDEL KT-IDEA MCKT 

MAE 0.480245 0.448852 0.478075 0.431558 0.472431 

AUC 0.610767 0.630755 0.661355 0.671785 0.587751 

RMSE 0.491635 0.517432 0.487239 0.511354 0.530694 
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Table 4- Results for “Ordering Positive Decimals” (MCKT excluded) 

 KT KT-IDEM KT-IDEL KT-IDEA 

MAE 0.352754 0.434477 0.362968 0.451735 

AUC 0.58984 0.549476 0.61913 0.577328 

RMSE 0.422419 0.474215 0.418596 0.492843 

 

Table 5- Results for “Ordering Positive Integers (1)” 

 KT KT-IDEM KT-IDEL KT-IDEA MCKT 

MAE 0.223823 0.268527 0.223668 0.270949 0.2948 

AUC 0.545965 0.351229 0.560837 0.36537 0.38731 

RMSE 0.333427 0.365692 0.335122 0.394251 0.3903 
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Abstract. One of the major components of MOOCs is the weekly assignment. 
Most of the assignments are multiple choice, short answer or programming 
assignments and can be graded automatically by the system. Since assignments 
that include argumentation or scientific writing are difficult to grade 
automatically, MOOCs often use a crowd-sourced evaluation of the writing 
assignments in the form of peer grading. Studies show that this peer-grading 
scheme faces some reliability issues due to widespread variation in the course 
participants’ motivation and preparation. In this paper we present a process of 
computer-supported argumentation diagramming and essay writing that 
facilitates the peer grading of the writing assignments. The process has not been 
implemented in a MOOC context but all the supporting tools are web-based and 
can be easily applied to MOOC settings.  

Keywords: Computer Supported Argumentation, Argument Diagramming, 
Peer Review and Grading 

1   Introduction 

MOOCs in general and Coursera, in particular, started with courses in the area of 
Computer Science. These courses offered a variety of homework including multiple 
choice, short answer, and programming assignments that can be graded automatically 
by the system. However, recently, many MOOCs have started offering courses in 
social sciences, humanities, and law subjects whose assignments naturally involve 
more writing and argumentation. Automatic grading of those kinds of assignments is 
more challenging given the current state of natural language processing technologies. 
Coursera and most of the other current systems use a peer-grading mechanism in 
order to address this issue. However, because of the open access nature of the 
MOOCs, a massive number of people with different educational backgrounds and 
language skills from all around the world participate in these courses and this 
heterogeneity in prior preparation negatively affects the validity and reliability of 
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peer-grades. Researchers have investigated this issue (Duneier, 2012) and some steps 
have been taken to address it. Coursera, for example, flags students who give 
inaccurate grades and assigns their assessments less weight, but this method does not 
directly address the diversity of knowledge and writing skills among the students. In 
this paper, we recommend an approach to this issue that combines computer-
supported argument diagramming and writing with scaffolded peer-review and 
grading. With support of the National Science Foundation,2 our ArgumentPeer 
process combines two web-based tools (SWoRD and LASAD) that have been used in 
several university settings and courses, and applies them to support argumentation 
and writing assignments in science and law. The process enables the instructional 
team to carefully define and monitor the writing assignment and revision procedure 
and involves several machine learning and natural language processing components. 

2   Background 

Writing and argumentation are fundamental skills that support learning in many 
topics. Being able to understand the relationships among abstract ideas, to apply them 
in solving concrete problems, and to articulate the implications of different findings 
for studies and theories are essential for students in all areas of science, engineering, 
and social studies. However, inculcating these skills, or compensating for the lack of 
them, is especially difficult in MOOC setting where students have such diverse 
preparations and motivations.  

Our approach to tackle this problem involves breaking down the process of 
writing into multiple measurable steps and guiding the student through the steps with 
careful support and feedback. The first step of the process, computer-supported 
argument planning, engages the students with a graphical representation for 
constructing arguments and provides them with feedback and intelligent support. We 
use LASAD3 as our argument-diagramming tool (cf. Scheuer et al., 2010). LASAD is 
a web-based argumentation support system to help students learn argumentation in 
different domains. It supports flexible argument diagramming by enabling instructors 
to define a pre-structured palette of argumentation elements (Argument Ontology) 
along with a set of help system rules in order to give instant feedback to students 
while working on their diagrams.  

The massive number of students in MOOC settings makes it impossible for the 
instructional team to provide reflective feedback on each individual student’s 
argument. We handle this issue with computer-supported peer-review and grading 
using SWoRD4 (Cho & Schunn, 2007). In general, peer review is consistent with 
learning theories that promote active learning. Furthermore, the peer-review of 
writing has some learning benefits for the reviewer, especially when the students 
provide constructive feedback (Wooley, Was, Schunn, & Dalton, 2008), and put 
effort into the process (Cho & Schunn, 2010). Moreover, studies have shown that 
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feedback from a group of peers can be at least as useful as that of teachers (Cho & 
Schunn, 2007), especially when good rubrics and incentives for reviewing are 
included. Most relevant here, studies have shown that even students with lower levels 
of knowledge in the topic can provide feedback that is useful to the ones with higher 
levels (Patchan & Schunn, 2010; Patchan, 2011). 

3   The Process 

The ArgumentPeer process includes two main phases: 1) Argument Planning, and 2) 
Argument Writing. Fig. 1 shows an overview of the process and its underlying 
components and steps.  

 

 
Fig. 1: ArgumentPeer Process 

3.1 Phase I: Argument Diagramming 

This phase includes studying the assigned resources and creating the argument 
diagram. As an example, students in a legal writing course used LASAD in order to 
prepare textual brief on appeal to the U.S. Supreme Court in the case of United States 
v. Alvarez (Lynch et al., 2012). The system had been introduced to them in a 45-
minutes lecture session (that could easily be made a video) and students were directed 
toward a recommended stepwise format for written legal argumentation as set forth in 
a noted authority (Neumann 2005). Figure 2 shows an example diagram in this study. 
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Fig. 2: Example Argument Diagram in Legal Writing Course 

The instructional team tailored the argument ontology to support the recommended 
argumentation format; the nodes were basically legal “claim” and “conclusion” nodes 
that are connected together via “supporting” and “opposing” links providing reasons 
for and against. The development of a suitable ontology is a critical aspect in the 
design of an argumentation system and might involve iterative refinement based on 
observed problems and weaknesses (Buckingham et al., 2002). Specifically, 
ontologies affect the style of argumentation (Suthers, et al., 2001) and the level of 
details expected for students to provide. LASAD provides an authoring tool that 
enables the instructional team to carefully design the argumentation ontology. 

After creating the argument diagrams, the students submit their diagrams to the 
SWoRD system for revision. As noted, SWoRD lets instructors provide a detailed 
rubric with which peers should assess the diagram. Moreover, it has a natural 
language processing (NLP) component that pushes reviewers to provide useful 
feedback that is not ambiguous or vague (more details in section 3.3). After receiving 
the reviews, the author will revise his/her argument diagram and get ready to write the 
first draft of the writing assignment in phase 2. To support this transition to a written 
argument, a system component creates a textual outline based on a depth-first 
traversal of the argumentation diagram and informed by the argument ontology. In 
this way, students are encouraged to create a well-annotated argumentation diagram 
because the diagram text is easily transferred directly to the written draft. 

3.2 Phase II: Writing 

In this phase, students write their first drafts using the outlines generated from the 
argument diagrams and submit them to SWoRD. After that, the system automatically 
assigns the draft to n reviewers based on the instructors’ policy. The instructor can 
also assign the individual or groups of peers for the revision using various methods. 
For example, in the Legal Writing course, the instructor divided the students into two 
groups, one, writing for the majority and the other writing for the dissenting judge in 
the 9th Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals and assigned the peers in a way such that there is 
at least one peer from the other group among the reviewers.  
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In the next step, the instructor carefully designs the paper reviewing criteria 
(rubric) for the peers and then starts the reviewing process. The key feature of 
SWoRD is the ease with which instructors can define rubrics to guide peer reviewers 
in rating and commenting upon authors’ work. The instructor-provided rubrics, which 
may include both general domain writing and content-specific criteria (Goldin & 
Ashley, 2012), should help to focus peer feedback and compensate for the wide 
diversity of peer-reviewers’ preparation and motivation. 

Reviewers, then, download the paper and evaluate them based on the defined 
rubric and submit their reviews and ratings to SWoRD. Again, the NLP component of 
the system, checks the reviews for usefulness and then the system deliverers the 
reviews back to the author. SWoRD automatically determines the accuracy of each 
reviewer’s numerical ratings using a measure of consistency applied across all of the 
writing dimensions (Cho & Schunn, 2007). Finally, the author submits the second 
draft to the system and the final draft can either be grader by peers or the instructional 
team, although of course in a MOOC context peers would grade it again. 

3.3 AI Guides Student Authors and Reviewers in Both Phases 

As mentioned, the LASAD Authoring tool and its flexible ontology structure enable 
instructors to specify the level of detail on which they want the students to focus. 
Instructors can also use the Feedback Authoring tool to define help system rules that 
guide the students through the argumentation diagramming process. The instant 
feedback component of LASAD is an expert system that uses logical rules to analyze 
students’ developing argument diagrams and to provide feedback on making more 
complete and correct diagrams. The hints can be as simple as telling the student to fill 
in a text field for an element, or as complex as telling the student to include opposing, 
as well as supporting, citations for a finding. Using this in-depth intervention, 
instructors can focus students on their intended pedagogical goals. For example, in the 
legal writing course, a help system rule asks students to include at least one opposing 
“citation” in their diagrams to anticipate possible important counterarguments that a 
court would expect an advocate to have addressed in his or her brief.  

The NLP component of SWoRD helps the students improve their reviews by 
detecting the presence or absence of key feedback features like the location of the 
problem and the presence of an explicit solution. This feature has been implemented 
for review comments on both argumentation diagrams and the written drafts. The 
details of the computational linguistic algorithm that detects the feedback issues are 
described in (Xiong et al., 2012; Nguyen & Litman, in press). The interface provides 
reviewers with advice like: “Say where this issue happened.” “Make sure that for 
every comment below, you explain where in the paper it applies.” In addition, it 
provides examples of the kind of good feedback likely to result in an effective 
revision: “For example, on page [x] paragraph [y], …. Suggest how to fix this 
problem.” “For example, when you talk about [x], you can go into more detail using 
quotes from the reading resource [y].” The system tries to be as helpful as possible, 
but in order to prevent frustration, it allows the reviewers to ignore the suggestions 
and submit the review as is. However, SWoRD considers these reviewers as less 
accurate and gives lower weight to their ratings. 
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4 Assessment and Grading 

After submitting the final draft, the papers are assigned automatically or by the 
instructors to the same or another group of peers (or members of the instructional 
team in non-MOOC contexts) for grading. The same rubric can be used for the second 
round of review but it is also possible to define new criteria particularly for grading 
purposes.  

According to (Cho, Schunn, & Wilson, 2006; Patchan, Charney, & Schunn, 
2009) the aggregate ratings of at least 4 peers on a piece of writing in this setting are 
more highly reliable and just as valid as a single instructor’s ratings. However, some 
studies (e.g., Chang et al., 2011) note that there can be systematic differences 
between peer and instructor assessment in a web-based portfolio setting. We believe 
that by breaking down the argument planning and writing process into multiple 
guided steps, each subject to review according to instructor-designed peer-review 
criteria, we move toward a more reliable peer-grading scheme that can be especially 
useful in a MOOC context. 

5 Discussion 

Grading writing assignments requires considerable effort, especially when the class 
size increases. Peer-review and grading is one way to deal with this problem but many 
instructors are hesitant to use it in their classrooms. The main concern is whether the 
students are actually capable of grading the papers accurately and responsively. 
Studies have shown that peer rating alone can be reliable and valid in a large-scale 
classroom under appropriate circumstances and well-chosen review criteria (Cho, 
Schunn, & Wilson, 2006; Patchan, Charney, & Schunn, 2009). The ArgumentPeer 
project not only enables the instructor to design the rubric but also makes it salient for 
the reviewer to see the deep structure of the argumentation by viewing the 
argumentation diagram. This positive synergy between diagramming and peer-review 
makes it easier for the reviewer to see the argument structure in the diagram and its 
reflection in the writing. 

Regarding scalability and the possibility of being used in a MOOC setting, both 
SWoRD and LASAD are web-based projects developed using Java 2 Platform, 
Enterprise Edition (J2EE) architecture. LASAD uses automated load balancing in 
order to support a large number of students. The rich graphical interface of LASAD 
along with flexible structure of the ontologies helps students gain an understanding of 
the topic of argumentation (Loll, et al., 2010). Moreover, the collaborative nature of 
LASAD can be used in order to facilitate engagement, particularly in MOOC settings 
that face the problem of student retention. 

SWoRD, which is the main platform for peer-review and grading, has also been 
successfully used in classrooms with a large number of students (Cho, Schunn, & 
Wilson, 2006). The basic review structure in SWoRD is quite similar to the journal 
publication process, which makes it a familiar process among academics. In addition, 
publicizing students’ papers to their peers can make students put more effort into 
writing by increasing audience awareness (Cohen & Riel, 1989).  
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6 Conclusion 

In this paper, we presented a process of argument diagramming and reciprocal peer-
review in order to facilitate the grading of writing assignments. The ArgumentPeer 
process and its preexisting components, SWoRD and LASAD, have been applied 
across different university settings in different courses with large numbers of students. 
We have decomposed writing assignments into separate steps of planning an 
argument and then writing it, support students in each step with instructor- and AI-
guided peer reviewing and grading. The results of our past studies show that high 
reliability and validity in the peer grading can be achieved with multiple reviewers per 
paper. The web-based nature of the components of the ArgumentPeer process makes 
it relatively easy to apply in MOOC settings. We believe that its fine-grained support 
for authoring and reviewing could help achieve higher levels of reliability and validity 
in MOOCs despite their massive numbers of highly diverse participants. 
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Abstract. MOOCs and other platforms for online education are having a 
tremendous impact on the learning of tens of thousands of students. They offer 
a chance to build a set of educational resources from the ground up, at a time 
when scientists know far more about learning and teaching than at the advent of 
the current education system. This paper presents practical implications of 
research from cognitive science, showing empirically supported and actionable 
strategies any designer or instructor can use to improve students’ learning. 
These all take the form of augmenting online videos and exercises with 
questions and prompts for students to consider explanations: before, during, and 
after learning. This class of instructional strategies provides students with 
direction while allowing them to take charge of their learning, is technically 
easy to implement, and is applicable to a wide variety of video and exercise 
content, that ranges across multiple topics.  

Keywords: learning, learning, cognitive science, MOOCs, educational 
software, online learning, problem based learning, explanation, self-
explanation, retrieval practice, interleaving, mixing, spacing 

1   Introduction 

High quality pedagogy is an essential goal for MOOCs. There are few barriers to 
students moving between courses, and the expectations are also that online learning 
platforms will take advantage of their greater freedom to innovate than many 
education reform movements in traditional schools.  

One way to complement the practical experience of quality instructors is to 
synthesize and apply insights from scientific research. The nature of such work is 
produce insights that people’s direct experience is unlikely to uncover. This paper 
considers how research from cognitive science can improve learning in MOOCs. The 
following consider educational implications of cognitive science more generally. [1] 
is an Institute of Education Sciences practice guide that is short, available online, 
constructed by an expert panel, and peer-reviewed. Books include [2], which is 
targeted at university instructors, [3] is for a general audience and K-12 teachers, and 
[4] focuses on multimedia learning for both K-16 education and corporate training.  

This paper follows the approach taken in the reviews above in selecting practical 
principles from a broad review and synthesis of literature in cognitive science. This 
includes publications of basic research and  controlled laboratory experiments, as well 
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as studies with educational materials and K-12 and university students from K-12 and 
university students – which are directly relevant to lessons in current MOOCs.  

The principles are selected to target key challenges in online learning, like ensuring 
learners remain engaged and active even without a physical community, promoting 
deep understanding rather than superficial memory, and supporting students in being 
strategic and independent learners, even without much direct feedback. 

The principles specifically focus on how to appropriately prompt students to 
answer questions and provide explanations, before, during, and after watching 
instructional videos or engaging in exercises. It is a common intuition that students 
learn when they are given comprehensive knowledge: MOOCs deliver high-quality 
online videos with cogent explanations, and include practice exercises like that in 
Figure 1, accompanied by clear answers and solutions. However, there is substantial 
evidence that students can learn far more by trying to answer questions themselves 
(than by receiving the answers), or by being pushed to construct explanations (rather 
than provided with them), which will be discussed in the following sections.  

2   Context of application: example video and exercise 

Each principle for adding question prompts is targeted at the grain size of an online 
module – a short, self-contained batch of information like a video or exercise.  

The principles are abstract in that they can improve learning from a range of online 
videos and exercises, but to provide concrete and actionable insight they are 
illustrated through application to specific examples of a video and exercise.  

The example video is a three minute Udacity.com video from an introductory 
statistics course (http://tiny.cc/examplevideo): It explains what the normal distribution 
is, and how the area under its curve corresponds to the probability of observing 
certain sampled observations from a population. 

 

 
Fig. 1. Example math exercise from Khan Academy: http://tiny.cc/exampleexercise 

The example exercise is shown in Figure 1, an algebra word problem from Khan 
Academy’s collection of mathematics exercises at 
www.khanacademy.org/exercisedashboard. These share a common format. Only the 
problem statement is shown at first (blue & red text in Figure 1). Students can submit 
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an answer for feedback or request a hint at any point. They only move onto the next 
problem when they are correct, but each hint request reveals the next step in a worked 
example solution – which ultimately gives the answer as its final step. 

3   Adding questions before, during, and after videos & exercises  

Questions or prompts to generate explanations can be added in at least three ways 
to online modules: pre-module (immediately preceding or in the very beginning of a 
video/exercise, preceding the presentation of content), intra-module (popping up in a 
video or emphasized as an activity by the instructor, embedded into the steps of an 
exercise), or post-module (following the student’s engagement with a video/exercise).  

3.1   Pre-Module: Framing Questions 

Even before learners are presented with information in a video or exercise, 
prompting them to consider framing questions can make them more motivated to 
learn, as well as help them connect a module’s content to their existing knowledge, 
and understand how they can apply it to future problems.  

In contrast to delivering a traditional sequence of subject-focused videos & 
exercises (which touch on a succession of topics students may struggle to relate), 
problem-based learning [5] frames videos & exercises as the knowledge needed to 
solve particular problems and answer previously articulated questions. For example, a 
problem-based learning version of an introductory statistics course [6] would precede 
lessons with a keen emphasis on what problems the lesson would teach students how 
to solve, rather than a typical focus on the specific facts and concepts in each lesson. 

Examples of pre-module framing questions are shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Examples of Framing Questions that could precede videos and exercises. 

Udacity video on the normal distribution Khan Academy algebra math exercise 
Before a video, a page with a Framing 

Question can be presented: “Explain what you 
already know about normal distributions.” 
“What is a normal distribution useful for?” 

Instructors can also introduce a fixed time 
delay (e.g. 10 seconds), a required text response, 
or a strong emphasis on a Framing Question at 

the start of a video. 

If you are only told about the 
relationships between two people’s ages, 
what kind of math is useful for figuring 

out actual ages? 
The guiding question to keep in mind for 
this exercise is: “How can you convert 

word problems into algebra expressions?” 

 
The motivational benefit is in greater excitement to learn in order to solve a 

problem, rather than learn to memorize and be tested. The cognitive benefit arises in 
part by getting learners to activate their existing knowledge, so they connect new 
information to well-established ideas. Prompts to explain a fact can be largely 
unsuccessful, but still increase how much is learned once a lesson is presented [7]. [8] 
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showed that students were mostly unsuccessful when asked to solve a problem related 
to calculating variability, but that having tried to solve this problem changed what 
they learned from a subsequent lesson. Compared to other students who received 
alternative instruction without this framing question or problem, these students were 
better able to apply what they learned in subsequent lessons to new situations.  

Developing Framing Questions. To generate framing questions for a particular 
resource, an instructor can ask:  

• “What questions should students be able to answer after watching this video, 
that they can’t right now?” 

• “What problems do I think they should be able to solve afterwards, that they 
would have struggled with before?” 

3.2 Intra–Module: Reflection Questions 

Typically, instruction is seen as providing learners with answers or giving them 
explanations. But extensive work in cognitive science, education, and intelligent 
tutoring has shown that giving learners the right prompts to self-generate explanations 
can be more effective than giving students explanations [9] [10]. This provides 
empirical insight into how and when “teaching is the best way to learn”. Without 
changing the content of online videos and exercises, MOOCs can improve learning by 
appropriately embedding questions and prompts for learners to provide explanations.  

Videos in MOOCs already have the functionality to pop-up short multiple choice 
exercises, which could be used to present questions that are more conceptual and that 
allow open-ended responses. Solutions to exercises can be split up into multiple lines, 
and have questions and prompts with text boxes to type answers embedded inline. 
Examples are shown in Table 2.  

Table 2. Examples of how Reflection Questions could be embedded in videos and exercises. 

Udacity video on normal 
distribution Khan Academy algebra math exercise 

Explain what the video has 
talked about so far. (@1:35)  

 
What are you thinking 

about right now? Just say it 
out loud. (@ 2:15)  

 
Do you see why this step makes sense or is justified? 

 
What step do you think is coming next? 

 
There is substantial evidence that learners’ understanding is improved by prompts 

to explain out loud the meaning of what they are learning or say out loud what they 
are thinking [9] – although studies typically ensure learners are not confused by the 
sudden appearance of these prompts. Asking learners to explain why particular facts 
are true or answers are correct has been shown to help them understand key principles 
and generalizations [11]. [12] shows that anticipating next steps in a solution and 
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making predictions about what will be discussed next leads to a better understanding 
of how and where to use what they are learning about, and provides implicit feedback 
as the video continues or solution is revealed. 

Developing Reflection Questions. In addition to examining the methods of the 
studies cited above, the Institute of Education Sciences practice guide [1] provides a 
reference of effective question stems: E.g., why, why-not, how, what-if, how does X 
compare to Y, what is the evidence for X?  
    An instructor can use a list of these stems to generate and insert question or 
explanation prompts throughout an instructional video or an exercise’s solution. 

3.3 Post–Module Memory Practice Questions 

Questions that target information from a past video or exercise are common in 
MOOCs, but often do not realize their potential for Memory Practice. One reason is 
that they are often designed to assess learning without attention towards improving it. 
[13] shows that simply asking students to recall what they read in a science passage 
(an open ended prompt that is not common in testing, but encourages Memory 
Practice) greatly improved memory a week later – outperforming students who read 
the passage three more times, or made elaborate concept maps. Post-module prompts 
for this paper’s current examples might include “Write down the main points from 
that video.” or “Explain the method you used to solve these exercises.” 

In fact, MOOCs often do include post-module questions designed to help students 
revisit content – such as review questions or practice exercises. However, these may 
not successfully produce Memory Practice if they occur so soon after a module that a 
learner can answer using rote memory. [14] provides an extensive review of how to 
ensure post-module questions are beneficial, so that Memory Practice helps learners 
generate the meaningful cues and connections to other concepts that are needed to 
remember over the long-term.  

For example, simply spacing practice exercises improves long-term retention 
(although benefits are deceptively absent in the short-term), and learning is even 
further improved by interleaving or mixing problems and concepts that students 
frequently confuse [15]. For example, a typical practice sequence might be 12 
problems of type A, then 12 of type B, and 12 of type C. But it can be better for deep, 
lasting learning to practice [6 A, 4 B, 2 C], [4 A, 6 B, 2 C], and [2 A, 4 B, 6 C]. Often, 
however, students and instructors may assume that the more challenging learning in 
the mixed condition means that it is a poorer strategy and abandon it – even though it 
produces larger and lasting benefits without any increase in the number of problems 
[15]. Ironically, the same studies that empirically show the advantages of Memory 
Practice also find that students expect typical study strategies to help more [13] [14]. 
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Conclusion 

This paper considered how to improve learning in MOOCs by adding question & 
explanation prompts before, during, and after online videos and exercises. This is not 
to say that MOOCs never incorporate questions into instruction as advised – this is 
unlikely given the diversity of online instruction. Scientific principles for learning can 
be used to design novel instruction or to support benchmarking – to identify which of 
the vast set of instructional strategies are supported by cognitive science. Moreover, 
consulting and working with cognitive scientists (to embed practical experiments and 
design measures of learning) allows MOOCs to maximize learning by tailoring 
general learning principles to specific courses and lessons. Collaborations like these 
between instructions and scientists can provide the best outcomes for students. 
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Abstract. A key challenge in online learning is keeping students motivated. We 
report an experiment that added motivational messages to students solving 
mathematics problems on the KhanAcademy.org platform. By simply adding 
sentences above the text of a math problem, students attempted (successfully) a 
greater number of problems, were more likely to acquire exercise proficiencies, 
and even solved a larger proportion of attempted problems correctly. The key 
feature for producing these measurably improved outcomes was in using 
messages that emphasized that intelligence is malleable – e.g.,  “Remember,  the  
more you practice  the  smarter  you  become!”.  Control  conditions  that  provided  
neutral science facts or even positive messages – e.g.,  “This  might  be  a   tough  
problem,  but  we  know  you  can  do  it.”  – were not as effective. There are many 
pedagogical strategies that instructors of online courses might hypothesize will 
increase motivation; these findings underscore the value in empirically testing 
such predictions, using the unique data that is now available in MOOCs.  

Keywords: motivation, MOOCs, learning, mindset 
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Abstract. Khan Academy is a personalized learning resource that enables 
students to watch educational videos and answer questions across a variety of 
levels of mathematics and other subjects. With over one billion problems 
solved, Khan Academy has a massive dataset from which to draw evidence and 
make inferences about student learning behaviors. Our goal is to use this 
unprecedented quantity of data to learn what content each student will benefit 
the most from seeing, and to present it to them. Towards this goal, we have run 
more than one hundred massive controlled experiments, evaluating hypotheses 
about learning.  
 
We focus here on personalizing the learning experience by using student 
responses to assessment items to adaptively suggest new content. We discuss 
the metrics by which we measure student improvement and the tradeoffs that 
occur when increased exercise difficulty reduces student engagement. We 
further discuss personalizing content such as exercise or video suggestions, and 
measuring student responses to such interventions. Leveraging massive data to 
personalize learning is one of the greatest promises of online education, and this 
work represents first steps towards fulfilling that promise for millions of users 
worldwide. 

Keywords: personalized learning, data mining, machine learning, massive data, 
Khan Academy 
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Abstract. In Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs), online videos serve as 
the equivalent of lectures found in their traditional on-campus courses. Across a 
number of courses offered by edX in the Fall of 2012, the number of unique 
videos watched shows bimodal student engagement similar to ``attendance'' of 
large-lecture on-campus courses; only half the participants are watching the 
majority of course videos. The overall scale of MOOC populations still allows 
for meaningful measurements of video activity, while also providing a 
tremendous opportunity to experiment with methods of improving engagement 
of those participants showing low video use. We present preliminary analyses 
of the nature of video engagement through both the fraction of videos viewed 
over the course and the detection of convergent activity (``hot spots'') in the 
collective pause and play interactions within each video. We discuss our results 
in the context of improving video content, as well as a new video annotation 
tool being integrated into assessment items. 

Keywords: MOOC, Video, Online, Analytics 
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Abstract. Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have been widely lauded 
by the press since its fairly recent inception. Besides its wide popularity among 
learners worldwide, the majority of MOOCs still present challenges with steep 
dropout rates in spite of their promising enrollment numbers. While enjoying 
various benefits MOOCs brings along, learners apparently face new challenges. 
This paper intends to explore possible reasons behind this phenomenon from a 
social cognitive perspective by analyzing and comparing the same subject 
content taught in both the traditional face-to-face setting and on a MOOC-based 
platform.  
 
Based on past research and theories including both the larger distance learning 
fields as well as recent MOOC-specific ones, three areas, namely, the lack of 
self-efficacy, self-regulation, and self-motivators are identified to help present 
an exploratory framework in interpreting findings of this study. Although far 
from all encompassing, this exploratory framework attempts to enhance our 
understanding of distinct challenges MOOC learners as well as MOOC 
designers face. 

Keywords: MOOCs, Distance Learning, Student Retention Rate, Sustainability 
of Learning. 
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Abstract. Unlike classroom education, immediate feedback from the student is 
less accessible in Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC). A new type of sen- 
sor for detecting students’ mental states is a single-channel EEG headset simple 
enough to use in MOOC. Using its signal from adults watching MOOC video 
clips in a pilot study, we trained and tested classifiers to detect when the student 
is confused while watching the course material. We found weak but above- 
chance performance for using EEG to distinguish when a student is confused or 
not. The classifier performed comparably to the human observers who moni- 
tored student body language and rated the students’ confusion levels. This pilot 
study shows promise for MOOC-deployable EEG devices being able to capture 
tutor relevant information. 

Keywords: MOOC, EEG, confuse, feedback, machine learning 

1 Introduction 

In recent years, there is an increasing trend towards the use of Massive Open Online 
Courses (MOOC), and it is likely to continue [1]. MOOC can serve millions of stu- 
dents at the same time, but it has its own shortcomings. In [2], Thompson studied 
post-secondary students who had negative attitudes toward correspondence-based 
distance education programs. The results indicate that lack of immediate feedback and 
interaction are two problems with long-distance education. Current MOOC can offer 
interactive forums and feedback quizzes to help improve the communication between 
students and professors, but the impact of the absence of a classroom is still being 
hotly debated. As also discussed in [3], indicates the lack of feedback is one of the 
main problems for student-teacher long distance communication.  

There are many gaps between online education and in-class education  [4] and we 
will focus on one of them: detecting students’ confusion level. Unlike in-class educa- 
tion, where a teacher can judge if the students understand the materials by verbal in- 
quiries or noticing their body language (e.g., furrowed brow, head scratching, etc.), 
immediate feedback from the student is less accessible in long distance education. We 
address this limitation by using electroencephalography (EEG) input from a commer- 
cially available device as evidence of students’ mental states.  
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The EEG signal is a voltage signal that can be measured on the surface of the 
scalp, arising from large areas of coordinated neural activity manifested as synchroni-
zation (groups of neurons firing at the same rate) [5]. This neural activity varies as a 
function of development, mental state, and cognitive activity, and the EEG signal can 
measurably detect such variation. Rhythmic fluctuations in the EEG signal occur 
within several particular frequency bands, and the relative level of activity within 
each frequency band has been associated with brain states such as focused attentional 
processing, engagement, and frustration [6-8], which in turn are important for and 
predictive of learning [9]. 

The recent availability of simple, low-cost, portable EEG monitoring devices now 
makes it feasible to take this technology from the lab into schools. The NeuroSky 
“MindSet,” for example, is an audio headset equipped with a single-channel EEG 
sensor [10]. It measures the voltage between an electrode that rests on the forehead 
and electrodes in contact with the ear. Unlike the multi-channel electrode nets worn in 
labs, the sensor requires no gel or saline for recording and therefore requires much 
less expertise to position. Even with the limitations of recording from only a single 
sensor and working with untrained users, a previous study [11] found that the Mind-
Set distinguished two fairly similar mental states (neutral and attentive) with 86% 
accuracy. MindSet has been used to detect reading difficulty [12] and human emo-
tional responses [13] in the domain of intelligent tutoring systems. 

A single-channel EEG device headset currently costs around $99-149 USD, which 
would be a cost deterant to the free service of MOOC. We suggest that MOOC pro-
viders (e.g., Coursera, edX) supply EEG devices to a select group of students. In re-
turn, MOOC providers would get feedback on students’ EEG brain activity or confu-
sion levels while students watch the course materials. These objective EEG brain 
activities can be aggregated and augment subjective rating of course materials to pro-
vide a simulation of real world classroom responses, such as when a teacher is given 
feedback from an entire class. Then teachers can improve video clips based on these 
impressions. Moreover, even though an EEG headset is a luxury device at the mo-
ment, the increasing popularity of consumer-friendly EEG devices may one day make 
it a house-hold accessory like audio headsets, keyboards and mice. Thus, we are 
hopeful of seeing our proposed solution come to fruition as the market for MOOC 
grows and the importance of course quality and student feedback increases.  

To assess the feasibility of collecting useful information about cognitive processing 
and mental states using a portable EEG monitoring device, we conducted a pilot study 
with college students watching MOOC video clips. We wanted to know if EEG data 
can help distinguish among mental states relevant to confusion. If we can do so by 
better than chance, then these data may contain relevant information that can be de-
coded more accurately in the future. Thus, we address two questions:   

1. Can EEG detect confusion? 
2. Can EEG detect confusion better than human observers? 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the experiment 
design. Section 3 and 4 answers the two research questions, respectively. Finally, 
Section 5 concludes and suggests future work.  
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2 Experiment Design 

In a pilot study, we collected EEG signal data from college students while they 
watched MOOC video clips. We extracted online education videos that are assumed 
not to be confusing for college students, such as videos of introduction of basic alge-
bra or geometry. We also prepare videos that are assumed to confuse a normal college 
student if a student is not familiar with the video topics like Quantum Mechanics, and 
Stem Cell Research1. We prepared 20 videos, 10 in each category. Each video was 
about 2 minutes long. We chopped the two-minute clip in the middle of a topic to 
make the videos more confusing.  

We collected data from 10 students. One student was removed because of missing 
data due to technical difficulties. An experiment with a student consisted of 10 ses-
sions. We randomly picked five videos of each category and randomized the presenta-
tion sequence so that the student could not guess the predefined confusion level. In 
each session, the student was first instructed to relax their mind for 30 seconds. Then, 
a video clip was shown to the student where he/she was instructed to try to learn as 
much as possible from the video. After each session, the student rated his/her confu-
sion level on a scale of 1-7, where 1 corresponded to the least confusing and 7 corre-
sponded to the most confusing. Additionally, there were three student observers 
watching the body-language of the student. Each observer rated the confusion level of 
the student in each session on a scale of 1-7. The conventional scale of 1-7 was used. 
Four observers were asked to observe 1-8 students each, so that there was not an ef-
fect of observers just studying one student. 

The students wore a wireless single-channel MindSet that measured activity over 
the frontal lobe. The MindSet measures the voltage between an electrode resting on 
the forehead and two electrodes (one ground and one reference) each in contact with 
an ear. More precisely, the position on the forehead is Fp1 (somewhere between left 
eye brow and the hairline), as defined by the International 10-20 system [14]. We 
used NeuroSky’s API to collect the EEG data. 

3 Can EEG detect confusion? 

We trained Gaussian Naïve Bayes classifiers to estimate, based on EEG data, the 
probability that a given session was confusing rather than not confusing. We chose 
this method (rather than, say, logistic regression) because it is generally best for prob-
lems with sparse (and noisy) training data [15]. 

To characterize the overall values of the EEG signals while the students watch the 
2 minute video, we computed their means over the interval. To characterize the tem-
poral profile of the EEG signal, we computed several features, some of them typically 
used to measure the shape of statistical distributions rather than of time series: mini-
mum, maximum, variance, skewness, and kurtosis. However, due to the small number 
of data points (100 data points for 10 subjects, each watching 10 videos), inclusion of 

                                                           
1 http://open.163.com/ 
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those features tends to overfit the training data and results in poor classifier perfor-
mance. As a result, we used the means as the classifier features for the main analysis. 
Table 1 shows the classifier features. 

Table 1. Classifier features 

Features Description Sampling rate Statistic 
Attention Proprietary measure of mental focus 1 Hz Mean 
Meditation Proprietary measure of calmness 1 Hz Mean 
Raw Raw EEG signal 512 Hz Mean 
Delta 1-3 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Theta 4-7 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Alpha1 Lower 8-11 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Alpha 2 Higher 8-11 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Beta1 Lower 12-29 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Beta 2 Higher 12-29 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Gamma1 Lower 30-100 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 
Gamma2 Higher 30-100 Hz of power spectrum 8 Hz Mean 

 
To avoid overfitting, we used cross validation to evaluate classifier performance. 

We trained student-specific classifiers on a single student’s data from all but one 
stimulus block (e.g., one video), tested on the held-out block (e.g., all other videos), 
performed this procedure for each block, and averaged the results to cross-validate 
accuracy within reader. We trained student-independent classifiers on the data from 
all but one student, tested on the held-out student, performed this procedure for each 
student, and averaged the resulting accuracies to cross-validate across students. 

We use two ways to label the mental states we wish to predict. One way is the pre-
defined confusion level according to the experiment design. Another way is the user-
defined confusion level according to each user’s subjective rating. 

Detect pre-defined confusion level. We trained and tested classifiers for pre-
defined confusion. Student-specific classifiers achieve a classification accuracy of 
67% and a kappa statistic of 0.34, whereas student-independent classifiers achieve a 
classification accuracy of 57% and a kappa statistic of 0.15. Both classifier perfor-
mances were statistically significant better than a chance level of 0.5 (p < 0.05). Fig. 
1a) plots the classifier accuracy for each student. Fig. 1a) shows that both student-
specific classifiers and student-independent classifiers performed significantly above 
chance in 6 out of 9 students. 

Detect user-defined confusion level. We also trained and tested classifiers for 
student-defined confusion. Since students have different sense of confusing, we 
mapped the seven scale self-rated confusion level into a binary label, with roughly 
equal number of cases in the two classes. A middle split is accomplished by mapping 
scores less than or equal to the median to “not confusing” and the scores greater than 
the median are mapped to “confusing”. Furthermore, we used random undersampling 
of the larger class(es) to balance the classes in the training data. We performed the 
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sampling 10 times to limit the influence of particularly good or bad runs and obtain a 
stable measure of classifier performance. 

Student-specific classifiers achieve a classification accuracy of 57% and a kappa 
statistic of 0.13, whereas student-independent classifiers achieve a classification accu-
racy of 51% and a kappa statistic of -0.04. The student-specific classifier performance 
was statistically significant and better than a chance level of 0.5 (p < 0.05), but not the 
student-independent classifier. Fig. 1b) plots the accuracy for each student. Fig. 1b) 
shows that the student-specific classifier performed significantly above chance for 5 
out of 9 students and student-independent classifier performed significantly above 
chance for 2 out of 9 students.  

 
Fig. 1. Detect a) predefined, and b) user-defined confusion level 
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4 Can EEG detect confusion better than human observers? 

To determine if EEG can detect confusion better than human observers of body lan-
guage, we compared the scores from the observers, the classifier, and the students, 
with the label of videos. For each student, we used the average scores of the observers 
as the ‘observer rating’. We used the classifier trained in Section 3 to predict prede-
fined confusion level and linearly mapped the classifier’s estimate of class probability 
(0-100%) to a scale of 1-7 and labeled it as the ‘classifier rating’. 

Fig. 2 shows the scatter plot of a) student vs. observer rating, and b) student vs. 
classifier rating. The classifier rating had a low, but positive correlation (0.17) with 
the students’ rating, while the observer rating had a low, but positive correlation of 
(0.17) with the students’ rating. This shows that the classifier performed comparably 
to the human observers who monitored student body language and rated the students’ 
confusion levels. 

 

Fig. 2. Scatter plot of a) classifier vs. student rating, and b) observer vs. student rating  

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, we described a pilot study, where we collected students’ EEG brain 
activity while they watched MOOC video clips. We trained and tested classifiers to 
detect when a student was confused. We found weak but above-chance performance 
for using EEG to distinguish whether a student is confused. The classifier performed 
comparably to the human observers who monitored student body language and rated 
the students’ confusion levels. 
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Since the experiment was based on a class project run by a group of graduate stu-
dents, there were many limitations to the experiment. We now discuss the major limi-
tations and how we plan to address them in future work. 

One of the most critical limitations is the definition of experimental construct. 
Specifically, our pre-defined “confusing” videos could be confounded. For example, a 
student may not find a video clip on Stem Cell to be confusing when the instructor 
clearly explains the topic. Also, the predefined confusion level may be confounded 
with increased mental effort / concentration. To explore this issue, we examined the 
relationship between the predefined confusion level and the subjective user-defined 
confusion level. The students’ subjective evaluation of the confusion level and our 
predefined label has a modest correlation of 0.30. Next, we performed a feature selec-
tion experiment among all combinations of 11 features; we used cross validation 
through all the experiments and sorted the combinations according to accuracy. Then 
we found that the user-specific model Theta signal played an important role in all the 
leading combinations. Theta signal corresponds to errors, correct responses and feed-
back, suggesting the experimental construct is indeed related to confusion. 

Another limitation is due to the lack of psychological professionalism. For exam-
ple, the observers in our experiment were not formally trained. As a result, the current 
scheme allowed each observer to interpret a student’s confusion level based on his/her 
own interpretation. A precise labeling scheme would yield more details that could be 
compared among raters and, thereby, improve our rating procedure. 

Another limitation is the scale of our experiment as we only performed the exper-
iments with 10 students, and each student only watched 10 two-minute video clips. 
The limited amount of data points prevents us from drawing any strong conclusions 
about the study. We hope to scale up the experiment and collect more data. 

Finally, this pilot study shows positive, but weak classifier performance in detect-
ing confusion. The weak classifier performance may have many false-alarms and 
thereby frustrate a student. In addition, a student may not be willing to share their 
brain activity data due to privacy concerns. We are hopeful that the classifier accuracy 
can be improved once we conduct a more rigorous experiment, by increasing the 
study size, and improve the classifier with better feature selection and by applying 
denoising techniques to improve signal-to-noise ratio. Lastly, the classifiers are sup-
posed to help students, so the students should be able to choose not to use EEG if they 
think the device is hindering. 
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Abstract. Open online courses attract a diverse global audience of
learners, many of whom might not be self-directed autodidacts with the
necessary web competencies to reap the full benefits of such courses.
Most of these learners would benefit from increased guidance on how to
use MOOCs to enhance their learning. One potential area for guidance is
in group collaboration where learners form teams to collaboratively work
on assignments. Despite the global scope of these courses, a large propor-
tion of learners live within relatively close proximity of each other, such
that in-person collaboration is a feasible option. However, geographically
distributed groups of learners are more likely to bring diverse viewpoints
to the discussion than learners who live close to each other. Research
suggests that the diversity of viewpoints in a group positively a↵ects the
quality of collaboration and outcomes. This paper reviews the literature
on the feasibility of assigning local groups for collaboration and proposes
concrete research directions.

1 Introduction

An increasing number of educators use online, asynchronous computer-mediated
communication tools to create massive open online courses (MOOCs). These
virtual classrooms attract a global audience of learners (Fig. 1) who join these
courses for various reasons, including earning a certificate for completing the
course or personal enrichment. The global and massive scale of these courses
make them a melting pot for diverse ideas and perspectives: the learner popula-
tion varies considerably in demographics, cultural background, language skills,
personality, motivation, and prior knowledge.

Potentially the most important scholarly question in the midst of the rapid
proliferation of open online courses is how learning can be enhanced with MOOCs.
No simple answer can su�ce, but it is clear that understanding the learner pop-
ulation is critical for developing strategies to foster learning. Borrowing a term
from Lévi-Strauss [1], the online learner can be understood as a bricoleur–a
handy-man or jack-of-all-trades–who cobbles together ways to learn from the
plethora of online learning resources. The danger with this notion of the learner
is that it is probably over-optimistic, given that many learners are not autodi-
dacts or not “MOOC-ready” in other ways, e.g. not technologically adept. Hence,
to ensure equal opportunities to learn, we need to provide guidance to learners
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to become skilled bricoleurs and continuously support them in their bricolage

learning endeavor.

2 Collaborative Learning

Small group collaboration in and around MOOCs is a particularly fertile ground
for increased guidance. The literature on computer-supported collaborative learn-
ing can provide theoretically and empirically grounded advice on how to support
group collaboration. In addition, the rapid development of the online learning
space is providing opportunities for empirical research, unprecedented in scale,
to test existing recommendations and investigate novel approaches to guiding
group collaboration in a variety of contexts.

Many contemporary MOOCs involve group projects as part of the course,
providing learners with the opportunity to collaborate with a diverse set of people
and to engage in a process of knowledge building. Group characteristics a↵ect a
group’s performance, satisfaction, and processes of collaborative learning.

Group formation can follow one of two philosophies: laissez-faire (self-formed)
or interventionist (assigned randomly or based on certain criteria). Both ap-
proaches raise questions of how groups are selected and the kind of guidance
that should be provided from the MOOC interface or other sources.

How should one form groups and guide them to encourage e↵ective and fruit-
ful collaboration? The remainder of the paper addresses this question. Section
3 motivates the distinction between geographically distributed and in-person
groups, and presents evidence for the feasibility of assigning local groups. Sec-
tion 4 reviews relevant literature on small group collaboration that can inform
group assignment and guidance strategies. Section 5 proposes concrete research
directions to empirically investigate strategies for group assignment and guid-
ance, and proposes a collaboration model that combines geographical diversity
and in-person collaboration. Section 6 presents concluding remarks.

3 Geographically Distributed or In-person?

Geographically distributed groups in MOOCs rely on computer-mediated com-
munication (CMC) to work collaboratively on their project. These learners use
video conferencing, and synchronous as well as asynchronous textual interfaces,
such as email, instant messaging, and word processing applications with real-
time collaboration. In contrast, geographic proximity can permit face-to-face
(FtF) interaction. Of the two models, FtF collaboration has been associated
with a significantly better learning experience in terms of the quality of group
discussion and interactions compared to collaboration via asynchronous CMC
[2]. This is not surprising given that FtF communication is a considerably more
expressive medium than CMC.1 However, no significant di↵erences in learning
measured by pre-post tests and self-report were found [2, 3].

1 Interactions in immersive virtual reality are potentially more expressive than face-
to-face, but the technology is not yet publicly accessible.
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Fig. 1. Geographical location of active (interacted with learning materials) learners
averaged over 21 MOOCs with colors representing geographical density of learners in
the region. In green, yellow, and red regions, the learner population is su�ciently dense
to support in-person collaboration.
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In-person groups tend to be self-formed groups of friends, as geographic prox-
imity is positively related to friendship. Such self-formed groups are subject to
people’s natural tendency to engage with people who are similar to themselves
(homophily) [4]. The combination of homophily and the correlation between ge-
ography and demographic and other characteristics tends to make these groups
even more homogeneous relative to, for instance, randomly-assigned groups. This
can be a problem because collaborative learning in heterogeneous groups can be
more e↵ective than in homogeneous ones, as the wealth of alternative perspec-
tives sparks innovative ideas [5, 6]. The research on the relationship between
group members’ friendship and outcomes remains split on whether collaborating
with friends is beneficial [7].

The kind of guidance provided to learners partially depends on whether col-
laboration is in-person or computer-mediated. However, there has been no con-
clusive evidence that assigning groups to facilitate in-person collaboration in
MOOCs is possible at a large scale. While a single MOOC attracts hundreds
of thousands of learners, the feasibility of in-person collaboration relies on how
many learners live close enough to fellow learners. To investigate the feasibility
of in-person collaboration, geographical location data from 21 MOOCs on vari-
ous topics was aggregated to produce two figures. Conclusions drawn from these
data are very likely to be generalizable across MOOCs o↵ered around the same
time (late 2011 to early 2013) on MOOC platforms built around weekly video
lectures and assignments.

Figure 1 illustrates the density of the active learner population on a world
map.2 Green, yellow, and red regions indicate geographical locations with su�-
ciently many learners to support in-person collaboration.3

Figure 2 illustrates the geographical density of active learners by the number
of learners in the same region. At least three (five) learners live in 52% (37%) of
the regions (dotted line). Moreover, due to the high learner density in a few big
cities, 92% (85%) of learners live in regions with at least four (nine) other learners
taking the same course (solid line). These data suggest that the distribution
of learners in most parts of the world would support group assignments that
facilitate in-person collaboration.

4 Relevant Literature

Scott Page’s [8] work on group collaboration indicates that the diversity of view-
points within a group is more important than the excellence of its individual
members. It is reasonable to assume that people’s diversity of viewpoints in-
creases with the geographical distance between them, which would suggest that

2 Active learners, a small subset of the enrolled learners, are defined to have used the
learning materials at least once.

3 Geographical location was determined based on users’ IP address. A region is defined
by all equivalent latitude/longitude coordinates rounded to zero decimal places. This
definition of a region is not ideal, because the area within regions varies depending
on geographical location, but it provides a rough estimate.
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Fig. 2. Geographical topology of active learners (interacted with learning materials)
averaged over 21 MOOCs. For 1 to 25 learners (N), the solid line illustrates the pro-
portion of learners in regions with at least N learners and the dotted line illustrates
the proportion of regions with at least N learners.
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groups should be assigned with greater geographical diversity. However, there
is potentially enough cultural diversity present in most major cities to assign
groups with diverse viewpoints, while maintaining the geographical proximity to
facilitate in-person collaboration.

Related to Page’s research, Woolley and colleagues [9] report evidence for
a collective intelligence in groups that has little association with the average
or maximum individual intelligence of group members, but is highly correlated
with the proportion of females in the group and the distribution of conversa-
tional turn-taking. While the gender distribution can be addressed by specific
assignment of groups, the conversational dynamics within the group can only
be influenced indirectly, for instance, by guiding group interactions technologi-
cally or with written guidelines on turn-taking. Online video conferencing tools
could include timers for each participant, similar to chess clocks, to encourage
balanced participation and turn-taking.

Barron’s [10] findings provide further evidence that emphasizes the impor-
tance of nuanced process indicators in collaborative learning. She found indica-
tors such as listening to proposals in group collaboration to be predictive of col-
laboration success, while less process-oriented measures such as group members
prior achievements and how well they generated correct ideas were not correlated
with positive problem-solving outcomes. Research on collaborative learning sug-
gests that it is most e↵ective when group members engage in rich interactions,
like discussing conceptual explanations rather than providing specific answers.
Thus, rich interactions can be encouraged by guiding the collaborative process
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[11], for example, by providing note-taking templates that encourage certain
behaviors, such as discussing conceptual explanations.

The collaboration process and how it should be guided depends on the com-
munication medium used for collaboration. The expressiveness of the commu-
nication medium is a likely moderator of the richness of interactions [12], with
FtF enabling more expressive interactions than CMC. However, advances in
the learning sciences on collaborative learning with video [13] suggest that aug-
mented CMC (augmented with tools to foster mutual awareness) can yield higher
collaboration quality and learning gains than unaugmented CMC. Guidance to
learners on the use of such tools, such as when and how to use them e↵ectively,
is necessary to maximize their potential benefit to learners. For instance, groups
with geographically diverse members should receive guidance on several online
collaboration tools, including the types of tasks that each is most suitable for
and examples of how to use them e↵ectively.

5 Research Directions

MOOCs provide researchers with a powerful platform for conducting experi-
ments to address questions around collaborative learning in this novel context.
The massive scale of these courses combined with randomized controlled field
experiments can provide insights into the features of the learning environment
and the kinds of guidance that can significantly enhance learning.

The e↵ectiveness of geographically distributed compared to in-person col-
laboration with di↵erent models of guidance could be investigated by assigning
half the project groups to maximize group members’ geographic distance from
each other and the other half to groups close enough to facilitate in-person
collaboration. Groups could be randomly assigned to receive di↵erent guidance
on collaboration strategies and technologies. Outcome measures should capture
group performance (project grades and perceived learning), collaboration qual-
ity (e.g. Meier et al.’s [14] rating scheme), members’ experience, and whether
in-person collaboration took place for locally assigned groups. Moreover, a mea-
sure of perceived social and cultural group diversity could provide insights into
the association between geographic distance and subjective group diversity, po-
tentially an important mediator of the above outcome measures.

Beyond the question of how groups are actually assigned, the psychologi-
cal implications of what learners are told about how their group members were
chosen might influence their perception of the group and collaboration experi-
ence (framing e↵ect). For example, telling learners that their collaborators were
carefully chosen based on their personality and previous experience to promote
productive collaboration and original ideas sets positive expectations compared
to telling them that groups are randomly chosen.

An implementation that reaps the benefits of geographically distributed and
in-person collaboration could be to facilitate collaboration in two steps: locally
assigned groups could first collaborate in-person before connecting with a few
other groups from around the world to form a larger, more distributed group
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that discusses the preliminary ideas and continues the collaboration online. This
model of collaboration could be tested and adjusted through iterative improve-
ment to optimize the collaboration experience.

6 Conclusion

Providing online learners with guidance, especially those who are not self-directed
autodidacts, is necessary to ensure equal opportunity to learn. Group collabo-
ration, where peers collectively solve a task or discuss an issue, is a potentially
fruitful setting for increased guidance. Learning from and with peers to comple-
ment learning from the instructor is becoming increasingly important in online
learning due to rapidly growing student-to-teacher ratios. It is therefore critical
that collaborative learning is enhanced by providing learners with appropriate
guidance.

What kind of guidance to provide will partly depend on the type of learner
interaction. This paper argues that there is an important distinction between
groups that have the potential for face-to-face communication and those who do
not, especially as education moves out of brick-and-mortar institutions where
students are all geographically accessible.
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Preface 
Open-ended learning environments (OELEs) offer students opportunities to take part 

in authentic and complex problem solving and inquiry tasks by providing a learning 
context and a set of tools for exploring, hypothesizing, and building their own solutions 
to problems. Also referred to as exploratory environments, examples include 
hypermedia learning environments, modeling and simulation environments, 
microworlds, scientific inquiry environments, and educational games featuring open 
worlds. OELEs may be characterized by choices students have as they are involved in  
their learning and problem solving tasks; in OELEs, students are faced with a multitude 
of decisions about what, when, and how to learn. Naturally, these choices offer critical 
opportunities for students to exercise higher-order skills that include:  

 Cognitive processes for accessing, organizing, and interpreting information, 
constructing problem solutions, and assessing constructed solutions;  

 Metacognitive monitoring and self-regulatory processes for coordinating the use 
of cognitive processes and reflecting on the outcome of solution assessments; 
and  

 Emotional and motivational self-regulatory processes that include curiosity and 
persistence, especially in the face of difficulty.  

This presents significant challenges to novice learners because they may not have 
the   proficiency   for   using   the   system’s   tools, nor the experience and understanding 
necessary for explicitly monitoring and regulating their emotions and behaviours as 
they pursue learning goals. Not surprisingly, research has shown that novices often 
struggle to succeed in OELEs. Without adaptive scaffolds, these learners typically use 
tools incorrectly, adopt sub-optimal learning strategies for goal selection and planning, 
and fail to regulate key cognitive, motivational, and emotional processes. Adaptive 
scaffolds in OELEs refer to actions taken by the learning environment, based on the 
learner’s   interactions,   intended   to   support   the   learner   in   completing   a   task   and  
understanding the topic. Broadly, providing adaptive scaffolds consists of two sub-
problems: (1) measuring and interpreting student behaviours to determine which 
adaptive scaffolds will be beneficial for their learning, and (2) providing adaptive 
scaffolds that effectively support student needs. 

Given the developing interest in this area, this workshop sought papers on: (1) 
theoretical frameworks for designing scaffolding; (2) implementations of adaptive 
scaffolds; (3) cognitive, metacognitive and self-regulation models for designing  
scaffolds; and (4) formative assessments that support students' learning, performance, 
and learning-related behaviors. 14 papers have been accepted for this workshop: 8 as 
long papers that have each been allocated 8 pages, and 6 as short papers that have each 
been allocated 4 pages in the workshop proceedings. 

A number of the accepted papers present games for learning science and math 
content as an open-ended learning environment where students have choice in 
constructing their own solutions to targeted problems. However, when the system 
detects non-optimal or incorrect behavior, it provides adaptive scaffolds to help the 
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students discover and correct their incorrect solutions. Some of the papers discuss 
scaffolds in the form of representation schemes and selective tasks assigned to the 
student that aid their learning processes. Other papers use machine learning and data 
mining techniques to analyze student activity data and determine their learning 
behaviors and approaches to solving problems. A few papers adopt self-explanation as 
the framework for providing adaptive scaffolds, while others use Open Learner 
Modeling (OLM) as a mechanism for promoting student reflection, planning, and 
decision-making. One of the papers uses scaffolding to help students improve their 
metacognitive judgments. Another paper studies the effect of scaffolding as students 
work on invention activities related to data analysis. Finally, we also have a paper that 
discusses taxonomy of adaptive scaffolds in computer-based learning environments. 
We hope this set of papers leads to interesting and important discussions, and all 
participants can take away something that benefits their own work and advances the 
state of the art in this very important field of research. 

In addition to the paper presentations and discussion, this workshop features other 
events:  

1. A combined 90 minute hands-on activity and demonstration session where 
participants create levels to target and assess specific competencies in the 
Newton's Playground game (see http://www.gameassesslearn.org/newton/; the 
system has a level editor built into the game environment).  

2. In the second half of the demonstration session, participants can demonstrate 
their creations. 

3. A panel, where we compare and contrast approaches to scaffolding in traditional 
ITS problem solving environments and OELEs. 

This workshop is the next in the series of Intelligent Support in Exploratory 
Environments (ISEE) Workshops that started in EC-TEL   ’08 and has had 
representations in previous AIED, ITS and ICLS conferences. The last workshop was 
held at the Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS-2012) conference in Chania, Greece in 
June, 2012 (https://sites.google.com/a/lkl.ac.uk/isee/isee-its-12). Finally, we would like 
to acknowledge the contributions of all of the authors, without which this workshop 
would not have taken place. Many thanks to the program committee that helped review 
the submitted papers and provide valuable feedback to the authors. Last, but not the 
least, a special thanks to James Segedy, who helped put together the Workshop 
proceedings.  

 
July 9, 2013 

Gautam Biswas, Roger Azevedo, Valerie Shute, and Susan Bull 
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Abstract. Digital games have the potential to make unique and powerful con-
tributions to science education efforts. Much of that potential, however, remains 
unrealized, partly because powerful games for science learning need to syner-
gistically augment commercial game design conventions and principles with 
design principles specific to the goals and nature of science learning and re-
search on science learning. This paper builds on earlier frameworks outlining 
the affordances of commercial game design conventions for learning by propos-
ing three design principles to help students explicitly articulate the intuitive sci-
ence learning inherent in good game play in terms of formal science concepts 
and representations. We discuss these principles in the context of our recent and 
ongoing work in the SURGE projects. These projects investigate effective game 
mechanics to help students organize their tacit understandings about Newtonian 
mechanics into more formalized concepts. 

Keywords: Digital learning environments, prediction, explanation, scaffolding, 
science education

1 Introduction

Digital games provide a promising medium for science education (Clark, Nelson,
Sengupta, & D'Angelo, 2009; Honey & Hilton, 2010; NRC, 2009).  In 2006, the Fed-
eration of American Scientists issued a widely publicized report stating their belief 
that games offer a powerful new tool to support education and encouraging private 
and governmental support for expanded research into complex gaming environments 
for learning. In 2009, a special issue of Science (Hines, Jasny, & Mervis, 2009) high-
lighted digital games in their survey of the promises and challenges of educational 
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technology. Much of the initial debate over digital games for science education has 
focused on whether or not they support learning on science in general terms. This is 
obviously a simplistic question; well-designed games should produce better learning 
outcomes than games with unsound design. The NRC report on laboratory activities 
and simulations (Singer, Holton, & Schweingruber, 2005) supports this view, making 
clear that the design of physical and virtual learning activities, rather than simply the 
potential affordances of the medium, determines efficacy for learning. This paper 
outlines design principles focusing on helping students explicitly articulate the intui-
tive science learning inherent in good gameplay in terms of formal science concepts 
and representations.

2 SURGE I: Design and Rationale

SURGE was originally funded by an exploratory NSF DR-K12 grant between 
Vanderbilt University and Arizona State University (Clark & Nelson, 2008). The 
original design goal involved developing a game that would integrate formal physics 
representations and concepts with popular gameplay mechanics. We built SURGE I 
as a multi-platform game using the Unity3D game engine (unity3d.com). The SURGE 
I platform was intended to investigate design approaches for connecting students' 
“spontaneous concepts” (i.e., intuitions about kinematics and Newtonian mechanics) 
with formalized “instructed concepts.” The design approaches integrate (1) discipli-
nary representations of Newtonian mechanics and explicit connections to its central 
concepts with (2) popular commercial game mechanics from games such as Mario 
Galaxy and Switchball that include marble motion. As a result, SURGE I and SURGE 
II are conceptually-integrated games for learning (Clark & Martinez-Garza, in press), 
rather than conceptually-embedded games. The science to be learned is thus integrat-
ed directly into the mechanics of navigating through the game world, rather than be-
ing embedded as an activity to be visited at some location in the game environment. 
The latter structure is typically present in many virtual worlds designed for science 
learning. 

We focused heavily on popular game-play mechanics from appropriate game gen-
res in the design of SURGE I. Core ideas from commercial game design conventions 
included (a) supporting engagement and approachable entry (Koster, 2004; Squire, 
2011), (b) situating the player with a principled stance and perspective (McGonigal, 
2011), (c) providing context and identification for the player with a role and narrative 
(Pelletier, 2008; Aarseth, 2007; Gee, 2007;), (d) monitoring and providing actionable 
feedback for the player (Annetta et al., 2009;  Garris, Ahlers & Driskell, 2002; Kuo, 
2007; Munz, Schumm, Wiesebrock & Allgower, 2007), and (e) using pacing and 
gatekeeping to guide the player through cycles of performance (Squire, 2006). An 
extended review of these commercial game ideas would be outside the focus of this 
paper; they are discussed in full detail in the cited works and other excellent analyses 
of the affordances of commercial game design for learning (e.g., Annetta, 2010; Gee, 
2009; Klopfer, Osterweil, & Salen, 2009). 
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3 Baseline Student Performance in Original Surge I Design

Students playing versions of SURGE I demonstrated high engagement and signifi-
cant learning gains on items based on the highly-regarded Force Concept Inventory 
(FCI), which is a widely known benchmark assessment for conceptual understanding 
of Newtonian dynamics at the undergraduate level (Hestenes & Halloun, 1995; 
Hestenes, Wells, & Swackhamer, 1992). A study with 208 seventh and eighth grade 
students in Taiwan and 72 seventh grade students in the United States (Clark, Nelson, 
Chang, D'Angelo, Slack, & Martinez-Garza, 2011), for example, showed significant 
pre-post gains, t(250) = 2.0792, p (one-tailed)= 0.019, with modest effect sizes. In 
Taiwan, 62% of the students liked or really liked playing SURGE, 32% thought it was 
okay, and only 6% did not like it. In the United States, 76% of the students liked or 
really liked playing SURGE, 21% thought it was okay, and only 3% did not like it. 
These percentages were similar across gender and previous game-playing experience. 
These findings mirrored our findings in multiple studies conducted with different 
populations including: (a) 155 U.S. undergraduate physics students (D'Angelo, 2010), 
(b) 69 U.S. Title I sixth grade students, (c) 72 U.S. undergraduate educational psy-
chology students (Slack et al. 2010), and (d) 124 U.S. undergraduate educational psy-
chology students (Slack 2011). Those studies showed similarly significant pre-post 
gains (one-tailed p = .001, p = .02, p = .006, and p = .01, respectively). 

The downside, however, was that these gains and increasing mastery focused on 
intuitive understanding (which is what the FCI largely measures) rather than explicit 
understanding. Essentially, players could more accurately predict the results of vari-
ous actions, impulses, and interactions (which improves performance in the game and 
on FCI questions), but players were not being supported in explicitly articulating their 
mental models and the connections from choices made in game play to formal disci-
plinary representations and concepts. 

Thus these results demonstrated that the players were developing intuitive rather 
than formal understandings while playing a game built mainly on commercial design 
principles. This makes sense because the goal of commercial games involves helping 
players develop robust intuitive understanding that helps them enjoy increasing levels 
of mastery as they play the game, which naturally increases their engagement and 
desire to play more. If players are left confused and unable to learn to play the game, 
or if the learning process is overwhelming or poorly structured, players will disen-
gage, making it very unlikely that they will recommend the game to others or pur-
chase future versions of the game. Repeated designs of this type would naturally drive 
a game company into bankruptcy. Thus, strong evolutionary pressures in the gaming 
industry favor design conventions that support intuitive understanding. There is no 
immediate market need, however, for commercial games to support explicit articula-
tion or connection to formal ideas. The intuitive understandings developed at the heart 
of commercial games generally are not intended to correspond with important under-
standings outside of those games. 

The use and purposes of the knowledge obtained from gameplay in commercial 
digital games diverge in some important respects from the goals for science educa-
tion. Commercial game design conventions thus need to be augmented to meet the 
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educational goals for science education. For learners to achieve the goals of science 
education, they must be supported in explicitly integrating the intuitive understanding 
they develop through popular game-play mechanics with formal disciplinary concepts 
and representations. This is a critical challenge for the design of games for science 
learning. How do we promote the integration of intuitive and formal learning without 
sacrificing the engaging intuitive learning encouraged by successful commercial 
gameplay?

Research in psychology, science education, and the learning sciences suggests a 
number of ways to support explicit articulation and integration, but the design princi-
ples developed through that research focus on contexts and mediums with different 
characteristics, affordances, and constraints than those of digital games. As result, in 
order to be synergistic rather than disruptive, these design principles from psycholo-
gy, science education, and the learning sciences require adaptation and reinterpreta-
tion for the digital game medium. Two areas of research are of specific interest in our 
own work for leveraging explicit articulation in synergy with commercial game de-
sign conventions. These areas of research focus on enhancing (1) prediction within 
navigation interfaces, (2) self-explanation within game dialog.

4 SURGE II Design Approach: Prediction within Navigation 
Interfaces to Scaffold Model Articulation

Our SURGE II research explores the potential of leveraging the research on predic-
tion and explanation from psychology and science education to engage students in 
reflecting more consciously and deliberately about the underlying physics models 
(e.g., Mazur, 1996; Grant, Johnson & Sanders, 1990; Scott, Asoko & Driver, 1991). 
Prediction and explanation can promote metacognition, learning, and reflection (e.g., 
Champagne, Klopfer & Gunstone, 1982) and conceptual change (Tao & Gunstone, 
1999; Kearney, 2004; Kearney & Treagust, 2000). A growing body of research and 
scholarship on games and cognition emphasizes cycles of prediction, explanation, and 
refinement at the core of game-play processes (Salen & Zimmerman, 2004, Wright, 
2006).

In terms of scaffolding prediction, SURGE II shifts mechanics to adapt to what we 
have learned from SURGE I. In SURGE II, players navigate their avatar through the 
play area to collect Fuzzies and treasures and deliver them to safe locations while 
avoiding obstacles and enemies (as in SURGE I). Rather than employing the real-time 
interfaces of the original SURGE grant (where pressing an “arrow key” resulted in 
immediate application of an impulse or constant thrust in the direction of the arrow 
key), the new versions incentivize prediction by requiring the player to spatially place 
all of the commands in advance. This feature has the advantage of requiring the player 
to make predictions about the results of each command in terms of the motion of the 
player’s avatar, rather than simply interacting reactively. Furthermore, SURGE II 
reduces the total number of commands a player initiates in a given level (thereby 
increasing the salience and impact of each individual command) to encourage players 
to think more carefully about the outcomes and implications of each action. 
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Our research with the new predictive interface to date has been promising. In our 
current study, 96 students played SURGE over three days. Learning outcomes were 
measured with an 11-item multiple-choice test of Newtonian kinematics modeled 
after the Force Concept Inventory and the Tennessee Comprehensive Assessment 
Program (TCAP) high-stakes science test. The pre- and post-test scores were com-
pared using a two-sample paired t-test. The test showed a mean gain in test scores, 
from M = 3.48 to M = 4.51, and this result was statistically significant (t = 5.184, p < 
.001). The effect size was medium (Cohen’s d = 0.57). Furthermore, the game was 
broadly appealing to students, with 92% of the respondents saying they “liked it” or 
“really liked it.” Moreover, 80% of students considered the game appealing for both 
boys and girls. The sample comprised a cross-section of students who almost never 
play video games (40% reported playing less than two hours a week) as well as stu-
dents for whom video games are a daily or near daily activity (33% reported playing 
an hour per day or more). These increased effect sizes encourage pushing forward 
with our exploration of leveraging prediction in the navigation interfaces.

5 SURGE II Design Approach: Self-Explanation within Game 
Dialog to Scaffold Model Articulation. 

While the increased emphasis on prediction in the navigation design seems produc-
tive, the learning it promotes still focuses on making if/then predictions in the context 
of the consequences of different actions. We are, therefore, also exploring approaches 
for integrating explanation functionality into the dialog to leverage the increased in-
tuitive grasp of the physics involved. Few games provide coherent structures for ex-
ternalizing and reflecting on game-play; more often, such articulation and reflection 
occur outside the game, through discussion among players or participation in online 
forums (Gee, 2007; Squire, 2005; Steinkuehler & Duncan, 2008). We are now work-
ing to develop supports for this articulation and reflection by encouraging explanation 
and self-explanation in the dialog between the players and the characters within the 
game.

Research on self-explanation by Chi and others provides insight into the value of 
explanation for learning (e.g., Chi, Bassok, Lewis, Reimann, & Glaser 1989; Roy & 
Chi, 2005; Chi & VanLehn, in press). A recent review of research on students’ self-
explanation reports that self-explanation results in average learning gains of 22% for 
learning from text, 44% for learning from diagrams, and 20% for learning from mul-
timedia presentations (Roy & Chi, 2005).  Encouragingly, research by Bielaczyc et al. 
(1995) shows that instruction that stresses generating explanations improves perfor-
mance even after the prompts that drive the explanations are discontinued. Mayer and 
Johnson (2010) have conducted preliminary work in embedding self-explanation in a 
game-like environment with encouraging results, including gains on transfer tasks. 
This emphasis on explanation is mirrored in research on science education. Work by 
White and Frederickson (1998, 2000), for example, demonstrates the value of asking 
students to reflect on their learning during inquiry with physics simulations. 
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Our design plan involves leveraging game dialog, which is a very popular aspect of 
conventional game design. Interestingly, while many aspects of commercial game 
design are currently very sophisticated, dialog in commercial games tends to involve 
relatively simple "multiple-choice" dialog trees that are not difficult to create. In fact, 
dialog in games is an area where educational games could take the lead. In SURGE II, 
after a player has completed a set of missions in the core game, a computer-controlled 
character in the game contacts the player and asks for help in mounting a similar res-
cue mission. The plan is for the resulting dialog tree to scaffold the player, requiring 
him or her to construct a solution for the character and to convince the character to try 
the solution by explaining how it fits a larger pattern of phenomena related to New-
ton's three laws of motion. Our goal is to present these invitations for dialog as puz-
zles that are engaging in their own right (Clark & Martinez-Garza, in press; Clark, 
Martinez-Garza, Biswas, Luecht, & Sengupta, in press). We will conduct our first 
studies of this approach later this year and will continue to explore its affordances for 
explicit articulation. 
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Abstract. This paper presents work on applying clustering and association rule 
mining techniques to mine users’ behavior in interacting with an intelligent 
educational game, Prime Climb. Through such behavior discovery, frequent 
patterns of interaction which characterize different groups of students with 
similar interaction styles are identified. The relation between the extracted 
patterns and the average domain knowledge of students in each group is 
investigated. The results show that the students with significantly higher prior 
knowledge about the domain behave differently from those with lower prior 
knowledge as they play the game and that pattern could be identified early 
during the interactions. 

Keywords: Intelligent Educational Games, Behavior Discovery, Association 
Rule Mining, Open Ended Learning, Scaffolding 

1 Introduction 

Open-Ended Learning Environments (OELEs) support student-centered learning and 
allow learners to follow an exploratory interaction behavior to construct their own 
models of concepts and revise their beliefs subsequent to receiving immediate 
feedback on their actions [1]. Previous studies have shown that students could not 
benefit much from an open-ended learning environment if not receiving proper 
feedback [2]. Among learning environments, educational games are designed to foster 
motivation and engagement which are shown to be influential in learning [3]. To this 
end, educational games such as Crystal Island provide exploratory learning 
environments and encourage autonomous interaction with the game [4]. While such 
freedom in interaction is required to maintain engagement in the game, it also 
provides learners with the possibility of showing different interaction patterns. The 
interaction patterns might be indicative of certain characteristics and understanding 
such patterns can provide valuable information about the students. 

Adaptive OELEs have been designed to answer the need for understanding and 
intelligently supporting varying learning styles, capabilities, and preferences in 
individuals in developing their skills. An adaptive educational system maintains a 
model of student’s learning and leverages the student’s interactions with the system to 
provide tailored scaffolding. Many educational systems apply data mining approaches 
on the logs of students’ recorded interactions to extract behavioral patterns and extract 
high-level information about students [5-7]. Along this line of research, we 
concentrate on understanding how students interact with Prime Climb (PC), an 
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adaptive educational game (edu-game) and whether there is a connection between 
behavior patterns of students and their attributes such as prior knowledge. The 
ultimate goal in an adaptive educational game such as PC is to help a higher number 
of students learn the desired skills through interacting with the game. Achieving such 
an objective requires a pedagogical agent which maintains an accurate understanding 
of individual differences among users and provides more tailored interventions, with 
the aim of guiding the learners in the right learning direction. For instance, if a 
pedagogical agent is capable of identifying a group of students with high domain 
knowledge, it is possible to leverage such information to construct a more accurate 
user model and intervention mechanism. The user’s interaction behaviours can also be
provided to developers to improve the design of educational systems [8]. 

Behavioral discovery has been vastly used in educational systems, but there is 
limited application in educational games such as Prime Climb, in which educational 
concepts are embedded and presented in the game scenarios and narratives with 
minimum explicit technical notation (for instance mathematical notations in PC) to 
more genuinely support game aspects of the system. In Prime Climb, students do not 
explicitly practice approaches to number factorization but implicitly follow a self-
regulated learning approach [9] to explore and understand the methods and practice 
them. This paper describes the first step toward leveraging students’ behavioral 
patterns into building a more effective adaptive edu-game. The ultimate goal is 
devising mechanisms for extracting abstract high-level patterns from raw interaction 
data and leveraging such understanding for real-time identification of interaction 
styles to enhance user modeling and intervention mechanism in an edu-game like PC. 

Behavior discovery has been recently applied in different educational systems. 
Kardan et al. [6] leveraged behavior discovery to propose a general framework for 
distinguishing users’ interaction styles in exploratory learning environments. Keshtkar 
et al. [10] describe an approach to distinguishing players and mentors roles in a multi-
chat environment within the epistemic game Urban Science. In another related work, 
Mccuaig et al. [5] discuss using interaction behaviors to distinguish students who will 
fail or pass a course in a Learning Management System (LMS). A sequence mining 
approach has been also used in differentiating behavior patterns in students’ 
interacting with Betty’s Brain, a learning-by-teaching environment [7].  
Although behavior discovery has been recently applied to many educational systems, 
there is very limited work on behavior mining in an open ended intelligent 
educational game like Prime Climb in which learning through playing the game is 
intended. Additionally, most of the previous works use the entire interaction data to 
make inferences about the users. In this work, we present the results of behavior 
mining not only on a big portion of interaction data but also on a truncated data set, 
which will provide the possibility of constructing an online classifier for early 
detection of varying patterns of interactions. 

2 Prime Climb an Intelligent Edu-game 

Prime Climb (PC) is an intelligent educational game for students in grades 5 and 6 to 
practice number factorization skills. Prime Climb is equipped with an intelligent 
pedagogical agent which maintains a probabilistic model of the student’s knowledge 
on number factorization skills. 
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  The pedagogical agent leverages 
the probabilistic model to provide 
an adaptive scaffolding mechanism. 
If model’s assessment about the 
student’s knowledge on a skill falls 
below a certain threshold, a hint is 
presented to the player. The hints 
are given in incremental level of 
details. In PC, the player and his/her 
partner climb a series of 11 
mountains of numbers by pairing up 
the numbers which do not share a 
common factor. There are two main 
interactions of a player with PC: 

Making Movements: A player makes one or more movements at each time, by 
clicking on numbered hexagons on the mountains. PC provides immediate feedbacks 
on correctness of movements. If a player makes a wrong movement, s/he falls down. 
Using Magnifying Glass Tool: The magnifying glass (MG) tool is always available 
for the user to benefit from. The MG is used to show the factor tree of a number on 
the mountains; it is located in the top right corner of the game (Fig. 1). 

4 Behavior Discovery in Prime Climb 

Fig. 2: Behavior discovery methodology in Prime Climb 

4.1 Data Collection 

Data collection is first component of the behavior discovery methodology in PC 
shown in Fig. 2. We collected interaction logs of 45 students who played PC 
voluntarily. Prime Climb consists of 11 levels (mountains), and not all students could 
manage to reach the last level. Out of the 45 students, 43 completed 9 or more levels. 
The remaining 2 students who completed fewer levels were excluded from further 
analyses to ensure that all students in analysis had completed a minimum of 9 levels. 
For the remaining 43 students, the interaction data for the first 9 mountains was used 
in the feature extraction process.  

Fig. 1 Prime Climb 
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4.2 User Representation 

Features Definition: Each user is represented by a vector of features.  Based on the 2 
main groups of interaction previously mentioned (movements and MG), two types of 
features are defined: (1) Movements features based on statistical measures on 
movements students made on the mountains and (2) MG features: based on statistical 
measures on students’ usages of the MG tool. Table 1 shows some of these features: 

Table 1 Some features used for behavior discovery 

Movement Features 
[Sum/Mean/STD] of number of [correct/wrong] movements made by a student across mountains 

[Sum/Mean/STD] of time on [correct/wrong] movements made by a student across mountains 
[Mean/STD] of length of sequences of [correct/wrong] moves made by a student 

[Mean/STD] of time spent per sequence of [correct/wrong] moves made by a student 
Magnifying Glass (MG) Features 

[Sum/Mean/STD] of MG usage 
Mean number of [correct/wrong] movements per each MG usage 

STD of number of [correct/wrong] movements per each MG usage 

Feature Set Definition: Each feature is a measure computed based on user’s 
interactions with one or more mountains. There are two types of feature: 
Mountain-Generic Features (m – n), (m >= 1 and n <= 9): Calculated based on the 
users’ interactions with mountains m to n, inclusively. For instance, the feature, 
correct-movements (1–9), represents the total number of correct movements made by 
the user on mountains 1 to 9.  
Mountain-Specific Features (k), (1 <= k <= 9): Calculated based on interactions with 
mountain k. For instance, correct-movements (7), represents the total number of 
correct movements made by the user on mountain 7. 
In this paper, we present the behavior discovery results on the two feature sets: 
Mountain-Generic Movement(1–9) Set: Contains mountain-generic features (1–9) 
which are related to movement actions the student makes. 
Mountains-Generic+Specific-MG+Movement(1–2) Set: Contains mountain-generic 
MG features (1–2), mountain-generic movement features (1–2), mountain-specific 
MG features (1) and (2), and mountain-specific movements features(1) and (2).  

4.3 Clustering 

Feature Selection: Prior to performing clustering, feature selection is applied to filter 
out irrelevant features [11]. 
Clustering: The optimal number of clusters is determined as the lowest number 
suggested by C-index, Calinski and Harabasz[12] and Silhouette [13] measures of 
clustering validity. Once all the students are represented by vectors of selected 
features, the GA K-means (K-means for short) clustering algorithm [6], which is a 
modified version of GA K-means [14], is applied to cluster the users into an optimal 
number of clusters. 
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4.4 Rule Mining: Higher Prior Knowledge vs. Lower Prior Knowledge 

Next, the Hotspot algorithm [15] is used to extract the rules for each discovered 
cluster. Also, we analyzed whether the resulting clusters are significantly different on 
a measure called cluster’s prior knowledge, which is defined as follows: 
Cluster’s Prior knowledge: The cluster’s prior knowledge gives the average level of 
factorization skills of the cluster’s members prior to playing the game and is defined 
as the average of raw pre-test scores of the cluster’s members. The following formula 
is used to calculate the cluster’s prior knowledge: 

܍܌܍ܔܟܗܖܓ�ܚܗܑܚܘ�ܛᇱܚ܍ܜܛܝܔ۱ ൌ
σ �ܚ܍ܜܛܝܔ܋אܜܖ܍܌ܝܜܛሻܜܖ܍܌ܝܜܛሺܜܛ܍ܜ̴܍ܚܘ

܍ܢܑܛ�ܛᇱܚ܍ܜܛܝܔ۱ Ǥ�������������������������������������ሺͳሻ
where ���̴����ሺ�������ሻ is the student’s pre-test score. Before playing the game, a
student takes a pre-test on number factorization skills. The maximum score a student 
can get is 15. The average pre-test score across the 43 students is 11.7, and the 
standard deviation is 3.29. 
Behavior Discovery on Mountain-Generic-Movement(1–9) set: In this feature set, 
each student is represented by a vector of mountain-generic movement features(1–9). 
As a result of the features’ selection mechanism, 18 features were selected out of the 
original 30 features. The optimal number of clusters was found to be 2, and the K-
means method was used to cluster the set of students into 2 groups. The result of a t-
test showed that there is a statistically significant difference between the prior 
knowledge of cluster 1 of students (higher prior knowledge (HPK) group) (M = 13.0 , 
SD = 2.0) and cluster 2 of students (lower prior knowledge (LPK) group) (M = 11.3 , 
SD = 3.45), p=.03 and Cohen’s d= 0.53. Next, the Hotspot association rule mining 
algorithm was applied on the clusters to extract the associative rules. Table 2 shows 
the rules extracted for each cluster. 
Understanding the Rule Mining Results:  
Rules: Each bulleted item in following tables shows an extracted rule. For example, 
“Mean-Time-on-Movements=Higher” is an extracted rule which applies to at least 
25% of the members of cluster 1. (In this study, the threshold of 25% is applied for all 
rules extracted by the Hotspot algorithm). This rule shows that the values for the 
feature “Mean-Time-On-Movements(1–9)” across the cluster’s members belong to 
the “Higher” Bin. 
Bins: In this study, the Hotspot algorithm considers two bins for values of each 
feature: (1) Lower bin and (2) Higher bin. Each bin shows a range of values of the 
features such that the lower bin represents the lower range of values and the higher 
bin represents the upper range of values for the feature. The cut-off point for splitting 
a range of values for a feature into two ranges (lower and upper) is calculated 
specifically for the feature in each extracted rule by the Hotspot algorithm. The lower 
and higher bins are indicated by the words “Lower” and “Higher” in front of the 
features in the following tables. 
Rule’s Support: The other important information is the rule’s support shown in 
square brackets in front of the extracted rules in the following tables. For instance, 
[6/6=100%] in front of the first rule for the cluster 1 in Table 2 shows that there are in 
total 6 (in denominator) out of 43 students on which the extracted rule applies and all 
of these students belong to cluster 1 (6 in the numerator of the fraction). In addition, it 
can be concluded that this extracted rule applies to 60% (6/10) of the cluster 1 (note 
that the size of cluster 1 is 10).  
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Table 2: Extracted Rules for Mountains-Generic-Movement(1–9) 

Rules for Cluster 1[HPK]: (Size: 10/43 = 23.26%)  

x Mean-Time-on-Movements(1-9) = Higher, [6/6=100%] 
x Mean-Time-Spent-On-Correct-Movements-On-Mountains(1-9) = Higher, ([5/5=100%]) 

Rules for Cluster 2[LPK]: (Size: 33/43 = 76.74%) 
x Mean-Time-On-Movements(1-9) = Lower, [33/37=89.19%] 
o STD-Time-On-Wrong-Correct-Moves(1-9) = Lower, [33/35=94.29%] 

x Mean-Time-On-Consecutive-Wrong-Movements(1-9) = Lower, [31/35=88.57%] 
o STD-Time-On-Movements(1-9) = Lower, [31/33=93.94%] 
o STD-Time-On-Correct-Movements(1-9) = Lower, [31/33=93.94] 

 
Discussion and Interpretation: The extracted rules show that the students belonging 
to the HPK cluster (cluster 1) spent more time on movements and correct movements 
across 9 mountains. This could indicate that the students with higher prior knowledge 
were more involved in the game and spent more time before making a movement. 
Since the time spent on making a correct movement is higher for this group of 
students, it might mean that a correct move by this group of students is less likely to 
be due to a lucky guess as compared with the total population. In contrast, the group 
of students with lower prior knowledge spent less time on making movements as well 
as making wrong movements. This could be an indication of less involvement in the 
game by the lower prior knowledge group. It could show that a correct movement by 
this group of students is more likely due to a guess. In addition, there are some other 
frequent patterns of interaction for the group of students with lower prior knowledge. 
These patterns show a lower standard deviation on time spent on making movements 
and correct movements. This indicates that this group of students showed a consistent 
pattern of lack of engagement in the game. Therefore, we can conclude that the 
students with higher prior knowledge showed more engagement in the game than 
students with lower prior knowledge. 
Behavior Discovery on Mountain-Generic+Specific-MG+Movement(1–2) set: 
This feature set does not employ interaction data from all 9 mountains; instead, only 
the data from the first 2 mountains is included. Such feature set is mainly valuable for 
constructing an online classifier to classify students based on their interaction with the 
game during the game play. The ultimate aim is leveraging such a feature set to step 
toward building a more accurate individualized student model and intervention 
mechanism as the student makes progress in the game. For instance, if the classifier 
can identify a student as a lower/higher knowledgeable student, it could leverage the 
information for early adjustment of the adaptive intervention mechanism. Similarly K-
means was applied to cluster the students represented by the Mountains-
Generic+Specific-MG+ Movements (1–2) Set. The optimal number of clusters was 
calculated to be 2, and 25 features out of 51 original ones were selected, as a result of 
applying the features selection mechanism. The cluster’s prior knowledge was 
calculated for each of the discovered clusters and compared using a t-test. The result 
of the t-test showed a statistically significant difference between cluster 1’s prior 
knowledge (M = 12.45 , SD = 2.66) and cluster 2’s prior knowledge (M = 9.22 , SD = 
3.93), p = 0.02, Cohen’s d = 1.08. Next, association rule mining was applied on the 2 
clusters, as shown in Table 3.  
Interpretation and Discussion: As shown in Table 3, the results of behavioral 
discovery on the Mountains-Generic+Specific-MG+Movements(1-2) set is not 
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consistent with the results of behavior discovery on the Mountains-Generic-
Movements(1-9) set. Behavior discovery on interaction data from the first two 
mountains shows that students with higher prior knowledge (M = 12.45 , SD = 2.66) 
constitute around 79% of the all students and spend less time on making movements. 
It was previously shown in Table 2 that the students in the HPK cluster constituted 
approximately 23% of all students and spent more time on making movements when 
interaction data from all 9 mountains was included. Despite this, we expect that as the 
students progress in the game, the students with higher prior knowledge would behave 
differently from the other students and separate themselves from the others. To verify 
this, we also extracted frequent patterns when more interaction data from upper 
mountains is included in the clustering and rule mining. When the interaction data 
from the first 3 mountains is included in patterns mining, 2 clusters are identified 
which are not significantly different on their prior knowledge. When interaction data 
from the first four mountains is included, we observe patterns similar to those 
identified using the interaction data from all 9 mountains as shown in Table 3-right. 
The result of the t-test shows a statistically significant difference between cluster 1’s 
prior knowledge (M = 13.28, SD = 1.58) and cluster 2’s prior knowledge (M = 11.39 , 
SD = 3.4), p = 0.02, Cohen’s d = 0.60. Also, approximately 16% of students belong to 
the HPK cluster, and 84% belong to the LPK group. This result is very similar to the 
results when data from all 9 mountains is included. Similar patterns are observed 
when more interaction data from upper mountains is included in the analysis. 

Table 3: Extracted Rules for Mountains-Generic+Specific-MG+ 
Movements(1-2) [left] and MG+Movements(1-4) [right] 

Rules for Cluster 1[HPK] 
(Size: 33/42=78.57%)  

x Mean-Time-On-Movements(1)=Lower, [30/31 
=96.77%] 

x Mean-Time-On-Movements(1-2) = Lower,
[29/30 = 96.67%]

Rules for Cluster 2[LPK] 
(Size: 9/42=21.43%) 

x Mean-Time-Spent-On-Mountain(1-2) =
Higher, [7/7=100%] 

x Total-Time-On-Mountain(1) = Higher,
[5/5=100%]

Rules for Cluster 1[HPK] 
(Size: 7/43=16.28%)  

x Mean-Time-On-Movements(4) = Higher, [5/5 =
100%] 

x Mean-Time-On-Correct-Movements(3) = 
Higher, [3/3 = 100%]

Rules for Cluster 2[LPK] 
(Size: 36/43=83.72%) 

x Mean-Time-On-Correct-Movements(1-4) =
Lower, [35/35 = 100%] 

x Mean-Time-On-Movements(1-4)=Lower, [34/34
= 100%]

5 Conclusions and Next Steps 

This paper discusses behavior discovery in Prime Climb (PC). To this end, different 
sets of features were defined. The features were extracted from interaction of students 
with PC in the form of making movements from one numbered hexagon to another 
numbered hexagon and usages of the MG tool. To identify frequent patterns of 
interaction, first, a feature selection mechanism was applied to select more relevant 
features from the set of all features. Then a K-means clustering was applied to cluster 
the students into an optimal number of clusters and the Hotspot algorithm of 
association rule mining was applied on the clusters to extract frequent interaction 
patterns. Finally, the prior knowledge of the clusters were compared. When 
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interaction data from all 9 mountains was included in behavior discovery, it was 
found that the students with higher prior knowledge were more engaged in the game 
and spent more time on making movements. In contrast, the students with lower prior 
knowledge spent less time on making movements, indicating that they were less 
involved in the game. Behavior discovery also was conducted on truncated sets of 
features in which only a fraction of interaction data was included. The results showed 
that using the interaction data from the first two mountains resulted in groups of 
students that are statistically different on their prior knowledge. 
The scaffolding mechanism in PC relies on the student model so we expect 
improvements in the model to result in more tailored interventions and guidance. 
Current PC uses the same student model for all students. Following the results of the 
presented study, we plan to adjust the model based on the characteristics of each 
discovered group of students. In addition, an online classifier will be built which 
identifies frequent patterns of interaction in the students, classifies them into different 
groups in real time, and leverages such information to build a more personalized user 
model and adaptive intervention mechanism in PC.  
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Abstract. Digital objects in learning games provide opportunities to scaffold 
teacher and student learning toward deeper epistemological understanding of 
the concepts they represent.  Representations encapsulated in digital objects, 
however, have the potential to misrepresent the concepts they stand in place of. 
Using student and teacher interview data after playing a physics learning game, 
analysis of the role of representations in students’ epistemological development 
led to two design recommendations.  When designing digital objects to effec-
tively scaffold concepts, designers should pay attention to the ways in which 
learning environments explore the nature of core concepts represented by digi-
tal objects and explicitly model the meaning of the representations in the learn-
ing environment. 

Keywords: Digital learning environments, representation, scaffolding, 
epistemology, science education 

1 Introduction 

In their review of the literature on digital games and simulations for science educa-
tion, Clark, et al [1] propose a shift in research agenda away from an exploratory 
phase that furnishes mere proofs of concept and instead calls on researchers to focus 
on ascertaining the design principles that best support learning and conceptual 
change.  Design principles in digital learning environments necessarily rely on the use 
of representations that interact with players in order to model core concepts.  These 
representations then have the power to scaffold the learning trajectory of both teach-
ers and students as they play the game.  Representations, however, have the ability to 
take on a life of their own as a teacher or student appropriates them as tools for learn-
ing.  Using interview data collected from a four-day classroom implementation of the 
SURGE: EPIGAME physics learning game, this paper will explore two questions 
central to the interplay between design, representation, and epistemology: 

• How do representations in the SURGE learning environment interact with teachers
and students?

• How do these representations scaffold the development of teachers’ and students’
epistemology of force?
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1.1 Theoretical Framework 

When thinking about how to use representations to scaffold concepts in a digital 
learning environment, Ball and Cohen’s [2] educative curriculum framework provides 
an orientation that positions the learning environment to scaffold learning not only for 
students, but also their teachers. Using learning games to develop deeper content 
knowledge in teachers, however, will only be effective insofar as 1) the representa-
tions in the learning environment properly embody the focus concept(s) and 2) if the 
correct scaffolds are in place to bridge teachers’ intuitive understanding of their con-
tent with the concepts represented in the game. 

1.2 Representations in the Learning Environment 

In order to discuss the potential for learning games to educate students, and the im-
portance of representations to accomplish this task, this analysis will focus on a key 
representation in the SURGE: EPIGAME learning environment: force.  In SURGE, 
players must navigate a spaceship around obstacles while staying on a set path.  This 
is accomplished by issuing commands to the ship as to the magnitude and direction 
the ship should fire forces to achieve the desired path. Within the game, these repre-
sentations are represented by force tiles placed on a timeline delineated in one-second 
increments. 

As representations in the game, force tiles are intended to represent a command 
given to the ship to fire a force of a specific magnitude and direction at a certain time. 
This representation is not the actual force being applied, but rather a command to the 
ship to fire the desired force. Force tiles are placed within the timeline at the bottom 
of the simulation space, representing when the ship should issue the command to fire 
the force indicated on the force tile.  The timeline is thus intended to represent and 
visualize the amount of time between commands to fire forces. 

2 Impact of Representations on Scaffolding Learning 

Lehrer and Schauble [3] have shown that representations edit concepts insofar as 
they reduce or enhance the information they contain.  In the best case scenario, these 
reductions and enhancements effectively scaffold student and teacher understanding 
toward the concept embodied in the representation.  These representations, however, 
also have the potential to misrepresent the concept to such an extent that, despite the 
best design intentions, students and teachers emerge from interaction with the repre-
sentation holding a fundamentally different concept than intended by designer. 

2.1 Force 

Throughout student interviews, force tiles take on independent ontological status as 
actors in the game’s simulation space, contrary to the intent of the designers.  One 
student repeatedly talks of ‘sending’ a force from the timeline into the simulation 
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space in order to do work, even gesturing from force tiles in the timeline to the point 
in the simulation space in which the force is applied: 

Student: Like, where it sends... where you send a 60 Newton force over here 
to get to this point, and then you'd send another 60 Newton force to 
stop it [student gestures from 60 Newton force on timeline to the 
spot where the force is applied in the simulation space] ... and then 
a 20 Newton force... [repeats gesture] and then a 20 Newton force 
to stop it and go up... [repeats gesture] 

In the student’s explanation, he student sends a 20 Newton force “to stop” the ship. 
In the student’s mind, the force tile does not represent a mere command for the ship to 
apply force and decelerate, but rather the force tile object itself travels into the simula-
tion space to oppose the movement of the ship.   

This distinction is important with regard to the student’s developing epistemology 
of force.  Within the framework of the force tile merely representing a command of 
the ship to apply force, the action of the ship carrying out the force tile’s command 
represents a change in velocity to decelerate the ship, Newton’s second law of motion. 
The student’s conception of the force tile being ‘sent’ into the simulation space to 
‘oppose’ the ship, however, gives agency to the force tile to travel into the simulation 
space and push backward on the ship in order to stop it, an enactment Newton’s third 
law of motion.  This unintended consequence is directly related to the design of the 
force representation. 

The student’s teacher, perhaps unsurprisingly, also echoes his student’s epistemo-
logical misconception.  Following gameplay, the student’s teacher was given an ex-
ample level from the game and asked to identify each of Newton’s laws in the level: 

Teacher: Newton's second... of course, when I change from at rest to in mo-
tion I've applied a force.  So [the ship] starts moving from left to 
right.  When I stopped [the ship] here I had to put an unbalanced 
force on it to go up to down. 

Teacher: Newton's third law... opposites.  When I stopped the ship I had to 
apply an opposite force of the same force amount to make my ship 
stop.  

In these two statements, the teacher’s epistemology of force becomes evident: un-
balanced forces (Newton’s second law) start the motion of the ship and opposing 
forces (Newton’s third law) stop the ship.  Parsing the teacher’s response, the verb ‘to 
apply’ takes center stage.  In his second law formulation, the teacher “applied a force” 
and in his third law formulation, the teacher also “had to apply an opposite force” in 
order to achieve the outcome he desired in the simulation space.  Within the semantic 
frame of application, force is no longer applied by the ship, but by the teacher.  What 
and where this force is, however, remains elusive.  It is conceivable, based on the 
formulation of Newton’s third law to ‘stop the ship’, that the ability to apply force in 
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the simulation environment is a property of the force tile, which pushes on the ship to 
cause it to stop.  As the teacher seeks to answer the question ‘What is force?’, the 
representations of the learning game lead to the conclusion that force is a property of 
an acting object opposing another acting object, scaffolded by the representation of 
the force tile opposing the ship.  

3 Redesign Suggestions for Scaffolding Learning 

As a result of the effects of representations on scaffolding epistemological for-
mation evidenced in the student interview, two considerations for future design of 
scaffolding in digital learning environments emerge. 

3.1 Exploration of Core Concepts 

Confusion emerges on the part of the student as to the nature of force.  Integrating 
opportunities within the game to explore the question “what is force?” could poten-
tially clarify for students what the force tiles represent, allow for the representation to 
better scaffold understanding of force and motion, and further reinforce canonical 
understanding of Newton’s laws.  In the absence of such an exploration, students are 
free to ascribe their own properties to the objects, ‘sending’ them to do work that they 
are actually incapable of doing. 

3.2 Explicit Modeling of Representations 

Beyond exploration, however, teachers and students must have the nature of repre-
sentations in gaming environments explicitly modeled to ensure properties of the 
object are correctly ascribed.  In the SURGE example, a simple statement that the 
force tiles are not, in fact, independent objects that travel to the simulation space and 
push on the ship, but rather are simply commands given to the ship to fire its rockets, 
could potentially alleviate the confusion as to the tile’s agency in the simulation 
space.  
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Abstract. Diagnostic classification is an important part of clinical care, which 
is often the main determinant of treatment and prognosis. Clinicians’ under- or 
over-confidence in their performance on diagnostic tasks can result in diagnos-
tic errors which can lead to delay in appropriate treatment and unnecessary in-
crease in the cost of medical care. This paper presents a version of SlideTutor 
aiming to reduce pathologists’ and dermatopathologists’ bias in diagnostic deci-
sion-making. This is accomplished by frequently prompting them to make met-
acognitive judgments of confidence, presenting them with the expert diagnostic 
solution path for each case, and de-biasing them by making them conscious of 
their metacognitive biases. This paper describes and summarizes the functional-
ities of SlideTutor, its cognitive training, tutoring phase, expert feedback, meta-
cognitive intervention, and the open learner model. 

1 Introduction and Background 

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) are adaptive and personalized instructional systems 
designed to mimic the well-known advantages of human one-on-one tutoring over 
other types of instructional methods [e.g., 1]. ITSs are capable of accelerating and 
enhancing the training of novices by providing adaptive and individualized scaffold-
ing and feedback based on a complex interaction between several modules represent-
ing the domain knowledge as well as learner knowledge acquisition and development 
of expertise. The adaptive scaffolding and feedback in ITSs are targeted at improving 
student learning and fostering skills, such as making accurate metacognitive judg-
ments [see 2]. In contexts where the teacher has limited time to spend on presenting 
content, teaching problem solving skills, and providing tailored feedback to individual 
students, ITSs can prove extremely helpful by providing adaptive individualized in-
struction to learners, organize content, and point out their errors for as much time and 
as many iterations as the learner requires [3].  

ITSs can prove beneficial in training of highly specialized clinicians, such as 
pathologists. Training of specialized clinicians is very difficult in traditional training 
contexts for several reasons, including insufficient exposure to infrequently encoun-
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tered cases, and the increased workloads of mentors which limit the time for training 
the next generation of practitioners and increase the potential for clinical errors 
among less-experienced practitioners. Training of pathologists typically requires five 
or more years, which includes both residency training (3-5 years) and advanced fel-
lowship (1-3 years). In the context of training pathologists, ITSs could help alleviate 
many of the above-mentioned problems by providing a safe environment where resi-
dents can practice whenever they have time and as frequently as needed, and receive 
individualized feedback and guidance without inadvertently harming patients in the 
process. More specifically, ITSs can scaffold residents’ accuracy of diagnoses, there-
by alleviating their overconfidence or under-confidence in their performance on diag-
nostic tasks. Overconfidence would cause the clinician to conclude the diagnosis too 
quickly, therefore neglecting to fully consider alternative hypotheses and all the evi-
dence in the case, which can result in diagnostic errors [4]. On the other hand, under-
confidence might lead them to order unnecessary or inappropriate additional testing 
and use consultative services, which increases the risk of iatrogonic complications 
(i.e., complications caused by medical treatment or diagnostic procedures), delays 
treatment, and unnecessarily increases the costs of medical care [5].  

In order to alleviate the problem of under- or overconfidence in residents’ diagnos-
tic performance (i.e., poor calibration of judgment and performance), scaffolding 
needs to be provided to improve the accuracy of their metacognitive judgments (i.e., 
Feeling of Knowing, FOK) and eliminate any diagnostic bias. FOK is defined as the 
learner’s certainty of his/her actual performance [6]. ITSs can play a significant role 
in assisting pathologists in making more accurate metacognitive judgments about 
their diagnostic decision-making and performance, and as a result make more accu-
rate diagnoses.  

One of the important methods of scaffolding and improving learners’ 
metacognitive skills and performance is the use of open learner models (OLMs) in 
ITSs. A student model is an important part of an ITS which observes learner behavior 
and builds an individualized qualitative representation of her/his cognitive and 
metacognitive skills and gets updated in real-time during learners’ interaction with the 
ITS [7]. Learner models are usually embedded in the ITS architecture and are not 
visible to the students, however, several researchers [e.g., 8] have investigated the 
benefits of allowing learners to access their learner model (OLM). Research has 
indicated that the mere displaying of visualizations of OLMs in ITS interfaces raises 
the awareness of the learners, allowing them to reflect on different aspects of their 
learning and problem solving. Besides all the advantages of using OLMs in interac-
tive ITSs, according to [9], no study has investigated the use of OLMs for displaying 
metacognitive processes (e.g., metacognitive judgments of correctness of perfor-
mance). In spite of the great potential and possibilities offered by the use of medical 
ITSs, few of these systems have been fully developed [e.g., 9] and only a fewer have 
been empirically evaluated [e.g., 10].  

In this paper, we describe an adapted version of SlideTutor, an ITS which scaffolds 
pathology residents’ accuracy of metacognitive judgments using different metacogni-
tive interventions and an OLM for presenting metacognitive accuracy. The paper does 
not include our evaluation of the effectiveness of the implemented modules. 
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2 Description of the Medical ITS: SlideTutor 

The SlideTutor intelligent tutoring system (http://slidetutor.upmc.edu) was modified 
for use in this study. The computational methods and the architecture of the original 
system have been previously published [11].  For the current study, the system uses a 
modular architecture implemented in the Java programming. SlideTutor provides 
users with cases to be solved under supervision by the system. Cases incorporate vir-
tual slides, which are gigabyte size image files created from traditional glass slides by 
concatenating multiple images from a high resolution robotic microscope. Virtual 
slides are annotated using a custom built editing environment to produce case repre-
sentations of discrete findings and their locations. A separate Ontology Web Lan-
guage (OWL) based expert knowledge base consists of a comprehensive set of evi-
dence-diagnosis relationship for the entire domain of study. A reasoning module uses 
a decision tree approach to construct a dynamic solution graph (DSG), representing 
the current state of the problem and all acceptable next steps including the best-next-
step. As for the interface, participants use a graphical user interface (Fig. 1) to exam-
ine and diagnose the cases. Participants can pan and zoom in the virtual slide, locate 
findings using the mouse, and select from lists of findings and qualifiers, such as size 
and type, from a tree-like representation. Once findings are specified, they appear as 
evidence nodes in the diagrammatic reasoning palette (Fig 1). Afterwards, partici-
pants assert hypotheses using a separate tree-based menu, which eventually appear as 
nodes in the diagrammatic reasoning palette. Support links can then be drawn be-
tween evidence and hypothesis nodes to specify relationships between the two. Final-
ly, one or more hypotheses may be dragged to the diagnosis window, and selected as 
the final diagnosis(es) before proceeding to the next case.  

Fig. 1. SlideTutor interface 
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2.1 The Dynamic Book 

An interactive knowledge browser has been developed (called the Dynamic Book) 
that shows feature-diagnosis relationships as well as glossary information on all fea-
tures and diagnoses in the selected domain of dermatopathology (i.e., perivascular 
diseases) (Fig. 2). A description of the domain and the cases is presented in the next 
section. A total of sixty-two diagnoses and fifty-seven findings are presented in this 
interface. Six of the diagnoses comprising six patterns were used in the tutoring phase 
of the study. By clicking on each one of the diagnoses, an image is presented in the 
interface showing an example of how the disease presents on a patient’s skin. A de-
scription of the diagnosis was also presented under the image. Additionally, a list of 
potentially associated findings is presented to the right of the image and diagnosis 
description. A zoomed-in virtual slide image accompanied each of the findings in the 
list, where the presentation of the finding is indicated by an arrow. A description of 
the particular finding together with a list of potentially associated diagnoses is also 
presented. In order to guide the exploration of participants during the Dynamic Book 
phase towards important parts of the book, they are provided with a list of tasks to 
work through which pertained to a mix of patterns they would encounter in the tutor-
ing phase and ones they would not.  

Fig. 2. Dynamic book interface 

2.2. Pathology Cases 

The Perivascular Dermatitis domain was selected for the current SlideTutor study 
because the domain is well-tested, includes patterns (i.e., a combination of evidence 
identified in a particular case) with multiple cases, and more cases are available than 
other domains. Also, Perivascular Dermatitis is a large domain and it is unlikely that 
participants would have complete knowledge of this diagnostic area. 20 cases were 
used for the tutoring phase. Cases were obtained from the University of Pittsburgh 
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Medical Center (UPMC) slide archive and from private slide collections. Diagnoses 
were checked and confirmed by a dermatopathologist prior to inclusion in the system 
repository. For each case, a knowledge engineer and an expert dermatopathologist 
collaborated in defining all present and absent findings, their locations on the slide 
(case annotation), and relationships among findings and diagnoses (knowledge-base 
development). Each diagnosis included a set of one or more diseases that matched the 
histopathologic pattern.  

2.3 The Coloring Book and Metacognitive Judgments 

For the intervention condition, once participants complete identifying findings, hy-
potheses, and diagnoses for a case, they progress to an interface called the Coloring 
Book (Fig. 3A). In this interface, they indicate if they are sure or unsure of the items 
they identified for the case (i.e., FOK judgments) by clicking on them and coloring 
them as either green (sure) or yellow (unsure). Next, they are presented with a win-
dow with a slider where they indicate how accurate they think their self-assessments 
in the coloring book were (ranging from underconfident to overconfident). After-
wards, they are presented with correct findings, hypotheses, and diagnoses for the 
respective case (colored in green) and incorrectly identified items as red. After reflect-
ing on their performance and the feedback from the system, they are presented with a 
window juxtaposing the sliders for their self-assessment of their FOK judgments and 
the evaluation of the tutor based on their performance and their FOK judgments (the 
open learner model: OLM) (Fig 3B). At the bottom of the window, one or more indi-
vidual findings or diagnoses may be listed, which reflects the participant’s cumulative 
accuracy in previous cases as well as the current case for the particular finding or 
diagnosis. At the end, they are asked to make another metacognitive judgment and 
state whether they would feel confident solving similar cases, to which they respond 
on a 6-point Likert scale ranging from “not confident” to “very confident”. This con-
cludes the case, and progresses them to the next case.  

Fig. 3. Coloring book interface (A) and the OLM (B) 
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3 Study Timeline 

As part of the design of the study and interface of the ITS, the study phases and time-
line were determined as follows (Fig. 4). An approximate total time of four hours was 
allocated as the participant session time. At the beginning and after signing the in-
formed consent form, the participants were administered a test (pre-pre-test) of their 
prior knowledge of the domain targeted by the current version of SlideTutor (i.e., 
Perivascular diseases). Next, they spent 30 minutes acquiring cognitive knowledge of 
the domain while accomplishing a task given to them by the experimenter (Dynamic 
Book phase). Afterwards, another test of cognitive knowledge of the domain was 
administered (pre-test). Once the test was completed, they proceeded to the tutor 
training and tutor use phase (in intervention or control condition) where they solved 
20 cases and indicated their confidence in their responses and were shown an OLM 
(intervention condition), or solved the cases and progressed with no feedback from 
the system (control condition). At the end, a post-test was administered to gauge their 
knowledge gains during interactions with the tutor. A detailed description of the ITS, 
the tests, dynamic book, and the tutoring interventions is presented below. 

Fig. 4. Study timeline 

4 Measures 

4.1 Cognitive Measures 

In order to measure the prior cognitive knowledge of the domain at the beginning of 
the tutoring session, cognitive gains after the cognitive learning phase, and the 
knowledge gains after the tutoring session, three 24-item tests were administered. 
Three versions of each test were created, and the test order was randomized per ses-
sion to control for order effects. Each test comprised of 24 questions, and the ques-
tions were a mix of tutored and untutored items. Tutored items were about the materi-
al that was presented in the cases seen with the tutoring system, while untutored items 
were about material that was not covered by the tutoring system. Three question types 
were used in the tests: finding, diagnosis, and differentiate questions. Finding ques-
tions consisted of a static microscopic image with an arrow pointing at a feature to be 
identified. Diagnosis questions consisted of a list of findings, and participants had to 
provide the diagnosis(es) that match the findings. Differentiate questions consisted of 
two diagnoses, and participants had to provide a feature that can be used to differenti-
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ate the two. After responding to each question, participants were asked to rate if they 
were sure or unsure of their responses using radio buttons (FOK metacognitive judg-
ment).  

4.2 Metacognitive Measures 

Feeling of knowing (FOK) metacognitive judgment measures were collected on all 
test items in the three cognitive knowledge tests and on all findings, hypotheses, and 
diagnoses identified in cases in the tutoring phase. The FOK measures were collected 
as binary values: sure vs. unsure. The data from metacognitive ratings on test ques-
tions were only used for analyses after the study was completed. However, the meta-
cognitive judgment ratings for items identified in cases in the tutoring phase in the 
Coloring Book layout (see section 2.3) were used for calculation of a measure of 
over- or under-confidence called Bias, which was presented to the participant after 
solving the case and indicated their confidence in the items they identified in the case 
(in the OLM: see section 2.3). The bias score is calculated by subtracting the relative 
performance on all items (total correct items divided by all items) from the proportion 
of items judged as known (total sure items divided by all items) [12]. Figure 5 indi-
cates how bias scores are calculated. Positive bias scores indicate over-confidence and 
negative scores indicate under-confidence. When performance perfectly matches the 
rated confidence level, the bias score equals zero. In other words, the bias score indi-
cates the direction and degree of lack of fit between confidence and performance [13]. 
The bias score for each case was presented to the participant in the form of a slider 
ranging from under-confident to perfect to over-confident with a cursor indicating the 
participant’s bias score.     

Fig. 5. FOK contingency table and the calculation of bias 

5 Conclusion 

We described the functionalities of a version of SlideTutor aimed at reducing the 
metacognitive bias of pathologists and dermatologists while diagnostic decision-
making by deploying metacognitive interventions and using an open learner model to 
aid participants in reflecting on their diagnostic performance. Open learner models 
have not been used in the previous studies for displaying the metacognitive perfor-
mance of participants [8], and the current iteration of SlideTutor is novel in this re-
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gard. The Dynamic Book interface used for the cognitive learning phase provided 
participants with an environment to conduct a targeted search and knowledge acquisi-
tion (targeted at completing the task assigned by the experimenter). As mentioned 
above, since the domain chosen for this version of SlideTutor is a very large domain, 
a cognitive learning phase was deemed necessary in order to provide the opportunity 
for acquisition of some cognitive knowledge and freely explore the glossary of diag-
noses and findings.  
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Abstract. This paper considers the potential for scaffolding learning in open-

ended learning environments using a robotic tutor and an open learner model. 

While we expect this approach to be more broadly applicable, we here illustrate 

with a map-reading activity in geography and/or environmental sciences. The 

paper presents issues raised in open-ended teacher interviews, which suggest 
real possibilities for incorporating a robotic tutor together with an open learner 

model in the classroom. 
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1 Introduction 

Open learner models (OLM) externalise the learner model in a way that is inter-
pretable by the user, e.g.: skill meters [16], concept maps [19], treemaps [14]. One of 
the aims of opening the learner model to the learner is to help promote reflection on 
the part of the learner; to facilitate their planning and decision-making; and raise their 
awareness of their understanding or their developing skills [3]. Thus, the OLM can be 
seen as a form of scaffolding for cognitive and metacognitive processes, with a par-
ticular focus on supporting and developing self-regulation. This focus is very much in 
line with previous considerations of tools offering scaffolding (see e.g. [1]). This ap-
proach to supporting the learner can be very light or can be more closely guided, de-
pending on the level of detail of the modelling and the visualisation of the model, as 
well as the goals of the interaction and the user’s current learning needs.  

Most learner models that are inspectable by the learner have focussed on knowl-
edge-related attributes. However, despite it being a difficult task, there is growing 
interest in detecting and responding to affective states (e.g. [6]; [24]; [25]), and in-
creasingly with a goal of adaptive scaffolding to support individual differences [10]. 
A taxonomy of “academic emotions, which are directly related to academic learning, 
classroom instruction or achievement”, has been identified [17]: the positive activat-
ing emotions of enjoyment, hope, and pride; the positive deactivating emotion of 
relief; the negative activating emotions of anger, anxiety, shame; and the negative 
deactivating emotions of hopelessness and boredom.  

OLMs can offer an additional mechanism by which learner model data about affec-
tive states can be confirmed and/or clarified. In addition to visualisation of the learner 
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model, the term ‘open learner modelling’ encompasses methods that allow users to 
contribute to, edit, or negotiate the contents of the learner model [3]. While we do not 
wish to require or rely on self-report about emotions and affective states, if a learner 
is frustrated by feedback that has been generated in part based on inaccurate or in-
complete affect detection, a simple method to advise a learning environment of this 
could be of substantial benefit. Thus, while providing an OLM of the more traditional 
knowledge/skills representations, we recommend also allowing the learner to access 
the representations regarding their affective state (e.g. inferred through sensors [24], 
semantic and contextual cues [25], or based on a video corpus of affective expressions 
[7]). This may bring new issues to the problems of affect modelling (e.g. if the learner 
model indicates an affective state that the learner disagrees with, might this make 
them angry, demotivated or frustrated?) Nevertheless, as well as offering an opportu-
nity to modify or influence the representation of affect, it may also help increase 
learner trust in the learner model, as the user will be able to identify why certain as-
pects of feedback or scaffolding are tailored in the manner that they are, and have the 
opportunity to address or challenge any discrepancies. In this paper we take the start-
ing point of benefits previously demonstrated for OLMs (e.g. [12]; [16]), and consider 
their use in a more open-ended context, and with affect modelling.  

2 Scaffolding with an Open Learner Model 

As argued above, OLMs can be considered as ways to help scaffold learning and 
the learning process, and may have particular potential in open-ended tasks and envi-
ronments. With the increasing focus on professional competency frameworks and the 
inevitable extension of the competency perspective to educational contexts (e.g. for 
language [8], for STEM literacy [2], for geography [21]), there comes even greater 
scope for future use of open-ended learning environments, and corresponding chal-
lenges for scaffolding learning in such situations. Competency frameworks have al-
ready been applied in a generic OLM context, with examples for language [4] and 
meeting facilitation [20]. We propose that such approaches be further developed to 
meet the requirements of the changing educational focus, curricula, and assessment. 

We illustrate here with a geography and/or environmental science map-based activ-
ity, where tools may be used to discover information from a map, to measure distance 
and area, to view terrain or entities on the map such as buildings, cities and countries. 
The learner may identify features, follow directions in a trail, explore the area, or 
determine the best location for some purpose (e.g. where to situate a new visitor cen-
tre). Such activities can range from specific to very open-ended, and a range of com-
petencies may be demonstrable (e.g. map-reading, map sketching, mapping, geo-
graphical argumentation, ethical judgement (see [21]).) This relates closely to the 
England and Wales National Curriculum for Geography [9] key processes, e.g.:  

“Pupils should be able to: 

• use atlases, globes, maps at a range of scales, photographs, satellite images

and other geographical data;

• ask geographical questions, thinking critically, constructively and creatively;
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• analyse and evaluate evidence, presenting findings to draw and justify con-
clusions;

• solve problems and make decisions to develop analytical skills and creative

thinking about geographical issues.”
However, the nature of this type of open-ended activity may also lead to different 

affective states across and within individuals. In the next section we consider the op-
portunities for improving scaffolding using OLMs that include representations of 
affective states, supported by an empathic robotic tutor. 

3 Support from a Robotic Tutor 

Opening up a system’s representations of a learner’s affective state could, as indi-
cated above, further influence learner affect. To mitigate a possibly negative reaction 
that could impact motivation, we recommend taking a social robotics approach. Arti-
ficial tutors may incorporate their understanding of the learner’s emotional state in 
their pedagogical strategies and interventions [5]. The presence of a 2D or 3D charac-
ter has revealed some positive learning effects, especially in engagement [15]; and 
recall has been shown to be higher with a robotic teacher when adaptive cues have 
been given based on EEG measurements of engagement [22]. Studies that compared 
virtual representations of characters with robots showed a preference for robotic em-
bodiment with reference to social presence [13], enjoyment [18] and performance 
[11]. Thus, we suggest this to be a useful avenue to explore for scaffolding learning 
particularly when affective states are also modelled. For example, Figure 1 shows the 
Nao Robot and its ability to point or gesture towards items on a tabletop, which in-
clude visualisations of the learner model. Since many of the activities we envisage are 
map-based, we will use an interactive map approach on a touch table in this example.  

Fig. 1. The Nao Robot and a competency-based open learner model (skill meters and word 

cloud shown, from the Next-TELL open learner model [20]) 

Examples of general interactions and scaffolding between the learner and the robot 
include: offering assistance by guiding the learner through instructions; asking ques-
tions (to prompt reflection); gestures (to illustrate or focus attention, or indicate shared 
focus); offering affective support if learners’ actions are not optimal (telling them not 
to worry and try again); drawing attention back to task if a learner becomes distracted; 
mirroring affective state when this is positive, and bringing awareness to affective state 
if it is negative. This aims to foster a perception of the robot as empathic (see e.g. [7]). 
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In addition to the learner model visualisations on the tabletop, the robot can itself 
express the model content by giving a summary of relevant knowledge or competen-
cies, perhaps at the start of a session to show that it remembers the learner, but also 
during a session to give the learner a sense of achievement and to prompt them to think 
about their learning and how they might use the learner model information. As with 
adaptive scaffolding in general, interaction about the learner model will be tailored as 
appropriate to the individual, as will other scaffolding behaviours from the robot. 

When using the OLM to investigate its representations of their affective state, the 
learner will already be accustomed to the robot’s shared understanding of their compe-
tencies. Therefore, when it then comes to reviewing affective states in the model, the 
robot’s ability to invite or allow discussion or adjustment to the affective model con-
tents can build on the relationship that the learner has with the robot, with reference to 
their understanding or competencies. This approach will build on previous findings 
using a chatbot, that child-system negotiation of the knowledge-focussed data in an 
OLM resulted in significant improvements in children’s learning without additional 
tutoring [12]. In that case negotiation involved student or system challenges and dis-
cussion about the child’s beliefs (representations in the learner model) with the aim of 
prompting reflection and increasing the accuracy of the learner model by taking stu-
dents’ opinions about their learning into consideration. In our current work we propose 
also encouraging the learner to think about their affective state, how this may influence 
their learning, and how they might regulate their affect. In effect, this is an approach to 
help learners self-scaffold during the transition from more tightly to less tightly guided 
interaction. The first step towards this goal involves obtaining teacher viewpoints on 
the potential of this approach in the classroom. This is considered in the next section. 

4 Teacher Interviews 

Following from the arguments above that suggest possibilities for scaffolding in 
open-ended tasks using an OLM together with an empathic robot, teacher interviews 
were undertaken to determine the likelihood of uptake of this approach in contexts 
where the required technologies are already in place. 

4.1 Participants, Materials and Methods 

Seven participants took part in open interviews (4 teachers, 2 teaching assistants, 1 
trainee). The aims of the study were described, highlighting emphatic tutoring and 
interaction, and personalising robotic tutoring to the learner’s needs. In a semi-formal 
interview, specific questions relevant to scaffolding and OLMs included: 

• What role would a system like this play? (To ascertain teachers’ views on how

the robot could effectively ‘fit’ into the classroom and classroom practice.)

• If you had a robot that could monitor how a child is progressing, how would
you like that robot to interact with the child? (To provide information for the
design of the learning scenarios and robot interactions.)

• Would it be beneficial to set the level of difficulty and how do you do this at

the moment? (To gauge the extent of teachers’ likely acceptance of a coarse-
grained personalisation approach with a robotic tutor.)
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• How do you detect when a student is having difficulties and how do you help
the learner overcome the difficulties? (To ascertain how teachers detect when a
learner is facing difficulties in this kind of open-ended activity, and whether
they may be receptive to more fine-grained adaptation with the robotic tutor.)

Written notes were made by the researcher. Comments were then categorised to 
help design subsequent formal interviews before building the prototype environment. 

4.2 Results 

Table 1 summarises the number of teachers expressing each of the points addressed 
below, following the comment categorisations, with representative viewpoints then 
discussed further. Several teachers were very interested in the fact that they could use 
the system to encourage independent learning, as this is becoming a key objective for 
teachers. To address the varied needs of students, at the moment the teachers might 
give out different question sheets to different students. Typically the teachers change 
the difficulty of an activity by changing the language style, the number of prompts, 
breaking down the activity into smaller steps, and the amount of scaffolding provided. 
The most difficult questions or problems may be very open-ended, and require the 
learner to argue a point in their own words, or the teacher may apply extra constraints 
such as working within a budget. All teachers were keen that the system to be trialled 
should be able to respond to the individual, stretching the most able while also ensur-
ing suitable personalisation for the less advanced students.  

Table 1. Teacher comments categorised 

Comment No. teachers 

Encourage independent learning 3 

Personalisation / adaptivity 7 

More open-ended activities 7 

Prompt metacognitive behaviours 7 

Affect detection 7 

Use of progress bars 2 

Incorporation of robot into classroom 7 

In addition, all teachers stated that they would like the learning activities they un-
dertake to easily move beyond basic map reading skills to activities where the learner 
needs to make comparisons, decisions and arguments. Comparisons in this space 
could be to compare high and low CO2 production, population density, and similar. 
Decisions and arguments could be made on tasks which involve, for example, decid-
ing on the most appropriate location for a visitor centre or flood defence: the learner 
must make an argument in favour or against an action. Thus, the teachers are looking 
for ways to incorporate more open-ended activities into the classroom interaction. All 
also wanted to encourage reflection and metacognitive behaviours, for example, by 
saying “Have a think”, “Did you consider...?”. They also thought that the robot could 
usefully point out that there is no really wrong answer in some of the activities. 
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   All teachers already detect whether a learner is having difficulties, from their be-
haviour. For example: the teacher can tell if the learner is not listening, not paying 
attention or not understanding. This information can come from their facial expres-
sion, where they are looking, whether they are fidgeting, how they respond to instruc-
tions, whether they are actively asking for help verbally or by raising their hand, or if 
they are chatting or disrupting other children. The teachers can also identify whether a 
learner is attempting a task in a sub-optimal way.  

Two teachers suggested that progress bars may be beneficial. They stressed that 
real time assessment would be desirable, and if a learner faced difficulties, these need 
to be caught promptly and acted upon as appropriate by the system or the teacher. 

There were no concerns from any of the teachers about fitting the robot into the 
classroom activities, particularly if the lesson plan actively included the robot (e.g. as 
a station in a station rotation lesson where a number of learners in a class would have 
a turn with the robot). The teachers were interested in monitoring the learner’s pro-
gress from a console, enabling the teacher to intervene if the learner stopped making 
progress, particularly useful if there were multiple learners interacting with multiple 
artificial tutors. They also thought that the simple fact that there was a robot would 
make any task seem novel and more engaging. 

4.3 Discussion 

Because the interviews were open, not all points were discussed in each interview. 
The lower level of comments in some areas therefore may not indicate disagreement, 
but rather that these issues were not raised during the interview. 

The possibility for the robot to adapt to individuals, as requested by all partici-
pants, is exactly the kind of approach enabled by a learner model. For this reason the 
learner model is anticipated to be acceptable to teachers in this robot-tabletop context. 
All teachers also wished to use open-ended tasks such as described above, to match 
the requirements of the England and Wales National Curriculum for Geography [9]. 
This is, therefore, another indication of likely acceptance. Furthermore, because 
teachers are already identifying student engagement and other affective states, the 
modelling of affect and use of a physical robot is an approach that they will under-
stand: while they may not be able to discuss knowledge and competencies individu-
ally to the extent they wish, a robotic tutor can help in this task while maintaining an 
approximation of the empathic approach a teacher would use. The fact that two teach-
ers suggested progress bars indicates that these participants wish to have a view of 
learning visible on the tabletop, in line with OLM. In addition, the OLM should facili-
tate the kind of metacognitive behaviours considered important by all teachers. The 
request for being able to monitor learners is also in line with OLM also being a tool to 
support teachers [20]. This goes beyond many learning analytics visualisations (e.g. 
dashboards [23]), to focus on understanding, competencies, and now also affect.  

An important immediate concern is practical deployment in the existing learning 
context and curriculum. All teachers could see how the robot and touch table could be 
integrated into the classroom, and could identify benefits for doing so. Thus we argue 
that there is a role for empathic robots and OLMs in scaffolding open-ended learning. 
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5 Summary and Conclusions 

This paper has argued the benefits of using an OLM as a means to lightly scaffold 
learners in open-ended learning contexts where the development of self-regulation 
skills and metacognitive behaviours are considered important. This is becoming in-
creasingly central with the competency focus adopted in many subjects and countries. 
Affective modelling is considered beneficial in such contexts, given the potential 
frustrations of the open-ended nature of activities, and the provision of a means to 
discuss and possibly correct the system representations of affect is suggested. Because 
of the advantages of robotic tutors, an empathic robot approach is proposed. The 
teacher interviews confirmed the feasibility of introducing this solution to real class-
rooms that have the appropriate technologies.  
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1 Introduction 

Supporting metacognition has been identified as one of the most important princi-
ples of instructional design [4]. In recent years, interventions using a variety of meta-
cognitive skills have been studied. Aleven et al. examine the use of a metacognitive 
tutor for help seeking within a cognitive tutor for geometry [1]. Some systems, such 
as MetaTutor, focus on teaching students self-assessment skills to identify knowledge 
gaps or monitor their own progress [3,10]. Betty's Brain can teach students metacog-
nitive skills by having them request that Betty engage in those skills herself [11]. 
These projects have shown the success of tutoring interventions based on developing 
metacognitive skills. 

Inquiry-based learning has long been pursued as a desirable approach to classroom 
curriculum design [6], and significant efforts have been made to incorporate authentic 
scientific modeling and inquiry into science education, such as in projects like Think-
er Tools [13]. This paper presents our early efforts to construct a metacognitive tutor-
ing system specifically aimed at teaching these skills within an open-ended learning 
environment named MILA (for Modeling & Inquiry Learning Application). 

2 Tutoring Scientific Inquiry-Driven Modeling in MILA 

MILA (Modeling & Inquiry Learning Application) is an interactive learning envi-
ronment for supporting learning about ecosystems in middle school science. Students 
use MILA to construct Component-Mechanism-Phenomenon models of complex 
ecological phenomena. Component-Mechanism-Phenomenon models are adaptations 
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of Structure-Behavior-Function models [7,12], and MILA evolves from our earlier 
work on learning Structure-Behavior-Function models of ecosystems [8,12]. 

To support students' modeling and inquiry while engaging with MILA, we con-
structed a metacognitive tutoring system consisting of four separate metacognitive 
tutoring agents playing four different functional roles: a Guide, a Critic, a Mentor, and 
an Interviewer. Broadly, these tutors were constructed according to lessons and guide-

lines transferred from other initiatives in metacognitive tutoring [2,10]. Students in-
teract with tutors by clicking tutors' avatars in the tutor box. Upon clicking, the tutor’s 
window appears and gives the student any feedback it has available, as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Reactive tutors checks their Mappings when the student clicks in order to re-
spond to students' help-seeking behaviors [1]. A proactive tutor actively monitor stu-
dents' progress and interrupt the students to provide their feedback or ask their ques-
tion in order to facilitate just-in-time error correction [10]. 

Fig. 2. An example of one of the four tutors, the Critic. All tutors appear in dialog boxes such 
as this one. In addition to text feedback, tutors may ask students to answer questions or offer 

students questions they might want answered. 

The Guide serves to answer students’ questions, and thus is a reactive tutor. She is 
developed to anticipate what questions students may want to ask based on the current 
lesson, the students’ current model, software, and tutor interactions and then offer 
those questions when called. For example, early in the unit, the Guide anticipates 
questions that largely focus on interaction with the software itself. Later, she expects 
and offers questions based on students' current models or recent model construction 
process. 

The Critic analyzes students’ models, validating students’ models against a set of 
defined model criteria. He is a reactive tutor who only checks models when students 
are looking for feedback, demonstrating the knowledge gaps of which students should 
be aware in model construction and providing guidance on how to fill those 
knowledge gaps, as well as avoid them in the future. 

The Mentor leverages the notion of cognitive apprenticeship [5]. He is a proactive 
tutor who observes students’ interaction with the software and demonstrates new or 
difficult concepts. In practice, the main role of the Mentor has been to set expecta-
tions and learning goals, addressing Roll et al.’s eighth design principle: communicate 
the metacognitive learning goals to the students [10]. 

Completing the set of four tutors is the Interviewer. The Interviewer asks students 
to answer questions in natural language. The Interviewer serves the metacognitive 
goal of encouraging students to self-reflect on their process by prompting students to 
elucidate their decision-making. 
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3 The Architecture of MeTA 

This set of metacognitive tutors for teaching inquiry-driven modeling has been 
constructed in an experimental architecture titled MeTA, for Metacognitive Tutoring 
Architecture. At a basic level, the MeTA architecture builds on the characterization of 
an intelligent agent as a function f that maps a history of percepts P* into an action A; 
f: P*  A. This section describes MeTA at a software architecture level, consisting of 
percepts, actions, and mappings between them. 

Percepts are defined information the tutor can sense in the learning environment. 
We have used six categories of percepts for constructing our tutors, including history 
software and tutor interaction and a current model of student behavior. Actions, in 
turn, are output complements to the input percepts. Whereas percepts tell tutors for 
what to look for, actions tell them how to respond.  We have used six different cate-
gories of actions, including textual feedback, soliciting further information, and alter-
ing an underlying model of student behavior. Mappings pair up sets of Percepts with 
sets of Actions. When every Percept in a given Mapping is observed, the tutor re-
sponds with the associated Actions. In many ways, individual tutors can be seen as 
prioritized lists of Mappings. 

4 Initial Deployment & Results from MeTA in MILA 

MILA was used in a two-week camp in Summer 2012 with 16 middle school stu-
dents. The phenomenon that students were charged with explaining was the actual, 
sudden death of thousands of fish in a nearby lake. To investigate this problem, stu-
dents took field trips to the lake, participated in physical science and biology exercis-
es, and engaged with MILA in groups of two or three. MILA provided facilities for 
stating the problem, proposing multiple hypotheses, modeling those hypotheses, con-
sulting static simulations, and researching online hypermedia and data sources. Given 
that this was the first use of MeTA tutors in a classroom, data gathering and analysis 
was treated as an exploratory study; the goal, in line with design-based research, was 
to observe the strengths and weaknesses to better understand how to create effective 
metacognitive tutors in the future. We found two primary guidelines that are inform-
ing our ongoing revisions to the tutoring systems. First, our experience deploying 
tutors that play multiple functional roles within the software directed our attention to 
the different ways in which students interact with different roles and types of feed-
back; this has been similarly touched on elsewhere in research on metacognitive tutor-
ing [3,9]. This has led to the revision of these tutors for new interventions to better 
differentiate their functional roles and expand the range of types of feedback availa-
ble. Secondly, we observed the need to address the challenge outlined in Roll et al. 
2007 [10] regarding applying one of Anderson et al. 1995's original design guidelines 
[2] to the metacognitive tutoring domain. This principle – "Facilitate successive ap-
proximations of the target skill" – addresses the need to differentiate and address the 
student's current level of efficacy with the target skill, changing the way in which the 
skill is addressed as student efficacy changes. Ongoing revisions to the tutors outlined 
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here attempt to equip the system with the ability to infer and address successive ap-
proximations of the target skill. 
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Abstract. This paper describes the initial evaluation results for providing adap-
tive support based on effective/detrimental interaction patterns discovered by 
applying data mining on user interaction data for an Interactive Simulation. 
Previously, we presented the process of building a classifier user model for the 
AIspace CSP applet, an open-ended interactive simulation which helps with 
learning how to solve constraint satisfaction problems. In a later work, we pre-
sented a methodology for providing adaptive interventions based on the class 
association rules that form our classifier user model. In this work, we discuss 
how to use the generated adaptation rules for delivering adaptive support in the 
form of hints. The initial qualitative evaluation of the resulting support mecha-
nism, as well as a quantitative evaluation using eye tracking and action logs, 
show that the interventions were well-received by users. 

Keywords: Adaptive Interventions, Interactive Simulations, Eye Tracking 

1 Introduction 

Interactive Simulations (IS hereafter) are increasingly used as learning tools, where 
they present an open-ended and exploratory environment to support learning in many 
different disciplines. These ISs are designed to foster exploratory learning by giving 
students the opportunity to practically and proactively experiment with concrete ex-
amples of concepts and processes they have learned theoretically. However, it has 
been shown that if the students are left to experiment and explore without any addi-
tional support, many will show suboptimal interaction behaviors (e.g., [1]) and may 
not learn well from this form of interaction (e.g., [2]). These students can benefit from 
having additional support in the form of scaffolding while interacting with this type of 
Open-Ended Learning Environments (OELEs) (e.g., [3]). The Constraint Satisfaction 
Problem (CSP) Applet is one of the collection of interactive tools for learning com-
mon Artificial Intelligence algorithms, called AIspace [4]. The CSP applet is an Inter-
active Simulation designed to help students deepen their understanding of solving 
constraint satisfaction problems. We intend to add adaptive support to the CSP applet 
to help students use the applet effectively for learning. Implementing adaptive inter-
ventions requires adding two components to an OELE: (1) a user model that deter-
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mines if and when to intervene, with additional information on which interventions 
are appropriate at the time; and (2) an intervention mechanism that delivers different 
interventions based on the assessment of the student model. 

Due to the open-ended nature of the interactions with ISs, providing intelligent 
support is challenging because many different possible behaviors should be taken into 
account and most often it is not known a priori which behaviors are effective and 
which ones are not. All this makes developing a successful intelligent support mecha-
nism time consuming [5]. To address these challenges in a timely and generalizable 
manner, we employ Educational Data Mining [6] methodologies. Our goal is to find 
relevant patterns in user interaction data in an IS (e.g. the CSP applet) that leads to 
different levels of user performance. Then, build a user model based on these patterns 
and finally, use these patterns to extract adaptation rules for delivering relevant adap-
tive interventions.  

To achieve this goal, first we developed a user modeling framework that utilizes 
user clustering and class association rules mining to identify relevant user 
types/behaviors from interface actions [7]. Then, we devised a methodology for using 
the discovered association rules to generate adaptation rules which are then trans-
formed to adaptive interventions [8]. This paper describes the initial evaluation of 
adaptive interventions that are implemented following our proposed process. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: First, we briefly describe the CSP ap-
plet, the user modeling framework used for extracting user behaviors (i.e., the class 
association rules), and the methodology for generating adaptation rules based on these 
behaviors. Then, we discuss the different dimensions for providing interventions 
based on these adaptation rules. Finally, we present the results of a pilot study with a 
new version of the CSP applet that implements the proposed support mechanism. 

2 The AIspace CSP applet 

A CSP consists of a set of variables, variable domains and a set of constraints on legal 
variable-value assignments. Solving a CSP requires finding an assignment that satis-
fies all constraints. The CSP applet illustrates the Arc Consistency 3 (AC-3) algorithm 
for solving CSPs represented as networks of variable nodes and constraint arcs. AC-3 
iteratively makes individual arcs consistent by removing variable domain values in-
consistent with a given constraint, until all arcs have been considered and the network 
is consistent. Then, if there remains a variable with more than one domain value, a 
procedure called domain splitting is applied to that variable in order to split the CSP 
into disjoint cases so that AC-3 can recursively solve each case.  

The CSP applet demonstrates the AC-3 algorithm dynamics via interactive visuali-
zations on graphs using color and highlighting, and graphical state changes are rein-
forced through textual messages. The applet provides several mechanisms for the 
interactive execution of the AC-3 algorithm on a set of available CSPs. These mecha-
nisms are accessible through the toolbar, or through direct manipulation of graph 
elements. The user can perform seven different actions: (1) Fine Step: use the fine 
step button to see how AC-3 goes through its three basic steps (selecting an arc, test-
ing it for consistency, removing domain values to make the arc consistent); (2) Direct 
Arc Click: directly click on an arc to apply all these steps at once; (3) Auto AC: 
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automatically fine step on all arcs one by one using the auto arc consistency button; 
(4) Stop: pause auto arc consistency; (5) Domain Split: select a variable to split on, 
and specify a subset of its values for further application of AC-3 (see pop-up box in 
the bottom right of Fig. 1); (6) Backtrack: recover alternative sub-networks during 
domain splitting; (7) Reset: return the graph to its initial status. 

Fig. 1. CSP applet with example CSP problem Fig. 2. General User Modeling Approach. 

3 Mining Behavior Patterns 

In this section we briefly describe the two main phases of our approach to building 
a classifier user model from interaction data first described in [7]: Behavior Discovery 
(Fig. 2A) and User Classification (Fig. 2B). In Behavior Discovery, raw unlabeled 
data from interaction logs is preprocessed into feature vectors representing individual 
users in terms of their interface actions. These vectors are the input to an unsupervised 
clustering algorithm (i.e., k-means with a modified initialization step, see [7]) that 
groups them according to their similarities. The resulting clusters represent users who 
interact similarly with the interface. These clusters are then analyzed to identify 
if/how they relate to learning. Afterwards, association rule mining is applied on each 
cluster to extract the common behavior patterns in the form of class association rules 
for each performance level. A Class Association rule is a rule in the form of XÆ c, 
where X is a set of feature-value pairs and c is the predicted class label (i.e., the clus-
ter) for the data points where X applies (see Table 1). 

Our goal is to use these detected behaviors and information regarding their effec-
tiveness as a guide for intelligent adaptive support during the interaction. Thus, in the 
User Classification phase (Fig. 2B), class association rules extracted in the Behavior 
Discovery phase are used to build an online classifier user model. This classifier is 
used to assess the performance of a new user based on her interactions.  

In [7], we reported the result of applying our framework on the action logs collect-
ed from a study with 65 users using the CSP applet. For this dataset, the Behavior 
Discovery resulted in two clusters of users that achieved significantly different learn-
ing performance levels (high vs. low). We will refer to them as High Learning Gain 
(HLG) and Low Learning Gain (LLG) groups respectively. Also, the online classifier 
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achieved an accuracy of over 80% in classifying new users as HLG or LLG by ob-
serving only the first 25 percent of their interactions.  

In addition to assigning a label to the user, the user model also returns the observed 
rules that caused that classification decision. In [8], we described our proposed meth-
odology for building an intervention mechanism based on the discovered behavior 
patterns which is briefly described in the next section.  

4 Extracting Adaptation rules from Discovered Patterns 

The class association rules generated in the Behavior Discovery phase represent 
the interaction behaviors of LLG and HLG. All of these rules are used in the classifier 
user model to determine the performance of a new user, and identify a set of behav-
iors that are either conducive or detrimental to learning. Ideally, one would want to 
design adaptive interventions that discourage all the detrimental behaviors, and en-
courage all the good ones. For instance, consider the following rule for the LLG:  
Rule4: If Direct Arc Click frequency = Lowest and Direct Arc Click Pause Aver-
age = Lowest Æ Cluster LLG 

This rule indicates that if the frequency of Direct Arc Click (DAC) action is lower 
than a threshold (the mechanism to set this threshold is described in [7]) and the aver-
age pause time between a DAC and the next action is also lower than a certain thresh-
old then the user is considered a LLG. Here, we want to prevent this from happening 
and there are two possible interventions (intervention items from now on) that can be 
delivered to address this rule: (1) Encouraging/enforcing the user to perform DAC 
more often; (2) Encouraging/enforcing the user to pause longer after DAC actions 
(possibly thinking about the DAC outcomes).  

There may be several rules like the one above that are applicable at a given time. 
The number of rules, may pose a challenge considering factors such as the cost of 
implementation and effectiveness of the resulting intervention items, thus filtering the 
rules is necessary (see [8] for a detailed discussion). For each intervention item, we 
compute a score calculated as the sum of the weights of the rules which recommend 
that item within a given cluster (these weights indicate the importance of each rule in 
classifying a user [7]) and use this as an importance factor for that item. Then we 
apply a filtering strategy that keeps the most prominent behaviors and ignores the 
weaker ones while taking the diversity of the intervention items and their cost of im-
plementation into account (see [8] for details). For our current study, we use 6 inter-
vention items as selected by our filtering strategy, highlighted in Table 1. 

Table 1. A selection of representative rules for HLG and LLG clusters in the CSP dataset 

Rules for HLG cluster: 
Rule1: Direct Arc Click frequency = Highest  
Rule5: Domain Split frequency = Highest and Auto AC frequency = Lowest  
└ Rule8: Domain Split frequency = Highest and Auto AC frequency = Lowest and Fine Step Pause

Average = Highest and Reset frequency = Lowest 
Rules for LLG cluster: 

Rule1:  Direct Arc Click Pause Average = Lowest 
Rule3:  Direct Arc Click frequency = Lowest  
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When delivering the implemented interventions to a user, there can be more than one 
rule satisfied at a certain time leading to multiple items being recommended to that 
user. If the items are semantically correlated (as determined by the system designer), 
there is an opportunity to combine two items into one hint. For instance, based on the 
light blue items in Table 1, a hint can recommend using Direct Arc Click instead of 
Auto AC, because Direct Arc Click is a finer-grained version of Auto AC, with added 
user involvement (semantically correlated items have the same color in Table 1). 
However, non-related items will need separate hint messages and we decided to de-
liver only one hint at a time to prevent users from possibly getting overwhelmed. 
Therefore, in each step we choose the intervention item with highest score, calculated 
similar to above but only for the satisfied rules that recommend that item.  

Adaptation rules can be categorized into two main groups, (1) Preventive interven-
tions that discourage bad behavior as detected by the rules for LLG cluster, e.g.: “IF 
user is classified as a LLG and is using Direct Arc Click very infrequently (less than a 
threshold), then give a hint to promote this action”; and (2) Prescriptive interventions 
that encourage the effective behaviors described by the rules for HLG cluster. In this 
case, we want these rules to be satisfied. This means that if a student labeled as LLG 
shows any behavior in contrast with these rules then the corresponding intervention 
will be delivered to her, e.g.: “IF the user label is LLG, then if Direct Arc Click fre-
quency is lower than x and Auto AC frequency is higher than y then “prompt user to 
use Direct Arc Click instead of Auto AC”.  

The advantage of preventive interventions is that we already know these behaviors 
result in bad performance so we can confidently prevent users from following such 
patterns. Prescriptive interventions are less reliable because it is not clear if/how be-
haviors that were effective for some learners could be beneficial for others. 

5 Designing adaptive interventions 

There are different forms of adaptive interventions that can be used to implement a 
specific adaptation goal (in our case, helping students use and learn most effectively 
from the CSP applet). Similar to most of the educational environments that provide 
adaptive support, we provide explicit advice via textual hints, and provide this advice 
incrementally. However, our focus on the interface actions when extracting the user 
interaction behaviors enables us to make interface changes as another way of deliver-
ing interventions. Thus, we provide a first level of advice with a textual hint that sug-
gests or discourages a target behavior, followed when needed by a textual hint that 
reiterates the same advice, accompanied by a related interface adaptation (e.g., high-
lighting or deactivating relevant interface items). 

Delivering adaptive interventions also require deciding whether the interventions 
should be subtle or forceful. Subtle interventions are in the form of suggestions that 
can be easily ignored by the user (e.g. a text message shown in a hint box at the cor-
ner of the screen). Forceful interventions make the user follow the related advice by 
reducing or eliminating user’s options for the next action (e.g. deactivating all the 
items on the toolbar to force the user to pause before taking next action). 

The current adaptive version of the CSP applet uses the subtle approach. The main 
drawback of this approach is that the recommendations may not be attended to by 
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users or the user might decide not to follow them. However, this approach has the 
very desirable advantage of being less intrusive than the forceful approach. Therefore, 
from a usability point of view, it makes sense to try and see whether subtle adaptive 
interventions can already significantly improve the effectiveness of the CSP applet.  

The detailed procedure of delivering the subtle incremental interventions described 
above is as follows: (1) for each intervention there is a text message presented in for-
mat of a hint that appears in a hint box at the upper left corner of the applet’s main 
panel (level-1 hint). The hint box will blink once, each time a new message is dis-
played. (2) After receiving the hint, the student is given a time window to change her 
behavior. (3) If after the time window, the preconditions for that intervention are still 
satisfied the intervention will be provided again. In this case in addition to a text mes-
sage, corresponding interface element(s) for that intervention will be highlighted until 
the user chooses her next action (level-2 hint). Figure 3 shows a level-2 intervention 
suggesting a decrease in use of Auto AC vs. an increase in use of Direct Arc Click. In 
addition to a text message the arcs that can be clicked are also highlighted. 

Fig. 3. A hint suggesting the use of Direct Arc Click action with the interface highlights (left); 
and the content of the hint box (right).  

6 Evaluation 

We ran a pilot study in a Wizard-of-Oz setting (i.e., experimenter would trigger the 
interventions based on a set adaptation rules) to evaluate the intervention mechanism 
described above for three factors: visibility, intrusiveness, and follow rate of the in-
terventions. The data was collected from 6 computer science students. Each partici-
pant: (1) studied a textbook chapter on the AC-3 algorithm; (2) wrote a pre-test on the 
concepts covered in the chapter; (3) used the CSP applet to study two CSPs, while her 
gaze was tracked with a Tobii T120 eye-tracker; and (4) took a post-test analogous to 
the pre-test [9]. At the end of the experiment, a qualitative evaluation of interventions 
was done using a post-hoc questionnaire and a follow-up interview. 

Figure 4 summarizes the opinion of our 6 participants about the text hint messages 
collected by the post-hoc questionnaire. The participants did not find the hint mes-
sages intrusive or annoying. They found the messages easy to notice and useful in the 
process of interaction. Moreover, most of the participants reported following the in-
structions provided in the hints. The rest of this section will present quantitative re-
sults derived from action logs and eye gaze data collected during the interaction. 

 Regarding visibility of the hints, out of 27 hints provided in total, 25 of them were 
attended to by the participants. One of two omitted hints was a level-1 hint given to 
participant 4 (P4), while she did not notice this hint, the subsequent level-2 of the 
same hint (with interface highlights) managed to grab her attention. The second case 
was a level-2 hint given to P6, where he decided not to follow a level-1 hint prior to 
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this hint and was given a level 2 hint. In this case, the highlighting reminded him of 
the recommended action (Direct Arc Click) from the level-1 hint, thus he followed the 
hint without having to look at the hint box. These two cases, highlight the importance 
of the 2-level hinting strategy reinforced by interface changes.  

Figure 5 illustrates the number of hints shown, attended to and followed by each 
participant. Out of 27 hints given, 20 were followed by the participants (74% follow 
rate). Students, who show many detrimental behaviors, will get more hints. Such stu-
dents are the target group that we want to help learn better from their interaction with 
the CSP applet. Therefore, P2 and P4 are of especial interest. Both of these partici-
pants reported finding the interventions relevant and useful. However, P4 did not 
follow every hint, and generally only followed the recommendations when repeated in 
the form of a level-2 hint. This is reflected in her self assessment of how often she 
followed the hints as well (Table 2).  

Fig. 4. Reception of the text hints by participants Fig. 5. Number of hints shown, attended 
and followed for each participant 

We also analyzed the average reading time of the hint messages for each partici-
pant, overall and for the hints they dismissed/followed (Table 2). We can observe an 
individual element in reading time between participants which can be further investi-
gated as a guide for user adaptive reaction time for hints. Another trend is that users 
who received more hints also spent less time reading them. This is expected as these 
users are the ones with sub-optimal interaction behaviours and this again shows the 
importance of the 2-level progressive hinting strategy which gets more intrusive the 
second time a hint is provided.    

Table 2. Hint rate, self rated following of hints, and average reading time for each participant 

P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6 
Followed Hints - Self-rated (1-5) 4 4 4 2 4 3 
Avg. Reading Time (ms) 2814 1642 1547 925 2639.5 9460 
Avg. Reading Time: Followed (ms) 2814 1530.6 1663 937.5 3464 8975 
Avg. Reading Time: Dismissed (ms) - 2199 1199 887.5 1815 9945 
# Hints given 3 6 4 9 2 3 
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7 Conclusion and future work 

In this paper, we presented the final step of the process for adding adaptive interven-
tions to an OELE called AIspace CSP applet. This process started with mining behav-
ior patterns in the form of association rules from a dataset of collected user interface 
actions [7]. Then, continued with extracting adaptation rules from the discovered 
behaviors [8]. The final step was to deliver the adaptive interventions defined based 
on the adaptation rules via an intervention mechanism. We identified the form and 
forcefulness of delivering the interventions as two aspects of this step and described 
our 2-level subtle method of delivering interventions using both text messages and 
interface changes. The very encouraging initial results of our pilot study regarding 
reception of the interventions by the users, shows a great potential for the Adaptive 
version of the CSP applet which provides personalized support. A second pilot study 
is scheduled to test the user model and the improvements made to the applet based on 
our findings in the first pilot study. We plan to run a full scale study afterwards.  
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Abstract. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) can be designed to im-
prove learning and performance through Pedagogical Agents (PAs) that
are designed to foster self-regulated learning through interactions and ex-
change of information with human learners. PAs are intelligent and follow
rational behaviors, but to adaptively track students’ progress, they need
to be systematically and specifically designed. However, in order to fol-
low a common goal, di!erent self-regulatory systems have been designed
that use PAs, but fail to provide an adaptive multi-agent architecture
which provides such feature that agents adaptively track students’ scaf-
folding. In this paper, we introduce a multi-agent framework designed for
an agent-based ITS. We also define the agent architecture, multi-agent
framework and communication mechanism.
Keyword. Pedagogical Agents, Self-Regulated Learning, Multi-Agent
Systems, Agent Communication Mechanism.

1 Introduction

Increasing adaptivity is being devoted to frameworks involving intelligent com-
ponents that receive (or search for) data and dynamically update their internal
engine to e!ciently acquire and integrate information. This adaptivity is becom-
ing a crucial feature in ITSs that provide sca"olding for students to e"ectively
self-regulate their learning. There are various ITSs [1–4, 6], which are used to con-
duct educational research. But in this paper, we only concentrate on agent-based
ITSs [1, 3, 4, 6] where PAs continuously interact with students and objectively
provide guidance to facilitate the process of learning and use of e"ective SRL
processes. We concentrate on this category of ITSs because agents are intelligent
components that could be equipped with adaptive applications and dynamically
track student behaviour, based on the sca"olding they are receiving.

Current ITSs are not entirely adaptive to students’ knowledge acquisition
during learning in real-time. This may be because in most agent-based ITSs [1,
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4, 6], agents are developed to interact with students to facilitate their naviga-
tion through parts of the system and provide adaptive sca"olds and feedback
to facilitate their learning. This is done using rule-based (predefined) decision
maker modules that pick a specific action, which can be either feedback to the
students or some sort of communication with the system. The action selection
mechanism has been thoroughly defined and enables agents to e"ectively react to
students’ progress based on predefined scenarios. In such ITSs, agents generally
have a narrower focus on specific performance features/outcomes that illustrate
acquisition of knowledge in the target domain.

To address the aforementioned adaptivity problem, PAs need to maintain
decision making procedures [5] that continuously interact with the student (in
the form of direct interaction and recording the data about that interaction)
and dynamically analyze the collected data to update the sca"olding model
that the agent builds as it assesses students’ progress. By analyzing collected
data, agents are able to better interact with students since they are aware of
students’ detailed work and progress in learning. In this paper, we focus on a
multi-agent framework designed for an agent-based ITS that is being designed to
analyze a much wider array of student behavior, activities, responses to agents,
and performance in order to better understand many aspects of both students’
understanding of domain knowledge and underlying self-regulatory abilities.

2 Multi-Agent Architecture

The proposed multi-agent architecture is a simulation environment designed to
model and sca"old learners’ SRL processes as they learn a biology topic. This
environment is focused on further understanding of students’ deployment of SRL
processes by providing a computer-based learning environment with Pedagogical
Agents (PAs) that model and track students’ progress while learning complex
science topics. In the proposed muti-agent architecture, there are three PAs that
directly interact with students:
Peer agent, that interacts the most with the student and obtains basic infor-
mation (like his/her knowledge level) from the student. In fact, the peer agent is
the one that builds the student model and dynamically updates the model with
respect to students’ activities and deployment of SRL processes;
SRL agent, that tracks students’ progress towards using e"ective SRL pro-
cesses. This agent is in charge of guiding the student in accomplishing the learn-
ing goal and e"ectively finalizing the process of learning about the complex topic.
The SRL agent also provides relative data (computed knowledge level) that in-
fluence the peer agent’s further interaction with the student.
Science agent, that is in charge of helping and sca"olding the student to un-
derstand the science content. This agent informs the other two agents when the
student is having di!culties with the content, choosing relevant page sequences,
reading the content at an optimal time, and evaluating his/her goals.

The three introduced agents directly interact with students and are known
by students as their interactive partners. These agents also interact with each
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Fig. 1. Multi-agent framework.

other to better guide the student to accomplish the goal of learning about the
complex science topic. To adaptively track and model students’ sca"olds, there
are various data types regarding students’ use of SRL processes that need to
be collected and analyzed in order to maintain adaptive sca"olding and provide
e"ective guidance to the student. In the proposed framework, we assign four
hidden agents, each of which are associated to a category that captures related
data, analyses the data and provides relative reports in the form of messages to
other involving agents. These massive data is categorized into four groups:
Cognitive agent, that provides details regarding students’ learning-related pa-
rameters, including their content reading process, highlighting, note taking, and
all other cognitive processes;
Metacognitive agent, that provides details regarding students’ performance-
related parameters, such as scores on various quizzes, accuracy of judgment of
learning, and all other metacognitive processes;
Motivational agent, that provides details regarding students’ task di!culty,
attributions, self-e!cacy;
A!ective agent, that provides details regarding students’ motivations while
interacting with the system.

The whole architecture enhances the performance of data collection, and an-
alyzes agents’ decision making. Moreover, the multi-agent architecture provides
modular functionalities that makes it simpler to test, analyze, and integrate in
the system. Figure 1 illustrates the multi-agent architecture together with the
involved agents. Hidden agents are rational intelligent components that are ca-
pable of analyzing data related to a specific architecture and a pre-defined logic.
PAs are rational and are developed with goals related to educational purposes,
such as, to optimize learning for students. The core of an agent architecture
is its data processing engine that analyses the data that is collected from the
surrounding environment and provides an action that best fits its goal-directed
purpose. In the proposed architecture, PAs also run data analyses and react to
the environment via a selected action by the student. We focus here on the ob-
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tained data that help (whether one of the three PAs or the four hidden agents)
to analyze and better understand environmental changes, specifically students’
decisions and actions.

In the proposed architecture, hidden agents continuously communicate to
capture students’ activities while interacting with the system and therefore pro-
vide accurate information, evidence, and reasoning to the three interactive agents
who can then adaptively provide feedback and sca"olds to the students. In the
proposed architecture, the main role of these four agents is to collect data regard-
ing cognitive, metacognitive, motivational, and a"ective SRL processes. These
massive data are continuously collected, analyzed and updated to adaptively
track their learning progress and adaptations based on the sca"olding they are
being provided with.

3 Conclusion

This paper introduces an adaptive multi-agent framework designed for intel-
ligent tutoring systems. This framework could be used in agent-based learning
environments where pedagogical agents coordinate with one another to facilitate
SRL processes in learners [3]. The main objective is to enable PAs to e"ectively
track students’ progress while interacting with the system throughout the learn-
ing session. In future research, we intend to propose di"erent mechanisms to
develop adaptive multi-agent communication and decision making to represent
an optimally e!cient learning environment to facilitate the acquisition, interna-
tionalization, application, and transfer of self-regulatory processes.
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Abstract. E!ective design and improvement of sca!olding in complex
and open-ended learning environments, requires the ability to assess the
e!ectiveness of a variety of sca!olding options, not only in terms of over-
all performance and learning, but also in terms of more subtle e!ects
on students’ behavior and understanding. In this paper, we present a
novel data mining technique that aids the analysis of sca!olding and
students’ learning behaviors by identifying activity patterns that distin-
guish groups of students (e.g., groups that received di!erent sca!olding
and feedback during an extended, complex learning activities) by di!er-
ences in both total behavior pattern usage and evolution of pattern usage
over time. We demonstrate the utility of this technique through applica-
tion to student activity data from a recent experiment with the Betty’s
Brain learning environment and four di!erent sca!olding conditions.

Keywords: learning behaviors, interestingness measure, sequence min-
ing, information gain

1 Introduction

In order to more e!ectively teach and promote skills required in the modern
world of near-ubiquitous computing and internet connectivity, computer-based
learning environments have become more complex and open-ended. This com-
plexity also drives a need for dynamic and adaptive sca!olding that can support
students in understanding how to employ and learn with these environments and
tools. However, in order to e!ectively design and improve such sca!olding, we
must first be able to assess the e!ectiveness of a variety of sca!olding options,
not only in terms of overall performance and learning, but also in terms of more
subtle e!ects on students’ behavior and understanding. In this paper, we present
a novel data mining technique that aids the analysis of how students’ learning
behaviors and strategies are employed with di!ering frequency over the course
of learning or problem-solving activities as the result of di!erent sca!olds and
feedback that can be provided in a learning environment.

Identifying sequential patterns in learning activity data can be useful for dis-
covering and understanding student learning behaviors. Researchers have applied
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sequence mining techniques to a variety of educational data in order to better
understand learning. The primary sequential pattern mining task is to discover
sequential patterns of items that are found in many of the sequences in a given
dataset [1, 2]. For example, Perera et al. ([3]) use sequential pattern mining to
provide mirroring and feedback tools to support e!ective teamwork among stu-
dents collaborating on software development using an open source professional
development environment called TRAC. Other researchers have also employed
sequential pattern mining to identify di!erences among student groups or gen-
erate student models to customize learning to individual students [4–6].

Once these behavior patterns are mined, researchers must interpret and ana-
lyze the resulting patterns to identify a relevant subset of important patterns that
provide a basis for generating actionable insights about how students learn, solve
problems, and interact with the environment. Researchers have developed a vari-
ety of measures to utilize properties other than the default of pattern frequency
to rank mined patterns [7]. These measures are often referred to as “interesting-
ness measures” and have been applied data mining tasks like sequence mining
and association rule mining [8]. To better analyze student learning and behav-
ior, interestingness measures have been used for tasks such as ranking mined
association rules (e.g., [9]).

Investigation of the frequency with which a pattern occurs over time can
reveal additional information for pattern interpretation and may help identify
more important patterns, which occur only at certain times or become more/less
frequent, rather than patterns with frequent, but uniform, occurrence over time.
In this paper, we present a novel approach, combining sequence mining and
an information-theoretic measure for ranking behavior patterns that distinguish
groups of sequences (e.g., groups of students in di!erent experimental conditions)
by di!erences in both total pattern usage and the evolution of pattern usage
over time. To e!ectively analyze these patterns and quickly identify trends in
the evolution of pattern usage, we employ a related visualization in the form of
heat maps.

2 Identifying Interesting Di!erences in Pattern Usage

In this section, we present the Di!erential Temporal Interestingness of Patterns
in Sequences (D-TIPS) technique, and its novel interestingness measure, for iden-
tifying and visualizing patterns that are employed di!erentially over time among
groups of students (e.g., groups that receive di!erent sca!olding in an open-ended
learning environment). The first step in analyzing learning activity sequences is
to define and extract the actions that make up those sequences from interaction
traces logged by the environment. The definition of actions in these sequences
for Betty’s Brain data is discussed further in Section 3. Given a set of sequences
corresponding to the series of actions performed by each student, the D-TIPS
technique consists of four primary steps:

1. Generate candidate patterns that are common to the majority of students in
at least one group by combining the sets of patterns identified through ap-
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plying sequential pattern mining separately to each group’s learning activity
sequences (with a frequency threshold of 50%).

2. Calculate a temporal footprint for each candidate pattern by mapping it
back to locations where it occurs in the activity sequences. Specifically, each
sequence is divided into n consecutive slices, such that each contains 100

n
%

of the student’s actions in the full sequence, where n is the chosen number
of bins defining the temporal granularity of the comparisons. Corresponding
slices for a group (e.g., the first slice from each sequence in the group, the
second slice from each, and so on) are then grouped into bins and each action
in the slices is marked to indicate whether or not it is the beginning of a
pattern match in its original sequence. This set of binned and marked actions
defines the temporal footprint of the pattern for the group.

3. Provide a ranking of the candidate patterns using an information-theoretic
interestingness measure (described in more detail below) applied to the tem-
poral footprint of each pattern.

4. For the highly-ranked patterns, visualize their temporal footprints using heat
maps to identify di!erences in usage trends and spikes across student groups.
Specifically, we employ a two-dimensional heat map where the y-axis is stu-
dent group and the x-axis is time discretized by temporal bin. In a single
row (i.e., for a specific student group), each cell’s count is the percentage
of total pattern occurrence (with respect to the student group) within the
corresponding temporal bin. The use of percentages of pattern occurrence al-
lows analysis of temporal variation normalized by the total frequency of the
pattern in the group, which will tend to highlight di!erent temporal trends
in pattern usage across groups, even when total pattern occurrence di!ers
significantly among groups.

In order to identify more interesting patterns by their di!erence in tempo-
ral usage across groups in step 3, the D-TIPS interestingness measure applies
information gain (IG) with respect to pattern occurrence across the groups in
each of the n corresponding bins of their temporal footprints. Information gain
is defined as the di!erence in expected information entropy [10] between one
state and another state where some additional information is known (e.g., the
di!erence between a set of data points considered as a homogeneous group ver-
sus one split into multiple groups based on the value of some other feature or
attribute). Information entropy is the amount of expected uncertainty found in
a random variable, X, whose value can be called the class of the data point. IG
when used in classifiers, such as decision trees, is applied to a dataset where each
data point has multiple features in addition to its class. The IG of a given feature
is then the reduction in expected uncertainty about the correct class of a data
point when its feature value is known, or conversely the increase in information
about the class of the data point. IG is calculated as the di!erence between the
information entropy of the data without knowledge of the feature values and the
conditional information entropy when the feature values are known.

Information gain is leveraged in classifiers to determine which features are
most discriminatory because they provide the least amount of uncertainty among
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classes in the data. D-TIPS applies information gain to determine which patterns
are the most interesting because knowledge of their occurrence and temporal
location provides the least amount of uncertainty among the student groups.
In D-TIPS, each action/data-point’s class is its group, and the feature of each
data point, for a given pattern, is the combination of whether the action begins
an occurrence of the pattern and the number of the bin in which the action
occurred. This information-theoretic definition of the D-TIPS measure provides
two important properties: 1) given two patterns with the same total occurrences
for corresponding groups, the pattern with the greater discrimination of groups
by di!erences in temporal location/bin among groups will have a higher rank, and
2) given two patterns with the same relative temporal behaviors (i.e., the same
proportion of total pattern occurrence in each bin) for corresponding groups,
the pattern with the greater discrimination of groups by di!erences in total
occurrence among groups will have a higher rank.

Therefore, the D-TIPS measure provides a way of recognizing di!erences
among groups both by total pattern occurrence and by temporal behavior (e.g.,
decreasing usage versus increasing usage, or spikes in di!erent bins). Further,
when the same di!erences across groups occur for two patterns, the pattern
with higher overall frequency will have the higher rank. Thus, D-TIPS tends to
emphasize patterns with large relative di!erences among groups (by total occur-
rence and/or temporal behavior) even when they are not especially frequent in
the overall dataset, while also emphasizing patterns with more moderate di!er-
ences among groups when the frequency of the pattern in the overall dataset is
high. Conversely, D-TIPS tends to deemphasize patterns that are homogeneous
across groups (by both relative occurrence and temporal behavior) or that are
especially rare in all groups.

3 Betty’s Brain Data

The data we employ in the analysis in Section 4 consists of student interaction
trace from the Betty’s Brain [11] learning environment. In Betty’s Brain, stu-
dents read about a science process and teach a virtual agent about it by building
a causal map. They are supported in this process by a mentor agent, who pro-
vides feedback and support for their learning activities. The data analyzed here
was obtained in a recent study with 68 7th-grade students taught by the same
teacher in a middle Tennessee school. At the beginning of the study, students
were introduced to the science topic (global climate change) during regular class-
room instruction, provided an overview of causal relations and concept maps,
and given hands-on training with the system. For the next four 60-minute class
periods, students taught their agent about climate change and received feedback
on content and learning strategies from the mentor agent.

The study tested the e!ectiveness of two support modules designed to scaf-
fold students’ understanding of cognitive and metacognitive processes important
for success in Betty’s Brain (details provided in [12]). The knowledge construc-
tion (KC) support module sca!olded students’ understanding and suggested
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strategies on how to construct knowledge by identifying causal relations in the
resources, and the monitoring (Mon) support module sca!olded students under-
standing and suggested strategies on how to monitor Betty’s progress by using
the quiz results to identify correct and incorrect causal links on Betty’s map.
Participants were divided into a control and three treatment groups. The knowl-
edge construction (KC) group used a version of Betty’s Brain that included the
KC support module and a causal link tutorial that they could access at any
time and were prompted to enter when the mentor determined they were having
di"culty identifying causal links in the resources. The monitoring (Mon) group
used a version of Betty’s Brain that included the Mon support module and a
tutorial about employing link annotations to keep track of links shown to be
correct by quizzes. The full (Full) group used a version of Betty’s Brain that
included both support modules and tutorials. Finally, the control (Con) group
used a version that included neither the tutorials nor the support modules.

In Betty’s Brain, the students’ learning and teaching tasks were organized
around seven activities: (1) reading resource pages to gain information, (2)
adding or removing causal links in the map to organize and teach causal in-
formation to Betty, (3) querying Betty to determine her understanding of the
domain based on the causal map, (4) having Betty take quizzes that are gen-
erated and graded by the mentor to assess her current understanding and the
correctness of links in the map, (5) asking Betty for explanations of which links
she used to answer questions on the quiz or queries, (6) taking notes for later
reference, and (7) annotating links to keep track of their correctness determined
by quizzes and reading. Actions were further distinguished by context details,
which for this analysis were the correctness of a link being edited and whether
an action involved the same subtopic of the domain as at least one of the pre-
vious two actions. The definition of actions in Betty’s Brain learning activity
sequences are discussed further in [13].

4 Results

To illustrate and characterize the performance of the D-TIPS technique on edu-
cational data, we present selected results from its application to student learning
activity data in the Betty’s Brain classroom study described in Section 3. The
D-TIPS analysis identified 560 activity patterns that occurred in at least half
of the students in one or more of the four experimental conditions. Given the
limited number of students in each condition, we chose to bin pattern occurrence
values into fifths of the activity sequences for a broad analysis of their usage evo-
lution over time. Table 1 presents 3 of the top 30 most di!erentially-interesting
patterns identified by D-TIPS across the four sca!olding conditions. For com-
parison, the average occurrences per student and ranking by that value is also
presented. Over half (18) of the 30 analyzed D-TIPS patterns had a rank past
50th by occurrence, with 13 of them ranking beyond 100th, indicating that they
would be unlikely to have been considered without D-TIPS.
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Table 1. Selected Patterns with D-TIPS and Occurrence Rankings

Pattern D-TIPS Rank Occurrence Rank Avg Occurrence
[Quiz] 3 2 21.8

[Read] ! [Note] 18 100 1.7
[Read] ! [Read] ! [Remove Link!] 29 137 1.4

Fig. 1. [Quiz]

The first pattern in Table 1 illustrates a single action pattern that was ranked
very high by both D-TIPS and overall occurrence. While individual student ac-
tions are often less interesting than longer patterns, they are still important to
consider, especially when they also illustrate a tendency to be employed di!er-
entially across groups and over time. Figure 1 shows that all groups tended to
use quizzes more frequently later in their work on the system. Since students’
causal maps grew over time, monitoring and correction of the maps were more
important later in their learning activities. There were some di!erences in usage
trends over time among the di!erent conditions, such as the steeper increasing
trend for the KC and Full groups than the Monitoring group and the earlier
peak in usage for the Full and Control groups. However, the overall occurrence
by conditions di!ered markedly, with the Control group performing far more
quiz actions than the others, and the Monitoring group performing more quiz
actions than the KC and Full groups. While the Monitoring group’s use of the
quiz was expected to be high due to the focused monitoring support that relied
heavily on the quiz, it is surprising that the Control group had the highest quiz
usage. This might indicate that without either KC or monitoring support, the
Control group struggled more and fell back on guessing and checking (with the
quiz) strategies.

Figure 2 illustrates a knowledge construction behavior of reading and taking
notes that was ranked highly by D-TIPS. Another di!erence among the groups,
which added to the interestingness of this pattern under the D-TIPS analysis,
is that the Control group tended to perform reading followed by note-taking
primarily in the last fifth of their activities, as opposed to the first two fifths for
the other groups. However, further analysis of the data attributed this primarily
to only two of the Control group students, although the reason for this aberration
is still unclear.
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Fig. 2. [Read] ! [Note]

Fig. 3. [Read] ! [Read] ! [Remove Link!]

The pattern illustrated in Figure 3 involves a sequence of (two) reading ac-
tions followed by removing an incorrect link. While there was no consistent
temporal trend in the usage of this pattern, the Monitoring and Control groups
exhibited this pattern less than once per student, while the KC group averaged
2.4 times per student. Although ranked lower by D-TIPS at 45th, the sub-pattern
of a single read action followed by removing an incorrect link illustrates the same
di!erences. This suggests that students with the KC feedback, relied more heav-
ily on reading to identify incorrect links than either the Control and Monitoring
groups, possibly because the Control group struggled more in general and the
support in the Monitoring group focused students more on the use of quizzes to
identify incorrect links.

5 Conclusion

While identification of high-frequency patterns is undoubtedly useful, finding
patterns that have di!ering usage over time across a set of student groups is also
important for analyzing the e!ects of sca!olding. In this paper, we presented
the D-TIPS technique, which identifies patterns that di!er in their usage among
student groups by either total (group) occurrence or temporal behavior, even
when they are not especially frequent in the overall dataset. Results from the
use of this technique to mine Betty’s Brain data illustrated the potential benefits
and helped characterize di!erences between D-TIPS and a baseline occurrence
ranking. D-TIPS identified patterns that illustrated potentially important dif-
ferences in learning behavior among di!erent sca!olding conditions that would
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have probably been overlooked by considering only pattern frequency. Future
work will include autonomous identification of an e!ective number of bins for
splitting a given set of activity sequences, as well as methods to individually
characterize student groups by the patterns identified in D-TIPS.
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Abstract. Invention activities are Productive Failure activities in which students at-
tempt to invent methods that capture deep properties of given data before being taught 
expert solutions. The current study evaluates the effect of scaffolding on the invention 
processes and outcomes, given that students are not expected to succeed in their inquiry 
and that all students receive subsequent instruction. Two Invention activities related to 
data analysis concepts were given to 130 undergraduate students in a first-year physics 
lab course using an interactive learning environment. Students in the Guided Invention 
condition were given prompts to analyze given data prior to inventing and reflect on 
their methods after inventing them. These students outperformed Unguided Invention 
students on delayed measures of transfer, but not on measures of conceptual or proce-
dural knowledge. In addition, Guided Invention students were more likely to invent 
multiple methods, suggesting that they used better self-regulated learning strategies.  

Keywords: Invention activities, productive failure, scaffolding, interactive 
learning environments, transfer. 

1 Introduction 

Invention activities are activities in which students generate solutions to novel prob-
lems prior to receiving instruction on the same topics. For example, students may be 
asked to generate methods that capture the variability of given data sets prior to being 
taught about mean deviation  [1-3]. Invention activities facilitate Productive Failure in 
that students commonly fail to generate valid methods in these activities [4-5]. For 
example, students may use range or count the number of different values as a measure 
of variability, ignoring distribution and number of data points. However, the failure is 
often productive as students learn from the subsequent instruction and practice better 
than students who receive only instruction and practice, controlling for overall time 
on task [1,3-6]. 

Unlike other forms of Productive Failure, in Invention activities students are given 
carefully designed sets of data, called contrasting cases, to invent mathematical 
methods that capture deep properties of data [7-8]. For example, the contrasting cases 
in Figure 1 are given to students when asked to create a method for calculating a 
weighted average. The contrast between Carpenters A and C helps students notice and 
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encode the roles of spread and magnitude. The contrast between A and D helps stu-
dents notice the role of sample size.  

Figure 1 Contrasting cases emphasize the roles of magnitude, distribution, and sample-size in 
determining weighted average. 

The invention process resembles an inquiry process in that students attempt to discov-
er the underlying structure of data [9]. Thus, in the absence of additional support, it is 
of no surprise that students rarely invent valid methods. However, as described earli-
er, the invention process improves subsequent learning even in the absence of suc-
cessful invention [1,2,6]. This raises an interesting question, which we address in this 
paper: Should the invention process be supported? One hypothesis suggests that sup-
porting invention may lead to improved learning, as students may invent better meth-
ods. However, an alternative hypothesis suggests that failure is necessary for learning 
[10]. Thus, supporting students during their invention process may, in fact, hinder 
learning.   

Scaffolding Invention Activities 

One common form of support is scaffolding [11]. Specifically, scaffolding the inquiry 
process was shown to improve learning in discovery learning [12-13]. Within the 
context of Invention activities, similar scaffolding was shown to improve the inven-
tion process and its outcomes [3]. Within the scope of this study, we chose to focus on 
scaffolding two key phases that bracket the invention process: orientation and reflec-
tion.  

Orientation. Invention Activities constrain the inquiry process by offering stu-
dents contrasting cases to work with. However, simply having the contrasting cases 
may not be enough. We have previously found that many students working with In-
vention activities do not engage with the available contrasts when developing their 
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methods [3]. Thus, following a prescriptive cognitive task analysis, we developed and 
validated prompts that help students orient themselves to the given data. This is done 
by instructing students to make pairwise comparisons between the contrasting cases 
with regard to the target concept.  For example, students would be asked to compare 
carpenters A and D in figure 1 to determine which one did a better job of measuring 
the width of a bridge, see Figure 2. Since the two cases have roughly the same aver-
age and spread, students are confronted with the issue of sample size and need to 
determine whether and how the number of measurements may factor into the prob-
lem. 

Figure 2. Ranking pairwise contrasts in the orientation scaffold. 

Reflecting on the invented method. A second process that we chose to focus on is 
evaluation and reflection. In addition to being a key process in the scientific toolbox, 
the process of evaluation is beneficial, as it requires students to self-explain their cor-
rect or incorrect reasoning. In the context of Invention activities, once students devel-
op their methods, the scaffolding asks them to explain how their invented methods 
take into account what they have learned during the pairwise comparisons. Students 
then apply their invented method to the contrasting cases, and then are asked to evalu-
ate their method by comparing these results to their qualitative rankings as identified 
by them intuitively in the orientation phase.  

Scaffolding students’ orientation and reflection processes was found to improve 
students’ invention behaviours and their invented methods on paper [3]. However, we 
are yet to evaluate the effect of the scaffolding on students’ learning gains. The cur-
rent study evaluates the effect of scaffolding during Invention activities on learning in 
two ways. First, we evaluate whether scaffolding improves the invention process it-
self. Given that evaluation and iteration are important inquiry skills, and that multiple 
invented methods are often associated with better learning in Productive Failure tasks 
[5], we evaluate the invention process by measuring the likelihood that groups invent 
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more than a single solution. Second, we evaluate the effect of scaffolding on learning 
outcomes from the overall invention-instruction-practice process. We do so by com-
paring pre-to-post gains. Notably, these scaffold are static, unlike the view of scaf-
folding as an adaptive, negotiated process [14]. Understand when students require 
scaffolding in Productive Failure, and how to detect that using a student model, is 
outside the scope of the current work.  

Method 

We compared the Invention activities with and without scaffolding using a pre-to-
post design. The in-vivo study took place in a first-year physics laboratory course at 
the University of British Columbia. 130 first-year students from four sections of the 
course participated in the study. The study was spread across a four-month term with 
the pre-test and two Invention activities given in three subsequent weeks at the begin-
ning of the term. The final post-test was delivered at the end of the term, roughly two 
months after students had finished the second invention activity.  

Students were randomly assigned to two groups, and different groups were assem-
bled for the two activities. Students in the Unguided Invention (UI) condition worked 
with a convention invention activity, as defined in [1.2] (n = 65). Students in the 
Guided invention (GI) condition received the additional scaffolding, as described 
below (n = 65). Students were given approximately 30 minutes to work on the Inven-
tion activities. Each activity was followed by a short lecture on the target domain 
from the course instructor, which included a group discussion to direct students’ at-
tention to the important features of the data. Following the direct instruction, students 
worked on scientific experiments for roughly two more hours. These experiments 
provided opportunities for students to practice applying the expert solution from the 
Invention activities. Topics from the Invention activities were revisited or built on in 
subsequent weeks. 

All students worked on the Invention activities using a dedicated interactive learn-
ing environment, the Invention Support Environment (ISE) [15]. Figure 3 shows the 
interface of ISE for the second activity used in this study, which focuses on evaluating 
goodness of fit for linear trendlines. The majority of the screen estates are dedicated 
to an accordion that breaks down the invention process:  

- Introduction: background story and task 
- Part 1: orientation. I this phase students analyze the contrasting cases qualita-

tively (available to GI students only). 
- Part 2: generation. In this phase students invent a mathematical method to cap-

ture the deep property of the data. This is done using an equation editor 
(shown in Figure 3). 

- Part 3: Students were guided to apply their method using a calculator or a 
spreadsheet software (e.g., MS Excel), and report back their values. 

- Part 4: Students were asked to evaluate their methods based on their qualita-
tive ranking (GI condition only).  
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The left side of the screen presents the contrasting cases to students. These stay 
available throughout the process. Students can zoom in on the contrasting cases and 
see the raw data by clicking on the Zoom In button. The centre of the screen shows 
students their initial and final ranking, when these are available (GI condition only).  

The ISE is a skeleton that can deliver a variety of invention activities that share the 
same structure. It is used regularly by instructors in this course to deliver roughly 5-6 
activities per term. A current version of ISE also includes instruction and opportuni-
ties for practice within the environment. Authoring new problems in ISE requires 
designers to give the text and data, but not to author new behaviours, as these are 
already built into ISE. ISE was built using the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools 
(CTAT) [16]. 

Figure 3: The Invention Support Environment 

The two conditions differed with regard to support that students received before 
and after inventing their methods. The scaffolding that was given to students in the GI 
condition was modeled after the paper scaffoldings that were used in [3]. These scaf-
folding were designed to promote expert scientific behaviours that were identified in a 
prescriptive cognitive task analysis using similar invention activities:  

The goal of the Orientation prompts was to get students familiar with the data prior 
to beginning to invent. Students were asked to compare pairs of contrasting cases and 
rank these according to the target feature. Students were then asked to briefly explain 
each of their rankings.  

To encourage students to reflect on their invented methods, students were explicit-
ly asked to self-explain their invented methods, referring back to their pairwise rank-
ings. In addition, students were explicitly asked to evaluate their methods by compar-
ing the results of their calculated values with their initial ranking during the orienta-
tion.  
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It should be noted that while the UI group did not have explicit prompts to perform 
these particular steps, they still had the opportunity to engage in them spontaneously. 
For example, the implementation process often leads naturally to reflection, as stu-
dents recognize the shortcomings of their formulas, especially if the students sponta-
neously analyzed the contrasting cases first. Thus, the main difference between the 
conditions is the explicit prompting to carry out and reflect on each of the key stages. 
Table 1 summarizes the differences between conditions. Snapshots of the entire pro-
cess can be found in Appendix B.  

The pre- and post- tests included three types of questions on both invention topics. 
Procedural items asked students to calculate numeric answers by applying the formu-
las. Conceptual items asked students to apply the concepts without calculation to 
demonstrate understanding of the basic principles of the domains. Transfer items 
provided students with equations that were deliberately varied from the domain for-
mulas and asked students to evaluate whether the formulas were reasonable ways to 
accomplish the same task. This requires a deep understanding of the deep features of 
the domain and their mathematical expressions in the equations [17]. Each type of 
assessment had two items, one on each topic.  

Results 

There was no effect for condition on pre-test: t(127) = 0.18, p = 0.856 (see Table 1). 
A paired t-test found significant learning from pre-test (M = 0.47, SD = 0.24) to post-
test (M = 0.61, SD = 21) on items that were shared by both tests: t(129) = 5.75; p < 
.0001. 

Overall, 111 pairs of students worked on the two activities (56 pairs on the first ac-
tivity and 55 pairs on the second). A logistic regression model found that groups in 
the GI condition were significantly more likely to create multiple methods, control-
ling for task, GI = 51%  UI = 38%; B = 1.13, SE(B) = 0.56  eB = 3.091, Z = 4.02,  p = 
0.045. The odds ratio (eB) suggest that the odds to invent multiple methods is three 
times as high for GI students compared with UI students.  

Table 1. Mean (SD) pre- and post-test scores on procedural, conceptual, and transfer items. 

Item Type Unguided Invention Guided Invention 

Pretest: 28% (31%) 33% (32%) 
Posttest: 
- Procedural 46% (31%) 47% (28%) 
- Conceptual 75% (28%) 74% (32%) 
- Transfer 21% (29%) 33% (35%) * 
* p < 0.05
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An ANCOVA evaluating the effect of scaffolding on learning found no significant 
effect for condition on procedural, F(2,127) = 0.02, p = 0.882; or conceptual 
knowledge, F(2,127) = 0.09, p = 0.761. However, condition had a significant effect 
on transfer items, GI: M = 0.33, SD = 0.35; UI: M = 0.21, SD = 0.29: F(2,127) = 
4.81; p = 0.030.  

Discussion and Summary 
The results presented above show that adding scaffolding to the invention process 

led to a higher rate of multiple methods during the invention process and to increased 
gains on a measure of transfer two months after the initial learning period. The scaf-
fold had no effect on procedural and conceptual items. This is not surprising since the 
invention process itself usually has no benefits for these items compared with direct 
instruction and practice alone [1,2,17]. Thus, modifying the invention process similar-
ly has no effect on performance on these items.  

One key question to be answered is how the scaffolding resulted in the observed 
improvements. One likely answer suggests a two-fold process. By requiring students 
to compare pairs of contrasting cases, students notice more features, thus gaining a 
fuller understanding of the target domain. Using reflection prompts, the scaffolding 
improves students’ meta-knowledge in that it highlights what is known (features) 
versus what is yet to be learned (the integrated method). Thus, orientation and reflec-
tion prompts help students obtain a fuller understanding of the domain, but not neces-
sarily of any specific method. This may explain the observed effect on transfer, but 
not other, items.  

The study further demonstrates that Productive Failure works not simply because 
support should be delayed. Instead, it is the transmission of domain knowledge that 
should be withheld, while other forms of support may be beneficial for learning even 
using the Productive Failure paradigm [6].  

 The study has several limitations. Most notably, due to the dynamic allocation of 
students to groups, we did not directly evaluate the relationship between quality of 
invention and quality of learning. Future work will have to address this issue, as well 
as focus on topics other than data analysis.  

Notably, adding guidance during Invention activities helps learning even though 
students commonly fail to invent the expert solutions. Thus, not only that the failure 
to invent is, indeed, productive, but also, some failures are more productive than oth-
ers. This study demonstrates how engaging students with good scientific practices 
helps them achieve a more productive failure.  
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Abstract. Narrative-centered learning environments tightly integrate 
educational subject matter and interactive stories, where students serve as active 
participants in story-centric problem-solving scenarios. Embedding scaffolding 
within the storyline of a narrative-centered learning environment is a discreet 
approach to supporting students’ learning processes without diminishing the 
motivational benefits of interactive narratives. This paper presents an 
implementation of story-embedded scaffolding in a narrative-centered learning 
environment, CRYSTAL ISLAND. CRYSTAL ISLAND’s curricular focus has recently 
been expanded to include literacy education, with a focus on reading. 
Scaffolding takes the form of concept matrices, which are student-generated 
graphic organizers for complex informational texts that students read as part of 
CRYSTAL ISLAND’s interactive narrative plot. Leveraging generative learning 
theory, we discuss directions for fading concept matrix-based scaffolding, and 
examine technical challenges and potential solutions. 

Keywords: Narrative-centered learning environments, scaffolding, reading. 

1   Introduction 

There is growing evidence that narrative-centered learning environments, a class of 
game-based learning environments that embed educational content in interactive story 
scenarios, are an effective medium for fostering student learning and engagement [1–
2]. A key benefit of narrative-centered learning environments is their capacity to 
discreetly support students’ learning processes by tightly integrating educational and 
narrative elements. Guiding student problem solving in open-ended narrative-centered 
learning environments is particularly important, because students often have varying 
degrees of competency at solving ill-structured problems. Consequently, scaffolding 
in narrative-centered learning environments should meet at least two requirements: 
scaffolding should be dynamically tailored to individual students, and scaffolding 
should be naturalistically embedded within interactive narratives in order to sustain 
student engagement. 

This paper proposes extensions to an open-ended narrative-centered learning 
environment, CRYSTAL ISLAND, that incorporate story-embedded scaffolding features 
for literacy education using generative graphic organizers. In CRYSTAL ISLAND, 
reading comprehension is critical for students gathering clues to solve a science 
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problem-solving mystery. Adaptively scaffolding students’ reading processes is a 
promising direction for enhancing students’ literacy skills, and has been the subject of 
considerable research by the intelligent tutoring systems community [3–4]. We 
describe how CRYSTAL ISLAND’s plot and game mechanics currently incorporate 
story-embedded graphic organizers to scaffold students’ reading comprehension 
processes, and outline future directions for intelligently diagnosing and fading this 
scaffolding. 

2   CRYSTAL ISLAND for Literacy Education 

Over the past several years, our lab has been developing CRYSTAL ISLAND (Fig. 1), a 
narrative-centered learning environment for middle school microbiology [1]. 
CRYSTAL ISLAND’s curricular focus has recently been expanded to include literacy 
education based on Common Core State Standards. CRYSTAL ISLAND’s narrative 
focuses on a spreading illness afflicting a research team on a remote island. Students 
act as medical detectives who must diagnose and treat the illness to save the team. 

As part of CRYSTAL ISLAND’s curricular focus on literacy, students encounter 
books and articles throughout the camp that contain complex informational texts 
about microbiology concepts (Fig. 2, left). Students read and analyze these texts, as 
well as complete associated concept matrices, to acquire knowledge to diagnose the 
illness. Concept matrices (Fig. 2, right) are graphic organizers, which students use to 
record key pieces of information encountered in the informational texts. The concept 
matrices are framed within the narrative as partially completed notes written by one of 
the research team’s sick scientists. Students must discover and “complete” the notes 
based on content in the informational texts. The graphic organizers serve both as 
scaffolds for reading comprehension, as well as embedded assessments of 

Fig 1. CRYSTAL ISLAND narrative-centered learning environment. 
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students’ reading comprehension skills. Completing a concept matrix involves
clicking on each blank cell and selecting responses from drop-down menus. After a 
student has filled out a concept matrix, she can press an on-screen “Submit” button to 
receive immediate feedback on her responses. 

3 Story-Embedded Scaffolding for Reading Comprehension

Graphic organizers, such as concept matrices, provide a natural mechanism for 
scaffolding reading comprehension skills in a non-obtrusive manner within narrative-
centered learning environments. However, generative learning theory suggests that 
students will achieve improved learning gains if they create the concept matrices 
themselves. The current implementation of concept matrices in CRYSTAL ISLAND is 
highly structured. We plan to extend the current approach by intelligently reducing 
concept matrices’ pre-specified structure as students improve their reading skills. 
Specifically, we propose fading the story-embedded scaffolding by transitioning from 
highly structured concept matrices to increasingly student-generated concept matrices. 

Currently, whenever a student encounters a concept matrix in the story world, the 
matrix’s layout (i.e., number of columns, number of rows) is fixed, the headings are 
pre-specified, and the set of possible answers for each cell are given. Fading the 
structure of story-embedded concept matrices can occur in at least three stages. First, 
one could remove the multiple-choice response menus for interior cells, instead 
requiring students to enter free-form text. This would require students to 
independently identify relationships between key terms and concepts from 
informational texts. Second, one could remove the pre-specified headers for each 
column and row, replacing them with either multiple-choice menus or free-form text 
entries. This would require students to independently identify the important themes in 
informational texts. Third, one could require students to specify the concept matrix 
layouts by selecting their number of columns and rows. This would require students 
to independently evaluate which, and how many, themes are most salient. 

Effectively fading concept matrix-based scaffolding within CRYSTAL ISLAND raises 
notable technical challenges. The first challenge is identifying when to transition 
between successive levels of fading. This could be implemented as a fixed 

Fig 2. (Left) An informational text stylistically formatted like a virtual book, and (Right) a
concept matrix stylistically formatted as a scrap of note paper. 
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progression (e.g., if the student has encountered N concept matrices, fade by one 
level). Alternatively, fading decisions could be based on probabilistic student 
models—a common practice in ITSs—although assessing student knowledge from 
concept matrices presents its own challenges. One could also leverage reinforcement 
learning to induce optimal fading policies from an exploratory corpus of student 
interaction data, a technique that has shown success in tutorial dialogue modeling [5].  

A second challenge is automatically assessing the quality of student-generated 
concept matrices. Automated assessment would require models of important concepts 
and themes from informational texts, as well as robust techniques for comparing 
informational text models to student-generated concept matrices, which may suffer 
from spelling errors, misconceptions, and incompleteness. Third, providing feedback 
tailored to individual students based on their self-generated concept matrices is 
difficult. Feedback could concern a broad range of subjects, such as corrections of 
factual errors, clarifications about important themes, or suggestions for alternate 
layouts, and it would need to cope with students’ free-form written content. 

Automated assessment and feedback raise interesting computational challenges, 
but intermediate solutions may exist. For example, it seems plausible that one could 
identify constraints that good concept matrices meet (e.g., included content terms, 
content of rows/columns), suggesting that constraint-based models [6] may show 
promise. While the computational challenges are substantial, tailoring and fading 
generative graphic organizers to scaffold reading comprehension in open-ended 
narrative-centered learning environments shows considerable promise for promoting 
both effective and engaging literacy learning experiences. 
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Abstract. Adaptive scaffolding in computer-based learning environments 
(CBLEs) continues to be an active area of research, with researchers framing 
the problem as determining the what, when, how, and by whom or what of adap-
tive scaffolding strategies. This paper presents our recent work in developing a 
taxonomy for adaptive scaffolds in CBLEs. The taxonomy, motivated by previ-
ous work in developing adaptive scaffolds, attempts to address the how of scaf-
folding by describing the tools and techniques available for scaffolding in 
CBLEs. We present the taxonomy, which describes adaptive scaffolds as one or 
more suggestions, assertions, and learning task modifications, and we discuss 
the utility of the taxonomy in describing adaptive scaffolding strategies. 

Keywords: adaptive scaffolds, taxonomy, computer-based learning environ-
ments 

1 Introduction 

Research in computer-based learning environments (CBLEs) has long recognized the 
vital role of adaptivity in the success of a system’s ability to independently foster 
learning in students [1]. Adaptive CBLEs regularly capture and analyze student ac-
tivities in order to make decisions about how and when to scaffold learners [2]. These 
systems take explicit actions [3]; they may remind learners of relevant information, 
advise learners on how to proceed in their learning tasks, or modify the difficulty 
level of the learning activity itself.  

The methods and tools used for scaffolding may vary widely based on the goal of 
instruction. For example, Chi and colleagues [4] presented 15 types of scaffolding 
actions identified in the research literature. These scaffolds include providing hints, 
fill-in-the-blank prompts, explanations, and correct answers, among others. Under-
standing these techniques, including when and why a particular scaffold may be more 
effective than another, remains an important area of research. Pea [5] framed the 
problem as defining the what, why, and how of scaffolding. What information should 
a scaffolding action focus on, why should a CBLE employ a scaffold, and how does 
the CBLE actually scaffold the learner (i.e., what action does it take)? This frame-
work was later revised by Azevedo & Jacobson [2] to focus on what, when, how, and 
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by whom or what. The revised framework replaces the why question with a when 
question: when should a CBLE scaffold learners? It also introduces a new question: 
who or what should provide the scaffolds?  

In this paper, we attempt to address the how question by presenting a novel taxon-
omy for classifying adaptive scaffolds in CBLEs. The taxonomy classifies adaptive 
scaffolds as a set of one or more suggestions, assertions, and learning task modifica-
tions (SAMs). Section 2 presents the background and motivation for the taxonomy; 
section 3 presents the taxonomy; and section 4 discusses future directions. 

2 Previous Work in Classifying Adaptive Scaffolds 

While some researchers in the field of educational technology have proposed methods 
for classifying and describing adaptive scaffolding approaches based on well-defined 
terms (e.g., [6-7]), no comprehensive taxonomy of the tools and techniques available 
for scaffolding currently exists. Thus, the field now suffers from a lack of operational 
definitions, and several researchers refer to the scaffolds in their systems as “hints” or 
“feedback.” Often, researchers define these scaffolds via examples. Bell & Davis [8], 
for instance, differentiate between three types of hints provided by a pedagogical 
agent named Mildred: activity hints, evidence hints, and claim hints. The provided 
descriptions of the hints are vague, and they are mainly illustrated with examples: 

The current instantiation of Mildred provides three types of hints - on activities, 
evidence, and claims. For example, in the “Critique Evidence” activity of All 
The News, an activity hint might say, “When you critique the evidence, you 
will think about: (1) the science ideas used in the evidence, (2) the methods 
used to create the evidence, and (3) how credible or believable the evidence is.” 
Further activity hints for the Critique Evidence activity would provide defini-
tions and examples of the critique criteria of science, methods, and credibility. 
Evidence hints are more specific, providing help in thinking about a particular 
piece of evidence. A hint for the “Bicyclists at Night” evidence (used in both 
All The News and How Far) is, “Why is the person in white [clothes] easier to 
see? What is happening to the light?” A student working on a critique of the 
Bicyclists at Night evidence could then receive converging evidence on both 
the act of critiquing and the specific evidence being critiqued. Likewise, claim 
hints help students think about a particular claim. For example, a claim hint 
about black “attracting heat” (as opposed to absorbing light) might say, “What 
would happen if there were a heat source in a dark room? Would someone 
wearing black get hotter than someone wearing white?” (p. 144) 

Similarly, Jackson, Guess, & McNamara [9] present a CBLE, iStart, and describe 
the scaffolds provided by the system as “feedback” without defining the term, instead 
relying on examples: 
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Merlin provides feedback for each explanation generated by the student. For 
example, he may prompt them to expand the explanation, ask the students to 
incorporate more information, or suggest that they link the explanation back to 
other parts of the text. Merlin sometimes takes the practice one step further and 
has students identify which strategies they used and where they were used. (p. 
129) 

Some researchers have developed more specific scaffold classifications. For exam-
ple, Belland, Glazewski, & Richardson [10] propose four types of scaffolds: concep-
tual support, metacognitive support, procedural support, and strategic support. These 
support types are defined as help about “what to consider,” “how to manage the learn-
ing process,” “how to use tools,” and “what strategies to use in approaching the prob-
lem,” respectively. This classification differentiates scaffolds based on a single di-
mension: the type of information the scaffold is designed to support. However, be-
cause scaffolds are actions, an appropriate classification needs to consider both what 
information is supported and how it is supported. 

In presenting a general framework for the design of Intelligent Tutoring Systems 
(ITSs), VanLehn [6] defines minimal feedback and three types of hints: point, teach, 
and bottom out. In ITSs, learners are presented with small multi-step problems in a 
well-defined domain (e.g., physics). When students are having trouble correctly com-
pleting a problem step, the system usually intervenes to provide one of these types of 
scaffolds. Minimal feedback scaffolds indicate whether or not a learner’s attempt at 
completing a problem step is correct or incorrect. Hints are provided in relation to a 
particular knowledge component (e.g., a fact, definition, or procedure), and they are 
defined as follows: 

Pointing hints mention problem conditions that should remind the student of 
the knowledge component’s relevance. Teaching hints describe the knowledge 
component briefly and show how to apply it. Bottom-out hints tell the student 
[how to apply the knowledge component to solve] the [current problem] step. 
(p. 242) 

This scaffold classification, unlike the classification described in [10], does fo-
cus both on the information the scaffold is designed to support and the methods by 
which the information is supported. However, it is not general enough to classify a 
number of scaffolds that have been implemented in CBLEs. For example, several 
CBLEs provide scaffolds that suggest the use of a particular resource within the 
system rather than mentioning or explaining a knowledge component. 

As a final example, Graesser & McNamara [7] describe the scaffolds imple-
mented within a CBLE called AutoTutor, which teaches physics by posing ques-
tions and then holding natural language dialogues with learners as they attempt to 
answer those questions. During the course of these dialogues, AutoTutor may em-
ploy any of five types of dialogue moves: pumps, hints, prompts, correctness feed-
back, and assertions. Pumps ask the learner to continue elaborating on the answer 
they have started to offer. For example, AutoTutor might encourage a student to 
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“keep going.” Hints are questions that attempt to elicit a question-relevant proposi-
tion from the learner. For example, AutoTutor may ask students how Newton’s 
second law of motion applies to the current question. Prompts are questions that 
ask the learner to provide explicit words or phrases that are important in answering 
the current question. For example, AutoTutor may present a partial definition of 
Newton’s second law of motion and ask the learner to fill in the missing infor-
mation. Feedback indicates whether the learner’s answer is correct or incorrect, 
and assertions communicate entire propositions to learners when hints and 
prompts fail to elicit them. 

In considering the presented scaffold classifications, some common themes 
emerge. First, several of the presented scaffolds operate by providing a suggestion. 
For example, pointing hints in ITSs direct attention to specific problem features, 
suggesting that learners consider those features; Merlin suggests that learners link 
their current explanation back to other parts of the text; and AutoTutor pumps 
learners, suggesting that they continue elaborating on their answer. Second, several 
of the presented scaffolds operate by asserting information. For example, teaching 
hints assert knowledge components and how to apply them; bottom-out hints as-
sert how to solve the current problem step; and AutoTutor’s assertions communi-
cate question-relevant propositions to learners. Third, some scaffolds operate by 
modifying the learning task. For example, when AutoTutor asks the learner a ques-
tion as part of delivering a hint, it is redirecting the learner’s attention away from 
their former task (answering the original question) to a new task (answering a 
related question).  

These observations have led us to develop a taxonomy that classifies adaptive 
scaffolds as one or more suggestions, assertions, and learning task modifications. 
This taxonomy is general and widely-applicable. Moreover, it provides a language 
for presenting and communicating scaffolding strategies.  

3 The Suggest-Assert-Modify Taxonomy 

The Suggest-Assert-Modify (SAM) taxonomy is illustrated in Figure 1. Suggestion 
scaffolds provide information to learners for the purpose of prompting them to engage 
in a specific behavior (e.g., accessing a resource). By executing the recommended 
behavior, learners should encounter critical information that, if properly internalized, 
would allow them to make progress in accomplishing the learning task. The taxonomy 
classifies suggestions based on whether they target metacognitive activities (e.g., 
planning or reflection) or cognitive knowledge integration activities. Knowledge inte-
gration is the process of analyzing and connecting multiple chunks of information in 
order to achieve new understandings about how they are related [11-12]. It can target 
several cognitive processes, such as: (i) goal orientation, in which learners integrate 
chunks of information with their understanding of their current goal; (ii) explanation 
construction, in which learners assemble chunks of information to explain a system, 
process, or phenomenon; (iii) prediction, in which learners integrate chunks of infor-
mation with a hypothetical scenario, and several others. 
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Assertion scaffolds communicate information to learners as being true; ideally, 
learners will integrate this information with their current understanding as they con-
tinue working toward completing their learning task. Unlike suggestions, assertion 
scaffolds don’t directly encourage learners to engage in a particular behavior; they 
only state information.  

Fig. 1. The SAM Taxonomy for Adaptive Scaffolds 

The taxonomy distinguishes between four types of assertion scaffolds: declarative, 
procedural, conditional, and evaluative. Declarative assertions communicate “know-
ing that” information [11]. Such information is often conceptualized as being repre-
sented as and with schemata: mental structures that represent a concept and the fea-
tures that characterize it [12]. For example, a schema representing an animal might 
contain features such as the animal’s number of legs and the sound that the animal 
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makes. Features correspond to variables in an algebra expression or computer pro-
gram; they can take on any of a number of values when instantiated; and an “in-
stance” of an animal schema may represent an actual animal in the world. Thus, de-
clarative assertions contain information that may be represented by a schema; this 
includes facts, definitions, concepts, and understandings of relationships and inter-
relationships among actors in complex systems. In the proposed taxonomy, declara-
tive assertions are sub-divided based on their topic, which may be the problem do-
main, cognitive processes, metacognitive strategies, and the learner’s behavior while 
using the system. Examples of each type of declarative assertion are listed in Table 1. 

Assertion Category Example 
Declarative – Problem Domain Sunfish eat mosquito fish. 
Declarative – Cognitive Processes You have to know how to multiply fractions. 
Declarative – Metacognitive 
Strategies The “cross-multiply” strategy may help you. 

Declarative – Learner Behavior You haven’t tried any division problems. 

Procedural To multiply fractions, first multiply the nu-
merators, and then multiply the denominators. 

Conditional 

The “cross-multiply” strategy should be used 
whenever you need to solve for an unknown 
value in an equation consisting of only frac-
tions. 

Evaluative You don’t seem to have a good understanding 
of how to divide fractions. 

Table 1. Types of Assertion Scaffolds with Examples. 

Procedural assertions communicate “how-to” information: sets of actions that, 
when executed in a loosely-ordered sequence, can accomplish a task. These assertions 
explain how to perform cognitive processes, such as identifying important infor-
mation in text passages or applying causal reasoning to answer hypothetical ques-
tions. Conditional assertions communicate information represented as “if-then” rules 
that identify both when cognitive processes are applicable and whether or not they 
should be executed based on the current context [12]. These assertions usually explain 
metacognitive strategies. In a fractions learning environment, for example, the system 
might assert that a good strategy for solving algebraic expressions that consist entirely 
of fractions is to use a “cross-multiply” strategy. This would be represented as the 
following “if-then” rule: IF you want to solve an algebraic expression consisting 
entirely of fractions, THEN employ the cross-multiply strategy. Finally, evaluative 
assertions communicate evaluations of the learner’s performance and understanding. 
For example, the system may assert that the learner does not seem to understand how 
to divide fractions. 

Modification scaffolds, unlike suggestion and assertion scaffolds, do not operate by 
communicating information to the learner; rather, they change aspects of the learning 
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task itself. In doing so, they seek to adapt the task to the learner’s needs and abilities. 
The taxonomy differentiates between three types of modification scaffolds: simplifi-
cations, constrictions, and interventions. Simplification modifications, as specified by 
Wood, Bruner, & Ross [13], operate by “reducing the number of constituent acts re-
quired to reach solution.” Constriction modifications operate by reducing the number 
of options available to the learner. For example, the scaffolding agent may block ac-
cess to tools or resources in order to focus learners’ attention on other, more useful 
approaches to solving the task. Intervention scaffolds, rather than modifying features 
of the overall task, operate by temporarily shifting learners’ attention from their pri-
mary task to an intervention task. Upon completion of the intervention task, learners 
may return to the primary task. 

The SAM taxonomy addresses the how of scaffolding by describing the atomic el-
ements of adaptive scaffolds, and it provides a language for communicating both in-
dividual scaffolds and entire scaffolding strategies. For example, the scaffolding strat-
egy for ITSs discussed by VanLehn [6] could be described as a progression from 
cognitive suggestions (pointing hints) to declarative assertions that describe a 
knowledge component (teaching hints) to declarative assertions that provide the an-
swer to the current problem step (bottom-out hints). In comparison to the scaffolding 
classifications presented in Section 2, we argue that the SAM taxonomy is more com-
prehensive and general than its predecessors. 

4 Conclusion 

This paper has presented a novel taxonomy for describing and classifying adaptive 
scaffolds in computer-based learning environments. The taxonomy classifies adaptive 
scaffolds as one or more suggestions, assertions, and learning task modifications, and 
it provides a general, widely-applicable language for communicating and interpreting 
scaffolding strategies.  

The SAM taxonomy, however, is not without limitations. First, the distinction be-
tween suggestions and assertions is sometimes ambiguous, and a scaffold may consist 
of an assertion that implies a suggestion. For example, a scaffold in an algebra learn-
ing environment may assert that successful students used a particular problem solving 
strategy in order to indirectly suggest that the learner adopt that strategy. Second, the 
SAM taxonomy does not currently distinguish between different types of intervention 
scaffolds. Future work should investigate methods for breaking down interventions 
according to the types of activities learners are expected to accomplish during the 
intervention. For example, it may be valuable to separate modeling interventions (e.g., 
demonstrating how to solve a problem), metacognitive interventions (e.g., requiring 
learners to gauge their own comprehension), and cognitive interventions (e.g., requir-
ing learners to correctly define terms or explain properties of a complex system). 

It is important to note that the presented taxonomy represents an initial step toward 
a standardized language for describing the how of adaptive scaffolding strategies. As 
we continue to scan the literature for more examples of adaptive scaffolds in educa-
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tional technology, we will update the taxonomy as needed to reflect distinguishing 
features of adaptive scaffolds. 
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Abstract. The majority of educational software is designed for traditional com-
puters, which allow little opportunity for physical manipulation of an environ-
ment. Tangible Activities for Geometry (TAG) provides students a tangible 
learning environment. Currently, however, TAG does not employ adaptive scaf-
folding techniques. Accordingly, we describe how scaffolding techniques and 
teachable agent behaviors can be integrated into TAG to improve this tangible 
learning environment. 

Keywords: adaptive scaffolding, tangible learning environments, teachable 
agents  

1 Introduction 

Open-ended learning environments (OELEs) enable students to actively engage in 
problem solving, such as generation, testing and revision of a hypothesis [1]. Howev-
er, most educational systems target personal computers and their typical WIMP (win-
dow, icon, menu, pointing device) setup. These systems rarely  allow for embodied 
interaction between the student and the learning environment, despite the fact that 
students learn a great deal through physically engaging with their environment [2]. 
The Tangible Activities for Geometry system (TAG) aims to fill this gap, by providing 
a tangible OELE where students can move beyond the boundaries of the virtual world 
and explore different strategies for solving geometric problems [3]. 
  The current TAG system provides no feedback or adaptation to the user’s perfor-
mance. Therefore, our goal with this paper is to propose ways of integrating adaptive 
scaffolding techniques into this tangible learning environment (TUI), laying the foun-
dation for studying the effects that they would have in this type of learning environ-
ment. The majority of TUIs do not currently possess such capabilities, which allows 
us to start exploring this intersection. Here, we will review existing frameworks and 
techniques that can be used for scaffolding the user's learning in an adaptive manner 
and will describe ways in which they could be applied to our system. 
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2 Description of Current System 

In the current implementation of the TAG system, a student solves geometry prob-
lems by instructing a teachable agent on the steps needed to solve the problem. Prob-
lems include plotting a point in a given quadrant, translating a point, or rotating a 
point around a center of origin. While answers are sometimes the same, problems can 
often be solved in different ways. The system is comprised of three main components 
[3]. The problem space is a Cartesian plane projected on the ground. This is where the 
teachable agent and the problem objects, such as lines and points, are displayed. The 
interactions with the problem space occur through a hanging pointer that hangs from 
the ceiling, functioning as a mouse. Hovering the pointer over the problem space 
moves the cursor. Clicking is performed when the user moves the pointer below a 
certain height threshold and back up. The feedback for the user’s interactions on the 
problem space is received on the mobile interface, displayed on an iPod Touch. In this 
interface, the user is able to select an action that will be performed by the agent, view 
the steps already taken, and navigate through problems. 

3 Review of Existing Pedagogical Techniques 

Prior research has explored how various pedagogical techniques impact student learn-
ing. A number of these rely on a teachable agent paradigm, where students learn by 
tutoring a computerized agent modeled to simulate behaviors of a student tutee. For 
instance, reflective knowledge building uses questions and explanations generated by 
a teachable agent to prompt students to reflect on their own understanding of various 
concepts, and refine their ideas [4]. Agents could also use this technique to introduce 
new ideas to a student’s existing knowledge [5].  

Figure 1: Elements of the TAG system. The problem space (a), where the Cartesian plane is 
projected, the hanging pointer (b), used by the student to interact with the problem and the 

mobile interface (c), the iPod interface commands are issued to the agent. 
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Other research has shown that the level of abstraction in the advice provided by a 
teachable agent can impact a student’s perceptions and performance. Students who 
work with agents that give different kinds of feedback, ranging from high-level advice 
to concrete, task specific suggestions, performed better than students who interacted 
with agents that only used task-specific suggestions [6].  

Techniques used in cognitive tutors can also be useful for extending TAG. Cogni-
tive tutors provide the user with feedback on a step-by-step basis, in response to 
common errors and with on-demand instructional hints, and adapt the selection of 
problems based on user-performance [7]. The challenge is to adapt these techniques to 
an open-ended system such as TAG while still encouraging open-ended exploration. 

4 Proposed Extensions on the Current System 

We propose expanding TAG to employ adaptive scaffolding as a way to increase the 
system’s effectiveness. Techniques such as reflective knowledge building could be 
integrated into our system to improve student learning while also enhancing unique 
tangible aspects of our system. For example, if the student is attempting to plot a point 
in quadrant II, but moved the agent into quadrant IV, a question from the agent might 
prompt the student to recognize that their actions are not leading them to the correct 
solution. As another example, after a student solves a problem, the TAG agent could 
propose an alternate solution, helping students evolve their ideas, which some stu-
dents struggle to do in OELEs [8]. As an extension of adaptive scaffolding in a tradi-
tional learning environment, students could also be encouraged to try additional tan-
gible interactions that may not have been incorporated into their original solution.  
  Scaffolding could also be employed through hints given by the agent while a stu-
dent is working on a problem. In this scenario, the agent uses cues that a student 
might be confused, such as a long pause without any activity, and provides a hint to 
guide the student in the right direction. Are there unique cues within TUIs that could 
be detected to improve an adaptive scaffolding model? To study this, our system 
could monitor embodied behaviors exhibited by the student, such as pacing back and 
forth or kneeling down on the projected Cartesian plane. Following standard conven-
tion, the agent's hints should vary in detail based on the student's performance within 
a given problem. Students would initially be provided with high-level feedback from 
the teachable agent, allowing them to apply the information given to them by the 
agent to the problem domain. If the student continues having trouble, the system can 
adaptively adjust the agent’s hints to be more direct, allowing students to discover the 
correct approach, albeit, with less reflection on the metacognitive process. By provid-
ing feedback in this manner, we can foster an atmosphere of discovery, which should 
help students feel more engaged [2]. Since previous work has shown that increasing 
the sociability of an agent improves student perceptions of the system and student 
performance [9], hints from the agent could be provided textually through a pop up on 
the iPod interface while also being spoken by the agent.  
  On a less localized scale, adaptive scaffolding could also be applied based on a 
student’s performance throughout an entire session. Indicators that could be used to 
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measure student performance include the amount of time taken to solve a problem, 
the number of correct and incorrect solutions a student has produced, and the number 
of steps a student uses as compared to an optimal solution with a minimal number of 
steps. Applying this type of adaptive scaffolding in a TUI introduces some unique 
challenges. For example, how do we differentiate between students that are struggling 
with the problem domain and students that are having trouble understanding how to 
use the unique tangible interactions of our system? 

5 Conclusion 

By proposing a novel set of techniques to augment the TAG system, we aim to pro-
vide the appropriate level of scaffolding needed to improve student learning, while 
maintaining student engagement when faced with difficulties and failure. The ultimate 
goal is to ensure that students receive help when it is needed, but are not hindered 
during open-ended exploration. We also hope to learn more about how this scaffold-
ing should be presented to the student on the different dimensions that a TUI pro-
vides, exploring the advantages and drawbacks of each type of scaffolding. 
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Abstract. This paper describes the current status of ongoing research looking 
into students’ “gaming the system” behaviors in an open-ended learning envi-
ronment—the game Newton’s Playground—in relation to their physics learn-
ing, enjoyment of the game, and persistence. Our next step is to code students’ 
gaming behaviors and then compare learning via pretest and posttest scores. 
We’ll also examine gaming behaviors relative to enjoyment of the game and 
persistence. Findings can inform improvements to Newton’s Playground (and 
other games) and guide the design of scaffolding for students in other OELEs.  

Keywords: game the system behaviors, game-based learning, physics learning, 
persistence 

1 Introduction 

Open-ended learning environments (OELEs) are technology-rich environments 
that allow learners to participate in authentic problem solving activities, interact with 
the system by actively making choices, and apply cognitive and metacognitive skills 
to assess and monitor their learning processes [5]. Providing players the freedom to 
explore the environment and make choices are essential features of OELEs, which 
render the environment engaging and meaningful.  

Well-designed digital games share similar features with such environments [1]. For 
example, Gee (2003) discusses properties of good games, such as interactive problem 
solving, adaptive challenges, feedback, and control that are aligned with learning 
principles to promote deep and meaningful learning. In games players actively inter-
act with the system by making choices, and this provides a sense of control and own-
ership to the players. Also, games provide players with complex and interesting prob-
lems to solve, allowing freedom in terms of how they reach the solution.  

In such wide-open environments, however, it is almost impossible to predict every 
possible way that learners will interact with the system. Studies have shown that for 
novice learners, having too much freedom can lead to frustration or unsuccessful 
learning [5]. This may result in unexpected behaviors by learners such as exploiting 
loopholes of the system, which is commonly referred to as gaming the system.  

Baker (2005) defines gaming the system as “attempting to succeed in an educa-
tional environment by exploiting properties of the system rather than by learning the 
material and trying to use that knowledge to answer correctly (p. 6).”  Reasons why 
learners game the system and how it influences learning have been investigated in 
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various forms of technology rich learning environments, primarily in intelligent tutor-
ing systems [1]. Broadly speaking, learners are more likely to show gaming the sys-
tem behaviors when (a) they dislike the subject matter, (b) they are frustrated, and/or 
(c) they lack drive or motivation.  

Unlike what happens in learning environments like intelligent tutoring systems, 
gaming the system is not always viewed negatively in the gaming context. In fact, it 
can be an important aspect of gaming culture as evidenced by a player proudly shar-
ing certain “tricks” with other players [4]. Therefore, as using games for learning 
purposes becomes a more common practice in the broader education community, it is 
important for educators and researchers to understand why players would game the 
system and how such behavior influences learning.   

2 Context 

We propose to investigate gaming the system behaviors in a game called Newton’s 
Playground (NP) [6]. NP is a two-dimensional computer game designed to assess and 
support qualitative physics and persistence. The core mechanic of the game is to 
guide a green ball to a red balloon by drawing physical objects and simple mechanical 
devices (i.e., ramp, lever, pendulum, springboard) on the screen that “come to life” 
once drawn. We call these devices “agents of force and motion” since they trigger or 
change the direction of motion. There are four types of agents that are categorized in 
terms of unique features and underlying physics principles: ramp, lever, pendulum, 
and springboard.  

A ramp is any line drawn that guides a ball in linear motion, and it is commonly 
used for problems that require transfer of potential energy to kinetic energy. A lever 
rotates around a fixed point usually called a fulcrum or pivot point, and it is used to 
move the ball vertically. A swinging pendulum directs an impulse tangent to its direc-
tion of motion, which is used to exert a horizontal force. A springboard stores elastic 
potential energy provided by a falling weight, and is used to move the ball vertically.  

As the use of these agents provides evidence for students’ physics understanding, 
NP has a built-in evidence identification system that automatically categorizes (with > 
95% accuracy when compared with human ratings) the type of agent based on salient 
features of drawn objects by students. Even though there is no absolute correct or 
incorrect way of solving problems, they are “probable agents” of force and motion 
that experts (or the game designers) expect players to use in given problems. 

In the fall of 2012, we had 165 ninth graders play the game for around 4 hours 
(across a one-week time frame). We also administered pre- and posttests of physics to 
measure improvement of students’ qualitative physics as the result of playing NP. As 
part of the study, we observed that some players came up with various ways to exploit 
the system, and we categorize them as stacking lines, breaking the system, and cutting 
corners (Table 1). We define these types of solutions as gaming the system behaviors 
in NP because these solutions (a) exploit loopholes in the system, and (b) do not re-
quire application of appropriate physics principles.  
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Table 1. Gaming the System in Newton's Playground 

Gaming the system  behaviors Features 
Stacking Players consecutively draw short lines right be-

low the ball to lift up the ball to the balloon.  
Players are likely to show this behavior when the 

balloon is above the ball. 

Breaking the system Players draw random lines across the given ob-
jects until the system crashes and acts randomly.  

Players are likely to show this behavior when ei-
ther the balloon is above the ball or the path to the 
balloon is constrained by obstacles 

Cutting corners Players draw a line quickly beneath the ball that 
spans over to the balloon.  

Players are likely to show this behavior when the 
ball is moving away from the balloon or the starting 
point of the ball is higher than the balloon.  

3 Research Questions 

The present study aims to address the following questions: 
1. How does gaming the system in NP influence players’ physics learning?
2. How does gaming the system in NP relate to players’ enjoyment of the game and

persistence?  
Our hypotheses are: 

1. For most students, gaming the system is negatively related to players’ physics
learning; 

2. For most students, gaming the system is negatively related to players’ enjoyment
of the game and persistence. 

4 Method 

First,  two human raters will replay (with the “level replay” function in the game) 
all log files of a set of 16 problems that are solved by over 60% of the students, and 
manually code occurrences of gaming the system behavior related to the three identi-
fied categories (i.e., stacking, breaking the system, and cutting corners). Second, we 
will identify three different subgroups of players in terms of frequencies of the gam-
ing the system behaviors (i.e., none, some, and a lot). Third, we will analyze differ-
ences among these subgroups in terms of physics learning (via pretest to posttest 
gains), enjoyment, and persistence. Note that we already have the data collected, and 
just need to conduct the observation of replay files, code the behaviors, and analyze 
the data.  
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5 Discussion and Implications 

To ensure that learners with varying abilities can all benefit from playing games 
that are designed for learning, we need to identify any subgroups of students who may 
become lost in the environment and simply try to “cheat through” the problems with-
out applying appropriate knowledge and skills. If our hypotheses are established, we 
will need to devise appropriate scaffolds in NP to minimize the gaming behavior and 
thus maximize learning and enjoyment. Potential scaffolds that may fit in NP include 
tutorial videos and visual aid function. For example, for the visual aid function, dotted 
lines will show up on the screen upon request, which provide students with clues for 
appropriate agents rather than having them get stuck and thus frustrated.  

However, considering NP is still a game, any decisions regarding scaffolds need to 
balance with features of good games. That is, we need to be careful about how much 
scaffolds we provide, and how they are presented to students because poorly designed 
scaffolds in the game may spoil engaging features of the game (e.g., challenge, con-
trol, and adaptive difficulty).  

In conclusion, gaming the system behaviors have not been fully investigated in the 
context of games for learning, and we first need to understand how these behaviors 
influence learning—i.e., are they always maladaptive or can they sometimes yield 
positive outcomes? We hope that this study will provide us with useful information 
about learners’ gaming the system behaviors in NP in relation to learning and enjoy-
ment, and also shed light on appropriate forms of scaffolding to be used to prevent 
such behaviors, if warranted. The findings from this study may also be of interest to 
researchers who are interested in gaming behaviors and possible scaffolding in 
OELEs.  
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Preface 
 
 
Technological advances in the use of Artificial Intelligence for educational 

applications over the past two decades have enabled the development of highly 
effective, deployable learning technologies that support learners across a wide-range of 
domains and age-groups. Alongside, mass access and adoption of revolutionary 
communication technologies have made it possible to bridge learners and educators 
across spatio-temporal divides. On the other hand, research in collaborative learning 
has informed instructional principles that leverage the pedagogical benefits of learning 
in groups. Educational service providers including mainstream universities are 
deploying their courses to online learning platforms that allow students to share their 
learning experience with their peers. Large volumes of educational content including 
videos, presentations, books and games are accessible on mobile/tablet devices which 
enrich learning interactions by bringing students together. 

Over the past few years, the AIEd research community has started investigating 
extension of fundamental techniques (such as student modeling, model-based tutors, 
integrated assessment, tutorial dialog, automated scaffolding, data mining, pedagogical 
agents) to support learning in groups. The goal of this series of workshops is to provide 
a focused forum for bringing this sub-community of AIEd researchers together to share 
recent advances in the field. 

Building on its first instantiation in 2012, this workshop will comprise of 
presentations describing advances in state of the art AIEd techniques to improve the 
effectiveness of learning in groups. Five full length papers and six short papers were 
accepted for presentation this year. These eleven papers are organized into four 
interrelated areas that cover the breadth of the topics of interest. Additionally, two 
positions papers accepted to this workshop are included in these proceedings. Besides 
the paper presentations, the workshop will include a group discussion session. After the 
workshop, notes from this session, will be shared on the workshop website. 

 
 

June, 2013 
Rohit Kumar, Jihie Kim 
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Abstract. Authoring tools for Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) have been 
shown to decrease the amount of time that it takes to develop an ITS. However, 
most of these tools currently do not extend to collaborative ITSs. In this paper, 
we illustrate an extension to the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) to al-
low for development of collaborative ITSs that can support a range of collabo-
ration scripts. Authoring tools for collaborative ITSs must be flexible enough to 
allow for different learning goals and different collaboration scripts. We discuss 
how two collaboration scripts that we are using in our research on fractions 
learning are implemented in CTAT. The examples illustrate how CTAT flexibly 
supports collaborative tutors by running synchronized tutor engines for each 
student, and how it supports the development of collaborative tutors through the 
use of multiple behavior graphs that use no programming to develop. 

Keywords: Problem solving, collaborative learning, intelligent tutoring system, 
authoring tools 

1 Introduction 

Collaborative learning has been shown to be effective for student’s knowledge acqui-
sition in some computer-supported settings [9].  However, there is a lack of effective 
and flexible authoring tools for collaborative learning activities. Authoring tools for 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) are often geared towards individual learning and 
typically do not have support for the components that make collaborative learning 
effective [11]. Within Computer Supported Collaborative Learning, collaboration 
scripts are often used to support collaborative learning, but are often either developed 
specifically for a particular application [8] [17] or, at best, are provided through a tool 
that can be used for reuse of the same script across multiple subject areas [1], [3], [7], 
[10], [13-14], [16]. In both approaches, the development tailored for particular do-
mains and learning goals is not straightforward and may not even be feasible. A tool 
that can be used to flexibly author a range of collaboration scripts for a range of sub-
ject areas would bridge this gap. We are working on creating such a tool, by extend-
ing an existing ITS authoring tool, the Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) [2], 
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so it aids in the development of tutors that integrate a range of collaboration scripts. 
An earlier attempt to extend CTAT [4] focused on log data, not scripting.  

Collaboration scripts are used to structure the tasks and interactions within a group. 
According to Kollar, Fischer, and Hesse [6], a collaboration script within the educa-
tional domain consists of at least five components: the learning objectives, the types 
of learning activities, the sequencing of the activities, role distribution, and how the 
script is represented. These components are a way to compare collaboration scripts 
across platforms, such as face-to-face and computer-supported settings and provide a 
guideline for the coverage that is needed in authoring tools that wish to support col-
laborative learning. 

There has been work to make collaboration scripts generalizable across learning 
domains. One example of an authoring tool that can be used across different learning 
domains is the work done with conversational agents, which monitor a group conver-
sation and can intervene when needed [1], [7]. Although this authoring tool supports 
multiple learning domains, it supports only the development of collaboration scripts 
that rely on the use of conversational agents and not a more general class of collabora-
tion scripts. Other tools aim to reuse existing collaboration scripts for new scenarios 
[3], [10], [13], [16]. These tools are dependent on the learning goals that the existing 
collaboration script supports instead of customizing the collaboration script for the 
desired learning goals. On the other hand, the tool, XSS, which is a framework for 
rapidly developing computer-supported collaboration scripts for new technologies, 
does support the creation of collaboration scripts to meet specific learning goals [14]. 
However, XSS does not have support for authoring scripts through an interface, so it 
may be difficult for users with less programming experience.  

The enhancement to CTAT described in this paper allows authoring of collabora-
tive ITSs without programming, and the collaboration script can be specific to the 
learning goals of the tutor being developed. In this paper we provide collaboration 
script examples that support cognitive group awareness [4] and sharing of unique 
information, illustrating the flexibility of the CTAT authoring tool for collaboration. 
The enhancement to the CTAT system allow students to collaborate through synchro-
nized tutor engines and we will describe how it supports collaborative tutor problems. 

2 Collaboration Examples Using CTAT for Collaboration  

2.1 An Example of Support for Cognitive Group Awareness 

Before we describe how we modified CTAT so it supports authoring of collaborative 
tutoring, we describe two examples of collaborative tutoring behavior authored with 
this tool. Specifically, building on our prior work on the Fractions Tutor [12], we are 
creating a collaborative tutoring system to help elementary students learn fractions. 
The current prototype includes four conceptual problems and four procedural prob-
lems focused on equivalent fractions, each with embedded collaboration scripts. The 
prototype tutor has been pilot tested with four dyads so far. As students use the tutor, 
they talk to each other via Skype. The two examples illustrate the types of collabora-
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tion scripts can be implemented using the collaborative version of CTAT. In the next 
section, we extended CTAT to support the collaborative features of these tutors. 

The first example features a collaborative fractions problem with a script that sup-
ports cognitive group awareness, in which the student is learning conceptual 
knowledge about equivalent fractions. Cognitive group awareness is the awareness 
that comes from having information about group members’ knowledge, information, 
or opinions and has been shown to be effective for the collaboration process [5]. This 
awareness can be supported through tools such as skill meters or by using an interac-
tive interface to display a partner’s answers.  In our tutor, cognitive group awareness 
during problem solving is structured as follows: First, the collaborating partners each 
answer the same question separately. The tutor then displays both partners’ answers to 
promote discussion, and the partners provide a final answer endorsed by both. Each 
student is given a pair of contrasting attributes (see Figure 1, panel B2) about the 
fractions. The students are not given feedback on their individual answer but are 
shown what their partner selected. This allows each student to see their partner’s un-
derstanding of the fractions. The students are then asked to discuss their answers and 
decide as a pair what the correct answer will be. Having each student display his or 
her knowledge of the given fractions before discussing the question together supports 
the cognitive group awareness. This discussion can lead to a mutual understanding of 
the fraction attributes, which supports a better understanding of the conceptual 
knowledge for equivalent fractions. As may be clear, to support cognitive group 
awareness, the collaborative tutor provides different views of the same problem to the 
collaborating partners, using two synchronized tutor engines as described below. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Panel B2 displays an example of support for cognitive group awareness through the use 
of multiple radio buttons where each student first selects an answer based on their knowledge 

before the group makes a group selection that is tutored. 
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2.2 An Example of Support for Sharing Unique Information 

We also used the collaborative version of CTAT to implement a second type of frac-
tions problem, in which students learn how to procedurally evaluate equivalent frac-
tions. As in the previous example, the collaborative tutor provides a different view on 
the same problem for each collaborating partner, although this time the collaboration 
is scripted differently for the different learning objective. Specifically, we implement-
ed a script that distributes unique information between the partners and supports the 
sharing of this information. Students are shown a fraction expressed in symbols (see 
Figure 2) that their partner does not see as indicated by the star icon. Each partner is 
also given a circle diagram that they can interact with; their partner can see this dia-
gram but cannot interact with it as indicated by the silhouette icon. One student is first 
asked to share their fraction with their partner (i.e., by telling their partner about it) 
while the second student is asked to make this fraction using their circle diagram. The 
students then switch roles and one student shares their fraction while the other student 
makes this fraction. Each student sees the feedback from the tutor, so if a student is 
struggling to correctly make the fraction, their partner, who can see the fraction and 
the tutor feedback, can provide support and help. By providing each student with 
different information, the students need to start a dialogue and share. This activity 
makes the students aware of the fractions as a first step to supporting procedural 
knowledge for evaluating equivalent fractions.  
 

 
Fig. 2. Panel A displays an example of individual information that needs to be shared between 
participants. The top blue fraction was made by the student on the left screen using the infor-
mation shared by the student on the right screen. The purple fraction will be made with the 

student on the right screen with the information from the student on the left screen. 
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Both examples illustrate a range of collaborative activities that can be supported 
using CTAT for collaboration. Kollar, Fischer, and Hesse specify collaboration scripts 
by focusing on five components [6]. These five attributes provide a guideline for the 
coverage that is needed in authoring tools. Both examples use different learning activ-
ities to support the learning goals of the problems. The sharing of unique information 
uses activities such as sharing and problem solving where as the script that supports 
cognitive group awareness uses activities such as sharing knowledge and mutual ex-
planations. Within these activities the students are also assigned to very different roles 
where in the unique information scenario they are asked to be a sharer or to be a prob-
lem solver and then switch roles. In the support for cognitive group awareness, both 
students are responsible for sharing their knowledge and then discussing the answers. 

3 Authoring Tool Extensions to Support Collaboration  

Until recently CTAT only supported tutors for individual use. We focus on one type 
of tutor that can be authored with CTAT, namely, example-tracing tutors [2]. To de-
velop such a tutor, an author creates two key components, both without programming: 
a user interface designed specifically for the problem type being tutored (the interface 
lays out the problem steps) and a generalized behavior graph, which stores all of the 
acceptable solution paths along with commonly-occurring incorrect steps. The tutor 
uses the behavior graph to monitor student problem solving and provide guidance to 
students. Each behavior graphs consists of a set of links that correspond to steps that 
can be taken in the problem, such as typing in the numerator to a fraction. Some steps 
(explicitly marked as such) represent tutor-performed actions, such as showing a 
component in the tutor interface that was hidden before. To evaluate student input, the 
tutor compares the student’s problem-solving steps against those in the behavior 
graph, testing whether the student is on one of the paths in the graph. An author may 
specify constraints on the order of steps. Behaviorally, example-tracing tutors are 
similar to other types of ITSs, providing all the key functionality singled out by 
VanLehn [15] as typical of ITSs.  

3.1 Authoring Collaborative Tutors 

To expand CTAT so it supports collaborative example-tracing tutors, we added the 
capability to run multiple synchronized tutor engines, one for each student in a col-
laborating group. This set up allows for great flexibility in authoring tutors with em-
bedded collaboration scripts. Specifically, each student in a group has their own be-
havior graph file and interface file for the given problem. The collaborative version of 
CTAT synchronizes the tutors so that when one of the collaborating students takes an 
action, this input is sent to both that student’s tutor engine and their partner’s tutor 
engine. Similarly, tutor output is shared among the members of a collaborating group 
(i.e., all output from the two synched tutor engines, such as hints and feedback, is sent 
to each student interface separately). One result of this output sharing is that student 
actions taken on one interface will be “mirrored” on the other interface in the corre-
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sponding interface component, together with the associated tutor feedback. As we 
extended CTAT, we updated the interface tool components to include new actions 
that better support collaborative learning activities. As an example, we updated the 
existing components to allow students to view the options of a component without 
being able to take action on the component, as illustrated in the examples above. We 
are also adding a highlighting functionality so each student can easily reference a 
component. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Excerpts from two behavior graphs working for a single problem. Together both behav-
ior graphs capture the first step to be completed by the students for the problem in Fig 2. Box 1 
demonstrates the different locking of components for each student, Box 2 demonstrates differ-
ent instructions for each student, and Box 3 demonstrates the use of student-performed actions 

to advance the state of the problem where the partnering student can only take the action. 
 
With these collaborative extensions to CTAT, an author can create tutors that do 

not differ for the collaborating partners - simply by supplying the same behavior 
graph and interface for each collaborating partner. The result would be a tutor with 
which two students interact simultaneously and synchronously while each sitting at 
their own computer. They would each see the changes that their partner makes. This 
kind of collaboration may not be terribly useful, however. The power of the approach 
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comes from being able to craft tutors in which the collaborators have different views 
on the same problem and have different sets of actions available to them. There are 
many collaboration activities, such as the jigsaw and the tutee/tutor paradigm, where 
the benefit of the activity comes from the students having different roles and respon-
sibilities in the problem-solving task. The CTAT authoring tool supports this kind of 
differentiation, as an author can create separate behavior graphs, one for each student, 
that display different instructions or capture different student problem-solving actions, 
dependent on the role of each student, as is used in the cognitive awareness activity. 
For example, Figure 3 shows, side-by-side, two behavior graphs for the support of 
unique information example illustrated in Figure 2. These two behavior graphs share 
common structure, but also differ so as to support different interactions for the two 
collaborating students. 

To show different instructions for each student, an author can use a different tutor-
performed action at the corresponding link in the two behavior graphs. An example is 
shown in Box 2 of Figure 3 where each student receives different directions from the 
behavior graph at the same point in time. (The label on the link shows the message 
displayed to the student in truncated form.) Similarly, by providing different behavior 
graphs for each member, the actions taken by the users can differ. One way to make 
different sets of actions available to each collaborating partner is by locking certain 
components in the interface, a different set for each partner. This allows both students 
to see the action on their respective interfaces while only allowing one student to be 
able to take the action. An example is shown in Box 1 of Figure 1 where different 
components (the two circle components, pieChartA0002 and pieChartA0003) are 
locked for the students through a tutor-performed action, preventing them from inter-
acting with that component. The result of this link in the behavior graph is seen in 
Figure 2 where the circle that corresponds to the fraction shown on the screen is 
locked for that student, so that each student can perform his/her own role but not 
his/her partner’s role. Though the student cannot act on the component that is locked, 
a step to solve the component is in the behavior graph (see Box 3 of Figure 3) so that 
the problem will not advance until their partner has completed the step. An author can 
also make the tutor accept different actions from each student by recording different 
actions in each student’s behavior graph. In this case, the student without the action 
recorded would not have to wait for this action to take place to continue working on 
the next step of the problem. 

Another way to provide different interface elements to the members of each dyad 
is through an interface file. This file is a SWF file created in Flash. The author can 
select the components, control their placement on the interface, set basic parameters, 
and use custom code if necessary. In this way, an author can tailor the interface for 
the different roles that the collaborators have in the collaboration script that is being 
supported. An author can also determine what feedback each student receives during 
the problem by setting an initial tutor feedback parameter for each interface compo-
nent. This parameter controls whether or not there will be tutor feedback on actions 
on that component. For example, in the cognitive awareness task in Figure 1, the radio 
buttons that correspond to the student’s individual answers provide no feedback, as 
they serve mainly to support the partners’ mutual awareness of each other’s reason-
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ing. On the other hand, the radio buttons for the group answer (on the right in Figure 
1) provide correct or incorrect feedback.  

The steps to develop a tutor using CTAT consist of developing a user interface, 
creating a behavior graph, and annotating the behavior graph [2]. Within CTAT, an 
interface is built using an interface builder and the different components of the inter-
face are adding using a drag-and-drop method. Each component has a set of parame-
ters that can be set allowing the developer to customize the look and feel of the pa-
rameter to match their tutor layout. This allows a developer to create a tutor interface 
without the need for any coding on the part of the developer. Once an interface is 
created, a behavior graph can be created that maps out the tutor steps through correct 
and incorrect actions. The behavior graph can be created through demonstrating the 
actions to be taken on the interface. While having the CTAT Behavior Recorder in 
demonstration mode, any action that is taken on the interface will be recorded on a 
behavior graph. By starting at different points in the behavior graph, different branch-
es can be created. This allows a developer to create a behavior graph without the need 
of programming. After the behavior graph is created through demonstration, the graph 
can be annotated. Annotation includes adding hints to the links and identifying 
knowledge components. 

To author a collaborative tutor each of the steps to create an individual tutor are 
followed for each member of the collaboration. Depending on the type of collabora-
tion activities and roles depends on if different tutor interfaces and behavior graphs 
need to be made for each student in the group or if the same files can be used. If the 
students are going to be seeing something visually similar then the same tutor inter-
face can be used. If the students are going to take the same actions during the prob-
lem, then the same behavior graph can be used. When developing a collaborative 
tutor, if different interfaces are going to be used and an action that one student takes 
should be reflected in the view to the other students, then the components that are 
used for this activity need to be named the same in both interfaces. This is shown in 
Box 3 of Figure 3 where the same component name is referenced in both behavior 
graphs. This allows the tutors to reflect an action taken on one interface on the other 
interface as well.  On the other hand, if the author wants particular actions within a 
tutor interface to be private to one of the collaborating students, one way to do so is to 
not provide a corresponding interface component in the interface for the other student. 
The enhancements to CTAT did not add a need for a developer to program to create a 
tutor. Currently, to test a collaborative tutor, the tutor must be run through the tutoring 
service. A different browser window can be opened for each student interface so the 
actions can be seen simultaneously. By assigning each interface and behavior graph to 
a “student” and then identifying those students as being in a class together, the differ-
ent tutors are synced and allows communication between the tutors. This assignment 
can be done through filling out fields in a user interface and no special programming 
is needed on the part of the author. 
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4 Discussion, Conclusion and Future Work  

Computer-supported collaboration has been shown to be an effective learning para-
digm for knowledge acquisition [9], yet most tools that support collaboration do not 
allow for the authoring of a range of collaboration scripts. Authoring tools for ITSs 
have been used to address a wide range of domains, but we are not aware of any that 
support collaboration scripts, other than an early attempt to extend CTAT [4] so it 
builds collaborative tutors from log data. We extended CTAT so it supports the au-
thoring of collaborative tutors while maintaining its advantages for individual tutoring 
without programming. With this new version of CTAT, authors can develop collabo-
rative ITSs to meet a range of domains and collaboration scripts. The developer does 
not need to have a strong background in programming to make a functional tutor.  

The extension to CTAT allows for a range of collaboration scripts to be developed. 
Two examples were provided in this paper, but we also created tailored collaboration 
scripts to match the learning objectives of six other fractions problems. The flexibility 
to develop these scripts is because the collaborative version of CTAT was not devel-
oped to implement a specific script but to remain open-ended. This design also allows 
flexibility while developing tutors. As we continue to develop our collaborative frac-
tions tutor, we are taking an iterative approach in which we repeatedly test the collab-
oration script with students and then refine it to best support the learning goals based 
on the outcomes of the pilot studies. The collaborative version of CTAT allows for 
these changes to be made easily in a problem, as behavior graphs are relatively malle-
able. 

Future work will consist of extending CTAT so it can support more than two stu-
dents in the group. Other future work will be to allow the specifying of groups at 
runtime instead of needing to specify groups ahead of time. By being able to specify 
the members of a group at runtime, there would be more flexibility in grouping stu-
dents in a classroom on any given day. Students would not be dependent on their 
partner also being there that day. Also to improve the authoring process, functionality 
is being added to allow an author to have multiple behavior graphs open so they can 
compare the steps and can copy and paste steps from one graph to another that are 
similar. The eventual goal of our project is to investigate how best to combine indi-
vidual and collaborative modes of learning. 
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Abstract. One of the most crucial aspects of Intelligent Tutoring Sys-
tems in a collaborative serious game is production rules. Given the large
number of interactions and conversation between players, it is di�cult to
follow student questions and reactions in the game environment. There-
fore, creating a sophisticated method to construct production rules for
handle the students’ interactions will boost the performance of the sys-
tem. In this paper, we propose a state-of-the-art computational approach
to automatically generate production rules using co-occurrences of dis-
tinct terms from a corpus of students’ conversations. Moreover, our model
is able to generate additional production rules as new data is available.
Finally, we also introduce how to transfer extracted co-occurrences into
production rules, and how to build these into the game system.

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Production Rules, Data Mining

1 Introduction

Serious games are increasingly becoming a popular, e↵ective supplement to stan-
dard classroom instruction [9]. Some classes of serious games provide microwords
[7] that allow players to explore a virtual environment. These simulations have
ideal and often simple problems with targeted sca↵olding to help users iden-
tify important concepts and think critically about them. Multi-party chat is
pervasive in recreational games and often crucial to success in multi-player epis-
temic games [4, 3, 8]. In this paper, we present a method of production rule We
employed a computational approach to determine the critical features of multi-
party chat in a serious game. We analyzed a corpus of chat conversations and
high frequency features along with their co-occurrences. We describe the result-
ing model below, as well as the process of generating production rules. Finally,
we discuss how to utilize this model in the context of a serious game to provide
relevant suggestions to a human mentor.

2 Production Rules

A Production Rule consists of a collection of IF...THEN rules that together
form an information processing model of some task, or range of tasks. Each rule
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has two parts: a condition part and an action part. Production rules can be
represented in various forms [2], e.g.: “IF condition THEN action”, “IF premise
THEN conclusion” or on the other hand “IF proposition p1 and proposition
p2 are true THEN proposition p3 is true”. In the context of a serious game,
for example, it is likely that the players will eventually need help navigating
the user interface. Whereas they would normally ask a human mentor to guide
them, if a relevant production rule is built in the system, this situation can
easily be detected and resolved by the system, saving the resources of the human
mentor. The system outlined below must be able to detect the specific facts or
features (such as “email” and “check”) to specify relevant conditions and return
the appropriate suggestion. As a result, a computational data mining approach
helped us to extract these conditions and facts.

2.1 Speech Act Classification

We selected a system for classifying speech acts [5]. Analyzes of a variety of cor-
pora, including chat and multiparty games, have converged on a set of speech act
categories that are both theoretically justified and that also can be reliably coded
by trained judges [6]. Our classification scheme has 8 broad categories: State-
ments are verbal reports on scientific facts. Requests include asking other
participants in the conversation to provide information. Questions are queries
for information from the addressee. Reactions are short verbal responses to
requests or questions. Expressive Evaluations consist of feedback regarding
the player’s performance. MetaStatements are statements about the commu-
nication process. Greetings are expressions regarding any party’s entrance to.
Other represents speech acts which did not fit into the above categories.

2.2 Land Science Game

Urban Science is an epistemic game created by education researchers at the Uni-
versity of Wisconsin-Madison, designed to simulate an urban planning practicum
experience [1]. Young people role-play as professional urban planners in an
ecologically-rich neighborhood. The players’ primary task is to redesign the city
of Lowell, Massachusetts. Players are assigned to one of three planning teams,
and interact with team members and a human mentor using a group chat inter-
face [4, 3, 8]. The ”Question” category is likely the most critical speech act when
it comes to addressing player problems. We analyzed 26720 unique chat turns
across three instances of Land Science data set.

3 Our Approach

In our model, we identify the relevant facts needed to satisfy the conditions in
IF ... THEN . Based on these facts, we are able to generate suggestions for a
human mentor. In our algorithm, facts can have any of the following features:
words, tokens, event, status of the game, or patterns of player’s conversation.
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Table 1. shows some of tokens that have high co-occurrence

Token 1 Token 2 co-occ categories rooms
stakeholders what 413 Statement Question Request Reaction 7 5 3 4 12
email maggie 353 Statement Request Question ExpressiveEval 3 2 4 5 6
want what 306 Statement Request Question Reaction 5 7 3 4 12
meeting team 281 Statement Request Question ExpressiveEval 4 3 2 10 11
out what 280 Statement Request Question Reaction 7 4 3 5 2
now what 262 Statement Question Request Reaction 7 3 2 10 1
find out 257 Statement Question Reaction Request 5 10 4 3 7
final proposal 237 Statement Reaction Request Question 12 2 11 3 6
preference survey 236 Statement Request Reaction Question 6 9 7 5 10
stakeholders want 229 Statement Request Question Reaction 5 7 4 3 12

Using these facts, we can generate production rules which o↵er suggestions for
a human mentor.

3.1 Computing Co-Occurrences

One of the most important features to build production rules based on a data-
mining approach is to determine the co-occurrences of high or even low frequency
tokens in the corpus. In the following sections we describe these features and we
show how they can be considered as conditions and facts in our production
rules. After preprocessing the corpus, we split each utterance into tokens using
the OpenNLP tokenizer, a Natural Language Processing Java Library. We used
standard stop words to remove unnecessary tokens. We computed the frequency
of all remaining tokens in the corpus for each Speech Act category. These tokens
are based on Unigram Entropy Cues and Speech Act classification method that
developed by [5]. Then, we ranked these frequencies list from high to low order.
In addition to token frequency, it is also critical to assess the relevance of each
token, as it may be context-specific. We assessed token relevance by computing
co-occurrences. Table 1 shows some examples of co-occurrences in our corpus. In
Table 1 tokens that have high co-occurrence chance along with the categories and
rooms they appeared in. The categories and rooms are ordered by the frequency
of the co-occurrence.

3.2 Constructing Production Rules

As we described in previous sections, Production Rules are in forms of IF ... THEN
statements. These IF ... THEN statements must obtained by the Conditions
and the Facts to achieve some Conclusions or Actions. By looking at Table
1, we see the co-occurrences for “Virtual” are: navigation, stakeholder, neigh-
borhood, character, site, during, etc. In our model, we assume that the facts for
conditions can be one or more of the co-occurrences for each token.
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4 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we discussed the concept of production rules. These rules are
IF...THEN statements which contain some conditions (based on relevant facts).
When conditions are met, they trigger some system response, such as a sugges-
tion to players from a mentor or intelligent agent. We introduced a state-of-
the-art data-mining approach to construct production rules from a corpus of
chat conversations. For future work, we plan to use rule based model to gen-
erate production rule. This will allow us to fire relevant functions to produce
better suggestions. We also plan to analyze more data to construct additional
production rules for the Land Science.
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Abstract:  

Online discussion board has become increasingly popular in higher ed-ucation. As a step towards 
analyzing the role that students and instructors play during the discussion process and assessing students’ 
learning from discussions, we model different types of contributions made by instructors and students 
with a dialogue-state model. By analyzing frequent Q&A discussion patterns, we have developed a 
graphic model of dialogue states that captures the information role that each message plays, and used the 
model in analyzing student discussions. We present several viable approaches including CRF, SVM, and 
decision tree for the state classification. Using the state information, we analyze information exchange 
patterns and resolvedness of the discussion. Such analyses can give us a new insight on how students 
interact in online discussions and kind of assistance needed by the students.  

Keywords: online discussions, dialogue transition, speech act, CRF. 

 

1. Introduction 

Online discussion boards, an application of social network on education, provides a platform for students 
and instructors to share their ideas or to discuss their question not only in traditional courses but also in 
web-based courses. Such tools can help students solve their problems opportunely, as well as improving 
instructors’ work efficiency. As the discussion board usage increases, we want to understand how 
students interact with instructors and peers, and how they learn through that interaction. 

Although research in online chat and discussion analysis has been increasing re-cently [8,12,14], there has 
been limited research on modeling the process of information exchange in Q&A forums or how 
resolvedness of discussions can be determined. In order to analyze and model the process of information 
exchange, we map interactions in discussions into a Q&A dialogue state model. The state for each 
message illustrates the status and function of the given message in the Q&A process (discussion thread) 
[5,6]. We identified six distinctive and frequent states in the discussion process: Problem presenting, 
Problem understanding, Solving, Solution understanding, Solution objecting, and Solution appreciation. 
In order to classify the dialogue states efficiently, we apply machine classifiers including linear 
Conditional Random Fields (CRF), a widely used tool for characterizing the sequential data. The features 
are generated from message content and positional information, including cue word posi-tions, 
participants’ order, which provides additional hints for state labeling.  
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The results indicate that frequent states can be reasonably identified using ma-chine classifiers. We 
demonstrate that the state model can be used in finding frequent patterns in the dialogue progress and 
evaluating the roles the instructor and students play during the Q&A discussion process. Furthermore, we 
show that state information can help identifying unresolved discussions, which can be reported to the 
instructor. 

2. State transition model of Q&A discussions 

 

Fig.1. An example of discussion thread. 

We use discussion corpus from undergradu-ate operating systems courses. The courses contain 
programming projects, and students use discussions to share problems and get help from the instructor 
and other students. Figure 1 shows an example discussion thread with a sequence of message. User A, B 
and C represents the participants. User A initiates the thread by describing the problem and asks for help. 
User B asks for more details related to the problem and User A provides some information. User B then 
gives a possible solution and User A complains that it doesn’t solve the problem. User C offers another 
answer, and User A asks a related question. User C provides an additional suggestion. Finally, User A 
acknowledges the help with thanking.  

Through analyses of the discussion corpus, we identified six distinctive and fre-quent states. User roles 
are relevant to characterizing the states: information seeker and information provider, and often the role of 
a user stays the same within a short dis-cussion thread [16]. The first state (Problem or P) is presented by 
a Seeker. In Figure 1, M1 can be regarded as a P state. In the second state (Problem Understanding or PU), 
the problem is further elaborated and discussed. PU can consist of multiple messages. Another discussant 
(student or the instructor) may post a question in order to under-stand the problem that the seeker 
confronts. Such questions are usually followed by an answer by the seeker who posted the problem. For 
example, M2 and M3 help the participants understand the problem. In the third state (Solving or S), a 
participant provides a direct solution or a hint. Although we label it as S, the grammatical form for such 

M2: what kind of exception do 
you have?

M1:I am stuck up in a very weird 
problem. My all the RPC's are 
working fine individually but only 
two of them are working at a time.

M3: it gives me a seg fault
afterwards.

M4: I think you have to reduce 
memory first.

M5: I have reduced 
memory, it doesn’t work.

M6: race condition.

M7: what’s the race 
condition, can you 
explain it?

M8: review the lecture
posted on Monday.

M9: Thanks. i have 
fixed this problem.

User A
(seeker)

User B
(provider)

User C
(provider)

Problem

Problem 
Understanding 

Solving

Solution 
Objection

Solving

Solution 
Understanding

Solving

Solution 
Appreciation

Problem 
Understanding 
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messages may vary. For example, hints can be provided as a question:”why not try ABC?”. After Solving, 
the seeker (or other participants) can respond with Solution Appreciation (SA), Solution Objection (SO) 
or Solution Understanding (SU). In SA, seeker can acknowledge the assistance with thanking, like M9.  

 

Fig. 2. State transition model for Q&A discussions 

Table 1. A Q&A State Model: Definitions and Examples. 

State Definition Example Count Kappa 
Problem (P) Original problem is proposed by information 

seeker 
I stuck in a very weird 
problem….. 

251 0.98 

Problem 
Understanding 
(PU) 

1.Providers ask related questions for 
understanding original question 
2. Seekers answer the related questions and 
supply more details related to original issues. 

1.What kind of 
exception do you have? 
2. It’s seg fault 
afterwarods 

49 0.96 

Solving (S) Information providers supply answer or 
suggestions for solving original question 

You can try to reduce 
the memory 

447 0.99 

Solution 
Appreciation 
(SA) 

Seekers solve the problem and acknowledge 
the help from providers 

It works, Thanks. 25 0.92 

Solution  
Objection (SO) 

Seekers find the answer doesn’t work and 
may ask for more help. 

It doesn’t work, any 
ideas? 

18 0.88 

Solution 
Understanding 
(SU) 

Seekers may be confused about answer and 
ask questions for understanding. 

What’s the race 
condition, can you 
explain it? 

108 0.97 

 

Note that not all of the messages containing the ‘thank’ words can be labeled as SA because some P 
messages can contain ‘thanks’ in advance before a solution is provided. In SO, the seeker or another 
participant objects or criticizes the answer proposed by a provider, as shown in Figure 1. SU may appear 
when the seeker fails to understand the solution and may ask for more information. M7 is an example. 
Note that it is hard to identify the difference between PU and SU only based on the content of the 
message because similar words may be used in both states. However, the context or the dialogue state of 
the message can help distinguishing the two. In Figure 2, we illustrate transitions among these states. P 
state can be followed by a PU as well as a S but its transition to a SA, a SO, or a SU is rare.  

Table 1 presents a description of each state and examples. The state information is annotated manually 
and the last column shows the Kappa values for agreement between two annotators. The table also shows 
the distribution of the states. We can find that almost 50 percent of states belong to S. There is a small 
number of SOs. 
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Table 2. State transition matrix frequencies 

 

 

    

 

Table 2 shows the frequency of state transitions. We can find that S is a bridge between the first two 
states and the last three states. The first two states (P and PU) discusses about the problem to be solved, 
while the last three are the feedback to the solution, and S connect the two parts. S dominates in the 
corpus. A S often directly follows a P, but there are cases where the Q&A process goes through a PU.  
Below we examine frequent patterns in the discuss process using the state information.  

3. Automatic Discussion State Classification  

236 threads and 899 posts are used for constructing the state transition model. 

Data preprocessing, normalization, and feature generation 

Student discussion data is highly noisy due to variances and informal nature of student written messages. 
The data pre-processing steps convert some of the informal expres-sions. For example, “yep”, “yeah” and 
“yea” are all substituted by “yes”. “what’s” and “wats” have to be converted to “what is”. The features for 
state classification are generated from (a) the message content, (b) neighboring messages, and (c) the 
mes-sage/author locational information: 

-F1: n grams features within current message 

-F2: position of the current message, such as the first message, the last message 

-F3: position of participants, like the first author, the last author 

-F4: n grams features within the previous message 

-F5: position of the previous message 

-F6: position of previous author  

Table 3. Top 3 features for each state 

P PU S SA SO SU  

[get] unigram103_ 
NotFirst 

[get] 
unigram103_NotF

irst 
2ndAuthor 

[correct] 
unigram197_Botto

m 
1stAuthor 

[fine] unigram330_ 
NotFirst 

[somehow+delet] 
bigram65_ Any 

[somehow+delet] 
bigram65_ Any 

[get] 
unigram103_ 

NotFirst 

[Cat _WH+should] 
bigram421_ Any 

replyTo2ndMessage 
[it+okai] 

PRE_bigram248_Bot
tom 

2ndAuthor 
[about] 

PRE_unigram134
_ Any 

[somehow+delet] 
bigram65_ Any 

[Cat 
_Subj_IWE+had] 
bigram581_Any 

[give+Cat_Objective
_IWE] bigram154_ 

NotFirst 

[Cat _BE+wrong] 
PRE_bigram393_ 

NotFirst 

 

state P PU S  SA SO SU 
P - 14 220 - - - 
PU - 20 19 - - - 
S 9 16 101 22 17 92 
SA - - 4 4 - 3 
SO - - 13 - - - 
 SU - - 90 - - 10 
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Given the full features generated from the content and the position, we use In-formation Gain [15] to 
reduce the features space. We select the 1620 features. The top 3 features for each state are shown in 
Table 3. Some of the features are n-grams from the current message or the previous message, e.g., a 
unigram CAT_ISSUE and a bigram not+sure. PRE represents feature from the previous message.  
Top/Bottom/Any/NotFirst represent position of the cue words in the message. 

Linear CRF and other machine learning methods 

Linear CRF [9] is a probabilistic model for characterizing the sequential data, referring the feature 
information, as well as the dependency among neighbors. The probability function are presented in 
equation (1) as follows, 

p ! ! = !
!(!) exp!{ !!!!(!! , !!!!, !!)!

!!! }   (1) 

where Z(x) is an instance-specific normalization function, defined as equation (2), 

! ! = exp!{ !!!!(!! , !!!!, !!)!
!!! }!   (2) 

Y is the sequence data, X is the feature vectors with the total number K.   is a parameter vector, and the 
corresponding feature functions are defined as  . 

In our application, each thread, containing several messages, is regarded as the sequence data. Linear 
CRF can capture the dependence among these messages, and give a most likely state transition with the 
purpose of characterizing each state for each message in a thread. We use Mallet [7] to create the model. 
Other machine learning methods such as SVM, decision tree, and logistic regression are widely used in 
practice. Since differences among states are rather clear and the data space is partitional, decision tree can 
build the model by separating feature space iteratively. SVM is also used as it is sensitive to the data 
points near the states’ boundaries and has been suc-cessfully used for many problems. Logistic regression 
is another effective algorithm for categorical variables. Weka [10] was employed. 

Resampling 

We apply sampling methods due to unbalanced data. We split the six states as majority classes, including 
P, S and minority classes containing the rest four states. Because SVM, decision tree and logistic 
regression regard each message independently, resampling method can be applied directly by adding a 
copy of each minority instance.  

As linear CRF rely on the message sequence, we separate threads as majority and minority classes. 
Majority thread can be defined as threads that have only P and/or S state, while minority threads include 
at least one message with other states: PU, SA, SO and SU. A combination of downsampling and 
upsamping methods is utilized for balancing the data and obtaining the better results; we reduce the 
majority threads by 30% and duplicate minority threads twice. For each classifier, we performed 10-fold 
cross-validation. In each fold, we separate data randomly, and use 80% for training data and 20% for test. 
Resampling is done for training data only.  
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Classification Results 

Table 4. Classification Results 

 Precision/Recall/F-measure (%) 
Model P PU S SA SO SU 

Linear CRF 98.1/95.3/96.7 32.0/20.6/25.0 86.4/90.6/88.5 43.1/38.8/40.8 23.3/12.4/16.2 62.2/74.0/67.5 
SVM 100/93.8/96.7 15.8/36.7/22.1 88.7/91.1/90.0 42.1/63.0/53.6 24.1/56.7/31.2 53.8/90.6/67.5 
J48 99.6/94.1 10.1/28.7/15.8 83.0/89.0/85.2 22.5/48.8/29.1 10.8/23.3/14.3 47.6/80.1/59.5 
LR 87.2/87.5/87.3 12.1/22.7/15.8 85.8/87.9/85.2 41.0/56.3/29.1 22.8/15.0/14.3 41.8/59.6/59.5 

 

Table 4 shows precision, recall and F-measure scores for different classifiers. Linear CRF, SVM perform 
better than logistic regression and decision tree. It seems that the relation between states and features are 
not fully captured through a non-linear function directly. Although SVM and decision tree regard 
messages individually, both methods make use of dependencies among neighboring messages as some of 
the features capture previous message content and location information. Because of the small size for 
state PU, SA and SO, the precision and recall for these three states is low, especially for decision tree, 
which is sensitive for the features and instances. The precision and recall for state SA is relatively high. A 
possible reason is that its features include useful cue words including “thanks”, ”it works” that appear 
regularly. On the other hand, although we have 108 instances for state SU, the precision and recall for it is 
not so high. We may need further examples due to its variances. Another reason is that SU often contains 
a question for the solution, which may use similar key words as in P, thus it’s challenging to completely 
distinguish SU from P.  

4. Analyzing Q&A Process with State Information 

Frequent dialogue patterns 

We use the classified information in analyzing frequent state transitions and dialogue patterns. State 
transitions are represented as a sequence of three states: “ previous state -> current state -> next state”. 
We further distinguish contributions by the instructor and students. The end of discussion is labeled as 
“end”. We list the top ten frequent patterns from 236 discussion threads in Table 5.  

Table 5. The top ten frequent patterns for both instructor and students 

                Instructor �               Student 
pattern count percent pattern count percent 
P->S->end 88 13.31% S->SU->S 77 11.65% 
P->S->SU 36 5.45% P->S->S 33 4.99% 
SU->S->end 30 4.54% S->S->S 26 3.93% 
S->S->end 20 3.03% P->S->end 24 3.63% 
SU->S->SU 17 2.57% SU->S->S 16 2.42% 
S->S->SU 12 1.82% S->SO->S 13 1.97% 
P->S->PU 8 1.21% S->S->end 13 1.97% 
PU->S->end 8 1.21% S->S->SU 12 1.82% 
S->S->S 7 1.06% S->SU->SU 9 1.36% 
SU->S->S 6 0.91% SU->SU->S 9 1.36% 
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The trends include:  

a. Most SUs are generated by students.  

b. The most frequent pattern for instructors is “P->S->end”, and its frequency is much higher than the 
corresponding students’ pattern. It indicates that instructor’s answers can end many discussions, and may 
discourage further participation by the student. 

c. If the previous state is P, most of the current states, generated either by the instructor or the students, is 
S. Instructor answers may be followed by SU: “P->S->SU”, In contrast, students’ S states tend to be 
followed by another S. That is, additional or different answers are proposed to students’ answers more 
often than to instructors’ answers.  

d. If the previous state is SU, the instructor tends to post S, and the next state is often SU. Given a SU, 
students post either S or SU, and it can follow by another S. 

e. If the previous state is S, students tend to post US, which is followed by a S. This is the most frequent 
pattern for students. Students can also post a S in response to S, which can be followed by another S. The 
second most frequent pattern  is ”S->S->S”.  

f. If the previous state is PU, the instructor tends to post a S. Students may post PU in response to a PU, 
which is followed by S or PU. Generally speaking, students may need more discussion turns to 
comprehend the problem.  

Timing of responses 

Table 7 lists frequent state transitions based on time information. “N/A” means that there is no such state 
transition in the instructor pattern. ‘Instructor’ columns represent time interval values when the current 
message is posted by the instructor. Likewise, ‘Student’ columns show time intervals when the current 
message is posted by a student. According to the Table 7, we can observe the following. 

Table 7. Time interval for state transition 

Previous state ->Current state      Instructor      Student 
 Median   Mean  Median  Mean 

 P->S 4:38:39 7:56:37 1:55:11 5:29:28 
 P -> PU 3:36:7 6:23:6 3:9:58 3:37:16 
 PU -> PU 1:37:32 1:4:21 2:16:4 8:19:21 
 PU -> S 4:27:53 8:16:52 0:57:45 5:44:10 
 S -> S 5:25:58 8:49:43 1:34:26 5:41:39 
 SU -> S 4:22:19 8:10:59 1:18:58 3:22:22 
 S -> SA 1:4:37 4:30:39 0:45:54 2:17:21 
 S -> SO N/A N/A 1:55:21 5:2:18 
 S -> SU N/A N/A 1:59:2 9:1:9 
 

1. From P state to S state, usually students spend less time in posting S than the instructor.  

2. Student will spend less time to positively acknowledge (correct) answers. In other words, SA is quickly 
followed by a S. Transitions from S to SA, SO, and SU take a longer time. If the answer doesn’t work, 
students may spend more time to check their problem and work.  

3. The most time consuming state transition is when the instructor posts S in response to a S.  
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4. Usually, students reply messages more promptly than the instructor.  

5. Resolved/Unresolved Discussion Classification 

A discussion thread is ‘resolved’ when all the problems proposed by the participants, including initial 
problems, derived problems are solved successfully. Otherwise, it’s unresolved thread. The features used 
for thread classification are: 

-F1: n gram features within the final message in a thread 

-F2: position of the final message, such as the first message, the last message 

-F3: position of the final author, (the first author, the last author) 

-F4: n gram features within the previous message 

-F5: position of previous message and previous poster 

-F6: state information 

Table 8 presents the thread classification result. Comparing the three tables, we can conclude that state 
information indeed improve the performance of classifiers for thread classification. The state information 
represents the role of the message and effectively abstract low-level feature content or locational features. 
The state infor-mation also captures the dependencies among the messages within the whole thread, and 
can provide additional context information. For example, if the last state is PU, without state information, 
the message can be labeled as S for the understanding problems, and the classifier may label it as the 
resolved because it provides a solution. Generally, such abstractions provide better performance in 
machine classification when training data is not enough [15]. They also assist human analysis. The thread 
classification can help instructors in distinguishing resolved vs. unresolved discussions. Furthermore, 
state information helps instructors have insight on the process of discus-sion and facilitate them to 
understand the current state of the discussion. Such infor-mation supplies suggestions for instructors to 
decide when or whether to participate in the discussion.  

  Table 8. Precision, Recall and F-measure for thread classification 

(a) Without state information 

! Resolved! Unresolved!
! Precision! Recall! F1value! Precision! Recall! F1value!
J48! 0.92% 0.94% 0.93! 0.71% 0.66% 0.68!
SVM! 0.87% 0.98% 0.92% 0.81% 0.39% 0.52%
LR! 0.90% 0.90% 0.90% 0.55% 0.55% 0.55%

 

 (b) With annotated state information 

! Resolved! Unresolved!
! Precision! Recall! F1value! Precision! Recall! F1value!
J48! 0.95% 0.99% 0.97! 0.94% 0.75% 0.84!
SVM! 0.90% 0.98% 0.94% 0.85% 0.50% 0.63%
LR! 0.92% 0.93% 0.93% 0.68% 0.64% 0.66%
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 (c) With classified state information 

! Resolved! Unresolved!
! Precision! Recall! F1value! Precision! Recall! F1value!
J48! 0.93% 0.97% 0.95! 0.88% 0.71% 0.78!
SVM! 0.88% 0.97% 0.93% 0.84% 0.51% 0.64%
LR! 0.91% 0.90% 0.90% 0.64% 0.66% 0.65%

 

5. Related work 

There has been prior work on discussion analysis including use of speech act framework in modeling 
online discussions [3,4,5]. Some people focus on the roles that students play such as asking problems or 
answering other’s questions [12,13]. Hidden Markov Model provides the framework for modeling the 
dialogue structure with hidden states [1,2,11]. They are closely related to our work, and we extend the 
existing framework by closely modeling the dialogue development and information exchange in Q&A 
discussions. In particular, we explicitly model problem and solution understanding phases as well as 
question and answer phases, and analyze the information exchange process using the state information. 
Graph-based approaches have been used in text mining, clustering and other related problems including 
labeling dialogue with tutors [1]. In order to facilitate the analysis of student discussions, we extend the 
existing work and represent a discussion thread as a graph model where each state in the model represents 
a message. There has also been work on machine classification of student online discussions [8,12,14] 
and results have been used to find meaningful dialogue patterns including features for critical thinking. 
Our work complements these results by closely examining and classifying Q&A processes.  

6. Conclusion 

We have presented a graph model for analyzing the discussion process and developed approaches for 
message state classification and thread characterization. The state information is used in analyzing 
frequent patterns and time intervals, and identifying different roles that instructors and students play in 
the Q&A process. Thread classifi-cation for resolved vs. unresolved problem is supported by the state 
information. As a next step, we plan to collect more data in order to obtain the more reliable classification 
result and explore additional improvement, including topic-based analysis of student problems. We plan 
to evaluate usefulness of the information with instructors. 
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Abstract. This work presents some initial ideas on a data mining based ap-
proach for building affective collaborative systems. In particular, we focused on 
the modeling issues involved in providing open affective student interaction 
models by using data mining techniques. The approach facilitates transferability 
and analysis without human intervention, and extends with emotional infor-
mation previous data mining based developments.  

Keywords: Collaboration, Data mining, Open models, Affective Computing. 

1 Introduction 

Given that affective issues play a significant role in e-learning scenarios [1, 2], in the 
context of the MAMIPEC project we are investigating emotions modeling in Com-
puter Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL), where either positive or negative 
emotions can emerge [3]. Positive ones are expected to bring about an increase in the 
number of users’   interactions and accordingly the development of new collective 
generated knowledge. On the other hand, when individual aims collide with collective 
ones, negative emotions frequently arise. Under CSCL learners usually cope with 
more striking challenges than those present under face-to-face learning [4]. For in-
stance, objectives of some group members can interfere with ones of others. Also, 
diversity in terms of levels of involvement, working styles and interaction modes 
frequently become overlapped within the group members. Additionally, the lack of 
previous common background and generally accepted point of view usually obstructs 
the way of getting cooperative solutions [3].  

In this context, provided that Data Mining (DM) can be used for emotional infor-
mation detection in CSCL [5], our goal is to extend the Collaborative Logical Frame-
work (CLF) collaboration model [6] with emotional indicators and personality traits 
following a DM approach used in previous collaboration experiences [7].  
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2 Affective Collaborative Modeling approach 

Personality traits and emotions play a key role in social and collaborative scenarios 
[4]. In this sense, it can be stated that personality can modulate the way the student 
participates on a given situation. For instance, some studies have found that partici-
pants that exhibit lower scores on extraversion and higher on mental openness prefer 
on-line learning tend [8]. Thus, in order to enrich adaptation in collaborative learning 
scenarios with affective support, the model has to take into account the user personali-
ty traits that can be influencing the user interaction behavior. It has also to consider 
the user affective state (i.e. pride, shame, curiosity, frustration, etc.) generated within 
the undergoing activity itself and the whole CSCL interaction. For this, i) context, ii) 
process and iii) assessment are considered key issues to model collaboration [9, 7]. 

The collaboration context affects students’ potential and their capacity to collabo-
rate. Information comes from data related to both students and the environment, 
which should be relevant to students’ teamwork skills [10]. This information can be 
collected in the collaborative learning experience from an initial questionnaire (e.g., 
personal, academic and work-related data, study preferences, and personality traits).  

The collaboration process involves features such as activity, initiative or acknowl-
edgment. Relevant information can be obtained by analyzing students’ interactions in 
communication tools such as forums [11] because of the close relationship that exists 
between students’ collaboration and interactions. In this sense, previously we pro-
posed a statistical analysis of the interactions in forums to discover some features that 
make students suitable for collaboration [6], namely student initiative, activity and 
regularity, as well as perceived reputation by their peers. Students’ regularity indica-
tors involve time variables because the interactions are considered over a period of 
time. In any case, these metrics are general in as much as they are based on non-
semantic statistical indicators (e.g. number of replies, regularity of interventions, etc.) 
and thereby flexible enough to be potentially instantiated in diverse collaborative 
environments. In order to take into account affective information in these collabora-
tion indicators, several information sources such as physiological data, keyboard and 
mouse interactions, explicit subjective affective information provided by learners, 
facial expression, etc. gathered while learners collaborate in the environment can be 
considered [12].  

To cover aforementioned key issues, the approach we have been following offers 
collaborative assessment metrics based on DM process (clustering) to facilitate trans-
ferability and analysis without human intervention [7]. It also follows the open model 
strategy, which has shown its benefits in the educational context. This strategy uses 
scrutable tools that enable students to access inferred models and actively intervene in 
the modeling process [13], this way raising metacognitive information [7].  

Our proposal for affective collaborative learning modeling is depicted in Fig. 1. In 
particular, to account for affective issues in the given collaboration context (user and 
environment), the approach has to be extended with an analysis of the affective reac-
tions, elicited during the collaboration process within the ongoing collaboration task 
itself, and those due to the interaction with peers that feed the collaboration assess-
ment and produce not only the statistical indicators proposed in [6] but also the add 
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affective ones. The affective indicators are to be calculated with DM techniques in the 
light of the collaboration assessment by means of the interaction content: positive 
(proposing or suggesting; supporting or agreeing), negative (opposing or disagreeing) 
or ambivalent (information giving; inquiring; answering or specifying) as rated by 
both the emitter and the receiver (interaction ratings using weather ‘overt’ –
subjective reports– or ‘covert’ –physiological or behavioral recordings– sources of 
information) [14]. To cope with interactions latency, it has to be taken into account if 
interaction are produced within certain time window or never take place at all –e.g. 
unanswered message–. On top of that, the roles could elicit an additional emotional 
reaction or modulate existing ones. Two different types have to be considered: script-
ed and naturally emerged. First ones are externally assigned, as a consequence of the 
statistical interaction indicators (i.e. information gatherer, moderator in the CLF task 
[6], etc.). Second ones emerge naturally in any collaborative work situations (i.e. task 
or social leadership or other types of roles that emerge in learning situations). 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.  Affective enriched statistical indicators in the open affective learner model  

3 On-going work 

To investigate how to enrich the statistical indicators with the affective ones, a CLF 
collaborative task was  set  out  in  Madrid’s  Week  of  Science  2012  with  a  total  partici-
pation of 17 participants (including pilot experiments).  They were asked to collabora-
tively solve one conundrum on a given time frame following three consecutive stages 
(individual: each participant proposes solution; collaboration: discussions and ratings 
among participants to enrich individual solutions; and agreement: solution proposed 
by moderator and discussed and rated by the rest of participants) while their collabo-
ration interactions and affective information (i.e. personality questionnaires, physio-
logical and behavioral recordings and subjective reports) are processed [6]. 

 All these sources of information, along with the statistical indicators, deserve fu-
ture analyses in order to refine and calibrate affective indicators and to articulate them 
using a DM approach. By introducing aforementioned affective issues the approach is 
expected to improve collaborative learning. In particular, based on our experience in 
developing educational recommender systems [15] those affective indicators detected 
will serve to develop affective educational recommendations. 
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Abstract. Alternate reality games (ARGs) are a promising new ap-
proach for increasing student engagement; however, automated methods
for analyzing and optimizing game play are non-existent. We captured
the player communication generated by a recent STEM-focused ARG
that we piloted in a Los Angeles charter high school. We used shallow
sentiment analysis to gauge the levels of various emotions experienced by
the players during the course of the game. Pre/post-game surveys gauged
whether the game narratives had any e↵ect on student engagement and
interest in STEM topics.

1 Introduction

Alternate Reality Games (ARGs) are a relatively new genre that has shown
promise for engaging students in STEM learning activities. These transmedia
experiences typically draw participants into fictional narratives, where players
interact via various forms of social and traditional media, and frequently become
part of the storyline themselves. They di↵er from traditional virtual reality com-
puter games, where the entire story takes place in a fictional online world. In
ARGs, the game world overlaps with the real world. Players visit real places,
research the real world wide web, communicate with other players and fictional
characters using real social media, phone, text messaging, and occasionally live
encounters in the real world. For education, this novel game format has the po-
tential to literally bring science activities and learning into the normal lives of
students, emphasizing STEM relevance to the students context, surroundings,
and community. The ARG brings the game space into the physical daily reality
of students [?,?].

In this paper, we describe a pilot ARG we designed and implemented at
USC Hybrid High in Fall 2012. We describe the ways in which we were able to
capture player data, both by observing the players in game, and by validating
these observations through pre and post game tests. In order for ARGs to truly
support educational objectives, we need to be able to unobtrusively measure and
understand the performance of players within the game, using only their in-game,
visible interactions, such as website visitation and forum postings. Individual
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player assessment enables puppetmasters to tweak the game play to maximize
engagement and educational outcome for each learner. Clearly AI and other
computational techniques are needed to reach this goal, and this short paper
only presents a summary of a small step in this direction.

Fig. 1. (Top Left) The main characters in the game: William, Isa, and Rudy, (T. Right)
The final story element in the game, where Fortinbras’ CEO is arrested. (Bottom Left)
Special trip to Space X facilities, (B. Center) Mysterious poster at USC Hybrid High,
(B. Right) Device used to thwart Fortinbras.

USC Hybrid High ARG Pilot: Operation Daylight. In Fall 2012, we
fielded a pilot alternate reality game, “Operation Daylight,” at USC Hybrid
High, a new charter high school with approximately 100 ninth graders in its inau-
gural class. The population is almost entirely minority and receive free/reduced
lunches. The game focuses on ⇡, an organization set up centuries ago to defend
science. Its most recent incarnation, i4, needs students from USC Hybrid High
to be their next generation, and the game begins with i4 recruiting and training
students from the school. In the process, the students complete STEM-related
activities to advance up the i4 recruitment ladder.

Gradually, the students uncover an evil plot by Fortinbras Industries that
threatens their protagonist recruitment agents, the fictional characters Rudy
Vanzant and Isa Figueroa, played by local actors in a variety of video sequences.
This requires the students to put their newly learned skills to real use in order
to save their friends Rudy and Isa. Figure ?? shows some of the elements used
in the game. The game ran for approximately five weeks at USC Hybrid High,
from 10/18/12 to 11/21/12. It was a completely optional activity that students
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could engage in if they chose to, with both online, at-school, and out-of-school
elements. Students drove over 27,670 page views to the i4 website and posted
1394 messages to the i4 forum.

2 Methodology and Results

We used well-established scales for measuring student interest in STEM top-
ics developed by OECD’s Programme for International Student Assessment
(PISA) [?]. Pre and post game surveys were developed using these scales, and
administered to students at USC Hybrid High one week before the game com-
menced and one week after the game concluded. The surveys included ap-
proximately thirty questions where students would respond “Strongly Agree”,
“Agree”, “Disagree”, or “Strongly Disagree.” The survey also included questions
that established basic demographic information, as well as self-reported aspects
of game play. In addition to the survey data, we also collected in-game data
such as forum visits, messages posted, videos and pictures posted. We also used
the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count (LIWC) text analysis tool to process the
messages [?] and detect whether they expressed a positive or negative sentiment,
or whether the message contained anxiety, fear, or happiness.

Fifty-nine out of the 94 survey respondents indicated that they had heard
of i4 and the Operation Daylight game. Twenty-three of the 29 students who
signed up on the Operation Daylight website filled out surveys. Among students
who played the game, they overwhelmingly thought the game increased their
interest in science (48%) or did not change their already positive interest in
science (47%). No one ended up having less interest in science.

These responses are corroborated with the students’ answers to the OECD
science interest questions. Figure ?? shows how the students’ science interest
levels changed from the beginning of the game to the end of the game, condi-
tioned how often they visited the i4 forum, and on the average length of their
posts on the forum. In these graphs, 0 corresponds to “Strongly disagree” (dis-
like science), and 3 corresponds to “Strongly agree” (like science). We see that
there is a correlation between more visits and higher science interest level, as
well as between longer posts and higher interest levels. There also appears to
be a correlation between longer posts and a larger amount of increase in science
interest.

Figure ?? shows that there is a correlation between forum activity and the
major game events, such as the main characters being abducted. This suggests
that these ARG story elements might promote the higher science interest levels
described above. We also analyze the number of messages that contained certain
percentages of message words that indicate positive or negative attitude, anxiety,
fear, or sadness. It turned out that there is no clear pattern between the story
elements and the production of particular categories of words, contrary to our
expectation. For example, the abduction of the main character did not obviously
produce more messages of fear or negativity. Generally the proportional levels of
positive words stays constant during the game, and the levels of negative words
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Fig. 2. (Left) Number of visits vs. change in science interest levels, (Right) Average
length of forum postings vs. change in science interest levels.

stays quite low. The proportions of messages with varying levels positive words
are also shown in Figure ??. Due to lack of space here, a longer version of this
paper will be posted at our website, http://cb.isi.edu.

Rudy captured

Isa kidnapped

Space X trip
Science Ctr trip

Fig. 3. Time showing the level of forum activity over the course of the game. The thin
blue line denotes the number of posts in the forum on each day, the red circles denote
how many of those messages contained a particular fraction of positive words.
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Abstract: New and emerging online trends in group education, work and com-
munication have led to a dramatic increase in the quantity of information and 
connectivity without always supporting—and sometimes sacrificing—quality. 
An important opportunity is that online systems can include tools that directly 
support participants in having higher quality and more skillful engagements. 
We are evaluating dialogue software features that support participants directly 
and "dashboard" tools that support third parties (mediators, teachers, facilita-
tors, moderators, etc.) in supporting higher quality deliberation. We will focus 
on our work in educational settings (college classes) and on our development of 
a Facilitators Dashboard that visualizes dialogue quality indicators for use as 
facilitation tools or participant social awareness tools. The Dashboard makes 
use of text analysis methods to highlight indicators of dialogue quality. We are 
particularly interested in supporting the "social deliberative skills" that interloc-
utors need to build mutual understanding and mutual regard in complex or con-
tentious situations.  

Keywords: Educational and Knowledge Building dialogue; deliberative skills; 
scaffolding; multiple representations; dashboards.  

1. Introduction 

New and emerging online trends in group education, work and communication have 
led to a dramatic increases in the quantity of information and connectivity without 
always supporting—and sometimes sacrificing—their quality.  An important oppor-
tunity is that online systems can include tools that directly support participants in 
having higher quality and more skillful engagements. We are building and evaluating 
dialogue software features that support participants directly and "dashboard" tools 
(Few, 2007) that support third parties (mediators, teachers, facilitators, moderators, 
etc.) in supporting higher quality deliberation among participants. In this paper we 
will focus on our work in educational settings (college classes) and on our develop-
ment of a Facilitators Dashboard that visualizes dialogue quality indicators for use by 

                                                             
1 A longer version of this short paper appears at www.socialdeliberativeskills.com/papers. 
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either third parties or participants. We are particularly interested in supporting the 
"social deliberative skills" that interlocutors need to build mutual understanding and 
mutual regard in complex or contentious situations (Murray et al., 2013A, B). Prior 
attempts to facilitate leaner dialogue using visualization and analysis tools, e.g. Aster-
han & Swhwatz (2010) and De Groot et al. (2007), tend to focus on argumentation 
skills, and our work extends or complements this work by focusing on skills more 
related to mutual understanding and cognitive empathy. Communication, collabora-
tion, and knowledge building have many facets; and we focus our research on a spe-
cific area: supporting the social deliberative skills and behaviors that allow interlocu-
tors to build mutual understanding (or "negotiate meaning") in complex or conten-
tious contexts. Recent advances in computational psycholinguistics allow for a more 
systematic and deeper analysis of dialogues, that is necessary to uncover subtle cues 
that might be diagnostic of critical deliberation characteristics. In Xu et al. (2013) we 
report on our work in developing computational methods to measure deliberative 
skills from online discussions, which have shown promising results. In this paper we 
will describe our progress and plans for displaying the results of such text analysis in 
the Dashboard. 

2. Dashboard Diagram Pane: Visualizing Key Indicators 

 
Figure 1: Facilitator Dashboard: Diagram Pane 

We have prototyped a Facilitators Dashboard that provides parties a "bird's-eye view" 
of the state and flow of online engagements. See Figure 1 which shows tools in the 
"Diagram" tab of the Dashboard. Similar to Iandoli et al., De Groot et al., we visualize 
user, interaction, and content information, including participation levels, reply net-
works, and content or theme overviews—in both static and trend (timeline) visualiza-
tions. At a more ambitious level, we also use text analysis to identify skillful (or non-
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skillful) deliberation, emotional tone or sentiment. Further, we have made early forays 
into automatically identifying dialogue phases (e.g. introductions, deliberation, im-
passes, persuasion) and turning/infection points or opportunities for intervention (e.g. 
silences or non-responsiveness, changes of phase or tone, sudden emotional tensions 
in multiple participants) (Xu et al. 2013).  

Figure 2 shows data from a classroom discussion about the fatal shooting of 
Trayvon Martin by George Zimmerman which was a hot topic in the news during the 
time of this activity. When the facilitator begins using the Dashboard they select from 
a list of the deliberation projects, classes, or discussion groups registered with the 
Mediem software and the Dashboard (not shown in the Figure). Pie and bar charts 
show participation levels (number of participant posts and average size of posts). 
Timelines show trends in these same metrics. A social network diagram shows who is 
replying to whom, with the thickness of the lines proportional to the number of re-
plies. A "word cloud" graphically shows word frequencies through font sizes (the 
color and location of the words has no meaning in this representation).  

3. Dialogue and Advice Panes: Text Analysis 
As mentioned above, one com-
ponent of our project is research-
ing automatic text analysis and 
machine learning algorithms (and 
soon also relationship networks) 
to identify deliberative skill, 
other indicators related to dia-
logue quality, and trends or op-
portunity points (and see Rosé et 
al. 2008). Text analyses methods 
have advanced significantly in 
recent years. According to 
Graesser et al. (2009) the "in-
creased use of automated text 
analysis tools can be attributed to 
landmark advances in such fields 
as computational linguistics, 
discourse processes… , cognitive 
science…, and corpus linguis-
tics…" (p. 34). We are using 
three types of technologies. The 
first two, LIWC (Pennebaker et 
al, 2007) and Cohmetrix 
(Graesser et al., 2009), are pre-
existing text analysis tools that 
take text segments as inputs and output dozens of measurement or classification met-
rics. The third technology is a set of machine learning methods we are using that take 
text, reply and demographic information, and some of the LIWC and Cohmetrix out-

Figure 2: Dashboard: Dialogue Pane 
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puts as input or training features, and output classification analysis (e.g. whether a 
segment of text demonstrates good "deliberative skill" or "self reflection").  

4. Conclusions 
We have described a novel Facilitators Dashboard tool that visualizes dialogue quality 
indicators for use as facilitation tools or participant social awareness tools that in-
cludes textual analysis and described our initial attempts to use it in educational set-
tings. We are particularly interested in supporting the "social deliberative skills" that 
interlocutors need to build mutual understanding and mutual regard in complex or 
contentious situations. Developing methods to scaffold SD-skills in online delibera-
tion, for participants and third parties, could have an impact in many online contexts; 
e.g. knowledge-building, situated learning, civic engagement, and dispute resolution.  
Students engaged in extended collaborative knowledge building, discussion, or prob-
lem solving eventually encounter moments of tension in which they are challenged to 
understand each other's perspectives and opinions. Engaging with others on complex 
topics requires not only learning the relevant facts and concepts and making logical 
inferences but also, engaging with the perspectives and opinions of others who may 
not share one's views or goals. Doing so requires skills that can be systematically 
supported. Our work points to how such skills can be supported in online deliberation, 
collaboration, and dispute resolution—in educational settings and beyond. 
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Abstract. Brainstorming is a valuable and widely-used group technique
to enhance creativity. Interactive tabletops have the potential to support
brainstorming and, by exploiting learners’ trace data, they can provide
Open Learner Models (OLMs) to support reflection on a brainstorming
session. We describe our design of such OLMs to enable an individual to
answer core questions: C1) how much did I contribute? C2) at what times
was the group or an individual stuck? and C3) where did group members
seem to ‘spark’ o↵ each other? We conducted 24 brainstorming sessions
and analysed them to create core brainstorming models underlying the
OLMs. We evaluated the OLMs in a think-aloud study designed to see
whether learners could interpret the OLMs to answer the core questions.
Results indicate the OLMs were e↵ective and that it is valuable, that
learners benefit from guidance in their reflection and from drawing on
an example of an excellent group’s OLM. Our contributions are: i) the
first OLMs supporting reflection on brainstorming; ii) models of brain-
storming that underlie the OLMs; and iii) a user study demonstrating
that learners can use the OLMs to answer the core reflection questions.

Keywords: Open Learner Models, Brainstorming, Reflection

1 Introduction

Brainstorming is a valuable and widely used technique to produce creative so-
lutions to a problem [11]. It is particularly useful when innovation is needed to
break out of established ways of thinking, to generate new ideas. When the brain-
storming activity is run in small groups, it encourages participants to contribute
to the free flow of ideas around a topic, bringing their own creativity, experiences
or expertise into play, and increasing the opportunities of enhanced production
of rich ideas for the solution. Osborn, the creator [16] promoted the use of brain-
storming for creativity. He emphasised that, to be e↵ective, core rules should be
followed to reduce members social inhibitions and stimulate idea generation: the
focus should be on the quantity of ideas; there should be no early evaluation;
particularly no criticism; and un-usual or divergent ideas welcomed. Therefore,
all participants are encouraged to contribute fully and equally. Discussion should
be limited to cases where people are stuck and cannot create ideas.
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Multi-touch interactive tabletops have proved e↵ective in facilitating face-to-
face brainstorming in small-groups [6]. They can support free flow of ideas by
providing a shared group interface so that people can generate many ideas in
parallel, then interact with digital representations of these ideas, and save the
generated ideas o↵ering all team members equal opportunities to contribute [7].
A less explored potential of interactive tabletops is to exploit data about the
interaction to capture the processes through the brainstorming session and then
show key information about group and individual performance as Open Learner
Models (OLMs) [4]. OLMs are those representations of learners’ (knowledge,
developed skills, performance, understanding, etc.) that are accessible to the
learner or group of learners they represent. They can then serve several roles,
including support for reflection [5], formative assessment [2] and facilitate col-
laborative interaction [3]. We particularly focus on the potential value of Open
Learner Models (OLMs) as a driver for individuals to reflect on their individual
and group performance after a brainstorming session.

The rest of the paper is organised as follows. Next, we outline related re-
search work on OLMs for group work and interactive tabletops. Section 3 de-
scribes ScriptStorm, our tabletop system for brainstorming. Section 4 describes
the design of our OLM and our evaluation is presented in Section 5. We conclude
with a discussion of the results and future work.

2 Related Work

OLMs have been used to facilitate group interaction by enabling learners to
identify peers for collaboration [2]. It has been shown that there is value in pro-
viding multiple OLM representations helping support higher levels of reflection,
because di↵erent learners prefer di↵erent forms of OLMs, particularly to meet
di↵ering concerns [12]. There has also been some exploration of how an ITS can
help a learner in brainstorming [18]. Some of the ways such systems can be ben-
eficial is to help learners realise whether they followed recommended practices
for brainstorming e↵ectively, particularly in terms of avoiding early evaluation
and whether group members su↵ered blocks [9] in the session.

Some research has started to explore OLM visualisations that represent col-
laborative learning at interactive tabletops. Martinez-Maldonado et al. [14] val-
idated a set of such OLMs with teachers, showing they could identify the level
of collaboration. Al-Qaraghuli et al. [1] presented a visualisation that showed
detailed information of students actions at a tabletop over time to foster deep
analysis of the process they followed. These authors also provided a small pie
chart on the interactive tabletop showing students a real time indication of each
learners’ participation. Martinez-Maldonado et al. [15] built a dashboard OLM
for the teacher to see real-time information about aspects of collaboration for
multiple groups in a classroom of interactive tabletops. These examples aimed
either to show ‘learner models’ to the teacher or have been used for research
purposes only. Our work goes beyond this by evaluating OLMs that can be pre-
sented to learners at an interactive tabletop to promote self-reflection at the end
of a brainstorming session. In this sense, it is similar to Do-Lenh’s [10] work,
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for a multi-tabletop classroom where a simple form OLM gave indication of the
progress of each group on a wall display for all students to see.

3 Foundations for design of the Open Learner Models

The need for OLMs to support reflection at a tabletop for brainstorming was
identified when we evaluated Scriptstorm [8], a scripted tabletop brainstorming
system (Figure 1). ScriptStorm had three main stages: (1) idea generation �
the “storming” to create ideas; (2) idea categorisation � to organise ideas under
category headings; and (3) reflection � to support learners by reflection-on-
action [17]. While the scripting proved valuable, the reflection stage did not
enable participants to appreciate how well they had followed the recommended
brainstorming process. We analysed the data from the study to explore how to
create OLMs that could provide more e↵ective support for reflection.

Fig. 1. ScriptStorm: Idea Generation Stage (left), Reflection Stage (right).

We describe Scriptstorm, the study, the data collected and the analyses con-
ducted for this work. Scriptstorm uses physical keyboards at a multi-touch table-
top. Figure 1-left shows an example table-shot after a group has created several
ideas, visible in a circle at the centre of the table. This layout reduces the sense
of ownership of ideas and the circular orientation avoids favouring any one user’s
reading. Ideas are colour coded to indicate the author, giving an indication of
each person’s level of contribution. Figure 1-right shows the elements available
in the reflection stage. Each user has a set of charts showing each person’s con-
tributions. Pie charts show how many ideas each person made in Stage 1, how
many categories and classification of ideas into them in Stage 2. A bar chart
shows touches by each user in each stage. There is a list of the ideas with their
categories in the middle, details of the scripting choices made and a replay of
the table. Touches were logged by the tabletop and linked to the user making
use of a depth camera [13].

The evaluation had 12 groups, each with 3 people (36 participants, 22 male,
14 female, all university students, from diverse degrees – medicine, social science
and computer science, aged 19-30, mean age 23). Each group did 2 brainstorms,
counter-balanced on scripting condition and topic. Each group was instructed of
the rules of brainstorming to follow. Careful analysis of the data indicated the
topic and scripting conditions were comparable, making for 24 sessions of data
for analysis. All sessions were video recorded.
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We analysed the study data to create a model of brainstorming as a foun-
dation for the OLMs. This model provides a bound on the time-between-ideas
when the brainstorm is running well. This is important since we can then use it
to automatically determine when a group or individual is stuck, and determine
if ideas from di↵erent users are sparked o↵ each other. Groups created 16 to 104
ideas per session (average = 48; standard deviation = 24), average time between
ideas 7.32 seconds (SD = 4.2) range of 2.88 � 17.93 seconds. We explored the
frequency distribution of times, a single hump, slightly left of the peak at 7 sec-
onds. For the individual, average time between ideas was 26.16 seconds (SD =
21.64), range 5.75 � 110.5 seconds. We arrived at a maximum idle time for a
group before being classified as stuck as 22 seconds (mean group time di↵erence
+ SD), and for an individual 49 seconds (three times the mean). We also used
22 seconds to scan for ideas that potentially sparked other ideas. These values
are used as measures in our OLM to highlight interesting periods. Additionally
we analysed output in terms of 15 second periods, resulting in a range of 0 to
13 ideas, accounting for outliers, the average being 4 ideas. We used this in our
OLM as the basis for a colour coding scheme (red, orange, green), representing:
below, average and above average performance.

4 Open Learner Model Design

We needed to enable learners to answer our core questions: C1) how much did

I contribute? C2) at what times was the group or an individual stuck? and C3)

where did group members seem to ‘spark’ o↵ each other? To help learners find
answers to these questions, we designed the OLMs in Figure 2 to present six
di↵erent views of the user trace data. The pie chart (chart 1) shows the number of
ideas each person created (C1). Following, there are four aligned timelines. Chart
2 shows when each idea was created with by a dot, the colour of which indicating
authorship. The vertical axis indicates the category from the second phase of the
brainstorm. Stuck periods are shown as coloured rectangles for the group (2a)
and coloured bars for individuals (2b). In the figure the group got stuck twice
between 183-209 and 222-244 seconds, the green user stuck between 148-209 and
211-266 seconds, the purple user stuck between 146-245 seconds and the blue
user not stuck at all. To model where people sparked o↵ each other, we identified
cases where one persons idea was closely followed by another according to the
category classification. This measure is shown with yellow bars (2c). There are
seven of these in the diagram, for example on category reference 6 between 65-81
seconds (ideas 65s-C, 77s-B, 81s-B). This measure is clearly an inexact measure
that is sensitive to the particular categories chosen, however it is indicative of
sparking and showing it in an OLM helps users consider this aspect (C2,3).
The next timeline (chart 3) shows the performance of each learner in 30 second
snapshots (C1,2). The timeline after that (chart 4) shows cumulative progress
with segments colour coded according to the rate of contribution (C2). The final
timeline (chart 5) is a spectrogram indicating when a group was talking. Learners
were instructed to call out each idea they generated in the idea generation stage
and we expected discussion if a group was stuck (C2,3). The last view (label 6)
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is a table with categories and associated ideas annotated with author and time
of creation.

Fig. 2. Open Learner Model Visualisations.

5 Evaluation

We conducted an interview/think-aloud study with 15 participants drawn from
the earlier brainstorming study (10 male, 5 female, age range 21-30, mean age
24), each interviewed separately. The study consisted of analysing 3 anonymised
brainstorming sessions from the earlier study (the same 3 anonymised sessions
across all interviews). The visualisations were presented on laminated A3 sheets
of paper to aid visibility, and contained the di↵erent OLMs like the one shown
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in Figure 2 – which allowed learners to quickly point to the di↵erent items
when answering the questions. These questions, listed in Table 1, investigated
whether participants, could obtain information, about individual/group contri-
butions (Q1�4), if they could identify periods when the group or its members
got ‘stuck’ (Q5-6) or if they could define whether the group members sparked
o↵ of each other (Q7�9). Questions 10 and 11 served as self-assessment of the
group and individual performance respectively. The interview questions (Table 1)
linked to our core research questions as shown in Table 2. The interview process
had the following steps:

Step 1 Participants were asked to pretend to be a learner that produced 13
ideas in a group who made 34 ideas (i.e. to be the purple user in Figure 2),
and answer the questions in Table 1.

Step 2 Participants were shown a numerically well performing group whom
created 80 ideas and asked to review their answers to Q10 and Q11. We did
this to see if people would change their response, given extra information.

Step 3 Participants were asked to pretend to be a learner with 52 ideas in a
group with 98 ideas, and answer the questions in Table 1.

Step 4 Participants were asked three general questions: (1) Whether they would
like to see these visualisations as part of a reflection stage on a tabletop; (2)
Whether they thought the visualisations would enable a group to become
more e↵ective; and (3) If you were a user with a low number of ideas, would
the visualisations make you more aware and conscious about your perfor-
mance.

Table 1. Interview questions investigating the usefulness of the group OLMs.

Table 2. Relationship between research questions and interview questions.
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Responses were given on a 6-point Likert scale (1 for strongly disagree, 6
for strongly agree). Participants were instructed to point to any items (the
charts/table) that influenced their response as well as provide an explanation
for each item chosen. Results are summarised in Table 3.

Table 3. Results of the interview. Item refers to those as labelled in Figure 2, briefly:
1–pie chart; 2–graph of group process; 3–graph of frequency of ideas; 4–number of
ideas over time; 5–group audio spectrogram; and 6–the table. The two most commonly
referenced items are included. Bold indicates a statistically significant change from
Step 1 to 2 (Q10,11) and from Step 1 to 3 (Q1-9).

Most of the learners agreed that the OLM visualisations provided key in-
formation about the group brainstorm (�4.20 across the Likert scores). While
participants thought aloud, more than half mentioned ease of understandability,
especially by the time they saw the third groups OLMs. Some users had initial
di�culties understanding certain visualisations, for example four users initially
found chart 2 to be very complex, though by the end of the activity, only two of
these four still found the visualisation complex.

6 Discussion

6.1 Group members contributions to the brainstorm

In the absence of a benchmark to compare the number of ideas generated, partici-
pants determined if a group did a good job, by judging levels of equality, referring
to charts 1 and 3. When additional group OLMs were introduced, participants
focused on the amount of ideas produced. For individual contribution � Q1,
participants drew from charts 1 and 3 and the table. Chart 1 presented overall
contribution in a simple form: P4�“easy to understand”; P5�“very clear”; and
P3�“I have the biggest cut of the pie”. Chart 3 revealed contributions over time:
P6�“I generated the most ideas in the first 90 seconds”; and P2�“I compared the

number of ideas generated and saw that I created just as many as the others”.
For determination of active periods (Q2), 12 people (P1,2,3,4,8,9,10,12,13,15)
consulted chart 4 � referencing the colour scheme. A small number of partic-
ipants referred to chart 3, looking at times when frequency of ideas generated
was high across all members. For whom created each idea � Q3, chart 2 and
the table were referenced. For chart 2 – the coloured dots representing authors
were used (P1,5,7,8,9,10,11), and for chart 6 – the author written alongside the
idea (P2,3,6,12,14). Overall, the following were referred to the most: chart 1 –
for individual contribution; chart 2 – for whom created each idea; and chart 4 –
for periods containing a large number of ideas.
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6.2 Periods where the group or individuals got stuck

For Q5 � identify when the group was stuck and Q6 � identify when individuals
were stuck, the average Likert score was above 5 (Q5: 5.70 & 5.27, Q6: 5.87 &
5.40). Participants utilised charts 2, 3 and 4. For chart 2 � the shaded regions
and horizontal bars were referenced (P1,7,8,9,10,11,12,15): P9�“I looked at the

interval between ideas”; P3�“I looked for the shades to see if they were stuck,

when I couldn’t see any, so I checked this one [chart 4] to see if there were any

red lines”; and P10�“easy to see when I was stuck, because of the highlights”.
For chart 3 – participants looked for when groups tapered o↵, shown as dips
(P1,2,3,4,6,9,14): P2�“The graph plateaued at the end, showing me they got

stuck”, similarly in chart 4 – the gradient of the line combined with the colour
coded segments (P4,5,9,11,13): P5�“because of the red”. Overall, chart 2 proved
to be most useful for identifying stuck periods. These observations reinforce the
usefulness of the information added from our brainstorming model, in providing
potentially useful visual indicators to learners. These indicators (the shading,
bars and coloured segments) can be the basis for discussion, reflecting on actions
that led to identified periods of inactivity.

6.3 Evidence that group members ‘sparked’ o↵ of each other

Question 7 asked whether a burst of ideas ended up in the same category. For this
question, chart 2 was referenced, but with mixed responses. 8 participants said
the yellow highlight in chart 2 was obvious: P13�“I looked at the yellow lines,

as it easily caught my attention”, but 4 participants did not find the highlight
obvious and instead horizontally scanned the grey line present on each row.
Three participants mentioned the table, and said that if they spent more time
they could of worked out which ideas from whom sparked other ideas, but were
o↵ put by the presentation, being heavy in text, compared to the other items.
Determining when a large number of ideas was created, without the constraint of
them being in the same category, participants shifted focus to chart 4. Overall,
chart 2 was most useful for showing when members sparked o↵ of each other.
This can be used as a starting point for discussion in a reflection stage to talk
about sparking and what led to it, and how often it occurred.

6.4 The impact of showing learners OLMs of di↵erent groups

Participants were shown an example of a particularly productive group after
the first group and asked to reflect on Q10 and Q11, questions which related to
performance. For group performance (Q10), upon seeing another group, with a
higher number of ideas, 8 people (P2,3,7,9,10,13,14) downgraded their answer
with an average reduction of 2 Likert points, resulting in a statistically significant
decrease (from 4.4 to 3.4), representing a switch from the agree to the disagree
side of the Likert scale. The primary reason cited was the di↵erence in the
number of ideas created (P2,3,7,9,10), and the lack of stuck periods in the new
group (P13,14). Three participants (P11,12,15) kept their original answer stating
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whether a group performed well is more complex than a numerical figure, raising
issues of group dynamics, questions about quality, and requested other group
OLMs to have more information to compare against: P12�“I only have 2 groups

to go o↵, not a complete average, also I don’t know if their quality was the

same” and P7�“The first group generated longer multiple word ideas, while this

group created single word ideas, I think that’s why the first group had less ideas”.
For Q11, 5 participants changed their response, with the bulk of participants
pointing out that the user with 13 ideas (the purple user) made the most ideas
of the group (P1,4,8,9,11,13,15); and P9�“purple did a good job in his group,

and his performance is also dependent on his team members, so I decide to keep

my original answer the same”. Two participants (P6,11) mentioned they wanted
to have an average value, to put the number of created ideas into perspective.

These comparisons point to the fact that participants are not only influenced
through their own contributions within a group, but also the performance of re-
lated groups brainstorming. An apparent strong feeling of success can be changed
when exposed to other group OLMs. This is helpful in promoting reflection, in
order to promote a deeper understanding of performance, and also possibly to
inspire learners to develop skills to improve themselves.

Overall, the impact of showing di↵erent group OLMs was helpful with par-
ticipants commenting on the use of charts 1 and 3 for individual performance
and charts 2, 4 and 5 for group performance. Comments: P12�“It gives good

ideas of how their process was, and this is good for feedback which is important

and it also gives a summary of what we did, and the graphs are cool to look

at”; P13�“Users might be interested to see how they performance and if they

worked together, self-reflection is really useful”; and P14�“It can tell users a lot

of information and may help them next time and [identifying] who is least active

might be encouraging to try to do better”.

7 Conclusion

We built a series of OLM visualisations for the purpose of analysing whether
individuals could understand group and individual processes in order to sup-
port reflection in group brainstorming. Results showed learners found the OLMs
relatively easy to comprehend and were able to answer our core questions. In
the process of the study, we learnt which visualisations were most commonly
referred to and why, leading to a greater understanding of the importance of dif-
ferent views for reflection. Our future work will be to build this into our tabletop
brainstorming system, and show the visualisations through a scripted approach,
to determine the e↵ects of the OLMs when in real use.
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Abstract. In this paper, we describe ReadingCircle, a system designed to ex-
plore an alternative approach to encouraging reading among students. It is 
based on recent research on open student modeling, social comparison and so-
cial visualization. The idea of this approach is to develop social visualization of 
students’ reading progress. The visualization will reveal such reading progress 
through several levels (from chapters to sections to pages) and allow students to 
visually compare their progress with both the class as a whole and individual 
peers. 

Keywords. elearning, online reading, social visualization, social comparison, 
open student model 

1 Introduction 

Almost every college course requires students to complete weekly readings from 
course textbooks or other course materials, an effort critical  to  the  students’  success  in  
the course. However, it is not easy for an instructor to determine whether or not the 
students have in fact completed the assigned readings. To combat this trend, instruc-
tors have to implement various approaches to encourage student reading and to ensure 
that reading assignments are completed. In smaller classes, these approaches could be 
both creative and efficient – such as group discussions. In larger classes, however, 
instructors find it difficult to assess the students' progress on the readings in an effi-
cient way. Contemporary  approaches such as randomly surveying students in class or 
administering pop-quizzes are neither creative nor efficient. Also, reading assign-
ments produce no artifacts to grade by. As a result, the students frequently are not 
motivated to complete the reading assignments.  

In this paper, we describe ReadingCircle, an alternative approach to encouraging 
student reading that is based on our recent research combining open student modeling, 
social comparison and social visualization [1]. The premise of this approach is to 
engage social visualization of student reading progress as a barometer of progress. 
The visualization exhibits progress on several levels (from chapters to sections to 
pages), and allows the students to visually compare their progress with both the class 
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as a whole and individual peers. We expect that social progress visualization will 
improve student awareness of readings left to do and class progress; the ultimate goal 
is to encourage students to do more readings. This paper presents our motivation for 
designing and creating this social reading application. 

2 Related Work 

Social Comparison. According to social comparison theory [7], people tend to com-
pare their achievements and performance with others who are  similar to them in 
some way. Earlier social comparison studies [11] demonstrated that students were 
inclined to select the more challenging tasks because of being exposed to social com-
parison conditions. Later studies showed that social comparison decreases social loaf-
ing and increases productivity by reinforcing good behavior through a graphical feed-
back tool [9]. A synthesis review of social  comparison  studies’  summarized  that  ap-
plying social comparison in the classroom often leads to better student performance 
[8]. 
Social Visualization in E-Learning. The visual approach is a common technique to 
represent or organize data about multiple students in an informative way. For in-
stance,  social  navigation,  which  is  a  set  of  methods  for  organizing  users’  explicit  and  
implicit feedback to support information navigation [5], leverages the social phenom-
enon  where  people  tend  to  follow  the  “footprints”  of  other  people [2]. The educational 
value of social navigation have been confirmed in several studies [3, 6] 

It is common to provide learners with the average values of the group model 
through social visualization in E-Learning; such as the average knowledge of the 
group on a given topic. Vassileva and Sun [10] investigated  community visualization 
in online communities. They opined that social visualization increases social interac-
tion among students, encourages competition, and offers students the opportunity to 
build trust in others and in the group. Bull & Britland [4] showed that releasing the 
models to their peers increases the discussion among students and encourages them to 
start working with learning content sooner.  

In our prior work [1] we combined social visualization with open student modeling 
visualization to provide students with a holistic and easy-to-grasp view of their pro-
gress on answering java programming questions, and at the same time, allowing them 
to compare their progress with that of other students in the class. Our classroom stud-
ies demonstrated that the social visualization interface provided a remarkable increase 
in student work with problems. It also demonstrated that a circular design provides a 
better approach than a tree map to show progress over hierarchically structured con-
tent. This paper extends this work and presents a social progress visualization inter-
face to support online reading. This interface takes advantage of some of the success-
ful design ideas from our previous projects, and aims to work with a very different 
type of content. We expect that the new interface will provide clear guidance to the 
students to manage their reading process and to significantly increase their motivation 
to read. 
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3 The  ReadingCircle Interface 

The main challenge in our social reading interface design was to combine a simple 
social progress visualization of student progress over a flat list of topics (our past 
interface works with topics in Java) with a more complicated and hierarchical struc-
ture of student reading assignments. In addition, we wanted to employ the visualiza-
tion not only as a social comparison tool, but also as a social navigation tool that pro-
vides orientation support and navigation support for a large body of assigned read-
ings. 

In light of these goals, the ReadingCircle system interface is divided into a social 
navigation component and a reading element as can be seen in Figure 1. The reading 
part on the right shows the current reading material and allows the student to make 
annotations and see annotations from peers. The social navigation component on the 
left aims to present visually the open student and peer models. The visualization of 
the student model (the top right part in Figure 1) is also the main content navigation 
control. We chose this circular shape approach because it requires less space to show 
the whole (hierarchical) content structure. 

 

 
Figure 1. The ReadingCircle interface. The left part shows the student model (top) and peer 

models (bottom). The material is shown on the right side. A small portion of the user model is 
magnified at top center. 

 
The circular shaped model presents the content structure of a course, organized 

clockwise, of 13 lectures. Each lecture consisted of one or more readings which can 
be chapters or sections from several books used in the course. Following the hierar-
chical structure of the reading (for example, a chapter has sections, and sections has 
subsections), the sector in the visualization corresponding to the reading is "opened" 
to reveal the fine-grained content. The top center rectangle in Figure 1 presents a 
closer view of the third lecture (lecture 3). By clicking in each sector, the student is 
presented with a menu of the related content displayed in the right side. The color of 
the sections indicates the progress on a scale ranging from red (not seen) to green 
(completed). The progress is computed by aggregating the evidence of the user read-
ing each terminal subsection to upper level subsections, chapter and lectures. We 
track the individual page loads (i.e. the individual pages of each reading), and the 
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actions (clicks, annotations) of the user in the reader interface. The bottom part of the 
left side in Figure 1 presents 3 tabs: Peer Comparison, Self Comparison and Index 
Plain Text. The Peer Comparison tab shows thumbnail models of three peers. The 
models display only the lecture level. The Self-Comparison tab is similar and shows 
three previous models of the current student (over the past 3 weeks). We aim to ex-
plore the effect of self-comparison as we study peer comparison.  

The social reading interface presented above is currently going through a class-
room study in a large graduate class. Using log analysis and questionnaires, we hope 
to assess the impact of, and the student attitude towards, the tool. 
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Abstract. We present a study in which we experimentally manipulate the form of 
support offered to groups of three students during collaborative learning. Specifically, 
we contrast two forms of Academically Productive Talk (APT) facilitation, known as 
Revoicing and Agree-Disagree. The first form has been demonstrated effective with 
the target age group (i.e., 9th grade) on an earlier more difficult unit. The second form 
has been demonstrated effective with older kids. Results suggest that with this age 
group, facilitation with Revoicing may be more effective than Agree-Disagree.  Im-
plications for future work are discussed.  
Keywords: dynamic support for collaborative learning, academically productive talk,  
discussion for learning. 

1 Introduction 

Collaborative learning activities, when delivered effectively, can provide significant 
cognitive, metacognitive, and social benefits to students   [18]  [32]  [35]. Studies in the 
field of computer-supported collaborative learning have demonstrated the pedagogical 
value of social interaction   [37]  [38]. Prior work on adaptive support for collaborative 
learning has adapted hint-based support originally developed for individual learning 
to support peer tutoring   [13], and other work has grown out of earlier efforts to devel-
op tutorial dialogue agents originally designed for individual learning 
  [16]  [30]  [40]  [41]. This form of dynamic agent-based support for collaborative learn-
ing was historically tailored to specific learning populations and content domains 
  [22], which limits its generality.  More generalizable forms of support would increase 
the potential for impact, but as we discuss in this paper, raise new questions about 
principles for adaptation that would enable us as system developers to provide solu-
tions that can be effective for diverse student populations. 

Our recent efforts are in the direction of intelligent conversational agents acting as 
discussion facilitators, offering support behaviors that are not tied to a particular con-
tent-area or context   [1]  [10]  [14]. The design of such support is in line with the litera-
ture on facilitation of collaborative learning groups   [17]. In particular, it draws upon a 
body of work that has shown that certain forms of classroom discussion facilitation, 
termed Accountable Talk, or Academically Productive Talk (APT), are beneficial for 
learning with understanding   [3]  [8]  [9]  [28]  [29]  [33]  [34]  [39].  

In this paper we present results from a study in which we contrast two forms of 
APT based support. The first form, Revoicing support, has been found in prior work 
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to achieve positive learning effects with the target student population of 9th graders 
  [14] on an earlier and more difficult lesson. The other form of support, Agree-
Disagree support, has been found to be effective with older, more advanced learners 
  [1] in a different content domain. In this study, we show that with a 9th grade student 
population, Revoicing support is slightly more effective that Agree-Disagree support. 
These results contribute towards an empirical foundation for adapting APT based 
support to differences in content domain difficulty and differences in the developmen-
tal stage of target learners. 

In the remainder of the paper we first review the state of the art in agent based sup-
port for collaborative learning. Next we describe two forms of APT-based support. 
Then we describe an evaluation study where we compare the effectiveness of these 
two forms of support for 9th grade biology students working on a genetics unit that is 
relatively easy for them. We conclude with discussion of results and future directions. 

2 Prior Work 

Academically Productive Talk has grown out of frameworks that emphasize the 
importance of social interaction in the development of mental processes. Michaels, 
O’Connor   and  Resnick     [26] describe a number facilitating moves that teachers can 
employ to promote student-centered classroom discussion. A selection of these moves 
are presented in Table 1. In studies where teachers used similar facilitation strategies, 
students showed dramatic improvement on standardized math scores, transfer to read-
ing test scores, and retention of transfer for up to 3 years   [8]  [9]. 

Table 1. Selected Accountable Talk Moves 

APT Move Example 
Revoicing a  student’s  statement “So, let  me  see  if  I’ve  got  your  thinking  right.  

You’re  saying  XXX?”   
Asking students to apply their 
own reasoning to someone 
else’s  reasoning 

“Do  you  agree or disagree,  and  why?” 

 
Collaboration scripts are a common way to describe and structure support for col-

laborative learning   [20] within the field of computer-supported collaborative learning. 
A collaboration script may describe any of a wide range of features of collaboration 
scenarios, including the tasks, timing, roles, and the methods and desired patterns of 
interaction between the participants. A script can describe the collaborative activity at 
the macro or micro level   [12]. Macro-scripts describe the sequence and structure each 
phase of a group's activities, specifying coarse-grained features such as assigned tasks 
and roles, and the overall shape of the activity. Micro-scripts, on the other hand, are 
models of dialogue and argumentation embedded in the activity, and are intended to 
be adopted and progressively internalized by the participants   [19]. Micro-scripts can 
be realized by sharing prompts or hints with the user, guiding or providing models for 
their contributions   [36]. While traditional collaboration scripts such as these can pro-
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vide some degree of support for conversational and reasoning practices, they fall short 
of delivering the active, engaged facilitation described by the APT literature. 

In particular, such scripts are static, and do not respond to changes in (or awareness 
of) student need or ability during the activity. Such non-adaptive approaches risk 
detrimental over-scripting   [11]. More preferable would be the delivery or adjustment 
of supports in response to the automatic analysis of student activity   [2]  [31]. The col-
laborative conversational agents described by Kumar and Rosé   [24] were among the 
first to implement such dynamic scripting in a CSCL setting, with demonstrable gains 
over otherwise equivalent static support. Likewise, recent work by Baghaei et al   [6] 
and Diziol et al   [13] show that adaptive supports can have meaningful effects on stu-
dent learning and interaction. 

3 Dynamic Support for Academically Productive Talk 

Two dynamic conversational supports based upon APT facilitation, namely Re-
voicing and Agree-Disagree, were implemented and evaluated in this study. The 
open-source Bazaar architecture   [2] was used to author and orchestrate the conversa-
tional agent and the support behaviors described below. 
 
3.1 Revoicing Support 

One of the forms of support evaluated in this paper is a Bazaar component that per-
forms an Academically Productive Talk move referred to as Revoicing. The agent 
compares student statements against a list of conceptually correct statements devel-
oped with teachers. In the study described in this article, 35 such statements were 
developed and validated against pilot data. For each student turn, we calculate a 
measure  of  “bag  of  synonyms”  cosine  similarity  against  each expert statement, based 
on the method described by Fernando and Stevenson   [15]. If this similarity value 
exceeds a conservatively high threshold, we consider the student's turn to be a possi-
ble paraphrase of the matched statement, and thus “revoicable” (this threshold was 
determined through tests against pilot data, such that at least 80% of the revoicings 
suggested for candidate student were on-target). The Revoicing component may re-
spond by offering the matched statement as a paraphrase of the student's turn, for 
example “So what I hear you saying is XXX. Is that right?” No statement may trigger 
a revoice move more than once.  

 
3.2 Agree-Disagree Support 

The other support we evaluate is a Bazaar component which performs the APT 
Agree-Disagree move. Candidate student statements are identified using the same 
method as described for the Revoicing support, but with a lower threshold that allows 
looser matches. After detecting such a candidate, the agent waits for the other students 
in the group to respond to it. If another student responds with an evaluation of their 
peer’s  contribution  (for example, “I  agree”  or  “I  think  you’re  wrong”, as recognized 
by a small list of hand-crafted regular expressions),  but  doesn’t  support  the  evaluation  
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with an explanation, the agent will encourage this second student to provide one. If a 
student instead follows up with another APT candidate statement, the agent does 
nothing, leaving the floor open for productive student discussion to continue unim-
peded, reducing the risk of over-scripting their collaboration. If the other students do 
not respond with either an evaluation or a contentful follow-up, the agent prompts 
them to comment on the candidate statement – for example,  “What  do  you  think  about  
Billy’s idea?  Do  you  agree  or  disagree?” 

4 Method 

Following the literature on APT used as a classroom facilitation technique, in this 
study we test the hypothesis that appropriate APT support in a computer-supported 
collaborative learning setting will both intensify the exchange of reasoning between 
students during the collaborative activity, and increase learning during the activity. 

4.1 Instructional Content and Study Procedure 

Participants: This study was conducted in seven 9th grade biology classes of an 
urban school district. The classes were distributed across two teachers (with respec-
tively 3 and 4 classes) for a total of 143 students total, with 76 consenting. Students 
were randomly assigned to groups of 3. Groups were randomly assigned to condi-
tions. Only data from consenting students was used in the analysis presented here. 

 
Experimental Manipulation: This study was run as a 3 condition between sub-

jects design in which the APT agents provided some behaviors in common across 
conditions, but other behaviors were manipulated experimentally. Across all condi-
tions, the agent provided the same macro level support by guiding the students 
through the activity using the same phases introduced in such a way as to control for 
time on task. It was the micro-scripting behaviors that were manipulated experimen-
tally in order to create the three conditions of the design. The first experimental condi-
tions was Revoicing, using the behavior described above. The second was the Agree-
Disagree condition, where the Agree-Disagree behavior discussed above was used. In 
the control condition, neither of these behaviors was used.  

 
Learning Content: The study was carried out during a module introducing the 

concepts of genetics, heredity, and single-trait inheritance. In the activity, student 
groups were presented with a set of three problems and asked to reason about the 
physical and genetic traits of the likely parents of a set of siblings. Specifically, in 
each problem, students were shown a litter of eight kittens that varied in fur color 
(either orange or white), and were instructed to identify the genotypes and phenotypes 
of the parents, and to explain their reasoning to their teammates.  This  sort  of  “back-
wards”   reasoning  had  not  been  explicitly  addressed   in   the   course   to  date   – students 
only   had   prior   experience  with   “forward”   reasoning   from   given   parental traits. The 
mystery parents were presented as the inputs to an unpopulated Punnett square, as 
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shown in Figure 2. As an incentive, students were told that the best team, determined 
by a combination of discussion quality and post-test scores, would be awarded a mod-
est prize. Each of the three tasks was progressively harder than the last in that fewer 
clues  about   the  parent’s identities were included. The collaborative task content, the 
macro-scripts that supported it, and the list of statements powering the APT support 
were all developed iteratively with feedback from teachers and content experts. 

 
Fig. 1. Task sequence for the collaborative activity. 

Study Procedure: The study was conducted over three phases, which occurred as 
single class periods over two school days. The   first   phase   (“day   1”)   involved   the  
teachers taking a pre-test at the end of a regular class session. 

The  second  phase  (“day  2”)  was  centered  around  a  20  minute  collaborative  com-
puter-mediated activity during which the experimental manipulation took place. The 
students performed the activity in groups of three, scaffolded by a conversational 
agent. Students within classes were randomly assigned to groups, then groups to con-
ditions. The activity was introduced by a cartoon handout depicting the use of APT, 
and a ten-minute presentation describing the task and reviewing the basics of genetics 
and heredity. At the end of this second phase, the students took a post-activity test. 

The computer activity was intended to equip the students with enough empirical 
data and attempts at reasoning   to  prepare   them   for   the   third  phase   (“day  3”),   a   full  
class APT discussion with their teacher, during which they would reconcile their dif-
ferent understandings and explanations. At the end of this discussion, they took a 
post-discussion test. 

 
Fig. 2. Concept cartoon question from the post-activity test. 
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4.2 Measurement 

Domain knowledge was measured at three time points using a paper based test. 
Each of the three tests (Pre-Test, Post-Activity Test, Post-Discussion Test) followed a 
similar format: a set of multiple choice problem-solving questions addressing forward 
and backward reasoning about single inheritance, and what we refer to as a concept 
cartoon, in which a set of potential parents for a single child was displayed, along 
with  two  hypotheses  for  who  the  child’s  parents  might  be.  Students  were  instructed to 
select one hypothesis and clearly explain the conditions that would allow it to be true 
– either hypothesis could be correct, with different underlying assumptions. Student 
responses were graded with a rubric assessing the quality and depth of their explana-
tion, including explicit displays of reasoning. 

Each test covered the same knowledge but used different scenarios. The knowledge 
to be covered by each test was established in coordination with the teachers, with 
teacher trainers who identified common misconceptions, and with test results from a 
study run with the same content the previous year. After an initial round of consensus 
grading by two graders on a subset of the tests to establish a scoring guide, the re-
maining tests were divided and scored by one grader each. 

Table 2. Total test scores (standard dev) for Pretest, Post-Activity Test, and Post-Discussion 
Test in the 3 conditions. 

 Control Revoice Agree-Disagree 
Pretest 5.5 (3.1) 5.5 (3.2) 3.9 (3.0) 
Post-Activity Test 6 (3.4) 6.3 (3.1) 4 (3.1) 
Post-Discussion 
Test 

5.7 (3.1) 6.1 (2.9) 4.8 (3.3) 

4.3 Results 

First we tested whether students learned during the online activity. Test scores 
were divided into explanation questions and problem solving questions. Thus, for 
each test, each student has two scores. In order to evaluate learning, we used an 
ANOVA with Test Score as the dependent variable, Explanation vs Skill, Pretest vs 
Post-Activity Test, Condition, and Teacher as independent variables. We added 
Teacher as a variable because we noticed that students from one teacher learned sig-
nificantly more than students from the other teacher. In this analysis, all of the inde-
pendent variables were significant except Pre-test vs Post-test, which was marginal, 
F(1, 270) = 3.6, p < .06. There were no significant interactions between independent 
variables. Thus we find qualified evidence that students learned during the online 
activity, across conditions. However, on inspecting the average scores in Table 1, we 
see barely any evidence of learning in the Agree-Disagree condition. The most learn-
ing we see is about .25 standard deviations in the Revoicing condition, and about half 
that in the Control condition. 
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We also tested whether students learned during the Post-activity discussion. In this 
case, when comparing between the Post-Activity test and the Post-Discussion test 
there was no significant difference. In fact, the trend was that students scored more 
poorly on the Post-Discussion test than the Post-Activity test, except in the Agree-
Disagree condition, where the students came into the discussion with less knowledge 
than students in the other two conditions, and seemed to be able to use the Post-
activity Discussion to catch up, which is consistent with findings from earlier studies 
(Dyke et al., in press). 

We compared learning across conditions between Pre-test and Post-Activity test, 
and between Pre-test and Post-Discussion test. In both cases, we used an ANCOVA 
with the posttest measure (i.e., Post-Activity test in the first comparison and Post-
Discussion test in the second) as the dependent variable and the Pre-test as the covari-
ate. We retained the Teacher variable in addition to the condition variable. In neither 
case do we find a significant effect of condition. However between the Pre-test and 
Post-activity test the trend is for adjusted posttest scores to be higher than the control 
condition in the Revoicing condition (by .13 standard deviations) and lower than the 
control condition in the Agree-Disagree condition (by .4 standard deviations), with 
very similar trends when comparing between Pre-test and Post-Discussion test.  

We acknowledge that stronger claims could be made by conducting our analysis 
using multilevel modeling.  However, such complex modeling techniques require 
larger data sets in order to avoid falling prey to type II errors during hypothesis test-
ing.  Due to the small size of our data, we employed simpler methods for our analysis. 

5 Discussion & Conclusions 

Overall, the results are weak. However, the results suggest a differential effect of 
the two experimental conditions. The trend in favor of the Revoicing condition is 
consistent with earlier studies with the same age group, but on a more difficult unit in 
the course   [14]. The trend to learn less than the control condition in the Agree-
Disagree condition is in contrast to earlier results with more advanced learners   [1] 
where students in the Agree-Disagree condition learned significantly more than in the 
control condition. These suggestive results will need to be followed up with additional 
experimentation before we can have more confidence in the findings. However, they 
do suggest that the effect of these APT facilitation strategies on learning depend on 
the difficulty of the unit and the developmental stage of the learners, and that more 
results are needed to inform effective strategies for supporting groups of learners. 
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Abstract. Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) has been 
demonstrated to improve student interaction in complex collaborative learning 
scenarios. When orchestrated appropriately, it also provides opportunities for 
learning high-level social learning skills, or “learning to learn together” (L2L2), 
but these opportunities are often only dealt with implicitly. This paper presents 
work towards an intelligent system that can scaffold L2L2 across many do-
mains by (a) offering carefully-designed message templates that encourage 
peers to communicate with their groups about their learning process,  (b) ana-
lyzing student work and recommending a specific set of these message tem-
plates that are pertinent to their moment-by-moment interaction. We present 
methods by which the system can use automated analysis techniques to recog-
nize opportunities where students might benefit from these messages, and either 
send the message directly or prioritize message templates for students’ use.  

Keywords. Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning, Exploratory Learning Envi-
ronments, Learning to Learn Together, Intelligent Support of Social Interaction 

1 Introduction 

The Computer-Supported Collaborative Learning (CSCL) field has demonstrat-
ed that success in complex collaborative environments depends on several factors 
including the type of task, the learning scenario, and the collaborative skills of the 
students involved. When orchestrated appropriately, these types of learning scenarios 
provide opportunities both for domain related learning and social meta-learning, or 
‘learning to learn together’ (L2L2). However, for this to be possible, students and 
teachers alike need tools to elevate their conversation beyond solely subject matter, to 
recognize and practice high-level collaborative learning skills (L2L2 skills) in tandem 
with domain skills. Beyond simply providing appropriate interaction spaces, one of 
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the goals behind CSCL and AI in Education systems is to provide more structured 
guidance. This type of automated support, however, is challenging in these complex 
scenarios, due to the variance in domains, learning scenarios, and intricacies of inter-
rupting collaborative learning processes at appropriate points in time. All of these 
considerations limit the applicability of standard techniques for providing direct feed-
back. 

With these challenges in mind, we argue for a broader perspective on the role of 
both feedback and AI in such scenarios. As discussed in [1], feedback in collaborative 
settings can manifest in many different ways, rather than limiting intervention mecha-
nisms to messages flowing directly from an AI analysis system to individuals. We 
suggest a design where students, teachers (or facilitators in general), and automated 
agents can all offer feedback to individuals and groups, with the support of the sys-
tem. Thus, the system takes on an additional role of providing tools and scaffolding to 
help students offer feedback to each other (a more indirect presentation of feedback). 
This scaffolding can be provided through message templates, generic phrases that 
focus attention on L2L2 concepts and can be tailored to fit the specific scenario at the 
time of use. These message templates are available in an intuitive and easy-to-use tool 
that enables students to send messages to one another, or for teachers to send messag-
es to students. Utilizing this functionality, the AI system can go beyond the traditional 
role (i.e., direct presentation of feedback messages), to also scaffold the users in send-
ing messages to each other (indirect presentation). To accomplish this, the AI system 
can recommend the most relevant message templates at any given point in time. Key 
questions to address when taking this approach include: 

 
• What kinds of messages are most likely to promote L2L2 within task-

focused group work? 
• How can an intelligent system be developed to understand and identify 

when these messages might be most effective?  
• How should the system deliver these messages or encourage the users to de-

liver them? 
 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We first describe the context where 
this work is situated, in particular the Metafora platform and pedagogy that is being 
developed in the EU-funded Metafora project [2]. In Section 2, we briefly present the 
system and the key components of L2L2 that it is designed to help students develop 
and practice.  In Section 3, we describe our process for developing appropriate, gen-
erally-applicable messages, and how these so-called ‘message templates’ are made 
generic and available for use within the system through techniques that allow the 
system to recognize and automatically respond to L2L2 behaviors. To conclude, we 
discuss our initial findings and future plans with respect to evaluating the approach. 
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2 Background and relevant work 

2.1 The Metafora system and project 

 
To support the L2L2 process, the Metafora project designed a platform that in-

cludes a planning tool designed for explicating and reflecting on the group learning 
process. Additionally, the platform contains the LASAD discussion environment [3] 
for developing arguments or discussions around the topics that emerge during the 
collaborative process. Of course, teaching these higher-level learning skills cannot be 
done without grounding the work with genuinely challenging tasks that require criti-
cal thinking skills (c.f. [4],[5]). The Metafora system offers a broad range of such 
learning activities across math and science by providing a suite of exploratory learn-
ing environments (microworlds and simulations). All of these tools are brought to-
gether in the Metafora platform, which serves both as a toolbox and as a communica-
tion architecture to support cross-tool interoperability. As a toolbox the system pro-
vides a graphical container in which the diverse learning tools can be launched and 
used (the Figures in Table A.1 give an impression of the Metafora system with the 
platform parts on the top and left borders and the graphically integrated tools in the 
main panel from center to right). 

2.2 L2L2 in Metafora 

The Metafora platform and tools have been designed and implemented to pro-
vide support for key components of L2L2, defined through both literature review and 
design-based research. In the interest of space we refer the reader to ([2]; [6]) and the 
project deliverables (see http://www.metafora-project.org) but in brief the four L2L2 
aspects are as follows: 

 
•  Distributed leadership: each of the group members assumes leadership, encour-

aging both individuals and the group to make progress towards goals on both in-
tellectual and managerial levels. 

•  Mutual engagement: group members co-construct, discuss/argue, or seek/offer 
help about mutually shared artifacts. 

• Peer Assessment and Feedback: group members constructively evaluate the re-
sults of work done by themselves, their peers, and their group as a whole.  

• Group Reflection: group members consider the process by which they will ac-
complish, are accomplishing, or have accomplished their tasks. 
 

We see in our current research efforts [2] and ongoing experimentation that this sys-
tem offers an environment in which L2L2 skills can be practiced in many scenarios.  
However, we recognize that presenting the learning environment without further sup-
port may not promote L2L2 explicitly, especially for novice learners, as other litera-
ture also suggests (e.g. [7],[8]). The challenge of promoting L2L2 explicitly necessi-
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tates identification of the key elements of social interaction. In this way, support and 
reflection can target these key elements to make collaborative learning effective. 

3 Promoting L2L2 through sending and recommending 
messages  

As described earlier, our approach to L2L2 intervention and support is to pro-
vide a tool that guides and enables students to effectively interact with one another. 
Other research has demonstrated the potential benefits of supporting peer tutoring, 
(e.g. [9],[1]). Others are also taking the approach of using an AI system to recom-
mend feedback that should be given by a human mentor [10]. We attempt to apply 
both of these principles to work within our L2L2 framework, where we encourage 
students to engage with peers by spontaneously taking on the role of mentor, provid-
ing timely feedback and initiate discussions about their learning process To enable 
and encourage students to engage in these activities, we developed a messaging tool 
that promotes students in using specific messages to engage in L2L2 and regulate 
their own collaboration. This tool provides students with the means to be their own 
facilitators, interacting with their peers or entire group as necessary.  In addition, this 
same system provides a method for teachers and automated agents to offer similar 
interventions. In order to scaffold L2L2, the system offers specific speech acts, im-
plemented as message templates, to focus students on the high-level concepts of 
L2L2. Creating well-targeted, supportive, and helpful message templates is crucial to 
the success of such an approach, and therefore we took an iterative, data-driven ap-
proach to understanding what specific speech acts might promote positive L2L2 be-
haviors. These speech acts, which were collected from actual student and teacher 
dialog, were then abstracted as message templates, applicable across the wide range 
of Metafora scenarios.   

3.1 Sending and receiving messages  

The Messaging Tool was developed to satisfy requirements that both our previous 
research with similar tools [11] and early pilots allowed us to identify. While provid-
ing some scaffolding for the previously mentioned reasons, the tool also had to be 
simple and speed up (rather than delay) interaction between students. In addition, we 
wanted to provide not only opportunities for reflection but also flexibility to students 
and the ability to adapt the messages to their specific situation and task. As such, the 
tool is equipped with what we refer to as message templates, sentences that corre-
spond to the four L2L2 aspects and refer in a general manner both to the stages of the 
students’ current activity, and the different tools they may be using (particularly the 
planning and the discussion tool).  

Any group member can select one of these message templates and then poten-
tially edit the template to adapt to the particular situation. The messages that are sent 
with the tool are kept for further reflection (Fig. 1, the “sent” tab). A snapshot of the 
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tool appears below. Fig. 1 shows the tool from which messages are sent, and Fig. 2 
demonstrates how the message appears for students receiving the message.  

 
Fig. 1. The Messaging Tool. Students can choose and edit messages templates from each tab 
representing the different L2L2 aspects (the titles are adapted to children-friendly version) 

 
Fig. 2. Once a message is sent, it appears as pop-up anywhere that the students are working. In 
this case, a student is investigating their PIKI construction without much attention to the work 
of the rest of the group, and another student requests that they share and compare their work. 
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The system includes two types of message templates — peer and external —
both created based on previous studies and Wizard-of-Oz experiments (c.f. 
[12]). Peer message templates are designed to address the group of students 
working together, and are sent by individual students to the rest of this group. 
These messages are designed to scaffold group work. External messages are 
equivalent messages that the system can send (whenever appropriate) as in-
terventions. This list of ‘external’ messages can also be used by a teacher or 
any facilitators, who can launch the system separately and use it to support the 
students, as described in [12] where we presented similar work using these 
tools to simulate the provision of messages). Table A.2 in the appendix pre-
sents a tentative sample list of message templates.  

3.2 Delivering and Recommending Messages   

In early experimentation we observed a potential limitation of the messaging 
tool, in that it was challenging to identify quickly the most relevant L2L2 
aspect and message templates. Taking into account that reflection is better 
encouraged when in context, we designed the system for highlighting (rec-
ommending) pertinent messages based on students’ recent work.  

This recommendation relies on a cross-tool analysis component that 
gathers historical data and can analyze pieces of evidence which we refer to as 
indicators (a statement of user activity from any tool in Metafora) or land-
marks (a high-level statement of some abstract concept occurring in Metafora, 
indicative of accomplishment or need for remediation) that are generated by 
the different tools (for early steps in this approach see [13]).  

Our challenge was to identify high-level student behaviors that call for 
intervention. From the superset of all L2L2 behaviors identified through data 
analysis, we select behaviors that are high-level enough to be directly relevant 
to L2L2 through conceptual links with the L2L2 definition, but also low-level 
enough to be directly mapped to certain actions within the system. Obviously, 
generality is a challenge, as each tool reports indicators and landmarks that 
are meaningful to the use of the specific tool, but not necessarily to the use of 
tools more generally. Therefore, we also require landmarks that can be under-
stood in a generic sense across all tools, landmarks about which the cross-tool 
analysis component can reason. We have defined three broad labels for land-
marks coming from the different tools that allow for cross-tool recognition 
and decision-making:  

  
• Perceived Solution: an evaluation of an artifact produced within a tool that 

the students may consider a solution (but is not necessarily a solution). 
• Possible Solution: a positive evaluation of the student’s work that (based 

on some heuristics or criteria) is considered an acceptable solution to the 
given task.  
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• Apparent Struggle: some negative observation of a production process, 
outcome, or interaction that indicates intervention is necessary. 

 
The cross-tool analysis component can then use these labeled landmarks 

and, in combination with the low-level action indicators, look for patterns 
across students that are indicative of L2L2 and provide opportunity for poten-
tially fruitful intervention.  

 There are two distinct interventions that the automated support can send. 
First, a direct message exploits the system’s interface for messages to directly 
present an L2L2 message (selected from the templates) to the student(s). This 
is a traditional form of AIED feedback, where students receive some targeted 
advice about their work from an automated system. This type of intervention 
has the advantage of directly requiring the students’ attention, which can en-
sure students are receiving the necessary feedback. However, the direct ap-
proach has the disadvantages of being forceful and of taking control away 
from students.  

In contrast, the second intervention method comes in the form of a rec-
ommended message template, a type of intervention where certain message 
templates in the messaging tool are highlighted in order to make clear which 
messages are most pertinent to the student’s current situation.  

We hypothesize that this recommendation intervention has multiple ben-
efits. It has the potential to increase the students’ involvement in the meta-
level regulation of their own learning process, because the recommendations 
only hint to a student what might be most relevant, but still leave the onus on 
the student to engage in the L2L2 process. Additionally, a practical advantage 
to the recommendations is that if the AI system misjudges a situation, this will 
generally cause less harm. Table 1 contains examples of interventions as an 
outcome of analysis information shared by the tools for particular behaviors.  

Table 1. Examples of mapping L2L2 behaviors to a specific pattern of indicators and land-
marks that can be recognized by the cross-tool analysis component, which in turn can enact the 
given intervention. Examples of behaviors are related to the examples from section 2.2.    

 Behavior Indicators and 
Landmarks Intervention 

D
is

tri
bu

te
d 

Le
ad

-
er

sh
ip

 

Different 
members of the 
group should 
take the initia-
tive to intro-
duce and dis-
cuss new ideas. 

- One person in the 
group creates a new 
resource. 
 
- Lack of discussion 
(in LASAD or chat). 

Recommended Message: 
“This is a new idea. We 
should discuss how it is 
relevant and how it can help 
us.” 

M
ut

ua
l 

En
-

ga
ge

m
en

t Group should 
work together 

- Divergence without 
convergence in plan-

Recommended Message:  
“Lets discuss why we have 
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in a supportive 
and integrated 
way. 

ning /reflection tool 
(Apparent struggle). 
 
- Lack of discussion 
(in LASAD or chat). 

disagreed in LASAD, ex-
plaining first what is tricky 
about the task and what we 
are not so sure about.” 

Pe
er

 fe
ed

ba
ck

 a
nd

 a
s-

se
ss

m
en

t 

Group mem-
bers should 
consider solu-
tions offered by 
others and how 
those solutions 
relate to their 
own solutions. 

-Apparent solutions 
from team members on 
separate computers 
 
-Apparent solutions 
not shared in LASAD, 
not accessed by other 
members 

Recommended Message: 
“Lets evaluate one another’s 
solution with respect to our 
task” 
 
Direct Message:  
“You should consider your 
solutions with respect to the 
task.” 

G
ro

up
 re

fle
ct

io
n 

Group should 
re-visit and 
reflect upon 
their plan as 
they work 

-Lack of plan revision 
with abundance of 
indicators from other 
tools. 
 
-Lack of attitude or 
Role cards 

Recommended Message: 
“Let’s revise the plan to 
show how we are going to 
work as a team.” 
 
Direct Message: 
“You should consider how 
attitudes have played into 
your planning.” 

It is important to note the varied use of recommended messages vs. direct 
messages in the intervention column of Table 1.  While each specific decision 
to send a direct message vs. recommendation can be debated from an instruc-
tional perspective, it is clear that certain situations may call for direct inter-
vention because the situation is deemed as critical and the system has high 
confidence in its diagnosis. The difference between direct messages and rec-
ommended messages can also potentially be used as scaffolding, and faded 
over time. More direct messages early on can help students learn how and 
when these messages might be appropriate, and over time they can then be 
given only as recommendations, when students are expected to offer messages 
to one another in productive ways on their own. 

Lastly, while this research is not focused on the teacher, this messaging 
system invites teacher participation as well, allowing them to send messages 
to student groups.  Similarly, teachers can receive the recommendations from 
the system to help them quickly and easily identify the types of messages that 
are most likely necessary for any given group at a particular point in time. In 
this way, a single intervention system based on messages is acting as: 1) an 
intermediary for students to interact with each other, 2) a tool for teachers to 
interact with the students, and 3) a system for automated agents to offer inter-
vention on varying levels of interruption. 
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4 Conclusion 

This article presents an attempt to support social regulation in a collabo-
rative environment known as Metafora with an explicit aim to support Learn-
ing to Learn Together (L2L2). The system, through both its design and auto-
mated support system, helps students become aware of many requirements of 
effectively learning with others in a group by explicitly referencing and draw-
ing attention to the four L2L2 aspects. Since the Metafora platform and peda-
gogy are aimed at not only teaching domain knowledge — where approaches 
in AIED and ITS have demonstrated their potential — but also attempting to 
help students reflect on L2L2 by encouraging them to plan and regulate their 
own learning, we recognize that developing a ‘traditional’ intelligent system 
that sends feedback directly to students is not necessarily an adequate solu-
tion. Apart form the typical challenge of deciding when and how to provide 
feedback, there are conceptual challenges to ensuring this feedback encour-
ages high-level reflection on L2L2 and that the feedback is generically availa-
ble and applicable for all domains and learning scenarios. 

This paper offers a new conceptualization of what an AI intervention (in 
the general sense) can look like: a system where fundamentally equivalent, 
theoretically grounded message templates can be utilized by different stake-
holders (human or AI agent) according to the needs, abilities, and circum-
stances of the given scenario. Apart from making these message templates 
available for students to consider and exchange, the same basic messages can 
either be catered to be sent directly to students (with appropriate justification) 
or be recommended to students or teachers as potentially pertinent to the situ-
ation. Pilot experimentation suggests that these recommendations act not only 
as a practical means of helping students select from a large list of potential 
messages but also as a scaffold in suitable moments, to help students develop 
“L2L2” ways of thinking that can support them in becoming better group 
learners. 

In future work, we intend to investigate in more detail the potential of 
both the availability of those messages in comparison with a less scaffold 
approach, and particularly the added value of the recommended messages vs. 
simply encouraging students to use the messaging system in general. Our hy-
pothesis is that the sheer availability of the messages stimulates reflection and 
has the potential to improve awareness on L2L2. However, our previous work 
and initial pilots suggest that when messages are recommended based on rele-
vance to the context, we will see even more significant behavioral changes in 
groups due to these messages, especially when students have ownership of the 
messages. 
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Appendix 

Table A.1.  Tools used in all learning scenarios 

Planning/Reflection 
Tool: provides a visual 
language to support stu-
dents in planning and re-
flecting; activities, roles, 
resources, task assign-
ments, and attitudes are 
visualized, discussed, and 
reflected upon. 

 
Discussion Tools: pro-

vide a shared workspace for 
students to have in-the-
moment chat, as well as 
structured discussions and 
argumentation, through a 
graphical argumentation 
tool, LASAD (see more 
info https://cscwlab.in.tu-
clausthal.de/lasad/) 

 

Table A.2.  Examples of message templates to be sent by students or to be recommended by 
the system. Note that each message also has an equivalent message with adapted language and 
grammar that appear as external to the group and can be used from the system as a direct mes-
sage. For example, instead of “Let’s look…” “Everyone should look…” 

 Message Template Comments 

D
is

tri
bu

te
d 

Le
ad

er
sh

ip
 

Let’s propose a new 
idea to help us explore a 
different direction. 

Useful in a phase of brainstorming as a means 
of getting the team out of an impasse. 

We need to see how 
the new ideas are rele-
vant and helpful to our 
current work. 

Highlights the importance of regulatory 
moves during idea generation and provides an 
example of criteria for accepting or rejecting 
ideas. 

Let’s look at the 
group planning map 
together. 

Relevant when some students’ activities seem 
to be diverting from the plan. 

How could we im-
prove our plan? 

Inspires specific leadership moves from 
members of the team. These messages promote 
the equal share of both work and leadership Let’s assign tasks to 
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help us split the work 
equally.  

(planning) from all the members of the team. 

Has everyone con-
tributed to planning the 
work? 

M
ut

ua
l E

ng
ag

em
en

t 

Has everyone done 
the work they said they 
would do? 

Similar to the last two messages of the previ-
ous category, but intended to refer to engaging 
particularly with the discussion or work in the 
microworlds. Has everyone con-

tributed to the discus-
sion? 

I/We need some help 
with <…> 

Promotes peer help-seeking --- students are 
often reluctant to ask for help from peers even 
when stuck. 

We seem to disagree. 
Have we all  understood 
each other’s opinions? 

Helps students step back from the “heat of the 
disagreement” and fosters shared understanding 
and by encouraging students to rethink the prob-
lem and help reach consensus and/or generate 
new action. 

Lets discuss our con-
flict starting from the 
causes of our confusion. 

We seem to disagree. 
Lets redefine our group 
goals/attitudes/roles. 

Defining goals/attitudes or roles involves stu-
dents in a discussion about their different per-
spectives. 

Pe
er

 fe
ed

ba
ck

 a
nd

 a
s-

se
ss

m
en

t 

We should share our 
models and compare 
them. 

Sharing and comparing models promotes 
meaning-making with respect to the domain. 

Lets evaluate one an-
other’s solution with 
respect to the task. 

Constructive peer assessment is an important 
skill but students often ignore the original task 
and tend to focus only on procedural rather than 
conceptual aspects hence this message recom-
mends specific criteria. 

Let’s explain clearly 
in our evaluation what is 
the problem 

 

Let’s revise our plan. 
Does it match our work 
so far? 

Revising the plan at specific phases during 
and at the end of the collaborative process initi-
ates reflective discussions. 

Let’s use the atti-
tude/role cards to reflect 
on our work so far. 

Employing attitudes and roles in the plan en-
courages reflection on the collaborative process 
at the meta-level.  

Lets consider our 
best/worse moment as 
team so far. 

A message often used in critical incident 
analysis as a way of reflecting and generating 
meaning out of events. 
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Abstract. Intelligent pedagogical agents (IPA) are aimed to support learning in 
virtual worlds. Motivations for adopting IPAs in virtual worlds are to 
compensate for lack of human pedagogical presence, to improve student 
engagement, and having autonomous support. Given named challenges to 
realizing IPAs in virtual worlds, a proposed solution approach is to simulate 
IPAs with targeted scenarios with intelligent agents prior to realization. This 
paper discusses intelligent agent based simulation of a collaborative learning 
scenario that facilitates IPA support to collaborative learning in virtual world. 
The collaborative learning scenario is composed of multiple avatars interacting 
to conduct an experiment simulation in a virtual world with an IPA. The paper 
discusses types of support the agent will do to scaffold the interactive 
collaborative learning activity, for example by mediating interaction among 
learners and targeting learning to collaborate as well as collaborating to learn 
with benefits shown. 

Keywords: CSCL, Intelligent Pedagogical Agents, Intelligent Agents 

1 Requirements 

A collaborative learning activity design is motivated by the objective to employ 
Intelligent Pedagogical Agents (IPAs) in virtual worlds to support learning. While 
there are different means to support collaborative learning in virtual worlds 
(Dalgarno, 2010), automated and artificially intelligent pedagogical support are still 
needed. Design objectives of IPAs are to provide automated and intelligent 
pedagogical support while improving engagement throughout interactivity. While 
there are different roles the IPA can do to support collaborative learning activities in a 
virtual world, there is the importance of focusing on interaction among learners and 
with a leaning object in relation to situated learning and learning by doing. Prior 
works (Soliman & Guetl, 2010; Soliman & Guetl, 2013) highlighted other 
possibilities of IPA support. 

In contrary to an individual learning scenario, the IPA role has to shift towards 
being more of a mediator that facilitates the dialogue and interaction among the 
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learners and the learning object in the collaborative setting.  An important task of the 
IPA is to maintain distribution of roles, as a key component, among different learners 
(Hoadley, 2010). Distribution of roles in the task is assumed to be available as an 
input to the learning activity. The IPA is assumed to be executing a micro level script 
rather than a macro level to discover details of interaction as a design objective 
(Kollar, Fischer, & Hesse, 2006; Weinberger, 2011). Selection of the group size is 
determined to start with two learners agreeing to what is cited by Hoadley (2010), 
“Stahl   (2006)  has  argued   that   the  small  group   level   is   the  ‘sweet  spot’   for  studying  
CSCL”.   

The targeted scenario is described by two avatars performing an experiment 
simulation with the aid of an IPA. The avatars are human controlled while the IPA is 
an autonomous agent. The IPA supports the learning activity with the following: 
1. Provide tutorial about the experiment. In collaborative learning scenarios, the IPA 

will intervene only to scaffold learning after giving the opportunity to other 
learners to learn to collaborate. 

2. Providing motivational support. 
3. Answer questions. In the group learning, the IPA will rather stimulate group 

interaction before answering a question individually. 
4. Support the collaborative activity such as “who  is  supposed  to  perform  this  task?”   
5. Promote reflection and trans-activity (Boud, Keogh, & Walker, 1985) as important 

components to collaborative experiential learning.  
6. Provide varying levels of support from the learner level to the group level. 
7. Ensure continuation of the activity, to manage idle time behavior for example. 

However, several challenges exist for implementing an IPA directly into the virtual 
world, Soliman and Guetl (2013). Hence, simulating the collaborative learning 
activity in the intelligent agent framework is useful. This is to focus on interactivity 
and intelligence support to the collaborative learning activity and to identify how an 
intelligent agent can complement the IPA functions in particular to the collaborative 
interaction.  

2 Solution Approach 

2.1 BDI-Based Collaborative Learning Scenario Simulation 

The BDI agent framework of Jadex (Jadex, 2013) is adopted as a result of 
evaluation and selection steps (Soliman & Guetl, 2012). Inter-agent communication is 
used to simulate the players’ interaction in the learning activity communication 
towards enabling its analysis and reasoning. In BDI based environments, multi-agent 
design involves determination of goals, plans, events (or messages), and beliefs. 
Goals represent static or dynamic desires the agent should pursue, plans represent 
intentions (as recopies of the solution) translating into actions. Beliefs represent agent 
knowledge about the environment and other learners and can also change dynamically 
according to events. A BDI based collaborative learning scenario simulation involves 
determination of goals, plans, and beliefs.  
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2.2 Settings and Design 

Setting the experiment implies simulating the players (actors and artifacts) of the 
scenario in the virtual world. Four agents are defined: an agent representing the IPA, 
two agents representing the learner avatars, and an agent that simulates the intelligent 
object (device) behavior in the virtual world. The BDI-based agent design requires 
setting the beliefs, desires, and intentions of the agents: 

 The IPA agent has beliefs about learners, the task, and the roles. The desire of the 
IPA is a pedagogical goal to facilitate (direct) the completion of activity. The 
intentions of the IPA are plans representing variations according to interactions. 

 The device agent represents an experiment. It gives an autonomous behavior 
property to the object to simulate different results that can be handled in learning 
settings by learners or the IPA. 

 Two learner agents are allocated. The desire of each learner agent is to accomplish 
the learning experiment in collaboration with another learner. Intentions adopt 
sequences in results to interaction. Beliefs add details of the learner knowledge 
about the other learner. 

2.3 Interaction & Collaboration 

The IPA initiates the first step to run the experiment and finds, in the role-
responsibility beliefs, which learner is allocated issuing a request for the assigned 
learner agent to start. If the correct action is performed, it updates the assessment 
belief base. If the task is wrong, as observed from the device, the IPA records and 
triggers collaborative discussion with the other learner. The task is repeated 
(according to pre-set number of trials) by the same learner (if a capable learner can 
show the task, it can be performed by another learner). Otherwise, the IPA can give a 
demonstration of how the task if performed and move to the next task. The IPA will 
continuously monitor the interaction identifying which agent is responding. 
Consecutive tasks will proceed until the experiment completes. Before each step, IPA 
sends a message to both learners to trigger discussion on how to perform the next 
task. In each step, if the wrong learner responds, IPA issues an error message while 
recording the result into the assessment belief set. Directing messages to both learner 
agents serves the learning to collaborate objective. Furthermore, when the IPA 
recognizes long idle time, it asks both learners to discuss roles and the expected task 
on which action to take.  

3 Concluding Remarks 

The learning scenario is implemented in Jadex as a selected agent platform to 
avoid difficulties of actual implementation. The simulation of this scenario in the 
agent based environment helps to: 
1. Isolate implementation difficulties in a virtual world.  
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2. Discover means of IPA support for collaborative scenario – how the collaboration 
scenarios will take place in a virtual world implementation. 

3. Discover means of interaction design for the learning scenario in relation to roles. 
4. Requirements from the learning object to support the learning interaction from one 

learner in relation to more than one learner. 
5. Investigations into integrating micro-level collaborative scripts and contributing a 

collaborative pattern of IPA in virtual world based learning. 
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1 Research 

Students around the world are currently taking advantage of e-learning platforms to 
support their learning, and one of the most important features in some of these plat-
forms is their support for collaborative learning. In this context, a collaboration analy-
sis is necessary to ascertain whether collaboration takes place. Having this in mind, 
data mining techniques are often used to identify student collaboration indicators 
based on their forum interactions (see relevant literature elsewhere). 

The Collaborative Logical Framework (CLF) system, based on an approach used 
by international Cooperation Agencies, sets guidelines to promote participation in 
CSCL [1]. It is fully integrated into dotLRN/OpenACS as one of its packages and 
consists of making the students work consecutively in three ways: 1) solving tasks 
individually 2) working in cooperation with their colleagues’ to improve own solu-
tions, and 3) working all together to reach an agreement for the joint solution. Moreo-
ver, the system gathers the students’ performance to infer how they work in the 
course. By means of a varied number of metrics, derived from the analysis of forum 
interactions, the system provides their behavior related to the collective task. In par-
ticular, these metrics focus on ratings given to their colleagues’ contributions, on the 
revised versions they create of their solutions after the colleagues feedback received, 
and studying the actions they carry out before and after a specific interaction. This 
information helps the student and the tutor to monitor the tasks, and on the other it is 
used to get collaborative indicators, which define the learner’s reputation.  

Domain-independent statistical indicators of students’ interactions in forums (con-
versations started, messages sent, and replies to student interactions) were identified 
elsewhere by mining non-scripted interactions in dotLRN and evaluated the benefits 
of their awareness by students [2]. In this context, the objective of this work is to 
enrich student’s meta-cognitive support in the CLF by adding these automatically 
inferred and validated indicators (focused on initiative, activity and regularity, and 
perceived reputation) using the CLF metrics to express them. 
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If possible, our intention is to use available standards and specifications to seman-
tically model the indicators and support transferability of collaboration models among 
different systems. 

Besides well-known benefits of collaboration awareness in motivating students’ 
collaboration, indicators inferred can be also used to provide adaptive features to the 
e-learning system. Thus, depending on the student collaboration profile and behavior, 
the system can react accordingly by providing individual suggestions. The goal here is 
to identify recommendation opportunities that guide the student to perform specific 
actions in order to help on the task, encourage participation and improve team work. 

2 Suggested Topics for Discussion 

• Descriptions of collaboration indicators modeling in terms of available standards 
to support transferability of collaboration models among systems. 

• Elicitation of recommendation opportunities to manage and guide collaboration.   
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1 Research 

Interactive collaborative tabletops are promising devices that can help collocated 
people collaborate because they augment natural round-table discussions with a 
shared digital space that offers equal opportunities of actions and access to resources 
available. We propose collaborative scripts for enhancing tabletop collaboration in the 
form of: guidance and structure; advice on how to do the task; and control over con-
straints afforded by the tabletop.  

After studying the ways people have used tabletop interfaces, we concluded 
that it is valuable to define scripts that will help people collaborate more effectively in 
co-located, technology-enhanced scenarios [3]. Different from scripts investigated so 
far, our work allows learners to negotiate over the scripts – initially explored in the 
domains of brainstorming, concept mapping, and collaborative poster creation.  

Brainstorming – a technique to encourage creativity in small groups. Our 
method separates the technique into three stages: idea generation; idea organisation 
and reflection [1]. Each stage is scripted through the use of negotiation elements that 
alter a stage. The system presents a choice between users leading negotiation or a 
facilitator making choices, for example: whether to enable touch input; whether to 
colour ideas (to show authorship); etc. 

Concept Mapping – a technique to help learners represent knowledge about a 
given topic in a graphical format, making use of meaningful propositions to link con-
cepts in a domain of interest. Building a concept map at the tabletop can help students 
visualise different perspectives of the same topic and trigger discussions towards 
agreement on main ideas that describe the knowledge domain [4]. Collaborative 
scripts are set to drive groups of students to produce better quality concept maps, for 
example: the layout of concepts according to different theoretical principles. 

Collaborative Poster Creation – designed for small groups to build a joint ar-
tefact from personal collections [2], consisting of an individual collection stage, and 
then collaborative stages of sharing and building. The collaborative stages have po-
tential for scripting, for example: enforcing viewing of content – before being permit-
ted to advance in the task. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1. Examples of tabletop applications used for exploring scripting. 
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Each activity, presents design issues to consider when formulating a set of 
guidelines to consider for scripting at the tabletop. These are: (1) People have differ-
ent expectations and knowledge of the task at hand. (2) Voting/negotiation mecha-
nisms – the way a group resolves issues. (3) The need for sound default settings. (4) 
Identifying group collaboration and how to show this to learners. (5) Whether the 
main task was executed as expected, and the role scripting had towards this. 

We propose a set of guidelines: (1) Regulate learning activities [6] – keep 
“activities of learners coordinated and guided according to particular rules, imple-
mented via respective tools in the learning environment” [5]. (2) Foster collaboration 
– organise the activity and the script to promote collaboration. (3) Facilitate egalitari-
an participation. (4) Define level of user control. (5) Foster awareness – develop an 
understanding of other participant actions. (6) Adjust the script based on information 
from the system and the users. (7) Use Tabletop Affordances – take advantage of the 
constraints introduced by the tabletop, such as: face to face discussion; and methods 
to exploit the hardware. 

2 Suggested Topics for Discussion 

- Whether script approaches at the tabletop should be system or role based or both? 
- The representation of open learner models to aid in the scripting process?  
- The appropriate level of feedback for learners? OLM’s? 
- Methods to help determine if a script is needed?  
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Preface 
This workshop is intended to bring together researchers who are interested in 

simulated learners, whatever their role in the design, development, deployment, or 
evaluation of learning systems.  Its novel aspect is that it isn’t just a workshop about 
pedagogical agents, but is also concerned about other roles for simulated learners in 
helping system designers, teachers, instructional designers, etc.  As learning 
environments become increasingly complex and are used by growing numbers of 
learners (sometimes in the hundreds of thousands) and apply to a larger range of 
domains, the need for simulated learners (and simulation more generally) is compelling, 
not only to enhance these environments with artificial agents, but also to explore design 
issues using simulation that would be otherwise too expensive, too time consuming, or 
even impossible using human subjects.  The workshop aims to be broadly integrative 
across all possible roles for simulated learners. 
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Gord McCalla & John Champaign. 
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Abstract. The needs of special education populations require specific support 
to scaffold learning. The design and use of intelligent tutoring systems (ITS) 
has the potential to meet these needs. Difficulty in the development of these 
systems lies in their validation due to the ethics associated in studying learners 
from this population as well as the difficulty associated with accessing members 
of this learner group. This paper explores the use of simulated learners as a po-
tential avenue for validating ITS designed for a special education population. 
The needs of special education learners are discussed. Potential avenues for 
employing simulated learners and simulated learning environments to test ITS, 
instructional materials, and instructional methods are presented. Lastly, the ex-
pansion of an educational game designed to develop emotion recognition skills 
in children with autism spectrum disorder is used to illustrate how simulated 
learning environments can be used to support the learning of these students. 

Keywords: Special Education, Ethics, Simulated Learners, Simulated Learning 
Environments 

1 Introduction 

Many intelligent learning environments have been shown to help learners who belong 
to the general population, but few existing systems have been shown to meet the 
needs of those who fall under the umbrella of special education [1]. Learners in this 
category have highly differentiated needs that are specified in an individual education 
plan (IEP) [2]. Their increased need for personalization and continuous reinforcement 
makes the argument for augmenting their education with intelligent tutoring systems 
(ITS) even stronger. However, this has not been done widely. 

Several factors may contribute to the lack of ITS use within special education. The 
lack of validation that has been performed on the systems for special education popu-
lations [1], the difficulty of integrating ITS into special education settings [3], and the 
difficulty of designing activities that ensure deep understanding may contribute to the 



lack of ITS that support this population. The variability of learner needs presents ad-
ditional challenges for system designers with respect to content development [3]. 
Furthermore, challenges that relate to the motivation, attitude, and social vulnerability 
of members of this population make it more difficult to design and validate systems. 
Developing systems for the special education population as a whole is difficult [4]. 

In addition to the above challenges, it may be difficult for designers to obtain ac-
cess to a sufficiently large sample of the population to ensure that their ITS is benefi-
cial in special education contexts. This is where the use of simulated learners and 
simulated learning environments can be advantageous since their use can mitigate the 
challenges presented by limited access to this vulnerable population and reduce the 
negative ethical implications of testing these systems on members of this population. 

It is important to look at the research on situated learning in order to understand the 
achievements in best practices and lessons from research on simulated learning. Criti-
cal to this research is the combination of immersion and well-designed guidance that 
supports the situated understanding of learners whereby they not only have a deep 
understanding of the particular concepts that are being targeted, but the learners are 
able to then generalize and apply these learned concepts to other contexts [5]. Re-
search shows that game-like learning through digital technologies is a viable tool 
across disciplines [6] and suggests that elements of game-like learning scaffold and 
guide learners towards a deep understanding of concepts. The on demand instruction 
of information that is vital to progress in the game is also important [5] and can be 
exploited to encourage learning. Simulations can include these elements and use 
stimuli to which special education populations react positively. Some stimuli that 
have been shown to increase student engagement include music, visual cues, and 
social stories [7].  Not  only  do   these  “strategies…help   teachers   increase  engagement  
[but they] are vital for promoting positive outcomes for  students”  [7]. 

To support the argument for the use of simulated learners in this educational con-
text, we first describe the characteristics and needs of this population as well as the 
learning environments in which they can be found. Following this, we discuss the use 
of ITS by special education students, which includes student interactions with agents. 
After laying this groundwork, we discuss the ethical implications and potential bene-
fits to using simulated learners for validating ITS for use by special education popula-
tions. We then describe the potential uses of simulated learners and learning environ-
ments. This includes the description of an educational game, called EYEdentify, 
which was designed to develop emotion recognition skills in children with autism 
spectrum disorder (ASD). A discussion of how gaming principles and simulated envi-
ronments can be further employed to expand EYEdentify for the purposes of helping 
scaffold learners’ social interactions is provided.  

2 Special Education 

An introduction to the learning environments that exist in schools and the needs of 
learners who are classified as special education is presented. The use of agents and 
other forms of intelligent tutoring, within special education contexts, is then provided.  



2.1 Learners and Learning Environments 

These learners are either segregated into dedicated special education classrooms or 
integrated into classrooms whose majority population consists of learners from the 
general student body. Research has explored the design and integration of ubiquitous 
technology into special education classrooms [8], but few e-learning environments 
have been created to specifically support these students. 

The needs and abilities of this population are highly variable, which can make gen-
eralizability hard [9]. This variability can be used to argue for the importance of per-
sonalizing students’  learning materials, environments, and experiences, which is evi-
denced by the existence of IEP that detail the  learner’s  specific  needs  and  the  accom-
modations that can be used to help the learner succeed [2]. Some of these accommo-
dations include providing learners with additional time in order to complete tasks [1] 
or allowing learners to perform tasks using different modalities (e.g., oral responses 
rather than written ones) [2]. While these accommodations are necessary to ensuring 
the  learner’s  success,  it  can  be  difficult  to  provide  the  necessary  support,  especially  in  
integrated classrooms. The use of ITS that better support the individual needs of these 
learners  could  help  alleviate  the  teacher’s  need  to  provide these supports.  

2.2 Simulated Learner and Agent Use 

While the use of agents within ITS used by special education populations has been 
studied, it appears that researchers and system developers are not simulating learners 
who have special needs. Nilsson and Pareto have instead used teachable agents within 
a special education context to help learners improve their math skills [3]. However, 
they experienced difficulty integrating the ITS into the classroom.  Whereas, Woolf et 
al. were able to integrate their ITS into a classroom that had a mixed demographic: 
the class consisted of both low and high performing students, and of those who were 
low-performing, one third had a learning disability [10]. In this case, students inter-
acted with an agent who played the role of a learning companion in order to support 
the learner’s  affective  needs.  It was found that this approach was especially benefi-
cial to the low-performing students in the study, which may indicate the potential that 
this system holds for helping many of the learners who fall under the special educa-
tion umbrella. Other work has also shown that interactions with agents within an ITS 
can improve or maintain learner interest and motivation [1]. 

3 Ethics 

Given the vulnerable nature of this population, it is important that we not increase the 
risk that they are exposed to by introducing them to ITS or other learning techniques 
that have not been properly vetted since these could threaten the emotional well-being 
of learners or their learning success [11]. The use of simulated learners can help en-
sure that these systems are properly tested before we expose special education learn-
ers to them. Simulated learners can help teachers, instructional designers, and system 
developers meet the ethical guidelines of professional bodies by providing evidence 



of the limitations and appropriateness of the instructional methods used by systems or 
of the system itself [12]. 

4 Potential for Simulated Learner Use 

We foresee two potential uses for simulated learners within a special education con-
text both of which have been explored within other contexts. The first is during the 
development and testing of ITS [13, 14], and the second is for teacher training [13]. 
Using simulated learners in these ways provides developers and instructors with ac-
cess to learners in this population and prevents any potential harm that could result 
from experimenting with members of this population. However, it may create a false 
sense of the validity and usefulness of different systems and instructional techniques, 
especially when we lack a full understanding of the abilities and symptomology of 
some members of this population (e.g., those with Phelan-McDermid Syndrome). 

Generalizability is difficult to perform with this population [9], but some level of 
generalizability is required if a system is to be used by many people. Unfortunately, 
current design methods, such as participatory design, fail to address how the system's 
use and design should change over time. Furthermore, most users are unable to pre-
dict how they will use a system until they have integrated that system into their envi-
ronment [15]. Carrying these challenges into the special education domain increases 
their severity because of the additional communication barriers that may exist be-
tween system designers and learners with special needs [4]. While observation is a 
component of many design methods, the lack of access to this population when com-
bined with the communication challenges that exist reduces the feasibility of employ-
ing many of the more traditional user-centered design techniques.  

Using simulated learners could benefit system designers and developers by allow-
ing them to evaluate a system with various members of the special education popula-
tion. This could reduce demands on a vulnerable population while allowing for some 
level of system validation to be performed. Furthermore, the use of simulated learners 
would allow systems to be tested with a far greater variety of learner types in order to 
identify where the system may or may not be beneficial. If the system were web-
based, the simulated learners could be implemented using a Selenium test suite based 
on behavioural models of the system's target learners. 

To effectively use simulated learners in this context, it is important to create these 
learners using different and competing theoretical models of their behaviours and 
abilities. This also alleviates some of the concerns that have been expressed over the 
use of simulated users when testing adaptive systems [16]. The source of these mod-
els can be teachers or special education experts since their mental models might in-
form good stereotype-based models of learners that capture general behaviours which 
are grounded in the expert's classroom experience. For example, haptic feedback can 
be used to reinforce certain behaviours (e.g., pressing a button) in children with ASD. 

However, we would argue for also including models from other sources since the 
above experts are in short supply and cannot provide sufficient diversity in the models 
to ensure that systems are adequately tested for a general special education popula-



tion. Simulated learners can be created from the cognitive models that are currently 
described in the educational psychology literature or through the application of educa-
tional data mining and learning analytics techniques to the logs of ITS usage where 
low performing and special education students were included in the classroom inter-
vention. An example from the educational psychology literature could consider mod-
els of attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), which include the amount of 
hyperactivity and inattention that a learner has, to create simulated students that be-
have in a way that is consistent with both the inattention that is known to affect indi-
vidual outcomes and the hyperactivity that can affect the classroom environment for 
all students. Thus, allowing teachers to explore strategies that minimize the impact of 
both of the behaviours that characterize students with ADHD [17]. 

The diversity of models on which the simulated learners are based may help com-
pensate for the inaccuracies that are inherent to modeling techniques, therefore, reduc-
ing the need for simulated learners to have high-fidelity cognitive models.  Especially, 
since there is an incomplete understanding of the cognitive processes of all those who 
fall under the umbrella of special education, as is demonstrated by research in math-
ematics and learning disabilities [18]. 

That said, simulated learners that are based on these models could be used to vali-
date the design of learning materials and to ensure their effectiveness or comprehen-
sion [13, 14]. Teachers could use simulated learners to test learning materials for their 
ability to increase learner engagement across a variety of contexts [7] before trying 
the materials on learners in their class. This would give teachers the opportunity to 
refine their teaching materials and confirm their suitability for students in the class. 

Simulated learners can also be used to help prepare teachers either during pre-
service training or before a new school year begins when the teacher is preparing for 
his/her incoming students [13]. The use of agents who play different types of special 
education learners reduces the need to worry about the possible negative consequenc-
es that mistakes would have on learners [19]. This use of simulated learners also holds 
the potential to reduce teacher errors since teachers can try new techniques with the 
simulated learners and learn from those experiences, which may reduce the risk of 
their committing errors with live learners. 

5 Potential for Simulated Learning Environment Use 

While simulated learning environments can pose a threat to learning because of the 
complexity of the learning experience [20], they still hold the potential to benefit 
learners with special needs. Simulated environments allow learners to take risks in 
order to develop a deeper understanding of the situations they encounter [5]. This can 
increase learner awareness of potential situations that could be encountered when 
interacting with others. Ideally, simulated learning environments would be used to 
help the learner develop and transfer skills into the real world by gradually increasing 
the external validity of the tasks being performed. 

Simulations allow system designers to ensure that the problems or activities being 
studied resemble those that learners experience outside of the simulation [1] and they 



allow for the gradual increase in the complexity and ecological validity of tasks [21]. 
This means that learners can begin their learning activities in a simpler environment 
that is safe and progress towards more realistic situations, enabling the use of van 
Dam's spiral approach, where learners encounter a topic multiple times at increasing 
levels of sophistication [22]. This can help learners transfer their developing skills 
into the real world. Additionally, the use of simulations accessible on different tech-
nologies can shift learner dependence on experts to technology whereby learner use of 
the technology can help learners gain a sense of independence and begin to develop 
the skills required to expand and extend their interactions to the real world [23]. We 
illustrate this trajectory through a discussion of a mobile game that was designed to 
help children with autism spectrum disorder learn to recognize emotions. 

5.1  EYEdentify: An Educational Game for Emotion Recognition 

EYEdentify is a mobile application for the Android platform that is designed to de-
velop the emotion recognition skills of children with ASD since these are lacking. 
Previous technologies that have tried to teach this skill to children with ASD have 
primarily focused on the use of videos to model emotions for the learner [24]. Current 
research focuses on social skill development through the use of interventions that use 
a video series to develop social skills by exploiting the relationship between facial 
expressions and emotion [4, 25]. Emotion recognition research suggests the most 
important features of the face necessary to correctly identify emotions are the eyes 
and the mouth [26]. Considering research on social skill development and advance-
ments in portable technology, a mobile application that can support anytime-
anywhere support to children with this deficit is timely. 

EYEdentify is a game that uses a basic learner model to provide a flexible inter-
vention in the form of an engaging game. It has an open learner model that can show 
the child's progress to parents, caregivers, teachers, and specialists. The first version 
of this application incorporates four emotions (i.e., happy, sad, frustrated, and con-
fused) into a matching game that progresses through different levels (Fig. 1). There 
are three types of images that are used in this game to help  scaffold  the  child’s  learn-
ing: cartoon robot faces, real faces that are superimposed on robot faces, and photo-
graphs of actual faces. The cartoon robot faces are designed to emphasize the eyes 
and mouth. The superimposed faces are designed to activate the  child’s  knowledge  of  
focusing on the eyes and mouth to correctly identify the displayed emotions while 
maintaining the scaffold of the robot head. The photograph of an individual making a 
particular expression is used to activate the knowledge from the previously superim-
posed images to correctly identify the emotions. Difficulty increases with respect to 
the type of emotion that is incorporated into game play and the types of images that 
are used. Positive feedback is provided to the child throughout the game to encourage 
continuous play. The game also has a calming event that is triggered by the accel-
erometer when the mobile device is shaken aggressively. The calming event increases 
the volume of the music that is being played and prompts the child to count to ten. 
The child is then asked whether or not s/he wants to continue playing the game.  



The mobile application provides the ability to customize game play by incorporat-
ing personalized feedback and images. Users can customize feedback by typing a 
comment and recording an audio message before adding this feedback to the sched-
ule. Image customization uses the front camera of the device to capture individuals 
parroting the facial expression represented on the robot prompt. As children progress 
through the levels, they are rewarded with parts to assemble their own robot.  

The current version focuses on developing emotion recognition skills for four of 
the fifteen basic emotions identified by Golan et al. [25]. The addition of the remain-
ing eleven emotions could be used to extend game play. Currently, the mobile appli-
cation is functional; however, more emotions are being incorporated and iOS versions 
are being developed before releasing EYEdentify on Google Play and the App Store.   

5.2 Expanding EYEdentify to Include a Simulated Learning Environment 

The expansion of EYEdentify to include a simulated learning environment draws on 
Csikszentmihalyi's definition of flow and research on gaming. Flow is described as 
the   experience   of   being   fully   engaged   in   an   activity   where   an   individual   is   “so   in-
volved…that  nothing  else  seems  to  matter”  [27]. This is derived from activities where 
a person’s skills are matched to the challenges encountered [27]. For learners, this 
means that they will be in a mental state that keeps them motivated to stay involved in 
a particular activity. Research in gaming and game design incorporates these psycho-
logical underpinnings whereby elements of a game seek to cultivate and support the 
player’s active engagement and enhanced motivation [28]. In educational games, 
these elements are employed to scaffold learning just-in-time and provide instructors 
with the ability to adapt the system to the specific needs of the learner [29].  

EYEdentify currently provides a matching game with rewards that are self-
contained within the mobile application. Preliminary trials indicate that it keeps learn-
ers involved in the activity of identifying emotions for long periods of time. These 

 
Fig. 1. The gameplay screen with the correct responses identified (surrounded in green). 



trials parallel the findings of research that used a video intervention program known 
as  “The  Transporters” to develop the social skills of children with ASD [30].  

EYEdentify’s  game play can be expanded into simulated learning environments to 
move players beyond the acquisition of emotion recognition skills toward the devel-
opment of social skills. In creating game-based simulations for learners to use, the 
capacity to scaffold their learning within game play and support the development of 
transferable skills to the real-world increases.  

There are several ways to expand game play into a simulated learning environ-
ment. All possibilities would require the mastery of basic emotion recognition and 
could involve levels of progressive difficulty that incorporates these emotions into 
depictions of social situations. The front camera of the mobile device could be used to 
scaffold the recognition of emotions by way of augmented reality, as could the recent 
introduction of Google glass. Avatars that represent individuals   from   the   learner’s  
day-to-day life could be used by learners to practice particular social situations. Addi-
tionally, game play could incorporate depictions of situations that model different 
social interactions. This could then be incorporated with a Sims-like environment 
where learners would have to identify the emotion of the character that they are inter-
acting with and demonstrate the appropriate behaviour or emotional response. Specif-
ic to keeping learners engaged, the addition of an emotion recognition system that can 
detect the learner’s emotion from the front camera and keep track of their emotion 
when playing the game to determine that learner’s level of engagement would be 
useful.  Through the development of these possibilities, EYEdentify has the potential 
to enhance learners’ emotion recognition and social skill development in a way that 
enables the learner to transfer these skills to their day-to-day encounters.  

6  Conclusion 

The use of simulated learners and learning environments within special education 
contexts holds great potential for improving the quality and applicability of ITS use 
by members of this population. Simulated learners can be used to test learning materi-
als, learning methods, and ITS to ensure their appropriateness for the members of this 
population, who have highly variable needs. The use of simulated learners and learn-
ing environments can be further exploited for teacher training. In addition to this use, 
simulated learning environments can be used to help learners who have been classi-
fied as having special needs to transfer their knowledge and skills to their everyday 
lives. The potential for members of this population to use simulated learning envi-
ronments was illustrated through an example of an educational game, EYEdentify, 
that is used to help children with autism spectrum disorder improve their ability to 
recognize emotions. The described potential expansions of this game show how dif-
ferent approaches to simulated learning environments and the use of augmented reali-
ty can be used to help learners transition between the simulated world and the one 
they encounter every day.  
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Abstract. We briefly describe three approaches to simulating students to devel-
op and improve intelligent tutoring systems.  We review recent work with simu-
lated student data based on simple probabilistic models that provides important 
insight into practical decisions made in the deployment of Cognitive Tutor 
software, focusing specifically on aspects of mastery learning in Bayesian 
Knowledge Tracing and learning curve analysis to improve cognitive (skill) 
models.  We provide a new simulation approach that builds on earlier efforts to 
better visualize aggregate learning curves. 
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1 Introduction 

There are at least three general approaches to simulating students for the purposes 
of improving cognitive (skill) models and other features of intelligent tutoring sys-
tems (ITSs).  One approach, generally connoted in discussions of “simulated” stu-
dents or learners, employs aspects of cognitive theory to simulate students’ learning 
and progression through ITS problems (e.g., via machine learning or computational 
agents like SimStudent [2]).  Another class of simulations makes use of relatively 
simple probabilistic models to generate response data (i.e., Bayesian Knowledge 
Tracing [BKT] [1]) intended to represent a (simulated) student’s evolving perfor-
mance over many practice attempts. Third, there are data-driven approaches that do 
not easily fit into either of the first two categories.   

In this work, we explicate and provide examples of each approach and briefly de-
scribe Carnegie Learning’s Cognitive Tutors (CTs) [3]. We then focus on the second 
approach and review recent work on simulations of student learning with simple 
probabilistic models. These simulation studies provide novel insights into a variety of 
features of CTs and their practical deployment.  



 CTs implement mastery learning; mathematics content is adaptively presented to 
students based upon whether the tutor has judged that a student has mastered particu-
lar skills.  Mastery is assessed according to whether the tutor judges that the probabil-
ity that a student has mastered a particular skill exceeds a set threshold. We review a 
simulation study that provides for best and worst-case analyses (when “ground truth” 
characteristics of simulated learner populations are known) of tutor skill mastery 
judgment and efficient student practice (i.e., adaptively providing students with op-
portunities to practice only those skills they have not mastered). This study not only 
provides justification for the traditionally used 95% probability threshold, but it also 
illuminates how the threshold for skill mastery can function as a “tunable” parameter, 
demonstrating the practical import of such simulation studies.     

Finally, learning curves provide a visual representation of student performance on 
opportunities to practice purported skills in an ITS. These representations can be used 
to analyze whether a domain has been appropriately atomized into skills.  If opportu-
nities correspond to practice for a single skill, we expect to see a gradual increase in 
the proportion of correct responses as students get more practice opportunities.  If, for 
example, the proportion of students responding correctly to an opportunity drastically 
decreases after three practice opportunities, it seems unlikely that the opportunities 
genuinely correspond to one particular skill. Turning to the third, data-driven ap-
proach to simulating students, we provide a new method to visualize aggregate learn-
ing curves to better drive improvements in cognitive (skill) models used in CTs, This 
approach extends recent work that explores several problems for utilizing learning 
curves aggregated over many students to determine whether practice opportunities 
correspond to a single skill. 

2 Cognitive Tutors  

CTs are ITSs for mathematics curricula used by hundreds of thousands of K-12 
and undergraduate students every year.  Based on cognitive models that decompose 
problem solving into constituent knowledge components (KCs) or skills, CT imple-
ments BKT to track student skill knowledge.  When the system’s estimate of a stu-
dent’s knowledge of any particular skill exceeds a set threshold, the student is judged 
to have mastered that skill. Based on the CT’s judgment of skill mastery, problems 
that emphasize different skills are adaptively presented so that the student may focus 
on those skills most in need of practice. 

3 Three Approaches to Simulating Learners 

There are at least three general simulation methods used to model student or learn-
er performance.  One simulation strategy, based on cognitive theories such as ACT-R 
[4], explicitly models cognitive problem-solving processes to produce rich agent-
based simulated students. The SimStudent project ([2], [5]), for example, has been 
developed as a part of a suite of authoring tools to develop curricula for CTs, called 
Cognitive Tutor Authoring Tools (CTAT) [6]. SimStudent learns production rules 



from problem-solving demonstrations (e.g., an author providing simple demonstra-
tions of problem solutions or via ITS log data). These human-interpretable production 
rules correspond to KCs that comprise cognitive models vital to CTs.  SimStudent 
aims to simplify development of new CT material by automating the discovery of KC 
models in new domains via a bottom-up search for skills that potentially explain the 
demonstrations. 

Second, there are numerous probabilistic methods that model task performance as a 
function of practice, according to various task and learner-specific parameters.  One 
may instantiate numerous such models, with varying parameters, and sample from the 
resulting probability distributions to obtain simulated performance data for an entire 
hypothetical learner population. 

One common example is a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) with two latent and two 
observable states, that can serve as a generative BKT model, using parameters speci-
fied according to expert knowledge or inferred by a data-driven estimation procedure.  
Two hidden nodes in the HMM represent “known” and “unknown” student 
knowledge states.  In practice, of course, student knowledge is latent.  Simulated stu-
dents are assigned to a knowledge state according to BKT’s parameter for the proba-
bility of initial knowledge, P(L0), and those in the “unknown” state transition to the 
“known” state according to the BKT parameter for the probability of learning or 
transfer, P(T).  Simulated, observed responses are then sampled according to BKT 
parameters that represent the probability of student guessing, P(G) (i.e., responding 
correctly when in the unknown state) and slipping, P(S) (i.e., responding incorrectly 
when in the known state), depending upon the state of student knowledge at each 
practice opportunity. 

Contrary to her real-world epistemological position, simulations generally allow an 
investigator to access the student’s knowledge state at each simulated practice oppor-
tunity.  This allows for comparisons between the “ground truth” of skill mastery and 
any estimate derived from resulting simulated behavior.  Clearly, richer cognitive 
agents, such as SimStudent, provide a more complete picture of the student’s cogni-
tive state at any point. 

Simpler probabilistic models represent student knowledge of a skill with a single 
state variable, so they correspondingly scale better to larger scale simulations of 
whole populations. While a probabilistic model only requires a reasonable distribution 
over initial parameters, richer cognitive models may require training on a great deal of 
detailed, behavioral or demonstration data.  Nevertheless, cognitive model-based 
simulations allow us to investigate issues like timing (i.e., response latency), sensitivi-
ty to input characteristics, and error patterns in learner responses. 

There are many cases in which a relatively simple probabilistic model may be of 
utility, despite its impoverished nature.  A simplistic representation of student 
knowledge provides an ideal situation to test the performance and characteristics of 
inference methods using data from a known generating process and parameters.  One 
might, for example, compare the point at which simulated students acquire knowledge 
of a skill to the point at which the CT judges the student to have mastered the skill.  
The approach thus allows for students of “best” and “worst” case scenarios with re-
spect to the relationship between how the CT models students and the actual make up 



of (simulated) student populations.  We can better understand the dynamics of the 
student sub-populations we inevitably face in practice by simulating data from diverse 
sub-populations, the make up of which we can specify or randomize in various ways.  
Furthermore, we can simulate student performance (sometimes augmenting available 
empirical data) both with and without mastery learning (i.e., students being removed 
from a population because they have mastered a skill) on learning curves constructed 
from aggregate data. 

Previous work [7] explored a third, data-driven simulation method that “replays” 
empirical student performance data through CT in order to estimate the impact of a 
change in BKT parameters in a more substantive way. For each KC that occurred in a 
given problem, we sampled the next observed response on that KC from the sequence 
actually observed from a real student.  These responses would then drive updates to 
CT’s cognitive model, knowledge tracing, and the problem-selection mechanism.  If 
more data were required than were observed for a given student, further observations 
were sampled from a BKT model initialized to the state inferred from the student’s 
actions thus far.  By repeating this process for all students in the observed data set, we 
could obtain estimates of the number of problems students would be expected to 
complete if a change to the cognitive model were implemented. 

This method has the advantage of preserving characteristics of real student data ra-
ther than resorting to a theoretical model of student performance.  However, it does 
make several assumptions about the reproducibility of that behavior under the hy-
pothesized changes.  Specifically, it assumes that the observed sequence of cor-
rect/incorrect responses would not change even given a different selection of prob-
lems, potentially emphasizing different KCs.  This assumption may be justified if we 
believe we have complete coverage of all KCs relevant to the task in question in the 
cognitive model and that all KCs are truly independent of each other. 

While simulation methods based on rich cognitive theory and data-driven re-play 
of empirical data provide many opportunities for future research, we focus in this 
paper on simple, probabilistic simulations in the context of the BKT framework.  

4 Substantive Measures of Efficient Student Practice 

Before we discuss how the BKT mastery threshold probability functions as a “tun-
able” parameter in an ITS like the CT, we provide “substantive” quantification of 
goodness of fit of cognitive/skill models for CTs beyond mere RMSE of prediction 
(i.e., beyond the extent to which models can predict whether students will respond 
correctly to particular practice opportunities) [8-11].  New error or goodness of fit 
measures are countenanced in terms of efficient student practice, based on the number 
of practice opportunities (i.e., “over-practice” or “under-practice”) we might expect a 
student to experience in a CT. Over-practice refers to the continued presentation of 
new practice opportunities, despite the student’s mastery or knowledge of the relevant 
KC.1 Student “under-practice” instances are those in which a student has yet to 
                                                             
1 One exception is an experimental study [11] that reports increased efficiency by deploying 

parameters estimated using a data mining method called Learning Factors Analysis (LFA).  



achieve knowledge of a KC, and yet the mastery learning system has judged the stu-
dent as having mastered it, ending the presentation of further learning opportunities.  
From estimates of expected under- and over-practice, one can calculate other mean-
ingful measures of students gains and losses, such as time saved or wasted.   

Some of this work [8, 9] uses empirical data to estimate the extent of under-
practice and over-practice we might expect students to experience.  Specifically, the 
expected numbers of practice opportunities it takes a student to reach mastery when 
parameters are individualized per student are compared to the expected practice when 
a single (population) set of parameters is used to assess all students.  One individuali-
zation scheme used to study under and over-practice estimates all four BKT parame-
ters, per student, from response data over all relevant skills (i.e., each student receives 
one individualized quadruple of BKT parameters for all KCs) [8].  Another approach 
[9] only individualizes P(T) for each student based on both per-student and per-skill 
components estimated from observed data [12].  Both individualization schemes pro-
vide for substantive gains (compared to using a set of population parameters to assess 
all students’ progress to mastery) in the efficiency of practice (i.e., fewer expected 
under and over-practice opportunities) as well as better prediction performance 
judged, in the standard way, by a metric like RMSE. 

5 Idealized Performance of Mastery Learning Assessment  

Now we address how BKT performs with respect to efficiency of practice in ideal-
ized cases in which the composition of student (sub-) populations is known.  Simula-
tion studies can shed light on how BKT performs when mastery learning parameters 
used by the CT run-time system exactly match those of the generating model (i.e., the 
best case), and in worst cases in which student parameters either maximally differ 
from mastery learning parameters or vary at random for each student. 

Recent work addresses these issues by adopting a probabilistic simulation regime 
[10].  Since we can track the point at which a simulated student acquires knowledge 
of a skill, we are able to compare this to the opportunity at which the mastery learning 
system first judges it to be acquired.  Simulations were run for fourteen skills, a subset 
of those found by [13] to be representative of a substantial portion of skills in de-
ployed CT curricula, across thousands of virtual students.   

Even in idealized, best case scenarios (i.e., when parameters used to assess skill 
mastery perfectly match simulated student data-generating parameters), for most 
skills and a large number of students, we expect there to be one to four “lagged” prac-
tice opportunities between the point at which simulated students transition to mastery 
and the point at which the BKT run-time system judges mastery.  That is, in general, 
even when a student population is modeled “perfectly,” and given the traditional set-
ting of the probability threshold for mastery at 95%, most students should be expected 
to see at least a few opportunities beyond the point of skill acquisition. That some 
“over-practice” may be inevitable provides a relevant context within which to consid-
                                                                                                                                                  

Efficiency is operationalized as decreased time required to work through material in the Ge-
ometry CT without decreasing overall learning. 



er empirically driven results of [8, 9]. Although a certain amount of lag may be inher-
ent in the nature of BKT, we seek to establish a range for the “acceptable” lag, and to 
better appraise efficiency of practice [10]. 

6 Mastery Learning Threshold as a “Tunable” Parameter 

In addition to lagged opportunities and over-practice, situations in which students 
under-practice skills are important to consider.  Given the possibly inevitable lag be-
tween skill acquisition and mastery judgment, simulations [10] have also been used to 
explore how the mastery probability threshold might be “tuned” to influence the 
trade-off of over-practice and under-practice experienced by students in mastery 
learning systems like CTs. 

  Pre-mature mastery judgments can lead, for example, to students being moved 
along by the CT to problems that emphasize new KCs without having mastered pre-
requisite KCs.  Other things held equal, simulations in [10] provide that pre-mature 
mastery judgment is more likely to occur in worst-case scenarios, when mastery-
learning parameters do not match parameters for sub-populations of simulated stu-
dents.   

Simulations in [10] also establish that the mastery-learning threshold can function 
as a tuning parameter, partially governing the trade-off between the expected propor-
tion of students pre-maturely judged to have reached skill mastery and the number of 
over-practice opportunities they are likely to experience.  As the threshold probability 
is increased, the proportion of students assessed as having pre-maturely mastered 
skills decreases while the proportion of those that are exposed to practice opportuni-
ties after skill acquisition increases (along with the number of lagged and over-
practice opportunities, i.e., those beyond a calculated acceptable lag they experience). 

The results of [10] show that the traditionally used 95% threshold seems to provide 
for a “conservative” tutor that is more likely to present opportunities after skill acqui-
sition rather than under-practice.  Depending upon course design and practice re-
gimes, the mastery-learning threshold might be manipulated to important, practical 
effect.  For example, pre-mature mastery judgments might be acceptable in larger 
numbers when there is a mixed-practice regime that will allow students to practice 
KCs later in the curriculum. 

7 Using Simulations to Illuminate Learning in Learning Curves 

Learning curves provide a visual representation of student performance over op-
portunities to practice skills.  For each (purported) skill, we construct a learning curve 
by plotting opportunities (i.e., 1st, opportunity, 2nd opportunity, and so on) on the x-
axis and the proportion of students that provide correct responses at each opportunity 
on the y-axis. Aggregated over real-world student practice opportunity data, such 



curves provide means by which to visually2 inspect whether opportunities genuinely 
correspond to practice of one particular skill.  If opportunities correspond to one par-
ticular skill, we expect a gradual increase in the proportion of students that respond 
correctly with increasing practice.  Generally, for well-modeled skills (and a variety 
of other cognitive tasks), it is thought that such a plot should correspond roughly to a 
power law function (i.e., the power law of practice [14]), though this point is not 
without controversy [15].  Recent research [16-17] demonstrates how some aggregate 
learning curves can distort the picture of student learning. Aggregate learning curves 
may, for example, appear to show no learning, when, in fact all students are learning 
at different rates.  Others may provide for a small rise in probability of correct re-
sponse initially but then “drop,” as if students were forgetting, even when individual 
students are consistently mastering their skills. 

The learning curve of Fig. 1 illustrates aspects of both problems, with a relatively 
flat portion, followed by a drop, after a small increase in probability correct from its 
initial value.  The red line, representing the size of the student population at each op-
portunity, illustrates that BKT is determining that students are mastering the skill 
relatively quickly. 

 
Fig. 1. Empirical Learning Curve for Skill “Select form of one with numerator of one”; the blue 

line represents empirical data plotted as percentage of correct responses, and the black line 
represents a fitted power function.  The red line provides the size of the student population. 

Two ways to re-visualize problematic, aggregated learning curves have been suggest-
ed [16].  One is to provide multiple learning curves (on the same plot) for individual 
                                                             
2 Developers at Carnegie Learning also deploy several data-driven heuristics (that correspond to 

various visual features of learning curves) to analyze our large portfolio of KCs (i.e., several 
thousand KCs over several mathematics CT curricula) and observed student data to draw at-
tention to those KCs that may require revision in our deployed cognitive models. 
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“segments” of students based upon how many opportunities students, in observed 
data, take to reach the mastery learning threshold for a skill.  Such segmented learning 
curves are provided with the same x-axis and y-axis as standard learning curves (i.e., 
practice opportunity count on the x-axis and, e.g., percentage of student correct re-
sponse on the y-axis).   

The second approach suggested by [16] has the analyst plot “mastery-aligned” 
learning curves.  In such learning curves, students are also segmented according to the 
number of opportunities required to reach mastery, but the end-point of the x-axis 
corresponds to the opportunity at which students’ reach mastery (m) and moving left 
along the x-axis corresponds to the opportunity before mastery (m-1), the second to 
last opportunity before mastery (m-2), and so on.   

Further work [17] provides a mathematical explanation, along with proof-of-
concept simulation studies based on HMMs, for the dynamics of aggregate learning 
curves to explain how both mastery learning itself and differing student sub-
populations, when aggregated, can contribute to learning curves that do not show 
learning (or manifest other peculiar, possible deceptive, phenomena like “negative” 
learning). 

We illustrate an alternative to [16] by providing a method that relies on probabilis-
tic simulation to construct aggregate learning curves that better represent learning in 
empirical student data.  Specifically, we “pad” empirical data for student skill oppor-
tunities with simulated data to mask the effects of attrition due to mastery learning 
and possibly “reveal” student learning.  Student opportunity data are generated with 
the same parameters used to track student progress and the probability of student 
knowledge estimated at the point at which the student crossed the mastery threshold.  
Such simulations provide us data after a student no longer receives practice opportu-
nities for a particular skill because they have been judged as having achieved mastery. 

For the aggregate learning curve of Fig. 1, the “padded” learning curve is Fig. 2.  
The fitted power-law slope parameter decreases from -0.042 to -0.363 (indicating 
more learning), and the goodness-of-fit of the power law function (R2) increases from 
0.0571 to 0.875.  We apply the method to 166 skills identified3 by [16] as possibly 
problematic in the Cognitive Tutor Algebra I (CTAI) curriculum.  We find an im-
provement (i.e., power-fit parameter decreases from above -0.1 to below -0.1, a crite-
rion deployed by [16]) for 98 skills (59%).  While this method provides an improved 
visualization and understanding of fewer skills than the disaggregation procedures 
suggested by [16], this seems to provide evidence of the great extent to which mastery 
learning attrition obfuscates evidence for student learning. 

 Importantly, our simulation method does not eliminate the early dip in the learning 
curve at opportunity 3 when little attrition has yet to take place, but only masks the 
effects of attrition due to mastery learning.  Such an approach focuses largely on a 
better representation or visualization of the “tail” of aggregate learning curves.  This 
                                                             
3  These skills were chosen because the over-whelming majority of students are judged to 

eventually master them (i.e., CT “thinks” the students are learning); they are not pre-
mastered (i.e., P(L0) < 0.95); they do not show learning in their aggregate learning curve 
(i.e., power-law fit parameter > -0.1); aggregate learning curves for these skills do not have 
multiple maxima; and we have data for at least 250 students for these skills [16]. 



allows us to focus on other features of the learning curve that may indicate ill-
modeled KCs in a cognitive model, software bugs, and other possible problems. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Simulation-Padded Learning Curve for Skill “Select form of one with numerator of one”   

8 Summary 

We briefly reviewed several methods for simulating learners.  We focused on ways 
in which simple probabilistic models, in contrast to methods that rely on rich cogni-
tive theory, can be used to generate student performance data to help drive practical 
decision-making about CT deployment, focusing first on the mastery threshold proba-
bility of BKT as a tunable parameter to determine aspects of efficient practice.  Then 
we introduced a new method for visualizing aggregate learning curves that relies on 
both empirical and simulated data that helps to mask the bias introduced by mastery 
learning attrition.  Future work will further explore these methods, new simulation 
regimes, and their practical import. 
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Abstract. Simulation modelling helps designers to keep track of many
possible behaviours in a complex environment. Having a technique to
simulate the e↵ect of peer impact on learning allows designers to test the
social e↵ects of their educational software. We implement an agent-based
simulation model based on the ecological approach (EA) architecture [9].
The model considers learner attributes, learning object attributes and
two styles of peer impact to explore the e↵ects when learners are either
positively or negatively impacted by high achieving peers. In this study,
we observe di↵erent patterns of behaviour based on the style of peer
impact and by limiting simulated learners’ access to information (the
EA metadata). Gaining understanding of these patterns will inform our
future work on recommending sequences of learning objects (LOs).

Keywords: simulated learning environments, simulated learners, eco-
logical approach, instructional planning

1 Introduction

Before taking an action in a learning environment, it is important for an intel-
ligent tutoring system (ITS) to have some way of estimating the likelihood that
the action will be successful, i.e. that it will benefit the learner(s) involved. To
compute such an estimate, there are many dimensions to consider such as: the
nature of the content being learned, the pedagogical style of the environment,
learning goals, individual learner characteristics, and social factors such as how a
learner’s own performance can be influenced by knowledge of peer performance.
Such complexity is often managed through the use of models.

Simulation modelling can be used by instructional developers for testing their
systems; this was identified by VanLehn, Ohlsson and Nason [11] in a survey of
possible uses of simulated students. One example is SimStudent by Matsuda et
al. [8] which can be used by designers to explore through simulation the e↵ects of
various decisions on cognitive tutor design. Whether a model is used “internally”
(by an ITS to compute the next action) or “externally” (to evaluate a system de-
sign), a challenge remains: How does the model estimate the amount of learning
that occurs when a learner interacts with a Learning Object (LO)? In particu-
lar, we wanted to explore the impact on learning when learner performance is
influenced by the performance of peers. Some learners may become encouraged



when observing high peer achievement and perform even better than they would
have otherwise. Other learners might become discouraged in the same situa-
tion and perform even worse. Having a technique to simulate the e↵ects of peer
performance would allow instructional developers to test social e↵ects of their
designs. In this paper, we use simulation to explore the behaviours exhibited by
two di↵erent reactions to peer impact.

We describe our approach in Section 2, followed by the simulation study in
Section 3. It is possible to simulate many di↵erent kinds of educational software
in the ecological approach (EA) architecture [5], and then test the simulation
under various conditions to get insight into issues the designer is interested in.
Because our model is implemented in the EA architecture, our approach for mod-
elling peer impact can be used across many di↵erent styles of learning systems.
The data to feed our simulation is synthetic, but could, itself, be modelled on
data extracted from actual learner behaviour [5]. We follow with a description
of ongoing research that uses simulation for testing and developing a method for
recommending sequences of LOs, and conclude with a discussion of our findings.

2 Model Structure

In another paper [5], we have argued that it is not necessary to model every
detail of the learning process, but that systems can be tested in a simulation
that captures only the most relevant characteristics for a given purpose. There-
fore, we take an approach that lets an instructional developer choose di↵erent
dimensions – such as attributes of the learning objects, aspects of the pedagogi-
cal environment, attributes of the learner – and assign weights to each dimension
according to the priorities of the developer. This section describes the structure
of the simulation model so as to provide background for the experiment around
peer impact, described in Section 3.

The EA architecture [9] provides a way to record metadata about learner
interactions with LOs. As learners interact with LOs, any information that is
known about the learner at the time of the interaction can be saved as metadata
and associated with the LO. The EA assumes that each learner is represented by
a learner model that contains static attributes (characteristics) as well as other
data gathered as they interact with the LOs (episodic).

We developed an agent-based simulation model with very simple abstractions
of learners and LOs. Each learner agent has an attribute, aptitude-of-learner, a
number between (0,1), which we use to model the range of aptitudes (low to high)
di↵erent learners have for a given subject matter. In our model, this attribute is
assigned at the start of the simulation and does not change, but in future work we
plan to create more sophisticated simulations where this attribute is not static.
The simulated LOs have an attribute to represent di�culty level, which is also a
number between (0,1) where higher values represent more di�cult material. The
simulated LOs are arranged into a random directed acyclic graph to represent
prerequisite relationships between the LOs.



The model execution revolves around an atomic action: the learner’s interac-
tion with a LO. This action might occur hundreds or thousands of times during
a simulation run, thus creating a multitude of EA metadata from which mea-
surements can be taken. In related work [5], we introduce the term evaluation
function to describe the function that computes the degree of success as result
of an interaction between a learner and a LO. We will use the term P[learned] to
describe the value that is generated by the evaluation function, i.e. the “proba-
bility that the learner learned the LO”, or the “system’s belief that the learner
knows the LO”. The P[learned] value is included as part of the EA metadata
that is associated with LOs after learners interact with them.

Our evaluation function is a weighted sum, where each term deals with a
dimension of learning to be considered. Each dimension of learning is calculated
with a mini function. For example, suppose LearnerA were a novice with aptitude-
of-learner=0.1. Next, suppose LOX were a fairly easy LO, which implies a high
probability of success. We use a mini function, di�culty-of-LO, to translate the
LO di�culty attribute into a high probability value, giving di�culty-of-LO=0.8.
Suppose we also wish to take into account that the likelihood of the learner
learning the LO is higher if the learner has already viewed prerequisite LOs.
Prerequisite information is given in the LO attributes. Our simulation model
has a function for hasPrerequisites which searches through the EA metadata to
discover whether the learner has indeed viewed the prerequisites and returns
1.0 if the answer is yes and 0.0 otherwise. If we want these dimensions to have
approximately equal weights, then we can define the evaluation function below
and obtain P[learned] as follows:

(w)(aptitude-of-learner) + (w)(di�culty-of-LO) + (w)(hasPrerequisites)

= (0.33)(0.1) + (0.33)(0.8) + (0.34)(1.0) = 0.637

If, on the other hand, we wish to give the aptitude a higher weight, such
as 60%, then the new value could be (0.6)(0.1) + (0.2)(0.8) + (0.2)(1.0), or
0.42. As expected, giving greater weight to this learner’s low aptitude decreases
the P[learned] somewhat. More dimensions can be incorporated so long as the
weights sum to 1.0. The evaluation function, implemented as a weighted sum,
will provide an estimated likelihood the LO has been learned between (0,1),
making it easy to compare averages of such P[learned] values between simu-
lation runs. However, we caution against comparing two simulation runs with
di↵erent evaluation functions (i.e. di↵erent weights or dimensions) because that
would be like comparing two numbers with di↵erent units of measure.

The independent variables in our experiment are the aptitude-of-learner val-
ues, the di�culty level values, the directed acyclic graph giving prerequisite re-
lationships between LOs, as well as a dimension called peer-impact, which is
explained in the next section.



3 Experiment

Our experiment is intended to explore through simulation the e↵ects of peer
impact on learning. We motivate the experiment by visiting literature around
how peers can impact each other’s scores.

Students are impacted by their peers even in their ordinary lives. A study
was performed by Hanushek et al. [6] to clarify the impacts of peer group char-
acteristics on achievement in the context of family and school factors, race and
socio-economic status. Results suggested that students benefitted from higher
achieving schoolmates. In contrast, the American Academy of Pediatrics warned
that Facebook pages can make some children feel badly because they see them-
selves as being inferior to their peers [10]. This e↵ect is due to the nature of
Facebook, where most users will censor their posts and only share the most pos-
itive information about themselves, skewing the view of reality. Along the same
lines, Daniel et al. [3] found in a study that learners will usually only participate
in online learning activities if they have trust in their peers or some degree of
self confidence.

Others have used simulations to study peer e↵ects. Mao et al. [7] used a
simulation model to study the impact of social factors in a course where students
shared learning materials with each other. The output of Mao et al.’s model was
a comparison of the amount of sharing connected to status levels: gold, silver,
bronze, common. Populations fluctuated as users began at the common status
and gradually transitioned between levels. The paper concluded that simulation
models can be useful for developing and improving incentive mechanisms in
virtual communities. In a di↵erent study, Zhang et al. [12] studied the fluctuation
of a population of learners through various activities: registration, activation,
action and adaptation. The authors found that learners who participated the
most were also the ones most sensitive to changes in the community and had
the most fluctuations.

This research, and other research, shows that a learner’s score can be im-
pacted by peer performance. We decided to explore this issue by creating a
notion of “peer impact”, where learners respond di↵erently from one another
according to how well other learners are doing in mastering the LOs. This takes
the form of a new dimension in our evaluation function called peer-impact. Like
the other dimensions we discussed in Section 2 (aptitude-of-learner, di�culty-of-
LO, hasPrerequisites), this is a function that produces a value between (0,1) to
represent a positive or negative impact on P[learned]. In our experiment, we use
the following Equation 1 to compute P[learned] each time a learner visits a LO.

.25(apt-of-learner) + .25(di↵-of-LO) + .25(hasPrereq) + .25(peer-impact) (1)

We created two styles of peer impact called reinforcing and balancing which
refer to a comparison between an individual learner’s average P[learned] on
the LOs they have viewed so far, compared to the average P[learned] of all
learner agents, which we call “class average”. The information to compute these



P[learned] averages is obtained from the EA metadata. Each learner is given
one of these styles at the start of the simulation and it remains fixed. Future
work could explore more sophisticated learner agents where this attribute is not
static.

The reinforcing style means that the learner’s score is “attracted” to the class
average P[learned]. That is, when the class average is higher than their own, the
peer impact function for a reinforcing learner produces a value close to 1; thus
the learner will perform even better than they would have otherwise. This is a
positive feedback loop, because as the learner performs better so does the class
average thus further encouraging the learner to do better. If the class average is
lower than their own, then the peer-impact function gives a value close to zero;
thus the learner will do even worse than they would have otherwise.

Balancing is the opposite. In this case, a learner’s score is “repelled” from
the class average P[learned]. That is, when the class average is higher than the
individual’s average P[learned], then their score will be pulled down lower than
it would have been otherwise. This is a negative feedback loop because when
the class average is high, the learner’s average goes in the other direction. When
the class average is low, then the learner’s score will be boosted higher than it
would have otherwise. In Figure 1, we show the peer-impact function (the values
0.2 and 0.8 were chosen as thresholds to allow clear e↵ects of the two types of
learner to emerge).

if currentLearner BALANCING
if class average is HIGHER than mine

set peerImpact == randomNumBetween(0.0,0.2)
if class average is LOWER than mine

set peerImpact == randomNumBetween(0.8,1.0)
if currentLearner REINFORCING

if class average is HIGHER than mine
set peerImpact == randomNumBetween(0.8,1.0)

if class average is LOWER than mine
set peerImpact == randomNumBetween(0.0,0.2)

Fig. 1. Function to generate peer-impact for a given learner at a given time in the
simulation

The dependent variable in our experiment is the P[learned] values generated
by the simulation; we gain insight into whether the peer impact has a posi-
tive or negative e↵ect by observing the relative P[learned] values. We varied
this experiment under six conditions. We varied the proportions of balancing
and reinforcing styles: mostly balancing, mostly reinforcing, and fifty-fifty. For
instance, if the model is set to mostly balancing, when new learners are initial-
ized, they have a high chance of being assigned the balancing personality and
a low chance of being assigned the reinforcing personality. These three propor-



tions were each run under two di�culty levels: one with mostly easy LOs and
high aptitude learners, and the other with mostly di�cult LOs and low aptitude
learners. These six conditions were hand picked to be representative samples on
a curve of possible population mixes that should provide some insight about the
e↵ect of these two kinds of personality on the learning environment. We ran each
of the six conditions 5 times because our model is stochastic; it produces slightly
di↵erent results each time even under the same starting conditions.

A typical result is shown in Figure 2 (fifty-fifty, high di�culty with low apti-
tude learners). Each line represents the average P[learned] of di↵erent portions
of the simulated learner population: the lightest thin line for all learners, black
thin line for the learners who were assigned the reinforcing personality, and the
dark grey thin line for the learners who were assigned the balancing personality.
Normally, our simulation model would be used to evaluate a particular instruc-
tional planning technique, but because this experiment is intended to illuminate
peer impact, the order in which LOs are consumed isn’t important. Therefore,
the simulated learners, of which there are 80, visited random LOs, of which there
are 100.

Fig. 2. Typical result

At the start of the simulations, the class average starts at zero. The balancing
simulated learners had higher scores in this state because this is the behaviour
defined in the evaluation function – that balancing learners do well when the class
average is lower than their individual average. The learning gradually increases
for both groups as the simulated learners visit more and more LOs. Although
the results seem low overall – P[learned] only reaching short of 0.3 – this is due
to the number of LOs (100) created in the simulation and the time it would
take for learners to visit them all. We ran the simulation again with only 30
LOs and observed the same patterns, but with a steeper slope; the average
P[learned] reached around 0.5. This raises interesting questions about whether
the amount of time required to learn a set of LOs should actually be represented
with a linear function. In reality, learners would get tired or lose interest or
change their learning goals. Future work could compare instructional plans with
learners having di↵erent levels of stamina.



The thick lines in Figures 2 and 3 represent subsets of the balancing and
reinforcing personalities whose behaviour we wish to discuss in this experiment.
Simulated learners do not have access to the actual class average, but com-
pute the average based on what other simulated learners have allowed them to
perceive about their performance. Based on Daniel et al.’s [3] results that confi-
dent learners are more likely to share their success, simulated learners with high
P[learned] values shared their EA metadata, while those with lower P[learned]
values did not. This creates a suppression e↵ect, where each simulated learner
has access to di↵erent information in the computation of how others are doing,
depending on which other learners have suppressed information at the time they
are computing the average.

The thick grey line shows only the balancing learners with low aptitudes while
the thick black line shows only the reinforcing learners with high aptitudes. At
the start of the simulation, the thick black line is below the thick grey line: it is
perhaps surprising that a group of simulated learners with high aptitudes would
have overall lower scores than a group of simulated learners with low aptitudes.
We highlight this because it shows that di↵erent parts of the evaluation function
– peer-impact, aptitude-of-learner etc. – can dominate at di↵erent times. In this
case, high aptitude can be dominated by peer impact for reinforcing personalities
when the class average is low.

In Figure 3, we observe another interesting phenomenon by injecting 80 more
simulated learners halfway though the experiment, a somewhat contrived situa-
tion, although one that might happen in the real world if, say, two classes merged
partway through a course, or if two study groups in an online course were mashed
together, or due to the openness of many online courses (e.g. MOOCs) when new
learners can join any time. Under most of the experimental conditions we tried,
such as the typical result in Figure 2, although the influx of new learners caused
the class average to drop (as expected, because each new learner starts with an
average P[learned] of zero), there was no apparent change in the relative rank-
ing of the groups of learners being measured. That is, if the balancing learners
had the highest average before the influx, this continued afterward. However, in
about a third of the runs with low di�culty LOs and high aptitude learners, the
influx of learners caused a phase shift: now the thick black line jumps above the
thick grey line (see Figure 3). This makes sense: the balancing learners who tend
to do more poorly when the class average drops, do just that. The influx also
creates a situation where there are now learners with high averages intermin-
gled with learners with zero averages; this creates a di↵erent environment than
the starting condition where everyone started at zero. Di↵erent environmental
conditions cause the model to exhibit di↵erent behaviour. With the suppression
e↵ect deactivated, all learners have access to the same information. In this con-
dition, we observed that the thick grey line overlapped with the thick black line
and there was no apparent phase shift (i.e. no lines crossing over).

Even though the observed patterns are merely a result of the evaluation
function implementation – that is, the model is simply doing what it was pro-
grammed to do – it helps system designers to keep track of the di↵erent possible



Fig. 3. Condition showing phase shift

behaviours as they try to design systems to support learning in all of these
conditions: low or high aptitude learners, easy or di�cult material, peer e↵ects,
prerequisites and many other possible dimensions, with each behaving di↵erently
in di↵erent situations. Without simulation, it is unlikely we would have made
our observations about the phase shift as well as the observation about the high
aptitude reinforcing learners having lower scores than low aptitude balancing
learners. These observations reveal the specific circumstances that instructional
developers should address in order to maximize the expected learning. For ex-
ample, the system could be programmed to intervene when it detects that the
current class average will push a learner’s expected outcome in an undesirable
direction. When the class average is higher than an individual’s average, the
scores of other learners should be displayed more prominently for the balancing
learners but not for the reinforcing learners.

Through this experiment, we have also shown that simulations can be used to
test unexpected situations. Future experiments could test for influxes of new LOs
instead of new learners. Other variations could look at adding or removing LOs to
impact the di�culty level of the course or the level of expertise of peer learners.
When we injected a herd of simulated learners, we observed some surprising
results. But, by examining the underlying dynamic behaviour as the simulation
proceeded, we could actually explain why these results happened, thus gaining
more intuition about learning that would help to better inform an experiment
that might be carried out with real learners.

4 Other Research Directions

In ongoing work, we are also developing a technique for recommending sequences
of LOs. Instructional planners have been built that explore di↵erent kinds of se-
quencing such as sequencing things of the same type, like “lessons” or even
sequencing several types of activities, like presentations and assessments [1].
Our method involves using the EA metadata to identify “trails” of LOs. We are
investigating the use of user-based and item-based approaches to generate recom-



mendations of these trails using Apache Mahout 1. Using information captured
in the EA metadata, we create metrics for giving sequences a score to reflect the
quality of the sequence, for example does P[learned] increase or decrease over the
sequence. We are also exploring changes to the evaluation function to favour se-
quences that suggest coherence, such as trails that give learners a view of the big
picture before going into the details. Sequences with high scores are then used
as a basis for recommending sequences to other learners. Our study will examine
whether learners receiving sequence recommendations see any improvement over
learners receiving one LO recommendation at a time.

Other work in simulating recommender systems for learning systems has
been done by Drachsler et al. [4]; but the main di↵erence is that this work did
not involve sequences, peer impact or the EA architecture. Champaign [2] uses
the ecological approach architecture to use the experiences of past learners to
suggest sequences of LOs for future learners while also studying the impact of
peer ratings, which are not the same as our peer impact because our peer impact
is linked to the evaluation function.

Even with the simplistic models of learners and LOs we have presented so
far, the peer impact experiment demonstrates the combinatorics of the various
features is already becoming too complex to rely on human intuition; this is one
of the main reasons for simulation modelling.

5 Conclusion

We created simulated learners whose overall learning was influenced by one
of two styles of peer impact. Our study demonstrated that di↵erent patterns
emerge when when simulated learners change their own behaviour based on the
behaviour of the group and when these learners have limited access to informa-
tion due to others’ ability to suppress their EA metadata. In some conditions, a
phase shift occurred from the initial situation where the class average is zero to a
new situation with some learners having relatively high averages. The simulated
learners prior to the influx had higher averages because they had the opportu-
nity to visit LOs before the arrival of the new simulated learners. One style of
peer impact is not universally better or worse than another, but each has ad-
vantages in di↵erent circumstances. It is important for instructional developers
to understand such patterns. In future work, the use of simulations with the EA
architecture will shed more light on peer impact and will allow us to also factor
in the e↵ects of di↵erent kinds of sequence recommendations.

The EA metadata make it easy to look deeply into the underlying dynamics
and identify the conditions that create such behaviours. The EA metadata also
allow us to change the inputs of the simulation and take measurements, as we
did to compare the P[learned] averages between learners with di↵erent styles of
peer impact. By using the EA architecture for the simulation studies, the later
construction of a real learning system is made easier if the real system also uses

1 http://mahout.apache.org/



the EA architecture. That is, if the real system also stores information about a
learner’s interaction with a LO as metadata associated with the LO, then esti-
mating the likelihood of success for a real learner follows the same methods used
by developers to estimate the success of simulated learners.
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Abstract: User modeling in AIED has been extended in the past decades to 
include affective and motivational aspects of learner’s interaction in intelligent 
tutoring systems. An issue in such systems is researchers’ ability to understand 
and detect students’ cognitive and meta-cognitive processes while they learn. In 
order to study those factors, various detectors have been created that classify 
episodes in log data as gaming, high/low effort on task, robust learning, etc. 
When simulating students’ learning processes in an ITS, a question remains as 
to how to create those detectors, and how reliable their simulation of the user’s 
learning processes can be. In this article, we present our method for creating a 
detector of shallow modeling practices within a meta-tutor instructional system. 
The detector was defined using HCI (human-computer interaction) task model-
ing as well as a coding scheme defined by human coders from past users’ 
screen recordings of software use. The detector produced classifications of stu-
dent behavior that were highly similar to classifications produced by human 
coders with a kappa of .925. 

Keywords: intelligent tutoring system, shallow learning, robust learning, hu-
man-computer interaction, task modeling 

1 Introduction 

Advances in student modeling in the past two decades enabled the detection of 
various cognitive [3, 4, 8, 11, 13, 16, 17], meta-cognitive [1,6], and affective [2, 9] 
processes during learning based on classification of episodes in log data. Steps have 
been taken toward detecting when learning occurs [4] and to predict how much of the 
acquired knowledge students can apply to other situations [5, 6]. However, an obsta-
cle in such research is how to gain an understanding of the user’s cognitive or meta-
cognitive processes while learning. While some of the indicators used in the literature 



are common to any intelligent tutoring system, others are closely linked to the activi-
ties and pedagogical goals of a specific application. The adaptation of such indicators 
to the design of a new system often necessitates a detailed analysis of the new domain 
and how the tutoring system guides learners to acquire its skills and knowledge. In 
particular, an issue within this process is the ability to reach common ground between 
learner scientists that perform an analysis of learners (meta-)cognitive actions at a 
high level - via video or log analysis of student’s past actions for example – and the 
definition of the indicators by software engineers, related to how the system was im-
plemented, that can be used to simulate such processes in agreement with the con-
straints and functionalities of software. We view the specificity of detectors as un-
avoidable, so the best solution is to develop good methods for analyzing the new tu-
toring system and designing the detectors.  This short article describes our method 
and its application to out project, AMT. In the AMT project, a choice was made to use 
HCI (human computer interaction) task modeling - a method for formally represent-
ing human activity, and by extension, the behavior of an interactive system -, as well 
as video coding schemes from human coders, to develop the detectors. The detectors 
aim to evaluate student’s use of shallow and deep modeling practices with and with-
out being guided by a meta-tutor, on the domain of dynamic systems modeling. 

In Section 2, the AMT learning environment, for which the detectors were created, 
is introduced. In a third section, the task model of the user’s activity in AMT is de-
scribed. Next, the process of defining a coding scheme for the detector with human 
coders is presented, followed by the definition of the different classifications that 
define the value, the implementation and empirical evaluation of the detector. The 
final section summarizes the uses of task modeling within this work, and how it could 
be applied in future to other applications. 

2 AMT software: a meta-tutor to teach deep modeling of 
dynamic systems. 

AMT software teaches students how to create and test a model of a dynamic sys-
tem. In our modeling language, a model is a directed graph with one type of link, as 
illustrated in Figure 1.  Each node represents both a variable and the computation that 
determines the variable’s value.  There are three types of nodes.  

• A fixed value node represents a constant value that is directly specified in the prob-
lem.  A fixed value node has a diamond shape and never contains incoming links. 

• An accumulator node accumulates the values of its inputs.  That is, its current 
value is the sum of its previous value plus or minus its inputs.  An accumulator 
node has a rectangular shape and always has at least one incoming link. 

• A function node’s value is an algebraic function of its inputs.  A function node has 
a circular shape and at least one incoming link. 



The students’ learning objective is to draw a model representing a situation that is 
described in the form of a relatively short text.  In the example of Figure 1, the de-
scription of the problem was “ Rust destroys steel and can spread quickly. Suppose 
you take a large sheet of steel, such as one that might be used as the roof of the box-
car on a train, and you put it outside in the weather. Suppose it starts with a spot of 
rust that is 10 square inches in area. However, each week the rust spot gets bigger, as 
it grows by 30%. Therefore at the end of the first week, the rust spot is 13 square 
inches in area.” and the objective of the problem was to “Graph the size of the rust 
spot over 10 weeks.” 

The student constructs the model node by node, by filling in all information within 
each node in the form of four interactive tabs (description, plan, inputs, and calcula-
tions). During construction, students can use the Check button to evaluate the correct-
ness of the current tab, or the Solve it for me button to ask the system to fill out the tab 
automatically.  

The instruction is divided into three phases: (1) an introduction phase where stu-
dents learn basic concepts of dynamic system model construction and how to use the 
interface; (2) a training phase where students are guided by a tutor and a meta-tutor to 
create several models; and (3) a transfer phase where all scaffolding is removed from 
soft-ware and students are free to model as they wish.  The tutor gives feedback and 
corrections on domain mistakes.  

The meta-tutor requires students to follow a goal-reduction problem solving strat-
egy, the Target Node Strategy [18]. The basic idea is to focus on one node at a time 
(the target node) and completely define it before working on any other node.  This 
process decomposes the whole problem of modeling a system into a series of atomic 
modeling problems, one per node.  Like Pyrenees [2], it teaches students that if they 
just master this one difficult but small skill, then the rest of the problem solving will 
be straight-forward.  In addition, the meta-tutor complains if students appear to be 
guessing too much or giving up too early, just as the Help Tutor did [3].  

While students learn, their motivation, attention to details, and modeling depth can 
fluctuate. To assess students, the project needed detectors that detect shallow and 
deep modeling practices both with and without the meta-tutor. The measure should be 
usable in the transfer phase of the experiment as a dependent variable, because deep 

     
Fig. 1.   The left image is the example of model, with gray callouts added to explain the 
contents of nodes. The right image is the example of a node editor. 



modeling is the skill/knowledge that AMT teaches.  The depth measure should also 
apply to student’s behavior during the training phase so that we can check whether the 
instructional manipulations done during that phase have their intended effects (i.e., 
the measure serves as a manipulation check).  The detector should further operate in 
real time (i.e., it doesn’t require to know future actions or states in order to interpret 
the current action) so that it can be eventually be used by the system itself to condi-
tion its behavior. 

3 Task Modeling: analysis of user’s actions on software 

A task model is a formal representation of the user’s activity. It is represented by a 
hierarchical task tree to express all sub-activity that enables the user to perform the 
planned activity. The tasks need to be achieved in a specific order, defined in the task 
tree by the ordering operators. In AMT, every modeling activity follows the same 
procedure involving the same help features, task flow, and meta-tutor interventions. 
With a single task model of a prototypical modeling task, it is therefore possible to 
account for all of the user’s activity in software. Due to the complexity of the final 
model, only one sub-activity will be described in this paper, illustrated in Figure 2. 
Only part of the model is deployed in the figure, and some subtasks will not be de-
tailed here. In this part of the model the sub-activity the learner wishes to perform is 
to create a new node for the dynamic system s/he is currently modeling. We will first 
describe the task tree, and then insert the iterations and conditions that enable a formal 
verification of the flow of the task within the task model. 

Figure 2: Sub-task “Creating a Node” in the AMT activity task model using K-MADe 

 
 



Short description of the sub-task to model: 
In order for a node to be created, the description tab of the node editor needs to be 

completed by selecting a node description, which corresponds to a valid quantity in 
the system to model. Each node is unique and cannot be created more than once. The 
user can engage in the task only if at least one node still needs to be created for the 
model to be complete. 
Task tree and order of the tasks: 

At the top level of the task tree “Creating a node”, the learner can either attempt to 
create the node (task 1) or give up on the creation (task 2). The second task is repre-
sented in software by the user closing the node editor window, and can be done at any 
time during the task. The task “Creating a node” is over when a good description has 
been found and validated. The system can then try to initialize the selection and create 
the node.  

In the first level of the task “Attempting”, the learner first needs to select a node 
description (task 1.1), i.e.: what quantity the node will represent. S/he is then allowed 
to finish the creation of the node by validating the selection (task 1.2).  

In order to select a node description, the user first needs to choose a node descrip-
tion (task 1.1.1) among the set of node descriptions offered by the system. This proc-
ess involves the user choosing mentally one description (task 1.1.1.1), exploring the 
help features offered by software (task 1.1.1.2) and exploring the set of node descrip-
tions displayed (task 1.1.1.3). S/he can then select the node (task 1.1.2). This subtask 
is not described in Figure 1 for a lack of space. 

In order to validate the selection, the learner can choose to go back to the descrip-
tion of the problem to verify the correctness of his solution according to the problem 
to be simulated (task 1.2.1), and then has to validate the selection (task 1.2.1.2). When 
the user checks the validity of the selection, it can either be performed by checking 
the solution against the set of nodes still remaining to be modeled (task 1.2.1.2.1) or 
asking software to produce the solution (task 1.2.1.2.2). The user is allowed to ask for 
the solution only when a description has been checked at least once. 

Now that the different actions of the learner are defined, the iterations and condi-
tions will help represent the flow of the activity on the subtask “Selecting a node de-
scription” (task 1.1). 
Iterative and Optional tasks 

• Task 1.1 is iterative: it is possible to make several selections before trying 
to finish the description by validating. 

• Task 1.1.1.2 is optional: The learner is not forced to explore the help fea-
tures to choose a description, this is merely a choice on the learner’s part. 

• The main task, “creating a node”, is iterative until the node is created or 
the activity is abandoned. The later is represented in the task model by an 
interruptible task: the learner can stop his/her creation of node activity any 
time by choosing to close the node editor window. 

Conditions on tasks: 
• Main task 1 has a pre-condition attached to it: the software only allows the 

user to engage in a creation of a new node if there is at least one node re-



lated to the modeling of the dynamic system that still remains to be cre-
ated. 

A first task model was created to represent learner’s activity on software without 
the presence of the meta-tutor. This corresponds to the first version of software, which 
was evaluated against the interface including the meta-tutor in [18]. This second soft-
ware interface includes a text-based agent that intervenes as the students engage in 
modeling to help them achieve deeper modeling behaviors, by applying constraints to 
the user’s actions and giving meta-cognitive feedback. The meta-tutor was therefore 
added to the task model under the type “system” and the model was completed to 
include the constraints and interventions of the meta-tutor. 

The final task model produced represented all possible actions of the learner on 
software in order to model a dynamic system. Next, a study of these actions, which 
led to the definition of the depth detectors, is detailed. 

4 Detecting when students are modeling using shallow practices 

The task model developed with K-MADe was used to define the episode structure.  
The first step in creating a coding scheme is to define a unit of measurement for the 
user’s modeling actions. The task model clearly highlighted the different sub-
activities the learner could engage in, referred to as goals. All goals are interruptible 
tasks in favor to accessing the help features1 or abandoning the completion of the 
current goal for a new one. After a brainstorming session where researchers studied 
how students’ actions fell in line with those goals, the following unit of depth, called 
“segment”, was defined. This established the unit of coding to be used in the next 
phase.  

Screen videos representing the learners’ use of the AMT software with and without 
the meta-tutor were recorded during an experimental study described in [6]. These 
videos were studied to determine how much shallow vs. deep modeling occurred and 
the contexts, which tended to produce each type. A coding system was then created 
for video recordings of the learners’ behavior. Three iterations of design for this cod-
ing scheme were performed, ending with a coding scheme that reached a multi-rater 
pairwise kappa of .902. The final coding scheme mapped learners’ behavior to six 
classifications, which were implemented as the following depth detectors[AIED short 
paper] 

 
• GOOD_METHOD: The students followed a deep method in their model-
ing.  They used the help tools appropriately, including the one for planning 
each part of the model. 
• VERIFY_INFO: Before checking their step for correctness, students 
looked back at the problem description, the information provided by the in-
struction slides, or the meta-tutor agent. 

                                                             
1 It is to be noted that two help systems are available to users: (1) referring back to the instruc-

tions always available for viewing, and (2) looking at the problem situation where all details 
of the dynamic system to model are described. 



• SINGLE_ANSWER:  The student’s initial response for this step was cor-
rect, and the student did not change it.  
• SEVERAL_ANSWERS: The student made more than one attempt at 
completing the step.  This includes guessing and gaming the system: 

o The user guessed the answer, either by clicking on the correct an-
swer by mistake or luck, or by entering a loop of click and guessing to find 
the answer. 

o The user “games the system” by using the immediate feedback 
given to guess the answer: series of checks on wrong answers that help de-
duce the right answer. 
• UNDO_GOOD_WORK: This action suggests a modeling misconception 
on the students’ part. One example is when students try to run the model 
when not all of the nodes are fully defined. 
• GIVEUP: The student gave up on finding how to do a step and clicked on 
the “give up” button. 

Another detector was defined as a linear function of the six episode detectors.  It 
was intended to measure the overall depth of the students’ modeling, therefore provid-
ing an outcome measure in the transfer phase in future experimental studies.  It con-
sidered two measures (GOOD_ANSWER, VERIFY_INFO) to indicate deep model-
ing, one measure (SINGLE_ANSWER) to be neutral, and three measures 
(SEVERAL_ANSWERS, UNDO_GOOD_WORK, and GIVE_UP) to indicate shal-
low modeling. 

Once the coding scheme reached a sufficient level of agreement between coders, 
the task model was used to adapt the coding to students’ actions on the software. The 
episodes that were coded for depth by human analysts in the sample video were ana-
lyzed by creating scenarios from the task model within K-MADe.  The validation of 
six detectors’ implementation involved three human coders, who watched a sample of 
50 episodes, paying attention to the depth of modeling exhibited by the student’s ac-
tions, and chose the classification that best represented the depth of the learner model-
ing at the time of the detected value.  A multi-rater and pairwise kappa was then per-
formed, reaching a level of inter-reliance of .925. 

5 The different uses of the Task Model 

The task modeling language K-MAD and its task model creation and simulation 
environment, K-MADe [7] were chosen for the following reasons: the environment 
enables the creation and replay of scenarios of student’s actions, a set of functionali-
ties not described here enable a formal verification of the model. Additionally the 
associated simulation environment ProtoTask [14] allows non-specialists in task mod-
eling to visualize the flow of the task model, via scenarios in a clear and simple man-
ner.  

The use of K-MAD helped in the creation of the detectors and are a first step in of-
fering an alternative technique to simulated learners, by tackling the following prob-
lems: 



• Breaching the gap between learner scientists’ understanding of how the 
learning process works and programmers’ definition of the application 
flow, functionalities, and indicators. 

• Enabling a formal validation of software flow, understandable by all. 
• Using simulated learners scenarios to define the detectors. 

A researcher in educational technology - expert in teaching modeling and part of the 
AMT project - and an HCI practitioner, realized the task model. The former was an 
expert on how AMT software was designed in terms of pedagogical content and task 
flow. His expertise focused in particular on the actions the students were al-
lowed/incited/forbidden to do within software at each moment of the modeling task. 
The HCI practitioner was not familiar with intelligent tutoring systems or meta-tutors. 
She was involved in the creation of the task model in a consulting capacity, in regards 
to her expertise in task modeling of interactive systems.  

The task model could be defined at the level of the user’s planning of actions and 
system flow, with iterations and conditions alone. However, the objects in K-MADe 
enable us to represent the constraints of the learner’s actions concretely and to apply a 
formal verification of task flow. It was therefore possible to represent the set of de-
scriptions as either valid or invalid, to detect when a node has been checked and the 
result of that check, and to add constraints on the checking procedure such as to avoid 
node duplication. This enabled a formal verification of software flow prior to validate 
its fidelity to learner scientists’ ideas about possible actions on software and the un-
derlying processes involved. 

Once the model was constructed, the use of ProtoTask to visualize software flow 
and follow learners’ possible sets of actions allowed by software enabled the ability to 
simulate learners by creating scenarios of use that could be played and replayed at 
will, focusing on the cognitive and meta-cognitive levels of learner’s experience on 
software. In the process of creating our detectors, a video analysis of learner’s past 
actions was performed. The model could be used to check the possible actions of 
users with what the designer of the system wanted to offer as functionalities and soft-
ware flow. During this analysis, the task model could be used once again to define 
scenarios that simulated learner’s pertinent behaviors using ProtoTask. Once those 
scenarios were formed, the task analyst came back to the original K-MAD modeling 
language and studied the similarities and contrasts between scenarios to define the 
rules that govern the detection of shallow and deep modeling practices within AMT. 
Once the task model identified points of detection of such practices, it became easy 
for programmers to go back to software and implement the rules. 

6 Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper, a method to create a detector of deep modeling within a meta-tutor 
using HCI task modeling and video coding schemes was described. The main out-
come of this process was the creation of detectors inferring the depth of students’ 
modeling practices while they learn on a meta-tutoring system, reaching a multi-rater 
and pairwise kappa score of .925. We believe the use of the task model to define shal-



low and deep modeling practices by helping to create the detectors to be of value for 
any simulated learning environments, in particular for indicators that a common to all 
learning tasks present in a tutoring system. 

In interdisciplinary teams, the design of indicators can lead to communication is-
sues due to misunderstandings and a lack of common ground between analysis made 
at a high level of learners’ cognitive and meta-cognitive processes, and the representa-
tion of those behaviors within software.  In particular, video-coding processes can 
become costly when the coders’ understanding of the details of how the system works 
differs from how the system actually works. Our experience using K-MADe and Pro-
toTask highlighted an ease in this project in gaining a better view of the tutoring sys-
tem and the detection of deep modeling within the interface. In particular, the use of 
ProtoTask by the non-specialists in task modeling helped clarify issues of task flow 
and the definition of the set of user’s actions at each moment of interaction.  

A limitation of the method is the applicability to different types of tutoring sys-
tems. In AMT, a single task model was able to represent the entirety of a users’ learn-
ing activity. In tutoring systems that teach a set of skills through different pedagogical 
approaches for diverse types of learning tasks, the creation of such task models might 
prove more costly and may not be completely adapted to the creation of detectors that 
need to be adapted to each task specifically.  
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Abstract. Simulated learner systems are used for many purposes rang-
ing from computational models of learning to teachable agents. To sup-
port these varying applications, some simulated learner systems have
relied heavily on machine learning to achieve the necessary generality.
However, these e↵orts have resulted in simulated learners that sometimes
make generalization errors that the humans they model never make. In
this paper, we discuss an approach to reducing these kinds of generaliza-
tion errors by having the simulated learner system reflect before acting.
During these reflections, the system uses background knowledge to recog-
nize implausible actions as incorrect without having to receive external
feedback. The result of this metacognitive approach is a system that
avoids implausible errors and requires less instruction. We discuss this
approach in the context of SimStudent, a computational model of human
learning that acquires a production rule model from demonstrations.

Keywords: simulated learners, metacognition, cognitive modeling, rep-
resentation learning, grammar induction, generalization error

1 Introduction

Simulated learning systems can be used for a wide range of tasks, such as mod-
eling how humans learn, as teachable agents, and as a means to automate the
construction of models that can be used in cognitive tutors. In an e↵ort to re-
duce the amount of developer e↵ort needed to deploy simulated learners for these
tasks, researchers have been relying increasingly on the use of machine learning
algorithms. However, by increasing the generality of these systems through ma-
chine learning approaches, these systems become more susceptible to making
unrealistic generalization errors.

When using simulated learners to model human learning, we desire systems
that predict student’s errors as well as their correct behavior. Unrealistic general-
ization errors, in the context of these systems, are errors that the system predicts
humans will make, but that they never actually make. If a system is prone to
making these kinds of errors, then it becomes di�cult to draw conclusions from
the predictions the simulated learners makes for novel tasks.



These generalization errors also complicate the use of simulated learners as
teachable agents because they result in a system that produces non-human be-
havior. When human students are teaching a simulated learner in a peer-tutoring
scenario and it makes errors that humans never make, then it decreases the au-
thenticity of the experience. This inauthenticity might e↵ect the social dynamics
of the learning-by-teaching scenario possibly making the teachable agent less ef-
fective.

Finally, generalization errors also have negative e↵ects when using simulated
learners to automatically build cognitive tutors. For this purpose, simulated
learners have been used to author production rule models via interactive demon-
strations of the solutions to the problems the system will tutor. This approach
may decrease the amount of work required to build a cognitive tutor and allow
subject-matter experts to author tutors directly, without an AI developer. In
this paradigm, SimStudent’s errors are useful to the extent that they correspond
with typical student errors; in these cases, the resulting production rules can
be added to the tutor’s bug library. However, if the errors are unrealistic, the
author must waste time identifying and deleting these nonsensical production
rules.

In this paper, we propose an approach that uses background knowledge to
mitigate unrealistic generalization errors with no changes to the underlying al-
gorithms and which should increase the e↵ectiveness of the underlying learning
mechanisms. Before presenting this approach in section 4, we first review Sim-
Student, the simulated learning system that provides the context for this work
(section 2) and introduce a motivating example of a nonsensical generalization
error SimStudent currently makes (section 3). After presenting this approach,
we present some initial results and discuss conclusions and future work.

2 The SimStudent Architecture

The simulated learner system that we focus on in this paper is SimStudent, a
system that induces production rule models from demonstration and problem
solving. The SimStudent system is used primarily for three tasks: to model and
predict human learning, to author cognitive tutors, and to function as a teachable
peer-agent.

In order to understand how SimStudent works and the situations in which
it makes unrealistic generalization errors, we will review the types of knowl-
edge used by SimStudent, how this knowledge is represented, and the learning
mechanisms SimStudent uses to acquire this knowledge from experience.

2.1 Knowledge and Representation

There are three kinds of knowledge in SimStudent: primitive operator function
knowledge, conceptual knowledge, and procedural knowledge. The first kind of
knowledge is hand-constructed and consists of the low-level functions for ma-
nipulating data available to the system (i.e., adding two values, appending two



strings together, etc.). One example of a low-level function is SkillAdd, which
accepts two arguments, each of type arithmetic expression, and returns the sum
of these two expressions as a single arithmetic expression. These functions con-
stitute SimStudent’s background knowledge. Depending on the task SimStudent
is being used for, di↵erent kinds of background knowledge may be appropriate.

Head Body Prob

Expression  Number Variable 0.95
Expression  Minus Variable 0.05
Variable  x 1.0
Minus  - 1.0
Number  0 0.1

...
Number  9 0.1

Fig. 1. A simple probabilistic context-free grammar and example parses of two expres-
sions using this grammar.

The second kind of knowledge is conceptual, or representational, knowledge,
which is encoded as a probabilistic context-free grammar. It is automatically
acquired by SimStudent and is used to interpret the interface and information
in it. Figure 1 shows a simple example of the conceptual knowledge SimStudent
might possess about expressions for an algebra domain. This knowledge enables
SimStudent to automatically extract plausible “chunks” from the input, such as
the coe�cient or term in an equation, which can subsequently be manipulated
by primitive operator functions or procedural rules. Furthermore, this knowledge
can be used to determine the likelihood that a given example was produced by
the grammar.

If (current-row ’output-cell ’row) then (write-text ’output-cell
(cell-in-row ’row 1 ’left-side) ! (append “divide” ’coe�cient)).
(is-left-child-of ’left-side ’coe�cient)

Fig. 2. An example production rule for division.

The final kind of knowledge is procedural knowledge, which represents the
skills that we desire students to learn. This knowledge is encoded as production
rules, which contain conditions under which the rules apply and what to do
under those conditions. Figure 2 shows an example of a production rule signifying
that when the left side of the equation’s parse tree has a left child (here called
coe�cient), then enter “divide <the coe�cient>” into the output cell.



2.2 Learning Mechanisms

Fig. 3. A diagram of the SimStudent learning mechanisms and how they interact.

Of the three kinds of knowledge manipulated by the SimStudent system, two
are learned automatically: the conceptual and procedural knowledge. To acquire
these two kinds of knowledge the system employs four learning mechanisms: what
learning, where learning, when learning, and how learning. The what learning
is used to acquire the conceptual knowledge whereas the where, when, and how
learning are used to acquire the procedural knowledge. Figure 3 shows how these
four learning mechanisms interact. Before SimStudent is used, the what learning
is run to acquire the conceptual knowledge. When SimStudent encounters a
situation where it does not know how to act, which is common initially, it requests
a demonstration from the author (the tutor developer or student tutor). This
demonstration is comprised of four parts:

• Focus of attention: the set of relevant interface elements (e.g., the left and
right hand sides of an equation);

• Selection: the interface element to manipulate (e.g., the output cell);

• Action: the action taken in the selection (e.g., update the text value); and,

• Input: the argument to the action (e.g, the text string used to update the
selection).

Every time the system sees a new demonstration or gets corrective feedback on
its performance, it learns or modifies a production rule. Production rule learning
is done in three parts: 1) how learning attempts to explain the demonstration
and produce the shortest sequence of primitive operator functions that replicates
the demonstrated steps and ones like it, 2) where learning identifies a generalized
path to relevant elements in the tutor interface that can be used as arguments
to the function sequence, and 3) when learning identifies the conditions under
which the learned production rule produces correct actions. We will now review
each of these learning mechanisms.



What This mechanism operates o↵-line to acquire a probabilistic context-free
grammar from only positive examples. This task can be defined as:

• Given: a set of examples of correct input;

• Find: a probabilistic context-free grammar with the maximal likelihood of
producing the examples.

This task is performed using a grammar induction approach outlined by Li et
al. [1], which uses a greedy approach to hypothesize the grammar structure and
Expectation Maximization to estimate the grammar parameters.

Whenever a demonstration is given to SimStudent, it augments the provided
information with the most likely parse trees of the content of each element in
the focus of attention. This additional information is used by SimStudent in
the subsequent learning mechanisms to extract deep feature knowledge from the
content (e.g., to recognize and extract the coe�cient of a term in an equation).
The parse trees make this deep feature information directly accessible to Sim-
Student through the nodes in the parse tree (e.g., the left child of the parse tree
for “3x” in Figure 1 corresponds to the coe�cient).

How This is the first of three mechanisms executed in response to a demon-
stration. The how learning task can be defined as:

• Given: a set of demonstrations consisting of the state of the relevant inter-
face elements and the parse trees of the contents of these elements as well
as the resulting input for each state;

• Find: a sequence of primitive functions that when applied to each state
produces the corresponding input.

This task is performed by exhaustively applying the primitive operator functions
over all nodes in the focus of attention parse trees until the input is produced.
The iterative-deepening depth-first search strategy is used to find the shortest
sequence of functions that explains the data [1]. If no sequence exists, then a
special functions is created that takes the states and produces the corresponding
inputs.

Where This learning mechanism identifies the path to the relevant tutor inter-
face elements. The tutor interface elements are specified by a hierarchical tree
structure (a table is comprised of rows which each contain cells). During inter-
active instruction, the relevant interface elements are specified by the author
teaching SimStudent. For each relevant element, SimStudent generates a parse
tree for the contents. The relevant portions of these parse trees are defined as
those that are utilized by the operator function sequence acquired through the
how learning. The task of learning a general path to this relevant information
can be defined as:

• Given: a hierarchical representations of the interface elements and their
parse trees, the function sequence from the how learner, and a set of elements
that have been identified as relevant;



• Find: a list of paths through the representation hierarchy to all of the rele-
vant elements and the relevant portions of their parse trees.

The SimStudent approach to this task is to conduct specific-to-general learning
over the set of relevant interface elements and parse trees [1]. Returning to the
table examples, if the first cell in the first row of the table is always relevant,
then a path to that specific cell will be returned. However, if all of the elements
in the row are specified as relevant, then the entire row will be returned. After
the location to the relevant elements has been identified, the system utilizes
the function sequence to identify the relevant portions of the parse trees for
each element. This same specific-to-general learning is then conducted over these
relevant parse trees (within each element).

When This final mechanism identifies the conditions when the learned produc-
tion rule is applicable. This task is defined as:

• Given: a set of positive and negative examples, each consisting of a set of
features and their associated label;

• Find: a set of conditions over the features that separate the positive and
negative examples.

As specified, this is a supervised learning task. The features used by SimStudent
to represent each example are predicates that are automatically generated from
the relevant portions of the parse trees. For example, there exists an “is-left-
child-of” predicate, which says that a particular argument is the left child of a
given node in one of the parse trees. This type of feature enables the retrieval
of equations, terms, coe�cients, and variables. Given the feature descriptions of
each example, the positive and negative labels come from the user instructing
the SimStudent system. The first positive example is the initial demonstration.
Subsequent examples are generated when SimStudent tries to use the learned
rules to solve novel problems and receives yes/no feedback from the author.
To derive the set of conditions given the examples, SimStudent uses the FOIL
algorithm [2], which uses information theory to perform a general-to-specific
exploration of the space of hypothetical conditions.

These four learning mechanisms result in a simulated learning system that
accepts user demonstrations and feedback and automatically acquires probabilis-
tic context-free grammar rules and production rules. The system requires little
background knowledge; for each task only the primitive functions need to be
defined by the developer. However, the cost of this generality is a system that
sometimes makes unrealistic generalization errors.

3 An example of an unrealistic generalization error

To explore the types of generalization errors that SimStudent makes, we turn
to the algebra domain. One of the skills that students learn in this domain is
how to proceed when given a problem of the form < Symbol >< V ariable >=<



Symbol > (e.g., 3x = 6). The skill that we desire the student to learn in this
situation is to specify that their next step is to divide both sides by the coe�cient
of the term on the left side of the equation (the production rule from Figure 2).

Fig. 4. SimStudent requesting a demonstration in an algebra tutor interface after the
author has just entered “divide 3.”

When SimStudent is first presented with a problem of this form, such as
3x = 6, it will inform the author that it does not know how to proceed and
ask for a demonstration. The author might demonstrate to SimStudent that the
cells containing the left and right hand sides of the equation are relevant to the
problem (by double-clicking on these cells) and update the next step interface
element with “divide 3” (see Figure 4).

After receiving this demonstration, SimStudent parses the contents of the
focus of attention (The first parse tree in Figure 1 shows an example of what
the left hand of the equation might look like). Next, it employs the how learning
mechanism, which searches for a sequence of functions that when applied to
the nodes in the parse tree produce the input. In this example, it might learn
to append the left child of the parse tree (for the left side of the equation) to
the word “divide” and place it into the tutor interface (the then part of the
production rule in Figure 2). Using the locations of the relevant elements (the
left child of the parse tree), SimStudent then learns a general path through
the representation hierarchy to the relevant elements and the relevant portions
of the parse trees for these elements. Finally, SimStudent runs FOIL over the
relevant information to learn the conditions under which the learned behavior is
applicable. This results in the if portion of the production rule in Figure 2.

The learned production rule is more general than the single demonstration it
was learned from; it is applicable for many equations, such as 4x = 12 or 2x = 8.
However, when SimStudent is presented with a subtly di↵erent example that
utilizes the same skill, �x = 2, it results in the mistaken generation of the input
“divide -” (instead of “divide -1”). This is because in this situation the left child
of the parse tree on the left hand side of the equation is a minus sign instead of
the coe�cient (see the second parse tree in Figure 1). In a review of problems
of the form �x =< Constant > in the ‘Self Explanation CWCTC Winter 2008
(CL)’ dataset accessed via DataShop [3], none of the human student made this
error– therefore it is an example of unrealistic generalization error.



4 Reflecting before Acting

One reason that humans do not make this error is that they have a “sense” for
what are reasonable output actions and they (subconsciously) reflect on actions
before taking them. When a student is faced with the problem �x = 2 they may
mentally produce the output “divide -,” but realize that a “-” by itself is not
mathematically grammatical because they have never seen an instance where
this has occurred. This might lead them to consider a di↵erent action or to ask
for help.

To reproduce this type of behavior, we modified SimStudent to utilize its
conceptual knowledge, the probabilistic context-free grammar trained on exam-
ple inputs (described as “what” learning in section 2). The acquired grammar is
used to recognize when a potential output is not grammatical (when it cannot
be parsed) and automatically flag the situation as a negative example. In other
words, the system supervises itself and provides negative feedback (which the
when learner uses) to improve its learning.

Now, when SimStudent is presented with a problem and finds an applicable
rule, it simulates the execution of the rule and constructs a probabilistic parse
of the value generated by the rule. If the value cannot be parsed by the current
grammar (there is a 0% probability that the grammar produced the value),
then SimStudent flags the trace as a negative instance and re-runs the when
learning, which refines the conditions of the rule so that it no longer applies
in the erroneous situation. If SimStudent has no other applicable rules, then it
request a demonstration from the author, exactly like a human student.

5 Initial Results

To evaluate the e↵ectiveness of this metacognitive loop, we have tested the prob-
abilistic parser’s ability to separate correct from incorrect actions based on the
parse probability defined by the probabilistic context-free grammar. Table 1
shows five problems where SimStudent might make unrealistic errors. The first
three are problems where SimStudent might induce a rule for dividing by the
symbol before the variable instead of the coe�cient. The last two problems cor-
respond to inducing a rule retrieving the symbol after the variable and division
sign instead of the entire denominator. On all five problems, the probabilistic
grammar was capable of identifying the correct from the incorrect actions.

These results suggest that this approach is capable of identifying these kinds
of errors. In general, this approach will be e↵ective at identifying errors that re-
sult in non-grammatical output, where grammatical is defined by the probabilis-
tic context-free grammar. This is e↵ective because the rules are learned specific-
to-general on a substantial amount of positive example inputs. By bringing this
previous experience to bare, SimStudent can avoid nonsensical generalization
errors and produce its own negative feedback, which enhances the e↵ectiveness
of its other learning mechanisms (more self-labeled examples for the when learn-
ing). Furthermore, this requires no additional work from an author and should
reduce the amount of required author feedback.



Table 1. Five examples of problems where SimStudent might make the generalization
error of retrieving the character before the variable or after the variable and the division
sign, the corresponding correct and incorrect actions, the validity of these actions, and
the parse probability of the actions.

Example Possible Action Valid Parse Probability

�x = 2
divide � No 0.00%
divide �1 Yes 19.64%

(�2)x = 6
divide ) No 0.00%

divide (�2) Yes 0.09%

3(x+ 1) = 6
divide ( No 0.00%
divide 3 Yes 27.90%

x/(�3) = 3
multiply ( No 0.00%

multiply (�3) Yes 0.09%

x/� 5 = 1
multiply � No 0.00%
multiply �5 Yes 19.64%

This task of verifying the output could alternatively be viewed as apply-
ing constraints to SimStudent’s output and learning from constraint violations.
Viewed this way, our work is related to the work on constraint-based tutor-
ing systems [4]. In our case, there is only one constraint, “the output must be
grammatical” where grammatical is defined as the probability of the output be-
ing produced by the grammar must be greater than 0%. We use a threshold of
greater than 0% to signify grammatical, but one could imagine using a di↵erent
threshold (e.g., greater than 0.05%). Thus, this constraint could be viewed as
a probabilistic constraint that is automatically acquired from positive training
examples.

6 Conclusion and Future work

In this paper, we outlined a novel approach to detecting and learning from unre-
alistic generalization errors that can be employed by simulated learner systems.
The implications of this approach are threefold: (1) its use will result in mod-
els of learning that more closely aligns with human data, (2) teachable agents
using this approach will be more realistic for the students using them, and (3)
developers can produce cognitive tutor models with less work.

While this approach shows promise, it clearly has some shortcomings that
should be remedied in future work. First, a more in-depth analysis of the align-
ment between SimStudent and human students is necessary. Previous work [5, 6]
has looked at the human errors that SimStudent is capable of predicting, but a
more detailed analysis of the unrealistic generalization errors, or errors that Sim-
Student makes that human students do not, would be useful. This would serve
as a baseline to evaluate the SimStudent model and to evaluate the e↵ectiveness
of this approach.



A second direction for future work is to compare this approach to other ap-
proaches that might reduce these errors. We could imagine a system that has
additional condition knowledge for the operator functions so that it would not
generalize to situations where the function sequence would not be applicable
(such as trying to divide by a symbol instead of a number). It would also be
interesting to explore how reflection might facilitate the acquisition of this ad-
ditional condition knowledge for the operator functions.

Finally, we are interested in applying this approach in other more complex
and open-ended domains such as in RumbleBlocks, an educational game that
teaches K-3 children about the relationships between the concepts of stability,
low center of mass, wide base, and symmetry. We have been exploring how prob-
abilistic grammars can be used to learn conceptual knowledge in RumbleBlocks
[7] and we believe that this approach should scale up to this more complex
domain.
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1 Introduction

Models of student knowledge have occupied a significant portion of the liter-
ature in the area of Educational Data Mining1. In the context of Intelligent
Tutoring Systems, these models are designed for the purpose of improving pre-
diction of student knowledge and improving prediction of skill mastery. New
models or model modifications need to be justified by marked improvement
in evaluation results compared to prior-art. The standard evaluation has been
to forecast student responses with an N-fold student level cross-validation and
compare the results of prediction to the prior-art model using a chosen error
or accuracy metric. The hypothesis of this often employed methodology is that
improved performance prediction, given a chosen evaluation metric, translates
to improved knowledge and mastery prediction. Since knowledge is a latent, the
estimation of knowledge cannot be validated directly. If knowledge were directly
observable, would we find that models with better prediction of performance also
estimate knowledge more accurately? Which evaluation metrics of performance
would best correlate with improvements in knowledge estimation? In this paper
we investigate the relationship between performance prediction and knowledge
estimation with a series of simulation studies. The studies allow for observation
of the ground truth knowledge states of simulated students. With this informa-
tion we correlate the accuracy of estimating the moment of learning (mastery)
with a host of error metrics calculated based on performance.

2 Bayesian Knowledge Tracing

Among the various models of knowledge, a model called Bayesian Knowledge
Tracing [2] has been a central focus among many investigators. The focus on
this model has been in part motivated by its use in practice in the Cognitive Tu-
tors [4], used by over 600,000 students, and by its grounding in widely adopted
cognitive science frameworks for knowledge acquisition. For our experiments we
will be employing the most frequently used basic Bayesian Knowledge Tracing

1 A session during the main proceedings of EDM 2012 was dedicated to papers on
Knowledge Tracing, a frequently used approach to modeling student knowledge.



model for both simulation and evaluation; however, there are implications be-
yond BKT models. Knowledge Tracing is a simple Hidden Markov Model of
Knowledge defined by four parameters; two performance parameters and two
knowledge parameters. The performance parameters, guess and slip, are the
emission parameters in an HMM which respectively correspond to the proba-
bility that a student answers correct even if she is in the negative knowledge
state (guess) and the probability that she answers incorrectly even if she is in
the positive knowledge state (slip). The knowledge parameters, prior and learn
rate, are the probability that a student knows the skill before answering any
questions and the probability that, if the student is in the negative knowledge
state, she will transition to the positive state at any given opportunity.

3 Related Work

There has been a limited amount of prior work focusing on detecting the moment
of learning. We were able to track one relevant publication by Baker and col-
leagues [1]. They investigated detection of moment of learning in student data by
modifying BKT structure. Another relevant result was published by [5]. They
looked at scoring student model fits on simulated data and found a disparity
between rankings of two frequently used metrics: root mean squared error and
area under ROC curve. In this work we would like to address the question of
the quality of detecting the moment of learning and investigate the problem of
choosing a goodness-of-fit metric for that purpose.

4 Data

Our simulation dataset consisted of 1,000 simulated students and 100 skills with
30 questions per skill. Every student answered all 30 questions for each of the
100 skills. In the BKT simulation model we included no dependencies between
skills and also no student specific parameters; therefore, the data can be thought
of as either being produced by 1,000 students total or a new 1,000 students for
every skill. Programmatically, data for each skill is stored in a separate file. Each
row in each file represents one students data for that skill. The data stored from
the simulation contains the students ground truth binary state of knowledge
(mastered or not) at each of the 30 opportunities to answer (first 30 columns)
and also the students correctness of responses to the 30 questions (stored in the
second set of 30 columns).

In addition to the simulated data files containing student knowledge states
and observed responses, we had corresponding files containing inferences of
knowledge states and predictions of responses made with 16 di↵erent param-
eter sets resulting in 1,600 prediction files. Details of the parameter selection for
simulation and prediction are discussed in the next section.



5 Methodology

5.1 Simulation

We generated 1,000 students knowledge and performance for 100 skills. Skills are
defined by a set of four knowledge tracing parameters which the skill data is gen-
erated from. The 100 sets of four parameters were selected at random, uniformly
sampling from the following constrained ranges for the parameters; prior between
0.01-0.80, learn rate between 0.01-0.60, and guess and slip between 0.05-0.40. Af-
ter the 100 sets of parameters were selected, simulated data was produced by
specifying a Dynamic Bayesian Network representation of Knowledge Tracing
with a time slice length of 30. This representation, defined in Kevin Murphys
Bayes Net Toolbox, with a particular parameter set fixed in the conditional
probability tables, was then sampled 1,000 times, representing each simulated
student. The sample Dynamic Belief Network function in BNT for simulation is
a simple one; a random number between 0 and 1 is generated, if the number is
equal to or lower than the prior parameter, the simulated student begins in the
negative (not learned) state at time slice 1. To generate the observed response at
this time slice, another random number is generated, if that number is greater
than the guess parameter, the observed response is incorrect. To determine if
the students knowledge state is positive (learned) at the next time slice; a ran-
dom number is generated, if that number is less than or equal to the learning
rate, then the students state is positive. With a positive state, the new random
number needs to be greater than the slip parameter in order to produce a cor-
rect response. This is repeated for 30 times to simulate 30 knowledge states and
observed responses per student.

5.2 Prediction

Typically, to predict student data, a hold-out strategy is used whereby a fraction
of the students and their data is used to find a good fitting set of parameters.
That good fitting set is then used to predict the fraction of students not used in
training. The research question of this paper did not involve parameter fitting
but rather required us to evaluate various models and observe how the models
prediction of performance corresponded to its inference of knowledge. To do this
we needed variation in models which we accomplished by choosing 16 candidate
parameter sets with which to predict student data from each of the 100 skills.
Since no training was involved, all data served as the test set. The top five sets
of parameters used in the Cognitive Tutors was used, as well as 10 randomly
generated parameters sets using the the same parameter constraints as the sim-
ulation, and, lastly, the ground truth parameter set for the skill was used to
predict. The the same 15 parameter sets were used to predict the 100 skills, only
the ground truth parameter set changed.

The prediction procedure is the same one used in all papers that use Knowl-
edge Tracing; the prior, guess and slip parameters dictate the probability of
correct on the first question. After the prediction is made, the correctness of



Table 1: Confusion Table
Actual

Correct Incorrect

Predicted
Correct True Topisitve(TP) False Positive (FP)

Incorrect False Negative (FN) True Negative (TN)

the first question is revealed to the KT algorithm, which incorporates this ob-
servation using Bayes Theorem to infer the likelihood that the knowledge was
known at that time. A learning rate transition function is applied and the pro-
cesses is repeated 30 times in total to create 30 predictions of knowledge and 30
predictions of correctness per student for a skill.

6 Metrics

The most common metrics used to evaluate prediction performance in the EDM
literature has been Area Under the Receiver Operator Curve (AUC) and Root
Mean Squared Error (RMSE). One of the goals of our experiment is to reveal
how indicative these measures are of the models accuracy in inferring knowledge.
While these are the most common metrics, many others have been used in ma-
chine learning to evaluate predictions. We utilize a suite of metrics to investigate
which metric is best at forecasting knowledge inference accuracy.

6.1 Model Performance

We selected a set of metrics in wide use today to score models when predicting
student performance and knowledge state. Below is a short description of them.

Confusion Table Metrics Confusion table (rf. Table 1) is a table widely used
in information retrieval and is a basis for a set of metrics capturing correctness
of a retrieval or classification algorithm. Rows and columns of the confusion
table denote the predicted and actual classes respectively and the cells in the
intersection contain the counts of cases. Refer to Table 1 for an illustration. Here
we illustrate a case for binary classification akin to the problem of binary clas-
sification of student performance (correct or incorrect) and state of knowledge
(known or unknown).

If prediction is not categorical, say a probability from [0, 1], it is customary
to round it: probabilities of 0.5 and greater become 1. For example, the cases
when prediction matches the reality are captured in True Positive cell and the
cases when the actually incorrect responses are marked as correct are captured
in False Positive cell. We will use the confusion table metrics below.



accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + TN + FN

(1a)

precision =
TP

TP + FP

(1b)

recall =
TP

TP + FN

(1c)

F �measure = 2
precisionṙecall

precision+ recall

(1d)

As opposed to the so-called point measures described above, there is also
a frequently used Area Under Receiver Operating Characteristic curve (AU-
ROC), which is a curve measure. The curve is produced by varying the rounding
threshold (0.5 for point measures) from 0 to 1 and computing and plotting False
Positive Rate (FPR) vs. True Positive Rate (TPR) (see below).

TPR =
TP

TP + FN

(2a)

FPR =
FP

FP + FN

(2b)

An area under resulting curve is the sought metric. An area of 0.5 is equivalent
to random chance for a binary classifier. An area greater than 0.5 is, thus, better
than chance. An exact AUC calculation can also be derived by enumerating
all possible pairs of predictions. The percentage of the pairs in which the true
positive prediction is higher is the AUC. This is the ability of the predictor to
discriminate between true and false.

Pseudo R2
R

2 or percent variance explained is often used as a goodness of
fit metric in linear regression analysis. For with binary classification, there exist
several versions of R2 called pseudo R

2. Applicable to our situation is Efrons
pseudo R2 (refer to Equation below).

R

2 = 1�
PN

i=1 yi � ŷiPN
i=1 yi � ȳ

(3)

Where N is the number of data points, yi is the i-th component of the
observed variable, ȳi is the mean observed value, and ŷi the prediction of i-th
component of the observed variable.

Metrics Based on Log-Likelihood Likelihood functions are widely used in
machine learning and classification. Likelihood captures the probability of the
observing data given parameters of the model. In binary classification a natu-
ral log transformation of the likelihood function is often used (see below). Here



N is the total number of datapoints, yi is the i-th component of the depen-
dent variable, ŷi is the predicted value of the i-th component of the dependent
variable.

loglikelihood =
NX

i=1

yi ln(ŷi) + (1� yi) ln(1� ŷi) (4)

In addition to log-likelihood itself, there are several metrics that use log-
likelihood as kernel component. For example, Akaike Information Criterion (AIC),
Akaike Information Criterion with correction for finite sample size (AICc), Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC), and several others. These metrics introduce various
forms of penalty for the size of the model (number of parameters) and number
of datapoints in the sample in order to put overfitting models at disadvantage
when performing model selection. Here k is the number of model parameters, N
is the number of datapoints.

AIC = �2loglikelihood+ 2k (5a)

AICc = AIC +
2k(k + 1)

N � k � 1
(5b)

BIC = �2loglikelihood+ k ln(N) (5c)

Since we are comparing models that are only di↵erent in the parameter values
and are doing so on the same dataset, we will not see di↵erence in ranks assigned
by log-likelihood, AIC, AICc, and BIC metrics.

Capped Binomial Deviance In addition to log-likelihood and log-likelihood-
based metrics, we include the Capped Binomial Deviance (CBD). Capped bi-
nomial deviance is a version of the log-likelihood where prediction values are
mandated to be at least away from 0 and 1 values and uses a logarithm with
base 10 instead of natural logarithm. The is usually set to a small value of 0.001.

6.2 Moment of Learning

To capture the quality of detecting the moment of learning we devised a metric
based on mean absolute deviation (MAD). Namely, moment of learning MAD is
the average absolute di↵erence of number of skill application opportunities be-
tween the moment when the internal state of the generating skill model switched
to learned state and the moment when the probability of the skill being in a
learned state reaches 0.95 (a traditionally used threshold in the area of intelli-
gent tutoring systems). A perfect model would have a moment of learning MAD
of 0. The larger the moment of learning MAD is the worse the model prediction
of model of learning is.



7 Experiments and Results

7.1 Experiment 1

Research question: Among accuracy metrics used for ranking various parameter
sets (models), which ones correlate best with accuracy of moment of learning
prediction?

7.2 Results

The Table 2 below contains the correlations of performance prediction value,
knowledge prediction value for all metrics, and moment of learning mean abso-
lute error. Since prediction of performance is most widely adopted as a standard
approach and the fact that we are trying to contrast it to the moment of learning
mean absolute error, we sorted the rows corresponding to various statistical met-
rics by the respective column. The first column lists the metric used to evaluate
the goodness of performance and knowledge prediction. The second column is the
correlation between knowledge and performance prediction using the particular
metric on both (this is the column the table is sorted by). The third column is
the correlation between the particular metric used to evaluate performance and
Mean Absolute Deviation (MAD) of Moment of Learning prediction. This is the
column which tells us if the metrics used to evaluate performance are correlated
with error in mastery / Moment of Learning prediction. The fourth column gives
correlations of Moment of Learning MAD and metric values for predicting inter-
nal knowledge state. This correlation captures agreement between identifying the
moment student learned a skill (this happens once per student-skill tuple) and
the correctness of identifying the skills knowledge state for the student across
all skill attempts.

7.3 Experiment 2

Hypothetically, the ground truth parameter sets should be the best at both
making predictions of performance and estimating knowledge. A good metric
should favor the ground truth parameters, therefore we ask: How often is the
ground truth model the best at prediction performance according to the various
metrics?

7.4 Results

The correlations of the performance and knowledge state prediction metrics from
prior section targeted the 15 model parameter combinations that were di↵erent
from the generating ground truth model parameters. Now, let us look at how
the ground truth model compares to the other 15 we tested with respect to the
statistical metrics we chose. Table 3, for each metric, gives the number of times
a ground truth model parameter set is the best with respect to a given metric,
and an average rank of the ground model parameter set as compared to the



Table 2: Metric correlations
Metric Correlation of per-

formance and knowl-
edge metric

Correlation of per-
formance metric and
Moment of Learning
MAD

Correlation of knowl-
edge metric and
Moment of Learning
MAD

recall 0.878 *** -0.954 *** -0.819 ***
F-measure 0.561 *** -0.839 *** -0.792 ***
accuracy 0.522 *** -0.802 *** -0.822 ***
precision 0.334 *** -0.797 *** -0.628 ***
RMSE 0.470 *** 0.754 *** 0.828 ***
AIC 0.375 *** 0.751 *** 0.702 ***
AICc 0.375 *** 0.751 *** 0.702 ***
BIC 0.375 *** 0.751 *** 0.702 ***
CBD 0.409 *** 0.751 *** 0.762 ***
log-likelihood 0.375 *** 0.751 *** 0.702 ***
pseudo R2 0.592 *** -0.236 * -0.296 **
AU ROC 0.335 *** -0.119 -0.652 ***
Note: with respect to correlations with moment of learning MAD, in some cases a
negative correlation is desirable (e.g., for accuracy), and for some cases a positive
correlation is desirable (e.g., for RMSE). This is due to the fact that the smaller the
moment of learning MAD the better, which is true for some metrics and the inverse
is true for others. The table is sorted while observing this phenomenon (e↵ectively
sorting by the absolute value of the correlation coe�cient).

Table 3: ground truth model rank vs. the other 15 models
Metric Ground truth model

has rank of 1
Mean rank of ground
truth model

AIC 88/100 1.82/16
AICc 88/100 1.82/16
BIC 88/100 1.82/16
CBD 88/100 1.82/16
log-likelihood 88/100 1.82/16
RMSE 88/100 1.82/16
pseudo R2 88/100 1.83/16
accuracy 33/100 2.52/16
F-measure 12/100 4.27/16
AU ROC 26/100 4.35/16
recall 0/100 6.65/16
precision 5/100 9.71/16

other 15 model. In each case we are aggregating across 100 di↵erent sets of 15
models plus one ground truth model. As we can see log-likelihood based models
and RMSE form a group of metrics that gives ground truth models a large edge
over the 15 reference models. Confusion table metrics, Area under ROC curve
and the pseudo R2 gibe a drastically smaller support for it.



7.5 Experiment 3

Ground truth parameters do not always predict the data the best, but often do
when using metrics like RMSE or log-likelihood. Do the parameter sets that are
not predicted well by ground truth share a common pattern? Does the relative
performance of ground truth correlate with high or low values of prior, learn,
guess or slip in the generating parameters?

7.6 Results

Seeing log-likelihood based and RMSE metrics score the ground truth model
at the same level of mean rank, we are wondering whether, across all 100 of
generating parameter sets, the data produced by the same sets of parameters is
equally hard to predict with ground truth model. For that we looked at whether
the BKT parameter values correlate with ranks ground truth model receives on
the moment of learning MAD metric.

First of all, moment of learning MAD metric ranked ground truth as best
only 33/100 times with an average rank of 2.53/16. Correlations of moment
of learning MAD ranks for ground truth models showed that theres a small
marginally significant e↵ect of pInit probability on the moment of learning MAD
score (r = 0.18, p � val = 0.07). Guessing probability does not correlates with
moment of learning MAD (r = �.06, p� val = 0.55).

Probability of learning and slip probability, however, are very strongly related
to the moment of learning metric. The larger the learning rate of a simulated skill
is, the higher the rank of the ground truth model is (r = 0.68, p� val < 0.001).
Namely, the faster the skill is learned, the worse job ground truth model is doing.
In the case of pSlip, the relation is the opposite: the higher the guess rate is,
the higher rank moment of learning MAD assigns to the ground truth model
(r = �0.52, p� val < 0.001).

Both the pLearn and pSlip parameters are controlling the process of skills
transitioning into the learned state. Strong negative correlation of moment of
learning MAD and pSlip is quite logical. Higher pSlip results in more errors even
when the skill is mastered, as a result the transition to the learned state becomes
more blurred. In this situation the ground truth model has an edge over other
models. However, it is high to explain a high positive correlation of moment of
learning MAD and pLearn. Higher pLearn means more correct responses overall,
this should put ground truth model at an advantage. Additional investigation is
necessary to address this phenomenon.

8 Discussion

In our first experiment we found that three less commonly used accuracy metrics
showed the best correspondence to accuracy of moment of learning estimation.
These metrics were: recall, F-measure, and accuracy, with recall giving a very
high correlation of 0.954. Also noteworthy was the poor performance of AUC



with a correlation of -0.119. This was the worst correlation and suggests that
AUC should not be used to determine the relative goodness of models based
on prediction performance if the underlying goal is to rank models based on
knowledge estimation goodness. Metrics like recall and F-measure ought to be
adopted in place of AUC for these purposes.

We also found that ground truth model parameters did not always perform
the best and that RMSE and log-likelihood based metrics tended to predicted
ground truth being the best parameter set more than the others. AUC, recall,
F-measure, and precision, however, were among the worst. Therefore, if the un-
derlying goal of an analysis is to recover ground truth parameters (such as with
inferring pedagogical e�cacy), RMSE and log-likelihood measures should be
used and the aforementioned accuracy metrics should be avoided. The exper-
iments 2 raised the question of why ground truth may not always predict the
best experiment 3 indicated that high learning rate and low slip in the generating
parameters can prove di�cult for mastery prediction.

Overall detecting the moment of learning in the generated data by observing
a switch from a string of all 0s (unknown state) to the string of all 1s (known
state) is often not easy even when ground truth parameters are used. Especially
if guess and slip parameters are larger, several back-and-forths between known
and unknown state are common. In the area of ITS it is customary to wait till
three correct attempts in a row to be sure student has mastered the underlying
skill. In our case, when we assumed the moment of learning is the first time
when probability of knowing the skill crosses the 0.95 threshold. Following from
recent results on the lag with detecting the moment of learning that occurs in the
Bayesian Knowledge Tracing [3], in future, we will experiment with adjustments
to our computation of the moment of learning to compensate for this.
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Abstract. We investigate cognitive factors that are predictive of 
learning gains when students learn to solve equations by teaching a 
synthetic peer, called SimStudent. Previous empirical studies 
showed that prior knowledge is strongly predictive of post-test 
scores. However, in a recent study in the Philippines that replicated 
our previous study in the USA, there were students with low prior-
knowledge who tutored their SimStudent better than other equally 
low prior students.  In this paper, we analyze both process data (tu-
toring interactions) and outcome data (test scores) to understand 
what makes learning by teaching more effective. The results imply a 
presence of individual behavioral differences beyond the difference 
in the prior knowledge that might have affected SimStudent’s  learn-
ing, which in turn had non-trivial influence on tutor learning.   
Keywords. Learning by teaching, teachable agent, SimStudent, Al-
gebra equations, prior knowledge 

1. Introduction  

Since the late 1990s, researchers have investigated intelligent tutoring 
systems with intelligent pedagogical agents (often called teachable agents) 
to study a promising type of learning where students learn by teaching [1-3]. 
These technologies allow researchers to conduct tightly controlled experi-
ments and to collect detailed process data representing interactions between 
students and teachable agents that together provide empirical evidence for 
the benefit of learning by teaching [4].  

Matsuda et al. (in print), for example, showed  that  students’  learning  sig-
nificantly correlated with the learning of teachable agents. Biswas et al. [5] 



studied whether students could learn to self-regulate their teaching activities 
and how the ability of self-regulation affects the tutor learning.  It is there-
fore of intellectual interest to uncover how the tutoring interaction affects 
students’  learning  by teaching.  

In the current study, we use SimStudent, which is a teachable agent that 
helps students learn problem-solving skills by teaching [6]. It has been test-
ed and redesigned several times, resulting in insights regarding the effects of 
learning by teaching and related cognitive theories to explain when and how 
students learn by teaching. Previous studies showed that pre-test score were 
highly predictive of post-test scores when students learn equation solving by 
teaching SimStudent [7]. In general, when students do not have sufficient 
prior knowledge on the subject to teach, they are not able to teach correctly 
and appropriately hence the benefit of learning by teaching would be argua-
bly decreased.  

Nonetheless, there are some students with low prior knowledge who 
learned more than others by teaching SimStudent.  Among equally low-prior 
students, those who showed better performance on the post-test actually 
tutored their SimStudent better as well.  The difference in the learning gain 
among students with comparable prior-knowledge indicates a presence of 
effective interaction for learning by teaching that might bootstrap tutor 
learning even with insufficient prior knowledge.  

The goal of this paper is to investigate cognitive factors that affect tutor 
learning. The central research question is why some students (even with low 
prior knowledge) learned more than other students with comparable prior 
knowledge.  To address this research question, the current paper analyzes 
data from two classroom (in-vivo) studies conducted in the USA and the 
Philippines. The Philippines study was a replication of the USA study re-
ported earlier [8].  

In the rest of the paper, we first introduce a learning environment in 
which students learn to solve linear equations by teaching SimStudent. We 
will then introduce two classroom studies conducted in the USA and the 
Philippines followed by the results and discussions.  

2. Online Learning Environment with SimStudent  

This section provides a brief overview of SimStudent and the online 
learning environment, Artificial Peer Learning environment using 
SimStudent (APLUS), in which students learn to solve algebra equations by 
interactively teach SimStudent.  Technical details about SimStudent and 
APLUS can be found elsewhere [7] 

2.1. SimStudent 

SimStudent is a synthetic pedagogical agent that acts as a peer learner.  It 
learns procedural skills from examples.  That is, a student gives SimStudent 



a problem to solve. SimStudent then attempts to solve the problem one step 
at a time, occasionally asking the student about the correctness of each step.  
If SimStudent cannot perform a step correctly, it asks the student for a hint.  
To respond to this request, the student has to demonstrate the step. 

Students may not be able to provide the correct feedback and hints.  As 
SimStudent is unable to distinguish correct from incorrect feedback, it con-
tinues to try to generalize examples and generate production rules that rep-
resent the skills learned.  SimStudent is also capable of making incorrect 
inductions that would allow SimStudent to learn incorrect productions even 
when students teach SimStudent correctly.      SimStudent’s   ability to model 
students’   incorrect   learning   is one of the unique characteristics of 
SimStudent as a teachable agent.  

2.2. APLUS: Artificial Peer Learning Environment using SimStudent 

Figure 1 shows an example screen shot of APLUS. In APLUS, students 
act as a tutor to teach SimStudent how to solve equations. SimStudent is 
named Stacy and visualized at the lower left corner of APLUS.  The tutoring 
interface allows the student and Stacy to solve problems collaboratively. In 
the figure, a student poses the problem 3x+6=15 for Stacy to solve.  Stacy 
enters  “divide  3”  and  asks  the  student whether this is correct.  The student 
responds by clicking on the [Yes/No] button.  If the student gets stuck, she 
can consult the examples tabbed at the top of the screen.  

The student has the option of gauging how much Stacy has learned with 
the use of a quiz.  The student chooses when and how often to administer 

 
Fig 1. A screen shot of APLUS. SimStudent is visualzed with an avatar 
image and names Stacy. 



the quiz by clicking a button at the bottom of the interface.  The quiz inter-
face looks like the tutoring interface, however, when Stacy takes the quiz, 
she does so independently, without any feedback or intervention from the 
student.  At the end of the quiz, the student is presented with a quiz result.  

The quiz is divided into 4 sections, each with two equation problems.  
The quiz items were created from the mix of one-step, two-step, and target 
equations (i.e., the equations with variables on both sides).  

Stacy cannot progress to a section until she passes the previous section.  
The students were asked to tutor Stacy to be able to solve equations with 
variables on both sides. In the classroom studies, the students were informed 
that their goal was to help Stacy pass all four (4) sections of the quiz.   

3. Methods  

3.1. Participants 

The USA study took place in one high school in Pittsburgh, PA, under 
the supervision of the Pittsburgh Science of Learning Center [8]. There were 
eight Algebra I classes with an average of 20 students per class. A total of 
160 students with ages ranging from 14 to 15 participated in the study.   

The Philippines study took place in one high school in Manila, Philip-
pines, under the supervision of the co-authors from the University of the 
East and the Ateneo de Manila University.  We enlisted participation from 
five first year high school sections with an average of 40 students per class.  
There were 201 study participants in all with ages ranging from 11 to 15. 
The average age of the participants was 12.5 years.   

3.2. Structure of the study 

In both the USA and the Philippine studies, each participant was random-
ly assigned to one of two versions of SimStudent: an experimental condition 
in which Stacy prompted the participants to self-explain their tutoring deci-
sions and a control condition with no self-explanation prompts. The study 
was designed this way to investigate a particular research question on the 
effect of self-explanation for tutor learning [8], which is beyond the scope of 
the current paper. For three consecutive days, participants used their as-
signed version of SimStudent for one classroom period per day (42 minutes 
for the USA and 60 minutes for the Philippines study).   

3.3. Measures  

Students took pre- and post-test before and after the intervention.  The 
students also took a delayed-test two weeks after the post-test was adminis-
tered. Three versions of isomorphic tests were randomly used for pre-, post-, 
and delayed-tests to counterbalance the test differences.  Students had the 
entire class period to finish the tests. 



The tests are divided into five parts.  Of these five parts, three parts are to 
test procedural knowledge on how to solve equations (the Procedural Skill 
Test, or PST), whereas other two parts are to test conceptual knowledge 
about algebra equations (the Conceptual Knowledge Test, or CKT). 102 out 
of 160 USA participants took all three tests, whereas in the Philippines 146 
out of 201 participants took all three tests.   In the following analyses, unless 
otherwise indicated, only those students who took all three tests are includ-
ed.  

The  system  automatically  logged  all  of  the  participants’  activities  includ-
ing problems tutored, feedback provided, steps performed, examples re-
viewed, hints requested, and quiz attempts.  In the following analysis, we 
use these factors as process data.  

4. Results  

4.1. Overall Test Scores 

Table 1 shows mean test scores plus or minus SD for the pre, post, and 
delayed Procedural Skill Tests from two studies. To see how students’   test 
scores varied before and after teaching SimStudent, we conducted a two-
way repeated-measures ANOVA with condition as a between-subjects vari-
able and test-time (pre, post, and delayed) as a within-subjects variable. For 
the USA study, the repeated measure analysis revealed a weak trend for the 
main effect for test-time. A post-hoc analysis detected a difference from pre-
test to post-test [8]. In the Philippines study, the test-time was also the main 
effect, and the post-hoc analysis detected that delayed-test was significantly 
higher than pre-test; t(247.1) =  2.457, p < 0.05. This difference, however, 
was likely due to the classroom instruction that students were taking during 
the two-week interval between the intervention and the delayed test.  

Both in the USA and the Philippine studies, condition was not the main 
effect—the presence of self-explanation did not affect tutor learning with 
the version of APLUS and SimStudent used in two studies. 

 
Table 1: Mean test scores ± SD for pre, post, delayed procedural skill test for 
each study.  

 Pre-test Post-test Delayed-test 
Philippines (PH) 0.21±0.01 0.22±0.02 0.25±0.03 
USA (US) 0.68±0.04 0.71±0.05 0.69±0.06 

 

4.2. Impact of prior knowledge 

As shown in Table 1, there was a notable difference in the pre-test scores 
suggesting that USA students had higher level prior knowledge than Philip-
pine students; t(142.4) = -22.25, p < 0.001.  



To see how prior knowledge affected learning and if the impact of prior 
knowledge differ between two studies, we ran a regression analysis with 
post-test score as a dependent variable and study (US vs. PH) as a fixed 
factor using pre-test score as a covariate. The results showed that pre-test is 
a strong predictor of post-test; t(244) = 2.80, p < 0.01. There was also a 
strong interaction between pre-test and study; the regression coefficient 
(slope) differed significantly between two studies; bPH = 0.32 vs. bUS = 0.76; 
F(1,244) = 11.24, p < 0.001—suggesting that, in general, USA students 
gained (from pre- to post-test) more than Philippine students.  Figure 2 
shows the scatter plot for pre-test (x-axis) and post-test (y-axis) scores.  
USA students (red triangles) had steeper regression line than Philippine 
students. 

4.3. Quiz Results 

In the USA study, 36 out of 102(35%) students made their SimStudents 
pass all four quiz sections. In the Philippines study, no students passed all 
four sections. At the best, only 7 out of 146 (5%) of Philippine students had 
their SimStudents pass quiz section 2.  

In the Philippines study, there were 73 students who solved quiz item #1 
correctly. Of those 73 students, 68 students solved quiz item #2 correctly 
(hence by definition passing quiz section 1).  Of those 68, only 11 students 
passed quiz section 2 (i.e., solving the first four quiz items correctly). 

One possible explanation for the Philippine students’  poor performance 
on the quiz is that Philippine students have insufficient prior knowledge, as 
indicated by the 
low pre-test scores 
and the weak re-
gression slope. A 
number of factors 
may account for the 
difference prior 
knowledge, includ-
ing curricular and 
age differences. 

Still, some Phil-
ippine students 
managed to solve 
the first four quiz 
items (i.e., passing 
the quiz section 2), 
while others did 
not. Why might 
this be so? The 
next section ad-
dresses this issue.  

 
Fig. 2: Scatter plot of pre-test (x-axis) and post-test 
(y-axis) scores. US students had larger regression 
slope (0.76) than the PH students (0.32). 
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4.4. What makes learning by teaching more effective? 

To understand why some SimStudents performed better on the quiz than 
others, we have analyzed the process data. In this analysis, we grouped stu-
dents depending on the quiz sections their SimStudents passed. We call 
students whose SimStudents passed and failed quiz section x the “passing 
Sx” and   “failing   Sx”   students, respectively. By definition, there were no 
passing S3 students in the Philippines study.   

Our focus in this particular analysis is to understand how some students 
managed to pass quiz sections in the Philippines study. Therefore, we only 
included Philippine students for this analysis unless otherwise noted.   

4.4.1. Accuracy of tutoring 
One cognitive factor that had a significant contribution to tutor learning 

in the past studies is the accuracy of tutoring—i.e., the accuracy of recogniz-
ing correct and incorrect steps made by SimStudent as well as the accuracy 
the steps demonstrated as hint.  

We thus compared the mean accuracy of passing/failing S1 and S2 stu-
dents. The result suggested that the accuracy of tutoring is a key for success 
on the quiz in the Philippines study as well. For S1: MPassing = .70 (SD = .14) 
vs. MFailing = .52 (SD = 0.16); t(119.3)=-6.89, p < 0.001.   For S2: MPassing = 
.75 (SD = 0.09) vs. MFailing = .59 (SD = 0.18); t(8.7)=-4.39, p < 0.01. 

Students’  prior  knowledge  should have affected tutoring accuracy.  There 
was actually a strong correlation between the prior knowledge (measured as 
the pre-test score on the Procedural Skill Test) and the accuracy of tutoring.  
There was also a study difference—USA students tutored more accurately 
than Philippine students.  The centered polynomial regression with the cen-
tered pre-test score (i.e., the difference from the mean) as the covariate 
(C.Pre) and the study (US vs. PH) as a fixed factor predicting the accuracy 
of tutoring (AT) revealed the following regression coefficients: AT = 0.62 + 
0.16*C.Pre + 0.18[if US]; r2=0.42, F(2, 235)=88.31, p<0.001; meaning that 
Philippine students at the average procedural skill pre-test tutored with a 
62% accuracy rate. USA students tutored 18% more accurately than Philip-
pine students in general. There was no study difference for the regression 
slope—suggesting that the prior knowledge affected the accuracy of tutoring 
equally in two studies.  

A further analysis that compared passing and failing S1 students revealed 
that the prior knowledge was not the dominant factor that affected the accu-
racy of tutoring. In the Philippines study, the average pre-test score of the 
Procedural Skill Test for passing S1 students (M=.21, SD=0.10) was not 
higher than failing S1 students (M=.20, SD=0.09). However, the average 
accuracy of tutoring was higher for passing S1 students (M=.70, SD=.14) 
than failing S1 students (M=.52, SD=0.17).  

As  for  the  students’  learning,  there was a weak trend on the average nor-
malized gain from pre- to post- favorable to passing S1 students (M=.05, 
SD=0.22) than failing S1 students (M=.01, SD=0.18); t(92.3)=-0.46, p=0.65. 



This indicates that the passing S1 students in the Philippines study learned 
more by teaching than the failing S1 students although where was no signif-
icant difference of the prior knowledge among them. There might have been 
difference in the way passing and failing S1 students tutored SimStudent. 
The next section shows the results on analyzing process data. 

4.4.2. Tutoring strategies 
Since quiz items were fixed, using quiz items for tutoring could be a 

good strategy to help SimStudent pass the quiz. Actually, in the USA study, 
passing S4 students showed a higher percentage of using quiz problems for 
tutoring (MUS = .95, SD = .11) than failing S4 students (MPH = .59, SD = 
.42); t(28) = -4.08, p < 0.001.  

Thus, we first investigated whether passing S1 and S2 students in the 
Philippines study used more quiz items for tutoring than failing S2 students.  
We found that only 47% (1826 out of 3898) problems tutored in the Philip-
pines study were the quiz items. Philippine students did not copy quiz items 
for tutoring as often as the successful (i.e., passing S4) USA students.  

If time on task were a crucial factor for learning by teaching, then stu-
dents who tutored on more problems should have learn more than those who 
tutored on fewer problems. To test this hypothesis, we first analyzed if pass-
ing S1 students simply tutored more problems than failing S1 students. The 
average number of problems tutored was 28.9±14.6 for passing S1 students 
and 20.9±12.2 for failing S1 students. The difference was not statistically 
significant. There was no notable difference in the number of problems tu-
tored between passing and failing S1 students. 

4.4.3. Resource usage 
Did passing S1 students self-learn the materials by using resources more 

than failing S1 students? When counting the number of times students re-
ferred to worked-out examples, there was actually a notable difference.  The 
passing S1 students referred to worked-out examples more than failing S1 
students; MPassing S1 (N=52) = 164±116 vs. MFailing S1 (N=79) = 106±94; 
t(93.19) = -3.00, p < 0.01.  

Furthermore, passing S1 students copied more example problems for tu-
toring than failing S1 students; MPassing S1 = 2.2 vs. MFailing S1 = 1.4; t(111.16) 
= -3.62, p < 0.001. Even when students did not actually understand how to 
solve equations, they could simply copy worked-out examples line by line to 
tutor SimStudent, which should have certainly affected SimStudent’s ability 
to pass the quiz.   

There was also a significant correlation between the number of example 
problems tutored and number of times example tab were clicked; r2=0.36, 
t(133)=8.67, p < 0.001—suggesting that Philippine students were actually 
switching between tutoring interface and example tabs frequently when they 
were copying example problems and their solutions for tutoring.  

4.4.4. Predictor of learning 



Since there were several factors that contributed SimStudent’s   and   stu-
dents’ learning found in the data, we conducted a regression analysis to see 
how certain factors contributed to the post-test score on the procedural skill 
test. The following variables were entered in the regression model: pre-test 
score on the Procedural Skill Test, total number of problems tutored, total 
number of quiz items tutored, total number of examples viewed, total num-
ber of example problems tutored, accuracy of tutoring, and study.  

The result showed that pre-test score, accuracy of tutoring (AT), and 
study were significant predictors of post-test score (PTS) on the Procedural 
Skill Test. When pre-test score was centered (C.Pre), the following regres-
sion coefficients were revealed: PST = 0.21 + 0.61*C.Pre + 0.23*AT + 
0.14[if US]; r2 = 0.77, F(3, 234)=267.7, p < 0.001.  Since pre-test and accu-
racy of tutoring are highly correlated, dropping accuracy of tutoring from 
the model also showed an equally good fit: PST = 0.34 + 0.63*C.Pre + 
0.34[if US]; r2 = 0.76, F(2, 245) = 399.3, p < 0.001. 

5. Discussions and Concluding Remarks 

We found that the prior knowledge had a strong influence on tutor learn-
ing—if students do not have sufficient prior knowledge for tutoring, they 
would not benefit from tutoring as much as students who have appropriate 
prior knowledge. The regression model mentioned in the results section 
shows that prior knowledge is the dominating predictor of post-test score for 
the Procedural Skill Test.  

Nonetheless, in the Philippines study, students who managed to have 
their SimStudent pass the first quiz section (i.e., the first two quiz problems) 
outperformed those who failed to do so on the post-test of the Procedural 
Skill Test (albeit the small effect size) even when there was no pre-test dif-
ference between passing and failing students. Students who tutored 
SimStudent better learned more. The same correlation between 
SimStudent’s  and  students’ learning was observed in previous studies [7].  

These results indicate that some students had actually learned how to tu-
tor better SimStudent via the actual tutoring interaction.  We found that, in 
the Philippines study, students who managed their SimStudent to pass the 
first two sections of the quiz copied worked-out examples more often than 
those who failed to pass the quiz. Furthermore, those passing students re-
viewed the worked-out examples more often than failing students. Further 
investigation would be necessary to understand how to better assist students 
with low prior knowledge to learn by teaching.  

Learning by teaching is a promising type of learning especially when 
combined with an advanced agent technologies. Yet, there are many to un-
derstand when and how students learn by teaching and how to best facilitate 
their learning with various individual differences.  
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Preface 
 
 
The 4th international workshop on Culturally Aware Tutoring Systems (CATS2013) is 
a follow-up to the three previously successful CATS workshop editions, organized in 
conjunction with ITS2008, AIED2009, and ITS2010. It discusses the place of culture in 
AIED research. Considering culture in this field is important because it is known to 
have a strong impact on many cognitive and affective processes including those related 
to learning. Furthermore, people with different cultural backgrounds develop 
alternative interpretations and strategies and do not similarly appraise their 
environment, which naturally reflects in their interactions with AIED systems. 
     
For the 2013 edition of the CATS workshop, it was decided to put a particular 
emphasis on addressing the following topics: i) designing AIED systems to teach 
cultural knowledge and intercultural skills, ii) enculturating AIED systems (i.e., 
developing AIED mechanisms that incorporate cultural features), and iii) considering 
cultural biases/imbalances in the AIED research production, and ways to deal with 
them. 
 
The scientific quality of CATS2013 was ensured by an interdisciplinary program 
committee of 21 members representing 11 different countries and 4 continents. A total 
of five papers were accepted for presentation, and the workshop also includes an 
interactive panel discussion whose topic is: “AIED in non-western environments: 
Challenges and Opportunities”. 
 
We are most grateful to the many individuals who have made this half-day workshop 
possible. We thank the Program Committees of the International Conference on 
Artificial Intelligence in Education, especially workshop chairs Erin Walker and Chee 
Kit Looi for their help in the planning of this workshop. We wholeheartedly thank the 
members of the CATS 2013 Program Committee for having dedicated time to evaluate 
workshop submissions within a limited time frame.  
 
Welcome to the 4th International Workshop on Culturally-Aware Tutoring Systems. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

July, 2013 
Emmanuel G. Blanchard and Isabela Gasparini. 
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Abstract. This paper argues that there is a need for integrating cultural consid-
erations into AIED systems in order to enhance interactions between systems 
and learners. The development of a conceptual model of intercultural communi-
cation, the challenges encountered and the major achievements are described. 

Keywords: Tutoring systems, intercultural communication, conceptual model.  

1 Introduction 

There is a large body of evidence which shows that the way people interpret and 
react to their environment significantly differs from one culture to another [1, 2]. 
When considering the wide range of human activities and situations influenced by 
culture, it is surprising to note that human-related technologies have only recently 
started to account for culture; and the domain of Artificial Intelligence in Education 
(AIED) is no exception. Indeed, AIED systems tend to focus on questions identified 
in Western contexts, resulting in design and solutions essentially inspired by Western 
authors, tested and validated essentially on Western samples [3]. 

This cultural imbalance in AIED research production, put together with well-
documented cultural variations in situational understanding, interactions, and com-
munication practices [1, 2, 4-12] bring forth the importance of considering cultural 
variations in AIED research. Specifically, we argue that two additional areas of re-
search should become priorities for the AIED community: 

- Investigating the applicative boundaries of previous AIED findings, assessing 
their universality or cultural specificity; and, possibly, initiating specific inter-
national collaborations and reflections on the most appropriate approaches to 
achieve these objectives.  
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- Developing innovative mechanisms to create more truly Culturally-Aware Tu-
toring Systems capable of manifesting cultural intelligence [4] in their inner 
mechanisms and interactions with learners.  

Following initial developments (see [13] for an overview), one important emerging 
question facing the AIED community is how to enhance interaction between AIED 
systems and learners by integrating cultural considerations? By presenting a theory-
grounded conceptual model of intercultural communication, with a particular focus on 
its nonverbal component, we contribute to this overarching research question and 
towards bridging the culture divide in the extant AIED research. Our model provides 
an ecology of notions as generic guidelines and structures that, we believe, can under-
pin AIED-related developments such as a) innovative designs for embodied pedagog-
ical agents to allow learners to adopt a culturally-inspired and informed non-verbal 
communication style (see [14] for an example of enculturated agents), b) the devel-
opment of automatic observation mechanisms to more appropriately interpret learn-
ers’ body language, or c) the development of educational data mining techniques to 
analyze the resulting data. The research was undertaken as part of the ImREAL pro-
ject developing a lightweight ontology to be used for semantic tagging of culturally 
rich social-web content [15]. 

This paper is organized as follows. Next, we introduce challenges in undertaking 
cultural research and strategies to mitigate the associated risks. We then describe the 
methodology followed to produce a conceptual model for cultural variations in inter-
personal encounters. Following an iterative ontology development methodology, the 
conceptual model progressively evolved to include more and more ‘heavyweight 
ontology’-inspired development practices. The resulting conceptual model is then 
presented and discussed. The paper closes with limitations and concluding remarks.   

2 Challenges and Mitigation Strategies in Cultural Research 

Many specific challenges are faced when addressing the cultural domain in a scien-
tific manner. Firstly, while culture is a common topic of discussion in everyday life it 
remains ill-defined. And people, including scholars, not literate in this field often tend 
to adopt folk conceptualizations without even noticing it. The existence of a large 
body of cultural theories and frameworks tailored to specific tools and practices and 
focused on different aspects, also contributes to the difficulty in developing a clear 
and coherent scientific approach to this domain. The daily manipulation of cultural 
knowledge is also essentially implicit, i.e. most of the time people are unaware that 
they are culturally acting or interpreting and, when they are, it can be particularly 
difficult for them to thoroughly describe the situation with folk language only. It is 
thus extremely important for a project to have scientifically-acknowledged ground-
ings that should, if possible, reflect different theoretical perspectives in order to obtain 
the broadest possible view about a cultural research question.  

The research presented here has considered several cultural theories and frame-
works. The essential ones are listed in Table 1. Some of them further propose strate-
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gies to address the risk of relying on cultural stereotypes, another central challenge in 
cultural research. 

Secondly, and as previously mentioned, people are frequently unaware that they 
are culturally interpreting information and such an ‘unconscious’ bias does not spare 
well-informed cultural researchers. Besides adopting a very cautious way of thinking, 
a possible solution for (at least partially) limiting this effect is to enforce collabora-
tions between people with very different profiles that are then able to nurture the re-
flection process with enculturated experiences. This eventually results in the identifi-
cation of way more cultural specificities.  

Table 1. References and brief descriptions for theoretical groundings of the current project. 

Main references Theory, framework, or study aspect 
Memetic Theory [16] A theory that suggests that cultural evolution shares similarities with 

genetic evolution. It is centered around the notion of ‘meme’ as basic 
cultural units i.e. the cultural counterpart to ‘gene’. 

Dual Inheritance Theory. See 
[17] for an overview. 

A prominent contemporary approach to culture in evolutionary anthro-
pology. 

Sperber’s Epidemiology of 
Representation [5] 

Another influential theory in evolutionary anthropology that does not 
imply the notion of cultural replicators. 

Distribution of cultural concep-
tualizations [18] 

A psychology-based discussion on the notion of cultural conceptualiza-
tions, and on their distributions within cultural groups. 

Culture and Cognition [6] A psychology-based overview of cultural influences on cognitive proc-
esses 

System of Values of Hofstede  
[7]. See [8] for a 25 year review 
of related studies. 

Originally developed in the field of business/leadership, it remains the 
most commonly used framework in attempts to integrate cultural consid-
erations in technology. 

GLOBE system of values [9]  A system of values including both group and individual analyses. The 
main challenger of Hofstede’s approach in business and leadership. 

Schwartz Value Inventory [10] Another system of values. 
Cultural Intelligence [4] Construct proposed in business/leadership to express, assess and improve 

behavioural, cognitive and affective intercultural skills 
Cultural framework of Alwood 
[19] 

A cultural framework that includes, but is not limited to, considerations 
for intercultural communication. 

Framework for intercultural 
training of Bennett [20] 

An approach for intercultural training that proposes a developmental 
model of intercultural sensitivity. 

Research on specific cultural 
variations (e.g. [11]) 

Research on cultural variations related particularly to emotion, facial 
expressions, and nonverbal behaviour. 

Cultural Framework of Hall [12] A cultural framework that suggests that space, context and time are 
essential dimensions to understand how people behave, communicate 
and impact on their living environment. 

Politeness Theory [21] A theory that suggests that there are universalisms in ways of ensuring 
politeness in interpersonal communication. 

The research team of the work presented is multicultural (Australian, French and 
Bulgarian nationals, with additional life experiences in the UK, Greece, Canada, Na-
mibia, Japan, Denmark, and Germany) and benefits from discussions with collabora-
tors from India and Germany. It also has a multidisciplinary expertise (computer sci-
ence and social-science with advanced theoretical knowledge in educational and cog-
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nitive psychology, anthropology, and communication), and includes experts in both 
‘lightweight’ and ‘heavyweight’ ontology engineering [22]. 

3 A Hybrid Development Method 

This heterogeneous expertise in ontology engineering is actually an interesting il-
lustration of the needs for a conceptual framework on intercultural communication. 
Cultures are not always country-related, and can emerge in any communities, includ-
ing scientific ones. For example, it can be said that members of the AIED community 
do share a mutual culture. Yet within this community, there are conceptualizations 
mainly shared by psychologists that are not necessarily adopted by computer scien-
tists, and conversely. Similarly, people working on lightweight and heavyweight on-
tologies aim at producing an artefact they all refer to as ‘ontology’. Yet the meaning 
they give to this term drastically differs, which leads to strong variations in typical 
development procedures. According to prominent ontologists [22, 23], while light-
weight ontologists follow operational approaches to find a solution to a problem 
known a priori, heavyweight ontologists follow approaches similar to philosophy in 
an attempt to capture the true essence of a domain before even considering issues they 
could address with the resulting conceptualization. 

Since this project collaboration was initiated by lightweight ontologists, the team 
first adopted a lightweight ontology development approach. However, with internal 
assessments identifying more and more complex conceptual issues, heavyweight on-
tology practices were incorporated progressively. This resulted in a hybrid artefact 
that cannot be fully considered as an ontology since it lacks significant details, which 
is why we refer to it as a ‘conceptual model’. It appears as more formal than average 
lightweight productions without fully matching heavyweight ontology requirements.  

The complexity brought with the inclusion of more heavyweight practices also led 
to more strictly characterize the conceptualization focus. Rather than tackling inter-
cultural communication at large, it appeared more realistic to first concentrate essen-
tially on its nonverbal component. Yet, basic conceptual structures have been identi-
fied to support future work in addressing intercultural verbal communication (e.g. 
cultural scripts. See [24]). The next sections describe the steps followed.  

Step 1. Adopting a glossary-centered approach. Developing a knowledge glos-
sary (KG) (or glossary of terms) consisting in a list of widely accepted terminologies 
and their definitions along with supporting references is a common practice to provide 
theoretical grounding to lightweight ontologies [25]. This quickly appeared to be a 
problematic approach for modelling the intercultural communication domain because 
of its multidisciplinary nature. Several issues were observed such as ‘cultural disci-
pline’ communities relying on constructs with no counterparts in other communities, 
or terms being used in several disciplines but with different meanings associated to 
them. Furthermore, a large number of term candidates were identified, which made 
the task of obtaining a coherent KG difficult because of cognitive overload aspects. 

Step 2. Eliciting term interdependencies and providing a graphical represen-
tation. The first revision focused on structuring elicited terms rather than just listing 
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labels and their definitions. Furthermore, this structuring was made graphical through 
the use of a concept map program, i.e. labels of selected notions were organized as a 
taxonomy-like tree while definitions and references for each of these labels (i.e. the 
KG) remained stored in a separate table. This provision of a graphical and structured 
overview of the KG facilitated the process, and further helped to reduce the list of 
term candidates by facilitating the identification of different terms labelling the same 
notion. Yet the structure remained was not optimal. More precisely, term categories 
were clearly emerging but no widely accepted labels existed for them. 

Step 3. Enhancing the structure with the inclusion of abstract notions. The 
next methodological revision consisted in creating abstract categories to optimize the 
structure obtained in Step 2. Definitions for these categories had to be created since 
they did not exist in any specific cultural disciplines, but rather emerged from various 
perspectives analyzed altogether. None of these categories could thus be associated to 
an exact reference but rather to a body of supporting references. The resulting graphi-
cally-supported structure of labels and its associated KG then began to look satisfy-
ing. However, we wanted to expose our conceptualization to more cultural perspec-
tives in order to better address threats of unconscious biases in cultural interpretations 
and the corollary risks of oversimplifying the problem. 

Step 4. Iteratively validating and revising the model with competency ques-
tions (CQ). The use of CQs is an approach proposed to test that a model correctly 
covers its domain [25]. Briefly summarised, CQs are questions related to the domain 
such as “are women and men normally allowed to make casual contact, e.g., shaking 
hands?”. CQs were collected from external experts and provided a vehicle to assess 
whether the model integrated appropriate notions to address them. We contacted peo-
ple with expertise on culture-related topics (2 from the US, 2 from Germany, 1 from 
the Netherlands, 1 from Brazil, and 1 from the Philippines) and collected a total of 95 
CQs, which were then used to assess the coverage of the nonverbal intercultural 
communication by our conceptual model. Due to space constraints, we cannot fully 
describe the systematic procedure followed. Each step was performed separately by 
two experts, followed by an in depth discussion to address identified limitations. 
Many CQs went beyond the nonverbal component of intercultural communication, 
with the resulting conceptual model being able to address them as well.   

CQs were applied in an iterative manner. We divided them randomly into 3 sets of 
questions. The 1st set was used to analyze the model we had obtained after Step3, 
which led to significant updates. The new model was then tested with the 2nd set and a 
limited number of additional conceptual updates were adopted in a second revision. 
The 3rd set was eventually applied with no significant conceptual changes, which we 
interpreted as a sign that our model had achieved a proper level of stability and do-
main coverage. We argue that this approach is adequate when conceptualizing a cul-
tural problem since it is not possible to find a source that concentrates the whole cul-
tural wisdom and production of Mankind. In other words, there may always be a cul-
tural group with specific and unforeseen interpretations for specific behavioral primi-
tives. However, because of the stability we achieved, we hypothesize that future up-
dates would remain light and expect that our model is dynamic enough to easily ac-
commodate such limited evolutions.  
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This is indeed another important improvement resulting from CQ-based assess-
ments. We identified that several notions in our model rely on complex combinations 
of contextual dimensions. Rather than attempting to list all possible combination in-
stances (which we are confident is an impossible task), we have revised our model to 
include an easy mechanism for including new context ‘descriptors’ when needed.  
This is one of the elements we discuss in the next section on the resulting production. 

4 Resulting Conceptual Model 

Figure 1 presents a simplified overview of the resulting conceptual model with the 
main concepts being introduced in the following lines. 

Firstly, culture is seen as a cognitive phenomenon that emerges at group level [17] 
(see [3]). The main support for its exclusively cognitive nature is that cultures evolve 
through social learning processes [5, 17]. Cultural artifacts and behaviors are thus not 
directly transmitted. Rather, it is the way to design/construct/perform/etc. them that is 
socially shared (see the notion of cultural script below). Several cognitive constructs 
emerge in our conceptual model (see Table 3) with the most important ones for non-
verbal intercultural communication being: 

- cultural norms as "a kind of grammar of social interactions. Like a grammar, 
a system of norms specifies what is acceptable and what is not in a society or 
group. And analogously to a grammar, it not the product of human design and 
planning" [26];  

- cultural scripts as prototypical procedures to be performed in a specific con-
text and for a specific purpose. They are scripts as defined by [27]. The ‘cul-
tural script’ concept was first introduced in linguistics [24] and social sciences 
[28] and is being expanded as part of the More Advanced Upper Ontology of 
Culture (MAUOC) project to address the non-universal nature of many cogni-
tive scripts ([29]; see [30] for an outdated version; see also [31]);  

- stereotypes as belief structures that influence the processing of information 
about stereotyped groups and their members [32]. They are “sustained by se-
lective perception and selective forgetting" [33 p.196], and are "socially-
supported, continually revived and hammered in, by our media of mass com-
munication" [33 p.200]. 

As a follow up, it is important to clarify when intercultural communication practic-
es, languages, and act are cultural and when they are not. This is achieved by as-
sessing their innateness: if they are innate to human being (i.e. not acquired through 
social learning processes), then they are not cultural elements, which led us to identify 
behavioral primitives (gesture, posture, eye gaze, facial expression) as non-cultural 
because a new born baby could actually perform such things. However, what a baby 
cannot do is to perform these actions while associating a socially-learnt meaning to 
them. Such an association of behavioral primitives and socially learnt meanings are 
cultural and we refer to them as Cultural Body Language Act (CBLA see Table 2). 

Another aspect of our conceptual model refers to the notion of context. Indeed 
several meanings can be associated to a behavioral primitive. Knowing which one 
applies in a specific situation depends on the ability to correctly identify contextual 
dimensions. Similarly, several cultural norms may be regulating nonverbal communi-
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cation at a certain time, and are tightly depending on the context of occurrence. There 
are countless different contextual situations worldwide and it would be impossible to 
come to an exhaustive listing. We have thus defined descriptors as lightweight con-
structs to facilitate contextual descriptions (for a more heavyweight approach to con-
text, see [30]). Descriptors are terms referring to qualities, properties, conditions, 
functions, or situations to characterize a contextual dimension. Several descriptors can 
be used to characterize a context. Example of descriptors can be ‘politeness’, ‘gift’, 
‘privacy’, etc. virtually any terms that users may want to use as characterizations. Of 
course, a controlled vocabulary of descriptors would be better and, following CQs 
analyses, we already suggest several abstract descriptor categories (see Figure 1). 

Finally, several additional notions specific to nonverbal intercultural communica-
tion have been defined in the KG with the main ones being listed in Table 2. 

Table 2. Limited list of of definitions for nonverbal communication notions 

Cultural elements 

Basic cultural units of information. Initially popularized under the ‘meme’ terminolo-
gy from Memetic Theory [16]. Alternatives less supportive of the genetic-to-culture 
analogy have also been proposed in modern evolutionary anthropology theories like 
the Dual Inheritance Theory [17] and the Epidemiology of Representation [5]. 

Cultural non-verbal 
communication 

Communication system shared by a cultural group and acquired by its members 
through social learning processes (not innate [17]) which do not make use of oral 
language (e.g. [11]). 

Cultural body lan-
guage act (CBLA) 

Behavioral primitives (gesture, posture, gaze or facial expression) or sequences of 
them associated with meanings, this association resulting from a sociocultural (not 
innate) learning process.  
Gestures associated with meanings. May be used to enrich, clarify or elaborate our 
descriptions [34, 35]. 
Postures associated with meanings. A form of kinetic behavior, revealing important 
information on nonverbal communication and emotions. 
Facial expressions associated with meanings. May be used to display affective states, 
which can repeat, augment, contradict, or be unrelated to verbal statements. Affect 
displays can be intentional or unintentional. Through facial expressions we can com-
municate our personality, open/close channels of communication, complement/qualify 
other nonverbal behavior, and communicate emotional states [2, 36]. 

CBLA – abstract 
Definitions of these abstract body language constructs focus either on the effect to be 
achieved, the functional objective, or features specific to instances of these abstract 
categories (see definitions of regulators, illustrators, adaptors, and emblems below). 

Regulators 
Maintain and regulate the back and forth nature of speaking and listening between two 
or more interactants. They are gesture movements that attempt to regulate a conversa-
tion: to shut someone up, bring others in, encourage them to continue etc [37, 38]. 

Illustrators Intimately linked to spoken discourse - actions accompanying speech such as finger 
pointing and raised eyebrows. They accompany and may amplify speech.[36, 38]. 

Adaptors Generally unconscious behavioral adaptations in response to certain situations. Ac-
tions used to act on objects or self-manipulative actions such as lip biting [36, 37]. 

Emblems 
Have a specific verbal translation known by most members of the communicating 
group. Usually the direct verbal translation consists of a word or two or phrase. Used 
often deliberately with the conscious intent to spread a message [34-36, 38, 39]. 

CBLA- concrete 
Clear and precise usage of specific (sequences of) behavioral primitives to convey a 
meaning in more or less specific contexts (e.g. agreement with head nodding, greeting 
act with handshake). 

Cultural body  
Language A system of CBLAs internalized by members of a specific cultural group. 
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5 Conclusion 

We described the development of a conceptual model of intercultural communica-
tion in the context of addressing a cultural imbalance in the existent AIED research. 
The work presented is a step towards answering overarching research questions con-
cerning how to enhance interactions between AIED systems and learners by integrat-
ing cultural considerations. As with all research that focuses on culture, some qualifi-
cations are in order. Whilst our research team encompasses a wide range of cultural 
backgrounds, we do not claim we account for every cultural perspective. The CQs 
captured the perspectives of 6 domain experts, producing 95 questions. Within the 
boundaries of our research we maintain that this was sufficient, however future re-
search may build on this by including a broader perspective and greater volume. We 
have encoded the conceptual model in a lightweight ontology whose applicability for 
annotating user-generated content to capture cultural variations in nonverbal commu-
nication is currently evaluated. The conceptual model will also inspire heavyweight 
ontology developments in the context of the MAUOC project [29, 30]. 
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of a in-depth study to investigate if 
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1 Introduction 

Brazil is a country with 8,514,876 km2, it is the largest country in both South Ameri-
ca and the Latin America region and the world's fifth largest country, both by geo-
graphical area and by population, with over 193 million people. Brazil is 58th in the 
economic competitiveness ranking published by the World Economic Forum in Sep-
tember of 2010, which analyzed 139 countries [1]. Brazilian culture is a very exten-
sive subject, including stories, legends, dances, superstitions and religious rituals, 
either brought to the land by the Europeans, Africans and Asians or already present in 
its native cultures. All of these manifestations are quite peculiar to each culture and 
distinct in each region of Brazil. Brazil is a multicultural and multiethnic society. 
Because of the Portuguese colonization, Portuguese is the official language and is 
spoken in the whole country; however, Brazilian culture has been influenced by many 
cultures, due to immigration throughout our history [2].  

Human-computer interaction (HCI) is an area of research and practice that 
emerged in the early 1980s, as a specialty area in computer science embracing cogni-
tive science and human factors engineering [3]. The initial research in the HCI field 
was motivated by the increase of personal computing that became manifest at an op-
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portune time – personal computers were being used by end users who were not ex-
perts in computer science or engineering. As HCI developed, it moved beyond the 
desktop perspective. First, because of the growing influence of the Internet on compu-
ting and on society, and secondly, because HCI moved beyond the desktop through 
the continual, and occasionally explosive diversification in the ecology of computing 
devices. Nowadays, interactive systems can be anywhere and anytime. Therefore, 
today it is important to know how to deal with cultural issues, especially when devel-
oping or evaluating wide-access applications and interactive systems. Interactive sys-
tems for the Web need to provide support for an ever increasing amount of material 
and make it available for local-language populations across the world. One of the 
main challenges for designers is to build/evaluate system that aim explicitly at ac-
knowledging the diversity of their users’ cultural background and attending to a wider 
variety of needs and expectations [4]. Consequently, the introduction of the culture 
concept in interactive systems and interaction design is becoming a necessity, a chal-
lenge, and a timely and relevant issue [5]. Indeed, in attempting to disentangle this 
diversity, culture has received increasing attention in International Human Computer 
Interaction (HCI) community, e.g. in learning contexts [6] and [7]; in internationaliza-
tion/globalization aspects [8], [9], [10] and [11]; in an adaptive user perspective [12]; 
in an usability evaluation [13]; in a Web Science Perspective [14]; in the software 
engineering [18]; and in HCI design [25]. For the last years, the research and litera-
ture accounting for cultural contexts in human-computer interaction design has quick-
ly grown [25]. 

Nevertheless, until today, there is no analysis of how cultural issues have been ad-
dressed in Brazilian HCI community, neither how HCI community in Brazil has been 
working towards consolidating its cultural aspects in interactive systems. This paper 
presents an analysis of fifteen years of Brazilian Symposium on Human Factors in 
Computer Systems (IHC), to identify researchers who treat cultural issues as a core 
activity in their research. To do this, the conference between the years 1998 to 2012 
was analyzed. After these results, we perform a qualitative analysis on each research-
er who deals with cultural aspects to verify ongoing topic in Brazil. 

This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 shows the related work. Section 3 de-
scribes our methodology of this work and Section 4 presents the results of cultural 
issues in Brazilian researches. Finally, section 5 presents the considerations of this 
analysis. 

2 Related Work 

One of the most accepted definition of culture is “the collective programming of the 
mind that distinguishes the members of one group or category of people from others” 
[26] and is usually defined in Human Computer Interaction as the common values, 
attitudes and behavioral patterns shared by a group of people [27]. Cultural awareness 
involves becoming aware of cultural values, beliefs and perceptions. It´s become cen-
tral when we have to interact with people from other cultures. Blanchard et al [28] 
refer culturally-aware system to ‘any system where culture-related information has 
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had some impact on its design, runtime or internal processes, structures, and/or objec-
tives’.  The quality of user experience is intricately related to the users’ cultural char-
acteristics [15]. Cultural characteristics have been found to be an important issue be-
cause a user’s cultural profile shapes his/her perception of a system features, e.g., a 
given culture profile will cause a user to focus on a set of information and ignore 
others, thus, system features appropriated for one culture may not be suitable for oth-
ers; and system design needs to be adapted for different culture as well [15].  

Considering culture in HCI interaction is becoming a necessity, a challenge, and a 
timely and relevant issue, as we can see the inclusion of this topic in different HCI 
conferences (e.g. the 14th International Conference on Human-Computer Interaction, 
that in 2011 had a tutorial about Cross-Cultural HCI  [16], the 20th conference on User 
Modeling, Adaptation, and Personalization – UMAP that in 2009 selects as a best 
paper award a paper about adapting interfaces to Cultural Preferences [17], or the 
14th IFIP TC13 Conference on Human-Computer Interaction - Interact 2013, that has 
the theme of the conference, “Designing for Diversity”, which recognizes the inter-
disciplinary, multidisciplinary and intercultural spirit of human-computer interaction 
research). Cultural diversity is a hot topic to HCI today and many works have applied 
cultural dimension to interaction design, variations of dialog and presentation design, 
evaluation of user behavior, etc. [19], [20], [21], [22].  

Regarding related works which aims to analyze data from conference papers, a pa-
per stands out. Henry et al. [23] brings a general analysis of  HCI conferences all over 
the world where he shows several graphic data, making possible a wide vision about 
how authors have behaved during years of work in that field of knowledge of com-
puter science. Henry et al. [23] opens many possibilities of analysis which can show 
important information about how have being directed the researches all over the 
globe. They showed a visual exploration of the field of HCI through the author and 
article metadata of four of its major conferences: the ACM conferences on Computer-
Human Interaction (CHI), User Interface Software and Technology, and Advanced 
Visual Interfaces and the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization, and then 
they described many global and local patterns they had discovered in this data set, 
together with the exploration process that produced them.  

Blanchard [6] analyzes potential cultural biases in paper production in Intelligent 
Tutoring Systems (ITS) and Artificial Intelligence in Education (AIED) conferences. 
The paper attempts to make the community aware of an identified and quantified 
WEIRD (Western, Educated, Industrialized, Rich, and Democratic societies) bias in 
psychology research that is likely to have an indirect impact on the AIED research 
field. A ten year analysis of full conference papers production reveals similar WEIRD 
imbalances in the AIED research field, which suggests that it may be producing 
WEIRD-flavored research as well [6].  

Following the authors idea, this paper presents an in-depth study to investigate if 
Brazilian HCI community is addressing cultural issues in their researches. In this 
paper, the results emerge from Brazilian Symposium on Human Factors in Computing 
Systems (IHC) and the exploration of each Brazilian’ researcher curriculum from the 
previous result, aiming to understand how research field is evolving. The next section 
will present the methodology of the analysis. 
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3 Methodology 

This work focuses in the analysis of fifteen years of Brazilian Symposium on Human 
Factors in Computing Systems (IHC). To begin the review, all the data was reunited 
from all conferences editions and started a filtering of information. First decision was 
to investigate only full papers. Some editions (206-2012) were available in ACM 
Digital Library, but we also had access to the Proceedings of all conference editions, 
getting access to all papers. Then, we open each full paper, and put its information in 
a dataset (i.e., year, title, language, authors, institution, country, keywords, abstract, 
ACM keywords, ACM category, general terms, and references).  

Also in parallel we inspected all 236 full papers, observing for each paper: the title, 
abstract, keywords and introduction, aiming identify the main subject of the work and 
if it treated cultural issues. Each paper identified as focusing with cultural issues, a 
fully reading was applied. Table 1 presents the number of papers investigated from 
each year. It is important to explain that the period from 2002 to 2010 the conference 
was biannual. In 2010 the community voted to return the annual conference. This year 
the Brazilian Symposium on Human Factors in Computing System will be placed at 
Manaus- the capital state of Amazonas – in the North of Brazil, because the commu-
nity agrees that Brazil have diverse cultural components, and each region has its pecu-
liarities, so the conference must be placed each year in a different region of Brazil. 
Since the others regions have already supported the conference (i.e. Northeast, Cen-
tral-West, Southeast and South), the only region not yet covered was the North re-
gion.  

Table 1. Number of full paper for each year of HCI conference 

Conference year Place of the Conference (city and 
state in Brazil) 

Number of full paper 

1998 Maringá – Paraná 15 
1999 Campinas – São Paulo 13 
2000 Gramado – Rio Grande do Sul 16 
2001 Florianópolis – Santa Catarina 22 
2002 Fortaleza – Ceará 29 
2004 Curitiba – Paraná 15 
2006 Natal – Rio Grande do Norte 20 
2008 Porto Alegre – Rio Grande do Sul 25 
2010 Belo Horizonte – Minas Gerais 19 
2011 Porto de Galinhas – Pernambuco 32 
2012 Cuiabá – Mato Grosso  30 
Total  236 

 
The articles were read individually, aiming searching for terms and themes that fits 

the specifications, i.e., culturally related aspects. After that, we also did diverse que-
ries in the dataset, aiming to confirm previous results with human inspection.  
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After this data stratification, we identified only six papers (related to sixteen re-
searchers) of the conference treat directly cultural issues in their research. Therefore, 
we did an explorative search for the research of each researcher who published one of 
these papers. All these sixteen researchers who published cultural aspects in the con-
ference work at Brazilian’s institutes, so, as all of them must have an update curricu-
lum vitae in the Lattes Platform provided by the National Council for Scientific and 
Technological Development (CNPq1) [24], the analysis of each curriculum was facili-
tated. 

The understanding and analysis of this amount of data is not the core business, and 
this paper just initiates what seems to be an important issue of analysis at HCI field 
studies. Section 4 presents the results found. 
 

4 Results 

We analyzed 236 full papers of all Brazilian Symposium on Human Factors in Com-
puting System editions. From this dataset, we had found a list of only six full papers 
that had focused on cultural related aspects as the core business of the paper. There 
were found other papers which have some relation to cultural aspects (e.g. accessibil-
ity, design for different types of users, etc.), but the cultural aspects were not treat or 
even cited in them. Table 2 presents the result of this analysis. 

Table 2. Results of cultural aspects from the Brazilian Symposium on Human Factors in 
Computing System 

Year of the 
conference 

Number of 
author 

Cultural subject of the paper 

2000 3 Cultural and Psychological effects of Colors 
2001 2 Methods for the study of signs perception 

for subjects in different cultural environment 
2008 4 Cultural sensitive web-based learning material 
2011 1 Cultural aspects to dealing with death issues and 

afterlife digital legacy 
2011 3 Cultural-aware issues in HCI 
2011 3 Cross-cultural systems and cultural Metaphors 
 

From this small list of papers, we found sixteen researchers that deals with culture 
as a topic of research and investigation. After that we analyzed all Lattes curriculum 
vitae, in order to find out whenever these authors have also been publishing the cul-
tural subject in other conferences or journals. The result of the triangulation analysis 
is shown in Figure 1.   

                                                           
1  CNPq is an agency under the Ministry of Science and Technology (MST) which aims to 

promote scientific and technological research and also train and qualify researchers in the 
country and abroad 
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Fig. 1. Cloud tag of related conference where Brazilian researchers have been publishing the 
cultural subject. 

 
 

Table 3 presents the list of conferences where the researchers published papers 
with cultural related issues. 

Table 3. Main conferences where Brazilian researchers published papers related to cultural 
issues 

Acronym Name of the Conference 
ACM-SIGDOC ACM International Conference on Design of Communication 
Applied-
Computing IADIS International Conference Applied Computing 

CATS International Workshop on Culturally-Aware Tutoring Systems 
CLIHC Latin American Human- Computer Interaction 
CSEDU International Conference on Computer Supported Education 
e-Society IADIS International Conference e-Society 

ED-MEDIA World Conference on Educational Multimedia, Hypermedia and 
Telecommunications 

HCII International Conference on Human-Computing Interaction 
IBERAMIA Ibero-American Artificial Intelligence Conference 
ICEC International Conference on Entertainment Computing 
ICEIS International Conference on Enterprise Information Systems 

IDGD International conference on Internationalization, design and global 
development 

IEEE-SMC IEEE International Conference on Systems, Man, and Cybernetics 
IFIP-HCIS IFIP Human-Computer Interaction Symposium 
IFIP-WCCE IFIP World Conference on Computers in Education 
INTERACT IFIP TC13 Conference on Human-Computer Interaction 
LA-WEB Latin American Web Congress 

NAACL-HLT Young Investigators Workshop on Computational Approaches to 
Languages of the Americas 

SBIE Simpósio Brasileiro de Informática na Educação 
SCCC International Conference of the Chilean Computer Science Society 

WAIHCWS Workshop sobre Aspectos da Interação Humano-Computador na 
Web Social 

WWW/Internet IADIS International Conference WWW/Internet 
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In addition to the conference papers, some researchers have been publishing cul-

tural aspects in different journals and books chapters. The most relevant are: Interna-
tional Reports on Socio-Informatics, Advances in Human-Computer Interaction and 
Human-Computer Interaction Series (Springer). 

5 Conclusion 

The Brazilian HCI community is very well consolidated in Brazil and is acknowl-
edged both nationally and internationally. Members of the community feel that the 
people working in the field and their production have increased in the last few years 
[2]. This paper focused on carry out an exploratory search in the Brazilian Symposi-
um on Human Factors in Computing System. From the two hundred thirty-six full 
papers study, only six were directly related to the cultural issues. After, we have 
summarized these findings and executed a new search toward to discover if the au-
thors of these papers actually have been publishing about this subject in other confer-
ences and journals. The result was positive, since the majority of them still working in 
the cultural aspects. 

Our objective was not point out who in Brazil is researching about cultural issues 
and HCI, nor even show how much Brazilian HCI community is addressing cultural 
aspects (if this answer is possible or desirable) but to discuss how cultural issues can 
be addressed in HCI field. Indeed, the success of the growth of cultural issues in HCI 
research is exactly take advantage of workshops and conferences where the theme can 
be discussed.  

HCI (as a community and as a research area) need more investigation towards this 
agreement. Many open issues emerge when we discuss culture in interaction design, 
and HCI, including: 

• What exactly is culture? How we can represent it and use it appropriately in 
the interaction design? 

• How do you obtain relevant cultural information about a specific community 
(country or region or even a corporation) and how do you determine each is relevant? 

• How do you generate design ideas from this cultural information? 
• How important is culture among all other aspects being considered in an in-

teraction design?  
• How Brazilian HCI community can address cultural issues in its research? 
This paper obviously has not an answer to these questions, it just tries to provide 

some directions of how culture aspects still an open issue. Therefore, it is yet a limited 
excursion into a territory which includes many other possible perspectives and paths 
to explore. 
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Abstract. Contextual student modeling, also called cultural profiling or cultural 
modeling, refers to the process of building a computational representation of 
the cultural identity and background of a student. Previous works have been 
done that identify and use certain environmental dimensions for such a model. 
In this paper, a new approach is proposed that uses additional dimensions, and 
incorporates combinations of dimension clusters to represent and quantify a 
student’s expression of socio-cultural group traits and preferences. The viability 
of this approach is demonstrated through the use of a prototype that collects 
dimension data and generates estimates of a student’s association with particu-
lar socio-cultural groups in five categories. An evaluation of the prototype re-
vealed that estimates were rated as reasonable and acceptable by students and 
confirms that the approach extends current efforts in the field of culturally-
aware tutoring systems for modeling student’s cultural context. 

Keywords: contextual student model, cultural element, dimensions 

1. Introduction 

Contextual student modeling, also called cultural profiling or cultural modeling, re-
fers to the process of building a computational representation of the cultural identity 
and background of a student. This identity is shaped by many dimensions that origi-
nate from an individual level such as personal demographics and from a group level 
such as religious or ethnic influences. The first challenge that arises in contextual 
student modeling is identifying which dimensions should be modeled, and determining 
to what extent a dimension affects a student’s personality, preferences, and opinions. 
The second challenge that arises is whether combinations of these dimensions can be 
worked out such that a student’s expression of particular traits and values, shared by a 
cultural group, are represented and measured relative the group’s expression of said 
traits and values. The final challenge that arises in contextual student modeling is 
evaluating whether a computational model generated for a student is a reasonable and 
acceptable representation of the student’s particular cultural identity and background.  

This paper tackles all three challenges in a systematic manner by looking at culture 
as a form of context. When culture is looked at as context or rather as a focused col-
lection of metadata, these challenges becomes more tractable and the issues that need 
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to be dealt with start to take on a computational form. The environmental context of 
an individual is therefore made up of several dimensions of metadata. These contextu-
al dimensions fall into two groups: contextual factors and contextual influences. A 
contextual factor is something that brings about a particular effect on an individual 
and can be quantified discretely. A contextual influence is something that brings about 
a particular effect on an individual but whose exact nature is not readily known and 
can take on a range of values.  

Several key ideas in this paper are based on the works of Blanchard, Mizoguchi, 
and Lajoie [3] who define the concept of cultural elements and cultural groups. A 
contextual element is considered to be a type of cultural element. It is an observable 
manifestation of culture and can be present in educational content expressed as differ-
ent forms of media (text, pictures, videos, and audio). A contextual group on the other 
hand is a collection of individuals sharing similar values for contextual dimensions. 
Contextual groups and individuals are related by these contextual dimensions. The 
strength of this relationship is determined by the amount of overlap of dimension 
context and by the individual’s expression of particular dimensions in the intersection. 
These definitions are central to the approach taken in this paper for dealing with the 
challenges outlined earlier with the goal of defining a contextual student model. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 identifies twenty four dimensions of 
context for a contextual student model (CSM) based on related research, and explains 
the rationale for the new dimensions identified in this paper that have not been used in 
culturally-aware tutoring systems (CATS) research before. Section 3 discusses how 
these dimensions were clustered based on relevance to particular contextual groups, 
for the purpose of generating estimates of a student’s level of membership to five 
contextual groups. Section 4 then describes the ontology-based design of the CSM and 
the implementation of a rule-based approach for generating contextual estimates. 
Section 5 outlines experiments that were conducted to evaluate the CSM design and 
performance together with the results of these experiments. Section 6 gives an analysis 
of the results and the paper concludes in Section 7 with the future plans for the CSM. 

2. Environmental Context: Factors and Influences   

Several dimensions have been recurring in the literature as having an effect on stu-
dents from a cultural perspective. The most common ones include age, gender, nation-
ality, native languages, religion, ethnicity, emotional disposition, and locations of 
residence and study [4, 5, 6, 8, 9]. Of these characteristics, some are quantifiable and 
can be considered to be contextual factors such as age, gender, nationality, and loca-
tions of residence and study. The remaining traits and qualities such as ethnicity and 
religion are less easily quantified and are therefore considered to be contextual influ-
ences. A good rule of thumb for distinguishing between a factor and an influence is 
the answer to the following question: For a given characteristic C, how much of a C is 
the student in question? If the answer can be within a range of potential values then 
that characteristic is most likely an influence otherwise it is a factor.  

Twenty four contextual dimensions have been identified for the CSM based on the 
works of [1, 5, 9]. The first set of dimensions for the CSM consists of personal fac-
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tors: age, gender, country of birth, the locale1 where the student lives, and the schools 
where the student has studied at primary, secondary and tertiary level. In order to 
model the historical context of a student, the CSM includes three school-related di-
mensions that identify locales which would have shaped a student’s context over the 
duration of his/her time in school. The AdaptWeb project [5] uses characteristics 
similar to the locales of study but their work manipulates IP addresses to identify only 
one current locale of study for the student. The second set of CSM dimensions con-
sists of personal influences: the student’s religion, ethnicity, and native language. 
Religion influences have been used in [2], language influences have been used in 
ActiveMath [7] and ethnicity influences have been used in embodied conversational 
agents [10]. The CSM combines and reasons about the student’s context using all 
three influences since the combination changes the individual impact of a particular 
influence and can affect the student’s perception, interpretation and magnitude of 
response to a particular contextual element. 

The third set of CSM dimensions originate from social units surrounding the stu-
dent, in this case the student’s parents. This is based on the work of Reinecke, Reif, 
and Bernstein [9] who identified that parents have an impact on users specifically 
through their language and nationality. The factors in this set include the parents’ 
occupations, their occupation locales, and their ancestral home locales. This kind of 
context has not yet been used computationally in CATS. The reasons for including 
these factors stem from the assumptions that students typically visit their parents’ 
workplaces, can be influenced educationally by the kinds of occupations that their 
parents have, and may frequent the locales where their parents grew up because of 
existing familial ties to the areas. This leads to the influences in this set which include 
the parents’ religions, ethnicities, native languages, and level of personal influence on 
the student. The first three are self-explanatory but the strength of their impact de-
pends on the fourth influence. Blanchard [1] discussed the situation of socio-cultural 
groups affecting the receptivity of individuals to particular cultural elements. The 
level of personal influence that a parent has on a child affects the child’s involvement, 
beliefs, understanding, and behaviour regarding religion, ethnicity and language. This 
is therefore an example of socio-cultural group influence at a finer level of granularity 
and consequently, these dimensions were included in the CSM in order to separate, 
quantify and structure as best as possible the nature and the strength of control that a 
parent’s context may have on shaping the student’s context.   

3. Contextual Student Model (CSM) Estimates 

The dimensions in the CSM fall into five categories that describe particular contex-
tual groups: geographical groups, religious groups, ethnic groups, groups that share 
similar education levels, and groups that are familiar with particular physical envi-
ronment settings and terrains. The CSM generates estimates for each group using a 

                                                           
1 A locale is considered to be a city, town, village, or hamlet that is officially recognised in a 

country. 
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combination of multiple dimensions because individual dimensions have been shown 
to have limited predictive capabilities when considered in isolation [4]. 

Geographical estimates are produced using the locale-based dimensions: the locales 
of the student’s residence, parents’ ancestral homes, parents’ jobs and the student’s 
schools. Two geographical estimates measured as ordinal and cardinal points are pro-
duced for the student: a dominant geographic region and a secondary geographic re-
gion based on which areas of the country his/her activities most frequently take place. 
Religious estimates are produced using the religion-based dimensions: the religion of 
the student, parents, and schools (if any), and the parents’ level of influence on the 
student. Two religious estimates measured as percentages are produced for a student, 
a dominant religious influence and a secondary religious influence. The dominant 
influence would be derived from the religious group that student belongs to whereas 
the secondary influence would be based on the remaining dimensions. A secondary 
religious influence does not imply that the student belongs to that religious group but 
rather that the student is aware of that religious group and would have a partial mem-
bership because of that awareness. Schools in a country can have either no religious 
influence if they are non-religious or can influence student knowledge of the norms 
and practices of a particular religious group if the school is denominational. 

Ethnicity estimates are produced using the ethnicity-based dimensions:  the ethnici-
ty of the student, parents, and the national ethnicity distributions for the student’s 
residence locale. The distributions are used to approximate the influence on the stu-
dent of the two largest ethnic groups in his/her locale. Two ethnicity estimates meas-
ured as percentages are produced here as well where the dominant ethnicity influence 
corresponds to the student’s ethnicity and the secondary influence would be based on 
the parent’s ethnicities and degree of influence that the parents have on the student. 
Educational estimates are produced using the schools attended by the student and the 
national educational statistics for the student’s residence locale with the possible val-
ues of high, mid-high, mid, mid-low or low. This estimate reflects the level of educa-
tion of the societal unit in the student’s geographical region and does not mean that the 
student has a low or high level of education. This estimate allows the CSM to gauge 
how familiar a student would be with different levels of language. Low to mid-low 
educational estimates imply that more colloquial language would be commonly used 
by members of society in that particular area compared to more formal language for 
areas with mid-high to high levels. It is of note to mention that the parents’ occupa-
tions are suitable factors for this estimate but were not included at this time. 

Terrain or setting estimates are produced using the locales of the student’s resi-
dence, student’s secondary school, parents’ ancestral homes, parents’ jobs, and the 
parents’ level of influence on the student. Three terrain/setting estimates are produced 
and each estimate may contain one or more categories with percentages of member-
ship. Economic activity context captures whether a student’s locale is influenced by 
industrial, residential, commercial, agricultural or sporting activities. Terrain context 
captures the type of physical environment the student may be familiar with such as 
coastal, desert, grassland, mountainous, forested, tundra or wetland terrains. These are 
based on his/her dominant geographic influences in the country. Urban/rural/semi-
rural context deals with the population density of the student’s locale. Together, these 
three areas contribute towards the terrain/setting estimates for a student. Overall, the 
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five categories of estimates are related to the student’s contextual identity through 
specific combinations of contextual dimensions in the CSM and model the degree of a 
student’s membership to a particular contextual group. 

4. CSM Design and Implementation 

The CSM was implemented using Java and JESS (Java Expert System Shell) and 
has an ontological design but was implemented using a rule-based approach for proto-
typing. Figure 1 below shows the main concepts and relationships in the CSM.  

 

 
Fig.1. Metadata Structure of the Contextual Student Model 

 
All of the concepts are not shown in the diagram due to space constraints. Each of the 
twenty four contextual dimensions described in Section 2 are included in the CSM and 
are supplemented with statistical data from the target country’s national statistical 
office. Data on schools, locales, ethnic groups and their distributions, religious groups 
and their distributions, population distribution, economic activities across locales, 
terrain and physical data for locales were loaded into the CSM and used to generate 
the estimates described in Section 3. Values for the dimensions are sourced from ei-
ther the student or from the target country’s national statistical office. For example, 
the values for locale would be selected from the list of locales situated in the target 
country recorded by the national statistical office for the country. Similarly, the value 
for religion would be selected from the list of religious groups common in the target 
country as recorded by the statistical office. The use of country-level data to define the 
value spaces for some of the dimensions allows subtle nuances and variations in nam-
ing conventions for these values to be considered. Furthermore, compared to asking 
the opinion of a few members of a target country, the national records provide a more 
comprehensive, objective snapshot of the possible values that a dimension can take. 
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The research in this paper builds upon the approach elaborated in [2] for quantify-
ing a student’s membership to a contextual group. Blanchard [2] measured this rela-
tionship as a membership score dynamically calculated as the weighted difference 
between the student’s characteristics and those of a contextual group. Our approach 
also uses weighted values but differs in the calculation of the membership score and 
the determination of weights. The weights in our approach are applied to contextual 
influences and are based on two sources of data: parent’s level of influence and coun-
try level statistical data. This improves upon the approach in [2] by using weights 
directly related to the student’s context. This means that the CSM would strengthen 
one student’s contextual group membership for a particular category and weaken the 
same membership for another student as their weights change based on the signifi-
cance of a dimension for their particular cluster context. If two students have similar 
contexts but different parental influences for example then their estimates would vary. 
The same holds true for different statistical distributions for the dominant influences 
in their contextual categories.  In this case, further information is derived from a di-
mension using statistical data from the central or national statistical office in the coun-
try where the students reside for the course of their studies. In doing so, the socio-
cultural group contexts of the social units relevant for the students are factored into the 
estimates. These two features advance the calculation described in [2]. Furthermore, 
the definition of groups that relate to contextual dimensions and elements in this paper 
extend content manipulation beyond the educational dimensions used in [2]. 

There are several potential uses envisioned for the CSM, and these hinge on adap-
tation at the application layer of CATS environments. One use could involve the dy-
namic selection of contextual elements deemed suitable for adapting learning content 
based on the values and estimates in the CSM. Here, the contextual elements that 
appeal most to students could be inserted into educational content thereby producing 
contextualised content. Another use of the CSM could involve the generation of con-
textualised instructional feedback with emotive qualities. Affective feedback generat-
ed using casual or formal varieties of language as defined by the CSM could be used 
to elicit different emotive responses in students in accordance with instructional goals. 

5. CSM Evaluation and Results 

Two studies were conducted in response to the research challenges posed at the be-
ginning of the paper using the CSM. The first study evaluated the likelihood that the 
data required for generating a contextual student model will be readily supplied by 
users. The second study evaluated the acceptability of the estimates produced by a 
CSM application, built for the context of Trinidad and Tobago, based on student rat-
ings of the estimates. This section describes the methods and results of each study. 

 
5.1 Likelihood of Data Collection for the CSM 
 
An online questionnaire was administered to thirty six participants (36) from a 

cross section of the population in Trinidad. It consisted of questions dealing with a 
participant’s willingness to supply information on a contextual dimension. Participants 
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were asked to answer whether they would be willing to supply information, uncom-
fortable but willing to supply information, or unwilling to supply information for each 
of the twenty four dimensions in the CSM. Figure 2 shows the number of responses 
categorised by user willingness and comfort to supply contextual data. Out of 864 
responses, 786 responses were classified as willing and comfortable (91%), 49 re-
sponses were classified as willing but uncomfortable (5.7%) and 29 responses were 
classified as unwilling (3.3%). Overall, the majority of users were willing and com-
fortable to supply contextual data on themselves and their social units (parents). 

 

 
Fig.2. User Willingness to Supply Data for a Contextual Student Model 

 
5.2 Acceptability of Contextual Estimates Generated by the CSM 
 
Thirty (30) undergraduate students enrolled in a programming course at UWI vol-

untarily participated in the experiment. The students ran the CSM application which 
prompted for data for each of the twenty four factors. Using this data, the CSM appli-
cation produced estimates of contextual influences in the following areas: geography, 
religion, ethnicity, education, and physical setting. Students were asked to rate the 
estimates for correctness using a four point Likert scale rating. Usage logs were stored 
and retrieved from a server for analysis.  

 
Fig.3. Sample of CSM Estimates Generated for a Student 

 
Figure 3 shows a sample of the geographic and the terrain/setting estimates gener-

ated for a student who lives in an industrialized hilly city in the southern part of Trini-
dad. The student rated the setting estimate as correct but rated the geographical esti-
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mate as mostly wrong even though one of his parents’ ancestral homes and work loca-
tion were situated in the north of the country. The graph in Figure 4 below shows the 
relative differences in student ratings of the accuracy of the contextual student model 
estimates that were produced. When ranked in order of increasing accuracy as being 
either correct or mostly correct the categories are as follows: setting (80%), religion 
(87%), geography (90%), ethnicity (93.3%), and education (96.7%). The most inaccu-
rate estimates (wrong and mostly wrong) were in the setting category (20%) followed 
by the religion category (13.3%), and then the geography category (10%). All catego-
ries of estimates were rated on average as correct or mostly correct by over 80% of the 
students. Collectively the estimates were rated as being 89.3% accurate and 10.7% 
inaccurate.  

 

 
Fig.4. Accuracy of Contextual Student Model Estimates by Category 

6. Analysis and Discussion of Results 

The first experiment aimed to evaluate the likelihood that the data required for gen-
erating a contextual student model will be readily supplied by users. The results 
showed that the majority of users polled for this experiment were willing and comfort-
able to supply contextual data about themselves and their parents. Closer examination 
revealed that all of the users were willing and comfortable to give information about 
their schools, and languages spoken by themselves and their parents.  There were 
differences in the number of users (ranging from 100% to 77.8%) who were willing 
and comfortable to supply data for the remainder of dimensions. Users were the least 
comfortable to give information about their parents compared to themselves but were 
willing to give levels of influence. Overall, the experiment indicates that users would 
readily supply information for the majority of dimensions that are used in the CSM to 
generate the estimates. In the cases where information would not be supplied for par-
ticular dimensions such as for parental social units, the information provided for per-
sonal dimensions seem to be sufficient for estimating missing data through averages 
using country-level statistics. It is therefore not unreasonable to conclude that data 
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collection for the CSM is viable for the country investigated. Further study is required 
to determine whether data collection is viable for other countries since there are dif-
ferences across countries with respect to what users may be willing to divulge about 
themselves along with legal and ethical issues as evidenced by the study in [1]. 

Given that data can be collected for the CSM from users in general, the second ex-
periment aimed to evaluate the acceptability of the estimates produced by the CSM 
based on student ratings of the estimates. Students were used in this experiment since 
the intended use of the CSM is for educational purposes. The results showed there 
were variations in the accuracy ratings for each category of estimates but overall more 
than 80% of students rated the estimates generated as correct or mostly correct. The 
setting category was rated as least accurate. This happened possibly because of the 
limited metadata on the country locations which did not sufficiently distinguish cities 
or towns as rural compared to semi-rural or even urban for the students. This high-
lights one limitation of the CSM in depending on statistical data from a country’s 
central statistical office or department. Errors can be introduced into the estimates if 
the data is incomplete or not specific enough. Nonetheless, the estimate was still rea-
sonably accurate since it was rated as wrong by 13.3% of the students but only mostly 
wrong by 6.7% of the students. Estimates in the religion category may have fallen 
short by not assigning a larger weight to the student’s religion since a few estimates 
recorded a different dominant religious factor for students whose religions differed 
from their parents. Even so, the estimate was still reasonably accurate since it was 
rated as wrong by 6.7% of the students but only mostly wrong by 6.7% of the students. 
The estimates for geography, ethnicity and education were rated as over 90% accurate 
and this shows that these estimates were on point for the students. Despite the accura-
cy of the estimates, there were cases of students rating the estimates as inaccurate as 
shown in Figure 5 even though the reasoning for the estimate was logical and made 
sense for the student’s context. Overall the CSM rules, dimension combinations and 
weightings were reasonable for estimating the student’s membership to various con-
textual groups as indicated by the favorable accuracy ratings. 

7. Conclusion and Future Research 

The contributions of this paper are the identification of the main contextual dimen-
sions of a student’s cultural background that are important for adaptation at the appli-
cation layer in CATS together with the dimension combinations that work to generate 
reasonable estimates of a student’s membership to various cultural groups. Rules were 
developed to estimate a student’s degree of membership to these contextual groups. 
Results from the evaluations of the CSM revealed that the model was accurate in as-
signing contextual group membership scores to students. The techniques described in 
this paper are non-trivial and harness many pieces of metadata in order to create a 
reasonable computational representation of a student’s contextual background. In 
doing so, this research has revealed that a considerable amount of effort will be re-
quired by practitioners seeking to create contextual student models due to the heavy 
reliance on model values at a student level, resource level and country level. The CSM 
approach was developed with generalization at the core since it is important for others 
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to be able to replicate these results in their own country and context in order for CATS 
research to continue to move ahead.  Strategies for building models of student context 
would be worth very little if the students agree with the model but do not wish to have 
their cultural context factored into their learning experience.  

Future research includes the transition of the CSM prototype to an ontological rep-
resentation to facilitate reuse and better context matching through ontological align-
ment and merging with resource contexts. Additional dimensions of personal student 
contexts will be included in the CSM together with more integrated learner context in 
order to fine-tune the estimates generated. More importantly, work is planned for the 
investigation of techniques that allow students to accept, adjust or even turn off 
contextualisations in culturally-aware tutoring systems. 
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Abstract. Second language acquisition after the students have learned their first 
language is a unique process. One key difference between learning a foreign 
language and one’s mother tongue is that second language learning is often 
heavily facilitated with digital media, and in particular, through interacting with 
computers. This project is aimed at leveraging computer game technologies and 
Microsoft Kinect camera to create engaging and affordable virtual environ-
ments for children to “virtually” meet and practice their language and culture 
skills. We present a uniquely immersive and narrative-based environment for 
children to meet online and practice Mandarin Chinese with each other, provid-
ing a platform that is at once affordable, engaging to students and attractive to 
teachers. 

Keywords: Language and Culture Learning; Virtual Environment; Kinect 

1 Introduction 

Language acquisition plays an important role in children’s cognitive and social devel-
opment processes. Being able to understand another language and culture is not only 
fun and useful, but also may facilitate the children’s cognitive development.  

Second language education is traditionally accomplished through classroom in-
struction and human tutors. While this is usually an effective approach, it has several 
drawbacks which limit its application, particularly with a younger audience. Learning 
a language requires tremendous amount of practice and repetition. Therefore, students 
are strongly encouraged to practice outside normal classroom hours. However, being 
able to find appropriate study partners, coordinate a convenient time and location is 
often difficult, and this is especially true for children. Even when the students can find 
someone to practice with, due to the students’ insufficient language abilities, the prac-
tice session can be very frustrating for both the student and the partner, who may be a 
native speaker. This often causes the students to abort the practice. The students also 
may not be able to retain the lessons during these practices, because of information 
overflow.  

Computer and network based learning systems on the other hand can keep records 
of the practice history, and allow people to practice with partners online. Such sys-
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tems therefore can potentially make the practice process more accessible and effec-
tive.  

In this project, we are interested in investigating how to create effective second 
language practice environments. We have created multiple virtual environments for 
children to “virtually” meet and practice their language and culture skills through 
leveraging computer game technologies and Microsoft Kinect camera. Among all the 
foreign languages for children in the US, Mandarin Chinese is by far receiving the 
most growth of interest over the past years, and therefore is chosen as the first lan-
guage to be practiced in our games. We present the details of this system in this paper.  

Furthermore, we are interested in studying the impact of various factors on stu-
dents’ language practices, and in particular the use of narrative and body movements. 
Narrative, of course is an integral part of people’s lives. It is an important way for 
people to entertain, as well as to learn about a new society or culture. Its engaging 
power has been well observed in various media forms, e.g. novels, movies, and dra-
mas. Simulating real-world or fictional scenarios offers a way to practice language in 
context, and provides the users with motivations and focus.   

Moreover, we hypothesize that body movements and gestures can contribute to 
language learning. Movement, in essence, is a form of thinking. The theories of em-
bodied cognition argue that our body, mind and the environment are tightly integrat-
ed, and our decision-making processes, perception and even memory are deeply root-
ed in our body and bodily movements (Clark, 2008). Gesturing is a perfect example. 
Expressive gestures are an important aspect of language use and communication. On 
the other hand, spontaneous gesturing, which do not directly relate to language use, 
has been shown for facilitating learning and recall of abstract concepts (Goldin-
Meadow, 2003). This is because memory can be off loaded to body-environment 
relationships that are “artificially” created by us. In the future work section, we lay 
out the experimental studies we plan to conduct for evaluating the effects of these two 
factors. 

2 Related Work  

With the rapid development of computer and game console hardware, graphics, artifi-
cial intelligence and network technologies in recent years, computer aided pedagogi-
cal systems and intelligent pedagogical agents have been widely used for tutoring and 
training purposes, ranging from math (Beal, Walles, Arroyo and Woolf, 2007) and 
physics tutoring (Ventura, Franchescetti,  Pennumatsa, Graesser, Jackson, Hu, Cai 
and the Tutoring Research Group, 2004) to language and social skill training (John-
son, Marsella, Mote, Si, Vilhjalmsson and Wu, 2004; Traum, Swartout, Marsella, 
Gratch, 2005), and from life style suggestions (Zhang, Banerjee and Luciano, 2010) 
to PTSD (Rizzo, Newman, Parsons, Reger, Difede, Rothbaum, Mclay, Holloway, 
Graap, Newman, Spitalnick, Bordnick, Johnston and Gahm, 2009) and Autism inter-
ventions (Boujarwah, Riedl, Abowd and Arriaga, 2011). 

  Similarly, the effective use of language training has been demonstrated in immer-
sive virtual environments such as the Tactical Language Training System (Johnson, 
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Marsella, Mote, Si, Vilhjalmsson and Wu, 2004), and Rosetta Stone. O’Brien, Levy, 
and Orich describe a CAVE-based language learning environment targeted at more 
general L2 applications, in which students explore a virtual model of Vienna in search 
of the mayor’s missing daughter (O’Brien, Levy, and Orich, 2009).  Chang, Lee and 
Si have investigated using immersive narrative and mixed reality for teaching Manda-
rin Chinese to college students (Chang, Lee and Si, 2012). 

Language and culture training involves more than teaching the students how to 
speak. In real life, people use non-verbal behaviors -- gazes, gestures, and body 
movements -- to accompany their speech. Not all of the non-verbal behaviors are 
straightforward to mimic for foreigners. Most existing virtual training environments 
require the learner to sit in front of a computer and use keyboard and mouse to inter-
act. The learner therefore cannot practice their non-verbal behaviors and conversa-
tional skills at the same time.  

Gesture based natural user interfaces has been explored in cultural training (Rehm, 
Leichtenstern, Plomer, and Wiedemann, 2010; Kistler, Endrass, Damian, Dang and 
André, 2012). In this project we combine gesture based user interface with narratives 
and puzzles to provide the users with a platform to practice their verbal and non-
verbal skills together. More specifically, we created three types of Kinect enabled 
virtual environments. All of these virtual environments allow multiple users to log in 
from different locations. The users can control a character’s body movements using a 
Kinect camera and simultaneously have voice chat with other users. In fact, they have 
to discuss and collaborate with each other to solve the problems presented in the vir-
tual environments. We hope these virtual environments can thus engage the users and 
help the users to practice in a natural way.  

3 Project Description 

This project is aimed at leveraging computer game technologies and Microsoft Kinect 
camera to create engaging and affordable virtual environments for children to “virtu-
ally” meet and practice their language and culture skills in Mandarin Chinese. Our 
goal is to create affordable, engaging and realistic learning environments for children 
to meet and practice Chinese. This project is not aimed at replacing language classes 
or human tutors, but is meant to supplement classroom instruction.  
 

 
 
 

                     
 

Fig. 1. System Architecture 
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3.1 Overview of the System  

Figure 1 illustrates the overall architecture of the system. This system contains a cen-
tral server and multiple clients. The server handles most of the computation, and 
therefore low-end machines can be used as clients. Each client needs to be equipped 
with a Kinect camera, microphone and speaker. The Kinect camera enables the sys-
tem to map the user’s body movements to a character’s body movements, and thus 
allow the user to directly control the character’s motions using his/her body. We 
choose to use the Kinect camera in this project, because it provides this important 
functionality, and is affordable, non-invasive and easy to install, which are important 
features when considering deploying the project outside of the lab. 

3.2 Development Environment 

The Unity game engine was used for developing this project. Unity supports the de-
velopment of multi-player network games, and can easily produce the final executable 
for different platforms. Unity is also easily compatible with the OPENNI package for 
driving the Kinect camera and Teamspeak 3 package for providing real time multi-
user online chat, which will be described in more details below. As a result, we expect 
minimal effort for deploying the final project at interested schools.  

We want to seamlessly integrate the voice chat function into the rest of the applica-
tion, so that the users do not need to perform any special operations to chat with each 
other. Considering the age group of our users, it is very important to make all the 
interactions with the system feel natural. Moreover, we want to be able to replay the 
whole game session for research purposes, and for the children’s teachers and parents. 
In order to add a voice chat component to our system, we used Teamspeak 3, a popu-
lar voice chat service for gaming and other consumer uses that provides both off-the-
shelf and SDK tools, to create a voice chat server that we can host in-house and a 
client that is integrated into the client side of the system. This means that upon enter-
ing the environment, the user is immediately connected to the voice chat server with 
an open microphone so that all parties can begin talking to each other right away. It 
also means that all the voice chat messages come through our server so we can keep 
record of them.  

3.3 Environments and Characters  

Three types of virtual environments were created, which are described below in the 
order of the amount of background stories involved.  

Cao Chung Weighing an Elephant 
We have created a 2.5D virtual environment (Figure2) which is based on a traditional 
Chinese children’s story – Cao Chong Weighing an Elephant: 

This happened about one thousand and seven hundred years ago. One 
day somebody sent Cao Cao, the king of WEI, an elephant. Cao Cao want-
ed to know its weight. "Who can think of a way to weigh it?" He asked. But 
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nobody knew what to do, because there was nothing big enough to weigh 
it. Then Cao Chung, one of the king's young sons, came up and said, "Fa-
ther, I've got an idea. Let me have a big boat and a lot of heavy stones, and 
I'll be able to find out the weight of the elephant." Cao Cao was surprised, 
but he told his men to do as the boy asked. 

When the boat was ready, the boy told a man to lead the elephant down 
into it. The elephant was very heavy, and the water came up very high 
along the boat's sides. Cao Chung made a mark along the water line. After 
that the man drove the elephant onto the bank. Cao Chong then told the 
men to put heavy stones into the boat until the water again came up to the 
line. Cao Chung then told the men to take the stones off the boat and weigh 
them one by one. He wrote down the weight of each stone and then added 
up all the weights. In this way he got the weight of the elephant. 

 

 

Fig. 2. Cao Chung Weighing an Elephant  

In this virtual world, the users are asked to play the kids in the story and to find the 
right way to weigh an elephant without hurting it. The users are provided with multi-
ple tools, such as a knife, which is not big enough to chop the elephant into pieces but 
can wound the elephant, a scale that is not large enough to weigh the whole elephant 
and multiple stones as in the original story. When each user enters the game, they are 
provided with different sets of information regarding where the tools are. The users 
can find and try out the tools. They are encouraged to discuss how to use the tools and 
how to solve the problem with each other.  

The characters were modeled in 2D with movable body parts. Using a Kinect cam-
era, the user can control the characters’ movements through their own body move-
ments. The characters mimic the user’s actions, e.g. the user can move around, wave 
his/her hand, and bend down to pick up or drop an object.    

The Elephant and the Blind Men  
The second practice scenario is created based on another traditional Chinese chil-
dren’s story – The Elephant and the Blind Men: 
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Once upon a time, an elephant came to a small town.  People had read 
and heard of elephants but no one in the town had ever seen one.  Thus, a 
huge crowd gathered around the elephant, and it was an occasion for great 
fun, especially for the children.  Five blind men also lived in that town, and 
consequently, they also heard about the elephant.  They had never seen an 
elephant before, and were eager to find out about elephant. Then, someone 
suggested that they could go and feel the elephant with their hands.  They 
could then get an idea of what an elephant looked like. The five blind men 
went to the center of the town where all the people made room for them to 
touch the elephant. Later on, they sat down and began to discuss their expe-
riences. One blind man, who had touched the trunk of the elephant, said 
that the elephant must be like a thick tree branch. Another who touched the 
tail said the elephant probably looked like a snake or rope.  …  Finally, they 
decided to go to the wise man of the village and ask him who was correct.  
The wise man said, “Each one of you is correct; and each one of you is 
wrong. Because each one of you had only touched a part of the elephant’s 
body.  Thus you only have a partial view of the animal.  If you put your par-
tial views together, you will get an idea of what an elephant looks like.” 

 
Just like in the original story, in this practice scenario, each user can only see a por-

tion of a large object, and they have to discuss with each other to figure out what the 
object is. In addition to the elephant in the original story, we are also showing other 
2D and 3D objects with different levels of difficulties for this practice. Figure 3 shows 
an example. Using the Kinect camera, the users can use their hands to move their 
camera view of the object a little bit to see more of the object. The user will never be 
able to see the whole object. We designed this function to allow us to later evaluate 
whether encouraging body movements will engage the users more in a learning envi-
ronment like this.  

 

  

Fig. 3. The Elephant and the Blind Men 
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Chat Rooms  
Finally, we have created two 3D environments with 3D characters in them, as shown 
in Figures 4 and 5 below. One is a student café with realistic models of human charac-
ters. The other is a living room with children characters modeled in cartoon style. 
They were designed to attract users of different ages. In both environments, the users 
can control a character, “walk” around in the environment, talk with other characters, 
and interact with objects in the room. For example, in the café, the user can pick up a 
cup and hand it to a virtual characters or to another user.  The user can also collabo-
rate with another user and push the tables around. 

 

Fig. 4. School Café   

 
Fig. 5. Living Room 

4 Current Status and Planned Evaluation 

We have finished implementing the system and are currently conducting informal 
usability testing. We are planning on two formal evaluations in the future.  

First, the goal of this project is to supplement classroom instruction and exercise, 
raise and sustain children’s interest in learning Chinese language and culture, and help 
them practice their language skills outside of classroom. The overall effectiveness of 
the project will be evaluated by comparing the learning outcomes from children who 
regularly use this project and those who do not use this project. We will be using the 
school’s standard assessment for evaluating the students’ performances.  

Secondly, we want to evaluate the effects of using narrative and body movements 
in language learning. For this purpose, we have also created a mouse and keyboard 
version of the system. The same menu interface is used. However, the user control 
his/her character’s body movements using mouse and keyboard instead of using their 
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own body movements. The three types of virtual environments we developed for this 
project involve different amount of narrative components. We hypothesize that the 
environments with more narrative components can engage the users more, and using 
body movements with a Kinect camera is a more engaging/effective learning ap-
proach compared to using mouse and keyboard.  

We will use a 3*2 between-group design with the amount of narrative involved and 
the type of user interface as two independent variables. Each subject will attend a 3-
session study. They will spend one hour in the lab interacting with our system on 
three consequent days. The course of their interactions will be recorded. On the last 
day, their learning results will be evaluated. The specific measurements for evaluation 
will be determined together with our teaching consultants when we develop our learn-
ing materials. Based on the results from this experiment, we will conduct a second 
study exploring ways to encourage the desirable behavior patterns in the students.   

5 Conclusion 

Learning a language requires a tremendous amount of practice both inside and outside 
of the classroom. One common problem faced by language learners is where/how to 
find people to practice with and what to talk about with strangers. This is especially 
true for children because they have to rely on their parents or other adults for trans-
portation.  

In this project we propose to attack these problems by creating virtual spaces with 
narratives and puzzles embedded in them. We created three types of Kinect enabled 
virtual environments. The success of this project will make finding and meeting prac-
tice partners a lot easier, in addition to the numerous benefits a computer based peda-
gogical system can provide, such as automatically keeping a record of one’s practice 
history.  

The rapid development of computer technologies in recent years enabled a variety 
of user interfaces to be continently accessible in people’s everyday life, ranging from 
the traditional mouse and keyboards interface to touch screens and touch free camera 
based technologies for interactions. This work provide a platform for studying how 
the form of interaction affects children and young adults’ language learning process-
es, and how the design of the learning systems can leverage this effect and make the 
students’ learning process more effective.  
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Abstract. In   today’s   age   of   globalization,   cultural   awareness   has   become   a   
challenge for designers of tutoring systems to include the cultural dimension in 
the tutoring strategy and in the learning environment. Nevertheless, cultural 
awareness is also a domain to be learned by a student, and a competency that 
can be assessed. Research on cultural intelligence has provided a new perspec- 
tive and presented a new way to alleviate issues arising from cross-cultural edu- 
cation. To date, no research on cultural intelligence has been empirically com- 
puterized with soft-computing technology. This research aims to invent a cul- 
tural intelligence computational model and to implement the model in an expert 
system through the use of artificial intelligence technology. The purpose of this 
study is to provide intercultural training for individuals to solve the intercultural 
adaptation problems they may be faced with in a variety of authentic cross- 
cultural situations. 
  

Keywords: Cultural Intelligence, Fuzzy Logic, Artificial Neural Network, Ex- 
pert System, Hybrid Technology 

1 Introduction 

We live in an era of globalization where international activities between dif- 
ferent cultures and intercultural communications and exchanges are becoming 
more common and are taking on much greater importance than ever before. 
Cultural awareness has become a challenge for designers of tutoring systems 
to include the cultural dimension in the tutoring strategy and in the learning 
environment. Nevertheless, cultural awareness is also a domain to be learned 
by a student, and a competency that can be assessed. Culture is an ill-defined 
domain [1]. Culture can play a significant role in the success or failure of 
face-to face encounters [2, 3], and because of cultural diversity, "Culture is 
more often a source of conflict than of synergy. Cultural differences are a 
nuisance at best and often a disaster" (Dr. Geert Hofstede). Moreover, cultur- 
al knowledge is generally represented by natural language, in ambiguous 
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terms, and it is difficult for traditional computing techniques to cope with 
these. In such a context, globalization and traditional computing techniques 
have encountered two major challenges: the first is, for human beings, how to 
adapt to cultural diversity, and the second is, for computers, the processing of 
soft data and the representation of human-like thinking. In the field of Cultur-
ally-Aware Tutoring Systems (CATS), several efforts have been conducted 
towards a declarative knowledge representation of culture as a phenomenon in 
order to foster and assess the awareness of cultural differences among human 
beings, and of their impact on behaviour and attitudes [1, 2, 3, 4]. The prob-
lem addressed in this paper is not how learning environments can adapt to 
culture, but how to assess human beings in terms of their level of cultural 
awareness, and make recommendations for their training.  

We became interested in the research on cultural intelligence, which 
provides a new perspective and a new way to alleviate cultural issues that 
arise in globalized environment. Following Earley and Ang [4], Cultural Intel-
ligence is thereafter called Cultural Quotient (CQ). The higher the CQ that 
people possess, the more effective their performance and adjustment will be in 
culturally diverse settings [5]. CQ can also be improved by training the people 
involved in such settings. The most important point to consider is how to pre-
cisely evaluate CQ and provide relevant suggestions to improve it. However, 
current studies   on  CQ   have   used   traditional  methods   to  measure   users’   CQ  
and have relied primarily on questionnaires to find solutions to CQ problems 
traditionally confined to the work of culture experts and researchers. The best 
way to enable non-expert users to make use of CQ knowledge at the present 
time is to computerize CQ.  A great deal of CQ knowledge, however, is ex-
pressed as 'fuzzy data'.  Dealing effectively with these is beyond the scope of 
traditional computer technique. Research on CQ has never been empirically 
computerized to date. Additionally, in reference to cultural aware intelligent 
systems, researches concerning the Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and 
fuzzy logic technologies to CQ have not been used before. Up until now, ap-
plication of this soft-computing technology to CQ has not been found in lit-
erature reviews.   

This research attempts to provide effective solutions for the above-
mentioned problems. Based on advanced AI technologies, a CQ computation-
al model is invented and implemented in an expert system. This system has 
successfully manipulated linguistic variables, soft data and human-like rea-
soning.  

2 What is Cultural Intelligence?  

The definition of CQ relies upon an understanding and an interpretation of a 
definition  of  ‘culture’  itself.  According  to  Hofstede [6],  culture  is  ‘The collec-
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tive programming of the mind which distinguishes the members of a human 
group from another’. Sperber claims that culture can be understood as an epi-
demiology of representations [7], Kroeber and Kluckhohn [8], in their article 
‘Culture:  A  Critical  Review  of  Concepts  and  Definitions’,  inventoried  a  list  of  
over  200  different  definitions   for   the  word   ‘culture’.  Moreover,  when   refer-
ring  to  someone’s  ability  to  understand  and  adapt  to  different  cultures,  some  
authors  use  the  term  ‘Inter- cultural Sensitivity’ [9].  We adopted the defini-
tion proposed by Earley and Ang [4], who define CQ as the ability to collect 
and process information, to form judgments, and to implement effective 
measures in order to adapt to a new cultural context. Earley and Mosakowski 
[10] define CQ as a complementary intelligence form which may explain the 
capacity to adapt and face diversity, as well as the ability to operate in a new 
cultural setting. Earley and Mosakowski stress that people with a relatively 
high CQ level often appear at ease in new situations. They understand the 
subtleties of different cultures, so they can avoid or resolve conflicts early. 
Peterson interprets CQ in terms of its operation [11]. He believes that, for the 
concept of CQ, the definition of culture is compatible with the cultural values 
of Hofstede. Peterson also describes CQ as the communicative capabilities 
which improve working environments. In other words, all workers have the 
ability to communicate efficiently with customers, partners and colleagues 
from different countries in order to maintain harmonious relationships. Bris-
ling et al. define CQ as the level of success that people have when adapting to 
another culture [12]. Thomas describes CQ as the capability to interact effi-
ciently with people who are culturally different [13]. Johnson et al. define CQ 
as the effectiveness of an individual to integrate a set of knowledge, skills and 
personal qualities so as to work successfully with people from different cul-
tures, both at home and abroad [14]. Finally, Ang et al. [15] define CQ as the 
conceptualization of a particular form of intelligence based on the ability of an 
individual to reason correctly in situations characterized by cultural diversity. 
Ang and Van Dyne [18] paid special attention to how a culturally diverse en-
vironment works. They refined the concept of Earley et al. [4] to consist of 
four dimensions of CQ: metacognition, cognition, motivation and behavior. 
This structure has been widely used in the following cultural research and 
studies.  

3 Data and Knowledge Acquisition in the Application Domain  

We collected data and CQ knowledge by reviewing books, documents, manu-
als, papers, etc., and by interviewing cultural experts. Among other potential 
applications, we identified the evaluation of CQ for application domains cov-
ered in our system.  
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Ang et al. [16] developed a self-assessment questionnaire which has 20 
items that measure CQ. This questionnaire was validated across samples 
(n=1564), time, countries and method of measurements. This questionnaire 
was used to collect data for studies on the test subjects regarding their capaci-
ty for cultural adaptation. The questionnaire is generally divided into four 
sections: metacognition, cognition, motivation and behavior. For example, 
one of the items is: "I am conscious of the cultural knowledge I use when I 
interact with people with different cultural backgrounds." Van Dyne et al. [17] 
developed a version of the questionnaire from the point of view of an observer. 
It is also based on the 20 items of Ang et al. [16] in order to measure CQ in 
individuals. The questionnaire was adapted from each item of the self-
assessment questionnaire to reflect the assessment made by an observer rather 
than the user himself. As explained by Van Dyne et al. [17], these question-
naires allow for the effective assessment of CQ by cultural experts in practical 
applications. It is difficult to evaluate users only by these questionnaires with-
out any cultural experts present. Thus, we adapted the self-assessment ques-
tionnaire and the observer questionnaire to measure CQ in order to integrate 
the CQ experts’ knowledge, for the purpose of evaluation and recommenda-
tion functions offered by our system. Users can therefore be evaluated, and 
appropriate suggestions can be offered by the system.  

4 Cultural Intelligence Computational Model 

When processed by humans through questionnaires, CQ generally has two 
types of data: the first type is associated with "hard" computing, which uses 
numbers, or crisp values; the second type is associated with "soft" computing, 
which operates with uncertain, incomplete and imprecise soft data. The sec-
ond type is presented in a way that reflects human thinking. When we explain 
the cultural concept of cross-cultural activities, we usually use soft values 
represented by words rather than by crisp numbers. Traditional techniques, or 
"hard" computing, cannot treat CQ soft data. In order to enable computers to 
emulate human-like thinking and to model a human-like understanding of 
words, we use a hybrid neuro-fuzzy technology to invent a CQ computational 
model. This soft-computing technology is capable of dealing with uncertain, 
imprecise and incomplete CQ soft data.   

The hybrid neuro-fuzzy technology makes use of the advantages and 
power of fuzzy logic and the ANN. The hybrid technology represents the es-
sence of our computational model. The CQ computational model is based on 
the four-dimensional structure of Ang et al. [16]. The model is noteworthy 
because we clearly put forward and use that four CQ dimensions make up an 
integrated and interdependent entities. Essentially, the computational model is 
a multi-layer neural network with the functional equivalency of a fuzzy infer-
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ence process. This neural network is not a simple neural network due to all of 
the cultural rules embodied in these structure nodes. The neuro-fuzzy network 
is composed of six layers in our computational model. The model is shown in 
Fig. 1. This hybrid computational model has 20 inputs which represent the 20 
items of the questionnaires to measure CQ:  the metacognitive dimension 
(MC) has four items, the cognitive dimension (C) contains six items, the mo-
tivational dimension (M) includes five items and the behavioral dimension 
(BEH) consists of five items and has one output:  CQ.  
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Computational Model of Cultural Intelligence 

Layer 1 - Input: No calculation is made in this layer. Each of the 20 neurons 
corresponds to an input variable. These input values are transmitted directly to 
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the next layer.  
Layer 2 - Fuzzification: Each neuron corresponds to a linguistic label. Fuzzy 
linguistic variables used in our model are triangular membership functions 
(e.g., High, Medium and Low), associated with one of the input variables in 
Layer 1. We have 60 neurons in this layer. 
Layer 3 - Fuzzy Rules: The output of a neuron at this layer is the fuzzy rules 
of CQ. For example, Neuron R1 represents Rule 1 and receives input from the 
neurons MC-Q1 (High) and MC-Q4 (High), etc. 
Layer 4 – Fuzzification: In this layer, the neurons receive the membership 
degrees as the inputs which are produced from the fuzzy rules layer. 
Layer 5 - Rule Unions (or consequence): This layer has two main tasks: 1) to 
combine the new precedent of rules; and 2) to determine the output level 
(High, Medium and Low) which belongs to the CQ linguistic variables. For 
example, R1 is the input of MC1 (High) and C1 (High), etc. It integrates the 
four dimensions of CQ to make a logical judgment in this layer by using 27 
CQ rules. 
Layer 6 - Combination and Defuzzification: This layer combines all the con-
sequence rules and, lastly, computes the crisp output after Defuzzification. 
This layer has three neurons: CQ-High, CQ-Medium and CQ-Low. The Cen-
ter of Gravity method is used to calculate the output.  

This multilayer neuro-fuzzy network can apply standard learning algo-
rithms (such as back-propagation) to train it. This mechanism is very useful, 
especially in those situations where cultural experts are unable to verbalize 
which knowledge or problem-solving strategy they use. To illustrate how the 
computational model learns, consider an example from this model shown in 
Fig. 2.  

 

 

 
Fig. 2. Learning in the Computational Model  
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Suppose we have collected five people's answers as input data, and get five 
corresponding CQ evaluation results from the output of the model as: y = [5, 
6, 7, 3, 2].  For any reason, the cultural experts gave five desired CQ output 
values as: yd = [7, 7, 6.5, 4.5, 7]. We then used these five pairs of input data 
and the desired values to train the model. After nine epoch training processes, 
our new output from the model was: y = [7, 7, 6.5, 4.5, 7]. The  model’s  output  
quite accurately corresponds to the CQ values provided by the cultural experts. 
In the future, the system should be trained with big data and calibrated conse-
quently. 

5 Implementing the Model in an Intelligent System 

We would like the system, first, to be capable of acquiring, extracting and 
analyzing the new CQ knowledge of experts, and second, to serve as an effi-
cient team comprised of top CQ experts, able to provide both recommenda-
tions and explanations to users whenever required in culturally diverse set-
tings. Hence, we implemented the computational model in an expert system, 
called CQES (Cultural Intelligence Evaluation System). Fig. 3 shows the 
structure of the CQES.  

 
Fig. 3.  Structure of CQES 

The CQES structure includes four main modules: 1) The CQ Computational 
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Model contains CQ knowledge that is useful for solving CQ problems. The 
soft-computing technology used in this model enables the system to reason 
and learn in an uncertain and imprecise CQ setting. It supports all the evalua-
tion steps in the system. This module connects with the Training Data Data-
base. The Training Data Database are sets of training examples used for 
training the neuro-fuzzy network during the learning phase. 2) The Cultural 
Intelligence Rules examine the CQ knowledge base, which is represented by 
the trained network, and produce rules which are implicitly built into and in-
corporated in the network. 3) The Inference Engine controls the flow of in-
formation in the system and initiates inference reasoning from the computa-
tional model. It also concludes when the system has reached a solution. 4) The 
Explanation explains to the user why and how the CQES reached the specific 
CQ evaluation results. These explanations include the conclusion, advice and 
other facts required for deep reasoning. Therefore, the following details ex-
plain how users can get two evaluations (self and observer evaluations) using 
the 20-item questionnaires (see the interface of the CQES in Fig. 4). 
 

 
Fig. 4.  Interface of CQES 

For example, two different results of the self-evaluation questionnaire 
that evaluate the user's CQ are presented in the CQES as follows: 
Result 1: After inputting the answers to the 20 items in the CQES, the system 
provides  the  feedback.  If  a  user’s  evaluation  achieves  a  high  score  (e.g.:  more  
than 8), the system shows the following message: 

 
Result 2: When the evaluation results are below 6, the system accordingly 
gives useful suggestions for personal self-development as required. This pro-
cess permits the system to evaluate users so as to identify their problems in 
the CQ domain and then offers several precise recommendations to users 
based on the results of the evaluation. Moreover, the system uses natural lan-
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guage to give users recommendations in order to provide them with a stress-
free and friendly evaluation. The CQES presents some recommendations as 
follows: 

 

Organizations could also use the CQES (both self- and observer evalua-
tions) to evaluate and train employees so that the latter may function more 
effectively in such situations. We envisage that CQES could effectively be 
integrated in a CATS to offer training in culture intelligence based on the as-
sessment provided by CQES. 

6 Conclusion  

This research is original and attempts to give a productive solution by replac-
ing or supporting CQ experts with computers for assessing and provide rec-
ommendations for training. This innovative research has managed to comput-
erize the underlying principles of CQ in order to help individuals to improve 
their ability to adapt to a new culture.  

The main contributions of this research are:  inventing a CQ computa-
tional model and implementing the model in an expert system called CQES.  
As  a  ‘culturally  aware’  intelligent  system,  the  CQES  can  be  used  to  train  indi-
viduals in CQ training by providing them with evaluation, and specific sug-
gestions to improve their weaknesses in the corresponding area. This point is 
of particular importance in modern learning theories.  
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Preface 
The Learning Technologies for the developing world (LT4D) workshop aims to 

provide a forum for a discussion of corss-cultural differences and rational introduction 
of learning technologies in the developing world, exploring the economic constraints, 
socio-cultural differences, political and other constraints that shape the implementation 
and the affordances for learning technologies in the developing world.  

Besides differences in socialization and cultural differences, well-intentioned 
introduction of learning technologies in developing countries can fail for mundane 
reasons such as teachers not willing to use the technology because of lack of comfort 
with technology, or simply lack of computers in sharp contrast to abundance of mobile 
devices.  

Such constraints cannot be ignored. Rather than blindly implanting technologies, 
based on a rationalized discussion of such issue and constraints, and possibilities for 
the immersion of learning technologies, the workshop then aims to provide future 
visions and roadmaps of such technologies for the developing world and subsequent 
practical implementation for technology enhanced learning.  

The workshop intends to touch on the following broad set of issues: 
 

1. Cross-cultural differences in educational outcomes of AIED systems or non-
adaptive learning technologies across countries, developing vs. developed, or 
across developing countries. 

2. Ideas to solve issues of economic cost of adapting interactive learning 
environments (ILEs) to developing countries 

3. Examples of Localization and Cultural translation of systems and interfaces 
4. Issues of Social Inclusion: how to encourage and support both individuals and 

communities that are marginalized --economically, socially, or culturally; 
indigenous communities, and other special communities. 

5. Science of sustainable design of learning technologies for the developing world; 
Sustainability of projects in the developing world; funding sources; ideas for 
maintaining technology resources and personnel 

6. How education technology is used in the developing world; how is or should it be 
used? As a means? As an end? 

7. Supporting Teacher Training via e-Learning in developing countries 
8. How can Educational Data Mining help to support education and reveal 

information that would help developing countries 
9. Differences in realities and possibilities of implementation of Interactive Learning 

Environments (ILEs) across the developing world? Is there a common ground, or 
are countries too different from each other? 

10. Issues of timing:  Are there key areas where learning technologies can have an 
immediate impact? 

11. Models of adoption (or non-adoption) of learning technologies in the developing 
world 
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12. An analysis of great successes or drastic failures in applying ILEs to the 
developing world 

13. Opportunities for leap frogging and avoiding mistakes in the developed world 
 

 
 
 

July, 2013 
Ivon Arroyo, Imran Zualkernan, Beverly Woolf  
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Abstract. This paper describes localization issues in relation to AIED systems 
in the developing world, and analyzes the particular case of the successful 
immersion of learning technologies to schools in Pakistan. The paper analyzes 
the needs for personalized learning in the developing world in comparison to 
countries such as the United States.  A model and a survey based on various 
types of localization dimensions like teacher, student, and cultural alignment 
was developed and deployed to conduct an evaluation of an AI tutor called the 
Wayang Outpost in Pakistan. The results are that teachers are likely to use such 
a system if available, and that their intention to use such a tutor in the future is 
strongly dependent on how well the tutor is aligned with their teaching 
practices, students’ learning habits, and whether the language in the tutor is 
understood by students.  On average these teachers were also willing to allocate 
about two hours per week for such automated tutors.  

Keywords: Developing World, Adaptive Technologies, Localization�

1. Introduction 

A recent study [1] that used a self-contained traveling van to deliver Khan 
Academy (www.khanacademy.org) videos in conjunction with Android-based online 
assessments for children resulted in two interesting observations. First, a learning 
technology intervention for a seemingly culture-agnostic subject like grade 4 and 5 
Mathematics required a significant effort in ‘localization’ that went far beyond 
language translation [2].  Second, the statistical effects observed between treatment 
and control groups were high when compared with those obtained using automated 
tutors in the West [1],[3].  Taken together, these two observations suggest that while 
there is a great potential for using automated tutors in developing countries, to be 
effective, these tutors may need to undergo extensive localization along a number of 
non-obvious dimensions.  

Adaptive tutoring systems have been effective at improving students’ achievement 
in a variety of tests, including standardized tests. For instance, the Wayang Outpost 
Mathematics Adaptive Tutoring System has shown improvements within 0.3-0.8 
effect sizes on standardized tests compared classroom instruction, after controlling for 



time [4]. The Algebra Tutor has shown effect sizes of 0.3-1.2 standard deviation on a 
variety of tests [5]. Andes tutor for Physics has shown effect sizes of 0.92 [6].  This is 
particularly impressive considering that human tutors (subject-matter experts working 
synchronously with a single student) are  one standard deviation better compared to a 
teacher in front of the classroom with a typical class size of 20 students. This is in 
contrast to what was originally believed in studies by Bloom [7], which claimed that a 
human tutor could be 2 standard deviations better than classroom instruction. Since 
the van study using Khan Academy cited earlier [1] showed effects of 0.87 to over 3, 
it is expected that the use of adaptive tutors in developing countries will yield much 
better results.   However, as indicated earlier, when considering the implementation of 
tutoring systems in countries other than the United States, and particularly in the 
developing world, the important question that urges to be answered is whether and 
how much localization efforts are required to make these adaptive tutors be effective. 

The remaining article shows that, while much language and cultural translation 
needs to be carried out, there is potential to achieve large effect sizes, and that there 
are specific needs of the developing world that make the use of adaptive learning 
environments particularly ideal for students with a large variety of unique 
circumstances. However, cultural differences need to be understood, as they can 
affect the ecological validity of the intervention, and the general effectiveness of the 
teaching tool. 

2. Why Adaptive Tutors for Developing Countries? 

This section motivates the need for automated tutors in developing countries.  

2.1 Teachers and Students 

   Quality and availability of teachers is a key input into the educational quality of 
children. However, according to a recent study [8], 29 countries mostly in Arab or 
Sub-Saharan Africa regions have severe teacher gaps and need to grow annually by at 
least 3.0% during the 2010 to 2015 period. Even when the teachers are present, 
teacher absenteeism remains a problem, ranging from 3 percent in Malawi to 27 
percent in Uganda [9]. [10] reports that teachers absenteeism in six developing 
countries was about 19%, with Peru at 11%, Indonesia at 19%, and in India at 25%. In 
a meta-study of developing country learning interventions from 1990 to 2010, out of 
79 studies, 5 studies showed mostly negative impacts of teacher absenteeism [11].  
    There is also a wide variation (800-1000 hours) in the contact time between teacher 
and students in the developing world [12]. However, more contact time with teachers 
does increase performance in majority of cases [12].  There are also differences 
between various countries when it comes what a teacher actually does in the 
classroom. For instance, in Tunisia, Morocco, Brazil and Ghana, the students were 
engaged in learning 79%, 71%, 63% and 39% of the time respectively [13]. However, 
teachers in these countries mostly used “chalk-and-talk” which can result in limited 
student attention and subsequent recall [13].  Automated tutors have a potential to 



bring standardized learning processes to children and unlike teachers, tutors are less 
likely to suffer from absenteeism.  
   Pupil-teacher ratios are also much higher in the developing countries than the West 
[14]. For example, in US and UK, teacher-pupil ratios are 14 and 18 respectively. 
These ratios can be as high as 65 (Rwanda) or Zambia (68) in sub-Saharan Africa.  
South Asian countries like Pakistan and Bangladesh have pupil-teacher ratios of 40 
and 43 respectively.  However, a better pupil-teacher ratio does not necessarily 
guarantee better student performance.  For example, [15] observed that reducing the 
pupil-teacher ratio alone from 88 to 40 did not have a significant impact on learning. 
However, contract teachers and a strong institutional PTA support did have a positive 
impact. A meta-study in developing countries also showed that out of 101 studies, 59 
studies showed a negative impact of the larger class size, but only 30 studies were 
statistically significant [12].  Surprisingly, however, another 39 studies showed a 
positive effect, out of which 15 were statistically significant. Another meta-study of 
developing countries also showed that effect of teacher-pupil ratio alone on student 
performance was inconclusive [11].  
   In summary, in developing countries, there is a shortage of teachers, high teacher 
absenteeism, and use of ineffective pedagogical approaches, and high pupil-teacher 
ratios which makes automated tutors a good choice.  

2.2 Alternatives to Tutors: Better Textbooks and More Homework 
assignments 

   One argument could be that rather than supplying schools with adaptive tutors that 
require computers and other additional infrastructure, perhaps better teaching 
materials is all that is required.  However, providing textbooks to children in Kenya 
did not raise test scores of students overall, but did increase the scores for higher 
performing students suggesting that these books were primarily targeted to the 
smarter students [11]. A Meta-study of developing countries also confirmed that there 
is little evidence that just providing textbooks, workbooks and exercise books 
increased student learning [12]. 
    While there is some debate about whether more homework impacts student 
performance, there is a general correlation between quality and quantity of homework 
and student achievement in the West (e.g., [16]). This trend also seems to hold for 
developing countries. For example, in a meta-study of developing country 
interventions from 1990 to 2010, 5 studies showed mostly positive impact of more 
homework [11]. However, one key problem is that in impoverished regions of many 
developing countries, children have to work after school leaving little time to do 
homework. For example, [17] observed that in a survey of 1030 children in three parts 
of South Africa, 26.5% of the children working on farms missed school, arrived late 
or were too tired to do their homework. Similarly, [13] points out that in a country 
like Ghana, 84% of the parents and 54% of children reported spending less than one 
hour per day on their homework. In contrast, technology is used in the United States 
for students to do homework, and provide immediate assessments to the teacher who 
can guide discussions about the questions that were wrong [18]. Merely showing that 
a question is wrong, without any further hints or explanations, provided a 0.5 standard 



deviation of improvement compared to not getting any immediate marking that a 
homework question was wrong. 

2.3 What is known about Personalized Instruction and Adaptive 
Tutors? 

   This section summarizes what is known about adaptive learning and automated 
tutors (not necessarily adaptive) in developing countries and types of effects achieved 
by doing so. A large study of 140 schools in Keyna shows that the simple act of 
splitting students into two sections based on ability did have an impact, and effects of 
0.14 to 0.18 were achieved [15]. Similarly, using specialized human tutors for 
remedial classes yielded performance effects of 0.18 to 0.28, while use of an 
automated tutor achieved 0.35 to 0.47 effects in Mathematics [19]. These two studies 
show that personalizing instruction at the group level works, and clearly automated 
tutors also tend to have an impact.  
  Another related issue is whether the tutor should complement, or replace existing 
instruction in the classroom. For example, [20] found that a complementary program 
where children were actually provided computer-aided learning had an effect of 0.28 
as opposed to the replacement group whose performance actually got worse (-0.57); 
the replacement group replaced conventional teaching with an automated tutor. This 
tends to suggest that automated tutors can perhaps be more effective in a 
complementary mode.   

2.4 Base Grades are lower and Variability is high 

   The benefits of personalization should be high especially if there is large variability 
in student achievement within the same classroom, so that the instruction by one 
teacher might not fit the needs of every student. We have data from a series of studies 
in the United States, which show performance in a standardized test for both high 
achieving and low achieving schools, urban vs. rural, in standardized tests that should 
have good psychometric properties. The test is the Northwest Evaluation Association 
MAP test, which evaluates students’ Mathematics expertise across grades and at 
different points of the year. Table 1 shows scores of students in two schools during 
the 2012 academic year. 
   It can be seen from Table 1 that the standard deviations are small for the NWEA 
MAP test, which is a test administered by many schools across the United States. The 
standard deviations for the rural-area high achieving school are 15% of the full range 
of scores recorded by 7-8 grade students  (note: stdev / (maximum score – minimum 
score) = 14.6/(267-167) = 0.146 ), and 20% of the full range of scores recorded by the 
low achieving urban school, for grades 9-10 (16.8/(262-180) ).   

 
 
 



 

Table 1. Variation in NWEA’s MAP standardized test, in two schools in the United States 

School Grade N Median Mean Natl. 
Avg. 

Std. 
Dev. 

Min. Max. Range 

Urban-Area 
School 

9-10 97 221 220 234 16.8 180 262 82 

Rural-Area 
School 

7-8 223 234 233 228 14.6 167 267 100 

Total      16.3 167 267  
 
   No standardized testing data are available for Pakistan.  However, results of a 
standardized Mathematics tests for grade 4 and 5 in semi-rural schools for twenty 
different school sections (18 different schools) from a recent study [1] show that this 
ratio (SD/Range) is higher than 20% (Mean = 26.71; SD = 2.97; minimum=21; 
maximum = 30; Anderson-Darlington, p>0.05; single sample t-test; DF = 19, 
T=10.09, p<0.05).  In other words, in these semi-rural schools of Pakistan, the 
standard deviation is more than 20% of the range and sometimes as high as 30% 
showing more diversity in the learning achievements of students than their 
counterparts in the United States. Because of this higher variability, it is expected that 
automated and adaptive tutors will be more effective in developing countries like 
Pakistan.  
    Another key issue for students in developing countries is that the overall 
competencies tend to be much lower than students in the West. For example, in India 
only 19.5% of third grade children in Vadodara, and 33.7% in Mumbai, passed the 
grade one competencies (number recognition, counting and one digit addition and 
subtraction) in Mathematics [19].  Table 2 shows the Mathematics results from the 
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) standardized exam for a few 
third-world countries; Pakistan does not participate in PISA.  As can be clearly seen, 
large proportions of children in a variety of developing countries from different 
continents tend to have lower proficiency in Mathematics skills than students from 
Western countries like the United States.  

 
Table 2.  Students in Developing Countries are at lowest proficiency of PISA Mathematics Scores 
 
 Country % Students in the lowest proficiency 

United States 8 
Kazakhstan 30 
Trinidad 30 
Jordan 35 
Argentina 37 
Brazil 38 
Columbia 39 
Albania 40 
Tunisia 43 
Indonesia 44 
Peru 48 
Panama 51 
Krygyz Republic 65 



 

3   Case Study 

   As a first step towards localization, a case study was conducted to evaluate how 
teachers in Pakistan would respond to the use of an interactive adaptive tutor for their 
students.  

3.1 Wayang Outpost – The Adaptive Tutor  

  An intelligent mathematics tutor for grades 5-12 developed at UMass-Amherst and 
named Wayang Outpost [4] was selected for this study (See Figure 1).  Wayang 
Outpost has been used by thousands of students in the United States, and students 
using Wayang Outpost have consistently shown significant learning gains since 2003 
on Mathematics tests involving standardized tests items (an increase of 20% 
achievement level after 3 time periods only), and significant gains on state-standard 
exams compared to control groups (0.5-0.7 standard deviations depending on the 
study). Students using Wayang Outpost have also improved more on specific areas of 
a national standardized test compared to control groups (MAP, a national test of 
NWEA) for specific mathematics knowledge units that were tutored by Wayang 
Outpost, and not for other areas of mathematics that were not tutored by Wayang 
Outpost during those sessions.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. The Wayang Outpost Math Tutor interface. 

 
  Wayang Output targets the United States Mathematics curriculum of grades 6 
through 11 covering a large range of topics including number sense, pre-algebra, 
algebra, geometry, logical reasoning.  The pedagogical approach of the Wayang Tutor 
is based on cognitive apprenticeship and mastery learning, and its internal mechanism 
of adaptive behavior of item selection is based on empirical estimates of problem 
difficulty and a variety of parameters that regulate its behavior, which are set by a 



combination of input from teachers and the researchers [21]. For feedback and 
scaffolding, Wayang Outpost relies on the Theory of Multimedia Learning, and 
implements many of its principles, and provides also videos and worked-out examples 
as part of its support. However, the main mechanism of support consists of hints that 
solve a small part of the solution for the student, and allow him/her to continue on his 
own, or ask for more support.  Wayang Outpost carries out several instructional tasks: 
it models (introduces the topic via worked-out examples, making steps explicit, and 
working through a problem aloud); provides practice with coaching (offering 
multimedia feedback and hints to sculpt performance to that of an expert's); scaffolds 
(putting into place strategies and methods to support student learning); provides 
affective support (via affective characters that reflect about emotions, encourage 
students to persevere and demystifies misconceptions about mathematics problem 
solving), and encourages reflection (self-referenced progress charts that allow 
students to look back and analyze their performance) at key moments of loss, 
boredom, or un-excitement.  

3.2 Survey Design and Data Collection 

  Based on experiences gained in localizing Khan Academy videos [2], a survey to 
isolate the various factors that could have an impact on teachers’ utilization of 
Wayang Post was designed as shown in Table 3.   The survey was delivered to nine 
Mathematics teachers on April 28, 2013 in a private urban school in Peshawar, 
Pakistan.  The teachers were introduced to Wayang Outpost, and were led through a 
one hour session as a student through Wayang Outpost.  Each teacher then filled out a 
survey shown earlier where each item was scored on a Licker-type scale with 1 = 
Strongly Agree and 5=Strongly Disagree.   

3.3 Results 

  The teachers thought that they could spare on average of about 2 hours per week for 
an automated tutor session (Mean = 2.44; SD=1.13).  This is a substantial amount of 
time considering that the teachers in this school spend a total of about 5 hours per 
week on teaching Mathematics.  The statistics for the remaining factors are shown in 
Table 4.  
  Authenticity (A) and Cultural Alignment (CA) were dropped from further analysis 
because the value of Cronbach’s alpha were lower than 0.7 indicating a lack of 
internal consistency in how teachers answered the various items; Cronbach’s alpha 
was higher than 0.7 for all other factors. While BI, LC, PA and TA were normally 
distributed (Anderson-Darlington; p>0.05), since the total number of respondents was 
small (n=9), non-parametric analysis was used to analyze the data.  
   As Table 5 shows, all the internally consistent factors were highly correlated. One 
key variable in the experiment was whether teachers would use such a tutor in the 
future (BI).  BI can be considered a response variable and based on Ordinal Logistic 
Regression, BI is strongly affected by PA (G= 13.278, DF = 1, P-Value = 0.000) with 
an odds ratio of 0.01. BI is also affected by TA in a similar fashion (G = 10.899, DF = 



1, P-Value = 0.001) with an odds ratio of 0.02. Finally, BI is also affected by BI (G = 
5.678, DF = 1, P-Value = 0.017) but the odds ratio is 0.14 indicating that its impact is 
lesser than those of the two other variables.  

 
Table 3.  Survey Design to Determine Factors of Teachers’s Adoption 

 
Table 4.  Summary of Survey Responses (n=9) 

Factor Mean StDev Median Min. Max. Median  
[95% Conf. Intrval] 

Authenticity (A) 2.70 0.61 2.66 1.66 3.33 2.67 [2.17, 3.33] 

Behavioral Intention (BI) 2.29 0.82 2 1 3.66 2.17 [1.67, 3:00] 

Cultural Alignment (CA) 3.18 0.62 3.33 2.33 4 3.17 [2.67, 3.67] 

Language Comprehension 
 (LC)  

2.96 0.94 3 1.33 4 3      [2.17, 3.67] 

Factors  Items 

Wayang Outpost System fits well with the way I teach 
Mathematics 
Wayang Outpost is consistent with how I like my 
students to learn Mathametics  

Teacher Alignment – How well does the tutor 
fit with teaching style of the teacher? 

Wayang Outpost teaches Mathematics the way I teach 
it 
The children will understand the language used in 
Wayang Outpost 
The children will not have any difficulty reading the 
problems posed in Wayang Outpost 

Language Comprehension – How well does 
the child comprehend the language used in the 
tutor? 

The children will find it easy to follow the problem 
descriptions and feedback in Wayang Outpost 
The children can relate to the problems being posed in 
Wayang Outpost 
The examples in Wayang Outpost are consistent with 
how these children live their lives 

Authenticity – How authentic are the problem 
being posed in the tutor? 

The problems in Wayang Outpost are about things that 
these children care about 
The problems in Wayang Outpost do not violate any 
traditions or taboos 
The problems in Wayang Outpost are consistent with 
the Pakistani culture  

Cultural Alignment – Is the tutor aligned with 
cultural norms and taboos? 

The problems in Wayang Outpost are not alien to 
children from a cultural perspective 
Children will not have any difficulty following the way 
Wayang Outpost teaches 
Children will enjoy interacting with the various 
characters that help them out while solving problems 
using Wayang Outpost 

Pedagogical Alignment – Is the tutor consistent 
with how children learn? 

Children will like solving problems and getting 
feedback on their performance using Wayang Outpost 
If Wayang Outpost were available, I would use it in my 
classroom 
I would like to use Wayang Outpost for teaching 
Mathematics 

Behavioral Intention – What is the likely-hood 
of the teacher using the tutor in the near future? 

It would be great to use a system similar to Wayang 
Outpost to teach Mathematics  



Pedagogical Alignment (PA) 2.25 0.83 2.33 1 3.33 2.33 [1.50, 3.67] 

Teacher Alignment (TA) 2.29 0.77 2.333 1 3.33 2.33 [1.67, 3:00] 

 
Table 5.  Correlation between the Various Factors (Kendall-Tau; * = p<0.05) 

 LC BI TA PA CA 
BI 0.627* 1    
TA 0.618* 0.746* 1   
PA 0.618* 0.806* 0.941* 1  
CA 0.462 0.344 0.4 0.462 1 
A 0.576* 0.646* 0.667* 0.637* 0.381 

 
    
    In summary, the data show that there was a reasonable probability that the teachers 
would use the system if available, and were willing to allocate about two hours per 
week for this activity. Further, their intention to use Wayang Outpost of or a similar 
system is contingent on teacher and pedagogical alignment, and whether Wayang 
Outpost’s language would be understood by the children. However, is important to 
note that as Table 4 shows, while teachers were not negative about any of the factors, 
they were mostly not sure (closer to Neither Agree nor Disagree) about pedagogical 
and teacher alignment etc. This strongly implies the need to consider using these 
factors in localization of Wayang Post.   

5   Conclusion and Future Work 

   While adaptive tutors like the Wayang Post have shown considerable impact in 
improving learning outcomes in countries like the United States, an exploitation of the 
full potential of such systems in the developing world is contingent on careful 
localization that goes beyond simple language translation.  Clearly, there is a dire 
need for such systems in the developing world and even though the sample size was 
small, this paper shows that teachers in a developing country are likely to adopt such 
systems provided the issues of teacher, student alignment etc. are adequately 
addressed.  The challenge now remains to find the resources to localize and deploy 
adaptive tutors such as Wayang Outpost.  
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Abstract. The matter of a one-size-fits-all approach towards the development 
of culturally-relevant educational software is debated with one side arguing for 
internationalization and the other side arguing for localization. This paper takes 
a pragmatic look at the issues involved in localization and aims to shed light on 
the strengths and limitations of undertaking culture as a design feature. With an 
emphasis on the application layer, the paper investigates the requirements and 
steps that need to be taken when using cultural contexts in educational soft-
ware. It describes the design of a localized intelligent tutoring system developed 
for the context of Trinidad and Tobago and discusses how the prototype was 
evaluated in two separate stuGLHV� ZKLFK� ORRNHG� DW� OHDUQLQJ� JDLQV�� VWXGHQWV¶�
opinions, attitudes, and preferences for localization.  

Keywords: Localization, cultural translation, intelligent tutoring systems 

1. Introduction 

This paper is set in the context of Trinidad and Tobago. With a GDP of $20,400US 
[2] Trinidad and Tobago is one of the wealthiest nations in the Caribbean. Liquefied 
natural gas��SHWUROHXP�DQG� LWV�E\SURGXFWV�PDNH�XS� WKH�EXON�RI� WKH�FRXQWU\¶V� exports 
and account for approximately 40% of the counWU\¶s GDP [7]. The average population 
size is 1.2 million, life expectancy is estimated at around 72 years, and literacy rates 
are over 98% for ages 15 and older [2]. The country is becoming more modernized as 
evidenced by the increasing number of Internet users (growth from 8% in 2000 to 
48% of the population in 2012) and large number of cell phone users (over 1.8 mil-
lion) [2]. Although access to personal computers is not as widespread with roughly 
less than 20% of the population having access, the government of the country provid-
ed free laptops to entry-level students in secondary schools in 2010. The challenge 
that now arises for the FRXQWU\¶V� education sector is whether the software on these 
machines can support learning in the context of Trinidad and Tobago. 

Accommodating for learner diversity based on cultural backgrounds is becoming a 
major personalisation focus with the increasing drive towards globalization as evi-
denced in Trinidad with the distribution of laptops. Despite this drive, the knowledge 
and processes for incorporating culture have not been clearly defined with automation 



in mind. The matter of a one-size-fits-all approach towards the development of educa-
tional software is debated with one side arguing for internationalization and the other 
side arguing for localization. Proponents of localized approaches argue that culture 
increases the credibility, realism, familiarity and acceptance of educational systems 
with the end result being a higher quality learning experience [4, 5]. On the other 
hand, techniques have been described for creating internationalized designs that do 
not target a particular culture and avoid cultural specificity but still cater for the needs 
of a learner. This viewpoint is based on arguments that cultural designs tend to be 
cosmetic and stereotypical, suffer from designer bias [1], and are overall difficult to 
automate [8]. 

The purpose of this paper is not to take a particular side or argue for or against a 
particular approach. Rather, this paper takes a pragmatic look at the issues involved, 
and aims to shed light on the strengths and limitations of undertaking culture as a 
design feature in educational systems. It focuses on the requirements and steps in-
volved in carrying out localization at the application layer. The paper then investigates 
the requirements and steps that need to be taken in order to use the cultural context of 
student in educational software and then describes the design of a localized intelligent 
tutoring system (ITS) developed for the context of Trinidad and Tobago with these 
requirements in mind. Next, the paper discusses how the system was evaluated in two 
VHSDUDWH� VWXGLHV� ZKLFK� ORRNHG� DW� OHDUQLQJ� JDLQV�� VWXGHQWV¶� RSLQLRQV� DQG� DWWLWXGHV� Wo-
wards the system, and student preferences for localization. The paper concludes with 
an outline of the lessons learned from these studies and potential research directions 
for localized systems. 

2. The Strengths and Challenges of Localization  

Educational frameworks and systems from different sources are typically repur-
posed in order to reduce costs associated with content development, to replicate prov-
en results with learning gains, and to set standards in educational curricula. Repurpos-
ing of such environments entails some form of localization since the design of user 
interfaces, the selection of teaching strategies, the format and content of the educa-
tional material all vary depending on the contextual background of the developers. In 
order to relate to students and in some cases not offend others, localization of educa-
tional environments has been recommended and there have been benefits cited in the 
literature for students such as increased motivation levels [3, 6]. 

There are several challenges associated with localization such that actual systems 
are limited in practice. Many developers have shied away due to the complexity in 
reliably representing aspects of a particular culture and because of the ill-defined 
nature of culture [1, 8]. The costs can be higher in the long run because of the amount 
of effort required in cataloguing cultural knowledge. In addition, localization requires 
many pieces of metadata for adaptation to go beyond keyword insertion and colour 
changes. Learning gains seen in one country are not guaranteed in another since many 
variables exist across countries such as the system may not be used in the same way as 
in the original country, there might be limited internet connectivity, different hard-



ware, untrained teachers, or even a different curriculum. Lastly, a localized solution 
runs the same risk of being as offensive or irrelevant as the original version since a 
student does not belong to a discrete cultural group, and more than just cultural 
knowledge is required in order to relate to students; a sound understanding of envi-
ronmental context is critical. 

3. Requirements for Effective Localization at the Application Layer 

There are three entry points for localization in educational software systems: the 
presentation layer, the application layer, and the data layer. The application layer 
selects, modifies, aggregates, aQG�IRUPDWV�UDZ�FRQWHQW�EDVHG�RQ�WKH�XVHU¶V�LQSXW��KLsto-
ry of events and intended instructional goals. Firstly, data is needed about the stu-
GHQW¶V�FRXQWU\�RI�UHVLGHQFH�(target country) because this data defines the environmen-
tal context that the student is familiar with. Such data is typically available from the 
FRXQWU\¶V�QDWLRQDO�VWDWLVWLFDO�RIILFH�RU�Gepartment and can be used to set the scope of 
the localization. For example, statistics on population density, economic activity, and 
religious group distribution can be used. Secondly, demographic data from the student 
is required in order to model his/her contextual background and to know what type of 
localization to carry out and to what extent.  This data comes from users directly en-
tering information about themselves in a form for instance and FDQ� LQFOXGH� D� XVHU¶V�
age, gender, native language and residence location for instance. Thirdly, data is re-
quired on the contextual groups in the target country specifically what kinds of con-
textual elements are familiar, appropriate, and relevant to a specific group. This is 
needed in order to control the direction of the localization process. Next, language 
rules and localized natural language terms are needed in order to translate textual 
content and adapt the cultural meaning of the content to suit the student. Semantic 
markup on these cultural terms is required in order to know how to use the terms in 
sentences correctly and also to be able to interpret image context in a culturally ap-
propriate manner. Lastly, real-time localization is required in order to adapt content to 
suit different student preferences. 

4. Localized System Design  

This section describes the design of a contextually-relevant Intelligent Tutoring 
System (ITS). A modular design was chosen because of the complexity involved in 
delivering culturally-relevant instructional experiences. Flexible alteration and im-
provement of the component features are easily accommodated as a result. Many of 
the components featured in the design of the localized web-based ITS are based on 
traditional ITS components but have been modified to include localized data and 
functionality. A cultural student model, a pedagogical module, cultural heuristics and, 
a content repository make up the major architectural units of the design.   

The cultural student model records the pedagogical events, performance-related 
student data, suggested hints and instructional guidance given to the student. Cultural 



background data is assimilated into this model and is made up of demographic data 
and cultural influences. The pedagogical module consists of instructional rules that 
constantly access and update the student model in response to input data from the 
student and events captured from the screen. They control how and when instructional 
feedback is given, and they manage the selection and transition of learning activities.  

A culturally-relevant instructional approach requires that cultural references made 
by software systems should be applicable to the learning content, familiar to the stu-
dents, authentically rendered, and integrated into the context of the instructional mate-
rial [4, 5]. Cultural rules modify the textual portions of instructional content such as 
question descriptions, scenarios, hints, and instructional feedback produced by sys-
tems. The localization of visual portions of these systems, namely the multimedia 
related to the learning activities, is also handled by these rules. Textual modifications 
include customizing the language of the instructional feedback, whereas the multime-
dia localization involves swapping in cultural assets for generalized assets such as 
images. The scope of the languages used for localization in this paper is restricted to 
English-based Creole languages. These languages are useful for educational environ-
ments because they foster comfortable learning experiences especially in domains that 
are seen by students as problematic or difficult to cope with [6]. Textual outputs of the 
localization process are therefore sentences expressed in a local dialect specifically 
mesolect forms1, and feature equivalent cultural lexical terms. In order for these rules 
to properly localize the learning activities and determine appropriate feedback for the 
student, the learning materials need to be accompanied with metadata descriptions that 
identify content that can be localized such as hints, question descriptions, and images. 

The content repository handles the organisation and distribution of all instructional 
and cultural assets to a content aggregator. Localized ITSs rely on reusable content 
more than non-cultural ITSs because of the additional dimension of cultural personali-
sation; this was the basis for having a separate asset repository - reusability. The con-
tent repository primarily hosts all of the educational and interface-related material 
used by the system and the student model. For example, multimedia files related to the 
LQWHUIDFH¶V�ORRN�DQG�IHHO��VXFK�DV�LFRQV��ORJRV��DQG�WKRVH�UHODWHG�WR�WKH�OHDUQLQJ�H[Hr-
cises (scenario pictures, feedback pictures) are stored here together with educational 
material such as question descriptions, solutions, feedback files, and topic hierarchies. 
Each of these assets is described by their asset metadata descriptions which define the 
context of use and the nature of the assets. These descriptions are indispensable in the 
design because they facilitate reuse and exchange of compatible assets. Both the ped-
agogical module and cultural heuristic component use these descriptions when making 
instructional and localization-related decisions.  

5. System Implementation 

Two web-based ITSs were implemented based on the software architecture de-
scribed in the previous section. One system was localized for Trinidad and Tobago¶V�

                                                           
1 A variety of language in a Creole continuum that is intermediate between the standard form 

(acrolect) and forms that diverge greatly from the standard form (basilect). 



context (Culturally Relevant Instructional Programming System ± CRIPSY) while the 
other remained generic (Instructional Non-CulturAl Programming System ± INCAPS).  

 

 

Fig.1. Screenshots of CRIPSY (top) and INCAPS (bottom) featuring localized 
and non-cultural versions of the same programming exercise. 

Both systems were built for the same educational domain (Computer Science pro-
gramming) were identical from a functional standpoint, and were implemented using 
Java-based tools and technology which facilitated seamless integration of the various 
components into complete systems. The pedagogical module, student model, and 
cultural heuristic component were implemented using JESS (Java Expert System 
Shell) rule engines and rules. At the data level, simple file formats were used to man-
age the content repository since rule engines handle data manipulation primarily using 
facts. Constructivism and situated cognition were selected as the major instructional 
strategies since analytical programming skills were being targeted and also because of 
the good fit between situated cognition and culturally-aware instruction. The devel-
opment of localized assets for CRIPSY was done semi-automatically and manually. 
The programming exercise descriptions, parts of the exercise code and instructional 
hints were localized using subtle, careful use of cultural semiotics, specifically cultural 
names of objects and foods. As shown in the screenshots in Figure 1 above, both sys-
tems used the same instructional content but differed in the expression of the content, 
that is, cultural and non-cultural. A minimalist interface design was used and instruc-
tional feedback consisted of identification of correct/incorrect lines of code, hints for 
the incorrect lines, and general informative guidance. 



6. Prototype Evaluation and Results 

A previous study was done using both prototypes and participant details are report-
ed in [6]. That study revealed that the use of both systems resulted in significant in-
creases in student test scores and one design issue affected students in particular: the 
language used in the localized system. The density of the localisation distorted the 
V\VWHP¶V� FRQWHQW into basilect2 Creole which for some students made the sentences 
difficult to read quickly and therefore difficult to understand quickly. This observation 
stimulated the consideration of incorporating a customizable language density scale in 
the localized system so that students may adjust the language to suit their own prefer-
ences. The desirability of such a feature was assessed in the second study. 

The second study aimed to find out which system appealed more to the students, 
what kinds of conditions would impact if at all upon their preferences, and whether a 
language localization slider would be a desirable feature and why. Fifty-eight (58) 
students from the previous study participated in this study. The control and test groups 
were switched so that students would have used both systems at the end of this study. 
$�VLPLODU�SURFHGXUH�ZDV�IROORZHG�ZKHUH�HDFK�VWXGHQW¶V�XVHUQDPH�DFWLYDWHG�WKHLU�QHw-
ly assigned system and the systems timed out after 30 minutes. A short questionnaire 
was administered and the results are shown in Table 1 below. After using both sys-
tems, more students (68.9%) preferred the localized system (CRIPSY) over the non- 
localized one (INCAPS). The majority of students reported that they wanted the local-
ization slider (79.3%) while the minority did not see the slider as necessary. Increas-
ing question difficulty did not seem to influence student preference for either system. 
Lastly, more students (13.8%) changed their preferences from the localized system to 
the non-localized system when server glitches or software problems occurred com-
pared to those whose preferences were reversed in favor of the localized system 
(3.4%). 

 

Feedback Topic Student Preferences 
Percentage of 
Students 

Localization Slider 
Wanted localization slider 79.3 

Did not want localization slider 20.7 

System of Choice 
Preferred localized system in general 68.9 

Preferred non-localized system in general 31.1 

Preference in Relation 
to Question Difficulty 

Preferred localized system  48.3 

Preferred non-localized system  48.3 

No preference/no response 3.4 

Preference change if 
glitches occurred in 
System of Choice 

Changed to non-localized from localized 13.8 

Changed to localized from non-localized 3.4 

No change in preference 3.4 

No response 79.4 

Table 1. Percentage of student preferences categorized by feedback topics 
                                                           

2 The basilect variety of English-based Creoles is the most distorted from Standard English.  



7. Analysis of Results 

The results reported in the previous study using the localized ITS, CRIPSY, con-
firmed the assumption that cultural interventions do indeed have positive effects on 
learners and provide empirical evidence in support of localized learning systems. 
Overall, the students liked the localized system primarily because of the reasons out-
lined in the earlier studies in [6] namely enriching learning experiences and humour. 
The use of culture created a familiar setting and it was done in a way that was interest-
ing to the students. A larger percentage of students rated the programming exercises as 
easier and the instructional feedback/hints as more helpful for the localized system 
although similar guidance was given in the control system. 

In the second study, the majority of students (79.3%) wanted the localization slider. 
The most common reasons given by students for wanting a slider included: wanting 
control over the timing and the degree of localization, wanting to change the localiza-
tion to suit their moods, and wanting to be able to explore the different degrees of 
localization. An interesting trend in the responses of the students who did not want the 
slider was their dislike of the localization. Many of them stated that the localization 
resulted in descriptions that were longer to read and had too much localized language 
which was confusing. Longer descriptions were indeed the case since the highest den-
sity of localization was used in generating content for the study, and therefore the 
maximum number of lexical insertions and replacements possible for the content was 
made. This indicates that there is a strong need for the slider since the students essen-
tially wanted to choose their own levels of localisation. Another interesting result is 
the low student tolerance for software faults in the localized system evidenced by the 
larger numbers of students who changed their preference to the non-localized system 
when faults occurred in the localized one. A possible cause could be that students 
perceived the localized system as being inferior because of the cultural behaviour of 
the system in using language levels (basilect) typically associated with the less educat-
ed in Trinidad and Tobago. This implies that being able to dynamically adjust locali-
zation is crucial for system acceptance by students. 

8. Conclusion and Future Research 

Culture is rapidly becoming an important consideration in the design of educational 
software firstly because of the increase in the number of users accessing software over 
the Internet, and secondly because of the sheer diversity in the cultural backgrounds of 
these users. Conventional learning has often taken place in a localized setting with a 
teacher guiding one or more students in their search for knowledge. With the advent of 
the Internet, this traditional setting has changed drastically since students now have 
access to teachers and educational material from over wide distances. Consequently, 
these students are exposed to a variety of educational tools, teaching strategies and 
learning materials which were not developed with their own personal needs in mind. 
This has dramatic usability implications especially when the mainstream culture for 
which e-Learning materials are designed clashes with that of the users. 



Based on the encouraging evidence established by these studies, the research dis-
cussed in this paper demonstrates a practical approach towards developing a localized 
web-based learning environment. By leveraging research from various fields such as 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems and culturally-aware instruction, this research shows how 
some of the complexity of localization can be managed and how aspects of intelligent 
tutoring can be localized. Empirical evidence indicates that localized systems perform 
as well as traditional tutoring systems and are potentially superior at creating relaxed, 
engaging learning atmospheres for the Computer Science programming domain. How-
ever care must be taken to ensure that the cultural enhancements match the tolerance 
level of the student users. Further refinement and improvements are planned for the 
systems described. A limited amount of cultural automation was undertaken, so ex-
pansion of the cultural coverage is necessary. Additional features such as deeper cul-
tural student profiling, adjustable language density and greater tutoring flexibility are 
also part of the plans intended for this research. 
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Abstract. The impact of a blended ICT adoption model in 15 fourth grade clas- 
ses from 11 vulnerable Chilean schools is analyzed.  In this model, twice a 
week students attend a computer lab where the lab teacher and the class teacher 
select and assign on line math exercises. The platform contains approximately 
2,000 exercises, but it is constantly growing with exercises introduced by teach- 
ers. During sessions the system continuously tracks students and detects stu-  
dents that are falling behind, allowing teachers to provide real time support and 
drive the progression of the entire class as a whole. Students that finish early 
and with good performances are assigned as part of the support team for the rest 
of the session. After a year of implementation, the national assessment test 
SIMCE math on these classes raised 0.38 standard deviations. This is more than 
three times the historic national improvement in 2011. The statistical analysis 
shows that the improvement was independent of teacher effects, and correlates 
with the average number of on line exercises done per student in that year.  
  

Keywords: adoption model, ICT impact, national assessment tests, educational 
data mining, at risks students 

1 Introduction  

We study a blended Information Computer Technology (ICT) adoption model fo- 
cused on ensuring intensive student practice and real time support from teacher and 
more advanced peers. We implemented this ICT model on several low socioeconomic 
status Chilean schools with high proportion of at risk students. According to a recent 
UN report [11], Chilean gross national income (GNI) per capita is 14,987 in 2005 
PPP $, Chilean Human Development Index is the highest in Latin America and ranks 
40 in the world. Even though gross national income per capita has had an important 
average annual growth of 3.8 from 1990 to 2012, there is huge school segregation by 
socioeconomic status in Chile. There is also a big educational inequality measured as 



interschool standard deviations on a UNESCO math and language tests for third and 
sixth graders [14], [1], though the educational inequality is generally lower than in 
other Latin American countries. For example, in the UNESCO math test for third 
graders, interschool standard deviation was 1.97 the standard deviation obtained if 
students were randomly assigned, which is one of the lowest ratio of the studied coun-
tries. The educational inequality is more pronounced on the urban sector than in the 
rural sector. According to the last OECD PISA-2009 assessment [16], [17], science 
and reading performances have been improving and the performance gap in reading 
between high and low socioeconomic status students has being reducing. From the 
first UNESCO study [12] to the second UNESCO study [14], the relative position in 
Latin America of the math performance of Chilean third graders improved. Also the 
Chilean national math assessment test for fourth graders (SIMCE) shows in 2011 a 
significant improvement (0.12 standard deviations) and the performance gap has also 
been reducing (0.22 standard deviations). According to UN [11], fixed broadband 
internet subscription was 10.5 per 100 people in 2010 in Chile. This is one of the 
highest subscription rates in Latin America together with Uruguay and Mexico. Fixed 
and mobile telephone subscribers were 136.2 per 100 people in 2010. In schools, 
90.2% of students have computers to use with access to internet [13]. 
Adoption of ICT generates several benefits in education [18], [19], but it also poses 
several challenges particularly in vulnerable schools. According to our field experi-
ence in vulnerable schools there is a weak ICT infrastructure, poor equipment mainte-
nance, poorly prepared technical support personnel, high frequency of electric supply 
problems, and instable connection to internet. All of the difficulties were present on 
the schools where the model was implemented. Besides school infrastructure, there is 
a much weaker ICT infrastructure at students’ homes, less availability of internet 
access and much weaker access to technical support. Other important difficulties in 
these schools are a higher proportion of at-risk or behind-grade-level students, higher 
percentage of students that are struggling with core math concepts, and lower attend-
ance rates than in other schools. Additionally, students’ families have less cultural 
capital, and therefore students are harder to teach.  Teacher quality is also generally 
lower in these schools, since better teachers once detected they receive offers to mi-
grate to higher socioeconomic status schools. All of these conditions pose a much 
higher challenge in the introduction of ICT and the possibility to have a positive im-
pact.   

2 Method  

One of the main goals of the implemented model was to provide technological and 
human resources to increase the amount of student practice on mathematics and also 
to provide real time feedback for all students, and particularly for struggling students. 
There is abundant literature reporting the positive effect of practice in ideal laboratory 
conditions. There is the positive effect on memorization [6], in long term retention 
[7], in understanding when compared with spending time building concept maps or 
only studying [3], and the positive effect of practice throughout several sessions [8]. 



Another important aspect is feedback. There are different types of feedback: immedi-
ate versus delayed, simple positive feedback if the answer is correct or negative feed-
back if it is incorrect, or deeper feedback with suggestions of alternative solutions, 
feedback aimed at increasing student effort, etc. In a review of dozens of studies [2] 
concluded that the positive feedback for right answers is better than negative, and that 
feedback given by video, audio or computer systems is the most effective. There is 
also evidence of the positive effect of accumulated practice in solving mathematical 
problems [4]. More practice produces more learning, particularly if practice is mixed 
with previously learned knowledge. However there is lack of studies of impact out-
side of laboratory conditions [9], and particularly in low socioeconomic schools. 
There are several important challenges to implement a strategy based on intensive 
practice. One of them is motivation. There is the need to spark engagement with math 
problems throughout the whole year. Moreover to improve the performance of a com-
plete class it is necessary to motivate struggling students to do intensive practice. At 
the core of the blended adoption model there is an early alert system. At every mo-
ment, the system lists students who are having more difficulties. In this way the 
teachers know in real time which students need personal attention and in what specific 
exercise. The early alert system also detects if there are exercises that are producing 
high difficulty to the whole class. This way the teachers can freeze the system and 
explain the required concepts. The platform is designed to drive the progression of the 
entire class as a whole, and not to leave students alone. It has facilities to promote the 
cooperation and support of students that are ahead of their peers. Students that finish 
early and with good performances can be assigned as part of the support team for the 
session. The system assigns them to help peers with difficulties. At the same time, 
students that are being assisted by peers assess the quality of each support event. This 
information helps the teachers to monitor the quality of the support and the need to 
teach support strategies to advanced students.   
The model was implemented in 11 schools. The first year the system was implement-
ed in the second half of the year, but most of the time was dedicated to solve infra-
structure problems. In the second year (2011) the system was running in more normal 
conditions. All of the 469 students from the 15 fourth grade classes of the 11 munici-
pal schools from the Lo Prado municipality were using the system. Lo Prado is a low 
socioeconomic district in Santiago. During the year 2011, from end of March to early 
October the students did 203,782 on line math exercises. After mid-October students 
did more exercises but they were done after the National test SIMCE, and therefore 
they will not be considered in the analysis.  Around 20% of the exercises were as-
sessment exercises and the rest were exercise with feedback. For every exercise done 
by a student, the platform records the response time as well as the performance. In the 
case of an assessment exercise, the system records if the student answered correctly or 
not, and in the case of exercises with feedback it records the number of attempts to 
achieve the correct answer.  



3 Results 

According to What Work Clearinghouse standards of the U.S. Department of Educa-
tion, evidence of effectiveness [10] of educational interventions is classified into three 
levels: low, moderate and strong. Evidence is low when it is based only on expert 
opinion, which is derived from strong findings or from theories in related areas and/or 
expert opinion. Evidence is rated as moderate when they are made with high internal 
validity studies (studies whose designs support causal conclusions) but moderate ex-
ternal validity (studies that include a sufficiently broad range of participants to be 
generalizable), or vice versa, but not both validities simultaneously. At this level, 
belong the typical quasi-experimental studies (i.e., the control and experimental 
groups were not randomly assigned) that show the effectiveness of a program, or 
studies with small samples or groups that are not equivalent at the pretest, or correla-
tional research with strong statistical controls to avoid selection bias or assessments 
that meet the Standards for Educational and Psychology Testing but the samples are 
not adequately representative of the population. Evidence is strong if the studies have 
high internal and external validity. These designs include randomly controlled trials, 
multisite, large scale, and no contradictory evidence.  
We make two types of analysis. First we compare the SIMCE math gains of all the 
schools of the Lo Prado district with the result of the whole country. We also compare 
the Lo Prado SIMCE math gains with the results of the urban schools of a very simi-
lar neighbor district of the same socioeconomic level. Second, we compare the Lo 
Prado SIMCE math gains with the Lo Prado SIMCE language gains and SIMCE sci-
ence gains in the same classes. Given that in each class all subjects are taught by the 
same teacher, this comparison aloud as to explore the teacher effect and eventually 
compute if the improvement obtained is independent of the teacher.  Therefore, the 
study reported here could be classified as quasi experimental at best, and then the 
evidence can be classified as moderate.  
One difficulty of analysis is that the SIMCEs scores are not published by student. We 
only have the average score of each class and the standard deviation of the country. 
For this reason, in what follows we use the variation of SIMCE for classes. We define 
the SIMCE variation for a class in a given school as the difference between the 
SIMCE 2011 score obtained by the class with the SIMCE 2010 average of all classes 
of the school. It is important to note that the students are different, since they belong 
to different generations. We are comparing the 2011 score of a class with the average 
score of the school in the previous year.   
The increase of SIMCE math for the municipal schools of the Lo Prado municipality 
was of 16.27 points, which is greater than the variation of all schools in the country. 
This increase is obtained from the simple average of the SIMCE math scores of the 
schools. However, some schools have fewer students, so the simple average of the 
schools is not the most representative. Weighting proportional to the number of tested 
students in each course, the variation in SIMCE for math was 19.15 points. This in-
crease is more than three times the historical rise of the country SIMCE math that was 
6 points [5], and it is much higher than the increase of 8 points in SIMCE math in the 
schools with similar socioeconomic classification as 10 of the 11 schools analyzed. 



This improvement is an in increase in 0.38 standard deviations. To test if the average 
improvement of the 15 classes of Lo Prado is higher than the 6 points of the average 
of the country student’s improvements and the 8 points of the average of the country 
at risk student’s improvements, we consider the fact that we have the standard devia-
tion σ of the student performance in the country. From that information we can com-
pute the standard deviation of the average of the score improvement of the 392 stu-
dents that took the SIMCE test. The standard deviation σ of the student performance 
does not change from one year to another and σ=50. Assuming independence of the 
performance between students, the variance of the performance of each class i equals   



 where n is the number of students on the class i, and similarly the variance of the 

average performance of the school s(i) where the class i belongs to is equals 
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 , where n is the total amount of students in the k classes. The null 

hypothesis is H:	μ = μ, where the observed mean of D is 19.15 and μ=8 is the 
mean improvement of all the at risk schools in the country (or μ= 6 is the mean im-
provement of all the students of the country). Since Var(D) = 11.1622, the cohen´s d 
= 3.3719, and then p=0.00074665 for μ = 8. Thus the improvement obtained in Lo 
Prado is statistically significant. The difference between the country improvement and 
the average improvement of the 392 students from Lo Prado is statistically significant 
with a two tailed p-value < 0.0005 and the difference between the improvement of all 
the country at risk students and the Lo Prado students improvement is statistically 
significant with a two tailed p-value=0.00074665. 
It is very instructive to compare the results of the schools belonging to the municipali-
ty of Pudahuel. This is a neighbor municipality and that years ago were both part of a 
single municipality. In Pudahuel we only consider urban schools. They are similar to 
those of Lo Prado which all are urban schools. Figure 1 shows the distribution of 
vulnerability of municipal schools in Lo Prado and the urban municipal schools of 
Pudahuel. The average of the 11 school´s proportions of at risk students in Lo Prado 
is 0.80 whereas the average of the 14 school´s proportions of at risk students in Pu-
dahuel is 0.77. The t-test of two sample sizes and unequal variance does not reject that 
they have different proportions (two tailed p-value= 0.36). In addition, 10 of the 11 
schools of Lo Prado are classified as “medium low” socioeconomic status (SES) by 
the Ministry of Education, and the remaining school is classified as "medium", which 
is quite similar to what occurs in Pudahuel, where 12 of the 14 schools are classified 
as "medium low" and the other two as "medium".   



 
 
Figure 1: Proportion of at risk students in the schools of Lo Prado and Pudahuel.  
 
In Lo Prado district the increase of SIMCE math schools was 19.15, corresponding to 
392 students that took the SIMCE, whereas in Pudahuel the increase was 12.5, corre-
sponding to 790 students. Using again the fact that the standard deviation of the aver-
age score improvement of all students on both municipalities can be computed from 
the standard deviation of student scores, the difference between the average scores 
however has a p-value = 0.064 unilateral.  
There is a possibility that the increase in math SIMCE is due mainly to the contribu-
tion of teachers and/or schools. Since in all the classes the teacher teaches all subjects, 
if the effect is due to specific characteristics of the teacher, then one would expect that 
classes with increase in SIMCE math then would also have increase in SIMCE lan-
guage and SIMCE science. Conversely, if there is no clear relation in the increase or 
decrease across subjects then the increase in mathematics is not only effect of the 
teacher. In Lo Prado the increase in SIMCE math was 19.15, which is much greater 
than the increase in SIMCE science SIMCE which was 9.66 (0.19 standard devia-
tions) and the increase in SIMCE language that was -3.35 (0.07 standard deviations). 
It is important to note that the online exercise strategy was implemented only in 
mathematics. In language three year ago the municipality implemented a different 
strategy not using ICT and more recently it implemented another strategy in science 
but also not using ICT. Furthermore, we tested the statistical independence of changes 
or if there is any correlation in the 15 classes between the behavior of SIMCE math 
with SIMCE language and SIMCE science. As shown in Table 1, the Pearson correla-
tion test showed positive and statistically significant correlations between the change 
in math and language, and between language and science, but not between mathemat-
ics and science. These tests ruled out that the possibility that the rise in SIMCE math 
is due entirely to teacher effect. 



Table 1. Correlations between language, math and science variations. 

  language_variation㻌 math_variation㻌 science_variation㻌
language_variation Pearson Correlation 1㻌 ,651**㻌 ,777**㻌

Sig. (2-tailed) 㻌 ,009㻌 ,001㻌
N 15㻌 15㻌 14㻌

math_variation Pearson Correlation ,651**㻌 1㻌 ,334㻌
Sig. (2-tailed) ,009㻌 㻌 ,243㻌
N 15㻌 15㻌 14㻌

science_variation Pearson Correlation ,777**㻌 ,334㻌 1㻌
Sig. (2-tailed) ,001㻌 ,243㻌 㻌

N 14㻌 14㻌 14㻌
**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed). 

It is also important to see the effect of the lab teacher in charge of the laboratory. Two 
lab teachers took charge of the lab on the 11 schools, moving from one to another to 
attend classes during sessions. The variation in mathematics SIMCE achieved by one 
lab teacher was 20.14 points which corresponds to 7 classes, while the increase 
achieved by the other lab teacher was 18 points, corresponding to 8 classes. The t-test 
for independent samples reveals that we cannot reject the equality of means (N=15 
classes). That is, the SIMCE math increase is statistically similar between the two lab 
teachers.  
While the increase in SIMCE math is not explained solely by teacher or lab teacher 
effect, it remains to be analyzed what may have caused it. As in all schools in the Lo 
Prado district the model was implemented with one or two sessions per week, it is 
expected that the amount of exercises attempted had an effect on learning. Figure 2 
shows the variation of SIMCE math in the 15 classes of the 11 schools of the district, 
as function of the number of online exercises with immediate feedback between end 
of March and early October 2011. In total, there were 185, 413 such exercises. Exer-
cises with errors in their statements were discounted. Also were not counted exercises 
answered by a student in less than three seconds and in less time than the average 
response time minus two standard deviations. As seen in the chart there is a positive 
relation between number of exercises and increase in SIMCE math. The increase is of 
15.3 points in SIMCE math per 100 extra exercises per student performed online. This 
means that for every 12 additional exercises done per month per student, the SIMCE 
math increases 15.3 points (0.306 standard deviations). The result is statistically sig-
nificant with a p-value of 0.029.  



 
Figure 2: Variation on the 2011 SIMCE Math score of each class (N=15 classes) in 
function of the number of on line exercises with feedback made per student during the 
year from end of March to early October 2011.  

4 Discussion 

We have measured the impact of the adoption of a blended model focused on ensur-
ing intensive student practice and on providing real time support from teachers and 
peers in all the 11 public schools in a low socioeconomic district. There are 203,782 
records corresponding to the trace of on line math exercises done in 2011 by the 469 
students in all the 15 fourth grades classes on these schools. The results are very 
promising and encouraging. First, there is a real measurable impact. The effect has 
been obtained not only by internal tests, but using the results of the national assess-
ment test SIMCE math. This is a nationwide test, designed and administered by a 
completely independent team belonging to the Ministry of Education. The impact is 
very big. The increase was 0.38 standard deviations. This is more than three times the 
big and historic country wide increase on the SIMCE math of the year 2011. These 
results are in addition to differences in teachers. Moreover, there is a clear correlation 
between improvement and intensity of use of the ICT model. Classes that did more 
exercises with immediate feedback per student in the year they increased more their 
SIMCE math scores. This result agrees with studies in laboratory conditions, but now 



the results are obtained after a year of implementation in real schools and with low 
socioeconomic status students.  
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Abstract. This research identifies cultural differences among children’s drawings 
especially as related to their drawings of avatars for instructional software. We 
invited children to draw characters and textual messages within an instructional 
game, as a way to establish their expectations of pedagogical avatars. We were 
interested in both the appearance and language of the characters of different 
nationalities. We describe an experiment that evaluated cultural differences in 
children’s drawings.  We analyzed drawings produced by 57 children aged 7-10 
from four countries and discovered several main effects. Specifically, a significant 
main effect was found for a child’s nationality and gender in predicting the emotion, 
formality of language, and use of “polite” or nice language. Girls generally expected 
more details in the hair, skin and facial hair of their characters and drew more 
emotions (positive) into their characters.  Additionally, Pakistani and Argentine boys 
drew more details and more head coverings than did other children.  Girls from 
Pakistan drew fantasy figures, rather than realistic figures and did not draw 
headscarves on their characters. The level of detail expected in the characters varied 
by country.  

Keywords: Developing World, Pedagogical Agents, Children’s Drawings, 
Localization�

1   Introduction 

 Pedagogical agents used within adaptive learning environments have provided 
great benefit for learners as indicated by research over the last few decades 
(Lester, et al., 2004, Blair, Schwartz, Biswas, & Leelawong, 2006; Biswas, 
Schwartz, Leelawong, Vye, & TAG-V, 2005). Pedagogical agents are effective 
tools to support student learning; they provide motivation for learning and promote 
positive affective states (Arroyo, Woolf, Royer, & Tai, 2009). Results have shown 
that students are extremely sensitive to the appearance and gender of the characters 
reacting in different ways, and being more or less productive depending on the 
character’s appearance. In a series of studies, students responded more positively 
when the gender of the character matched the gender of the student (Arroyo et al., 
in press). 

  



When considering the migration of educational systems and learning environments 
to other countries, it is unclear whether pedagogical agents would work in a similar 
way for students of developing countries. Should agents mimic the gestures and even 
dress codes of students in different countries, or is this localization effort beyond 
translation unnecessary? Are there differences in the style of language that 
pedagogical agents should use to communicate with students of different nations? 

 
As a way to measure ecological validity, we decided to carry out an experiment 

that “taps into” children’s minds and their expectations for pedagogical agents.  We 
asked students to create their own pedagogical agents or avatars that would guide 
them through a mathematics learning game. The following article describes an 
experiment across four different countries in different continents, summarizes results 
and draws conclusions about the way to move forward to identify children’s cross-
cultural differences in expectations for a helpful avatar. 

1.1 Background and Related Work 

Having children draw as a way to mirror what is in their minds is a common 
technique used in psychology. Research into children’s drawings has focused on three 
main areas: (a) the internal structure and visual realism of children’s depictions (e.g., 
Cox, 1992); (b) the perceptual, cognitive, and motor processes involved in producing 
a drawing (e.g., Freeman, 1980); and (c) the reliability and validity of the 
interpretation of children’s drawings (e.g., Hammer, 1997). Very young children 
produce simple scribbles, and later demonstrate representational intentions. With 
maturation and increased dexterity, children draw objects as they are known rather 
than as they are actually perceived. 

 
Drawings of the human figure can also reflect a child’s social world. La Voy and 

colleagues (2001) explored the idea that children from different cultural backgrounds 
may represent cultural differences in their drawings, because culture permeates a 
child’s representations of people. Differences across nations indicated that American 
children drew more smiles than Japanese children, whom in turn drew more details as 
well as larger figures (La Voy et al., 2001). Similarly, Case and Okamoto (1996) 

 
 

            
Figures1-2. A simple addition math game for younger children. Children were invited to supply a 
drawing for an avatar (left) and then to provide the responses the avatar might provide when the 

student player chose the wrong mathematics answer. 
 



showed that there are cultural differences between Chinese and Canadian children’s 
drawings. These findings suggest that children’s drawings not only reflect 
representational development but a child’s understanding of self and culture as well. 

 
Having students draw characters and games, as a way to tap into their minds and  

establish their expectations of pedagogical characters and games is an increasingly 
common technique, and has particularly been implemented for learning 
systems/games for mathematics education. For instance, Grawemeyer and colleagues 
(2012) managed to have participants within the autism spectrum express and 
externalize their individual ideas for an educational pedagogical agent for a 
mathematics educational game, and to combine their individual ideas with the ideas of 
others in a small group. Students created their own designs and also studied other 
students’ drawings, eventually creating a common prototype.  

 
The outcome of one of the small groups was quite different from the norm: these 
children with autism designed characters, such that the student would be sitting at the 
back seat of a car, being able to view two avatars sitting in the front seat, from the 
view of the person in the back seat. Instead of showing the avatar facing forward and 
expressing emotions through its facial expressions, as has commonly been done in the 
past, the avatars (shown from the back) would have a conversation about the student’s 
learning and progress, as children might interact with their parents when traveling at 
the back seat of the car. Thus these students with autism expressed their own distaste 
for talking directly to at people or looking into their eyes. It is assumed that an avatar 
designed for a typical student would promote better communication if it looked 
directly at the student. 

Other studies have invited children to design and draw full math games, which 
generally included characters, human or not. For instance, Kafai (1996) invited fourth 
grade children to design mathematics games for younger children. Her study, 
identified important gender differences in the design of games. In general, boys were 
more likely to use fantasy locations in their games (instead of real life locations, such 
as a sky slope), and also were more likely to have the presence of evil characters, or 
the idea that an avatar would fight some evil force. 

2 The study 

Our study involved children invited to draw characters, avatars or pedagogical 
learning companions to keep student players company as they used a game to learn 
mathematics. The goal was not to ask for complex representations, but instead, and  
similar to La Voy and colleagues (2001) to explore cultural differences that are 
important to understand for authors of creating pedagogical avatars. 

,  
Children from North America Argentina, Pakistan, and Jamaica, aged 7-10 were 

asked to draw characters they thought would help younger support as they played a 
mathematics game for younger children. Children were given a printed package of 6 



pages. On page 1, students were told 
“Help us design this math game! We 
are designing computer based math 
games for younger children. Can you 
help us?” On the second page, a 
screenshot of a simple addition math 
game, shown in Figure 1, where student 
players would click on the fruit with the 
right answer is shown and at the top 
reads “This is a picture of a math game. 
In this game, children will learn to add. 
Using the mouse, they have to click on 
the fruit with the right answer.” The 
children were invited to provide a voice 
for their avatar by providing a response 
that the avatar might produce in 
response to a student player’s incorrect 
answer, see Figure 2. And finally 
parents and teachers were instructed to 
complete the student demographics 
(age, ethnicity, nationality and gender).  

 
We obtained drawings from 57 

children from North America (14), 
Pakistan (11), Jamaica (18) and 
Argentina (14). Of these children, 30 
were girls and 22 were male, mean age 
was 8.19 (SD = 1.42). We were 
interested in both the appearance and 
language of characters developed by 
these students of different nationalities. 

3 Results 

 Although children were asked to create math avatars that looked like people, children 
came up with humanoid and non-humanoid images. In one study in particular, it was 
not clear that students had understood that we meant “characters that look like 
humans”. Thus, for the purpose of our analyses, we only coded humanoid images (see 
Figure 3). 
 
Two different human coders analyzed the pictures and messages to respond to 
correct/incorrect answers from student players. They coded the variables described in 
Table 1. Because many of these metrics might be somewhat subjective, we had two 
coders separately. After coding was done, we computed Kappa to analyze agreement 
between the coders. Whenever a variable had a Kappa value less than 0.5, we 
reconsidered the variable and came up with a new coding scheme. The variable was 

Properties of avatar 
1.     Realism (Human / Fictional) 
2.     Gender (F / M / Unspecified) 
3.     Age ( Child / Teen /  Adult / Unspecified ) 
4.     Details ( + 1 for each of these: body, eyes, 
nose, mouth, dimples/freckles, ears, teeth, hair, 
facial hair, head-covering, clothing, shoes, 
accessories, toys, skin-coloring)  
5.   Affect (Happy / Neutral /  Sad / Angry) 
 
Voice of avatar 
7.     Tone of incorrect answer 
(Polite/encouraging or Direct/Straightforward or 
rude/aggressive/discouraging)  
8.     Formality of incorrect answer 
(formal/neutral/informal)  
9.     Tone of correct answer 
(Polite/encouraging or Direct/Straightforward or 
rude/aggressive/discouraging)   
10.  Formality of correct answer 
(formal/neutral/informal)  
  
Characteristics of Participant 
11.   Language spoken/written 
(English/Spanish/Pashto) 
12.   Videogame exposure (Do you play 
videogames?) 
13.    Have you ever used an avatar? 
14.   Have you ever created an avatar? 
15.   Age Student 
16.   Gender: Female (1) Male (2) 
17.   Ethnicity  
18.   Nationality 
 

Table 1. Features of the study to analyze cultural 
characteristics of children’s drawings. Properties of the 
avatar, voice of the avatar, and characteristics of the 
student, were analyzed to explore cultural differences. 

 
 



recoded and the process repeated. Variables with very low Kappas were dropped from 
the analysis (e.g., age of the avatar). We then carried out Analysis of Variance with 
the variable of interest, and nationality, gender-child as fixed factors, with age of 
child as a covariate. In the case of discrete variables, we ran cross-tabulations and 
Chi-Dquare tests. Results indicate the following. 
 

Gender of Avatars.  A significant difference was found for child’s gender (ℵ2!
=38.9, p<0.001) and gender of the avatar, showing that most children drew characters 
of their same gender. No significant differences were found for nationality. Only a 
minority of children drew characters of unidentifiable gender. 

 
Realism of Avatar.  A significant interaction effect between gender of the student 

and nationality (F=3.9, p<0.015) showed that Pakistani girls drew more fantasy 
characters than did children from other countries, or than boys of the same country 
(see Figure 4). 

 
Level of Detail. A significant main effect was found for a child’s nationality in 

predicting level of detail of the characters (F=3.6, p<0.02).  Students from Pakistan 
and Argentina drew more details than did children from the United States or Jamaica, 
regardless of their gender, two more features from Table 1 (see 4. Details) on average.  
Further analyses showed differences in the amount of head-coverings, particularly 
drawn by boys in general  (F=13.6, p<0.001), and for Pakistani and Argentine boys in 
particular (F=13.6, p<0.12), who drew more headcoverings. While we expected girls 

 

 
 

Figure 3. A selection of avatars drawn by children in different cultures as companion for a proposed 
math game. 



from Pakistan to draw 
headscarves, they did not –in 
fact they tended to not draw 
images of real people but 
drew fantasy figures from 
other cultures such as 
princesses. The head 
accessories that boys drew 
were actually hats. 

 
Another difference had to 

do with the drawing of 
clothes –children from the 
United States drew the least 
detailed clothes on their 
avatars (F=3.5, p<0.01). At 
the same time, students from 
Jamaica drew more hair on 
their characters’ heads, and 

students from Argentina drew the most facial hair on their avatars. Meanwhile, girls 
in general drew sigificantly more hair on their avatars, both on the characters head 
(F=11.17, p<0.02) and more facial hair details (note this included eye-brows, eye-
lashes, moustache, etc.)  (F=8.2, p<0.001). Girls also drew more details on the skin 
(e.g. freckles, dimples, tatoos, etc.) (F=4.5, p<0.04). No significant differences were 
found in the amount of accessories used, the kind of accessories, nor in the presence 
of shoes, noses, eyes, 
nor bodies. Most 
students drew all of 
these, mostly full-
bodied avatars instead 
of heads, and the 
amount of accessories 
did not have a 
consistent differential 
pattern across nations 
or genders. 

  
Emotions. A 

significant main effect 
was found for 
emotions expressed by 
avatars for girls and 
boys. Girls across 
nations were more 
likely to draw avatars 
with happy faces, with 
boys evenly split 

 
Figure 5. Gender differences in politeness of the avatar’s response 

to incorrect answers from student player 

 
Figure 4.  Girls from Pakistan drew more fantasy 

characters than did other children 



between happy and neutral faces (gender effect, F=9.8, p<0.003) and a minority of 
children drew angry/agressive emotion in their characters, 5% of all students, all three 
were boys instead of girls. 

 
Formality of Language. A significant main effect was found for a child’s 

nationality predicting the formality of language for the avatars response to incorrect 
or correct answers from student players in the game (F=9.7, p<0.001). Students from 
the United States used more informal language than did students from Jamaica and 
Argentina (e.g. nope for “no”, awesome), and children from Argentina used the most 
formal language (i.e. least informal language) in their answers than Jamaica, United 
States and Pakistan.  

 
Tone of Language. Significant effects were found across countries for the avatars’ 

answer after an incorrect answer from a student player, where as no significant 
differences existed for having the character express a response after a player’s correct 
answer. A significant main effect for nationality (F=3.3, p<0.03) showed that students 
from Argentina used the least “polite” language as compared with students from other 
countries (e.g., least use of words such as sorry, please, thank you etc.), with children 
from the United States and Pakistan using the most polite language. Interestingly, 
there was an interaction effect between gender of the child and nationality (F=2.9, 
p<0.05), which indicated gender differences in the tone of the avatar’s response to 
incorrect answer for children of different genders. Actually, boys’ avatars from the 
United States used more polite language than girls’ avatars from the same country, 
despite the fact that the appearances of U.S. boys’ tended to be more aggressive than 
girls’ (see examples in Figure 3 drawings); the reverse happened for Pakistan, where 
girls’ avatars used more polite language than boys’ (see Figure 5). 

4   Discussion 

Some research articles have claimed that children’s drawings are a mirror to 
children’s minds (Cherney et al, 2006). In light of this, what do these results imply in 
terms of the creation of pedagogical agents, and the translation of adaptive learning 
systems to fit new countries, after some important differences in the look and 
conversation of children’s pedagogical agents? If we consider that what children draw 
is what they expect, value, and desire, the findings suggest that children, regardless of 
country, expect characters to be of their same gender. This is consistent with our prior 
findings (Arroyo et al, 2013), which indicated that matching the gender of the student 
with the character’s gender led to improved affective, behavioral and learning 
outcomes, such as engagement and reduced frustration.  Girls also expect more details 
in their character’s hair, skin and facial hair. Boys might want to have more head 
coverings, particularly hats. Also, girls from Pakistan might prefer fantasy figures 
instead of figures that depict themselves. Lastly, the fact that girls in general drew 
more emotions (positive) on their characters could suggest an expectation of girl’s 
avatars to emote and act affectively –however, this needs to be examined further.  

 



It does seem important that the level of detail expected in the characters will vary 
by country. Children from Argentina and Pakistan might expect more level of detail 
in their characters than do students of the United States or Jamaica, e.g. clothes and 
hair.  Meanwhile, differences across countries are especially marked in the kind of 
language to be used when the characters talk, specifically when student playes 
produce incorrect answers, with Argentine children apparently expecting the least 
politeness. Expectations of politeness and niceness of the language can be explained 
by cultural differences. People in Argentina are very straightforward in their dialog 
(similar to European countries such as France, Italy or Spain) and do not excuse 
themselves so much in their daily interactions. This is something that needs to be 
examined when designing characters that communicate with students, even if the 
communication is in the form of text and not voice. This would potentially argue 
against a mere translation from English to Spanish, where such polite words might 
show up.  Differences in formality of the language between Argentina and the United 
States could be explained by the fact that the language might not lend itself to 
informal distortion of words such as “nope”.  

5  Conclusions and future work 

Large differences were observed in children’s design of pedagogical agents across 
a variety of dimensions, but probably in different areas than we had originally 
expected. . Differences were present across countries, across gender, and across 
country and gender. Main differences were in language of incorrect answer across 
countries, and in the look of characters, both across countries and genders. These 
differences span across the visual appearance of pedagogical agents as well as in the 
language used to communicate to student players. From a methodological point of 
view, having children design pedagogical agents by having the freedom to draw and 
create, can act as a mirror to their minds and help researchers to externalize their 
expectations. 

 
The main limitation of this study has to do with the total amount of subjects 

available, which is not representative of different socio-economic levels of each 
country, as well as a lack of representation in terms of ethnicities in each country, 
Future work will consist on a larger study, with a much larger number of students. 
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Abstract. The landscape of technology in the developing world is chang-

ing significantly, primarily due to the rapid expansion of mobile comput-

ing devices. These changes make it important to re-evaluate practices for

internet and communications technology for development (ICT4D). This

paper examines three alternative paradigms for educational technology

in the developing world: traditional classroom systems, institution-wide

systems, and informal learning systems. The advantages and disadvan-

tages of each paradigm are considered in terms of barriers to adoption at

the student, teacher, and institutional level. Consideration is also given

to educational technologies that serve as models for each type.
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1 Introduction

As access to Information and Communications Technology (ICT) expands through
the developing world, educational technology has the potential to play a pivotal
role for supporting development. However, successful paradigms for incorporat-
ing ICT into developing world education are less clear. Educational technology
in the developing world has an uneven history that includes numerous wasted in-
vestments in underutilized computers and limited learning benefits (Patra et al.,
2007; Woolf et al., 2011). Moreover, the landscape of ICT in the developing world
is changing drastically due to the rise of mobile handsets and wireless Internet
access (International Telecommunication Union, 2012). These changes o↵er new
opportunities, but also present new obstacles.

Research on advanced intelligence in education (AIED), such as adaptive
learning systems, intelligent tutoring systems, and computer-supported collabo-
rative systems, needs to outline the tradeo↵s between di↵erent application con-
texts (e.g., classroom, institution-wide, and informal) to help select appropriate
system designs. In this paper, these tradeo↵s are framed as factors that mediate
adoption of ICT, as indicated in Table 1. These factors are based on known bar-
riers to information and communications technology that were identified from
recent review papers (Gulati, 2008; Lowther et al., 2008; Bingimlas, 2009). Dif-
ferent paradigms have advantages and disadvantages for each factor.



Table 1. Factors Impacting Adoption of Educational Technology

System Requirement/Possible Barrier Description

Basic ICT skills Computer literacy and familiarity with basic in-

terfaces

Learner Independent access to ICT Web access or computing outside of school

Motivation to use ICT Student interest and persistence in use

Peer support Peer help or collaboration

Basic ICT skills Computer literacy and managing applications

Beliefs about utility of ICT Values and expectations for an ICT design

Teacher ICT-integrated curricula Pre-made curricula and syllabi that incorporate

an ICT intervention

Match to pedagogical views Match of teacher pedagogy to an ICT design

Peer support Communities of practice and peer views

Time constraints Class and preparation time available

Training (e.g., in-service) Training with a given ICT design

Administrative support Administrative needs, reactions, and leadership

toward ICT use

School or Curriculum flexibility Flexibility to modify teaching to use ICT

Institution ICT hardware availability School web access and computing hardware

Technical support Technical sta↵ to set up and maintain ICT

Internet reliability Stable, reliable internet connections

This paper considers three paradigms that have shown promise in the de-
veloping world, discussing successes and potential challenges. These paradigms
will be framed in terms of the context where they are utilized: under classroom
control, around the entire institution (e.g., through a central learning manage-
ment system), or outside the educational system in an informal learning context.
While these are not the only approaches (nor are they exclusive), each o↵ers dis-
tinct strengths and challenges. Each paradigm will be briefly discussed, with
attention to the barriers to sustainability noted in Table 1 and also to promising
implementations that embody each approach.

2 Traditional Paradigm: ICT Under Classroom Control

The traditional paradigm for educational technology in the developing world
has been classroom-centric (Gulati, 2008). The typical design sets up classroom
computers or shared computer labs with educational software. In this context,
educational technology is a tool that teachers use to improve learning for stu-
dents. Classroom-based tools are typically tailored to domain (e.g., Algebra I)
and require less flexibility than a general learning management system (LMS).

Classroom-centric ICT has many advantages when compared to other ap-
proaches. First, the classroom setting gives the teacher a significant degree of
control over students to mandate and manage the use of the system by students.
In a classroom setting, basic ICT skills are not typically a blocking issue as stu-
dents often learn controls quickly and students with more advanced ICT skills



may even help the teacher (Gulati, 2008; Ogan et al., 2012). As such, the high
availability peer support mitigates deficits in basic ICT skills. Students also do
not need to own personal computing devices. The motivation of students, while
still important, is less critical than in other contexts. Research has found that
liking a system does not necessarily correlate with learning gains, provided stu-
dents still use the system as intended (Moreno et al., 2002). In a classroom, most
students will do assigned work even if they do not find it interesting.

Second, the primary buy-in occurs at the teacher level. At least for initial
evaluations, this mitigates many barriers related to teachers. Given that teachers
have very di↵erent attitudes to technology (Lowther et al., 2008), the ability to
pair up a system with technologically-receptive teachers greatly increases the
likelihood of successful usage. Teacher beliefs about ICT, match to pedagogical
views, and these teachers’ basic ICT skills are likely to be better than average.
One barrier not mitigated by this approach is peer support, as few teachers will
be using the system. Additionally, scaling up to widespread use will hit these
barriers once the supply of early-adopters is exhausted. Persuading uninterested
teachers to adopt technology is unlikely, unless institutional entities encourage
its use. So then, while this paradigm is useful for pilot testing and establishing
a foothold, there may be limits to its scale.

The clear point of failure for a classroom-centric approach is institutional
factors. If buy-in is primarily at the teacher level rather than the administration
level, there is no assurance that the larger institutional context will o↵er a sus-
tainable environment for that educational technology. If educational technology
is a low priority, teachers may be pressured to focus on other matters and tech-
nical support may be unavailable. Inflexible mandatory curricula may also make
it impossible to work technology into classrooms. Alternatively, curricula dedi-
cated to computers may focus exclusively on digital literacy (e.g., learning about
computers) rather than using computers to learn a broader range of topics.

Most importantly, ICT hardware depends on financial support. Investment in
computers must be made at the institutional level, but developing world schools
often lack the funding to support heavy investment into purchasing, managing,
and replacing hardware. Low ratios of students to computers can make mean-
ingful computing curriculum infeasible. Accessing and financing reliable Internet
may also be out of the control of the school system. Many developing world areas
still have unreliable electrical and Internet infrastructure, which can easily fail
and derail any instructional plan relying on web connectivity (Woolf et al., 2011).
So then, the primary barriers to traditional classroom ICT are at the school and
institutional level. Thankfully, strong focus has been placed on overcoming hard-
ware barriers for ICT in schools. Irregular electricity can be mitigated by using
laptops, as their batteries make them immune to short power losses. Irregular
Internet can be sidestepped by installing from disk media or only depending on
Internet infrequently, rather than during classroom time. Pilots of Cognitive Tu-
tor in Latin America installed software on desktops and did not note significant
roadblocks due to the unreliable Internet available (Ogan et al., 2012). By im-
plication, web-based tutoring portals are poorly-suited for the developing world



classrooms. This is unfortunate, since educational technology in the developed
world has moved strongly in this direction.

Two approaches have been used to overcome hardware barriers: cheaper de-
vices and shared computing. The One Laptop Per Child program spearheaded
the “cheaper hardware” approach, driving down the base cost of computers over-
all (Patra et al., 2007). However, this approach encountered two problems. First,
even with lower costs, many schools cannot a↵ord a laptop for every child. Sec-
ond, studies on ICT interventions in the developing world find that students
prefer to share computers (Ogan et al., 2012). As such, a number of systems
have adapted to this landscape and o↵er one mouse or keyboard per child (Alco-
holado et al., 2012; Brunskill et al., 2010), collaborative turn-taking, and other
methods of individual input into a shared learning environment such as mobile
devices (Kumar et al., 2012) or wireless clickers (Zualkernan, 2011). Individual
inputs are inexpensive compared to computers, greatly reducing hardware costs.
Additionally, these techniques complement cheaper computers since they have
a multiplier e↵ect. Computer sharing also o↵ers greater pedagogical flexibility,
since interactions with other students enable social constructivist designs that
would be di�cult in a single-user system.

MultiLearn+ o↵ered one model for such a multi-input system, presenting a
math game split into four quadrants on a laptop screen and supplying each stu-
dent a numeric keypad (Brunskill et al., 2010). To prevent dominance by a single
student, MultiLearn adapted the di�culty of questions based on student perfor-
mance. This system relied on installed software, with no Internet component. At
present, a laptop with educational technology designed to be shared by four or
five students may be the best model for ICT in a primary or secondary school
classroom. Such a system might use Internet to update the system, but cannot
assume Internet will be available during a classroom session. While significant
work has been done in this area, there are still many questions over the rela-
tive advantages of di↵erent presentation devices (e.g., laptop screens, projectors,
voice narrative) and input devices (e.g., mice, keyboards, voice recognition, game
controllers, clickers/remotes). In particular, shared mobile computing might be
a transformative technology in the future. For example, Kumar et al. (2012)
presented a mobile learning tutoring system based on voice recognition and sug-
gested the potential for shared computing through voice identification. While
this particular paradigm may encounter technical hurdles, computer sharing for
mobiles is an important avenue that needs further research.

3 Institutional Paradigm: ICT Around the School

In a related paradigm, the institution controls a learning management system
from the top down. The institution may be a school, district, or even a national
system. Learning management systems (LMS) primarily provide a container and
delivery platform for static media, though assessments, adaptive learning sys-
tems, collaborative systems, or tutoring systems may be incorporated. These
systems can support both traditional and online classes. Worldwide, this is more



common within higher education. Ubiquitous systems, which connect a variety
of devices to a central system, also require an institutional paradigm.

Institutionally-centered systems have similar pros and cons with respect to
student barriers, since an instructor usually guides a group of students. One
advantage is that, since students interact with a shared central system, remote
peer support is possible (e.g., a forum, Wiki, or social media). Unlike classroom-
centered systems, institutional systems typically require each student to own
a personal computing device. This is because primary use cases of LMS and
ubiquitous learning are web-based homework and remote collaboration. However,
teachers are the most a↵ected by this paradigm, who will often need to redesign
their curricula to fit the system. While an opt-in single classroom paradigm
hides teacher barriers by excluding the most resistant or inadequately-prepared
teachers, institution-wide adoption hits these barriers head-on. Institution-level
barriers are also still an issue. While buy-in by the institution should increase
administrative and technical support, hardware costs remain an issue. Since
an LMS requires both servers and personal computing hardware, centralized
institutional paradigms are more hardware intensive and more costly as a result.

A few designs have attempted to overcome these limitations. EDUCA, a
ubiquitous learning platform, provides an LMS and tutoring system capabilities
that can be accessed asynchronously over the web through a desktop or a mo-
bile device (Cabada et al., 2011). Entire learning modules are downloaded to the
mobile device, as well as an adaptive system for personalizing learning. Since
mobile Internet is more prevalent than wired Internet in the developing world,
this helps students access the system without a home computer. However, as
Mexico is an “emerging market,” this approach still may not translate to less
developed countries with worse wireless infrastructure. An alternative approach
enabled mobile devices to communicate with the school network over mobile web
or through “learning pills” transferred to the student’s phone during class over
Bluetooth (Munoz-Organero et al., 2012). However, both approaches require the
student to own a web-capable phone and passes these costs down onto students.
This approach seems better suited to higher education, where students can be
responsible for the costs and ownership of mobile computing devices. However,
as mobile web capability becomes commonplace, ubiquitous paradigms may also
become relevant for primary and secondary education. In either case, any learn-
ing management system or large-scale institutional system for the developing
world must support mobiles as first class, or even primary, devices.

4 Informal Paradigm: Technology Outside the School

A precise definition for informal learning is hard to pin down, as informal learn-
ing is often described in terms of how it di↵ers from traditional schools. Within
this paper, informal learning refers to education where students have no interac-
tive human supervision and engage with learning materials based on their own
initiative. The informal paradigm is attractive in some ways. School and teacher
barriers are sidestepped, learning only student barriers. Computer-based infor-



mal learning was not previously a possibility in the developing world, but the
spread of web-capable mobiles is changing this drastically. However, while in-
formal learning o↵ers strong appeal, it is likely a case of “the grass is always
greener on the other side.” First, while students’ basic ICT skills were not a
major problem in other contexts, studies have found that even setting up mo-
bile Internet on phones can be an onerous task in the developing world (Gitau
et al., 2010). So then, users probably need help from community centers or user
groups to get started. Independent access to ICT is also required: students need
a working phone or laptop with Internet capability. Informal usage also removes
the constantly-available classroom peer group, limiting collaborative work and
technical help. While students may naturally form study groups, the frequency
and e↵ectiveness of such emergent groups needs further study.

However, more so than any other factor, student motivation is an imposing
barrier to the success of informal learning. In a traditional classroom, students
can either do their work, sit idly, or incur punishment for performing o↵-task
behavior. By comparison, informal learning environments compete with the In-
ternet. Students need a high motivation toward the learning content to focus
on an educational technology without a societal framework. No combination of
teacher or school barriers may be more formidable than competing on a level
playing field against the combined forces of the online media market. A pure
informal paradigm may be an uphill battle. Informal learning technologies need
find or create ecological niches that learners find useful and interesting.

One way to do this is to dominate a small ecological niche. One example
of this is to preload devices with educational software. This paradigm relies on
users trying out default programs first, rather than installing other programs.
In less-developed areas, data may also be expensive enough to impose this bar-
rier. A multi-week study on unsupervised use of preloaded educational games
on mobile phones in India found that participants averaged of 2 hours and 23
minutes per week on the game, with 46 total hours per participant on average
(Kumar et al., 2010). Possibly due to the game-based delivery, students had a
fairly high level of motivation to learn. While o↵-task use was also present (e.g.,
downloading music), social dominance was a larger issue. Girls were particu-
larly vulnerable, with brothers taking their phone and parents condoning this
behavior. Additionally, software must be loaded onto devices at some point, so
government or industry partnerships would be required for this to scale.

A second approach is to enhance existing niches, such as informal paradigms
built around emergent communities of practice. For example, Mobile-ED o↵ered
a mobile gateway to a Wiki site where users could text a term and hear the web
page read to them (Ford and Leinonen, 2009). If a term did not exist, users could
dictate a definition that other users could use. Integrating web communities,
which tend to be based on interests, and community organizations, which tend
to be based on local ties, might drive sustainable informal learning, particularly
on practical subject matter such as health, economic, or vocational competencies.
Community groups can provide local motivational and technical peer support,
as well as form connections with other user groups. By serving the shared needs



of community groups, informal systems might benefit from grassroots support.

5 Conclusions and Future Directions

Classroom, institutional, and informal paradigms can each play a valuable role
in developing world education immediately and in the future. While access to
ICT is expanding, most of the developing world still has little computing hard-
ware available. With that said, in raw numbers, the developing world has a
strong demand for educational software that fits its needs. Primary and sec-
ondary school classrooms can benefit from shared computing applications today,
through multiple-input laptops. In the future, single-display groupware or shared
voice-input mobile devices might o↵er cheaper and equally e↵ective designs. To
make this jump, research on user interfaces for shared computing and group
learning is essential. As technology evolves, regular research on these topics will
be pivotal for keeping up with shifts in access and usage patterns.

Similarly, universities can immediately benefit from ubiquitous systems fo-
cused strongly on mobile learning. In the future, ubiquitous systems should be
available at earlier grade levels as mobile computing expands and data costs
fall. However, creating content for inexpensive mobile learning is non-trivial and
many existing open systems, such as MIT Open Courseware (Abelson, 2008),
are not well-suited for low resource contexts as they rely on rich media (e.g.,
streaming lectures). Research on methods to quickly convert existing content
designed for high-resource computers (e.g., monitors, high bandwidth) to low-
resource mobiles (e.g., small screen, speakers, low bandwidth) would be valuable.
Techniques for rapid language and cultural localization may also be essential.

Finally, the role of informal learning in the developing world is still taking
shape. Informal learning systems must target ecological niches created by tech-
nological and societal influences. While sustained engagement has been observed,
social biases and gender barriers are reproduced in informal learning contexts
(Kumar et al., 2010). Game-based learning and systems designed for community
groups are two areas that may o↵er traction for supporting self-regulated educa-
tion. Research on peer support and sustaining motivation for informal learning
is essential, so that informal learning is both e↵ective and equitable.
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1 Introduction 

In the United States and other developed countries, new products built on emerging 
technologies such as tablets, mobile devices, cloud-based services and eBooks have 
generated widespread discussion about disruptive change in education at all levels.  
Typical questions raised include: 

 Should the classroom be flipped using online video [1]? 
 Can textbooks be replaced by open educational resources [2, 3]? 
 What can children learn online on their own, and how can their families help? 
 Can student advancement in school be tied to competence instead of cohort? 
 Can a professor effectively teach 10,000 students at once in a MOOC [4-6]? 
 Are automated assessments as good as human teachers [7-9]? 

Although significant change is now occurring in the United States, especially in 
higher education, the potential for change and innovation may be even greater in the 
developing world. As has been demonstrated in mobile and Internet technologies, 
countries with less advanced infrastructures and fewer established policies and institu- 
tions can leapfrog the West in both quality of service and speed of deployment. In 
addition, developing countries have requirements and constraints that can lead to 
disruptive innovations that would not be developed in the West. An example of this 
may be found in the history of radio [10]. As the story goes, post-world war II Ger- 
many was given a very limited portion of the regulated radio spectrum. They there- 
fore started using unregulated high frequencies.  AM did not work well there, so they 
used FM. It turned out that FM had superior sound quality and became the dominant 
technology for quality radio.   

  
In this context a central question is: How can developed and developing countries 

collaborate to take advantage of the strengths of each? In this paper we argue that 
fruitful collaboration can take place in the area of standardization and give a concrete 
example of how requirements from Bali spurred innovation and how standards activi- 
ties in the area of eBooks may provide solutions. But first we examine in general 
terms the technological and related standards landscape that is emerging in eLearning. 



2 Changes in eLearning Infrastructure 

Today, commercial eLearning sales in the United States are dominated by two 
product categories,   “content”   (e.g.   course   packs   and   supplements   to   textbooks)   and  
learning management systems (LMS). According to the Campus Computing Survey, 
about half of higher education institutions used an LMS in 2007 [11]. By 2011 not 
only did virtually all universities use an LMS [12], but only 7% had not standardized 
on a single institutional LMS [13]. From an institutional, teacher and student perspec-
tive the LMS is responsible for: 

 Managing student credentials and class rosters 
 Tracking entitlements to publisher content that is delivered by the LMS 
 Recording student activity, task completion, and assessment results 
 Analyzing and reporting results for the purposes grades and institutional research 
 Delivering content and managing online communication with students 
 Grading (via online assessments) and reporting grades 

Most of these functions save time and money. Teachers like the LMS because it al-
leviates  the  tedium  of  grading,  students  like  the  “anywhere,  anytime”  access,  adminis-
trators like them because they provide data and visibility, and publishers like the LMS 
because it provides a method to distribute, control and monetize their digitized intel-
lectual property. As a result, the educational technology ecosystem found in higher 
education today is highly LMS-centric [14]. In recent years, many K-12 schools and 
jurisdictions have also invested in LMS technology. Other common educational tech-
nologies, including authoring tools, learning content management systems, assess-
ment engines, and repositories, have been heavily influenced by the need to produce 
content that can be delivered via an LMS. In other words, the LMS is the dominant 
channel for formal learning, much as television once was for video [15].   

 
This state of affairs has been changing for several years now as newer types of 

learning content have become more prevalent, including mobile apps, video lectures, 
online meetings, social learning, eBooks, games, and simulations. The typical LMS 
course contains didactic content and quizzes with pre-determined answers (e.g. multi-
ple choice, matching and fill-in-the-blank questions), whereas these newer types of 
content tend to be more interactive and open ended in their assessment if student out-
comes. User management and tracking results are still important in formal educational 
settings   and   for   publishers’   business  models,   but   app stores and sites like YouTube 
are more natural delivery platforms for mobile and video content. “Learning  content”  
is  being  replaced  by  “learning  applications”  that  are  hosted  as  mobile apps or as web 
applications in the cloud. Moreover, many of the most widely used and freely availa-
ble courses (MOOCS) generate their own certificates of completion and are by their 
nature not tied to any one institution and therefore not  to  any  institution’s  LMS.   



3 Emerging Standards 

As a consequence of these changes, the technical standards used by eLearning sys-
tems are being updated and revised to enable distributed systems to securely exchange 
data across the web [16]. This trend includes the IMS Global Learning Consortium’s 
Learning Tools Interoperability (LTI) and Learning Information Services (LIS) speci-
fications [17, 18] and the Experience API (also  known  as  “Tin  Can”)  produced  by  the  
U.S. Advanced Distributed Learning (ADL) initiative [19]. These standards enable 
applications to communicate without a central broker such as an LMS. They support 
interoperable reporting of assessment outcomes, course completions, and additional 
data relevant to learning experiences. 

 
The capabilities offered by these emerging standards are critical for the adoption of 

the next generation of learning applications. For example, products such as ALEKS 
[20, 21], Autotutor [22, 23], Brainrush [24], Carnegie Learning [21, 25], Knewton 
[26], Wyang Outpost [16], and many others [27] are using embedded AI and, in some 
cases, game dynamics to create more effective and more engaging learning experi-
ences. Students are now using these resources (and others such as the Kahn Academy 
and MOOCS) because they are either more effective or more available than tradition-
al educational offerings. However, for these products to gain market acceptance they 
must be able to integrate with the ambient eLearning infrastructure. At some point 
schools, parents, and employers will want to see evidence of achievement. These sys-
tems will need to communicate results to institutional LMSs, online data repositories, 
and a variety of personal management apps running on the mobile devices of students, 
teachers, and parents.  

4 New Product Categories  

In addition to intelligent learning applications, many other new product categories 
are likely to emerge. Some will be engendered by societal requirements and others by 
advances in educational technology. 

 
For example, students and teachers are increasingly associated with multiple insti-

tutions at the same time [28], and many of the more innovative learning technologies 
(including MOOCS and most of the systems listed earlier) are typically used outside 
standard classroom practice. This leads to requirements to track rosters, assignments, 
progress, and grades across multiple institutions and multiple online learning systems 
and to maintain  a  student’s  preferences   in a “learner  model”  [29-31] that can be up-
dated and exchanged by multiple adaptive learning systems. The natural evolution of 
the e-portfolio will be a personal learning record store that: 

 Is securely controlled by the learner; 
 Is portable as the learner works with multiple schools, teachers, tutors, and pub-

lishers over the years; and 



 Contains the   learner’s   preferences and his validated and certified formal and in-
formal learning history. 

This evolution would parallel the recent evolution of Electronic Health Records and, 
if implemented on a global scale, would spawn a plethora of products, ranging from 
tools to manage learning records to learning applications that take advantage of them 
to deliver more personalize, culturally relevant, and educational effective learning 
experiences.   

 
Similarly, advances in cognitive science, computer science and information tech-

nology are also creating both requirements and affordances for new product catego-
ries. Just as the underlying technological components of expert systems have now 
found their way into hundreds of products from rice cookers to mobile phones, we 
anticipate that the AI   components   of   today’s   intelligent tutoring systems will work 
their way into a wide range of learning products. The same is true for automated lan-
guage understanding [32], automated grading [33], affect detection [34, 35], gesture 
and sketch recognition [36-38], and forms of social media that enable students to 
collaborate  with  each  other  and  with  adults  (e.g.  “granny  tutors”) [39].  
 

Returning to the theme of standards, we observe that as learning products incorpo-
rate more intelligent features, they will generate and require significantly more data 
about learners, learning activities, and outcomes. Their commercial success will de-
pend in part on their ability to create value by leveraging these data across multiple 
systems, jurisdictions, and stages of a life. Economically, it makes sense for learning 
systems to share their data rather than to hoard it, which is why standardized formats 
for data exchange are so important.  

5 The IEEE Actionable Data Book Project 

As pointed out above, standards help learning technologies integrate with existing 
infrastructure and processes. This means that innovations developed to meet the needs 
of a niche market – say one dominated by relatively low bandwidth cellular access, or 
one in which a culture demands different levels and types of privacy – can be used in 
other markets as well. Tools originally created for broader (or wealthier) markets 
would be more easily tailored for use elsewhere. As real-world example of a project 
where standards, new technologies, and unique requirements from a developing coun-
try have converged, we examine the IEEE Actionable Data Book Project for STEM 
Education, or more simply the IEEE ADB project [40]. 

 
The IEEE ADB project grew out of paper presented at the IEEE Global Humani-

tarian Technology Conference in 2011 that discussed a broadly applicable framework 
for building educational applications that combined field data collection and data 
visualization [41]. The requirements for the system presented in that paper came from 
the rice ecosystem management on the Indonesian island of Bali. In 2013, the sugges-
tions in the paper were actualized in the IEEE ADB project. The goal of this one-year 



R&D  collaboration  is  to  define  and  demonstrate  an  “actionable  data  book”  consisting  
of a specialized eBook based on open standards that is tailored to support STEM edu-
cation and supports learner accessibility and usage preferences. The requirements for 
the actionable data book are that it must be able to 

 Use  camera  and  GPS  data  from  a  learner’s  mobile  platform   
 Use measurements from local lab equipment 
 Exchange results of learning interactions with cloud-based LMSs, analytics en-

gines, and other applications  
 Retrieve content from cloud-based sources (e.g. content repositories) 
 Store and retrieve student history and preferences in the cloud 

Operationally, the project is hosted by Industry Connections, an IEEE Standards 
Association program that facilitates the early exploration of potential interoperability 
solutions [42]. Participation is free and open to interested parties. The ADB project 
may  continue  past  the  initial  year’s  charter,  depending  upon  success.   

 
Technologically, the project anticipates the global availability of a class of mobile 

devices comprising smart phones and connected tablets and explores the premise that 
those devices, in conjunction with a new content format, may provide the first truly 
global platform for connected learning. The format in question is EPUB 3 [43, 44], a 
new eBook format defined by the International Digital Publishing Forum [45]. 

 
EBooks have emerged as a mass-market commercial success within the past few 

years. To date, eBooks have only replicated the static content of printed books in a 
digital medium, but EPUB 3 introduces interactivity to eBooks by embracing JavaS-
cript and the HTML5 standard for web page content. These characteristics make 
EPUB 3 an attractive foundation for a learning delivery platform. EPUB 3 offers a 
complete solution for portable, interactive, connected content, and it is relatively sim-
ple to map the requirements for an interactive learning activity onto baseline EPUB 3 
capabilities. Since EPUB 3 is a general-purpose technology with broad appeal outside 
of the education industry, it is more likely than education-specific standards to be 
widely adopted, supported, and have a multi-decade life span.  

 
Although most of the technology used by the IEEE ADB project was developed for 

commercial purposes in the developed world, its application to learning was original-
ly inspired by the desire to enable students in remote locations to collect field data and 
share their data and culture with students in the United States. The first use case to 
which it will be applied is the construction of an enhanced, interactive guidebook for 
the new UNESCO World Heritage site on Bali [46-48]. 

 
The UNESCO site covers a significant geographical area encompassing 21 com-

munities engaged in rice production and following traditional spiritual practices. This 
has resulted in an enormous challenge: How does one design an interactive guidebook 
that promotes the conservation and preservation of the site while meeting the needs of 
the people who live there, the international team developing and maintaining the site, 



and tourists from all over the world with varying degrees of cultural sensitivity? The 
IEEE ADB project aims to help meet these requirements by developing onsite learn-
ing activities and guides that adapt to the local geography and culture as well as to 
those of the user’s   culture, while also providing remote connectivity to that allows 
students to vicariously experience the site from anywhere on the planet.  

 

6 Conclusions 

In developing economies new policies, institutions, and business models will trans-
form the way education is delivered and managed. These efforts will take advantage 
of a wide range of innovative educational technologies and products to create local 
solutions that overcome geographical, social, and economic barriers using global 
infrastructure. It is easy to envision detailed student background information being 
securely available via the Internet and learning systems that compete with each other 
on the basis of how effectively they use this information.   

 
Similarly, as more opportunities become available for students to access online 

video, daily lectures may become a thing of the past and expensive, classroom-based 
instruction may be needed less frequently or used differently, e.g. only for activities 
that require in-person group interactions or that use equipment not available in homes. 
Independent, trusted assessment services [49, 50] may allow students to progress in 
school based on their acquired competence,   displacing   today’s   cohort-based ad-
vancement schemes that measure progress by seat-time. The possibilities are unlim-
ited and each educational jurisdiction will shape their solution by their specific needs 
and resources. 

 
Data exchange standards and software interoperability standards are key to the 

flexible configuration of future systems, online services, and mobile applications. 
Standards-based products allow a school or a national or regional education agency to 
configure multiple products, including their current systems, into a stable working 
solution that fits local requirements and that allows new capabilities to be incorpo-
rated over time with minimal effort. The IEEE Actionable Data Book project is an 
example of a new model for learning delivery based on globally available, open 
standards that focuses on the realities of teaching and learning in the developing 
world. 
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Preface 
This workshop provides the AIED community with an in-depth exploration of the 
Army  Research  Laboratory’s  effort  to  develop  tools,  methods  and  standards  for  Intel-
ligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) as part of their Generalized Intelligent Framework for 
Tutoring (GIFT) research project.  GIFT is a modular, service-oriented architecture 
developed to address authoring, instructional strategies, and analysis constraints cur-
rently limiting the use and reuse of ITS today.  Such constraints include high devel-
opment costs; lack of standards; and inadequate adaptability to support tailored needs 
of  the  learner.      GIFT’s  three  primary  objectives  are  to  provide:  (1)  authoring  tools  for  
developing new ITS, ITS components (e.g., learner models, pedagogical models, user 
interfaces, sensor interfaces), tools, and methods based on authoring standards that 
support reuse and leverage external training environments; (2) an instructional man-
ager that encompasses best tutoring principles, strategies, and tactics for use in ITS; 
and (3) an experimental testbed for analyzing the effect of ITS components, tools, and 
methods.  GIFT is based on a learner-centric approach with the goal of improving 
linkages in the adaptive tutoring learning effect chain in Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1: Adaptive Tutoring Learning Effect Chain 

The goal of GIFT is to make ITS affordable, effective, usable by the masses, and   
provide equivalent (or better) instruction than expert human tutors in one-to-one and 
one-to-many  educational  and   training  domains.  GIFT’s  modular  design  and  standard 
messaging provides a largely domain-independent approach to tutoring where do-
main-dependent information is concentrated in the one module making most of its 
components, tools and methods reusable across training domains. More information 
about GIFT can be found at www.GIFTtutoring.org.    

The workshop is divided into five themes: (1) Fundamentals of GIFT (includes a 
tutorial on GIFT and a detailed demonstration of the latest release); (2) Authoring ITS 
using the GIFT Authoring Construct; (3) Adapting Instructional Strategies and Tac-
tics using GIFT; (4) Analyzing Effect using GIFT; and (5) Learner Modeling.  Themes 
include presentations from GIFT users regarding their experiences within the respec-
tive areas and their recommendations of design enhancements for future GIFT releas-
es.  Theme 5 is dedicated to discussing the outcomes of the learner modeling advisory 
board meeting conducted at the University of Memphis Meeting in September 2012. 
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Motivations for a Generalized Intelligent Framework for 
Tutoring (GIFT) for Authoring, Instruction and Analysis 

Robert A. Sottilare, Ph.D. and Heather K. Holden, Ph.D. 

U.S. Army Research Laboratory – Human Research and Engineering Directorate 
{robert.sottilare, heather.k.holden}@us.army.mil 

Abstract. Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS) have been shown to be effec-
tive tools for one-to-one tutoring in a variety of well-defined domains (e.g., 
mathematics, physics) and offer distinct advantages over traditional classroom 
teaching/training. In examining the barriers to the widespread use of ITS, the 
time and cost for designing and author-ing ITS have been widely cited as the 
primary obstacles.  Contributing factors to time and cost include a lack of 
standards and minimal opportunities for reuse.  This paper explores motivations 
for the development of a Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring 
(GIFT).  GIFT was conceived to meet challenges to: author ITS and ITS com-
ponents, offer best instructional practices across a variety of training tasks (e.g., 
cognitive, affective, and psychomotor), and provide a testbed for analyzing the 
effect of tutoring technologies (tools and methods). 

1 Introduction 

GIFT [1] is a modular, service-oriented architecture developed to address authoring, 
instructional strategies, and analysis constraints currently limiting the use and reuse of 
ITS today.  Such constraints include high development costs; lack of standards; and 
inadequate  adaptability  to  support  tailored  needs  of  the  learner.      GIFT’s  three  prima-
ry objectives are to develop: (1) authoring tools to develop new ITS, ITS components 
(e.g., learner models, pedagogical models, user interfaces, sensor interfaces), tools, 
and methods, and develop authoring standards to support reuse and leveraging exter-
nal training environments; (2) provide an instructional manager that encompasses best 
tutoring principles, strategies, and tactics for use in ITS; and (3) an experimental 
testbed to analyze the effect of ITS components, tools, and methods.  GIFT is based 
on a learner-centric approach with the goal of improving linkages in the adaptive 
tutoring learning effect chain in Figure 1. 

 

 
Figure 1: Adaptive Tutoring Learning Effect Chain [2] 
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GIFT’s   modular   design   and   standard   messaging   provides   a   largely   domain-
independent approach to tutoring where domain-dependent information is concentrat-
ed in the domain module making most of its components, tools and methods reusable 
across tutoring scenarios. 

2 Motivations for authoring tools, standards and best practices 

The primary goal of GIFT is to make ITS affordable, usable by the masses, and 
equivalent (or better) than an expert human tutors in one-to-one and one-to-many 
educational and training scenarios for both well-defined and ill-defined domains.  As 
ITS seek to become more adaptive to provide tailored tutoring experiences for each 
learner, the amount of content (e.g., interactive multimedia and feedback) required to 
support additional adaptive learning paths grows exponentially.  More authoring re-
quirements generally means longer development timelines and increased development 
costs.  If ITS are to be ubiquitous, affordable, and holistically learner-centric, it is 
essential to for ITS designers and developers to develop methods to rapidly author 
content or reuse existing content.  Overcoming barriers to reuse means developing 
standards.  In this context, the idea for GIFT was born. 

2.1 GIFT Authoring Goals 

Adapted from Murray [3] [4] and Sottilare and Gilbert [5], the authoring goals dis-
cussed below identify several motivating factors for the development of authoring 
methods and standards.  First and foremost, the idea of a GIFT is founded on decreas-
ing the effort (time, cost, and/or other resources) required to author and analyze the 
effect of ITS, ITS components, instructional methods, learner models, and domain 
content.  ITS must become affordable and easy to build so we should strive to de-
crease the skill threshold by tailoring tools for specific disciplines to author, analyze 
and employ ITS.   

In this context, we should provide tools to aid designers, authors, train-
ers/teachers, and researchers organize their knowledge for retrieval and application at 
a later time.  Automation should be used to the maximum extent possible to data mine 
rich repositories of information to create expert models, misconception libraries, and 
hierarchical path plans for course concepts. 

A GIFT should support (structure, recommend, or enforce) good design princi-
ples in its pedagogy, its user interface, etc.  It should enable rapid prototyping of ITS 
to allow for rapid design/evaluation cycles of prototype capabilities.  To support reuse, 
a GIFT should employ standards to support rapid integration of external train-
ing/tutoring environments (e.g., serious games) to leverage their engaging context and 
avoid authoring altogether. 

2.2 Serious Games and ITS 

Serious games, which are computer-based games aimed at training and education 
rather than pure entertainment, are one option for reuse if they can easily be integrated 
with tutoring architectures like GIFT.  Serious games offer high-level interactive mul-
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ti-media instructional (IMI) content that is engaging and is capable of supporting a 
variety of scenarios with the same basic content.  While most serious games offer 
prescriptive feedback based on learner task performance, the integration of serious 
games with ITS opens up the possibility of more adaptive feedback based on a more 
comprehensive learner model.   

In order to facilitate the use of serious games in a tutoring context (game-based 
tutoring), standards are needed to support the linkage of game actions to learning 
objectives in the tutor.  To this end, Sottilare and Gilbert [5] recommend the devel-
opment of two standard interface layers, one layer for the game and one for the tutor.  
The game interface layer captures entity state data (e.g., behavioral data represented 
in the game), game state data (physical environment data), and interaction data, and 
passes this information to the tutor interface layer.  The tutor interface layer passes 
data from the game to the instructional engine which develops strategies and tactics 
(e.g., feedback and scenario changes) which are passed back to the game to initiate 
actions (e.g., non-player character provides feedback or challenge level of scenario is 
increased). 

Additional options for reuse should be explored to minimize/eliminate the 
amount of authoring required by ITS designers and developers.  The ability to struc-
ture approaches for configuring a variety of tutoring experiences and experiments is 
discussed next.     

2.3 Configuring tutoring experiences and experiments 

Another element of authoring is the ability to easily configure the sequence of instruc-
tion by reusing standard components in a script.  This is accomplished in GIFT 
though a set of XML configuration tools used to sequence tutoring and/or experi-
ments.  Standard tools include, but are not limited to functional user modeling, learner 
modeling, sensor configuration, domain knowledge file authoring, and survey author-
ing which are discussed below.  

While not yet implemented in GIFT, functional user models are standard struc-
tures and graphical user interfaces used to facilitate tasks and access to information 
that is specific to the type of user (e.g., learners, subject matter experts, instructional 
system designers, system developers, trainers/instructors/teachers, and scien-
tists/researchers). 

Learner models are a subset of function user models used to define what the ITS 
needs to know about the learner in order to inform sound pedagogical decisions per 
the adaptive tutoring learning effect model.  The learner configuration authoring tool 
provides a simple tree structure driven by XML schema which prevents learner model 
authoring errors by validating inputs against the learner model XML schema.  This 
configuration tool also provides ability to validate the learner model using GIFT 
source without having to launch the entire GIFT architecture.  Inputs to the learner 
modeling configuration include translators, classifiers, and clustering methods which 
use learner data to inform learner states (e.g., cognitive and affective). 

The sensor configuration authoring tool allows the user to determine which sen-
sors will be used during a given session and which translators, classifiers, and cluster-
ing methods the sensor data will feed.  Again, this is an XML-based tool which allows 
the user to select a combination of behavioral and physiological sensor to support 
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their tutoring session or experiment.  Several commercial sensors have been integrat-
ed into GIFT through plug-ins. 

Survey authoring is accomplished through the GIFT survey authoring system 
(SAS) which allows the generation and retrieval of questions in various formats (e.g., 
true/false, multiple choice, Likert scales) to support assessments and surveys to sup-
port tailoring decisions within GIFT.   Through this tool, questions can be associated 
with assessments/surveys and these in turn can be associated with a specific tutoring 
event or experiment. 

Domain authoring is accomplished through the domain knowledge file authoring 
tool.  This tool allows an instructional designer to sequence events (e.g., scenarios, 
surveys, content presentation).  GIFT currently support various tutoring environments 
expand the flexibility of course construction.  These include Microsoft PowerPoint for 
content presentation, surveys and assessments from the GIFT SAS, serious games 
(e.g., VMedic and Virtual BattleSpace (VBS) 2).  More environments are needed to 
support the variety of tasks that might be trained using GIFT.  

3 Motivations for expert instruction 

Significant research has been conducted to model expert human tutors and to apply 
these models to ITS to make them more adaptive to the needs of the learner without 
the intervention of a human instructor.  The INSPIRE model [6] [7] is noteworthy 
based on the extensive scope of this studies that led to this model.  Person and others 
[8] [9] seek to compare and contrast how human tutors and ITS might most effective-
ly tailor tutoring experiences. 

For its initial instructional model a strategy-tactic ontology, the engine for Mac-
ro-Adaptive Pedagogy (eMAP),  was   developed   based   on  Merrill’s  Component  Dis-
play Theory [10], the literature, and variables that included the type of task (e.g., cog-
nitive, affective) and instruction (e.g., individual, small group instruction).  Instruc-
tional strategies are defined as domain-independent policies that are implemented by 
the  pedagogical  engine  based  on  input  about  the  learner’s  state  (e.g.,  cognitive,  affec-
tive, domain-independent progress assessment (at expectation, below expectation, or 
above expectation)).  Strategies are recommendations to the domain module in GIFT 
which selects a domain-dependent tactic (action) based on the strategy type (e.g., 
prompt, hint, question, remediation) and specific instructional context, where the 
learner is in the instructional content. 

A goal for GIFT is for it to be a nexus for capturing best practices from tutoring 
research in a single place where scientists can compare the learning effect of each 
model and then evolve new models based on the best attributes of each model ana-
lyzed.   To support this evolution, GIFT includes a testbed methodology called the 
analysis construct which is discussed below.  

4 Motivations for an effect analysis testbed 

As noted in the previous section, GIFT includes an analysis construct which is not 
only intended to evolve the development of expert instructional models, but is also 
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available to analyze other aspects of ITS including learner modeling, expert modeling, 
and domain modeling.  The notion of a GIFT analysis construct shown in Figure 2 
was  adapted  from  Hanks,  Pollack,  and  Cohen’s  testbed  methodology  [11].               

 
 

 
Figure 2: GIFT analysis construct  

 
A  great  benefit  of  GIFT’s  analysis  construct  it  is  ability to conduct comparisons 

of whole tutoring systems as well as specific components (either entire models or 
specific model elements).  To date, ITS research has been limited in its ability to con-
duct such comparative analyses due to the high costs associated with redesign and 
experimentation.  This construct can be leveraged to assess the impact and interplay 
of both learner characteristics directly contributing to the learning process (i.e., abili-
ties, cognition, affect, learning preferences, etc.) and those that are external and indi-
rectly  effect the learning process (i.e., perceptions of technology,  the ITS interface, 
and learning with technology, etc.).  Similarly, GIFT can provide formative and 
summative assessments to identify the influence of various instructional strategies and 
tactics; based on these assessments, GIFT is able to better improve and guide instruc-
tion dynamically and more effectively. 

Across all levels of education and training populations, regardless of the mode of 
instruction (i.e., live, virtual, or constructive), a paradigm shift in the learning process 
is occurring due to the evolution of technology and the increase in ubiquitous compu-
ting.  This notion has become noticeably apparent over the last few years.  Even 
Bloom’s   revised taxonomy has been recently updated to account for new actions, 
behaviors, processes, and learning opportunities brought forth by web-based technol-
ogy advancements [12].  Moreover, with the increasing recognition of the importance 
of individual learning differences in instruction, GIFT can ultimately be able to sup-
port the educational framework and principles of the universal design for learning 
(UDL) [13, 14].  This framework highlights the need for multiple means of represen-
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tation, expression, and engagement to reduce barriers of learning and provide fruitful 
learning experiences for all types of learners.  While this concept has evolved over the 
past decade, practicality and experimentation to progress this notion to true reality has 
been limited.  However,  GIFT’s   analysis   construct   can  be  used   to   access   the   effec-
tiveness of UDL principles in an empirically-driven fashion. 

5 Expanding the horizons of ITS through future GIFT 
capabilities 

The potential of GIFT is dependent on two primary objectives: 1) focus research and 
best practices into authoring, instructional, and analysis tools and methods within 
GIFT to enhance its value to the ITS community and 2) expanding the horizons of 
traditional ITS outside the bounds of traditional ITS.  This section concentrates on 
examining areas for future development which will expand the current state-of-
practice for ITS including tutoring domains, interaction modes, and automation pro-
cesses for authoring.  

The application of ITS technologies has largely been limited to one-to-one, well-
defined tutoring domains where information, concepts, and problems are presented to 
the   learner   and   the   learner’s   response   is   expected   to   correspond   to   a   single   correct  
answer.  This works well for mathematics, physics and other procedurally-driven 
domains (e.g., first aid), but not as well for ill-defined domains (e.g., exercises in 
moral judgment) where there might be more than one correct answer and these an-
swers vary only by their level of effectiveness.  It should be a goal of the ITS com-
munity to develop an ontology for use developing and analyzing tutors for ill-defined 
domains.  

Traditional tutors have also been generally limited to static interaction modes 
where a single learner is seated in front of a computer workstation and interaction is 
through   a   keyboard,   mouse,   or   voice   interface.      Methods   to   increase   the   learner’s  
interaction and range of motion are needed to move ITS from cognitive and affective 
domains to psychomotor and social interaction domains.  It should be a goal of the 
ITS community to develop additional interaction modes to support increasingly natu-
ral training environments for both individuals and teams as shown in Table 1.  
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Table 1. ITS interaction modes 

 
Automation processes should be developed to support authoring of expert models, 

domain models, and classification models for various learner states (cognitive, affec-
tive, and physical).  Data mining techniques should be optimized to define not only 
expert performance, but also levels of proficiency and expectations based on a persis-
tent (long-term) learner model.  Again, data mining techniques are needed to reduce 
the time and cost to author domain models including automated path planning for 
courses based on the hierarchical relationship of concepts, the development of mis-
conception libraries based on course profiles, feedback libraries (e.g., questions, 
prompts) based on readily available documentation on the internet and from other 
sources .   
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Unwrapping GIFT 

A Primer on Developing with the Generalized Intelligent 
Framework for Tutoring 

 Charles Ragusa, Michael Hoffman, and Jon Leonard 

Dignitas Technologies, LLC, Orlando, Florida, USA 
{cragusa,mhoffman,jleonard}@dignitastechnologies.com 

Abstract. The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) is an 
open-source, modular, service-oriented framework which provides tools, meth-
ods and services designed to augment third-party training applications for the 
purpose of creating intelligent and adaptive tutoring systems. In this paper we 
provide a high-level overview of GIFT from the technical perspective, and de-
scribe the key tasks required to integrate a new training application. The paper 
will be most helpful for software developers using GIFT, but may also be of in-
terest to instructional designers, and others involved in course development. 

Keywords: Adaptive Tutoring, Intelligent Tutoring, Framework, Pedagogy 

1 Introduction 

The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) is a framework and tool 
set for the creation of intelligent and adaptive tutoring systems[1-3]. In its current 
form GIFT is largely an R&D tool designed to provide a flexible experimentation 
platform for researchers in the intelligent and adaptive tutoring field. However, as 
GIFT matures, it moves ever closer to becoming a production quality framework suit-
able for use in fielded training systems.  

Generally speaking, GIFT is domain and training application agnostic. And, 
while it can present generic content such as documents, multi-media content, etc.; 
specialized content is typically presented via an external software system, which we 
will refer to as a training application (TA). GIFT provides a standardized way to inte-
grate training applications and includes many tools and services required to transform 
the TA into an intelligent and/or adaptive tutoring system. Services and standards 
include: 

 Standard approach for interfacing training applications  
 Domain knowledge representation (including authoring tool) 
 Performance assessment 
 Course flow (including authoring tool) 
 Pedagogical model including micro and macro adaptation 
 Learner modeling 
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 Survey support (with authoring tools) 
 Learning management system 
 Standardized approach for integrating physiological (and other) sensors 

Another key aspect of GIFT is that it is an open source project1. Baseline develop-
ment is currently performed by Dignitas Technologies; however, where appropriate, 
community developed capabilities will be rolled back into the baseline. In addition, 
results from current and upcoming experiments, such as pedagogical models, learner 
models, etc. may eventually be incorporated into future releases. Thus, GIFT is an 
evolving and ever-improving system, where individual contributions are re-integrated 
into the baseline for the mutual benefit of all users in the community. 

2 Architecture 

The GIFT runtime environment uses a service-oriented architecture and consists of 
several loosely coupled modules, communicating via asynchronous message passing 
across a shared message bus. Key modules and their primary functions are: 

 Gateway Module: Connects GIFT to third-party training applications. 
 Sensor Module: Connects GIFT to physiological sensors in a standardized way. 
 Learner Module: Models the cognitive, affective, and performance state of the 

learner [4]. 
 Pedagogical Module: Responsible for making domain-independent pedagogical 

decisions, using an internal pedagogical model based on learner state. 
 Domain Module: Performs performance assessment, based on domain-expert 

authored rules, carries out domain specific implementations of pedagogical ac-
tions based on domain-independent pedagogical requests, and (together with the 
pedagogical module) orchestrates course flow. 

 Tutor Module: Presents the user interface for tasks such as presentation of sur-
veys, providing feedback, engaging in two-way dialogues, etc. 

 Learning Management System (LMS) Module: GIFT connection to an exter-
nal learning management system, for the storage and maintenance of learner 
records, biographical data, course material etc. 

 User Management System (UMS) Module: Manages users of the GIFT sys-
tem, manages surveys and survey data, and provides logging functions. 

 Monitor Module: Non-critical module, used as control panel for starting and 
stopping other GIFT modules, and monitoring the state of active GIFT sessions. 

                                                           
1  GIFT users are encouraged to register on the GIFT portal at 

http://gifttutoring.org.  The site provides access to the latest builds, source code, doc-
umentation, and supports active forums for general discussion and trouble-shooting. 
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3 Getting Started with the GIFT Framework 

3.1 GIFT Messages 

Message Classes. GIFT messages are the sole means of communication between 
GIFT modules. The Message class hierarchy consists of three classes. The Message 
base class includes all boiler-plate message fields such as the time stamp, the payload 
type, an object reference for the optional payload, identification of the source and 
destination modules, etc. Two subclasses add additional fields appropriate for the 
GIFT context, such as User Session ID and Domain Session ID.  

Message Payloads. Many message types transport data in the optional payload. 
To support inter-process communication (IPC), the messages and their payloads must 
comply with an agreed upon encoding and decoding scheme. In GIFT 3.0 the default 
scheme is Java Script Object Notation (JSON). 
 
Message Types. Every GIFT message has an associated type. The various message 
types are enumerated in the class mil.arl.gift.common.enums.MessageTypeEnum.  

3.2 Interfacing a Training Application using the GIFT Gateway Module 

Training Application Considerations. There are two basic requirements that a TA 
must meet for a satisfactory integration with GIFT. The first is a means to transmit 
game state from the TA to GIFT. The second is a way for GIFT to exercise some 
degree of control over the TA. Basic controls such as launching the TA, loading spe-
cific content, and shutting down the TA, are very helpful in making a seamless train-
ing solution, even though they are not strictly required.  

The requirement to communicate game state is immediately met if the TA in-
cludes a facility for communicating via a standardized network protocol such as Dis-
tributed Interactive Simulation (DIS) protocol. In the absence of such a capability, the 
TA must be augmented either by leveraging an existing API or by modifying the 
TA’s  source  code  to  allow  communication of the game state to GIFT via IPC. 

Control of the TA by GIFT follows a similar pattern. If an existing protocol exists, 
it should be used. If not, then custom development will be required. In addition to 
basic start, load, stop-type control messages, some use cases may require more ad-
vanced interactions, discussion of which is beyond the scope of this document. 
 
 
Creating the Gateway Module Plugin. The process of adapting a TA to the GIFT 
gateway module involves creating a gateway module plugin. When faced with inte-
grating a new TA, a developer should first ask if one of the existing plugins is suitable 
for reuse. GIFT 3.0 includes plugins for: DIS, Power Point, TC3Sim, and VBS2.  
Even if a new plugin is required, these will serve as excellent references. 

When developing a new plugin, the primary objective is to implement a concrete 
subclass of mil.arl.gift.gateway.interop.AbstractInteropInterface. The essential re-
quirements of a new subclass are minimal, but by providing concrete implementations 
for each of the abstract methods, the plugin will seamlessly operate within the gate-
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way module context. Beyond that, the plugin should implement whatever additional 
functionality it requires, such as receiving game state messages from the TA and con-
verting them to GIFT messages, and/or receiving GIFT messages (e.g. SIMAN mes-
sages) and passing them on to the TA in a way that the TA will understand.  
 
 
GIFT Messaging. To complete the integration of the TA with the gateway module, at 
least one GIFT message payload class is needed to represent the game state of the TA.  
Existing message payload classes that have been used with previously integrated  TA’s  
include: TC3GameStateJSON, EntityStateJSON, and PowerPointJSON. If any of 
these satisfactorily represents the game state from the new TA, then reusing the exist-
ing message is advised. However, if none of them are suitable, then a new message 
will be required. Any new message payload types should be added to the 
mil.arl.gift.common.enums.MessageTypeEnum class and the appropriate payload 
class(es) added to the mil.arl.gift.net.api.message.codec.json package. 

3.3 Domain Module Modifications and Programming 

 
Overview. At the appropriate time(s) during the execution of a GIFT course, the do-
main module loads a domain-specific file called the domain knowledge file (DKF). 
This XML input file contains the domain specific information required by the domain 
module   to  carry  out  several  of   its  key   tasks  during   the   learner’s   interaction with the 
TA.  The   first   is   assessments   of   the   learner’s   performance   on   various training tasks 
encountered during the TA session. It also includes micro-pedagogical mappings of 
learner state (affective, cognitive, and performance) transitions to named instructional 
strategies as well as implementation details of those strategies. 

Integration of any new TA, or even developing a new training course using a pre-
viously integrated TA, will typically require DKF authoring as a primary task. In 
some cases, new custom java coding may also be required, as discussed below. 
 
 
Domain Knowledge File Authoring. Given that DKF files are XML, they can be 
edited with any number of text or XML editors, but the preferred method is to use the 
GIFT-supplied DKF authoring tool (DAT). Using the DAT will enforce the DKF 
schema as well as perform other validation such as checks against external references. 

Before creating a new DKF the user should become familiar with the DKF file 
format, which is described in the file GIFTDomainKnowledgeFile.htm2. In addition, a 
GIFT release may include one or more test documents (spreadsheets), one of which 
will contain a step-by-step procedure for authoring a DKF from scratch.  
 
Performance Assessment Authoring. Performance assessment authoring is done with-
in the assessment tag of the DKF file. The basic structure is a task/concept/condition 

                                                           
2 This and many other documents are contained in the GIFT/docs folder within the 

GIFT source distribution,  which is available for download at 
http://gifttutoring.org 
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hierarchy. Tasks have start and end triggers and a set of concepts. Each concept, in 
turn, will have a set of conditions3. It is at the condition level that computation takes 
place.   In   fact,   you’ll   notice   that  each  condition   tag  will  contain a conditionImpl tag 
that refers to a java class responsible for carrying out the performance computation 
based upon game state received from the TA and inputs encoded in the DKF. Current-
ly, performance values are limited to: unknown, below expectation, at expectation, 
and above expectation. Beyond the runtime performance assessment, each condition 
also supports a set of authorable scoring rules and evaluators that together determine 
the final score for that condition. When scoring rules are present, learners are present-
ed with an after-action review of their performance at appropriate times and scores are 
written to the LMS. 
 
State Transition Authoring. State transition authoring is performed within the actions 
tag of the DKF. The basic structure is a list of state transitions, each of which repre-
sent a state change in the learner, to which the tutor should react, along with a list of 
strategy choices (options) that may be used when that particular state change is en-
countered. In cases where state transitions  refer  to  the  learner’s  performance state, the 
state transition will have a reference back to a performance node in the assessment 
section of the DKF.   
 
Instructional Strategy Authoring. Instructional strategy (IS) authoring is also per-
formed within the actions tag of the DKF. Implemented strategies currently include 
learner feedback, scenario adaptations (changes to the currently executing TA scenar-
io), and request for performance assessment by the domain module. Each strategy 
entry references a StrategyHandler, which is a specification of the java class responsi-
ble for handling authored input contained in the DKF file. The linkage to java code 
allows substantial flexibility as will be discussed in the next section. 
 
 
Custom Programming. As described above, the domain module supports a built-in 
scheme for extending its capabilities for both performance assessment and for instruc-
tional strategies. To augment the performance assessment capabilities, a developer 
codes an implementation of the AbstractCondition interface and then references the 
implementation class in the appropriate section of the DKF. The key abstract method 
to be implemented is the handleSimulationMessage4 method, which takes in a Mes-
sage as the sole argument, and returns an AssessmentLevelEnum. The message argu-
ment is, of course, a representation of the game state that originates in the TA. Devel-
opers of new condition implementations should strive to make their code as abstract 
as possible to allow for the broadest possible reuse5.  

                                                           
3 This is a simplified description for the sake of readability. In actuality, concepts 

support arbitrarily deep nesting of other concepts (i.e., sub-concepts). 
4  The method name reflects   GIFT’s   early   development   focus   on   integration   with  

simulations such as VBS2. In future releases the name will be likely be changed 
to something more generic,  such  as,  “handleGameStateMessage”. 

5 Reuse  across  different  TA’s,  scenarios,  domains,  etc. 
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Implementing new instructional strategies is done similarly. Developers provide a 
concrete implementation of the StrategyHandlerInterface and then reference the im-
plementation class within the DKF. A good example of this is seen with providing 
feedback to a learner. In the DefaultStrategyHandler, feedback is presented to the 
learner using the GIFT Tutor User Interface (TUI). However, in a recent experiment, 
alternative presentations of feedback were required. To satisfy this requirement the 
TC3StrategyHandler was developed, which allowed feedback strings to be communi-
cated back to TC3Sim for presentation to the learner directly by TC3Sim. 

3.4 Surveys and Survey Authoring 

GIFT  uses  the  term  “survey”  to  refer  generically  to  any  number  of  interrogative  forms  
presented to the learner via the TUI. GIFT supports survey authoring through its Sur-
vey Authoring System (SAS) web application as well as runtime presentation and 
processing of surveys during execution of a GIFT course.  GIFT surveys can be used 
for a variety of purposes including pre, mid, and post lesson competency assessment; 
acquiring biographical and demographic information; psychological and learner pro-
filing; and even for user satisfaction surveys. A variety of useful question and re-
sponse types are supported. Further discussion of the SAS is beyond the scope of this 
document, but interested readers can consult the 
GIFTSurveyAuthoringSystemInstructions.htm for additional information. 

3.5 Course Authoring 

Currently in GIFT, the top-level unit of instruction that learners interact with is a 
called a course, the specification of which is contained in a dedicated course.xml file. 
Prior to GIFT 3.0 a course specified a fixed linear flow through a series of course 
elements; however, with GIFT 3.0 we have introduced support for dynamic flow 
through course elements, based on macroadaptation strategies. 

The primary course elements are surveys, lesson material, and TA sessions. Sur-
vey elements administer GIFT surveys that have been previously authored using the 
SAS. Lesson material elements present browser compatible instructional content such 
as PDF documents, html pages, or other media files. TA sessions support interactive 
sessions with a TA such as VBS2, PowerPoint, or other specialized software systems. 
A fourth course element   called   “Guidance”,  which  presents   textual  messages   to   the  
learner, exists to support making user-friendly transitions between other course ele-
ments. For example at the conclusion of a survey a guidance element might be used to 
introduce an upcoming TA session.  

Course.xml files are authored using the Course Authoring Tool (CAT). For linear 
flow, the author uses the CAT to specify the various elements of the course along 
with any necessary inputs. For dynamic flow, authoring involves selecting when in 
the course flow a branch point is appropriate. The branch point specifies that the mac-
ro pedagogical model should gather a list of metadata attributes based on the current 
learner state when deemed necessary. This collection of metadata attributes is then 
provided to the domain module as search criteria over the domain content resources 
for the current course. As the search discovers domain content matching the metadata 
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attributes of interest, paradata files are used to drill down the list of possible content 
to display based on usage data. The end result is that the domain module is able to 
present content based on the learner state and pedagogy recommendations. 

3.6 Learner Module 

The Learner Module is responsible for managing learner state, which can include 
short term and predicted measures of cognitive and affective state as well as other 
long term traits. Inputs used to compute state can originate from multiple sources 
including TA performance assessments sent from the domain module, sensor data 
from the sensor module, survey responses, and long term traits stored in the LMS. 

To date, the GIFT team has focused on computing learner state from sensor data 
received from the sensor module. The processing framework employs a pipeline ar-
chitecture which allows the developer to chain concrete implementations of abstract 
data translators, classifiers, and predictors. Customized pipelines can be created for 
each sensor type and/or groups of sensors.  

Creation of pipelines using existing java implementation classes is performed us-
ing the Learner Configuration Authoring Tool, which is launched using scripts/ 
launchLCAT.bat. Currently defined pipelines can be found in 
GIFT/config/learner/LearnerConfiguration.xml.  

Developers requiring customized implementation classes are referred to the API 
docs and source code in the mil.arl.gift.learner package.  Key abstract classes include 
AbstractClassifier, AbstractBasePredictor, and AbstractSensorTranslator. 

Measurement, representation, and application of learner state are areas of active 
research and future version of the GIFT learner module will incorporate relevant re-
search outcomes to enhance its capabilities. 

3.7 Pedagogical Module 

The pedagogical module is responsible for making pedagogical decisions based on 
learner performance and state. Its primary objective is to reason on the available in-
formation, and then influence the training environment to maximize the learning ef-
fectiveness for each individual learner using the system. The rules, algorithms, and 
heuristics that provide the basis for making pedagogical decisions in a domain-
independent way are generally referred to as the pedagogical model. One near term 
goal of GIFT is to provide a framework upon which intelligent tutoring researchers 
can easily integrate, test and validate a variety of pedagogical models. 

In GIFT 3.0, there are two pedagogical models in place: a micro and a macro 
model. The micro model uses the state transitions information authored in the DKFs 
as described in previous sections. The macro model is based on research gathered by 
IST on macro adaptive pedagogy findings [5] which has been encoded as an XML file 
in GIFT. This XML file is used to configure the macro adaptive pedagogical model 
when the pedagogical module is started. The information contains a tree-like structure 
specifying useful metadata for different types of learner state characteristics. This 
model will continue to be developed after GIFT 3.0.  
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3.8 Learning Management System (LMS) Module 

The GIFT LMS module is a surrogate for an external LMS. In the future, a commer-
cial grade LMS system may be integrated to maintain a variety of data, including 
student records, course material, and other learning resources. However, in the current 
version of GIFT, the LMS implementation is an SQL database, designed simply to 
store and maintain learner records for GIFT courses that have been completed. Aside 
from developers engaged in integration of GIFT with a production LMS system, very 
few developers will have a need to modify the LMS module.  

3.9  User Management System (UMS) Module 

The UMS module is supports three major functions: management of users; storage 
and maintenance of the surveys, survey questions and learner responses to surveys; 
and message logging. None of these functions are likely targets for development for 
new GIFT users; however, the logging feature is very important for researchers. 

The UMS-managed log files contain every message sent between the various 
modules during each GIFT session. Using the GIFT Event Reporting Tool (ERT) 
researchers can apply filters to the log files to isolate messages of interest and perform 
analysis and data mining that can be used to construct new models. 

3.10 Tutor Module: User Interface Considerations 

Users interact with GIFT via the TUI, which is a web application that connects to 
GIFT on the back end. As of GIFT 3.0, Internet Explorer 9.0 is the browser of choice, 
in accordance with the current U.S. Army mandate [6]. Learner interactions with the 
TUI include: user login, surveys, feedback, after-action review, interactive dialogues, 
learning material presentation, etc. 

3.11 Monitor Module 

As of GIFT 3.0 the monitor module is largely a tool used to launch various GIFT 
modules and serve as a monitor of a running GIFT session. It is an unlikely develop-
ment target for new GIFT users. Use of the Monitor Module is described in 
GIFTMonitor(IOS-EOS)Instructions.htm. 

3.12 Sensor Module and Sensor Configuration 

The Sensor Module provides a standardized approach to acquiring data from sensors 
measuring some aspect of Learner State. Currently integrated sensors include: EEG 
(Emotiv), Electro Dermal Activity (QSensor), Palm temperature and humidity (via 
instrumented mouse), Zephyr-Technology BioHarness, Inertial Labs Weapon Orienta-
tion Module (WOM), USC/ICT Multisense, and Microsoft Kinect. 

Sensor data are sent to the learner module to become part of the learner state and 
potentially used by the pedagogical module. Time-stamped sensor data are also writ-
ten to log files making them available for post-run analysis by researchers. 
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The sensor module is configured pre-runtime by editing the SensorConfig.xml 
file using the Sensor Configuration Authoring Tool (SCAT). The SensorConfig.xml 
file specifies which sensors should be activated by the sensor module, which plugin 
(java class) to load to access the sensor hardware, as well as any specialized configu-
ration data. In addition, the SensorConfig.xml includes specification of Filters and 
Writers, which control the filtering of raw sensor data and writing of sensor data to 
log files. Users can specify which sensor configuration file is used by editing the 
GIFT/config/sensor/sensor.properties file. 

 Developers using one of the previously integrated sensors can, in most cases, 
limit their focus to editing of the SensorConfig.xml file using the SCAT. Developers 
integrating new sensors will need to write java code. The key coding task for required 
for creating a new sensor plugin is to implement a concrete subclass of 
AbstractSensor. Developers may also want to subclass AbstractSensorFilter and/or 
AbstractFileWriter, though there are default implementations of these classes that will 
suffice for many applications. 

4 Conclusion 

GIFT is a highly configurable and extensible open-source framework designed to 
support a wide range of intelligent and adaptive tutoring applications.  Its modularity 
and configurability make it well suited for a variety of research efforts. 

Configuration and customization opportunities are available at a number of levels 
ranging from minor editing of text-based configuration files to creation of new java 
classes. Basic module settings are configurable in dedicated java properties files lo-
cated in GIFT/config subfolders.  More sophisticated configurations reside in XML 
files, which, depending on the purpose, may reside in a GIFT/config subfolder (e.g. 
SensorConfig.xml) or alongside the domain content (e.g., course.xml and dkf.xml).  
GIFT includes specialized editors/authoring tools for many of these files.  

As an open-source project, users also have the ability to extend GIFT by modify-
ing source code. In key areas where user extensions are anticipated, GIFT uses appro-
priate object oriented abstractions.  Developers are then able to create their own cus-
tomized implementation classes, and specify their use at runtime by edits made to the 
corresponding XML file. 

Interested parties are encouraged to register on the GIFT Portal at 
(http://gifttutoring.org).   
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Abstract. This paper describes the use of the Generalized Intelligent Frame-
work for Tutoring (GIFT) to transition research and findings into use beyond 
publication.  A proposal is submitted to use GIFT as a research platform for 
community development, with examples of how it provides transition opportu-
nities for individual researchers.  Several projects which have already transi-
tioned are discussed, while two projects by the author are specifically shown as 
examples. 
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1 Current Transition Path for Research in the ITS Community 

The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) development is currently 
performed under contract for the Army Research Laboratory.  There any many rea-
sons why the military is interested in training technology in general, and adaptive 
intelligent training technologies in specific [1].  Fundamentally, the end result of re-
search conducted at ARL is technological advancements which are usable by soldiers, 
or,  succinctly,  “Technology  Driven.    Warfighter  Focused”. 

Technology transition is defined as the process of transferring skills, knowledge, 
or ability from research (typically performed at university or Government labs) to 
users who can further develop or exploit these items into products, processes, applica-
tions, or services.  There are many ways for research projects to transition from re-
search to development, to new product, to lifecycle support.  While this innovative 
diffusion  may   occur   solely   through   technological   ‘push’ of   publishing   or   the   ‘pull’ 
user adoption, these typically do not occur without a transition partner [2].  Part of the 
purpose of ARL is to function as a transition partner: leveraging technology advances 
made in academic laboratories, developing them into usable products, and transition-
ing them to developmental support roles.  

ITS research has historically transitioned directly to the user, which bypasses the 
developmental and exploitive portions of a traditional transition.  One example of this 
is a project such as the Cognitive Tutor, which bypassed  the  “external  development”  
phase through marketing to local school districts.  Another example includes the 
Crystal Island program, which has also transitioned through collaboration with the 
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local school districts, rather than an industrial base.  Further examples include 
AutoTutor transition of Operation ARIES through the facilitating intermediary of 
Pearson Education, or GnuTutor through open source software release. 

Researchers generally face competing desires for their project.  As a research 
goal, they desire to perform research, create findings, publish results, and solve inter-
esting problems.  A researcher may have a related goal, which competes for their 
time: the desire for their technology to be useful to a population of users.  Given finite 
resources, the individual or organization must compromise one of these goals to fa-
cilitate the other.  A two-way facilitating transition partner would allow the researcher 
to see their creation used and obtain meaningful feedback while maintaining research 
pursuits. 

ARL in general, and the GIFT project in specific, have a goal of facilitating this 
research transition.  This goal is not empty talk, as the repackaging and transition of 
several research projects has already occurred programmatically.  In addition to being 
an ARL researcher, the author is anticipated to obtain a doctorate at the University of 
Central Florida in August 2013.  Research done at ARL and UCF alike are both tran-
sitioning to the field through the GIFT, and will be described in this paper.  The au-
thor will outline how you can use GIFT to transition your research, give examples of 
projects which have done so, and describe the benefits of this approach. 

2 Proposal for a Community Research Platform 

GIFT is intended to be both a community platform and growing standard [3, 4].  This 
fundamentally offers several advantages, a short selection of which is described be-
low: 
 Like any open source software approach, a researcher or developer is able to 

build upon the work of others.  This magnifies the ability of an individual devel-
oper to contribute. 

 Like any community project, a developer is able to quickly see the use of their 
work.  An individual developer/researcher is able to quickly access a population 
of users of their research, which magnifies their individual impact. 

 ITS technology can be leveraged against a broad amount of training content, 
while keeping the same core functionality.  This magnifies the use of the product. 

 The ITS technology can improve through various software versions, which im-
proves learning while costing little or nothing for implementation.  Content is 
used in a more useful fashion, making the use of an incrementally updated project 
attractive. 

 A researcher or developer can use standardized tools to create, modify, or adjust 
individual items for the purpose of experimentation, evaluation, and validation. 

 Experimental comparisons can be conducted fairly at multiple locations, with 
multiple populations.  This allows the research conducted within the framework 
to be fairly compared. 

 A researcher can leverage tools which make the interpretation of data easier.  A 
shared set tools has been of aid to other researchers in Educational Data Mining 
[5]. 
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3 Re-GIFT-ing: models of transition 

There are several models of transition which can be used with varying levels of re-
searcher interaction and levels of opportunity.  Transition into GIFT may be through a 
tool, a compatible software or hardware product, a plug-in, a releasable item, or a 
piece of software integrated into an official baseline.  These differing modes of transi-
tion are summarized in Error! Reference source not found. alongside the required 
user interaction, an example of a project which has followed this transition path, and 
the potential impact that it has to the field. 

The first project to discuss is the tool created by the Personalized Assistant for 
Learning (PAL) for data analysis [6].  During the course of a PAL experiment with 
GIFT, the developers found it helpful to have a tool to parse through GIFT data.  Af-
ter developing this tool, they provided this it back to the community through simply 
posting it on the http://www.gifttutoring.org forums.  An author following this transi-
tion path may host a “GIFT tool” on their own site, make it available to only their lab, 
or other method.  To the author’s knowledge, no one has used or modified this tool 
outside of their laboratory.  However, others have the opportunity to use this tool and 
improve on it, and its functionality has directed the development of a more thorough 
tool available within the GIFT Release: the Event Reporting Tool (ERT). 

The next project, and method of transition, to discuss is the eMotive EEG library.  
The eMotive EEG was found helpful in other research conducted by the author [7], 
and was incorporated into GIFT as a software library interface.  The purchase of an 
eMotive EEG headset gives the developer access to the library.  The fact the GIFT 
supports easy integration of the sensor makes it so that each GIFT user is a potential 
eMotive customer, which benefits eMotive.  Transition  of  research  as  a  “GIFT com-
patible”   product   involved   little   interaction  with   the developers, but may be unsup-
ported in future releases.  While developer involvement is low, the potential impact is 
similarly low. 

Continuing to use sensors as an example, the next project to discuss is the Q-
Sensor project, which transitioned in a way which is different from the previous ver-
sions.  All software required to integrate an Affectiva Q-Sensor is provided freely to 
the GIFT community, as part of a “GIFT  plugin”.  Changes made to the Q-Sensor 
are supported in future versions of GIFT and the plugin is released in the current 
GIFT 3.0 version.  To date, this type of transition has resulted in the use of Q-Sensor 
technology in a minimum of two different experiments, with three pilot trials.  This 
has occurred with little interaction from the Q-Sensor developers. 

There are now several complete programmed packages which are released with 
the GIFT version.  One of these is the medical instruction and assessment game 
“vMedic“,  which  contains  several  scenarios  which  have  GIFT  tutoring.    Another  ex-
ample is the Human Affect Recording Tool (HART), developed by Ryan Baker [8], 
which enables affective coding of behavior.  Both of these programs have reached a 
wider audience through leveraging “GIFT   releasable” transition, with some work 
required by the developer.  The developer of each of these programs targeted use 
within GIFT as part of the model of development.  Each of these programs is provid-
ed back to the community as downloadable software packages on 
www.gifttutoring.org.  In this fashion, the vMedic program has reached a significantly 
wider audience and the HART app has seen distribution and citation. 
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Lastly, one can transition source code directly into the GIFT baseline via a 
“GIFT   integration”, in anticipation of the next release.  The work required to inte-
grate into the GIFT framework is done by the developer, before giving it back to 
www.gifttutoring.org.  While this requires more work, it is able to reach a wider audi-
ence, and is automatically carried forward into each future release.  This is the only 
release path which is thoroughly tested and vetted prior to each version.  This allows 
for the broadest application of the developed technology. 

Table 2. Examples of various GIFT transitions, projects which used this transition method, and 
levels of interaction provided 

Type of 
Transition 

Example of 
project 

User 
interaction 

Potential 
Impact 

GIFT tool PAL Tool None Low 
GIFT compatible eMotive EEG None Low 
GIFT plug-in Q-Sensor Low Medium 
GIFT releasable HART, 

vMedic 
Medium Medium 

GIFT integration GSR filtering, 
MultiSense 

High High 

 

4 Two Research Transition Stories: GSR Filtering, realtime 
modeling 

In this section, the author will tell two stories research transition where first-hand 
experience was obtained.  The first of these stories involves the transition of a new 
GSR sensor filtering method, available in GIFT 2.0, while the second focuses on a 
larger piece of work which has intended availability in GIFT 4.0.  The aim of this 
section is to give an example of how an idea becomes a deliverable. 

 
4.1 GSR Filtering 

The first project idea is that a realtime sensor filter may be able to collect meaningful 
measures of affective/cognitive state in realtime.  The idea behind this project is that 
the author was unaware of relevant feature extraction techniques, or implementations, 
for several datastreams of interest.  A dataset was used which collected both ECG and 
GSR measures while participants experienced various training events [7].  It was hy-
pothesized that meaningful measures of cognition and affect could be extracted from 
these sensor datastreams. 

It was found that meaningful measures of cognition and affect could be extracted, 
including statistical measures and signal power measures, borrowing from the field of 
digital signal processing.  It is possible that these techniques could be leveraged into 
an intelligent tutoring system.  These results were then published [9]. 

Just because a method has been published to be useful does not mean that indus-
trial or academic partners and collaborators will take it upon themselves to read an 
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academic paper, implement the algorithm, and put it in their system.  The more that 
an individual developer can do to help this process, the quicker transition of the re-
search will be [2].  One way to do this is to merge the work of a researcher with a 
project which is already transitioning to industry.  GIFT represents this possibility. 

The idea, project, and paper on GSR filtering has transitioned into GIFT via the 
“GIFT  integration”  route.  Every researcher which downloads GIFT (which is com-
patible with a GSR sensor) is able to implement the developed feature extraction, do 
their own experiment and draw their own conclusions.  Furthermore, any ITS con-
structed from the GIFT framework and tools already has this implementation, and the 
development of a student model which uses this information progresses a significant 
step towards reality.  The ECG filtering from the same paper is intended to be re-
leased GIFT 4.0. 

To date, GSR filtering algorithms have now been provided to over 100 research-
ers and developers.  The author hopes that his work will be found valuable.  In either 
case, the developed research has been placed in the hands of numerous users, which is 
more valuable than publication alone.  If the work is not found valuable, the author 
would hope that the other researchers are able to improve on the technique, and feed 
the results to other researchers through a similar transition path. 

 
4.2 Realtime modeling 

The second project idea is that individualized models of learner affect/cognition may 
be able to be created in realtime.  The idea behind the second project is that general-
ized models of affect and cognition are difficult to create.  Individualized models can 
be made, but their quality is known to degrade over time [10].  Realtime modeling 
and adaptive algorithms may present a solution to the problem. 

The realtime modeling project used two datasets [11] and constructed seven total 
classifiers.  The approach used four different types of classification techniques, in-
cluding neural gasses, resonance theory, clustering, and online linear regression.  
Each of these techniques was developed with three different schemes for labeling 
data, including unsupervised, semi-supervised, and fully-supervised. 

It was found that semi-supervision had significant contribution to the overall ac-
curacy of the problem.  It was also found that realtime affective models could be cre-
ated with reasonable quality, and that realtime cognitive models are a more difficult 
problem that requires alternate means in conjunction with the methods presented.  
These results will be published as a doctoral dissertation later in the year. 

Realtime student state assessment is anticipated to be available within GIFT 4.0.  
Targeting GIFT as a research transition allows industry and academia to benefit from 
the research, and targets a larger and different audience than publication.  Once again, 
transition of research through GIFT allows larger access, experimentation, citation, 
and overall exposure. 

5 Conclusion/Recommendations 

GIFT is a functional Intelligent Tutoring System which has been used as part of sev-
eral experiments.  Research which transitions into GIFT has the potential to be used 
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by a population of learners, instructional designers, and experimenters.  Each of these 
user groups is anticipated to have their own user interface, which can make use of the 
research transitioned into GIFT, in whichever fashion is implemented. 

In addition, GIFT is intended as a research platform, and Army Research Labora-
tory has plans for development out to 2017.  A research transition into GIFT, in any 
fashion, should be able to reach a community of users for the next four years, at a 
minimum.  The project has potential longevity beyond 2017, with funding from the 
Army, DoD, or others.  Even if not supported by the Army, it will remain in the pub-
lic domain, able to be improved by anyone in the community.  Using GIFT as an exit 
vector for research ideas has more potential than simple publication, or of hosting an 
open source project. 

Furthermore, the licensing agreement on GIFT does not hinder the individual re-
searcher from capitalizing on their ideas.  Two for-profit companies have targeted 
GIFT as a technology which can support the ability to commercialize their ideas, 
while others have been in conversation.  Other research organizations have proposed 
or used GIFT to widen their audience and to focus their expertise. 

This paper has discussed how some research technology has already transitioned 
to the field using the GIFT entry vector, and how other portions are intended.  The 
concept which the author presents in this workshop paper and presentation is that it is 
possible to use GIFT as a platform to transition research results into the field of use, 
while minimizing the effort required by the researcher. 
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Abstract. Computer-Based Tutoring Systems (CBTS) are grounded in instruc-
tional theory, utilizing tailored pedagogical approaches at the individual level to 
assist in learning and retention of associated materials. As a result, the effec-
tiveness of such systems is dependent on the application of sound instructional 
tactics that take into account the strengths and weaknesses of a given learner. 
Researchers continue to investigate this challenge by identifying factors associ-
ated with content and guidance as it pertains to the learning process and the lev-
el of understanding an individual has for a particular domain. In terms of exper-
imentation, a major goal is to identify specific tactics that impact an individu-
al’s   performance   and   the   information   that  manages   their   implementation.  The  
Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) is a valuable tool for 
this avenue of research, as it is a modular, domain-independent framework that 
enables the authoring of congruent systems that vary in terms of the research 
questions   being   addressed.   This   paper   will   present   GIFT’s   design   considera-
tions for use as an experimental testbed, followed by the description of a use 
case applied to examine the modality effect of feedback during game-based 
training events. 

Keywords: generalized intelligent framework for tutoring, instructional strate-
gies, testbed, feedback, experimentation 

1 Introduction 

The overarching goal of Computer-Based Tutoring Systems (CBTSs) is to enable 
computer-based training applications to better  serve  a  leaner’s  needs  by  tailoring and 
personalizing instruction [1]. Specifically, the goal is to achieve performance benefits 
within computer-based  instruction  as  seen  in  Bloom’s  1984  study  “the  2-Sigma Prob-
lem”.  Though   there   is   recent  debate on the validity of these results [2], this classic 
experiment showed that individuals receiving one-on-one instruction with an expert 
tutor outperformed their fellow classmates in a traditional one-to-many condition by 
an average of two standard deviations. The success of this interaction is in the ability 
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of the instructor to tailor the learning experience to the needs of the individual. Inter-
action is based on the knowledge level of the learner as well as their performance and 
reaction (i.e., cognitive and affective response) to subsequent problems and commu-
nications [3]. 

With the recent development of the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutor-
ing (GIFT; see Figure 1), a fundamental goal is to develop a domain-independent 
pedagogical model that applies broad instructional strategies identified in the litera-
ture.  This framework would then be used to author adaptive environments across 
learning tasks to produce benefits accrued through one-on-one instruction. At the core 
of GIFT is pedagogical modeling, which is associated with the application of learning 
theory based on variables empirically proven to influence performance outcomes [4]. 
According to Beal and Lee [5] the role of a pedagogical model is to balance the level 
of guidance and challenge during a learning event so as to maintain engagement and 
motivation. The notion for GIFT is to identify generalized strategies on both a macro- 
and micro-adaptive level that can be used to author specific instructional tactics for 
execution  in  a  managed  ITS  application.  The  pedagogical  model  uses  data  on  ‘Who’  
is  being  instructed,  ‘What’  is  being  instructed,  and  the  ‘Content’  available  from  which  
to instruct. In an ideal case, GIFT can identify recommended strategies based on this 
information, and also provide tools to convert those strategies into specific instruc-
tional tactics for implementation.  

 

 
Fig. 3. Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) 

Before this conceptual approach of GIFT can be realized, a great deal work needs 
to be done to identify strategies found to consistently affect learning across multiple 
domains (codified in the pedagogical model) and the variables that influence the se-
lection of these strategies (expressed in the learner model). In the remainder of this 
paper,  we  describe  GIFT’s  functional  application  as  an  experimental  testbed  for  con-
ducting empirical research, followed by a descriptive use case of a recent instructional 
strategy-based experiment examining the effect varying modalities of feedback deliv-
ery have on learner performance and engagement within a game-based environment.  
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1.1 GIFT’s  Testbed  Functionality 

For GIFT to be effective across all facets of learning, there are a number of research 
questions that need to be addressed. These include, but are not limited to: (1) How can 
GIFT be used to manage the sequence, pace, and difficulty of instructional content 
before a learning session begins, as well as how to adapt instruction in real-time based 
on learner model metrics?; (2) What information is required in the learner model to 
make informed decisions on instructional strategy selection?; (3) How can GIFT best 
manage guidance and feedback during a learning session based on competency and 
individual differences?; and (4) What is the optimal approach for delivering GIFT 
communications to a learner during system interaction?  

While GIFT provides the tools necessary to author and deliver adaptive learning 
applications, an additional function of the framework is to operate as a testbed for the 
purpose of running empirical evaluations on research questions that will influence 
future developmental efforts. Empirically evaluating developed models and tech-
niques is essential to ensuring the efficacy of GIFT as a sound instructional tool. To 
accommodate this requirement, while maintaining domain-independency,   GIFT’s  
design is completely modular. This allows for the swapping of specific parts within 
the framework without affecting other components or models. Modularity enables 
easy development of comparative systems designed to inform research questions 
above. The framework is structured to support a variety of experimental design ap-
proaches, including ablative tutor studies, tutor vs. traditional classroom training 
comparisons, intervention vs. non-intervention comparisons, and affect modeling and 
diagnosis research [6]. The descriptive use case illustrated next is based on an inter-
vention comparison approach.    

2 GIFT Experimental Use Case 

In this section, we describe in detail the process of using GIFT to design and run a 
study to evaluate varying methods for communicating information to a learner while 
they interact with a game-based environment. This experiment was designed to exam-
ine varying modality approaches for feedback information delivery during a game-
based learning event that is not implicit within the virtual environment (i.e., feedback 
in the scenario as a result of a player/entity or environmental change). This is influ-
enced by available features present in the GIFT architecture and the benefits associat-
ed with research surrounding learning and social cognitive theory [10-11]. The notion 
is to identify optimal approaches for providing social agent functions to deliver feed-
back content that is cost effective and not technically intensive to implement. As a 
result, research questions were generated around the various communication modali-
ties GIFT provides for relaying information back to the learner. 

A functional component unique to GIFT is the Tutor-User Interface (TUI). The 
TUI is a browser-based user-interface designed for collecting inputs (e.g. survey and 
assessment responses) and for relaying relevant information back to the user (e.g. 
performance feedback). In terms of providing real-time guided instruction, the TUI 
can be used as a tool for delivering explicit feedback content (i.e., guidance delivered 
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outside the context of a task that relays information linking scenario performance to 
training objectives) based on requests generated from the pedagogical model. Because 
the TUI operates in an internet browser window, it supports multimedia applications 
and the presence of virtual entities acting as defined tutors. As a potential driver for 
interfacing with a learner, research is required to evaluate feedback delivery in the 
TUI and assess its effectiveness in relation to other source modality variations. The 
overarching purpose of the described research is to determine how Non-Player Char-
acters (NPCs) can be utilized as guidance functions while learning in a virtual world 
environment and to identify tradeoffs among the varying techniques.  

Research questions were generated around the limitation associated with using 
the TUI during game-based instruction. For a virtual human to be present in the TUI, 
it requires a windowed display of the interfacing game so the browser can be viewed 
in addition to the game environment, which may take away from the level of immer-
sion users feel during interaction; thus removing a major benefit with utilizing a 
game-based approach in education. Specifically, this study will assess whether explic-
it feedback delivered by NPCs embedded in a scenario environment has a significant 
effect on identified dependent variables (e.g., knowledge and skill performance, and 
subjective ratings of flow, workload, and agent perception) when compared to exter-
nal NPC feedback sources present in the TUI. In terms of serious games, the current 
research is designed to address how the TUI can be utilized during game-based inter-
actions and determine its effectiveness versus more labor intensive approaches to 
embedding explicit feedback directly in the game world.  

This experiment was the first implemented use of GIFT functioning as a testbed 
for empirical evaluation. During the process of its development, many components 
had to be hand authored to accommodate the investigation of the associated research 
questions. This involved integration with multiple external platforms (e.g., serious 
game TC3Sim, the Student Information Models for Intelligent Learning Environ-
ments (SIMILE) program, and Media Semantics); development of scenarios, training 
objectives, assessments, and feedback; exploration of available avenues to communi-
cate information; and representing these relationships in the GIFT schema. In the 
following subsections, we will review the process associated with each phase listed 
above.  

2.1 Testbed Development 

GIFT provides the ability to interface with existing learning platforms that don’t have 
intelligent tutoring functions built within. In these games, learners are dependent on 
implicit information channels to gauge progress towards objectives. Integrating the 
game with GIFT offers new real-time assessment capabilities that can be used to pro-
vide learner guidance based on actions taken within the environment that map to as-
sociated performance objectives.  

For the instance of this described use case, the serious game TC3Sim was select-
ed as the learning environment to assess the effect of differing feedback modality 
approaches. TC3Sim is designed to teach and reinforce the tactics, techniques, and 
procedures required to successfully perform as an Army Combat Medic and Combat 
Lifesaver [7]. The game incorporates story-driven scenarios designed within a game-
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engine based simulation and uses short, goal-oriented exercises to provide a means to 
train a closely grouped set of related tasks as they fit within the context of a mission 
[8]. Tasks simulated within TC3Sim include assessing casualties, performing triage, 
providing initial treatments, and preparing a casualty for evacuation under conditions 
of conflict (ECS, 2012). For the purpose of the experiment, GIFT had to be embedded 
within TC3Sim for the function of monitoring performance to trigger feedback that 
would ultimately influence data associated with the dependent variables of interest.  

This required pairing of the two systems so that GIFT could consume game state 
messages from TC3Sim for assessment on defined objectives, and for TC3Sim to 
consume and act upon pedagogical requests coming out of GIFT. For this to happen, a 
Gateway Module had to be authored that serves as a translation layer between the two 
disparate systems. The Gateway Module was also modified to handle feedback re-
quests that were to be delivered by programs external to the game. This included inte-
gration with MediaSemantics, desktop and server software that provides character-
based applications and facilitated the presence of a virtual human in the TUI that 
would act as the tutor entity. Following, enhancements to the Communication Mod-
ule/TUI had to be employed to support the variations in feedback modalities.  

 

 
Fig. 4. Feedback Communication Modes 

Communication Development. The functional component of GIFT primarily as-
sessed in this research is the Communication Module/TUI, and focused on interfacing 
approaches for delivering feedback communications during a game-based learning 
event. For this purpose the major variations associated with the framework took place 
in  GIFT’s  TUI,  as  well  as  identifying  approaches  for  GIFT  to  manage  agent  actions  
within a virtual environment. This required two GIFT/TC3Sim versions with modifi-
cations to how the game was visually represented (see Figure 2). With a windowed 
version of the game, the MediaSemantics character was embedded into the TUI 
browser and was programmed to respond to feedback requests coming out of the do-
main module. Furthermore, two additional control conditions were authored to assess 
whether feedback delivered as audio alone made a difference and a condition with 
zero feedback to determine whether the guidance had any effect on performance. All 
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participants interacted with the same scenarios, with two conditions including an EPA 
present in the virtual environment as an NPC. The remaining conditions will receive 
feedback from external sources to the game. With the functional modifications in 
place, the next step was designing scenarios, assessments, and feedback scripts.  
 
Scenario Development. With the ability to apply varying techniques of feedback 
delivery during a game-based learning event, the next step was to design a scenario in 
TC3Sim to test the effects of all approaches. This requires multiple steps to ensure 
scenario elements are appropriate so that they lend to accurate inference based on the 
associated data captured during game interaction. This involved the definition of 
learning objectives the scenario would entail, associated assessments to gauge per-
formance on objectives, and feedback to apply when performance was deemed poor.  

Objectives were informed by competencies identified in ARL-STTC’s  Medical  
Training Evaluation Review System (MeTERS) program, which decomposed applied 
and technical skills for Combat Medics and Combat Lifesavers into their associated 
tasks, conditions, and standards for assessment purposes (Weible, n.d.). In develop-
ment of the TC3Sim, the identified competencies were further decomposed into spe-
cific learning objectives in terms of enabling learning objectives and terminal learning 
objectives for each role and task simulated in the game environment. With guiding 
specifications, a scenario was developed that incorporated decision points for treating 
a hemorrhage in a combat environment. The scenario was designed to be difficult 
enough that participants would struggle, resulting in triggered feedback, while not 
being too difficult that successfully completing the task was impossible.  

However, before explicit feedback linked to performance can be delivered in 
game-based environment, methods for accurately assessing game actions as they re-
late to objectives is required. The first step to achieve this is properly representing the 
domain’s  objectives  within  GIFT’s  Domain  Knowledge  File  (DKF)  schema  by  struc-
turing them within the domain and learner model ontology. This creates a domain 
representation GIFT can make sense of, and results in a hierarchy of concepts that 
require assessments for determining competency. This association enables the system 
to track individual enabling objectives based on defined assessments, giving the diag-
nosis required to provide relevant explicit feedback based on specific actions taken. 
Following, methods for assessing the defined concepts must be applied that provide 
information for determining whether an objective has been satisfactorily met. For this 
purpose,   ECS’s   Student   Information  Models   for   Intelligent   Learning   Environments  
(SIMILE) was integrated within GIFT.  
 
Student Information Models for Intelligent Learning Environments (SIMILE). An 
innovative tool used in conjunction with TC3Sim for the purpose standardized as-
sessment is SIMILE (ECS, 2012). In the context of this use case, SIMILE is a rule-
engine based application used to monitor participant interaction in game environ-
ments   and   is   used   to   trigger   explicit   feedback   interventions   as   deemed   by   GIFT’s  
learner and pedagogical models. In essence, SIMILE established rule-based assess-
ment models built around TC3Sim game-state messages to generate real-time perfor-
mance metric communication to GIFT. SIMILE monitors game message traffic (i.e., 
ActiveMQ messaging for this instance) and compares user interaction to pre-
established domain expertise defined by procedural rules. As user data from gameplay 
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is collected in SIMILE, specific message types pair with an associated rule authored 
and look for evidence determining if the rule has been satisfied; that information is 
then communicated to GIFT, which establishes if there was a transition in perfor-
mance. Next, that performance state is passed to the learner model. GIFT interprets 
SIMILE performance metrics for the purpose of tracking progress as it relates to ob-
jectives. When errors in performance are detected, causal information is communicat-
ed by SIMILE in to GIFT, which then determines the feedback string to deliver.  
 
Feedback Development. Following  the  completion  of  linking  GIFT’s  domain  repre-
sentation with SIMILE-based assessments, specific feedback scripts had to be au-
thored that would be presented when the pedagogical model made   a   ‘feedback   re-
quest’.  In  the  design  phase  of  these  prompts,  it  was  recognized  that  GIFT  is  dependent  
on a transition in performance before the pedagogical model can make any decision 
on what to do next. In the case of the TC3Sim scenario, this requires the player to 
perform certain actions that denote competency on a concept, but a question is, what 
information is available to determine they were ignoring steps linked to an objective?  

From this perspective, it was recognized that time and entity locations are major 
performance variables in such dynamic operational environments. Outcomes in hos-
tile environments are context specific, and time to act and location of entities are criti-
cal metrics that require monitoring. From there, if a participant had not performed an 
action in the game or violated a rule that maps to an associated concept, GIFT could 
provide reflective prompts to assist the individual on what action to perform next. An 
example  applied   in   the  experiment   is   ‘Maintain  Cover’.  This   requires  staying out of 
the streets while walking through a hostile urban environment. For assessment, the 
player’s  distance  from  the  street  center  was  monitored,  with  a  defined  threshold  des-
ignating if they maintained appropriate cover. For each concept, rules based on time 
and locations were identified, and reflective prompts were authored for each concept. 
Following, audio for each feedback prompt was recorded. This was the final step 
before the system could be fully developed.  

3 Data Collection and Analysis Prep 

Data collection was conducted over a five-day period at the United States Military 
Academy (USMA) at West Point, NY where a total of 131 subjects participated. This 
resulted in 22 participants for each experimental condition minus the control, which 
totaled at 21 subjects. The lab space was arranged for running six subjects at a time, 
with two experimental proctors administering informed consents and handling any 
technical issues that arose during each session. Once a subject logged in, GIFT man-
aged all experimental procedures and sequencing, allowing the proctors to maintain 
an   experimenter’s   log   for   all   six   machines.   This   feature   shows   the   true   benefit   of  
GIFT in an experimental setting. Once properly configured, GIFT administers all 
surveys/tests and opens/closes all training applications linked to the procedure, thus 
reducing the workload on the experimental proctor and enabling multiple data ses-
sions to be administered at a single time. GIFT offers the Course Authoring Tool 
(CAT) to create the transitions described above. A researcher can author the sequence 
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of materials a participant will interact with, including transition screens presented in 
the TUI that assist a user in navigating through the materials.  

Following the experimental sessions, data must be extracted from associated log 
files and prepped for analysis. A tool built into GIFT to assist with this process in the 
Event Reporting Tool (ERT). The ERT enables a researcher to pull out specific pieces 
of data that are of interest, along with options on how the data is represented (i.e., user 
can determine if they would like to observe data in relation to time within a learning 
event or to observe data between users for comparison). The result is a .CSV file con-
taining the selected information, leaving minimal work to prepare for analysis. In this 
use  case,  the  majority  of  analysis  was  conducted  in  IBM’s  SPSS  statistical  software,  
with the ERT playing a major role in the creation of the master file consumed by the 
program. This drastically reduced the time required to prep data for analysis, as it 
removed the need to input instrument responses for all subjects, it structured the data 
in a format necessary for SPSS consumption (i.e., each row of data represents an indi-
vidual participant), and produced variable naming conventions listed on the top row.  

4 The Way Ahead 

GIFT provides a potent testbed in which studies of instructional techniques can be 
evaluated. Specifically, it allows researchers to investigate how best to implement 
tenants of intelligent tutoring, including optimal mechanisms for tracking perfor-
mance, providing feedback and improving outcomes. At the current moment, GIFT 
provides limited feedback mechanisms that are generally used as formative prompts 
for correcting errors and reaffirming appropriate actions. New feedback approaches 
must be explored, such as natural language dialog, to expand the available options for 
relaying information in game environments. As well, research needs to identify ap-
proaches for using environmental cues in the game world to act as feedback functions 
informed by GIFT. In terms of GIFT as a testbed, advancements need to be applied to 
the ERT in terms of how data is exported to ease the required post-processing leading 
to analysis. This includes the ability to segment data in log files based around defined 
events in the environment that are of interest in analysis. Future research can build on 
the use case presented and/or conceptualize other investigations that benefit from 
GIFT. 
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Abstract. In an effort to bring intelligent tutoring system (ITS) authoring tools 
closer to content authoring tools, the authors are working to integrate GIFT with 
the Unity game engine and editor. The paper begins by describing challenges 
faced by modern intelligent tutors and the motivation behind the integration ef-
fort, with special consideration given to how this work will better meet the 
needs of future serious games. The next three sections expand on these major 
hurdles more thoroughly, followed by proposed design enhancements that 
would allow GIFT to overcome these issues. Finally, an overview is given of 
the  authors’  cur- rent progress towards implementing the proposed design. The 
key contribution of this work is an abstraction of the interface between intelli-
gent tutoring systems and serious games, thus enabling ITS authors to imple-
ment more complex training behaviors. 

Keywords: intelligent tutoring, serious games, virtual environments, game en-
gines 

1 Introduction 
 
Experience with the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) has 
shown that authoring new courses, domain knowledge, and learner configurations 
requires little-to-no programming experience. A basic understanding of XML and 
how the modules of GIFT interact is sufficient to design and configure a course for 
one of the supported training applications. When it comes to extending the framework 
to support new training applications, however, each interface module must be hand-
crafted. Reducing the amount of effort required to author a tutor and its content is a 
desirable quality of future authoring tools [1], therefore the task of integrating new 
training applications should be made as seamless as possible. 

Serious games are one example of training applications that are well-suited for 
integration with ITSs; two such games are already supported by GIFT: Virtual 
Battlespace 2 (VBS2) and TC3 vMedic. These games encompass a only a subset of 
the training material that is possible with serious games, however. There are certain 
aspects of this genre of game are common across all individual applications, meaning 
that it may be possible to create a single abstraction layer capable of decoupling GIFT 
from the training application. This approach is recommended by Sottilare and Gilbert, 
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who suggest that such an abstraction layer might be able to translate learning objec-
tives into meaningful objects actions in the game world, and vice versa [2]. 

In addition to adapting data about the game state to a format that the ITS expects, 
it is also desirable for the ITS to have a finer degree of control over the scenario itself.  
These so-called  “branching”  or  “conditional”  scenarios  [2]  are  difficult   to  achieve   if  
the serious game and its plugin API are not designed with such functionality in mind. 
Therefore, it may also be necessary  to  “standardize”  the  ability  to  branch  scenarios  in  
the design of serious games. 

To these ends, our proposed solution is to bring the ITS authoring tools closer to 
the content authoring tools used to create a given serious game. In the case of this 
paper, we have chosen to work with the popular Unity game engine. In the following 
sections we will show how integration with Unity and other serious game authoring 
tools can achieve the functionality that is currently desired in a modern ITS authoring 
suite. 

2 Current Authoring Capabilities 
 

As stated by Sottilare et. al, authoring new intelligent tutors is one of the three prima-
ry functions of GIFT [3]. To this end, the framework already contains authoring tools 
that enable users to create and configure the essential elements of an intelligent tutor-
ing program. The following list gives a brief overview of the current authoring capa-
bilities supported by GIFT: 

 Authoring learner models through the Learner Configuration Authoring Tool 
(LCAT) 

 Configuring sensors through the Sensor Configuration Authoring Tool (SCAT) 
 Authoring Domain Knowledge Files (DKFs) through the DKF Authoring Tool 

(DAT) 
 Creating and presenting surveys through the Survey Authoring Tool (SAT) 
 

By using good design principles, the authors of GIFT have been able to effective-
ly decouple the authoring of individual tutor components from one another. The de-
coupling of different program elements is important for improving the maintainability 
and extensibility of large pieces of software such as GIFT. One area of the framework 
design that suffers from tight coupling is the integration of third-party training appli-
cations, e.g. VBS2, vMedic, etc.  

The development of these authoring tools is guided by several design goals, one 
of   which   is   to   “Employ   standards   to   support   rapid   integration   of   external   train-
ing/tutoring   environments.”   [3]   In   this   regard,   the   current  GIFT  authoring construct 
can benefit from design enhancements that standardize this process across a range of 
training applications. Through the work outlined in this paper, we aim to generalize 
the process of integrating serious games with GIFT by creating an abstraction layer 
between GIFT and the game engine itself. 
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3 Related Work 
 
Prior work in integrating serious games and intelligent tutors has demonstrated that 
ITS authoring tools can be easily adapted to work with individual games. Research 
conducted by Gilbert et al. demonstrated interoperation between the Extensible Prob-
lem-Specific Tutor (xPST) and a scenario created in the Torque game engine [4].  

Devasani et al. built upon this work and demonstrated how an authoring tool for 
interpreting game state and player actions might be designed [5]. For their work, 
xPST was integrated with a VBS2 scenario. An important revelation made by the 
authors was that the author of the tutor need not define a complete state machine with 
transitions, since these transitions are implicit when the game engine changes state 
each frame.  

Another  of   the  GIFT  design  goals   is   to  “Develop   interfaces/gateways   to  widely  
used  commercial  and  academic  tools.”  [2]  As  previously  mentioned,  the  current GIFT 
release has support for two serious games, one of which is VBS2, and the other being 
vMedic. This work and the previous two examples highlight the usefulness of inte-
grating intelligent tutors with serious games, as well as the need for a standardized 
interface for authoring relationships between the game objects and tutor concepts.  
There are currently no concrete examples of a standard for quickly integrating serious 
games and intelligent tutors, although Sottilare and Gilbert make recommendations on 
how this problem might be approached [2]. 

4 Design Enhancements 
 
As noted by previous authors [2, 4], one of the key challenges of tutoring in a virtual 
environment is mapping relevant game states to subgoals defined by the training cur-
riculum. If the learner's goal is to move to a specific location, for example, the tutor 
author may not be interested in how the learner reached that state (e.g., driving, walk-
ing, or running). Thus, the tutor would have to know to filter out information from the 
game engine about modality of movement, and attend only to the location. If, howev-
er, the trainer wants to focus on exactly how best to move to that location (e.g., 
stealthily), then the tutor does need to monitor movement information. Using this 
example, we see that the context of the pedagogical goal influences the type of and 
granularity of tutor monitoring. From here on, we will refer to this challenge as the 
“observation  granularity  challenge.” 

In the process of reaching each pedagogical goal, the learner will build up a histo-
ry of actions. Similar to the concept of a context attached to goals, there can also be 
context attached to patterns of actions over time. As an example, there may be cases 
where a tutor would permit errors in subgoals within a larger pattern of actions that it 
would   still   deem   “successful.”   This   history   is   essentially   a recording of the virtual 
environment state over the course of the training. The amount and diversity of data in 
this history stream is potentially massive, creating a major challenge when attempting 
to recognize patterns. The problem of recognizing these patterns is crucial for identi-
fying  the  learner's  progress.  From  here  on,  we  will  refer  to  this  challenge  as  the  “his-
tory  challenge.” 
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In addition, because game environments afford interaction among multiple simul-
taneous entities, the tutor's reaction to actions and other new game states may be de-
pendent on the actor. This context dependence suggests that it would be a valuable to 
add game entity attributes to state updates, and for GIFT to be able to process logic 
such  as,  “If   the  gunshot  action  came  from  an entity that is unknown or hostile, then 
take  action  X.    If  the  gunshot  came  from  a  friend  entity,  take  action  Y.”  The  addition-
al layer of entity attributes adds complexity to authoring, but will be necessary for 
modeling team and social interactions. Devasani et al. describes a possible state-based 
architecture that could be the basis for such an approach, and it could be incorporated 
into  GIFT  [4].  From  here  on,  we  will  refer  to  this  challenge  as  the  “actor-context chal-
lenge.” 

4.1 Abstraction Layer 
 
A core aspect of the design principles behind GIFT is its generalizability to new train-
ing applications and scenarios. For this reason it is critical that the representations of 
data in GIFT and in the training application be allowed to remain independent. It is 
infeasible to force training applications to adapt to the interfaces that GIFT provides.  
However, a layer of abstraction that adapts messages from a sender into a form that 
can be consumed by a receiver is similar to the classic Adapter design pattern in soft-
ware engineering. This design pattern has the useful property of enabling two other-
wise incompatible interfaces to communicate, in addition to decreasing the coupling 
between them. In the case of GIFT, the abstraction layer would handle the mapping of 
objects from one service into a representation that makes sense to the other. As an 
example, this module might receive a message from the game engine containing the  
new location of the learner in the virtual environment which might then be interpreted  
for the  tutor  as  “the  learner  reached  the  checkpoint.” 

In addition to mapping game engine concepts to tutor concepts, the abstraction 
layer can act as a filter in order to solve the observation granularity and history chal-
lenges. The scripting language achieves  this  by  affording  “do  not  care”  conditions  that  
would then trigger the abstraction layer to interpret only the relevant messages and 
discard everything else. 

One proposed method for implementing this mapping is a scripting language and 
engine that allows the author to define the mapping themselves. Although it is far 
from being an automated solution, a scripting language would allow the ITS and con-
tent authors to hook into more complex behaviors with very little learning overhead. 
Scripting languages can be more user-friendly than XML by virtue of their syntactical 
similarities to written English. Furthermore, within the context of the Unity develop-
ment environment we can expect users to have familiarity with scripting languages 
such as JavaScript and Boo (similar to Python). For these reasons, a scripting lan-
guage is a natural choice for abstracting communication between GIFT and Unity. It 
is important for the simplicity of tutor authoring that this messaging abstraction layer 
have the tutor-side representation use language that a trainer would naturally use. If 
this is the case, the trainer can more easily author feedback and adaptive scenarios. 

Although JavaScript and Boo are well-suited as tools to implement complex be-
haviors for game objects, they overcomplicate the task of describing interactions be-
tween the game world and the tutor. Instead of complex behaviors, we seek to enable 
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the tutor author to quickly declare relationships between objects in the game, domain 
knowledge, and pedagogical goals.  

In order to avoid burdening the author with the challenge of authoring different 
components in different languages, it may be advantageous to use XML for authoring 
abstraction layer rules. The declarative nature of XML makes it ideal for this role, 
although as mentioned previously, it suffers from poor readability. An alternative to 
XML is TutorScript, a scripting language developed for use in ITSs [6]. The design of 
TutorScript centers around the sequences of goals or contexts called a predicate tree. 
TutorScript’s  primary  advantage  over  the  previously  mentioned  alternatives  is  that  it  
was designed with the goal of relating domain knowledge to learner actions in the 
training application. Additionally, TutorScript takes inspiration from Apple script in 
regards to syntax, allowing non-programmers to write scripts that read like English. 
For our work, TutorScript would allow us to hook into objects in both GIFT and Uni-
ty, where we can then create interactions using simple language. 

4.2 Unity Editor 
 
One of the main benefits of the Unity editor is that it is extensible to support  user-
created tools for custom workflows, or to fill in functionality lacked by the default 
editor. Some examples of editor plugins authored by users have added advanced level 
building tools, cut-scene editors, and even node-based visual scripting interfaces. The 
ultimate goal of this project is to completely integrate GIFT's authoring tools with the 
Unity ecosystem. This entails creating editor plugins for the entire suite of GIFT au-
thoring tools, thereby enabling content authors to generate serious game and tutor 
content side-by-side using a single development environment. 

An added benefit of integration with the Unity editor is its powerful rapid-
prototyping abilities. Scenarios in Unity are organized   into   “Scenes”   which   can   be  
loaded individually, played, and paused within Unity's built-in player. Current work 
to develop a proof-of-concept has demonstrated that it is possible to interact with the 
tutor within this player, thereby enabling the author to perform debugging on the 
training scenario to an extent. 

It  is  considered  good  practice  when  authoring  Unity  games  to  “tag”  game  objects 
with names that encode the meaningful behavior that the game object performs. As-
suming that the author adheres to this practice, the tagging mechanism combined with 
the abstraction layer will solve the actor-context challenge. Tags can be transmitted 
with game state updates that pass through the abstraction layer, which will then inter-
pret the tags into context that is meaningful to the tutor. Since the abstraction layer is 
scripted by the author, it is essential for the abstraction layer script editor to be in-
cluded in Unity's authoring suite. Making these tools easily accessible from one or the 
other allows the author to update changes to the scripts as soon as he or she makes 
changes to game object tags and other metadata. 

As stated previously, the scripting languages provided by Unity may not be ideal-
ly suited to the task of communicating between the game engine and the tutor. Addi-
tional modifications will need to be made to MonoDevelop, the highly extensible IDE 
distributed as part of Unity, in order to support TutorScript or a variant of it. 
MonoDevelop greatly simplifies the creation of helpful programming tools such as 
syntax-highlighting and auto-completion that assist users with no prior programming 
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background. Developing a MonoDevelop add-on for TutorScript also allows the au-
thor to more easily manage large or complex scripts needed to address the history and 
actor-context challenges via the built-in code organization features such as collapsing 
scopes. Taken together, Unity and MonoDevelop can be used as a suite of tools for 
authoring not only serious game content, but also advanced tutor behaviors, curricu-
lum, and domain knowledge that will drive the training scenarios. 

5 Recommendations 
 

We project that the design enhancements recommended in this paper will assist in 
improving time savings and reducing cost involved with authoring an intelligent tutor. 
Specifically, we are aiming to reduce the time required to integrate GIFT with a new 
serious game by instead integrating it with the game engine itself. Our reasoning is 
that there are relatively few game engines that would need to be integrated, compared 
to the number of games with potential for enhancement through tutoring. Additionally, 
code reuse is facilitated by employing a standard format for describing relationships 
between game and tutor objects. If successful, this work will introduce a new abstrac-
tion layer between GIFT and the game engines that drive serious serious games, ena-
bling a single tutor configuration to be deployed across a wide range of scenarios. For 
your convenience, the recommendations have been consolidated and figured in the 
table below. 

Table 3. GIFT Design Enhancement Recommendations 
Improve decoupling of potential learner actions and other game-specific data from the 
gateway and other GIFT modules. 
Define a new XML schema for constructing game-tutor object relationships. 
Develop a new authoring tool capable of authoring and validating these relationships. 
Integrate new and existing authoring tools with the Unity editor. 

6 Current Work 
 
At this point we have successfully developed a proof-of-concept plugin that demon-
strates basic communication between GIFT and Unity-driven games, similar to the 
interoperation module developed for VBS2. The extent of this functionality encom-
passes connecting to the Unity plugin from GIFT and then issuing playback com-
mands such as pause and resume to the Unity player. This work has helped to increase 
our understanding of the inner workings of GIFT with regard to the augmentation 
required to communicate with our abstraction layer. In particular, the extent to which 
GIFT is tailored to each training application became apparent. In addition, we were 
able to leverage support for C# .NET 2.0 in Unity to move a great deal of the support-
ing code into components attached to game objects. This design allows the three ser-
vices (Unity, Abstraction Layer, and GIFT) to remain isolated from one another dur-
ing development, encouraging loose coupling across service boundaries and portabil-
ity to other serious game authoring tools. 
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Before any work on the abstraction layer can begin, the language used to define 
object relationships must first be well-defined. Once this step is completed, we can 
begin abstracting away the elements of third-party application integration in GIFT 
that are currently hard-coded. Ultimately, these elements will be encapsulated by the 
proposed abstraction layer. 

7 Conclusion 
 
In this paper we proposed a handful of major design enhancements to GIFT with the 
overarching goal of bringing the ITS authoring workflow into the game content crea-
tion pipeline. The first task in realizing this vision is to create an abstraction layer 
comprised of a scripting engine tailored for ITSs. The second and final task is to inte-
grate the GIFT authoring tools into Unity, in order to encourage side-by-side devel-
opment of game and tutor content. The Unity game engine has been chosen for this 
work due to its ease of use, cross-platform support, and high extensibility. It is our 
hope that such a comprehensive suite of tools will help to drive a new generation of 
high-quality serious games. 
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Abstract. The main idea of generalized intelligent tutoring system (ITS) devel-
opment tools like Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) is to 
provide authors with high-level standards and a readily reusable structure within 
different domains. Hence, adapting such a tool could be the best way to boost 
an underdeveloped tutor. In this paper we propose the design for a new GIFT-
based tutor for undergraduate thermodynamics. An existing Thermodynamics 
Cycle Tutor has been designed that is meant to facilitate problem framing for 
undergraduate students. We describe the advantages of integrating this tutor 
with GIFT to add student models. Also an approach for evaluating the pedagog-
ical performance of the GIFT-enhanced tutor is described.      

Keywords: GIFT, intelligent tutoring system, thermodynamics cycle 

1 Introduction 

One of the most important challenges for engineering students is problem solving.  
Complex engineering problems typically contain multiple constraints, require multi-
ple ideas, and may not have clear criteria for deciding the best solution. Beginning 
students struggle with engineering problem solving, and it has been observed that the 
initial stage (i.e., framing the problem) often causes the most difficulty. Students find 
it difficult to frame a complex problem, identify the core components, and brainstorm 
a possible solution path. These difficulties triggered the idea of building a tutor that 
can help undergraduate engineering students with their problem framing.  

Thermodynamics cycles were our choices of topic to start with. In a National 
Science Foundation (NSF) funded project, a web-based software was developed to 
give students the ability to draw some initial sketches of the problem. Their drawing 
will be evaluated with regard to the expert model provided by the instructor and re-
spectively they will be provided with different types and categories of feedback and 
instructions.  
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Regardless of how much effort is devoted to a project, there is always room for 
improvement. Key advantages of a generalized approach to ITS development (and 
GIFT in particular) are their standards and their high potential for reuse across educa-
tional and training domains. Other advantages that drive efficiency and affordability 
are  GIFT’s  modular   design   and   standard  messaging;;   its   largely   domain-independent 
components; and its reuse of interfaces, methods, and tools for authoring, instruction, 
and analysis. Given these GIFT characteristics, there are many ways that the tutor 
could be enhanced being incorporating into GIFT. This will also provide us with an 
invaluable testbed to examine a GIFT-enhanced tutor with the existing one.   

In the following sections, first a brief description of the tutor will be given and 
then an overview of the ways that the existing tutor can be enhanced by GIFT will be 
demonstrated. Finally a testing opportunity for the software will be described.  

2 Current tutor 

We would like to describe our current intelligent thermodynamics cycle tutor for en-
gineering undergraduate courses. For the purpose of conceptualization and design, an 
ITS is often thought as consisting of several interdependent components: domain 
model, learner model, expert model, pedagogical module, interface and training me-
dia (Beck, Stern & Haugsjaa, 1996; Sottilare & Gilbert, 2011; Sottilare & Proctor, 
2012).    

2.1 Domain model 

The domain is about thermodynamics cycle problems. The goal is to understand how 
changes in pressure, temperature, specific volume and entropy interact with some 
commonly-used components, such as pump, compressor, turbine, expansion value, 
evaporator, heat exchanger, liquid-gas separator and mixing chamber. Based on the 
physical and chemical properties, a rule is associated with each component. For ex-
ample, when an object goes through a pump, the pressure will increase, while the 
temperature and specific volume will increase slightly. In the final version, the author 
will have the option to modify the rules (e.g. to assume constant specific volume, or 
to  test  a  student  with  a  component  that  doesn’t  make  physical  sense).  The table below 
shows the rules associated with other components. The domain model contains these 
rules. 
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Table 4. Rules for several components 

Component Pressure Temperature 
Specific  
Volume Entropy 

expansion valve decease decrease Increase Increase 

evaporator Same same, increase Increase Increase 

compressor increase Increase decrease same, increase 

mixing chamber same between between between 

condenser same decrease, same decrease decrease 

Liquid -gas sepa-

rator same same between between 

2.2 Interface 

 
Fig. 5. A screenshot of Thermodynamics Cycle Tutor. The student reads the problem at left and 

solves it by constructing a vapor dome diagram at right. 

Thermodynamics Cycle Tutor has been developed as part of a problem framing re-
search project funded by the National Science Foundation. The tutor basically con-
tains two parts. On the left side, it contains system/component diagram, problem de-
scription and questions. The right side uses a web-based drawing interface, XDraw, 
developed internally by author Jackman using the Microsoft Silverlight framework. 
XDraw supports basic drawing objects such as vapor dome, point, line, rectangle and 
vector as well as freehand drawing. It also provides facilities to allow students to label 
the   states   and   insert   text   on   the   drawing.   A   backend   database   saves   students’   dia-
grams. XDraw communicates with tutor server via a TCP socket. Several message 
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types are defined in order to differentiate what information would be checked and the 
next action should be taken.  

When it starts, the left side shows the system diagram and problem description. 
Students can start problem framing by drawing a vapor dome (T-V diagram in this 
case) and use lines and points to represent pressure curve and state, respectively, and 
apply labels according to the system diagram. After clicking submit button, the dia-
gram is sent to the tutor server, which checks a specific part based on the query mes-
sage. The tutor then sends back the evaluation result and instruction for the next ac-
tion as a returned message. Students may be directed to another interface based on 
their performance in the current stage. We will talk about the detailed sequences in 
the expert model. 

2.3 Expert model 

The expert model sets standards and compares learner actions to determine the pro-
gress. In the thermodynamics cycle domain, the expert model contains the following: 
1. Check vapor dome present. 
2. Check number of pressures. 
3. Check number of states. 
4. Check Pressure and Temperature relations in each of the components. 

After the student submits the drawing, the tutor will check if the drawing contains 
the vapor dome. If so, it will continue to the next check: number of pressures. If it is 
wrong, the students will   be   asked  questions   like,   “How many pressures are there in 
the  system?”  showing  on  the  left  panel.  If  the student’s answer is wrong, the tutor will 
go through all the components, and ask the pressure change within each of them. 
Some tutorial videos and illustrations will be provided to help them better understand 
the concept.  

The  content  on  the  left  panel  will  be  changed  based  on  the  student’s  activity  in  a  
particular problem.  For example, in the drawing, the student draws state 4 to the right 
of state 3.  A compressor pushes the gas molecules closer together, so specific volume 
should  decrease.  The   left  panel  will   show  a  compressor’s  diagram,  along  with   some  
questions, such as  “How  does   the  specific  volume  change   in  a  compressor?”  It   con-
tains several choices that students can select. If the student chooses the correct an-
swer, it will ask the student to correct it in the diagram. If the student gets the wrong 
answer, it will direct the student to some tutorial video files and ask again.  

2.4 Training media 

In order to help students correct their misconceptions, the tutor provides some video 
files that include class lectures and illustration videos at a certain stage of the activity. 
The video files will be loaded automatically to ask students to watch when their an-
swer is wrong. Generally speaking, the training media is domain-dependent and re-
quires the instructor to prepare and pre-define what stage it should appear.  
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2.5 Learner model 

Currently there is no learner model in our Thermodynamics Cycle Tutor. We think it 
is  a  good  idea  to  monitor  and  keep  track  of  students’  current  progress,  save  students’  
previous performances, and perform surveys. An example could be when student 
starts a new problem, the tutor should be able to select an appropriate problem from 
the learner model and predict how successful the student will be based on his/her 
historical data. Also, in the survey part, the tutor could receive feedback on the learn-
er’s  background knowledge and quality of the pedagogical process. We believe GIFT 
could allow us to build a learner model easily, and we would like to explore how it 
may benefit our tutor. 

2.6 Pedagogy 

As a pedagogical learning tool, the tutor also needs to set up learning goals and pace 
for  the  students,  so  the  student  can  learn  each  component’s  P,  T,  and  V  behavior  one  
at a time (starting with the easiest one, and increasing difficulty as easier ones are 
mastered). The ideal tutor would be able to connect with other thermodynamic 
understanding, using ideas such as rate of heat transfer and rate of work (power) to 
connect with P, T and V relationships. For students with different performance levels, 
the  problem  difficulty  should  vary.  The  tutor’s  feedback  has  to  inspire   their thinking, 
not give them answers directly. The pedagogy module requires much flexibility and 
should vary based on different problem sets and instructor-student needs.  

3 GIFT-enhanced tutor 

The existing tutor is expected to demonstrate an acceptable functionality; however, 
there are limitations in its domain independence and reusability, and it also lacks 
some desirable features such as a learner model. Mitigating these limitations will 
require a considerable amount of time and programming effort. GIFT offers many 
features that can attenuate the level of programming skill and time required. Also, 
providing standards and well-defined domain independent structures facilitates the 
tool enhancement. The main benefits of GIFT for our tutor are explained below.   

3.1 Learner model 

A highly desired feature for intelligent tutors is to provide learners with personalized 
education (Woolf, 2010). In other words, if we could know the exact skills that learn-
ers do and do not have, then we could provide them with the exact resources they 
need. Learner model is a module that has been developed for this reason. Learner 
model   keeps   record   of   many   aspects   of   the   learner,   such   as   the   learner’s   progress  
toward objectives, actions taken in the interface and historical data (e.g., previous 
performance) (Sottilare, 2012). There is also a need to define some skill levels with 
respect   to   the   learner’s  patterns.     Having   this  valuable   information  about   the   learner  
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and their skill, the tutor will be able to provide him or her with specific problems, 
feedback, instructional content, etc. 

In our current tutor there are many data streams that are monitored (e.g., the mis-
takes or feedback types, instructional content provided, etc.). Also, by handing out 
surveys, some information about knowledge background is available. The problem is 
they are stored in separate databases and it is hard to put them together. Putting these 
data together can help us build the student model. GIFT provides the ability to store 
this data in a well-structured way, as it has the option for sensor data storing. In addi-
tion, we can benefit the GIFT survey authoring tool, to conduct our surveys in the 
same program and store them easily in the proper place. In this way, by defining the 
skill levels we will be able to build our learner models based on the data we have 
collected from them. 

Another important feature is data reporting. Having collected a considerable 
amount of data on the learner, an easy-to-access way to extract knowledge out of it is 
necessary. The GIFT event report tool provides a proper interface to easily let users 
(instructors) access the data they desire.  

For any further research, we might want to use different types of sensors to eval-
uate  a  learner’s  cognitive load or status or stress. GIFT provides the ability to readily 
acquire that data as well.  

3.2 Multiple scenarios  

Once skill levels have been assigned to learners, appropriate content must be provided 
based on those skills. To handle various types of problems and instructional material 
(i.e., Domain Knowledge Files), a precise structure is needed to store them. For this, 
GIFT Domain Authoring Tool (DAT) will be used. Since this tool can be used with-
out having to launch the entire GIFT architecture, it enables us to benefit from it ear-
lier in the development process.  

In addition, different instructors have different pedagogical strategies and instruc-
tional content. Thus, they may want students to go through a different scenario or visit 
different content. Two of our co-authors, for example, have different pedagogical 
preferences for teaching the thermodynamic cycle. Based on their preferences, GIFT 
could enable us to create multiple scenarios appropriately. Without having a perfect 
match between the knowledge database and the tutor, accommodating multiple ap-
proaches would not be possible. However, GIFT has already provided the structured 
database, so making the linkage between the tutor and GIFT DAT will be helpful.  

3.3 Expansion to other domains 

The domain-independent structure of GIFT will enable us to simply customize our 
tool for different fields. Currently, statics problems, e.g., free body diagrams, can also 
be tutored via our tool, but using the Domain Authoring Tool that will facilitate the 
deployment of instructional material. The entire process of student model and learner- 
specific instructions could be implemented with this approach as well. 
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4 Proposed evaluation experiment  

In the Fall 2013 semester, a thermodynamics class will be offered for undergraduate 
mechanical engineering students in Iowa State University. Early in the semester they 
will be divided into three groups. One group will work with the GIFT-enhanced tutor, 
another group with the existing tutor (without student model), and the last group will 
just join the class and have no tutor. Keeping records of   the   three   groups’   perfor-
mances during the semester with periodic quizzes, as well as gathering data on their 
skills and solution time, will provide us with a valuable data to evaluate the perfor-
mance of an intelligent tutor with the student model (GIFT-enhanced). It will also 
help us examine the effectiveness of the existing tutor.     

5 Conclusion 

After analyzing the features of our existing tutor and GIFT, they seem to complement 
each other perfectly and provide a comprehensive ITS. Using GIFT’s   standards for 
structuring the tutor, as well as data and file storing, will attenuate the requisite pro-
gramming skill and effort to accomplish the same objectives. Also, its high domain-
independence will create opportunities to expand the tutor to different learning do-
mains. The GIFT-enhanced tutor will be compared with the existing tutor and with 
traditional class training during the 2013 Fall semester. The results could provide a 
documented comparison between two different methods of ITS development.   
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Abstract. AutoTutor and the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring 
(GIFT) are two separate projects that have independently recognized the need 
for greater interoperability and modularity between intelligent tutoring systems. 
To this end, both projects are moving toward service-oriented delivery of tutor-
ing. A project is currently underway to integrate AutoTutor and GIFT. This pa-
per describes the Sharable Knowledge Object (SKO) framework, a service-
oriented, publish and subscribe architecture for natural language tutoring. First, 
the rationale for breaking an established tutoring system into separate services is 
discussed.  Secondly,  a  short  history  of  AutoTutor’s  software  design  is  reviewed. 
Next, the design principles of the new SKO framework for tutoring are de-
scribed. Finally, the plans and progress for integration with the GIFT architec-
ture are presented. 

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring Systems, Service Oriented Architectures,  
Message Passing, Design Patterns, Systems Integration 

1 Introduction 

Intelligent tutoring systems (ITS), despite effectiveness as instructional technology, 
have historically suffered from monolithic design patterns (Murray, 2003). Roschelle 
and Kaput (1996) referred  to  tutoring  systems  as  “application  islands”  for  their  lack  of  
interoperability. A recent systematic literature review by the author of this paper 
found little evidence of newer tutoring systems sharing components or working to-
ward a common base of components (Nye, 2013). This lack of modular ITS services 
reduces the availability of ITS software by preventing sharing of ITS components 
between systems. This problem increases the cost of ITS development and imposes a 
high barrier to entry for new systems.  

An improvement over this design would be a component-based and service-
oriented architecture, allowing composability of ITS components. Composability 
would greatly benefit ITS research, due to the high interdisciplinary skill-set needed 
to build a full tutoring system. Service oriented design would allow specialists to 
focus on individual components, while sharing common components. It would also 
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greatly reduce the waste of reimplementing components that could be shared by ITS. 
However, this concept is not new. Roschelle and Kaput (1996) suggested component-
based design over a decade ago, but little meaningful progress has been made toward 
that end. Part of the problem was the relative novelty of tutoring systems: fewer estab-
lished examples existed and there was less consensus about the definition and func-
tionality of an ITS.  

More recently, central researchers have noted that different ITS tools share many 
of the same high-level behaviors (VanLehn, 2006; Woolf, 2009). This consensus 
implies a common ontology for describing the high level functions of ITS compo-
nents and the meaning of information passed between them. While literature consen-
sus does not constitute a formal ontology, it indicates the possibility of a grammar for 
talking about the types of information communicated between different parts of an 
ITS. An argument against the feasibility of this approach might be the disconnected 
nature of many subfields of ITS research, which come from different theoretical 
backgrounds that are not easily integrated (Pavlik and Toth, 2010). With that said, 
regardless of the underlying theory, the external behaviors (e.g., giving a hint) and 
core assessments (e.g., learning gains) are quite similar. The need to maintain theoret-
ical coherence does not mean that a common ontology is infeasible, but simply indi-
cates that there are limits to its useful granularity. For example, does a user-interface 
care how a hint is generated? If not, the user interface should be able to display hints 
from any system capable of generating hints. By taking advantage of the distinct roles 
and functions within a tutoring system, breaking down an individual tutoring system 
into distinct, sharable components is possible. Moreover, a significant number of 
components of the tutoring system are secondary   to   the   tutor’s   theoretical   concerns  
but pivotal to their operation. Machine learning algorithms, data storage interfaces, 
facial recognition software, speech synthesis, linguistic analysis, graphical interfaces, 
and tutoring API hooks for 3D worlds are enabling technologies for tutoring systems 
(Pavlik et al., 2012; Nye et al., 2013). 

AutoTutor and the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) are 
two separate tutoring frameworks that have independently recognized the importance 
of modularity and interoperability in tutoring design. AutoTutor is a highly-effective 
natural language tutoring system where learners talk through domain concepts with an 
animated  agent   (Graesser  et   al.,  2004a).  Learning  gains   for  AutoTutor  average  0.8σ  
over reading static text materials on the same topic (Graesser et al., 2012). GIFT is a 
service-oriented framework for integrating tutoring capabilities into static material, 
such as a PowerPoint, and interactive environments, such as a simulation or a serious 
game (Sottilare et al., 2012). This paper describes the process of moving AutoTutor 
toward a service-oriented paradigm and the progress toward integrating AutoTutor 
with GIFT. 

 

2 Prior AutoTutor Design Patterns 

The original AutoTutor design was implemented as a standalone desktop application 
to teach computer literacy, which also relied on platform-dependent elements such as 
the Microsoft Agent (Peter Wiemer-Hastings et al., 1998). Since an installed applica-
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tion made AutoTutor harder to deliver, a subsequent version reimplemented the tutor-
ing system as a web-based application (Graesser et al., 2004a). Since that time, vari-
ous   tutoring   systems   that   followed   in  AutoTutor’s   footsteps  have  used   a  mixture  of  
desktop and web-based designs. While many of these systems share conceptual prin-
ciples and some share authoring tools, reuse of components and services between 
these different tutoring projects has been limited. So then, while Roschelle and Kaput 
(1996)  spoke  of  “application  islands,”  AutoTutor  and  related  systems have evolved as 
a  sort  of  “application  archipelago”  of  related  but  independent  tutoring  systems.  While  
the principles of AutoTutor have been influential, code reuse has been limited, even in 
projects that explicitly extend AutoTutor, such as AutoTutor Lite (Hu et al., 2009).  

AutoTutor’s  package  that  handles  linguistic  analysis  is  a  counter-example to this 
pattern. Coh-Metrix provides a suite of linguistic analysis tools, such as latent seman-
tic analysis, regular expression matching, and domain corpora (Graesser et al., 2004b). 
While this tool started development nearly a decade ago, it remains under active de-
velopment and is used regularly by AutoTutor and other projects. This longevity may 
be attributed to its focused scope and purpose as a toolbox for linguistic analysis. 
Additionally, Coh-Metrix has the advantage that it is primarily algorithmic and algo-
rithms do not tend to change much.  

By comparison, the landscape of educational computing has changed greatly over 
that period: web-based applications replaced many desktop applications, then full-
featured Java web applications were replaced by lighter JavaScript and Flash clients 
with server-side code written in languages such as Python and C#. AutoTutor designs 
have mirrored these trends fairly closely, with the original AutoTutor written as a 
desktop application (Peter Wiemer-Hastings et al., 1998), the next iteration being a 
Java-based web application (Graesser et al., 2004a), and systems such as AutoTutor 
Lite relying on Flash, JavaScript, and Python (Hu et al., 2009). In the process of 
changing platforms and programming languages, a great deal of development work 
has been lost to a cycle of re-implementation to match the needs of a changing tech-
nology landscape.  

Based on this history, how could design patterns be improved to encourage reuse 
and interoperability? The first principle, demonstrated by Coh-Metrix, is embodied by 
the  Unix  philosophy:  “Do  one  thing  and  do  it  well”  (Raymond,  2003).  This  is  funda-
mental to service-oriented design, where boundaries between components are strict. 
The second principle is that delivery platforms may evolve rapidly. Just as AutoTutor 
has adapted to web delivery for desktops, mobile applications are becoming an im-
portant platform. Tutoring systems need to minimize platform-dependence. Finally, 
the best programming languages for different platforms vary. Moreover, existing 
tutoring systems have large investments in their code base. Components need to 
communicate using language-agnostic standards for different tutoring systems to in-
teroperate. Service-oriented designs, while not yet common in tutoring systems, offer 
significant advantages for the next generation of ITS.  

3 Sharable Knowledge Objects 

AutoTutor is moving in this direction with Sharable Knowledge Objects (SKO), 
which allow creating tutoring modules by composing a mixture of components: local 
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static media, remote static media, local components, and web services. These compo-
nents are categorized in terms of two questions: 1. Is the component local? and 2. Is 
the component static or interactive? While the current focus of this work is on ser-
vice-oriented web delivery, the design is also intended to support communication 
between components in the same process. By using a uniform messaging pattern, 
components can be developed without consideration of whether they will be used on a 
local device or accessed as a remote service.  

In  design  pattern  terms,  SKO’s  are  being  developed  to  follow  the  service  compo-
sition principle. In service composition, a composition of multiple services can be 
considered a single service when creating a new composition of services. Service-
oriented design is largely the same concept as component-based design, except with 
the added complexity that the components may be distributed across time and space 
as part of a distributed network. So then, what is a SKO? A SKO declares a composi-
tion of services intended to deliver knowledge to a user, with the expected use case 
being tutoring in natural language. In this context, the SKO framework is not a re-
implementation of AutoTutor but a framework for breaking AutoTutor down into 
minimal components that can be composed to create tutoring modules that may or 
may not rely on the traditional AutoTutor modules. These minimal components are 
intended to be used as part of a service-oriented design.  

Figure 1 shows an overview of the new SKO framework. The core of the new 
SKO framework relies on a publish-and-subscribe architecture based entirely on pass-
ing messages that convey semantically-tagged information. These patterns significant-
ly improve the flexibility of service composition for tutoring. Publish and subscribe 
frees individual components from explicit knowledge of any other services. The com-
ponent knows only its own state, the messages that it has received, and the messages 
that it has transmitted. SKO is viewed as a way to split AutoTutor into separate, easi-
ly-reusable components. Secondly, SKO is intended to unify components from differ-
ent systems that have evolved from AutoTutor along divergent paths by adding their 
unique functionality as services.  

Exploring the details of each of these services is outside the scope of this paper. 
Instead, this section will focus on how different users would interact with and benefit 
from a SKO. While certain features of SKO are still under development, these exam-
ples describe how different users will interact with the completed SKO framework. 
To the learner, a SKO acts as a single module of instructional content focusing on a 
single lesson (e.g., learning how to complete a given math problem). For AutoTutor 
Lite, a web page loads a talking head and a user-input box, often with a button to 
begin a tutoring session. The SKO module does not specify any rules or functions. 
Instead, it relies on components to send messages. So then, user input triggers on the 
tutoring button generates a message from the user interface component. The tutoring 
engine reads that message and selects tutoring dialog, which is sent off as a new mes-
sage. The animated agent and text-to-speech services read this message and cause the 
talking head to speak the message to the learner. By sharing a student model in a 
learning management system, multiple SKO can be combined into larger lesson units.  
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Fig. 6. Sharable Knowledge Object Framework for AutoTutor 

To an advanced developer, a SKO is a collection of services. Advanced de-
velopers design new services and create SKO templates that can be filled in by in-
structors. These designers can create a SKO template using an advanced interface, 
where they would define the set of services within a SKO template and how these tie 
into the user interface. However, the advanced developer is not expected to add any 
domain content. Instead, they merely specify placeholders for content that is required 
or allowed. Based on these placeholders, a form-based authoring wizard would be 
created to allow instructors and domain experts to create specific SKO based on the 
template.  

To an instructor, a SKO is a series of forms where they enter their expert data and 
produce working tutoring modules that they can test immediately. For example, an 
advanced developer could make a SKO template for guiding a student through solv-
ing an Algebra problem. From this, a form would be generated to allow an instructor 
to specify solution steps and tutoring dialogs associated with each step. An instructor 
could complete this form multiple times to enter content for different problems. This 
development is intended to be collaborative. By storing SKO in cloud hosts, different 
authors can edit or test each module. This also greatly facilitates SKO delivery, as a 
web-based SKO can be directly tested after creation.  

4 Integration with GIFT 

As part of the project to integrate AutoTutor with GIFT, AutoTutor Lite is being bro-
ken down into distinct services to fit into the SKO framework. Rather than focus on 
the low-level details of how AutoTutor and GIFT are integrating, the high-level pro-
cess will be outlined. There is no canonical set of services that a given tutoring system 
should be broken down into so that it can be integrated into GIFT. However, the gen-
eral integration process followed by AutoTutor might serve as a model for other sys-
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tems considering GIFT integration. This integration has five phases: 1. identifying 
complementary   functionality,   2.   determining   distinct   “parts”   of   the   AutoTutor   Lite  
system, 3. specifying the functionality, inputs, and outputs of each part, 4. building 
web services, and 5. working with GIFT developers to add these to the GIFT distribu-
tion.  

In the first phase, to identify complementary functionality between GIFT and 
AutoTutor, a large table of various key features for each system was created. This 
table helped identify the tools that GIFT had already implemented and those that 
AutoTutor Lite  could  contribute.  This  process   identified   that  AutoTutor’s  main  con-
tributions were conversational pedagogical agents, interactive tutoring, improved 
student modeling, and semantic analysis tools to compare sentence similarity. In the 
second phase, the full AutoTutor Lite system was examined to find distinct parts: sets 
of functionality that could be meaningfully split into distinct components. GIFT is 
meant to be a generalized system, so re-usable components offer more value to the 
system. To find these divisions, we looked for parts that only needed and returned 
small, well-formed information from other parts (e.g., the semantic service can com-
pare any two sets of words and return a similarity value). In the next phase, the func-
tions, inputs, and outputs of each part were determined. After that, we started building 
web services for each part. Web services were used because they follow communica-
tion standards that mean that AutoTutor code does not need to be in the same lan-
guage as the GIFT code, nor does it need to run on the same computer. Finally, as 
versions of these web services have been completed, they have been provided to 
GIFT for integration into the system. This is an important part of the process, as test-
ing with GIFT has helped uncover hurdles about the scalability and limitations of 
these new services. As these services are completed, they are being integrated into 
releases of GIFT.  

Overall, integration with GIFT dovetails with a larger movement of AutoTutor 
toward a service-oriented architecture. This redesign will not only help integration 
with GIFT, but also with other systems in the future. Figure 2 shows how AutoTutor 
services are expected to integrate into the GIFT framework. AutoTutor services are 
shown on the right side of the diagram and include the semantic analysis service (for 
analyzing  user   input),   learner’s  characteristic  curve   (LCC)  service   (a   simple   type  of  
student model), tutoring service for AutoTutor Lite, a service for text-to-speech, and 
an animated agent service. Some of these components are already available as web 
services. Once these services are available, GIFT will be able to incorporate basic 
AutoTutor Lite tutoring as part of its framework. The message-passing SKO frame-
work will then standardize how AutoTutor communicates with GIFT. Additional 
services not displayed are also anticipated, such as a persistent student model, authen-
tication service, and services for wrapping assessments such as multiple choice tests.  
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Fig. 7. Integration of AutoTutor and GIFT 

5 Limitations and Future Directions 

The SKO framework is intended to separate components based on the knowledge 
transferred between them, represented as semantic messages. This process will greatly 
improve modularity, enable AutoTutor to be implemented using a service-oriented 
design, and support interoperability with GIFT. However, modularity is limited by the 
information each component must share. Certain functions of the tutoring system are 
more easily separated into distinct components than others. For interoperating with 
additional tutoring systems, agreeing on a common set of messages may also be a 
challenge.  

Currently, the publish-and-subscribe version Sharable Knowledge Object frame-
work is under active development. In parallel with this work, AutoTutor Lite is being 
broken  down  into  services  and  consumed  by  GIFT  using   traditional  API’s.  Work   in  
this area is focused on converting the semantic analysis services and AutoTutor Lite 
tutoring interpreter into services. Message-passing interfaces will then be incorpo-
rated into each service and they will be composed using the publish-and-subscribe 
SKO framework.  
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Abstract. Generalized frameworks for constructing intelligent tutors, such as 
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1 Introduction 

Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) have been shown to enhance learning effectiveness 
in a wide variety of academic domains [1].  The ITS field has long drawn inspiration 
from studying strategies employed by human tutors in one-on-one engagement with 
students [2]. Success has spurred the research community to extend its aspirations into 
more complex, ill-defined domains. Ill-defined domains are those that lack clearly 
defined procedures to determine the correctness of proposed solutions to specific 
problems [3]. Our interest lies in exploratory training simulations of those domains. 

To address the difficulty of guiding effective learning in these complex environ-
ments, it seems useful to develop and leverage generalized techniques. The GIFT 
architecture represents a comprehensive approach to facilitate reuse of common tools 
and methods for building ITS. Although much of the initial focus of GIFT has been 
directed toward well-defined domains, it we would like to consider how it could be 
extended to ill-defined domains as well [4], especially those rendered through explor-
atory simulations. 

The   authors’   motivating   example   is   a   system   we   are   building   called   "Master  
Trainer – Individualized" (MT-I).  The goal for this system is to intelligently guide 
new military squad leaders in simulations that combine intercultural communication 
and negotiation skills with tactical challenges.  This system integrates stand-off as-
sessments of student affect to modulate the intensity of the simulation to optimize 
student challenge.  One of the questions we are investigating is how to drive the rela-
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tionship between the student and a simulated human to achieve pedagogically useful 
levels of anger, conflict or cooperation.  We are interested in applying what we are 
learning toward the generation of useful domain-independent strategies that could be 
incorporated into GIFT. 

2 Motivations for GIFT 

Although the field of ITS research is imbued with a strong collaborative spirit, the 
field lacks common computational infrastructure.  GIFT is a particularly promising 
approach toward a general reusable framework for intelligent tutoring could benefit 
the entire field. 

Scientific research largely presumes the capability to make apples-to-apples 
comparisons of competing theories. Although they share some common concepts and 
goals, the majority of ITS research systems share little common architecture or code 
[1]. To make broad contributions to this field often requires a fairly full-featured ITS 
on which to perform analyses, yet bespoke software development is both time con-
suming and expensive. Shared platforms and plug-ins amortize development costs and 
grow communities of professionals who can more effectively collaborate and relocate 
between projects and organizations, accelerating the productivity of the field as a 
whole [5]. 

GIFT proposes common frameworks for alternative implementations of a broad 
set of ITS capabilities.  Built on solid design principles and a comprehensive under-
standing of the work of the ITS community, GIFT promises to serve an increasingly 
useful role in accelerating the scientific and commercial success of the field.  Three 
common challenges faced by the field: authoring, instructional management, and 
analysis form the core constructs of GIFT.  Successful evolution of these constructs 
promises to accelerate scientific progress by sharing common evaluation methodolo-
gies, reducing the time and expense for reused software components, and promoting a 
more tightly integrated and collaborative community.   

GIFT may help accelerate commercialization of scientific progress by facilitating 
the production of a common currency of evidence of learning effectiveness that can 
be used to sell the benefits of implemented systems.  It can help provide a platform 
for rapid prototyping to more quickly cycle through alternative approaches to find 
those that work best. Much as Eclipse™  has   accelerated   software  development   [5],  
and  Unity3D™  has  democratized high fidelity game development [6], GIFT has the 
potential to grow into a common workbench that builds-in the ability to package and 
deploy new work to a full breadth of possible platforms.                                    

3 Characteristics of Ill-Defined Domains 

The current GIFT vision accommodates a wide range of ITS capabilities.  However, 
ill-defined domains have not been a primary component of that vision [4].  This sec-
tion begins with an irony-free definition of ill-defined domains, describes some of the 
challenges encountered by human tutors in a subset of these domains, and then con-
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siders issues and opportunities they present for ITS designers working with immersive 
simulation environments. 
 
3.1 Defining Ill-Defined Domains 

Much of the historical grounding of ITS research is focused on guiding students 
through well-structured discrete learning tasks, to impart deeply decomposable 
knowledge [5] from well-defined domains.  Fournier-Viger et al. [8] declare ill-
defined  domains  to  be  those  “where  traditional  approaches  for  building  tutoring  sys-
tems   are   not   applicable   or   do   not  work  well”.         Lynch   and  Pinkus   [9]   characterize  
problems in ill-defined domains as lacking definitive answers, having answers heavily 
dependent   upon   the   problem’s   conception,   and   requiring   students   to   both   retrieve  
relevant concepts and map them to the task at hand.  Mitrovic [10] underscores the 
important distinction between ill-defined domains and ill-defined tasks, anticipating 
Sottilare’s  [4]  observation  that  ITS  authoring  in  ill-defined domains is complicated by 
the  multiplicity  of  “paths  to  success”  compared  to  the  more  well-defined domains in 
which of ITS research has been situated.   
 
3.2 Tutoring Challenges Posed by Ill-Defined Domains 

Human tutors have served as both an inspiration for ITS behavior and benchmark and 
a benchmark for ITS performance [1].  Because no one has yet made a comprehensive 
study comparing human tutor behaviors in traditional domains with those in ill-
defined domains to identify the most necessary extensions to tutorial reasoning, our 
work on the MT-I system is inspired by specific analogues of human tutors in the 
domains of live military training for tactics and intercultural effectiveness.  

Live training in environments that combine military tactics and interpersonal 
challenges often spans many hours or days, ranges through confined indoor and ex-
pansive outdoor spaces, and requires dozens or hundreds of live role players.  Interac-
tions with these role players are often guided by scripted prompts, but involve a lot of 
improvisation as well.  Examples include resolving disputes between armed civilians, 
negotiating with civic or spiritual leaders, as well neutralizing threats posed by snipers 
or potential ambushes.  Trainers are usually embedded within the environment and 
have the ability to provide guidance to students during the simulation.  

When comparing the behavior of the trainers/tutors in these exercises to that of 
academic tutors, a striking contrast is immediately evident.  Feedback is often de-
ferred over much longer intervals than what one would typically see in one-on-one 
tutoring in well-defined academic domains. Because is often unsafe or impossible to 
suspend exercises involving moving/flying vehicles and timed explosions, most in-
corporate extensive after-action review (AAR) as the primary conduit for feedback 
and guidance.  To some extent, the tutors may elect to integrate feedback within the 
broader context of a scheduled AAR.  In other cases, immediate feedback cannot be 
given on an individual student action choice because multiple student actions are 
required before a judgment can be made.  Some of this deferral is linked to the inter-
play between student and role players, as it is difficult to guide the student without 
impacting the on-going social exchange. Finally, unlike many academic tasks, it is 
difficult to reset the problem state after an incorrect student action, as the training is 
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situated in a narrative context with a fixed rate of flow to coordinate the many moving 
parts.   

The immediate feedback tutors do provide in these simulations is often con-
strained to ensuring that the student is engaged and taking actions that move the im-
plicit narrative forward.  The deferred feedback is often a holistic reflection involving 
multiple learning objectives, student affect and metacognitive guidance on productive 
application of the feedback to future performance. 
 
3.3 Tutoring in Computer Simulations of  Ill-Defined Domains  

Many of the challenges encountered by humans in ill-defined domains carry over into 
computer-based tutoring. The assessment granularity sometimes spans multiple ac-
tions, can sometimes be entwined in social interactions, and can sometimes be en-
twined in narrative.  Each of these specific constraints can be viewed more generally. 

What we commonly describe as narrative in simulation environments is more 
generally described as a meaningful continuity of state over time.  Narrative-centered 
learning environments [11, 12] can vary in the extent to which they support alterna-
tive branches toward "success" or even emergent run-time generation.  Yet they share 
the constraint that the continuity associated with the progression of states cannot be 
broken or the reversed without consequence, which in turn places limitations on the 
action choices available to both student and tutor.   

Similarly, what we commonly perceive as social interaction between students and 
non-player characters (NPCs) in simulations is one particular case of an addition of 
simulation-based elements to tutorial state.  In this case, it is the game-state data asso-
ciated with the NPCs attitudes toward the student that persistent over sequences of 
tutorial actions.  Other examples of game/simulation state variables that influence 
tutorial state include consumable or non-replenishable resources in the simulation 
which may affect the span of future tutorial choices.   

Finally, the dependency on multiple student actions for student assessment is a 
specific manifestation of the well-recognized and more general problem of assessing 
student correctness at all in ill-defined domain.  Yet while these challenges compli-
cate the job of intelligent tutoring, they also introduce new tools.  Narrative continuity 
can be exploited both to scaffold instruction and provide context for interpretation of 
actions.  NPCs and other simulation based entities can be manipulated for pedagogical 
purposes, providing implicit guidance or challenge to the student.  The complexity of 
interpretation of student action affords the intelligent tutor the opportunity for more 
nuanced and complex forms of guidance that may have more profound and lasting 
effects on learning. 
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Fig. 8. Model of Tutoring Dynamic in Simulated Ill-Defined Domains 

To best confront the challenges and make use of the opportunities of learning 
based in simulation environments over ill-defined domains, we need models that un-
derstand the tutoring dynamic as more than a one-on-one exchange.  Rather, the mod-
el must recognize that the persistent state, continuity constraints, and assessment am-
biguity of the simulation environment continually shape the interactions between tutor 
and student. Figure 1 is a depiction of such a model.  At any point in time, the state of 
an ITS can be described as a combination of the state data associated with the student, 
the tutor and the simulation environment.  Arrows depict the flow of state-changing 
actions between these three components.  Note that some of these actions may pro-
ceed in parallel and may last for human-perceptible durations; perhaps with sufficient 
frequency that the overall state of the system may be more often in flux than it is qui-
escent.   

This expanded interaction model complicates the prescription  of  the  “learning  ef-
fect  chain”  [4].    Because  any  change  to  student,  tutor,  or  environment  is  represented 
as a new state, the progression toward learning gains involves navigating through a 
broad space of potential alternative paths.  As shown in the rightmost half of Figure 1, 
one particular progression (the sequence of colored tutorial state snapshots depicted 
against white backgrounds) is merely one path through a rapidly expanding profusion 
of alternatives. 

This tableau of interwoven learning progressions and alternatives gives an ambi-
tious tutorial agent a lot to think about.  Sufficiently inspired agents may perform 
plan-based reasoning to map the possibilities and nudge the learning experience in the 
most fruitful directions.  In fact, tutorial agents have been constructed that mine the 
space of alternative actions sequences [12] to devise remediation strategies. Advanced 
agents might even consider choreographing multiple sessions, altering emphasis and 
tactics as it varies the pedagogical purpose of each session.    

Alternatively, the profusion of possibilities can influence time-sensitive develop-
ers  to  move  in  the  other  direction,  building  “knowledge-lean”  [13tutorial  agents.    As  a  
consequence, ITS developers in these environments often eschew deep knowledge-
tracing expert models in favor of less precise, but more easily authored constraint-
based approaches [8].  This suggests that a generalized intelligent framework, such as 
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GIFT, should consider supporting a variety of modeling approaches.  In fact, our cur-
rent implementation of MT-I, which features ill-defined tasks within overlapping ill-
defined domains, we have found it useful to author constraint-based models to charac-
terize the correctness of individual student tasks in a wide range of potential contexts, 
where that model feeds a higher-level knowledge tracing model of higher-level, more 
abstract learning objectives that operates over longer time spans. 

4 Enhanced Knowledge Representations and Reasoning  

Not surprisingly, some of the challenges posed by ill-defined domains in simulated 
environments can be addressed by providing tools to create better definitions.  Flexi-
ble  and  knowledge  representations  (KR)  can  serve  as   the  definitional  “handles”   that  
tutorial agents can use to enhance reasoning about the state of the student and simula-
tion.  That reasoning can be converted to action if the simulation is instrumented with 
“levers”,   software  hooks   that   cause  pedagogically  useful  changes  expressed   through  
those handles.  This section proposes three levers that use non-traditional extensions 
to tutorial knowledge representations to provide enhance tutorial reasoning and more 
effective student guidance. 

Lever #1: Enriched Definitions of Learning Objectives. Trainers in the sophis-
ticated simulations involving role players discussed earlier are often trying to steer 
their students toward states of mind that go beyond a prescribed set of factual 
knowledge to include social, narrative and affective dimensions, as shown in Figures 
1 and 2.  To achieve similar results in simulated environments, tutorial agents must 
reason about those dimensions of learning objectives as well. The KR should be able 
to qualify, for example, not only that the trainee know how to greet respectfully a 
village leader, but that the student can perform that greeting is accomplished while in 
a highly agitated state.    

Lever #2: Enriched Definitions of Tutorial Purpose.  Sophisticated simula-
tions can be used in a broader set of pedagogical contexts that traditional systems, 
ranging from direct instruction of material to which the student has not previously 
been exposed, to consolidation of previously taught material, to transfer of knowledge 
to new domains, to assessment of knowledge and performance, to building confidence, 
teamwork or skills that apply acquired knowledge.  Thus, the purpose of a given tuto-
rial session can vary more widely than in traditional instruction, which demands that 
tutorial strategies and tactics be labeled according to their relevance for these various 
purposes.  For example, a particular tutorial action may have a stronger positive effect 
on student self-efficacy that an alternative which may have a stronger positive effect 
on didactic specificity.  An enhanced KR enables the tutorial agent to choose between 
these alternatives based on whether the purpose of the current session is to build con-
fidence or impart knowledge.  

Lever #3: Persistently-labeled Learner Data. To maximally leverage the op-
portunities of sophisticated learning environments, in which multiple learning ses-
sions for varying learning purposes may span arbitrary time periods, individual stu-
dent data must be persistent and pervasive: accessible and publishable  at any level by 
any component of the tutorial framework. This allows tutorial agents running at vari-
ous levels with various time horizons to tie together data collected on individual stu-
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dents across multiple sessions.  For example, it could prove useful to know how quick 
a student is to anger, or which immediately reachable emotional states are most con-
ducive to learning for a particular student, where that data may have been collected 
and stored in an earlier tutorial session by an agent using the same generalize frame 
work. All student model data should be tagged with its expected lifespan: step, task, 
session, application, or beyond.  This enhances the ability of any particular tutorial 
agent to perform macro-level adaptation [14] to evolve learning across multiple do-
mains that enhance domain-independent competencies. 

5 Conclusions 

A generalized framework like GIFT holds significant promise for accelerating scien-
tific and commercial success of ITS.  Yet one of the areas in which that acceleration is 
most desperately needed, ill-defined domains in simulated environments, are not ad-
dressed in depth by the current approach to GIFT.  We suggest that a first step in this 
direction would to explore several extensions to the knowledge representations in 
GIFT to meet the demands of those environments. 
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Abstract. We   are   starting   to   integrate   Carnegie   Learning’s   Cognitive   Tutor  
(CT)   into   the  Army  Research  Laboratory’s  Generalized   Intelligent Framework 
for Tutoring (GIFT), with the aim of extending the tutoring systems to under-
stand the impact of integrating non-cognitive factors into our tutoring.  As part 
of this integration, we focus on ways in which non-cognitive factors can be as-
sessed,  measured,   and/or   “detected.”      This   research   provides   the   groundwork  
for an Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) Advanced Distributed Learn-
ing (ADL)-funded   project   on   developing   a   “Hyper-Personalized”   Intelligent  
Tutor (HPIT).  We discuss the integration of the HPIT project with GIFT, high-
lighting several important questions that such integration raises for the GIFT ar-
chitecture and explore several possible resolutions. 

Keywords: Cognitive Tutors, intelligent tutoring systems, student modeling, af-
fect, personalization, non-cognitive factors, gaming the system, off-task behav-
ior, Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring, GIFT 

1 Introduction 

Our  goal   in  developing   a   “Hyper-Personalized”   Intelligent  Tutor   (HPIT)   is   to  bring  
learning systems to the next level of user/student adaptation. In addition to traditional 
features   of   systems   like   Carnegie   Learning’s   Cognitive   Tutor   (CT),   HPIT   includes  
non-cognitive factors to provide a more personalized experience for users of the sys-
tem. In this paper, we discuss features of HPIT and situate the work in the context of 
the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) architecture. 
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1.1 Cognitive Tutors 

Carnegie  Learning’s  Cognitive  Tutor  (CT)  [1]  is  an  adaptive,  computer-based tutoring 
system (CBTS) or intelligent tutoring system (ITS) based on the Adaptive Control of 
Thought—Rational (ACT-R) theory of cognition [2] used every year by hundreds of 
thousands of learners, from middle school students through college undergraduates.  
To date, Carnegie Learning’s  development  of  the  CT  has  focused  primarily  on  math-
ematics. 

1.2 Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) 

The Army Research Laboratory (ARL) is working to develop the Generalized Intelli-
gent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT). The GIFT project aims to  provide  a  “modular 
CBTS framework and standards [that] could enhance reuse, support authoring and 
optimization of CBTS strategies for learning, and lower the cost and skillset needed 
for users to adopt CBTS solutions for military training and education”   [3].  Given 
substantial efforts in both academia and industry to develop ITSs, integrating aspects 
of  this  work  with  ARL’s  GIFT  is  important  for  future  development.    We  briefly  pro-
vide an overview of GIFT before describing a particular project that will integrate 
architecture  for  “hyper-personalized”  versions  of  ITSs,  like  Carnegie  Learning’s  CT,  
with GIFT. 

GIFT  provides  a  modular  framework  to  achieve  and  support  three  goals  or  “con-
structs”   [3]:   (1)   affordable,   easy   authoring   of   CBTS   components,   (2)   instructional 
management for integrating pedagogical best practices, and (3) experimental analysis 
of effectiveness. 

GIFT’s   service-oriented architecture (SOA) currently provides four modules, 
among other functional elements, around which CBTSs can be implemented and into 
which existing ITSs can be integrated.  Three modules are domain-independent: the 
Sensor Module, User Module, and Pedagogical Module. The Domain Module con-
tains all domain-specific content, including problems sets, hints, misconceptions, etc.  

One   functional  element  outside  of  “local   tutoring  processes”   in   the  GIFT  archi-
tecture is important for the present discussion: Persistent Learner Models.  These 
models  are   intended   to  “maintain  a   long   term  view  of   the   learner’s  states,   traits,  de-
mographics, preference, and historical data (e.g., survey results, performance, compe-
tencies)”  [3].  As  we  review  several  key,  non-cognitive factors upon which we seek to 
base   a   “hyper-personalized”   CT,   the   importance   of   data   intended   to   be   tracked   by  
Persistent Learner Models will  be  clear.    However,  the  notion  of  “persistence”  for  this  
data becomes less clear. 

2 Non-Cognitive Factors 

While the CT and other ITSs adapt content presented to students based on cognitive 
factors such as skill mastery, there are many other (cognitive and non-cognitive) fac-
tors for which the student learning experience might be adapted and personalized.  
We present several examples of recent research focusing on the impact of non-
cognitive factors on student learning in ITSs.   
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2.1 Gaming the System and Off-Task Behavior 

A wide variety of behaviors in an ITS or CBTS like CT may be associated with learn-
ing.  Two specific behaviors that have been widely studied in the recent literature 
include   “gaming   the   system”   behavior   and   off-task behavior [4] [5].  This research 
has not only studied the association of these behaviors with learning but has also led 
to  the  development  of  software  “detectors”  of  such  behavior  from  ITS  log  data. 

Sometimes students attempt to advance through material in ITSs like the CT 
without actually learning the content and developing mastery of appropriate skills.  
Such   behavior   is   generally   referred   to   as   “gaming   the   system.”      Examples   of   such  
behavior  include  rapid  or  systematic  guessing  and  “hint-abuse.”    “Hint-abuse”  refers  
to  repeated  student  hint  requests,  sometimes  until  a  final  or  “bottom-out”  hint  (essen-
tially) provides the answer to a problem or problem step [10]. 

Software  “detectors”  of  gaming   the  system  behavior  have  been  developed  (e.g.,  
[7]) and correlated with field-observations of student behavior.  Such software detec-
tors  rely  on  various  features  that  are  “distilled”  from  CT  log  files  [8]. Studies find an 
association [4] [9] [10] and evidence for a causal link [11] [12] between gaming the 
system behavior and decreased student learning.  Similar software has also been de-
veloped, and validated via field-observations, to detect off-task behavior [5]. 

Other types of behavior, of course, may also be important for learning in CBTSs 
and  ITSs.    While  some  behaviors  may  be  “sensed”  via  physical,  tactile,  and/or  physio-
logical sensors, we emphasize that state-of-the-art research attempts to detect different 
types of behavior from logs generated by CBTSs and ITSs. 

2.2 Affect 

Building on success in developing detectors of student behavior, current research 
seeks to detect student affect (e.g., boredom, engaged concentration, frustration, etc.) 
without sensors (i.e., without physical, tactile, and/or physiological sensors) [13]. 
Such detectors have also been validated by field-observations of students using ITS in 
the classroom.  Further, these detectors have been successfully deployed to predict 
student learning via standardized test scores [14].   

While  student  affect  and  behavior  might  also  be  physically  “sensed”,  inferred,  or  
measured via survey instruments (e.g., mood via survey [15]), data-driven detection 
of student affect and behavior is a promising approach to achieve the GIFT design 
goal   of   supporting   “low-cost,   unobtrusive   (passive)  methods…   to   inform  models   to  
classify (in near real-time)  the  learner’s  states  (e.g.,  cognitive  and  affective)”  [3]. 

2.3 Preferences 

Carnegie   Learning’s   middle   school   mathematics   CT   product,  MATHia,   allows   stu-
dents to set preferences for various interest areas (e.g., sports, art) and probabilistical-
ly tailors problem presentation based on those preferences.  On-going research aims to 
determine if and how presenting students with problems related to their preference 
areas is associated with engagement and benefits student learning (e.g., [16-17]). Oth-
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er student preferences might be ascertained via surveys, configuration settings, or 
inferred from data, at different levels of granularity and time scales. 

2.4 Personality and Other Learner Characteristics 

Other characteristics of learners may prove important for learning.  We consider two 
prominent examples that are being considered as we develop HPIT.  Investigating 
other learner characteristics is also a topic for future research. 

 
Grit. 
Grit [18-19] is defined as the tendency to persist in tasks over the long term, when 
reaching the goal is far off in the future. Duckworth et al. [18] found that grit, meas-
ured by a survey instrument [19], predicted retention among cadets at the United 
States Military Academy at West Point, educational attainment among adults, and 
advancement to the final round among contestants in the Scripps National Spelling 
Bee.  

Educational environments like CT are able to adjust the rate at which difficulty of 
activities increases. Students high in grit may, for example, benefit more from rapid 
increases in the difficulty of course material compared to students low in grit, regard-
less of knowledge-levels. 
 
Motivation and Goals.  
Students’  motivation  and  goals  are  likely  to  be  important  for  learner  adaptation.    Re-
cent research [20] considers fine-grained assessment, via frequent surveys (occurring 
every few minutes) embedded within CT, of student motivation and goal orientation 
to better understand models self-regulated  learning.     Elliot’s  framework  for  achieve-
ment goals provides for two dimensions, definition (mastery vs. performance) and 
valence (approach vs. avoidance), along which goals are oriented [20-22].   

Particular problems or hints (or ways of providing hints) might, for example, be 
best suited to students with a mastery avoidance goal orientation that seek to avoid 
failure, and so on.  In addition to ascertaining the influence of goals and motivation on 
learning,   determining   whether   students’   motivation   and   goals   (at   various   levels   of  
granularity) are relatively static or dynamic through a course, and possibly influenced 
by  students’  experience  in  a  course,  remains  a  topic  of  active  research  [20].   

3 Hyper-Personalizing Cognitive Tutors 

One particularly important aspect of CTs from an architectural perspective is that they 
are driven by user  inputs  (called  “transactions”  [23]).  From  a  system  perspective,  an  
update to the learner model happens only when the student takes some action within 
the system (e.g., attempting to answer a question or asking for a hint).  Other student-
initiated inputs might include, for example, student ratings of whether particular prob-
lems are interesting (e.g., an ever-present 5-star ranking system attached to each prob-
lem).  Student-initiated inputs range in time from the nearly continuous to being sepa-
rated by significant amounts of time.  
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In a more general system like GIFT, updates to the student model happen, not on-
ly at different timescales, but can also be initiated by actors (or factors) other than the 
learner. Examples include: acquiring data to update the student model through sur-
veys given to the student at times determined by the system (e.g., only at course-
beginning and end vs. periodically between problems or units), through real-time 
sensors (e.g., an eye-tracker), through student-determined inputs, etc.  Furthermore, in 
some learning environments, the student model might be updated by factors linked to 
the  passage  of   time  (e.g.,   inferring   that  a  skill  has  been  “forgotten”  because   the  stu-
dent does not use a tutor for a substantial amount of time or updating   students’  
knowledge state after a chemical reaction occurs following some time-lapse in a 
simulation-based chemistry tutor). The mode and frequency of data collection, in part, 
determine the kinds of pedagogical moves that the ITS can take. 

The ADL-funded Hyper-Personalized Intelligent Tutor (HPIT) project seeks to 
develop a modular, plug-in-like architecture using various data collection and pro-
cessing   elements   to   inform  CT’s   provision   of   problems,   feedback,   hints,   etc.      Each  
factor (whether cognitive or non-cognitive) may contribute to varying degrees to the 
decision-making process, as data are collected and inferences drawn about learner 
“state.”  A  plug-in  architecture  allows  for  “voting”  schemes   to  drive   the  personaliza-
tion process (e.g., perhaps two non-cognitive factors and one cognitive factor are all 
equally weighted, or not).  Methods will be developed to resolve conflicts (i.e., break 
“ties”)  when  multiple  recommendations  are  appropriate  given  a  student’s  “state.” 

While cognitive factors are crucial for adapting educational content for disparate 
users,   HPIT’s   primary   innovation   is   the   creation   of   a   platform   and   framework   for  
adapting content based on non-cognitive factors.  To do so, HPIT will draw on data 
from software detectors, surveys, and possibly physical sensors.   Perhaps more im-
portant from an architectural perspective, however, is the fact that the measurement, 
inference, or assessment of various cognitive and non-cognitive factors may occur on 
different time scales and at different levels of granularity.  

For example, if a student is both bored (as, for example, inferred from a software 
detector applied to real-time log data) and uninterested in material currently being 
presented (as inferred from survey results), material similar in difficulty, but provid-
ing examples better suited to student preferences, might be presented.  However, a 
different strategy might be required if we lack data about their interests. Adapting 
pedagogical strategies based on data that is currently available is a virtue of the flexi-
bility of the HPIT architecture we are developing.     

4 Implications for GIFT Architecture 

The GIFT architecture and recent research (e.g., [15]) focuses on using physical sen-
sors   and   surveys   to   gather   information   about   a   learner’s   non-cognitive state.  The 
HPIT framework builds on work to infer/measure student state with surveys and 
software detectors that use data from tutor logs.  These software detectors rely on data 
generated by the ITS following student-initiated input to the ITS.  We discuss several 
implications for the GIFT architecture and the integration of existing ITSs into GIFT. 
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4.1 Surveys 

In GIFT, Persistent Learner Models store survey results and communicate with the 
User/Learner Module via the SOA.  However, HPIT requires that surveys be deploy-
able at nearly any point in the learning experience, rather than simply before and after 
a  “chunk”   (e.g.,   unit)  of  course  material.     Furthermore,   surveys/polls  might  be  con-
ducted that assess momentary characteristics of the student experience, rather than the 
persistent state of a student6.   

Some survey-like elements may be deployed nearly continuously.  Thus, it might 
be initially attractive to conceptualize surveys are as a particular type of sensor.  
However, the processing of the type of survey data we have in mind seems fundamen-
tally different than processing sensor data (e.g., an eye-tracker).  Consider, for exam-
ple, the previously noted five-star rating system for problems.  While the rating sys-
tem may be deployed for near-continuous collection of data, frequently students may 
not choose to rate many problems.  Perhaps we find that a student who rates problems 
infrequently assigns two particular problems a 1-star (low) rating.  Given the lack of 
input from this student, these data may be especially salient and require special con-
sideration compared to a student who frequently rates problems, and with high varia-
bility.  Such possibilities seem to suggest that we treat discrete survey data (even with 
high-polling rates) differently than sensors that continuously provide data.   

4.2 (Sensor-Free) Detectors in the GIFT Architecture 

For purposes of software implementation, detectors are essentially sensors (i.e., both 
process, filter, and/or aggregate streams of data to make inferences about student 
state);;  “detector  processing”  would  be  nearly  identical   to  “sensor  processing”  within  
the Sensor Module.  However, the input characteristics of software detectors are much 
different than those of sensors in the GIFT architecture, as the notion of a sensor with-
in GIFT, to date, focuses on physical sensors.    Detectors generally rely on stu-
dent/user-initiated input mediated by the learning environment, but detectors might 
also be developed that do not rely on user-initiated input (e.g., a detector of  “forget-
ting”  based  on  time-lapse in usage of the ITS).  

One possible resolution would have the Domain Module (and/or the Tutor-User 
Interface) as input to the Sensors element, so that software-based detectors that rely 
on tutor log data are also conceptualized as Sensors. This proposal may stretch the 
notion of Sensors too far.  In response, one might include a new type of Detec-
tor/Analysis Module that would take Domain Module (and possibly Pedagogical 
Module or Tutor-User Interface) data as input and provide information to the User 
Module about learners’   affective   and   cognitive   states   via   software   detectors.      This  
achieves the goal of keeping the relatively domain-independent detectors outside of 
the Domain Module. This requires that Domain Module output is sufficiently rich for 
use by detectors; as currently conceptualized, this is not clear. 

                                                           
6 The HPIT architecture maintains such flexibility so that the investigator is free 

to make (or not make) distinctions about persistent versus non-persistent student char-
acteristics (and concomitant timing decisions about assessment, measurement, or 
detection). 
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5 Discussion 

Overall, we suggest that the GIFT architecture is well-served by considering the con-
sequences of integrating a broader range of input and output relationships among its 
component modules (or possibly new types of modules) and other functional elements, 
including considerations of the presence, timing, granularity, and content of data 
passed between components. 

Current research provides for data-driven means to use CT (and other CBTS) 
logs   to   classify   and   “detect”   student   behavior   and   affect   without   physical   sensors,  
whether transactions and inputs are student-initiated or system-initiated.  Integrating 
capabilities necessary for HPIT will be a fruitful extension of GIFT. 

Furthermore, detectors rely on data from the ITS to determine whether students 
are off-task, gaming, bored, frustrated, etc. Such detectors require relatively rich log 
data and would not be served by the impoverished (i.e., abstract) assessment catego-
ries   of   “above   standard,”   “below   standard,”   etc.,   provided   by   the   Domain Module. 
This suggests that detectors are a part of the Domain Module, but they are also (rela-
tively) domain independent. Thus, it is not clear that they should be included in the 
Domain Module.  Requiring detectors be a part of the Domain Module would also 
incur costs in terms of reusability and modularity.  Alternatively, richer data might be 
provided to an enhanced Learner Module that subsumes (aspects of) the Sensor Mod-
ule and our proposed detectors (i.e., the Detector/Analysis Module) to better infer 
characteristics   of   a   learner’s   state.  Further, other open questions remain as to the 
proper placement of other components of CTs within the GIFT architecture.  
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Abstract. A study is reported in which participants gained experience with de-
ductive reasoning and learned how to complete logic grid puzzles through a 
computerized tutorial. The names included in the clues and content of the puz-
zle varied by condition. The names present throughout the learning experience 
were   either   the   participant’s   own   name,   and   the   names   of   two   friends;;   the  
names of characters from a popular movie/book series (Harry Potter); or names 
that were expected to have no relationship to the individual participant (which 
served as a baseline). The experiment was administered using the Generalized 
Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT). GIFT was used to provide surveys, 
open the experimental programs in PowerPoint, open external web-sites, syn-
chronize a Q-sensor, and extract experimental data. The current paper details 
the study that was conducted, discusses the benefits of using GIFT, and offers 
recommendations for future improvements to GIFT. 
 

1 Introduction 

The Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) provides an efficient and 
cost effective way to run a study (Sottilare, Brawner, Goldberg, & Holden, 2012). In 
Psychology research, in-person experiments usually require the effort of research 
assistants who engage in opening and closing computer windows and guiding partici-
pants through the experimental session. GIFT provides an opportunity to automate 
this process, and requires a minimal knowledge of programming, which makes it an 
ideal tool for students and researchers in the field of Psychology. GIFT was utilized in 
the current pilot study, which is investigating the impact of the self-reference effect 
on learning to use deductive reasoning to solve logic grid puzzles.  

1.1 The Self-Reference Effect and Tutoring 

Thinking of the self in relation to a topic can have a positive impact on learning and 
retention. This finding has been consistently found in Cognitive Psychology research, 
and is known as the self-reference effect (Symons & Johnson, 1997). In addition, 
research has suggested that linking information to a popular fictional character (e.g., 
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Harry Potter)   can   also   draw   an   individual’s   attention   when   they   are   engaged   in   a  
difficult task, and can result in similar benefits to the self-reference effect (Lombardo, 
Barnes, Wheelwright, & Baron-Cohen, 2007; Sinatra, Sims, Najle, & Chin, 2011).  
The self-reference effect could potentially be utilized to provide benefits in tutoring 
and learning. Moreno and Mayer (2000) examined the impact of a participant being 
taught science lessons in a manner consistent with first person speech (self-reference), 
or in the third person. No difference was found in regard to knowledge gained from 
the lessons, however, when asked to apply the knowledge in a new and creative way, 
those that received the first person instruction demonstrated better performance. This 
suggests  that  relating  information  to  the  self  may  result  in  a  “deeper”  learning  or  un-
derstanding, which allows the individual to easily apply the information in new situa-
tions.  

It has been suggested that deep learning should be a goal in current instruction 
(Chow, 2010). This is consistent with findings that including topics of interest (e.g., 
familiar foods, names of friends) when teaching math can have a positive impact on 
learning outcomes (Anand & Ross, 1987; Ku & Sullivan, 2002). Many of the domains 
(e.g., math,  science)  that  have  been  examined  in  the  literature  are  “well-defined”  and  
do not transfer skills to additional tasks. There has not been a focus on deductive rea-
soning or teaching logic, which is a highly transferable skill. Logic grid puzzles are 
useful learning tools because they allow an individual to practice deductive reasoning 
by solving the puzzle. In these puzzles, individuals are provided with clues, a grid, 
and a story. The story sets up the puzzle, the clues provide information that assists the 
individual in narrowing down or deducing the correct answers and the grid provides a 
work space to figure out the puzzle. It has been suggested that these puzzles can be 
helpful in instruction, as they require the individual to think deeply about the clues 
and have a full understanding of them in order to solve the puzzle (McDonald, 2007). 
After practicing deductive reasoning with these puzzles, the skill can then potentially 
be transferred and applied in many other domains and subject areas. 

1.2 The Current Study 

The current study sets out to examine the self-reference effect in the domain of deduc-
tive reasoning, by teaching individuals how to complete logic grid puzzles. It is a pilot 
study, which will later be developed into a large scale study. During the learning 
phase of the study, there were three different conditions: Self-Reference, Popular 
Culture, and Generic. The study was administered on a computer using GIFT 2.5.  
The interactive logic puzzle tutorial was developed using Microsoft PowerPoint 2007 
and Visual Basic for Applications (VBA). In the Self-Reference condition, partici-
pants entered their own name and the names of two of their close friends into the 
program, in the Popular Culture condition, the participant was instructed to enter 
names from the Harry Potter series  (“Harry”,  “Ron”,  and  “Hermione”)  into  the  pro-
gram, in the Generic condition, participants were instructed to enter names which 
were  not  expected   to  be   their  own   (“Colby”,  “Russell”,   and  “Denise”)   into   the  pro-
gram. The program then used the entered names throughout the tutorial as part of the 
clues and the puzzle with which the participants were being taught. Therefore, the 
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participants were actively working with the names throughout their time learning the 
skill. 

After completing the tutorial, participants were asked to recall anything that they 
could about the content of the puzzle, answer multiple-choice questions about what 
they learned, answer applied clue questions in which they were asked to draw conclu-
sions based on a story and an individual clue, and complete two additional logic puz-
zles (one at the same difficulty level as the one in the tutorial, and one more difficult). 
These different assessments allowed for measures of retention of the learned content, 
ability to apply the knowledge, and ability to transfer/apply the knowledge in a new 
situation. 

It was hypothesized that there would be a pattern of results such that individuals 
in the Self-Reference condition would perform better on all assessments than that in 
the Popular Culture and Generic conditions, and that the Popular Culture condition 
would perform better on all assessments than the Generic condition. It was also ex-
pected that ratings of self-efficacy and logic grid puzzle experience would increase 
after the tutorial. 

1.3 GIFT and the Current Study 

The current study required participants to use a computer, and answer survey ques-
tions before and after PowerPoint Tutorials and PowerPoint logic grid puzzles. Due to 
the capabilities of GIFT 2.5 to provide survey authoring and administering, it was an 
ideal choice for the development of the study. As GIFT has the capability of opening 
and closing programs (such as PowerPoint), and presenting surveys and instructions 
in specific orders, it is a highly efficient way to guide participants through a learning 
environment and a study, without much effort from research assistants. 

In Psychology research there are often many different surveys that are adminis-
tered to participants. An advantage of GIFT is that the Survey Authoring System pro-
vides a free and easy to use tool in which to create surveys. A further advantage is 
that it does not require the individual to be online when answering the survey. 

2 Method 

2.1 Participants 

In the current pilot study, there were 18 participants recruited from a research organi-
zation, and a University. Participants did not receive any compensation for their par-
ticipation. The sample was 55.6% male (10 participants) and 44.4% female (8 partici-
pants). Reported participant ages ranged between 18 years and 51 years (M = 28.8 
years, SD = 9.2 years). As there were 3 conditions, there were 6 participants in each 
condition. 
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2.2 Design 

The current study employed a between subjects design. The independent variable was 
the types of names included in the tutorial during the learning phase of the study. 
There were three conditions: Self-Reference, Popular Culture, and Generic. The de-
pendent variables were ratings of self-efficacy before and after the tutorial, ratings of 
logic grid puzzle experience after the tutorial, performance on a multiple-choice quiz 
about the content of the tutorial, performance on applied logic puzzle questions 
(which asked the participants to apply the skill they learned in a new situation), per-
formance on a logic puzzle of the same difficulty as the tutorial, and on one that was 
more difficult.  

2.3 Apparatus 

Laptop and GIFT. The study was conducted on a laptop that was on a docking sta-
tion, and connected to a monitor. GIFT 2.5 and PowerPoint 2007 were installed on the 
laptop, and a GIFT course was created for each condition of the experiment.  

 
Q-sensor. Participants wore a Q-sensor on their left wrists. It is a small band approx-
imately the size of a watch, which measures electrodermal activity (EDA). 

2.4 Procedure 

Upon arriving, participants were given an informed consent form, and the opportunity 
to ask questions. For this pilot study, participation occurred individually. After sign-
ing the form, participants were randomly assigned to a condition. The experimenter 
launched ActiveMQ and the GIFT Monitor on the computer. Participants were then 
fitted with the Q-sensor on their left wrists. The   experimenter   clicked   “Launch   all 
Modules”  and  then  proceeded  to  synchronize  the  Q-sensor with the computer. If syn-
chronization was unsuccessful after three tries, the experimenter edited the GIFT 
sensor configuration file and changed the sensor to the Self Assessment Monitor as a 
placeholder  (the  data  from  it  was  not  used).  Next,  the  “Launch  Tutor  Window”  button  
was clicked, and the experiment was launched in Google Chrome. The experimenter 
created a new UserID for the participant, and then logged in. The correct condition 
was then selected from the available courses. The participants were then instructed 
that they should interact with the computer and let the experimenter know if they had 
any questions. 

Participants were first asked to answer a few brief demographics questions (e.g., 
age/gender)  and  filled  out  Compeau  and  Higgins’  (1995)  Self  Efficacy  Questionnaire 
(SEQ) with regard to their beliefs in their ability to solve a logic grid puzzle in a com-
puter program and rated their logic grid puzzle experience. They then began the Tuto-
rial. Depending on the condition they were in, they received different instructions in 
regard to the names to enter (their own name and the name of friends, Harry Potter 
related names, or General names). They then worked through the tutorial that walked 
them through completing a logic grid puzzle and explained the different types of clues. 
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After completing the tutorial, they filled in the SEQ again, rated their experience 
again, and were asked to report any information they remembered from the content of 
the puzzle. Next, they answered 20 multiple choice questions about the material they 
learned about in the tutorial. Then, they answered 12 applied clue questions, which 
provided a story and an individual clue, then asked the participants to select all of the 
conclusions that could be drawn from that clue. Next, participants had 5 minutes in 
which to complete an interactive PowerPoint logic grid puzzle at the same level of 
difficulty as the one that they worked through in the tutorial, and 10 minutes to com-
plete a more difficult puzzle. Finally, they were directed to an external web-site to 
complete a personality test. They wrote their scores on a piece of paper, and entered 
them back into GIFT. Afterward, they were given a debriefing form and the study was 
explained to them. 

2.5 GIFT and the Procedure 

The Survey Authoring System in GIFT was used to collect survey answers from the 
participants. While it was a fairly easy to use tool to enter the questions initially, there 
was some difficulty in the export function. Instead of exporting all the entered ques-
tions, there appeared to also be previously deleted questions within the files that were 
exported. This made it impossible to simply import the questions into an instance of 
GIFT on an additional computer (in order to have an identical experiment on more 
than one computer). As a work around, the questions had to be manually typed in and 
added to each additional computer that was used for the study.  

A course file was generated using the Course Authoring Tool. The tool was also 
fairly easy to use. It provided the ability to author messages that the participant would 
see between surveys and training applications, determine the specific surveys and 
PowerPoint applications that would be run, and the order in which they would run. 
Further, it could send participants to an external web-site; however, while the partici-
pants were on the site there was no ability to keep instructions on the screen. Partici-
pants  only  saw  a  “Continue”  button  at  the  bottom  of  the  screen  – which may have led 
to   some   participants   in   the   current   study   clicking   “Continue”   before   filling out the 
surveys they needed to on the web-site. A solution to this was employed by creating a 
PowerPoint to explain what the participants would be doing on the web-site. However, 
having the ability to author comments that are seen by the participant while they are 
on the external web-site would be beneficial. 

3 Results 

3.1 Pilot Study Results 

Performance Results. A series of One Way ANOVAs were run for the percentages 
correct on the multiple choice questions [F(2,15) = .389, p = .684], applied clue ques-
tions [F(2,15) = 2.061, p = .162], the easier assessment logic puzzle [F(2,15) = 3.424, 
p = .060] and the more difficult logic puzzle [F(2,15) = 1.080, p = .365]. However, 
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there were no significant differences found between conditions for any of the assess-
ments. See Table 1 for the means and standard deviations for each condition and DV. 

 Self-Reference Popular Culture Generic 
Multiple Choice M = 96.67%,  

SD = 2.58% 
M = 95.83%,  
SD = 6.65% 

M = 94.17%,  
SD = 4.92% 

Applied Clue M = 80.55%,  
SD = 16.38% 

M = 87.50%, 
SD = 11.48% 

M = 69.44%,  
SD = 18.00% 

Easy Logic Puzzle M = 51.95%,  
SD = 37.47% 

M = 93.21%,  
SD = 16.63% 

M = 74.07%,  
SD = 23.89% 

Difficult Logic 
Puzzle 

M = 69.78%,  
SD = 24.61% 

M = 76.89%,  
SD = 16.49% 

M = 86.89%,  
SD = 19.31% 

Table 5. Means and Standard Deviations for Performance Variables for each condition 
 

Logic Grid Puzzle Experience. A 3 (Condition) x 2 (Time of Logic Puzzle Experi-
ence)  Mixed  ANOVA  was  run  comparing  the  conditions  and  participant’s  self  rating  
of their logic grid puzzle experience. Overall, participants indicated that they had 
significantly higher logic grid puzzle experience after the tutorial (M = 3.78, SD = 
1.215) than before (M = 2.00, SD = 1.085), F(1,15) = 28.764, p<.001. However, there 
was no significant interaction between condition and logic grid puzzle experience 
ratings, F(2, 15) = .365, p = .700. 
 
Self Efficacy Questionnaire. A 3 (Condition) x 2 (Time of SEQ score) Mixed 
ANOVA was run comparing the conditions and the scores on the logic grid puzzle 
self-efficacy questionnaire. There were significantly higher scores of self-efficacy 
after tutoring regardless of condition (M = 5.583, SD = .6564) than before tutoring (M 
= 5.117, SD = .7618), F(1,15) = 9.037, p = .009. However, the condition did not seem 
to matter, as there was not a significant interaction between condition and time of 
SEQ score, F(2,15) = .661, p = .531.  

3.2 Using GIFT to extract the information and results 

The Event Reporting Tool was used to export survey data from GIFT. However, in 
the initial GIFT 2.5 version, data from only one participant would export at a time. 
These files were manually copied and pasted together into one Excel file for analysis. 
An updated version of GIFT 2.5 offered the ability to export multiple participant files 
at once. However, if using multiple instances of GIFT on separate computers, it is 
important to name the questions identically. Combining the outputs of questions that 
have different names in the survey system may result in the data for those columns 
not being reported for certain participants.  
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4 Discussion 

4.1 Pilot Results Discussion  

The results indicate that the tutorial was successful in teaching participants the skill of 
completing logic grid puzzles, and made them feel more confident in their abilities 
than before tutoring. However, the manipulation of the names present in the puzzle 
during tutoring did not impact performance. As this is a small pilot study, it likely did 
not have enough power to find results. Currently there are only 6 participants in each 
condition. The full study is expected to have at least 40 participants in each condition. 
Individual differences in the ability of individuals to solve the puzzles and the wide 
variety of ages may also have played a role in the results. Based on the experience 
with this pilot study, some changes have been made to the full-scale study. First, a 
pre-test of applied clue questions will be given. Secondly, as not all the participants 
were able to finish the easier logic puzzle in 5 minutes, the amount of time given for 
this  task  will  be  increased.  It  is  also  possible  that  the  current  “tests”  are  not  sensitive  
enough to differences. Further, the sample population for the pilot is different than the 
intended population for the full-scale study (college students), therefore, those with 
less research and logic training may show different results.  

4.2 GIFT Discussion and Recommendations 

GIFT was extremely useful in the current study. During this pilot, participants were 
able to easily understand and interact with the courses developed with GIFT. All of 
the survey data was recorded and able to be cleaned up for analysis. One improve-
ment that could be made would be to change the UserID system. Currently, it is set up 
such that UserIDs are created one by one and in order. It would be beneficial to be 
able to assign a specific participant number as the User ID in order to reduce confu-
sion  when  exporting   the   results   (e.g.  “P10”   rather   than   “1”).  Further,   improvements  
could be made to the ability to launch an external web-site. Currently, there is no 
ability to provide on-screen directions to individuals while they are on the page. 
While the Survey Authoring System is useful, it could be greatly improved by having 
a more reliable import/export option for questions and entire surveys. By doing so, it 
would be easier to set up identical instances of GIFT on multiple computers. 

Overall, GIFT is a useful, cost effective tool which is an asset in running a study. 
It has a wide variety of helpful functions, and with each release the improvements will 
likely make it even more valuable to researchers who adopt it. 
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Abstract. Developing intelligent tutoring systems that respond effectively to 
trainee or student affect is a key part of education, particularly in domains 
where  learning  to  regulate  one’s  emotion  is  key.  Effective  affect  response  relies  
upon effective affect detection. This paper discusses an upcoming cooperative 
study between the Army Research Laboratory, Teachers College, Columbia 
University, and North Carolina State University, with the goal of developing 
automated detectors that can infer trainee affect as trainees learn by interacting 
with the vMedic system, which trains learners in combat medicine. In this pro-
ject, trainee interactions with vMedic will be synchronized with observations of 
engagement and affect; and physical sensor data on learners, obtained through 
GIFT’s  Sensor  Module.  The  result  will  be  models  of  trainee  affect,  ready for in-
tegration into the GIFT platform, which can leverage sensor information when 
available, but which can make reasonably accurate inference even without sen-
sor data.  

Keywords: GIFT, vMedic, affect, tutoring, intelligent tutoring systems, learn-
ing, automated detectors, game-based training  

1  Introduction 
 
In recent years, there has been increasing interest in modeling affect within intelligent 
tutoring systems [7, 11] and using these models to drive affect-sensitive interventions 
[2]. In this paper, we describe an ongoing collaborative project between the Army 
Research Laboratory, Teachers College Columbia University, and North Carolina 
State University, which has the goal of developing automated detection of trainee 
affect that can leverage sensors when they are available, but which can function ro-
bustly even when sensors are not available. 

Within this research, trainee affect will be studied in the context of the vMedic, 
(a.k.a. TC3Sim), a game developed for the U.S. Army by Engineering and Computer 
Simulations (ECS) in Orlando, Florida, to train combat medics and combat lifesavers 
on providing care under fire and tactical field care. Trainees will also complete mate-
rial on hemorrhage control within the auspices of the GIFT framework [12], the Army 
Research  Laboratory’s  modular  framework  for  Computer-Based Training Systems, 
with  the  goal  of  integrating  eventual  affect  detection  into  the  GIFT  framework’s  User  
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Module (realized as necessary within the Sensor Module). In turn, the affect detectors 
will be built  into  the  pedagogies  realized  through  the  GIFT  Framework’s  Pedagogical  
Module, for instance to realize interventions through the embedded instructor and 
other non-player characters.  

In this fashion, this project will contribute not just to the assessment of affect 
within  vMedic,  but  also  to  the  GIFT  framework’s  broader  goal  of  integrating  a  range  
of types of models and detectors into the GIFT framework. By serving as a test case 
for incorporating two types of detection into GIFT (sensor-free affect detection, and 
sensor-based affect detection), this project will assist in understanding how GIFT 
needs to be enhanced to incorporate the full range of models currently being devel-
oped by this research community.  

Using these detectors, further work will be conducted to study student affective 
trajectories within vMedic, which affective and engagement states influence learning 
of the key material within vMedic, and how trainee affect can best be supported based 
on the results of affect detection. The work to study the relationship between affect, 
engagement, and outcome variables will provide important evidence on which affec-
tive states and engagement variables need to be responded to in a suite of optimally 
effective computer-based tutoring systems for Army use.  Also, integrating automated 
detectors  and  interventions  into  vMedic  through  GIFT’s  Trainee  Module  and  Peda-
gogical  Module  will  provide  a  valuable  example  of  how  to  respond  to  trainees’  nega-
tive affect and disengagement, a valuable contribution in improving vMedic and simi-
lar training systems used by the U.S. Army.  

2  Previous Research: Theoretical Grounding 

Affect influences learning in at least three ways: memory, attention, and strategy 
use [16, 18]. Overly strong affect can contribute to cognitive load in working memory, 
reducing the cognitive resources available to students in learning tasks [13]. Beyond 
this, negative affective states such as frustration and anxiety can draw cognitive re-
sources away from the task at hand to focus on the source of the emotion [20]. These 
high-intensity negative affective states can be particularly important for trainees learn-
ing content that is emotionally affecting or relevant to their future goals. Combat med-
icine training for soldiers has each of these components; it is relevant to future situa-
tions where they or their fellow soldiers may be in physical danger, and the training in 
vMedic is designed to be realistic and to involve scenarios where soldiers scream in 
pain, for example. 

However, boredom and disengagement are also relevant to trainees engaging in a 
task   that   is  not   immediately  relevant,  even   if   it   is   relevant   to  a   trainee’s   longer-term 
goals. Boredom results in several disengaged behaviors, including off-task behavior 
[8] and gaming the system [5], when a student intentionally misuses the learning 
software’s   help   or   feedback   in   order   to   complete   materials   without   learning.   Both  
gaming the system and off-task behavior have been found to be associated with poor-
er learning in online learning environments [cf. 4].  

However, automated systems that infer and respond to differences in student af-
fect can have a positive impact on students, both in terms of improved affect and im-
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proved learning [2, 13]. Similarly, automated interventions based on engagement 
detection can improve both engagement and learning [2]. 

A key aspect of automated intervention is the need to detect differences in student 
affect and engagement, in order to intervene effectively. Recent work has detected 
these constructs, both using sensors [15],   and   solely   from   the   student’s   interactions  
with the learning system [5, 7, 8].  In recent years, sensor-free models have been de-
veloped of a range of behaviors associated with engagement or disengagement: gam-
ing the system [3, 4], off-task behavior [3], self-explanation – an engaged behavior [6], 
carelessness [18],  and  WTF  (“without  thinking  fastidiously”)  behavior,  actions  within  
a learning system not targeted towards learning or successful performance [24, 34], 
among other constructs.  

Similarly, automated detectors have been developed that can infer affect solely 
from student interactions with educational software [7, 10, 11]. However, better per-
formance has typically been achieved by systems that infer affect not only from stu-
dent interactions, but also from information obtained by physiological sensors. These 
recognition models use a broad range of physical cues ensuing from affective change. 
Observable physical cues include body and head posture, facial expressions, and pos-
ture, and changes in physiological signals such as heart rate, skin conductivity, tem-
perature, and respiration [1]. In particular, galvanic skin response (GSR) has been 
correlated with cognitive load and stresses [15], frustration [9], and detecting multiple 
user emotions in an educational game [10].  

3  Project Design 

The first step towards developing automated detectors of student affect is to ob-
tain  “ground  truth”  training  labels  of  student  affect  and  engagement.  Two  approaches  
are typically chosen to obtain these labels: expert human coding, and self-report [11]. 
In this project, we rely upon expert human coding, as self-report can be intrusive to 
the processes we want to study, and self-presentation and demand effects are also 
likely to be of concern with the population being studied (military cadets are unlikely 
to want to report that they are frustrated or anxious).  

These training labels will be collected in a study to be conducted at West Point, 
the United States Military Academy. Each trainee will use vMedic for one hour in a 
computer laboratory, in groups of ten at a time. The following sources of student data 
will be collected: field observations of trainee affect and engagement; the Immersive 
Tendencies Questionnaire (ITQ), an instrument to gauge an individual's propensity to 
experience presence in mediated environments a priori to system interaction; the 
Sense of Presence questionnaire, a 44-item questionnaire that rates subjective levels 
of presence on four separate factors: (1) Sense of Physical Space (19 items); (2) En-
gagement (13 items); (3) Ecological Validity/Naturalness (5 items); and (4) Negative 
Effects (6 items) [19];, a pre-and post test on hemorrhage control (a total of 12 ques-
tions, same questions used in pre-and post-test, though ordered differently), and phys-
ical sensor data for students as they play the game.  The following physical sensors 
will be used: Q-sensors, and Kinect depth sensors. Q-sensors track skin conductance 
data, a measure of arousal, while Kinect depth sensors record depth-map images to 
support recognition of postural positions.  
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Within this study, expert codes of trainee affect and engagement will be collected 
by a trained coder (the first author) using the BROMP 1.0 field observation protocol 
[16]. The field observations will be conducted in a pre-chosen order to balance obser-
vation across trainees and avoid bias towards more noteworthy behaviors or affect.  
Observations will be conducted using quick side glances in order to make it less clear 
when a specific trainee is being observed.  Coding includes recording the first behav-
ior and affect displayed by the trainee within 20 seconds of the observation, choosing 
from a predetermined coding scheme. The affect to be coded includes: frustration, 
confusion, engaged concentration [5], boredom, anxiety, and surprise.  Affect will be 
coded according to a holistic coding scheme. Behavior coding includes: on-task be-
havior, off-task   behavior,   gaming   the   system,   “psychopath”   behavior   (friendly   fire,  
killing bystanders),   and  WTF   (“without   thinking   fastidiously”)   behavior,   where   the  
trainee’s   actions   have   no   relation to the scenario [17].  In order to be BROMP-
certified, a coder must achieve inter-rater reliability of 0.6 or higher to another 
BROMP-certified coder; two coders are currently trained at Teachers College, and are 
available for the project. 

Field observation coding will be conducted within a handheld Android app, 
HART, designed for this purpose [7]. The field observations will be synchronized to 
the other data sources, based on use of an internet time server. Synchronization will 
be with reference to several data sources, including trainee interactions with vMedic, 
provided  through  the  GIFT  framework’s  Trainee  Module, and physical sensor data on 
learners,  obtained   through  GIFT’s  Sensor  Module.  We anticipate synchronization to 
involve a skew of 1-2 seconds, based on the time required to enter observations.  The 
GIFT platform includes a synchronization library, which connects to an Internet time-
server so that a precise time-stamp can be added to the logs of trainee interactions 
with vMedic, and the corresponding sensor data. By connecting to the exact same 
timeserver, the interactions with vMedic, field observations of engagement and affect, 
and physical sensor data on learners, three data sources can be precisely synchronized. 

Automated detectors will be developed using the interaction logs alone, for use 
when physiological sensors are not available, and using the sensors as well, for situa-
tions where they are. A standard approach of conducting feature engineering and then 
developing classifiers, and validating the classifiers using student-level cross-
validation, will be used.  

4  Conclusion 

The current project has the goal of enhancing the GIFT framework through the crea-
tion of models that can infer trainee engagement and affect. This project is expected to 
both enhance the capacities of the vMedic software, and to provide a model for how 
this type of detection can be integrated into the GIFT framework more generally. As 
such, this project is just one small component of the larger efforts that are currently 
being pursued by the Army Research Lab, to make the GIFT framework a general and 
extensible platform to achieve the  US  Army’s  overall  objective  of  applying  learning  
theory and state-of-the-art learning technology to achieve superior training results for 
warfighters [14]. We anticipate that this collaborative effort will provide useful in-
formation on the future enhancement of the GIFT platform; as such, this project rep-
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resents a step towards the vision of adaptable and scalable Computer-Based Training 
Systems helping to enhance the training of U.S. Army military personnel and prepare 
U.S. soldiers for the conflicts of the future.  
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Abstract. Affective computing holds significant promise for fostering engag-
ing educational interactions that produce significant learning gains.  Serious 
games are particularly well suited to promoting engagement and creating au-
thentic contexts for learning scenarios. This paper describes an ongoing collabo-
rative project between the Army Research Lab (ARL), Teachers College Co-
lumbia University, and North Carolina State University to investigate general-
ized run-time affect detection models in a serious game for tactical combat cas-
ualty care, vMedic. These models are being developed and integrated with 
ARL’s  Generalized  Intelligent  Framework  for  Tutoring  (GIFT). Drawing upon 
our experience with GIFT, we outline opportunities for enhancing  GIFT’s  sup-
port for developing and studying run-time affect modeling, including extensions 
that enhance affective survey administration, leverage mathematical models for 
formative assessment, and streamline affect data processing and analysis. 

Keywords: Affect Detection, GIFT, Serious Games. 

1   Introduction 

The past decade has witnessed major advances in research on computational models 
of affect, endowing software systems with affect-sensitivity and yielding new insights 
into artificial and human intelligence [1]. Education and training have served as key 
application areas for computational models of affect, producing intelligent tutoring 
systems (ITSs) that can model students’   affective states [2], model virtual agents’  
affective states [3], and detect student motivation and engagement [4]. Education-
focused work on affective computing has sought to increase the fidelity with which 
affective and motivational processes are understood and utilized in ITSs in an effort to 
increase the effectiveness of tutorial interactions and, ultimately, learning.  

The rise of affective computing has coincided with growing interest in digital 
games for learning. Serious games have emerged as an effective vehicle for learning 
and training experiences [5]. The education community has developed a broad range 
of serious games that combine pedagogy and interactive problem solving with the 
salient properties of games (e.g., feedback, challenge, rewards) to foster motivation 
and engagement [6–8]. Efforts to design serious games for training have also been the 
subject of increasing interest in the defense community [6, 9]. 

A notable property of serious games is their potential to serve as virtual laborato-
ries for studying affect in learning and training applications. Serious games are well 
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suited to promoting high levels of learner engagement and providing immersive train-
ing   experiences.   These   features   can   have   significant   impacts   on   learners’   affective  
trajectories,  as  well  as  the  relationships  between  learners’  affect  and  performance.  For  
example, in training tasks that evoke considerable stress or anxiety it is plausible that 
serious games may foster affective experiences that differ considerably from non-
mission-critical   domains,   significantly   impacting   learners’   abilities   to   successfully  
demonstrate their knowledge. Salient features such as these raise questions about how 
to most effectively study and model learner affect during interactions with serious 
games, as well as questions about how these methods and models can be generalized 
to other training environments and domains. 

In  this  paper  we  describe  a  collaborative  project  with  Teacher’s  College  Colum-
bia University (TC) and the Army Research Lab (ARL) that uses the Generalized 
Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT) to investigate run-time affect modeling in 
a serious game for tactical combat casualty care. The project draws on recent advanc-
es in five areas: minimally-obtrusive and synchronize-able field observations of 
learner affect [10], empirical studies of serious games [7], educational data mining of 
affect logs [11–12], hardware sensor-based measurements of affect [13], and general-
ized intelligent tutoring frameworks [14]. The   project’s   objectives are two fold: 1) 
create modular intelligent tutor components for run-time affect modeling that general-
ize across multiple training environments and scale to alternate hardware configura-
tions, and 2) develop tools and procedures to facilitate future research on affective 
computing in learning technologies. This paper focuses on North Carolina State Uni-
versity’s  component  of   the  project,  which  emphasizes   sensor-based affect detection, 
and it outlines recommendations for future enhancements to GIFT in support of run-
time affect modeling. Specifically, we outline several opportunities for extending 
GIFT, which include incorporating support for temporal models of affect such as 
affect  transitions;;  expanding  GIFT’s  survey  tools  to  serve  as a centralized repository 
of validated instruments with an integrated web-based infrastructure for administering 
surveys; taking advantage of item response theory techniques to conduct stealth, 
formative assessment of trainee attitudes during learning interactions; and incorporat-
ing features to streamline affect data post-processing.  

2   Investigating Affect in a Serious Game for Tactical Combat 
Casualty Care  

The goal of our collaboration with ARL and TC is to model trainee affect in a serious 
game for combat medic training, vMedic, using GIFT. The research team will utilize 
machine-learning  techniques  to  induce  models  for  detecting  trainee’s  affective  states  
and levels of engagement during interactions with the vMedic software. Affect and 
engagement significantly influence learning, and we hypothesize that this will be 
especially true for the vMedic training environment due to the time-sensitive, life-or- 
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death decisions inherent in tactical combat casualty care. In combination with field 
observations of trainee affect and trace data from the vMedic serious game, the North 
Carolina State University team will investigate data streams produced by a Microsoft 
Kinect sensor and Affectiva Q-Sensor to develop and validate affect detection models. 
The research team seeks to produce models that 1) integrate trace data logs, sensor 
data, and field observations of trainee emotions; 2) predict emotions accurately 
and efficiently when hardware sensors are available; and 3) scale gracefully to set-
tings where hardware sensors are unavailable. The models will be developed and 
utilized to improve trainee engagement and affect when using vMedic, and they will 
be integrated with interaction-based models devised by colleagues at TC. 

The curriculum for the study focuses on a subset of skills for tactical combat cas-
ualty care: care under fire, hemorrhage control, and tactical field care. The study ma-
terials, including pre-tests, training exercises, and post-tests, are managed entirely by 
GIFT, which supports inter-module communication through its service-oriented archi-
tecture. At the onset of training, learners are presented with direct instruction about 
tactical combat casualty care in the form of a PowerPoint presentation. After complet-
ing the PowerPoint, participants play through a series of scenarios in the vMedic seri-
ous game. vMedic presents combat medic scenarios from a first-person perspective 
(Fig. 1). The learner adopts the role of a combat medic faced with a situation where 
one (or several) of his fellow soldiers has been seriously injured. The learner is re-
sponsible for properly treating and evacuating the casualty. The scenarios include the 
following elements: a tutorial level for trainees to learn the controls and game me-
chanics of vMedic; a scenario focusing on a lower leg amputation; a vignette about a 
patrol  that   leads  to  several  casualties;;  and  the  “Kobayashi  Maru”  scenario  where  the  
trainee  cannot  save   the  casualty’s   life   regardless  of  her  course  of  medical   treatment.  
vMedic is currently being used at scale by the U.S. Army for combat medic training, 
and it has been integrated with GIFT by ARL.  

The   focus  of  North  Carolina  State  University’s  part  of   the  project   is   leveraging  
hardware sensor data from a Microsoft Kinect for Windows and Affectiva Q-Sensor 
to generate affect detection models. Both hardware sensors are integrated with GIFT, 

Fig. 9. vMedic serious game for tactical combat casualty care. 
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enabling the sensor data to be automatically synchronized with vMedic and Power-
Point interaction logs. This architecture removes the need to directly integrate hard-
ware sensors with individual learning environments. Whenever a new training envi-
ronment is integrated with GIFT, no additional work is required to use the hardware 
sensors with the new environment. 

The Microsoft Kinect provides four data channels: skeleton tracking, face track-
ing, RGB (i.e., color), and depth. The first two channels leverage built-in tracking 
algorithms (which are included with the Microsoft Kinect for Windows SDK) for 
recognizing   a   user’s   skeleton,   represented   as   a   graph  with   vertices   as   joints,   and a 
user’s  face,  represented  as  a  three-dimensional polygonal mesh. The skeleton and face 
models  can  move,  rotate,  and  deform  based  on  the  user’s  head  movements  and  facial  
expressions. The RGB channel is a 640x480 color image stream comparable to a 
standard web camera. The depth channel is a 640x480 IR-based image stream depict-
ing distances between objects and the sensor. The latter two channels produce large 
quantities of uncompressed image data, so configuration options have been added to 
GIFT to adjust the sample rate (default is 30 Hz), sample resolution, and compression 
technique. RGB and depth data can be stored in an uncompressed format, in PNG 
format with zlib compression, or in PNG format with lz4 compression. We intend to 
utilize data from the Microsoft Kinect to detect user posture, hand gestures, and facial 
expression. The Affectiva Q-Sensor is a wearable arm bracelet that measures partici-
pants’  electrodermal  activity  (i.e.,  skin  conductance),  skin  temperature,  and  its  orien-
tation through a built-in 3-axis accelerometer. The wireless sensor collects data at 
32Hz, and will primarily be used for real-time arousal detection. 

Since all technology components in the planned study are managed by GIFT, we 
have  leveraged  GIFT’s  built-in authoring tools to specify the study questionnaires and 
curriculum tests for assessing trainee knowledge and engagement before and after the 
learning   intervention.   We   have   utilized   GIFT’s   Survey   Authoring   Tool   to   rapidly  
integrate standard presence and intrinsic motivation questionnaires. Additionally, we 
have used GIFT’s  sizable  repository  of  reusable  content  assessment  items  to  create  a  
curriculum test for measuring learning gains across the training sequence.  

After  specifying  the  required  measures,  we  used  GIFT’s  Course  Authoring Tool 
to encode the sequence of training and assessment materials that will be presented by 
GIFT. The Course Authoring Tool includes support for authoring web-based messag-
es that provide instructions to participants, specifying the presentation order of pre- 
and post-intervention questionnaires and content tests, and specifying the sequence of 
PowerPoint and vMedic learning activities that occur during the study. When partici-
pants take the course, each of these steps is automatically triggered, monitored, and 
logged by GIFT. It should be noted that authored courses and questionnaires can be 
easily  exported  and  shared  between  groups,  consistent  with  GIFT’s  objective  of  fos-
tering reusable components.  

Currently, our team has established the initial data  collection’s  study  procedure,  
we have tested the integrated hardware sensors, and ensured the reliability of the 
study’s  technology  setup.  In  addition  to  pilot  testing  field  observation  tools  from  TC  
with GIFT, we are in the process of planning a study at the U.S. Military Academy to 
investigate  cadets’  affective  experiences  during  interactions  with  vMedic. 
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3    Extending  GIFT’s  Capabilities  for  Run-Time Affect Modeling 

GIFT consists of a suite of software tools, standards, and resources for creating, de-
ploying, and studying modular intelligent tutoring systems with re-usable components. 
GIFT provides three primary functions: authoring capabilities for constructing learn-
ing technologies, instruction that integrates tutorial principles and strategies, and sup-
port for evaluating educational tools and frameworks. These capabilities provide the 
foundation for our investigation of generalizable run-time affect models. This section 
discusses several areas for which extensions to GIFT could support research and de-
velopment of generalized affect models in ITSs. 

3.1 Detecting and Understanding Learner Affect 

While considerable work remains to identify the precise cognitive and affective 
mechanisms underlying learning, significant progress has been made in identifying 
the emotions that students commonly experience and how these affect the learning 
process.  For instance, both  D’Mello  et al. [15] and Baker et al. [16] have shown that 
students are most likely to remain in the same emotion state over time and that certain 
emotional transitions are more likely than others. Students who are experiencing 
boredom are much more likely to experience frustration immediately following the 
state of boredom than they are to enter into positive learning states such as flow  [15–
16]. In this way affect transition analyses reveal underlying relationships between 
affect and learning, which occur generally across intelligent tutoring systems.  

Since existing research has suggested that affect transition analysis is both a use-
ful and generalizable tool for investigating learner emotions, incorporating affect 
transition models within GIFT is a natural direction for future research and develop-
ment. This will likely raise questions about how to effectively, and generally, inte-
grate affect transition modeling capabilities with each tutor module in the GIFT archi-
tecture: the sensor module, learner module, pedagogical module, and domain module. 
When designing these components, one must consider how these components com-
municate with one another, and how the system should be configured to support cases 
where affect-sensitive components are missing. For example, physiological sensors 
are highly beneficial for affect recognition, but may not be available in all cases. Con-
sequently, a learner model relying on output from such a sensor would need to be 
adapted, or gracefully deactivated, in a manner that minimizes negative impacts on 
other modules. Similarly, different genres of serious games have distinct capabilities 
and affordances. For example, serious games with believable virtual agents may pre-
sent different opportunities for affective feedback than serious games without virtual 
agents. Pedagogical modules should possess mechanisms for handling cases where 
alternate learning environments support different types of interventions.  

3.2 Advances in Survey Administration using GIFT 

In the educational research community there is a persistent need for streamlined in-
strument access, validation, and administration. GIFT currently provides a rich collec-
tion of content test items and questionnaires that can be re-used across studies and 
training environments. This survey repository could be expanded to serve the broader 
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research community by systematically adding validated assessment measures and 
questionnaires used by the education community. GIFT could serve as a searchable, 
centralized repository of validated instruments, with an integrated web-based infra-
structure for administering surveys before and after learning interventions. The in-
struments could be submitted and listed by category with their important item infor-
mation such as validity and reliability, links to published papers that describe how the 
instruments have been used in prior studies, and specific instructions regarding their 
appropriate use. This type of integrated resource for obtaining, evaluating, and admin-
istering questionnaires, content tests, and surveys could help streamline the communi-
ty’s  affective  computing research efforts, and serve as an entry point for researchers 
to begin using GIFT. Researchers commonly spend significant effort trying to locate 
information about study instruments, and GIFT could serve as a tool to facilitate the 
survey development and selection process. While other domain specific instrument 
collections are freely available (e.g., www.IPIPori.org [17]), they do not include fea-
tures for integrating instruments into surveys, or administering surveys to users. GIFT 
could also reduce the time allocated to integrating surveys with systems such as 
SurveyMonkey or Qualtrics while encouraging the use of high quality validated in-
struments. 

3.3 Leveraging Mathematical Models for Formative Assessment in GIFT 

Building on the availability of this instrument database, there are opportunities to take 
advantage of item response theory techniques to conduct stealth, formative assess-
ment during learning interactions. Item response theory (IRT) is a mathematical 
framework for performing measurement in which the variable is continuous in nature 
while allowing for an individual person and item to be mapped on the same latent trait 
continuum [18]. An ideal point response process is an IRT approach based on the idea 
that an individual only endorses an item if he or she is located close to the item on a 
latent continuum [19]. In other words, if an item is too extreme in either direction, the 
individual will respond negatively to the item. It can be used with both dichotomous 
(e.g., content knowledge test) and polytomous data (e.g., Likert-type attitudes or per-
sonality [19]). GIFT is well positioned to integrate ideal point methods within user 
experiences for stealth and ongoing assessment. To date, little research has investigat-
ed embedding adaptive, formative assessment within serious games using intermittent 
item presentation through ideal point methods with a rich database of instruments 
from which to select.  

GIFT offers the opportunity for assessment of both knowledge and attitudinal 
(e.g., affective states) variables within immersive training experiences.  Using  GIFT’s  
capabilities,  single  items  can  be  “transmitted”  as  part  of  the  story  line  within  a  game  
experience to the participant. GIFT can run mathematical models in the background to 
determine the best item to present at the next natural point. Conceptually this ap-
proach is similar to computerized adaptive tests designed by major test development 
companies.  For  example,  if  the  participant  responds  negatively  to  the  question  “I  want  
to  repeat  this  activity  over  and  over,”  he  or  she  can  be  presented  with an item lower 
on  the  latent  trait  continuum  (e.g.,  “This  activity  is  interesting  for  now”).  GIFT,  hav-
ing access to all of the item information for each potential question, can strategically 
present a series of them. By the end of the serious game experience, rich data regard-
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ing  the  individuals’  location  on  a  latent  trait  continuum  (e.g.,  engagement) would be 
available. 

3.4 Streamlined Data Processing and Analysis with GIFT 

Another opportunity for GIFT to address practical challenges in affective computing 
research is in post-processing data. Better solutions are needed for merging files and 
cases and quickly ascertaining basic information from data sets. GIFT could potential-
ly mitigate some of these challenges by introducing standards for data collected dur-
ing different stages of research; typically data from different stages is encoded in a 
variety of formats, and a considerable amount of labor is dedicated to data integration 
after a study has been completed. GIFT could provide a service that automatically 
links pre, during, and post data for individual participants, thereby reducing labor in 
data cleaning and transformation steps. GIFT could also be extended to offer quick 
summary statistics and perform simple operations such as summarizing demographics, 
computing composite scores for instruments, and providing general summary results. 
These tools would be especially helpful with affective instruments that often require 
reverse scoring and other manipulations prior to analysis. 

4   Conclusion 

This paper has described a collaborative project between the Army Research Lab, 
Teachers College Columbia University, and North Carolina State University that aims 
to investigate run-time affect modeling in a serious game for combat medic training, 
vMedic. In addition to describing this project, we have outlined a number of ways to 
extend  GIFT’s   capabilities   to   improve   affective   computing   research   for   educational  
applications.  We  anticipate  that  these  opportunities  could  increase  GIFT’s  future  im-
pact and usage as a tool for ITS researchers. 
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Abstract The   U.S.   Army’s   Generalized   Intelligent   Framework   for   Tutoring  
(GIFT) is an important step on the path toward a loosely coupled, service-
oriented system that would promote shareable modules and could underpin 
multiagent architectures. However, the current version of the system may be 
“heavier”  than  it  needs  to  be  and  not  ideal  for  new  or  veteran  ITS  developers.  
We begin our critique with a discussion of general principles of multiagent ar-
chitecture and provide a simple example. We then look at the needs of ITS de-
velopers and consider features of a general-purpose framework which would 
encourage message-driven, multiagent designs, sharing of services, and porting 
of modules across systems. Next, we discuss features of the GIFT framework 
that we believe might encourage or discourage adoption by the growing ITS 
community. We end by offering three recommendations for improvement.  

1 Introduction 

 
As the term is used in a seminal paper on the subject,  “Is   it  an  agent,  or   just  a  pro-
gram?”  (Franklin  &  Graesser,  1997),  an  autonomous  agent  is 

 ..a system situated within and a part of an environment that senses that envi-
ronment and acts on it, over time, in pursuit of its own agenda and so as to affect 
what it senses in the future. (p. 25) 
Because a human is also an agent according to this definition, in a sense any in-

telligent tutoring system may be considered a multiagent system (MAS), designed to 
support interactions between two agents—the user and the intelligent tutor.  However, 
recent years have seen an increasing interest in the development of systems with 
multiagent architectures in the more interesting sense that functionality is decentral-
ized across different software agents. In this paradigm, each agent has its own 
knowledge base (set of beliefs), and carries out different tasks, either autonomously or 
at the request of other agents. Agent-oriented services build on component-based 
approaches by giving each component distinct goals that it works to fulfill. As a result, 
the intelligent behavior of the system as a whole emerges from the collective behavior 
of the individual agents—including, of course, the human user—allowing for what 
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has   been   called   “autonomous   cooperation”   (Hülsmann,   Scholz-Reiter, Freitag, 
Wucisk, & De Beer, 2006; Windt, Böse, & Philipp, 2005). For recent examples of 
ITSs that employ multiagent architectures, see Bittencourt et al., 2007; Chen & 
Mizoguchi, 2004; El Mokhtar En-Naimi, Amami, Boukachour, Person, & Bertelle, 
2012; Lavendelis & Grundspenkis, 2009; and Zouhair et al., 2012). Although these 
are for the most part prototypes, they serve as useful demonstrations of the general 
approach.  

Multiagent architectures depend on a shared agent communication language 
(ACL) such as Knowledge Query and Manipulation Language (Finin, Fritzson, 
McKay, & McEntire, 1994), FIPA-ACL (O'Brien & Nicol, 1998), or JADE 
(Bellifemine, Caire, Poggi, & Rimassa, 2008), all of which are based on speech act 
theory (Austin, 1965; Searle, 1969). The ACL, combined with a shared ontology (se-
mantic concepts, relationships and constraints), allows the agents to exchange infor-
mation, to request the performance of a task, and, in certain cases—such as when one 
agent requests access to restricted data—to deny such requests (Chaib-draa & Dignum, 
2002; Kone, Shimazu, & Nakajima, 2000). A multiagent architecture therefore con-
sists of a distributed  “society”  of  agents  (Bittencourt  et  al.,  2007),  each  with  its  own  
agenda, semantically-organized knowledge base, and ability to send and receive mes-
sages. The messages take the form of speech acts, including requests, directives, as-
sertions, and so forth. Here is an example: 

request 
:receiver pedagogical agent 
:sender NLP agent 
:ontology electronics 
:content (define, capacitor) 

where the message is clearly identified as a request, the receiver is a pedagogical 
agent, and the sender is a natural language processing (NLP) agent that translates 
utterances from human language into messages the pedagogical agent can understand. 
In this case the pedagogical agent can fulfill the request because it has access to an 
ontology  in  the  domain  of  electronics,  and  “knows”  how  to  extract  a  definition  from  
it, by following an algorithm or production rule.  Here’s  another  example: 

tell 
:receiver pedagogical agent 
:sender emotion sensor 
:ontology learner affect 
:content (learner, confused) 

where the receiver is again a pedagogical agent, but in this case the sender is an emo-
tion sensing agent reporting its belief that the learner is currently confused. Again, the 
pedagogical agent can process the contents of the message because it has access to a 
“learner  affect”  ontology. As a final example, consider the following: 

tell 
:receiver LMS agent 
:sender pedagogical agent 
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:ontology learningExperiences 
:content  (learner,  “passed”,  “helicopter  simulation  training”) 

where in this case the pedagogical agent is the sender, and the receiver is an LMS 
agent, which is being told that a certain learner has passed a training course.  

These simple examples illustrate several important principles regarding the nature 
and behavior of multiagent systems. First, note that all three of the software agents are 
capable of autonomous action, in accordance with their own agendas, and without the 
need for supervision. The pedagogical agent need not ask the emotion sensor to report 
its  estimate  of  the  learner’s  affective  state.  Rather,  the  emotion  sensor  reports  its  be-
liefs automatically and autonomously, as it does for any agent that has subscribed to 
its services. Similarly, when it has judged that a learner has passed a course, the peda-
gogical agent informs the LMS agent, again without having to be asked, simply be-
cause the LMS agent has subscribed to its services. 

These agents  are  “lightweight”  in  the  sense  that  their  power lies in their ability to 
exchange messages with other agents, and to process the contents of these messages 
based on ontologies that are shared with the agents they exchange messages with, but 
not necessarily by all of the agents in the system. For example, the NLP agent and 
pedagogical agent must both have access to the electronics ontology, and the LMS 
agent and pedagogical agent must both share the ontology of learner experiences, but 
neither the emotion sensing agent nor the LMS agent need to know anything about 
electronics. 

Note  also  that,  assuming  that   the  agents’  messages  are  sent  over  the  Internet,  all  
four agents (including the learner) can be at different, arbitrary locations, whether on 
servers or local devices. Also, any agent can be replaced by any other agent that per-
forms the same function and uses a compatible ACL and associated ontology. If an 
emotion-sensing agent comes along that does a better job than the original, then, so 
long as it reads and writes the same kinds of messages and has a compatible ontology 
(e.g., terms can be translated meaningfully from one ontology to the other), the other 
agents  don’t  need  to  be  reconfigured  in  any  way.  Most  importantly,  the  functionality  
and value of membership in the society for all participants can increase incrementally, 
perhaps even dramatically, by registering new agents with new capabilities, or by 
upgrading the capabilities of the existing members.  

Transforming a monolithic ITS legacy system into one with a distributed, 
multiagent architecture requires two steps: breaking apart existing components into 
agents and developing ACLs with ITS-tailored ontologies. By encouraging ITS de-
velopers to reorganize their systems as services, the Generalized Framework for Intel-
ligent Tutoring (GIFT) provides strong support for this process (Sottilare, Goldberg, 
Brawner, & Holden, 2012).   

2 Criteria for a MAS ITS Framework 

Before discussing GIFT specifically, general criteria required for an effective multi-
agent ITS framework will be discussed.  To understand the criteria for a development 
framework, one must understand something about the stakeholders involved. In this 
case, as we are focusing on the software development practices of an ITS, these 
stakeholders are the research groups that develop these systems. So then, what do 
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such groups look like? A recently completed systematic literature review of papers 
including   the   terms   “intelligent   tutoring   system”   or   “intelligent   tutoring   systems”  
found that the majority of ITS research was split between two types: major ITS fami-
lies (those with 10 or more papers in a 4-year period) and single-publication projects 
(Nye, 2013). Together, these account for over 70% of ITS research with each ac-
counting for a fairly equal share. This means two things. First, any generalized 
framework should be able to accommodate major ITS projects that have a large prior 
investment in tools. Second, it means that such a framework should also embrace 
contributions from new developers who are often focused heavily on only a single 
ITS component (e.g., linguistic analysis, assessment of learning, haptic interfaces). So 
then, an ideal framework would facilitate breaking down legacy architectures into 
multiagent systems and would also make it easy for one-off developers to add or re-
place a single component.  The framework should also not be locked-in to a single 
template for the components included in the system: not all systems can be easily 
broken down into the same components.  However, this walks a fine line: too much 
structure hinders innovative designs, while too little structure offers little advantage 
over a generic architecture (e.g., off-the-shelf service-composition frameworks).  

Accommodating these different ends of the spectrum requires a lightweight and 
flexible architecture. However,  what  do  we  mean  by  “lightweight?”  There  are  multi-
ple  meanings   for  a  “lightweight   framework”  and  most  of   them  are   favorable   in   this  
context. The following features can be either lightweight or heavy: (1) hardware re-
quirements, (2) software expertise to design services, (3) software expertise to use 
existing services, (4) software expertise to stand up the message-passing layer be-
tween agents, and (5) minimal working message ontology. The first requirement is 
that the no special hardware or excessive computational overhead should be required 
to use the framework. The computational requirements should be light, rather than 
imposing heavy overhead or unnecessary inter-process or remote service calls.   
Components requiring significant setup or maintenance (e.g., databases, web-servers) 
should be optional or, at a minimum, streamlined with default setups that work out of 
the box. 

Assuming self-interest, for both types of developers (veterans and newcomers), 
the cost of designing or redesigning for the framework would need to be exceeded by 
the benefits. This means minimizing development overhead to create new services or 
refit old services for the framework. The generalized framework would need to allow 
easy wrapping or replacement of existing designs, rather than forcing developers to 
maintain two parallel versions of their ITS. Researchers and developers are unlikely 
to develop for a framework that requires extensive additional work to integrate with. 
This means that new developers should need to know only the minimal amount of 
information about the framework in order to integrate with it. There should be little to 
no work to create a simple service that can interoperate with the framework and de-
fault wrappers should exist for multiple programming languages to parse raw messag-
es into native objects. Such wrappers or premade interfaces would allow even rela-
tively  “heavy”  communication  between  agents,  while  keeping  developers  from  need-
ing to know these protocols. 

The framework must also make it easy to take advantage of services that others 
have implemented, such as through a repository of publically-available services. At 
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minimum, it should be significantly easier to use existing services than it is to add a 
module to the system. This means that the minimal use case  (e.g.,  the  “Hello  world”  
case) for the system should be very simple. For example, a single installed package 
should make it possible to author (or copy) a single text file configuring the system to 
create a basic ITS test system. Anything required to run a basic example beyond these 
requirements  indicates  a  “heavier”  setup  requirement  to  begin  using  the  framework.  If  
this part of the framework is heavy, first-time ITS authors would be unlikely to use 
the framework. Moreover, without such ease-of-use, established ITS developers 
would be unlikely to rework their code to fit such a framework unless they were com-
pensated for these efforts. In the long term, the success and survival of a general 
framework for tutoring relies on its ability to contribute back to the ITS community. If 
researchers and developers benefit by reusing services in the system, they will use it. 
Otherwise, it will fall into obscurity. 

Standing up message passing coordination must be lightweight as well. This 
means that developers should need to expend minimal effort to invoke a layer capable 
of exchanging messages between services. As such, this layer should have a strong set 
of defaults to handle common cases and should work out of the box. Additionally, it 
should be possible to invoke this layer as part of a standalone application (message 
passing in a single process) or as a remote web service.  Consideration must also be 
given to mobile devices, as mobile applications have specific limitations with respect 
to their installation, sandboxing (access to other applications), and data transmission. 

Finally, agent communication relies on specific messaging languages codified 
explicitly or implicitly. Three major paradigms are possible to control this communi-
cation. The oldest and most traditional paradigm defines API function interfaces for 
various  types  of  agents  or  agent  functionality,  where  “messages”  are  technically  func-
tion calls on agents. This approach, however, is fragile and better-suited for synchro-
nous local communication than for asynchronous distributed agents. The second para-
digm is to define a centrally-defined ontology of messages, which each having an 
agreed-upon meaning. The main advantage of this system is that it imposes consisten-
cy: all agents can communicate using this predefined ontology. However, agreeing 
upon a specific ontology of messages is an extremely hard task in practice. This ap-
proach  is  “heavy”  from  the  perspective  of  learning  and  being  constrained  by  the  on-
tology. The ultimate goal of a shared and stable ontology for ITS is valuable, but of-
fers formidable pragmatic challenges.  The third paradigm allows ad-hoc ontologies 
of messages. At face value, this approach seems flimsy: the ontology of messages is 
not defined by the agent communication language and services can define their own 
messages that may not be meaningful to other services as a result. However, this ap-
proach is actually fairly popular in research on agent communication languages (Li & 
Kokar, 2013) and in recent standards bodies, such as the Tin Can API associated with 
SCORM (Poltrack, Hruska, Johnson, & Haag, 2012). These approaches standardize 
the format of messages (e.g., how they are structured) but not the content.  Instead, 
certain recommendations for tags and messages are presented but not required. This 
approach is lightweight: only a small ontology is required and developers are free to 
extend it.  

Lightweight ad-hoc message ontologies show the most promise for an ITS 
framework using agent message passing. By standardizing the message format, any 
two services can syntactically understand any message passed to it. However, it al-
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lows developers to choose any set of messages for their agent communication lan-
guage. While in theory this could lead to a Babylon of disjointed ontologies, in prac-
tice developers will typically attempt to use established formats for messages first, if 
they are available. Much like the original design of a computer keyboard or choice of 
which side of the road to drive on, the starting ontology for a framework can provide 
a powerful self-reinforcing norm that guides influences work. As such, it is possible 
to define a core set of suggested messages that are used by the initial set of agents 
designed  for   the  framework.  Additional  messages  could   then  be  added   to   the  “com-
mon core   ontology”   of   messages   when   they   became   common   practice   among   new  
agents added to the service. 

3 The GIFT Framework as a MAS ITS 

Given these five characteristics, we now look at how well the GIFT architecture 
matches them in its current form. First, it must be noted that the intentions of the 
GIFT project are both ambitious and admirable: without the general shift toward ser-
vice-oriented design for ITSs there would be little value in discussing multiagent ITSs 
that build upon service-oriented principles. However, this analysis finds that the cur-
rent implementation of GIFT appears heavier than would be ideal for the needs and 
practices of ITS developers. This does not mean that GIFT is a bad architecture, simp-
ly that it is an architecture that is geared toward the needs of stakeholders other than 
existing ITS developers (e.g., end-users, sponsors, etc). A great deal of emphasis is 
placed on reliability and stability, which is more reflective of enterprise use rather 
than rapid development.  The current GIFT implementation  implies  a  “consume  and  
curate”   service  model   rather   than   a   “collaborative   repository”   service  model.     With  
help from GIFT experts, it is certainly possible to integrate tutoring services with 
GIFT and deliver this tutoring effectively using the architecture. However, the archi-
tecture does not seem light enough to allow researchers to build it into their own 
toolchain. This section first examines the strengths of GIFT as a generalized frame-
work for developing tutoring systems and then considers limitations that might be 
addressed by future releases.  

By far, the primary advantage over existing systems is its dedication to service-
oriented principles and modular design. GIFT is the first serious attempt to develop a 
platform intended to inject a common suite of tutoring services into a variety of appli-
cations, including web applications and 3D games (Sottilare, Goldberg, Brawner, & 
Holden, 2012). GIFT also has a strong commitment to standards-based communica-
tion protocols, supporting the Java Messaging Service (JMS) for service communica-
tion. Finally, GIFT was developed in Java so it can be efficiently interpreted on web 
servers and has strong cross-platform capabilities. The hardware requirements for the 
core GIFT system are also light. Modern systems should have no trouble running the 
GIFT services and communication layer. Overall, GIFT appears to be well-optimized 
for efficient delivery and hosting of tutoring web services. 

However, the current GIFT implementation has significant limitations as a devel-
opment framework for tutoring systems. First, the current implementation does not 
offer an easy road for standing up a minimal working example using the GIFT 
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framework. Installing and setting up the core framework for use is a multi-step pro-
cess with multiple stages and some third-party dependencies. Running the framework 
also requires setting up a dedicated database, which could never be considered a light 
feature. While some GIFT ITS may benefit from such a database (e.g., those hosting 
surveys), many prototype ITS might make do with simpler triple-stores, serial data 
(e.g., delimited text files), or even no persistent data storage.  Additionally, setting up 
the GIFT framework does not differentiate between the core architecture meant to 
handle communication between services versus the services that are bundled with the 
architecture.  A barebones version might remedy this limitation. Services also com-
municate using a classical API paradigm, which does not offer much flexibility com-
pared to a more explicit message-passing approach. This means that a developer 
would need to inspect individual service interfaces to figure out the appropriate 
accessors. Effectively, this locks developers into an ontology of how services should 
act (i.e., remote API requests) rather than what they should know (e.g., generic beliefs 
or knowledge).   While this may seem like a subtle difference, a service that only 
needs to broadcast its knowledge can sidestep designing who receives that infor-
mation and how it should be used.  Finally, GIFT lacks service stubs or wrappers in 
common languages (e.g., Java, Python, C#) that would make it easy to develop a ser-
vice that conforms to the framework.  

Overall, deploying the GIFT architecture and attempting to develop a new service 
for the system are both heavy tasks rather than lightweight ones. Without support 
from the GIFT project, this would make developing for the framework quite costly. 
The software expertise to design services is heavy, since there are few tools to make 
this process easier. Despite using a service-oriented paradigm, the system does not 
offer a suite of example services or stub service in common programming languages. 
Unless developers have expertise in Java and can carefully inspect the available API, 
they would not be able to integrate a new service into GIFT. The software expertise to 
use existing services is also heavy. The minimal use-case example currently installs 
all GIFT services and requires a database. Services are not handled using a repository 
or package manager approach, but are simply installed with no streamlined method to 
manage them. Since there is no way to install the service communication layer as a 
standalone system, the software expertise to stand up any message-passing layer be-
tween agents is also heavy. Finally, no message ontology is available because the 
system messages are invoked to carry API calls between services. While ontologies 
for GIFT have been discussed, these ontologies are focused on the types of services in 
the system rather than the types of messages employed (Sottilare, 2012). This forces 
communication between services to revolve around the API of services rather than on 
the information they are passing. 

In its current form, the GIFT framework would not be well-suited for a 
multiagent system ITS. It also does not support many of the aspects of such a frame-
work that would aid either of the major classes of ITS developers to base their pro-
jects on GIFT. A one-off  innovation,  such  as  a  PhD  candidate’s  thesis  project,  would  
likely be significantly burdened by the effort to stand up the system without help and 
would need to learn the API for existing services before they could be useful. A large 
group focusing on an established ITS architecture would be limited by these factors 
and also by the lack of interfaces and supporting tools for the programming languages 
used by their legacy projects. Most importantly, since services do not communicate 
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using a more general agent communication language, significant effort will likely be 
required to tailor communication to the specific API function interfaces. Without the 
ability to specify a common message ontology for the agent communication language, 
it would be impractical to develop a multiagent tutoring system using GIFT. Tradi-
tional  API’s  based on interfaces are not well-suited to this task, as they conflate pro-
cess names with the meanings of the data they produce. Traditional API functions are 
also poorly suited for dynamic function binding and other advanced patterns that 
could be used by message-passing agents. 

4 Discussion and Recommendations 

This analysis has explored the potential benefits and requirements related to building 
an intelligent tutoring system based on multiagent architecture principles and an agent 
communication language. These requirements were then compared with the GIFT 
framework’s   current   capabilities.   Our   finding   is   that   the   current   implementation   of  
GIFT is not currently well-suited to these advanced design patterns. While hardware 
requirements are low, software expertise to design new GIFT services and to use the 
existing GIFT services is fairly high.  Additionally, message system of GIFT current-
ly reflects an API pattern with heavy reliance on knowing the other services in the 
framework.  This is unfortunate, as lighter publish-and-subscribe patterns have be-
come increasingly popular in the industry due to their adaptability (Jokela, 
Zahemszky, Rothenberg, Arianfar, & Nikander, 2009). This said, GIFT represents a 
project that is far closer to these patterns than any prior ITS project. GIFT has also 
spurred discussion on patterns for service-oriented tutoring that were not previously at 
the forefront of ITS design. 

Based on this analysis of GIFT, some design recommendations are indicated for 
future iterations. From the perspective of developing tutoring agents, the first major 
recommendation is to center communication of services around explicit message 
passing where agents publish their knowledge using speech acts. To support this goal, 
feedback should be gathered from major ITS research groups to propose messages for 
an initial ontology of recommended messages that determine the information passed 
between components of the system. To add services to the GIFT framework, develop-
ers should only need to know this ontology of messages so they can use it or extend it 
accordingly. Services should not need to know who their messages are received by, 
only what messages they receive, what messages they produce, and when they wish to 
produce a message. 

The second major recommendation is the need to separate the GIFT services 
from the GIFT communication layer. If GIFT is truly a general framework, it must 
ultimately provide a specialized communication layer as its core. Other services 
should be treated as plug-ins that can be installed or removed using a package-
management approach. This includes the core GIFT services that are bundled with the 
system. Separating the services from the core architecture would greatly simply the 
ability to provide a minimal working example and would make the system more flex-
ible overall. As the system itself appears to be designed with such boundaries in mind, 
this should primarily be a matter of how setup packages are structured and installed.  
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Related   to   this   issue,   a   very   basic   installation   that  works   “out   of   the   box”  must   be  
available for developers to start working with GIFT. 

The third major recommendation is that GIFT should provide small suites of 
utilities, wrappers, and stubs to help develop services using a variety of common lan-
guages. A generalized system must not assume that developers will convert their code 
to Java or build their own communication wrappers for their native language. While 
the use of remote procedure API calls has sidestepped this issue slightly, it has not 
completely removed it. Additionally, a more flexible message-passing paradigm 
would require such supporting tools to an even greater extent. 

Finally, in the present analysis we have focused only on issues of system archi-
tecture, as is proper given that GIFT intends to serve as a general purpose framework, 
not a stand-alone ITS. However, in so doing we have arguably paid insufficient atten-
tion to other important issues that GIFT approaches, such as the need for shareable 
domain models, learner models, and instructional modules. As the developers of 
GIFT have pointed out, legacy ITSs tend  to  be  built  as  “unique,  one-of-a-kind, largely 
domain-dependent   solutions   focused   on   a   single   pedagogical   strategy”   (Sottilare,  
Brawner, Goldberg & Holden, 2012:1). After some four decades of independent effort, 
a case can be made that the time has come for a much greater degree of collaboration 
and sharing among members of the ITS community, including both veterans and new-
comers. This means not just the sharing of ideas, but of working software objects and 
structures. The development of a lightweight, multiagent architecture that supports 
“autonomous  cooperation”  among  communities  of  distributed  software  agents  united  
by an emergent common language offers a first step in the process, but it is by no 
means the last. 
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Abstract. We present in this paper the design of DeepTutor, the first dialogue-
based intelligent tutoring system based on Learning Progressions, and its 
implications for developing the Generalized Framework for Intelligent 
Tutoring. We also present the design of SEMILAR, a semantic similarity 
toolkit, that helps researchers investigate and author semantic similarity models 
for evaluating natural language student inputs in conversatioanl ITSs. 
DeepTutor has been developed as a web service while SEMILAR is a Java 
library. Based on our experience with developing DeepTutor and SEMILAR, 
we contrast three different models for developing a standardized architecture 
for intelligent tutoring systems: (1) a single-entry web service coupled with 
XML protocols for queries and data, (2) a bundle of web services, and (3) 
library-API. Based on the analysis of the three models, recommendations are 
provided. 

Keywords: intelligent tutoring systems, computer based tutors, dialogue 
systems 

1 Introduction 

The General Framework for Intelligent Tutoring (GIFT; Sottilare et al, 2012) aims at 
creating a modular ITS/CBTS (intelligent tutoring systems/computer-based tutoring 
systems) framework  and  standards   to   foster  “reuse,   support  authoring  and  optimiza-
tion of CBTS strategies for learning, and lower the cost and skillset needed for users 
to  adopt  CBTS  solutions  for  military  training  and  education.”  GIFT has three primary 
functions: (1) to help with developing components for CBTS and whole tutoring sys-
tems; (2) to provide an instructional manager that integrates effective and exploratory 
tutoring principles and strategies for use in CBTS; and (3) to provide an experimental 
test bed to analyze the effectiveness and impact of CBTS components, tools, and 
methods. That is, GIFT is both a software environment and standardization effort. The 
availability of a GIFT software package suggests that for now the software environ-
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ment has been given priority to standardization efforts. This paper intends to help 
make progress towards a GIFT standardization. 

To that end, we present the design of DeepTutor (www.deeptutor.org; Rus et al., 
to appear), the first CBTS based on the emerging framework of Learning Progressions 
proposed by the science education research community (LPs; Corcoran, Mosher, & 
Rogat, 2009). LPs can be viewed as incrementally more sophisticated ways to think 
about an idea that emerge naturally while students move toward expert-level under-
standing of the idea (Duschl et al., 2007). That is, LPs capture the natural sequence of 
mental models and mental model shifts students go through while mastering a topic. It 
is this learner-centric view that differentiates LPs from previous attempts to reform 
science education. The LPs framework provides a promising way to organize and 
align content, instruction, and assessment strategies in order to give students the op-
portunity to develop deep and integrated understanding of science ideas. 

DeepTutor is developed as a web service and a first prototype is fully accessible 
through a browser from any Internet-connected device, including regular desktop 
computers and mobile devices such as tablets. As of this writing, DeepTutor is de-
signed as a bundle of two web services: (1) the tutoring service itself accessed by 
learners, and (2) the support service which includes everything else: authoring and 
content management, experiment management, user management, and instruction 
management. The latter service is viewed as a single service because there is a single-
entry point to access all these functions. The tutoring service exports its functionality 
through an XML-based protocol. Third party developers can use their own develop-
ment environments to design custom DeepTutor clients and integrate them with the 
DeepTutor tutoring service; all they need is to understand and generate an XML-like 
protocol, which is a query-language for accessing DeepTutor functionality. 

We contrast the DeepTutor design with the design of another software environ-
ment, SEMILAR (www.semanticsimilarity.org; Rus et al., 2013). SEMILAR can be 
used to author semantic similarity methods for semantic processing tasks such as the 
task of assessing   students’   natural   language   inputs   in   dialogue-based CBTSs. 
SEMILAR, a SEMantic simILARity toolkit, has been designed as a Java library. Ac-
cess to SEMILAR functionality is already available through a Java API (Application 
Programming Interface). Users can use the semantic similarity methods in SEMILAR 
as long as they link the SEMILAR library to their own Java programs. If a developer 
were to use SEMILAR from non-Java applications, a solution would be for the 
SEMILAR library to export its functionality through an XML-like protocol which is 
easily readable from any programming language. This latter integration solution is 
basically the export of functionality approach available in the DeepTutor tutoring 
service. SEMILAR has not been developed as a web service because it was initially 
developed for our own internal use. We have plans to make it available as a web ser-
vice in the future. A GUI-based Java application has been developed and is currently 
tested to offer non-programmers easy access to the SEMILAR functionality. 

The two designs, DeepTutor and SEMILAR, will help us discuss concretely three 
models for standardizing and implementing CBTS   functionality   to   meet   GIFT’s  
goals: (1) a single-entry web service, e.g. the two DeepTutor services can be collated 
into one service (a one-stop-shop model); (2) a bundle of web services – the current 
DeepTutor design in which different functionality is accessed through different ser-
vice points, and (3) a library of components accessed through an API. The three mod-
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els share the common requirement of standardizing the communication between a 
client/user and provider of tutoring components/functions. While all three models 
have advantages and disadvantages, we favor the web services models for a General-
ized Framework for Intelligent Tutoring as these models better suit the emerging 
world of mobile computing in which users access services in the cloud over the net-
work as opposed to downloading full applications on their local, energy-sensitive 
mobile devices. Furthermore, the combination of a tutoring service and XML-based 
protocols for data and commands/queries fits very well with recent standards for rep-
resenting knowledge proposed by the Semantic Web community, standards for au-
thoring behavior of dialogue systems (see the FLORENCE dialogue manager frame-
work; Fabbrizio & Lewis, 2004), or previous work in the intelligent tutoring commu-
nity  (see  CircSim’s  mark-up language; Freedman et al., 1998).  

The rest of the paper is organized as in the followings. The next section provides 
an overview of the DeepTutor web service. Then, we describe the design of the 
SEMILAR library. We conclude the paper with Discussion and Conclusions in which 
we make recommendations for GIFT based on the three models we discussed. 

2 The Intelligent Tutoring Web Service DeepTutor 

DeepTutor is a conversational ITS that is intended to increase the effectiveness of 
conversational ITSs beyond the interactivity plateau (VanLehn, 2011) by promoting 
deep learning of complex science topics through a combination of advanced domain 
modeling methods (based on LPs), deep language and discourse processing algo-
rithms, and advanced tutorial strategies. DeepTutor currently targets the domain of 
conceptual Newtonian Physics but it is designed with scalability in mind (cross-topic, 
cross-domain). 

DeepTutor is a problem solving coaching tutor. DeepTutor challenges students to 
solve problems, called tasks, and scaffolds their deep understanding of complex scien-
tific topics through constructivist dialogue and other elements, e.g. multimedia items. 
DeepTutor uses the framework of Learning Progressions (LPs) to drive its scaffolding 
at macro- and micro-level (Rus et al, to appear). There is an interesting interplay 
among assessment, LPs, instructional tasks, and advanced tutoring strategies that is 
finely orchestrated by DeepTutor. The LPs are aligned with an initial, pre-tutoring 
assessment instrument (i.e., pretest) which students must complete before interacting 
with the system. Based on this first summative  assessment,  an  initial  map  of  students’  
knowledge level with respect to a topic LP is generated. The LPs encode both 
knowledge  about  the  domain  and  knowledge  about  students’  thinking  in  the  form  of  
models that students use to reason about the domain. The student models vary from 
naïve to weak to strong/mastery models. For each level of understanding in the LP a 
set of instructional tasks are triggered that are deemed to best help students make 
progress towards mastery, which coincides with the highest level of understanding 
modeled by the LP.  

The task representation is completely separated from the executable code and 
therefore DeepTutor is compliant with the principles adopted by GIFT from Patil and 
Abraham (2010). Also, in accordance with GIFT principles (Sottilare et al., 2012), 
DeepTutor’s  pedagogical  module  interacts with the learner module (the Student) and 
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adapts the scaffolding tasks and dialogue   according   to   the   learner’s   level   of  
knowledge. 

DeepTutor is an ongoing project. As of this writing, different modules are at dif-
ferent stages of maturity. For instance, our LP has been empirically validated based 
on data collected from 444 high-school student responses. Other components, e.g. the 
general knowledge module that can handle tasks related to general knowledge such as 
answering  definitional  questions  (“What  does  articulate mean?”),  is  still  in  the  works.  
The system as a whole will be fully validated in the next 6-12 months. 

As already mentioned, DeepTutor has been designed as a web service accessible 
via HTML5-compatible clients, typically web browsers. The familiarity of users with 
web browsers and eliminating the need to install software packages (except the web 
browser)   on   each   user’s   own   computer   environment  makes   it   extremely   convenient  
for users to access DeepTutor from any Internet-connected device and at the same 
time opens up unprecedented economies of scale for tutoring research. For instance, 
during Spring 2013 DeepTutor has been successfully used by more than 300 high-
school students7 from their Internet-device of choice (outside of traditional classroom 
instruction or experimental lab): home computer, tablet, mobile phones, or library 
computer.  

All communication between the client and the DeepTutor server is handled 
through an XML-like protocol. The protocol specifies both commands and data that 
both client and server can interpret. The client communicates user actions and data to 
the server and the server replies with appropriate responses. Currently, the responses 
are in the form of display commands and values for various tutoring elements that are 
visible to the user on screen. That is, the client simply uses the information to update 
the corresponding interface elements, e.g. the client needs to update the dialogue his-
tory box with the most recent DeepTutor feedback response. The protocol contains 
sufficient information for learner software clients to display the elements of the stand-
ard DeepTutor interface. At the same time, the client uses the XML protocol to send 
the DeepTutor server important information about the user, e.g. user actions such as 
turning the talking head off, typed responses, time stamps, etc. 

There are two major phases for learner clients to connect to the full DeepTutor 
system: the user authentication and initialization phase and the tutoring phase. In the 
authentication and initialization phase the user authenticates herself. A set of initiali-
zation parameters are sent to the DeepTutor system as well. Currently, the initializa-
tion parameters are set from the instructor view of the system, e.g. the research-
er/experimenter or instructor/teacher can set a particular instructional strategy to be 
used by the system for a particular user or groups of learners. We can imagine in the 
future that these parameters are set dynamically based on the student model retrieved 
from a persistent database of learner information. 

                                                           
7 This group of students is different from the 444 student group used for validat-

ing the LP. 
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Figure 10. Three DeepTutor clients showing three different renderings of the learner-view of the DeepTutor 
Service: the currently official learner view in DeepTutor (top),  an under-development Android app (bottom 
left) and a client developed for a Masters project (bottom right). 

 
Client applications that access the full DeepTutor tutoring system (not individual 

components) can be designed quite easily. The main reason is the relatively simple 
but efficient current interface that allows the learner to focus on the interactive tutorial 
dialogue. Figure 1 bottom shows on the left-hand side an Android-based app client for 
DeepTutor designed by a small team of 5 Computer Science undergraduate students 
as a semester-long class project. The app has an interface design for a vertical versus 
horizontal positioning of the mobile device. The right-hand side of Figure 1 includes 
another DeepTutor client designed by a Masters student in Computer Science as his 
Masters project on Human-Computer Interaction.  

It should be noted that more complex learner views are in the plans for 
DeepTutor. For instance, we plan to add several supplemental instructional aids and 
monitoring and informing elements such as how many tasks are left to cover in the 
current session or game-like  features  such  as  showing  what  percentage  of  a  learner’s  
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peers successfully finished the current task. The current interface of DeepTutor is as 
simple as it can be and it was intentionally kept this way. The goal was to reduce the 
number of on-screen distractors in order for the learner to focus on the tutorial dia-
logue. Adding more elements would make the interface richer which could distract 
the learners from the main tutorial interaction. It would be an interesting topic to in-
vestigate though. 

We imagine that other users, e.g. developer of tutoring systems, may need to ac-
cess specific functionality/components of DeepTutor according to the GIFT goals. As 
an example, we can imagine someone willing to access the output of the assessment 
module. As of this writing, the client-server protocol does not allow export of specific 
functionality. To allow export of functionality at a finer-grain level the current 
DeepTutor XML protocol must be extended such that the server provides develop-
ers/researcher clients output from specific modules, e.g. the assessment module. The 
exact format of the query and response must be clearly defined. 

We believe that efforts to standardize access to GIFT-defined CBTS modules us-
ing XML protocols are best. The specification of these protocols needs to be done at 
different levels of abstractness such that the protocol is general enough to be applica-
ble to all types of tutoring systems (at higher, more general levels of specification) 
and detailed enough for specific types of tutoring systems to be readily implementable 
by various groups. For instance, a general specification for querying the assessment 
module would include a general query element that indicates that an user input is 
needed together with a context variable which may contain other useful information 
for best assessing the student input (the context variable could be as simple as an user 
identifier and a session identifier or much more complex including a comprehensive 
list of factors that might impact assessment) and the format of the response from the 
assessment component of the tutoring service. This general specification can be fur-
ther specified for benchmark-based tutoring systems (AutoTutor – Graesser et al., 
2005, Guru – Olney et al. 2012; DeepTutor – Rus et al., to appear) as well as for rea-
soning-based tutoring systems (Why-Atlas; VanLehn et al., 2007). We use this broad 
categorization of tutoring systems to help us illustrate the need for further specifying 
general query formats. A benchmark-tutoring system is one that requires an expert-
generated or benchmark response against which the student response is assessed 
(DeepTutor is such a system; Rus et al., to appear). For benchmark-tutoring systems 
the assessment query will need to pass (a pointer to) the benchmark response as one 
of the input parameters. Reasoning-based systems are able to infer the correct re-
sponse automatically (Why-Atlas; VanLehn et al., 2007). For reasoning-based sys-
tems the benchmark response may not be needed but instead (a pointer to) a 
knowledge base. 

In summary, a web service together with XML-based protocols may offer the 
best option for moving forward in GIFT. The advantage of using a web service solu-
tion with an XML-based protocol has the advantage of being easily extendable (new 
functionality can be added by simple adding new tags in the XML protocol). Another 
advantage is the decoupling the logical view from the actual implementation. The 
decoupling of functionality from actual implementation can be very useful. For ex-
ample, the XML protocol can offer a GIFT-like view of the system with components 
so defined to meet GIFT standards while the actual, back-end implementation can be 
so designed to best fit particular types of ITSs. Sometimes refactoring and exporting 
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functionality is conceptually challenging as for some tutoring systems there is a tight 
connection between components that GIFT suggest be separate. For instance, in LP-
based ITSs such as DeepTutor, there is a tight relationship between learner models 
and the domain model because the domain is organized from a learner perspective 
(Rus et al., in press). Separating the learner model from the domain model is concep-
tually challenging and probably not recommended. The decoupling of functionality 
allows keeping the best implementation while offering differing views recommended 
by standards. 

The combination of web service/XML protocol is also more advantageous when 
it comes to updates and extensions. There is no need to download and recompile a 
client application with the latest version of a component or the whole tutoring system. 

We conclude this section by noting that the service model can further be refined 
into two types of service-based models: single service versus bundle of services. The 
current DeepTutor system is a bundle of services. In this model, the functionality of 
the various modules would be available as separate web services, e.g. the assessment 
module could be a separate web service. There are some interesting aspects of the 
bundle of services model. For instance, in DeepTutor some functionality is offered 
through a combination of the two DeepTutor services: debugging capabilities are 
offered through a combination of the tutoring and support services. That is, a devel-
oper polishing various components has to use both services. 

All services can eventually be bundled together in a single, deep service (contain-
ing many subservices) in which case we have a single-entry service model. This 
model implements the concept of a one-stop-shop meaning users will use on access 
point for the components or the whole tutoring system. 

3 The SEMILAR Library For Assessing Natural Language 
Student Inputs 

Our SEMILAR (SEMantic similarity) toolkit, includes implementations and exten-
sions of a number of algorithms proposed over the last decade to address the general 
problem of semantic similarity. SEMILAR includes algorithms based on Latent Se-
mantic Analysis (LSA; Landauer et al., 2007), Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei, Ng, 
& Jordan, 2003), and lexico-syntactic optimization methods with negation handling 
(Rus & Lintean, 2012a; Rus et al., 2012b); Rus et al, in press). Due to space reasons, 
we do not present the set of methods available but rather discuss the design of 
SEMILAR as a Java library and its implications for using an akin design for GIFT. 

The Java library design for SEMILAR has the advantage of being easily integrat-
ed as compiled code into Java applications which, at least in theory, should be plat-
form independent. However, users have to download the whole package, install it, and 
then compile it with their tutoring systems. If these systems or components are written 
in a programming language different from Java, extra effort will be needed for inte-
gration. We call this the library-API model for a GIFT framework. Indeed, a GIFT 
framework based on the library-API model will require downloading and installing 
large software packages on various platforms by users of various technical back-
grounds which may make the whole effort more challenging. For instance, the 
SEMILAR library and application is 300MB large (it includes large models for syn-
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tactic parsing among other things). SEMILAR can be regarded as a tutoring compo-
nent for assessing   students’   natural   language   inputs.   If   ITS   developers   were   to   use  
SEMILAR as a library they have to download it and integrate it in their products. 
They have to install and update the API when updates become available. In fact, this 
is how SEMILAR is currently integrated in DeepTutor. Changes in implementation, 
e.g. bug fixes, would require a new download and reintegration of the systems that 
rely on the library. When SEMILAR will be available as a web service, all is needed 
is understanding the API, in the form of an XML-based communication protocol, and 
connect to the tutoring service. The need for a network connection are a potential risk 
for the service model in the form of network congestion which may make the service 
inaccessible or slow at times. 

4 Discussion and Conclusions 

We presented three models based on our experience with implementing a set of 
coherent functionalities related to intelligent tutoring systems and semantic processing. 
Each of the models has its own advantages and disadvantages. Ideally, all three mod-
els should be adopted by GIFT. However, if it were to choose we believe that the 
service-based models are the best solution for an emerging world of mobile devices in 
which accessing software services in the cloud is becoming the norm. The library-API 
and web service solutions are functionally equivalent with the former presenting more 
technical challenges for users with diverse backgrounds and computing environments 
and also being less suitable for a mobile computing world.   

One apparent downside of the web service model is that potential developers 
cannot alter the code themselves in order to conduct research. This is just an apparent 
downside as a quick fix would be for each component to offer enough parameters, in 
the form of a switchboard, to allow potential users to alter behavior without the need 
to change the code. In fact, this solution should be preferred as users would not need 
to spend time to understand and alter the code, a tedious and error-prone activity. 

Standardization efforts for XML-based protocols may start with previous efforts 
where available. For instance, the dialogue processing community has made attempts 
to standardize dialogue acts/speech acts, a major component in dialogue-based ITSs, 
for more than a decade. The resulting Dialogue Act Mark-Up in Several Layers 
(DAMSL) XML schema can be used as a start to standardize speech acts in dialogue 
ITSs. 

In summary, we favor a one-stop-shop service model with switchboard-like fa-
cilities for implementing GIFT. Table 1 below illustrates the pros and cons of the 
three models discussed in this paper. 
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Table 6. Comparison of the three proposed model: single-entry service, bundle of services, and library. 

 One-Stop-
Shop/Single-Entry 
Service 

Bundle of Ser-
vices 

Library 

Programming 
Language Inde-
pendent 

YES YES NO 

Install and update 
on local machine/ 
environment 

NO NO YES 

Fit for emerging 
mobile and cloud-
computing fitness 

EXCELLENT EXCELLENT POOR 

Customization VERY GOOD VERY GOOD EXCELLENT 
Cost of Customi-
zation 

LOW MEDIUM HIGH (error prone 
and time to work 
with  someone  else’  
code) 

Extendible EXCELLENT EXCELLENT GOOD 
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Abstract. The time is ripe for a new look at the affordances of semantic net-
works as backbone structures for knowledge representation in intelligent tutor-
ing systems (ITSs). While the semantic space approach has undeniable value, 
and will likely continue to be an essential part of solutions to the problem of 
computer-based dialogue with humans, technical advances such the automatic 
extraction of ontologies from text corpora, now encourage a vision in which in-
telligent tutoring agents have access to forms of knowledge representation that 
allow  them  to  more  fully  “understand”  something  of  what  they  are  talking  about  
with learners. These developments have important implications for key ITS 
components including the structure of expert domain models, learner models, 
instructional modules, and dialogue strategies, particularly in respect to issues 
of transportability across systems. As such, they in turn have important implica-
tions for the design of a general-purpose framework such as the U.S.  Army’s  
Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring (GIFT). 

Keywords: Intelligent tutoring, semantic networks, semantic spaces, ontology 
extraction. 

1 Introduction 

The idea that a computer might be programmed to carry on an intelligent conversation 
with a human emerged in the early days of artificial intelligence, possibly as early as 
the  1940s,  but  was  articulated  most  fully  in  computer  pioneer  Alan  Turing’s  famous  
“Turing  test”  [40]  in  which  a  human  is  invited  to  carry  on  a  typed  conversation  with  
both a hidden human and a machine, and has to decide which is which. A computer 
program that passes the Turing test is considered to be intelligent. Early programs that 
were claimed to have passed the test included ELIZA [43], which employed the ping-
pong conversational strategies of a Rogerian psychotherapist, thus, allowing ELIZA 
to  be  “free  to  assume  the  pose  of  knowing  almost  nothing  of  the  real  world”  [p.  42],  
and PARRY, which was designed to mimic the behavior of a paranoid schizophrenic, 
and reportedly fooled about half the psychologists who interacted with it [11].  
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SHRDLU [44] was similar to  ELIZA and PARRY in that it was capable of en-
gaging humans in something like natural language dialog, but distinctly different in 
one important respect; it actually “understood”   something   about  what   it  was   talking  
about, albeit within a highly restricted domain, a virtual world consisting of a set of 
wooden blocks of different shapes and colors. SHRDLU could be instructed to pick 
up a block, put it on top of another block, and would remember which block was now 
on top.  

SCHOLAR [9, 10, 17] is thought to have been the first program to demonstrate 
the use of mixed-initiative, natural-language conversation for the specific purpose of 
instruction, and as such is widely considered the first intelligent tutoring system [e.g., 
29,14]. The program was intended to demonstrate what Carbonell, a computer scien-
tist  at  Bolt,  Beranek  and  Newman  (BBN),  termed  an  “information-structure-oriented”  
(ISO)   tutorial   system.   In   contrast   to   “ad hoc-frame   oriented”   (AFO)   systems   of   the  
time,  which  were  organized   around  “frames”  of   specific   text   strings,   questions,   and  
answers written by a human author, SCHOLAR drew its questions and answers di-
rectly from its own knowledge base, which, in the examples referenced here, consisted 
of a set of simple facts about the geography of South America.8  The following tran-
script, reported by Freedman [17], gives some sense of how these interactions went: 

 
SCHOLAR: The capital of Chile is Santiago. Correct or incorrect? 
STUDENT: Correct. 
SCHOLAR:  That’s  right.  Approximately  what  is  the  area  of  Brazil? 
STUDENT: 2,500,000 square miles. 

SCHOLAR: Wrong. Please indicate if the following statement is correct or incorrect:  
       The area of Paraguay is approx. 47432 square miles. 

 
While it seems unlikely that SCHOLAR fooled anyone, the program was arguably 

ahead  of  its  time  in  one  important  respect.  SCHOLAR’s  knowledge  of  the  world  was  
stored in a semantic network, a data structure that featured in the work of Carbonell’s  
colleagues at BBN, Ross Quillian and Allan Collins [32, 12, 13]. Semantic networks 
do not, in themselves, provide easy solutions to the problem of machine understand-
ing of human language; however, for reasons explained below, there is good reason to 
take a second look at the various affordances they may offer to designers of general-
purpose intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs), including general-purpose frameworks 
such as GIFT. 

2 Affordances of Semantic Networks for Intelligent Tutoring 
Systems 

Researchers in artificial intelligence have explored a range of solutions to the prob-
lem of representation of conceptual knowledge, from symbolic representations to 
purely statistical ones [25,19]. Semantic networks of the type employed by 
SCHOLAR, where concepts and their relationships are represented as nodes and edg-

                                                           
8  Carbonell was born in Uruguay. A second database was developed to pro-

vide tutoring for an online text editing system. 
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es, are arguably closest to symbolic natural language in that noun-predicate-object 
clusters  (semantic  triples)  are  incorporated  and  preserved.  In  “semantic  space”  mod-
els, on the other hand, relationships among concepts are represented mathematically. 
Methods include Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) [24], Hyperspace Analogue to 
Language (HAL) [26], Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [5], Non-Latent Similarity 
(NLS) [8]; Word Association Space (WAS) [39], and Pointwise Mutual Information 
(PMI) [33].  

In general terms, these semantic space models identify the meaning of a word 
through  “the  company   it   keeps”   [15:11],   that   is,  by  examining   the  co-occurrence of 
words across large numbers of documents and using this data to calculate statistical 
measures of semantic similarity. This approach has been used successfully in a variety 
of applications where measures of document similarity are useful, such as in text re-
trieval and automatic scoring of student essays [25]. In intelligent tutoring applica-
tions, probabilistic semantic space engines allow for the automatic creation of domain 
models  as  “bags  of  words”  [20].  For  example,  AutoTutor  employs  LSA  measures  of  
text similarity to evaluate the extent to which a learner’s  answers  to  its  questions  cor-
respond to scripted correct answers consisting of unordered sets of expected words 
and phrases [42]. 

When applied to the problem of knowledge representation in intelligent learning 
systems, the selection of one approach over another results in important trade-offs. 
Although the choice of probabilistic semantic models in intelligent tutoring systems 
avoids the time-consuming tasks involved in  creating more granular, linguistically 
encoded models of domain knowledge, it also imposes significant constraints on the 
functionality of the system, including limits on its ability to engage in true dialog with 
a human learner, which in turn constrains both its ability to represent what is in the 
learner’s  head  and  the nature and quality of the apparent (virtual) social relationship 
between the agent and the learner. 

Most importantly, an agent that relies exclusively on a probabilistic semantic mod-
el  cannot  generate  substantive  questions  of  its  own,  nor  can  it  respond  to  a  learner’s  
questions.  Rather,  because  its  knowledge  is  enclosed  in  a  “black  box”  [1]  it  is  limited  
to asking scripted questions with scripted answers, then evaluating the extent to which 
the  learner’s  answers  conform.  As  a  result,  it  naturally  assumes  the  role  of  a  tradition-
al pedagogue, a teacher who looks only for correct answers to questions.  

2.1 Some Recent Developments 

In spite of these limitations, in recent years the use of probabilistic, black box seman-
tic models has been favored over semantic network representations, owing, as noted 
above, largely to the difficulties inherent in laborious manual authoring of useful do-
main models based on semantic networks [35]. However, over the past decade or so 
this situation has begun to change in important ways. While the extraction of proposi-
tions (semantic triples) from connected text—the building blocks of semantic network 
solutions—remains as one of the hardest problems in artificial intelligence and ma-
chine learning [35,19], considerable progress has been made [e.g., 2, 31, 30, 6, 4].  
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For example, Berland & Charniak [2] developed an algorithm which, given a 
seed word such as car, and a large corpus of text to mine, identified the following as 
possible fillers for the slot ___ is-part-of ____[car]: headlight, windshield, ignition, 
shifter, dashboard, radiator, brake, tailpipe, etc. Similarly, Pantel & Ravichandran 
[31] describe an algorithm for automatically discovering semantic classes in large 
databases, labeling them, then relating instances to classes in the form X is-a Y. For 
example, for the instances Olympia Snowe, Susan Collins, and James Jeffords, the 
algorithm settled on republican, senator, chairman, supporter, and conservative as 
possible   labels,   meaning   that   it   could   form   the   basis   for   assertions   such   “Olympia 
Snowe is a republican.”     

Other relevant work includes the corpus of annotated propositional representa-
tions in PropBank [30], and AutoProp [6] a tool that has been designed to 
“propositionalize”   texts   that   have   already   been   reduced   to   clauses.   More   recently,  
members of the DBpedia project [4] have been working to extract semantic triples 
from Wikipedia itself. As of September 2011, the DBpedia dataset described more 
than   3.64   million   “things,”   with   consistent   ontologies   for   some   416,000   persons,  
526,000 places, 106,000 music albums, 60,000 films, 17,500 video games, 169,000 
organizations, 183,000 species and 5,400 diseases. A similar project, Freebase, allows 
users to edit ontologies extracted from Wikipedia [27], while YAGO2 [21] is a 
knowledge base of similar size (nearly 10 million entities and events, as well as 80 
million facts representing general world knowledge) that includes the dimensions of 
space and time in its ontologies. All of these projects employ a form of semantic net-
work to represent conceptual knowledge. 

Given the labor required in building formal representations of procedural 
knowledge by hand, it is natural to consider the possibility of automatic extraction of 
production rules from text corpora, using machine learning (data mining) methods 
similar to those for extracting declarative knowledge. As it turns out, work on this 
problem is already producing promising results. For example, Schumacher, Minor, 
Walter, & Bergmann [36] have  compared   two  methods  of  extracting   formal   “work-
flow representations”  of  cooking  recipes  from  the  Web,  finding  that  the  frame-based 
SUNDANCE system [34] gives superior results, as rated by human experts. Song et al. 
[37] have tested a method for extracting procedural knowledge from PubMed ab-
stracts. Jung, Ryu, Kim, & Myaeng [23] describe an approach to automatically con-
structing  what   they  call   “situation  ontologies”  by  mining  sets  of  how-to instructions 
from the large-scale web resources eHow (www.eHow.com) and wikiHow 
(www.wikihow.com). 

While the implications of this work for the development of intelligent learning 
systems remain unclear, the possibilities inherent in semantic data mining of both 
declarative and procedural knowledge clearly deserve attention. It seems the most 
likely scenario is that future systems will employ different knowledge representations 
for different purposes. For example, Rus [35] describes the use of a hybrid solution, 
Latent Semantic Logic Form (LS-LF), for use in the extraction of expert knowledge 
bases from corpora such as textbooks. Also, while the use of semantic networks in 
particular domains may allow an agent to engage in something approaching intelligent 
conversation regarding these domains, the agent may still need a way of coping with 
user utterances that it cannot handle in any other way, much as humans make educat-
ed, intuitive guesses about the meaning of ambiguous or confusing utterances. For 
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example, Hu & Martindale [22] discuss the use of a semantic vector model as a means 
of evaluating the relevance and novelty of a given utterance in a series of discourse 
moves, which is clearly useful in the event that an agent has no other way of evaluat-
ing  a  user’s  utterance.   

2.2 Implications for General-purpose Tutoring Systems 

The field of intelligent tutoring has come a long way in the four decades that separate 
us  from  the  time  of  SCHOLAR.  A  recent  estimate  [28],  identified  some  370  ITS  “ar-
chitecture   families,”   or  which   12  were   considered   “major   architectures,”   defined   as  
those with at least ten scholarly papers published between the years 2009-2012. How-
ever, in spite of these efforts (representing investments of untold millions of taxpayer 
dollars), the field has not yet had much of an impact on educational practice. The 
study cited above, for example, estimated less than 1 million users worldwide. To put 
this in perspective, a recent estimate puts the number of school-age children in the 
U.S. at 70 million, and in the world at over 1 billion [7].  

Important barriers to more widespread adoption and impact of ITSs include two im-
portant and related problems. One is the high cost of authoring domain-specific sys-
tems, recently estimated to require between 24 and 220 hours of development time for 
one hour of instruction, with a mean of around 100 hours [16]. A second problem is 
that ITSs tend to be constructed as  “unique,  one-of-a-kind, largely domain-dependent 
solutions  focused  on  a  single  pedagogical  strategy”  [38]. Among other things, because 
components are not shareable, this means that returns on investment in particular 
systems is limited to whatever impact those particular systems might on their own, 
like stones tossed into a pond that make no ripples. 

The use of semantic networks to represent expert domain knowledge might go far to 
reduce authoring costs and could also lead to portable expert models, and, by exten-
sion, learner models. As we have seen, a considerable amount of work is already go-
ing on in the semi-automatic (i.e., supervised) extraction of domain ontologies from 
text corpora. What this means, conceptually, is that the ontology of a particular do-
main  becomes  not  just  a  single  person  (or  team’s)  unique  description  of  the  domain  of  
interest, but a structure that emerges from the way the domain is represented linguisti-
cally in some very large number of texts, written by different authors. While it is true 
that supervised extraction introduces and reflected the biases of the human supervi-
sors, ontologies constructed in this way arguably have much more in common than 
those constructed entirely from scratch for specific purposes. The ability to extract 
domain models directly from text corpora also, of course, speeds the development 
process, and, to the extent that expert models  constructed in this way are architecture-
independent, they are more likely to acquire general currency than dedicated models 
developed for the particular purposes of specific systems. Finally, to the extent that 
learner models, or at least some portion of them, are seen as overlays of expert models 
(i.e., flawed or incomplete versions of expert maps), these may also become trans-
portable across systems, and because these models can be expressed mathematically, 
as graphs, it becomes possible to estimate differences between learner models and 
expert models computationally.  
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3 Conclusion 

While the specific affordances of semantic networks in respect to problems of 
knowledge representation, learner modeling, and conversational fluency of intelligent 
agents have yet to be fully explored, and while such structures do not by any means 
solve fundamental problems, the future is indeed promising. As argued here, the 
movement to structure the vast store of human knowledge on the Web in the form of 
explicit ontologies, as evidenced in the Semantic Web project and its many associated 
technologies, is well underway, and has undeniable momentum. The future of human 
knowledge representation almost certainly lies in this direction, with some obvious 
potential benefits to ITS developers. For example, to the extent that expert domain 
models are conceived as populated ontologies, then it becomes easier to conceive of 
portable domain models, and, to the extent that a learner models are also conceived of 
as populated ontologies, then learner models can also be portable across systems. 

Interestingly, the underpinnings of the Semantic Web originated in the work of Ross 
Quillian, the same work that SCHOLAR, the ancestor of modern ITSs, was based on. 
Now that the technology is beginning to catch up with that initial vision, the time has 
arguably come to take another look at the affordances of semantic networks. In par-
ticular, the designers of systems such as GIFT, which seek to provide a general-
purpose framework for development of ITS systems of the future, are advised to look 
carefully at the specific implications of the reemergence and increasing importance of 
semantic networks as general-purpose structures for representing the knowledge of 
both experts and learners, and as the basis for bringing these structures into alignment 
through natural processes of teaching and learning. 
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Abstract. Embodied conversational agents are virtual characters that engage 
users in conversation with appropriate speech, gesture, and facial expression. 
The high cost of developing embodied conversational agents has led to a recent 
increase in open source agent platforms. In this paper, we present XNAgent, an 
open source platform for embodied conversational agents based on the XNA 
Framework. By leveraging the high-level class structure of the XNA Frame-
work, XNAgent provides a compact implementation that is suitable both as a 
starting point for the development of a more advanced system and as a teaching 
tool for AI curricula. In this paper we describe how we created an embodied 
conversational agent in XNA using skeletal and morph animation, motion cap-
ture, and event-driven animation and how this process can facilitate the use of 
embodied conversational agents in the Generalized Intelligent Framework for 
Tutoring. 

Keywords: XNA, ECA, GIFT, agent, HCI, conversation, interface, tutoring 

1 Introduction 

It is well known that we unconsciously and automatically interact with computers 
using social norms [1]. Embodied conversational agents (ECAs) capitalize on this 
phenomena as characters with human-like communicative capabilities. By doing so, 
ECAs leverage pointing, gestures, facial expressions, and voice to create a richer hu-
man-computer interface. As a result ECAs have been used in diverse AI applications, 
including education [2], where they form an important part of the tutor-user interface. 

ECAs combine research in discourse, computer animation, speech synthesis, and 
emotion. Consequently ECA systems tend to be costly to build [3] As a result, in the 
past decade, a great deal of tutoring research has used closed-source platforms such as 
Microsoft Agent [4], adapted commercial/open source game engines [5], or low-level 
libraries like OpenGL [6]. These approaches present different types of challenges. 
Game engines usually have support for basic character animation but lack native lip-
sync and fine animation control, and game engines come with a complex API with 
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many features that may not be relevant for education research, e.g. bullet/explosion 
physics or first-person shooter perspective. Conversely low-level libraries have no 
similar irrelevant complexity but require designing the AI from the ground up. Given 
the challenges of both the game-engine and low-level routes, recent researchers have 
released open source platforms for ECA development [7, 8, 9, 10] based on either 
game engines or low-level libraries. 

The design and development challenges described above for ECAs are manifest 
in the development of computer-based training environments and have recently been 
addressed by the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring Framework [11]. 
One of the design goals of the Generalized Intelligent Framework for Tutoring 
(GIFT) is to provide authoring capability for the creation of computer-based training 
components. One such component is the tutor-user interface, which in modern intelli-
gent tutoring systems often uses an ECA. Accordingly, in this paper we present an 
open source solution to ECA development that meets the design goals of the GIFT 
Framework. Rather than use a game engine with its inherent complexities or a low-
level library that requires a large investment of initial development, we present an 
ECA  platform  that  combines  the  best  of  these  using  Microsoft’s  XNA  framework  [12].  
By providing high-level libraries, a runtime environment for managed code (C#), free 
development tools, and extensive support in the form of code samples, official forums, 
and commercially available books at all levels, the XNA framework provides a solid 
foundation for ECA development. In this the following sections we describe how we 
implement the face and body of XNAgent using skeletal and morph animation via 
vertex shaders, motion capture, and event-driven animation. At each step the content 
creation pipeline is outlined to illustrate how XNAgent may be adapted to new AI 
contexts. We conclude by considering the design goals of the GIFT Framework and 
how they are addressed by XNAgent. 

2 Face 

The face of an ECA can be considered independently of the body in terms of speech, 
emotions, and facial expressions. The classic reference for facial expression is the 
Facial Action Coding System, which uses the anatomy of the face, primarily in terms 
of muscle groups, to define facial action units [13]. While it is certainly possible to 
create   “virtual   muscles”   and   animate   with   them,   a   number   of   other   real-time ap-
proaches exist which give satisfactory results [14]. Perhaps the most well-known and 
widely used facial animation approach is morph target animation. 

In morph target animation, a version of the head is created for each desired ex-
pression. For example, one version  for  smiling,  frowning,  or  a  “w”  lip  shape.  Each  of  
these shapes becomes a target for interpolation, a morph target. If two morph channels 
exist, e.g. a neutral face and a smiling face, the interpolation between them can be 
described by the distance between matching vertices across the two faces. In practice, 
this distance is often normalized as a weight such that a weight of 1 would push the 
neutral face all the way to happy. The advantage to using morph target animations is 
that each morph target can be carefully crafted to the correct expression, and then 
mixtures of morph targets can be used to create huge number of intermediate expres-
sions, e.g. smiling while talking and blinking.  
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FaceGen Modeler, by Singular Inversions, is a popular software package for cre-
ating 3D faces that has been used in psychological research on gaze, facial expression, 
and attractiveness [15]. FaceGen Modeler contains a statistical model of the human 
face with approximately one hundred and fifty parameters to vary face shape and 
texture. Using FaceGen Modeler, a virtual infinite variety of human faces can be cre-
ated by manipulating these parameters, and for a given custom face FaceGen Modeler 
can output thirty-nine morph targets including seven emotions and sixteen visemes 
(the visual correlates of phonemes used for lip-sync). XNAgent uses FaceGen Model-
er output, so a correspondingly large variety of faces can be implemented in XNAgent. 

Since XNA does not provide native support for morph targets, we have imple-
mented them using vertex shaders. A shader is a program that runs directly on the 
graphics card. In XNA, shaders are written in High Level Shader Language that re-
sembles the C programming language, and the shaders compile side by side with C#. 
To implement morph target animation,   XNAgent’s   vertex   shaders   operate   on   each  
vertex on face and perform bilinear interpolation (interpolation on two axes). Thus 
there are three versions of the XNAgent head loaded at any particular time: a neutral 
head that was skinned with the body (see Section 3), a viseme head for the current 
viseme, and an emotion/expression head for the current emotion. It is possible to have 
more channels for additional morphing, and these are easily added if necessary. 

XNAgent utilizes a dynamic, event-driven animation system for facial expres-
sions. Three categories of facial animation are currently supported, including blinking, 
lip-sync via visemes, and facial expressions. Blinking is implemented using a model 
of blinking behavior in humans [16] in its own thread. Because the most salient fea-
ture of blinking is perhaps that the eyelids cover the eyes, XNAgent imitates blinking 
through texture animation rather than morph target animation. In texture animation 
the texture of the face is switched quickly with another version of the face. In the case 
of   blinking   the   two   textures   are   nearly   identical   except   the   blink   texture’s   eyes   are  
colored to match the surrounding skin, thus simulating closed eyes. 

Lip-syncing through morph target animation is controlled by the agent’s  voice,  i.e.  
a text-to-speech synthesizer. Some speech synthesizers generate lip-sync information 
during synthesis by producing visemes, the visual correlates of phonemes. Each 
viseme   unit   typically   includes   the   current   viseme   and   the   viseme’s   duration. In a 
viseme event handler, XNAgent sets the current viseme morph target and its duration 
using  these  values.  In  the  Update()  loop,  the  viseme’s  time  left  is  decremented  by  the  
elapsed time. In the Draw() loop, the viseme morph is expressed with a weight based 
on the remaining time left. Thus the lip sync remains true independently of the 
framerate speed of the computer running XNAgent and linearly interpolates between 
visemes. 

Morphing expressions like emotions require a more flexible approach than 
viseme animations. For example, a smile can be a slow smile that peaks at a medium 
value, or a rapid smile that peaks at an extreme value. To capture these intuitions, our 
expression morph animation has parameters for rise, sustain, and decay times, with a 
maximum weight parameters that specifies what the maximal morph will be during 
the sustain phase. Currently these three phases are interpolated linearly. 
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3 Body 

Non-facial movements, or gestures, appear to greatly differ from the face greatly in 
terms of communicative complexity, forming sign language in the extreme case. Our 
approach is therefore to model the entire body as a collection of joints, such that ma-
nipulating the values of these joints will cause the body to move. This common ap-
proach to animation is often called skeletal, or skinned animation [17]. 

In   skinned   animation   a   character   “shell”   is   first   created   that   represents   a   static  
character. An underlying skeletal structure is created for the shell with appropriate 
placement of joints and placed inside the shell. The shell and skeleton are then bound 
together such that a transformation on the underlying skeleton is mirrored in the shell; 
this result is known as a rigged model. Once a model is rigged, it may be animated by 
manipulating the skeleton and saving the resulting joint position data. Every saved 
movement creates a keyframe, and when these keyframes are played back at a rapid 
rate (e.g. 30 fps) the rigged model will carry out the animated action. Alternatively 
motion capture technologies can extrapolate joint position data from naturalistic hu-
man movement. In this case the resulting animation is still a keyframe animation. 

In order to create a body for XNAgent, we used several software packages to 
form what is commonly known as a 3D authoring pipeline. At each stage of the pipe-
line there are multiple available techniques and software packages, making navigating 
this space a complex process. In brief, there are three major phases to creating a body 
with gestures, namely model creation, rigging, and animation. Model creation can be 
extremely difficult for non-artists without initial materials to work from. To facilitate 
the process of body creation, we used the face model generated by FaceGen Modeler 
together with the FaceGen Exporter to export the face model to the Daz Studio soft-
ware package. This process seamlessly combines the face and body models and auto-
rigs the body with a skeleton. Daz Studio allows for comparable customizations of the 
body (gender, size, shape) as FaceGen does for the face. In addition, Daz Studio 
comes with a variety clothing and accessory packs that can be applied to the body in a 
drag and drop manner. In effect, several hundred hours of 3D authoring can be ac-
complished by a novice in less than an hour. 

In order to create realistic animations, we primarily used the low-cost iPi Desktop 
Motion Capture system from iPi Soft. The simplest camera configuration for this 
system uses the Microsoft Kinect camera. Once the motion capture has been recorded 
by iPi, it can be merged and edited using AutoDesk 3DS Max, where ultimately it is 
exported for XNA using the kw X-port plugin. A complete description of this process 
is beyond the space limitations of the current discussion, but a full tutorial, including 
software installer and step by  step  slides,  is  available  from  the  corresponding  author’s  
website9. 

In order to achieve similar functionality to interpolating visemes, skinned anima-
tion clips require mechanisms for blending and mixing. Simply put, blending is end to 
end interpolation, like a DJ fading from one song to the next. Mixing breaks the ani-
mation into components and plays them simultaneously, like a DJ taking the beat 
from one song, vocals from another, and playing them together. Blending and mixing 
can be done simultaneously if clips are playing in different regions of the skeleton 

                                                           
9  http://andrewmolney.name 
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while being blended with other clips in those same regions. XNAgent uses the Com-
munist Animation Library [18] to perform blending and mixing. Currently in 
XNAgent the skeleton is divided into center, left side, right side, and head regions. 
These regions are used to represent the following tracks: idle, both arms, left arm, 
right arm, and head. Animations are assigned to tracks at design time and then played 
with weights according to what other animations are currently playing in their track. 
For example, the idle animation consists of motion capture of a person standing and 
slightly swaying. Some degree of the idle animation is always playing in all the tracks, 
but when other animations are played in those tracks they are played with a higher 
weight. Thus lower priority animations like idle will be superseded by higher priority 
animations in a relatively simple manner. 

Animations are triggered in XNAgent by inserting animation tags into the text to 
speak, either dynamically or manually. When the TTS encounters the tag, it schedules 
the animation immediately. The mixing properties of the animation are specified in 
the tag to create new versions of animations, similar to morphing. For example, since 
the idle animation is always playing, it can be given more weight relative to an arm 
gesture   to  create  a   “beat”  gesture   [19].  Thus  a   normal   full   arm  extension  animation  
can be dampened arbitrarily using weighting, bringing the arm closer to the body with 
increasing weight. In addition, the speed of the animation clip can be modulated to 
control for the appropriate speed of the beat gesture, since beat gestures are often 
quick and fluid. 

Although XNA has some level of built in support for skinned animations, com-
bining skinned animations with morph target animations requires a custom vertex 
shader. In XNAgent there are two vertex shaders that operate separately on the head 
and body of the agent. The head shader applies morphing to calculate a new vertex 
position and then applies the transformation defined by skinning. This allows the head 
to be applying morph targets (e.g. speaking) while also nodding or shaking. The se-
cond vertex shader focuses strictly on the body and so does not require morphing. 

4  Working with XNAgent 

One of the most important aspects of any ECA is its ability to integrate into an AI 
application.  Game  engines  typically  don’t  support  integration  well  and  rather  present  
a fullscreen interface for the game, as does XNA. Although text input and other user 
interface functions can be carried out inside XNA, they are difficult because XNA 
doesn’t  provide  the  native  support  commonly  expected  by  GUI  designers.  For  exam-
ple, key presses in XNA are interpreted based on the framerate of the game, meaning 
that a normal keystroke will produce a double or triple production of letters or num-
bers. To address the integration issue, XNAgent provides an XNA environment inside 
a Windows form control. That means that adding XNAgent to an interface is as sim-
ple as selecting the XNAgent control from the Visual Studio toolbox and dropping it 
on a form. The primary method to call on the control is Speak(), which processes both 
text to speech and animation tags as described in previous sections. In summary, the 
process for using XNAgent is (1) create a 3D model using the authoring pipeline de-
scribed above (2) import the model to XNAgent (3) call XNAgent from your applica-
tion using the Speak() method. We have previously integrated XNAgent into the Guru 
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intelligent tutoring system shown in Figure 1 and conducted a number of experiments 
[20]. 

 

 
Figure 1: XNAgent running in the Guru intelligent tutoring system. 
 
We argue that XNAgent fulfills many if not all of the design goals for GIFT au-

thoring components [11]. XNAgent decreases the effort of authoring ECAs through 
its 3D authoring pipeline. Similarly it decreases the skills required for authoring 
ECAs by making authoring a drag-and-drop process, rather than a pixel-by-pixel pro-
cess.   XNAgent’s   animation   framework   allows   authors   to organize their knowledge 
about pedagogical animations and helps structure pedagogical animations. Perhaps 
most importantly in a research environment, XNAgent supports rapid prototyping of 
ECAs with different properties (gender, size, or clothing) for different pedagogical 
roles (teacher, mentor, or peer). XNAgent supports standards for easy integration with 
other software as a Windows form control. By cleanly separating domain-independent 
code from specific 3D model and animation content, XNAgent promotes reuse. Final-
ly XNAgent leverages open source solutions. Not only is XNAgent open source, but 
every element in its 3D authoring pipeline either has a freeware version or is free for 
academic use. Moreover, the recent version of MonoGame, an open source imple-
mentation of XNA, promises to make XNAgent cross platform to desktop and mobile 
devices beyond the Windows desktop. 
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5 Conclusion 

In this paper we have described the XNAgent platform for developing embodied con-
versational agents. Unlike existing ECA platforms that require either low level 
graphics programming or the use of complex game engines, XNAgent is written using 
a high level framework (XNA). Our contribution to this research area is in showing 
how to implement appropriate speech, gesture, and facial expression using skeletal 
and morph animation via vertex shaders, motion capture, and event-driven animation. 
We argue that the XNAgent platform fulfills most of the authoring design goals for 
GIFT with respect to authoring ECAs. It is our hope that XNAgent will be used by 
adopters of GIFT to facilitate creation of dialogue based tutoring systems that use 
ECAs. 
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Preface 
Educators and researchers have long recognized the importance of formative 

feedback for learning. Formative feedback helps learners understand where they are in 
a learning process, what the goal is, and how to reach that goal. While experimental 
and observational research has illuminated many aspects of feedback, modern 
interactive learning environments provide new tools to understand feedback and its 
relation to various learning outcomes. 

Specifically, as learners use tutoring systems, educational games, simulations, and 
other interactive learning environments, these systems store extensive data that record 
the learner’s usage traces. The data can be modeled, mined and analyzed to address 
questions including when is feedback effective, what kinds of feedback are effective, 
and whether there are individual differences in seeking and using feedback. Such an 
empirical approach can be valuable on its own, and it may be especially powerful when 
combined with theory, experimentation or design-based research. The findings create 
an opportunity to improve feedback in educational technologies and to advance the 
learning sciences. 

The FFILE workshop aims to advance and encourage research on using data to 
understand and improve feedback and interactive learning environments. The 
organizers hope to facilitate the exchange of ideas and the growth of the community of 
researchers who are interested in these topics. As evidenced by the publications in this 
volume, using data to understand and improve feedback is important and timely. The 
papers cover a variety of topics, including rubric-based automated assessment of 
student drawings of chemical reactions (Rafferty et al.), IRT-based modeling of the 
effect of feedback on analogical reasoning in children (Stevenson et al.), and an 
assessment technique for student responses that relies on student participation (Jordan 
et al.). 

Each submission to the workshop was reviewed by three members of a Program 
Committee, which included the co-chairs and representatives of academia, industry and 
independent research institutions. The co-chairs thank the Program Committee for 
diligent reviewing and service. 

The co-chairs also thank Erin Walker and Chee-Kit Looi, the AIED 2013 Tutorial 
and Workshop Chairs, and Andrew Olney and Phil Pavlik, the AIED 2013 Local 
Arrangements Chairs, for their tireless assistance in helping us organize the workshop. 

The workshop will include talks, posters, demos, and interactive activities. The 
organizers hope that the workshop will be of interest to the wider AIED community. 

 
 
 
 
 

June, 2013 
Ilya Goldin, Taylor Martin, Ryan Baker, Vincent Aleven, Tiffany Barnes 
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ABSTRACT
Generative educational assessments such as essays or draw-
ings allow students to express their ideas. They provide
more insight into student knowledge than most multiple-
choice items. Formative guidance on generative items can
help students engage deeply with material by encouraging
students to e↵ectively revise their work. Generative items
promote scientific inquiry by eliciting a variety of responses
and allowing for multiple correct answers, but they can be
di�cult to automatically evaluate. We explore how to de-
sign and deliver automated formative guidance on generative
items requiring precollege students to draw the arrangement
of atoms before and after a chemical reaction. The auto-
mated guidance is based on a rubric that captures increas-
ing complexity in student ideas. Findings suggest that the
automated guidance is as e↵ective at promoting learning as
teacher-generated guidance, measured both by immediate
improvement on the revised item and pre- to post-test im-
provement on a near-transfer item. Immediate and delayed
delivery of automated guidance are equally e↵ective for pro-
moting learning. These studies demonstrate that embedding
automated guidance for chemistry drawings in online curric-
ula can help students refine their understanding. Providing
automated guidance can also reduce the time teachers spend
evaluating student work, creating more time for facilitating
inquiry or attending to the needs of individual students.

Keywords
formative feedback | automatic assessment | chemistry edu-
cation

1. INTRODUCTION
One of the promises of computer assisted education is the
ability to provide timely guidance to students that is adapted

to their particular mistakes. Such adaptive formative feed-
back is provided by human tutors [18], and has been shown
to be an important principle in designing computerized tu-
tors [1, 2]. This guidance can sca↵old student understanding
and address common errors that lead di↵erent students to
express the same incorrect response. While the majority
of computerized tutors provide formative feedback in some
form [11, 26], this guidance is often limited to selection tasks
or numeric answers. These kinds of answers are easy to eval-
uate yet may encourage students to recall facts rather than
distinguish and integrate ideas.

Generative tasks, in contrast, elicit students’ range of ideas
and encourage them to use evidence to sort out ideas in or-
der to create a coherent explanation. Mintzes, Wandersee,
and Novak point to the fact that generative assessments can
provide a fuller picture of students’ conceptual understand-
ing and drive students towards “making meaning” rather
than memorizing facts [19]. Generative tasks are di�cult
to evaluate due to the variety of responses and possibilities
for multiple ways to express the correct answer. Evaluating
student work is time consuming and requires content exper-
tise. Subsequently it is often not possible for teachers to
provide detailed guidance to all students [5].

In this paper, we explore how automated formative guidance
on student-generated drawings can improve students’ con-
ceptual understanding of chemical reactions. By constrain-
ing students to use virtual atom stamps, rather than drawing
the atoms themselves, we limited the degree to which stu-
dent drawings could vary while still allowing for expression
of di↵erent conceptual views. We designed an algorithm to
automatically evaluate students’ conceptual views, and pro-
vided targeted guidance to improve understanding.

We begin by reviewing some of the relevant literature on
formative feedback as well as the theoretical framework,
knowledge integration, in which our work is grounded. We
then describe the drawing tasks that students completed as
part of an inquiry-based activity concerning global climate
change and the highly accurate automated scoring system
we developed. We demonstrate how the automated guid-
ance a↵ects student learning through two classroom stud-
ies: one explores the e↵ect of automated guidance compared



to teacher-generated guidance, and the other investigates
whether immediate or delayed automated guidance is more
e↵ective.

2. BACKGROUND
There has been a great deal of work on the design and use
of formative feedback. We briefly overview some of the most
relevant literature on formative feedback for science learn-
ing, as well as the knowledge integration framework, which
is the pedagogical theory underlying the design of our as-
sessment and guidance.

2.1 Formative Feedback
Formative assessment can help teachers to recognize stu-
dents’ level of understanding and adapt instruction. Ruiz-
Primo and Furtak [21] found that teachers’ informal use
of this type of assessment was related to their students’
performance on embedded assessment activities, suggesting
that this monitoring can indeed help teachers boost student
learning. Guidance based on these assessments provides a
way to help students to improve their understanding and
recognize gaps or inconsistencies in their ideas [10].

While formative assessment and guidance can be helpful for
learning, it is di�cult to determine how to design this guid-
ance for generative and open-ended tasks. These tasks fa-
cilitate a variety of student responses, and the best form
of guidance for promoting learning and conceptual under-
standing based on students’ current knowledge is unclear.
Some work has had success at automatically scoring student-
generated short answers (e.g., [3],[13]), leading to the poten-
tial for conceptual guidance based on these scores. In the sci-
ence domain, automated feedback has also been e↵ective at
driving student learning when creating and revising concept
maps [24]. For inquiry learning, there has been significant
interest in how to e↵ectively sca↵old student learning using
technology [20]. While often not aimed directly at guidance,
machine learning techniques have been employed to auto-
matically recognize e↵ective inquiry learning skills [22]. Our
work adds to this body of literature on formative feedback
in open-ended science tasks by demonstrating that drawing
tasks in which students pictorially represent scientific ideas
are amenable to automatic evaluation. We test how di↵erent
ways of providing guidance a↵ect student learning.

2.2 Knowledge Integration
The drawing tasks we examine are part of a chemical re-
actions unit [7] built in the Web-based Science Inquiry En-
vironment (WISE) [16]. This environment is based on the
theory of knowledge integration [15]. Knowledge integra-
tion is based on constructivist ideas that focus on building
on students’ prior knowledge and helping them to connect
new concepts with this knowledge, even if some of this prior
knowledge is non-normative (e.g.,[27]). Knowledge integra-
tion consists of four main processes: eliciting existing stu-
dent ideas, adding new ideas, distinguishing ideas, and sort-
ing ideas into cohesive understandings [14]. Within WISE,
these processes are targeted by activities within an inquiry-
based learning module. Each module is organized around a
central topic, such as understanding climate change, and the
activities may include answering multiple choice or short an-
swer questions, watching a visualization, or creating a draw-
ing to illustrate a scientific phenomenon. For instance, the

chemical reactions unit contains visualizations of how en-
ergy from the sun is reflected by the Earth and transformed
into heat energy. This visualization may add to students’
existing ideas as well as help them to see cases that are not
accounted for by these existing ideas. Later in the unit, stu-
dents’ understanding is challenged through the introduction
of new concepts, such as pollution, into both the visualiza-
tion and the general investigation of why climate change
occurs. This adds new ideas to the student’s existing model
and prompts revision of the student’s ideas to form a more
complete understanding. The knowledge integration frame-
work has been the building block for a number of WISE
units, and has also been revised and used for pedagogical
design in other settings [8, 25].

In the context of knowledge integration, generative tasks
elicit students’ existing ideas and help them to clarify and
distinguish their ideas from one another. Through this pro-
cess, they may form more cohesive conceptual understand-
ings. For example, a student might make a drawing or
write a textual explanation of the visualization she observed.
This prompts her to pull out individual ideas and consider
how to connect what she saw in the visualization with her
prior knowledge. Formative guidance can assist students by
prompting them to revise their ideas and evaluate their con-
sistency with normative scientific ideas, which may be artic-
ulated or referred to in the feedback [17]. When this guid-
ance is based on students’ own ideas, as articulated in their
initial response to the activity, it can directly help students
to develop criteria for distinguishing between normative and
non-normative ideas and push students to integrate ideas
rather than holding separate, conflicting conceptions [16].

3. DRAWING CHEMICAL REACTIONS
We focus our investigation of formative feedback on stu-
dents’ drawings of chemical reactions. These drawings show
students’ particulate understanding of how atoms are rear-
ranged in a reaction. Past work has shown that learning mul-
tiple models of chemical reactions and providing students
with ways of visualizing the particles involved in the reac-
tions can help to strengthen student understanding [9, 23].
The drawing tasks are part of a WISE unit entitled Chemical
Reactions: How Can We Help Slow Climate Change?, which
focuses on students’ understanding of chemical reactions [7].
As shown in Figure 1(a), these drawing tasks ask students
to draw the arrangement of atoms before and after a chem-
ical reaction; one of the tasks focuses on the combustion of
methane while the other involves the combustion of ethane.
The WISE Draw screen provides students with “stamps” for
each atom; for instance, the methane reaction problem in-
cludes stamps for oxygen, carbon, and hydrogen. Students
must choose how many of each atom to add to their draw-
ing and arrange the atoms to reflect how they are grouped
into molecules. Students then create a new frame in their
drawing to show the products of the reaction. The drawings
enable students to articulate their ideas about chemical re-
actions and to work with a di↵erent model of these reactions
than the typical equation based format.

Both the methane and ethane tasks ask the student to show
the combustion of oxygen and a hydrocarbon, resulting in
the products carbon dioxide and water. In the methane
drawing, students are asked to draw two methane molecules



(a) (b)

Figure 1: The WISE drawing environment. (a) A screenshot of a student drawing. Students place atom
stamps on the central canvas to show the molecules at the beginning and end of a chemical reaction. On the
right side of the screen, the two frames that the student has created are shown. (b) The student drawing
canvas with automated guidance. The student has submitted her drawing, and a pop up box appears with
adaptive textual feedback to help her develop her conceptual understanding of chemical reactions.

and as many oxygen molecules as are required for complete
combustion of the methane. This item thus requires students
to reason about how many oxygen molecules each methane
molecule reacts with. For the ethane drawing, students
are told to illustrate ten oxygen molecules and two ethane
molecules as the reactants, and then to rearrange them to
form the products. This leaves three oxygen molecules that
are unchanged by the reaction.

4. PROVIDING GUIDANCE ON STUDENT
DRAWINGS

Since the drawing tasks assess important conceptual ideas
about chemical reactions and students frequently make er-
rors on these tasks, they are a natural target for providing
students with formative feedback. Our goal is to provide
conceptual guidance that targets errors that the student has
made. This requires detecting errors in the drawing and cre-
ating guidance for each category of conceptual errors.

4.1 Evaluating Student Drawings
To evaluate student drawings, we created an algorithm that
processes each drawing and assigns it a score. We used a de-
velopment set of 98 drawings from past students, half from
each item, to determine the most common errors and to tune
the parameters of the scoring algorithm. Of these 98 draw-
ings, 45% were correct, as marked by a human evaluator.

Examination of the student drawings showed many similar
errors across students. We grouped these errors into con-
ceptual categories, shown in Table 1. Category 0 includes
drawings that do not have two frames, one for the reac-
tants and one for the products. In some cases, this may be
due to di�culties using the drawing interface. Category 1
corresponds to lack of conservation of mass. Student draw-
ings with this error have di↵erent atoms in the reactant and
product frames. Category 2 corresponds to drawings that
conserve mass, but have incorrect reactants. This may be
due to having the wrong number of molecules, or to hav-
ing atoms incorrectly arranged into molecules. Category 3

refers to drawings that have correct reactants, but incor-
rect products. For instance, a student might combust only
one methane molecule, incorrectly leaving one methane and
two oxygen molecules in the products. Category 4 includes
drawings that are nearly correct, but where molecules are
overlapping; for example, four oxygen atoms might be ar-
ranged in a square, rather than arranged in two distinct
groups. Finally, Category 5 includes correct drawings.

In order to facilitate feedback across a variety of chemi-
cal reaction drawings, we separated the scorer into a scor-
ing algorithm and a specification file. The scoring algo-
rithm maps the drawing into one of the six categories de-
scribed above, drawing information from the specification
file to determine the correct configuration of atoms into
molecules and what molecules are correct for each frame.
In the methane case, for example, the specification file lists
four allowed molecules: oxygen, methane, carbon dioxide,
and water. Each molecule is defined by the atoms that it in-
cludes and how these atoms touch one another. For instance,
the specification file indicates that carbon dioxide includes
one carbon and two oxygen atoms, and each oxygen atom
must touch the carbon atom. The specification file also lists
the correct reactants and products for the given reaction.
While this level of expressivity was su�cient for our tasks,
which have a single correct set of molecules that should be
present in each frame, the specification file and scorer could
easily be extended to specify non-unique correct answers,
such as requiring that the products should have twice as
many of one molecule as another.

Student drawings are saved as SVG strings, an XML-based
vector image format, which facilitates automatic processing.
Each string indicates how many frames exist, what stamps
are in each frame, and the location of each stamp. The
specification file lists how stamps (image files) correspond to
atoms, so the string e↵ectively indicates the location of each
atom in the drawing. The automated scoring algorithm has
three stages: pre-processing, identifying molecule groupings,



Criteria 0 1 2 3 4 5
Two frames X X X X X
Conserves atoms X X X X
Correct reactants X X X
Correct products X X
Groupings clear X
Rate in dev. set 11% 19% 16% 5% 3% 45%

Table 1: The scoring rubric. Each level adds an ad-
ditional criterion that must be met. The bottom
row indicates the proportion of drawings in the de-
velopment set with each score.

and assigning a numerical score. Pre-processing removes
stamps that are outside of the viewable image area, often
due to a student dragging a stamp o↵screen rather than
deleting it. This stage also removes duplicate stamps that
have identical or almost identical center locations; this can
occur when a student double-clicks to place a stamp. The
pre-processing steps thus makes the SVG string correspond
more closely to the image as a viewer would perceive it.

After pre-processing, atom stamps are grouped into molecules,
and the frames are annotated with the atoms and molecules
that they contain. Atoms are part of the same molecule if
they are visually grouped. This is indicated by the atoms
directly touching, with atoms in one molecule not touching
atoms in another molecule. Small spaces between the atoms
in a molecule and small amounts of overlap are ignored by
our algorithm due to our focus on conceptual errors; these
issues are more likely to be due to the constraints of the
medium than evidence of student misunderstanding.

Algorithmically, the grouping of atoms into molecules is
computed via depth-first search and by solving a constraint
satisfaction problem [28]. Depth-first search computes the
connected components of the drawing, where a component is
connected if all images in that component are within ✏ of at
least one other image in the component; given small ✏ > 0,
atoms can be in the same molecule but not directly touch.
Components are then matched to molecules, where a match
is valid if the identity of the atoms in the specification and in
the drawing are the same and if the touching relations given
in the problem specification are satisfied; this is implemented
as constraint satisfaction. If one connected component can
only be recognized as consisting of several molecules, the
drawing is marked as having overlapping molecules unless
the overlap is less than some constant. Again, this constant
allows us to ignore small amounts of overlap.

Based on the annotations of the molecules and atoms in
each frame, the numerical score for the drawing is computed
based on the rubric in Table 1. For instance, if the number
of atoms of each type changes between the first and second
frames, the drawing is given a score of 1. If the drawing
conserves mass but reactants are not correct, the drawing
is given a score of 2, regardless of whether the products
are correct. A score of 4 is given only if all atoms in the
frames are correct, and the scorer recognized that the correct
molecules were present but overlapping.

We evaluated the accuracy of the algorithm on both the

development set and on pilot data from 251 student draw-
ings. In both cases, the drawings were scored by a trained
human scorer, and these scores were compared to the auto-
mated scores. On the development set, the automated score
matched the human score on 97% of the drawings. Accu-
racy was very similar for the pilot data, which was not used
in the creation of the scorer: automated scores matched the
human score on 96% of the drawings.

4.2 Creating Guidance from Scores
Given that the scoring algorithm is quite accurate, we can
provide guidance based on the conceptual understanding
that the student has displayed in the drawing. For each
of the six possible scores, we designed a textual feedback
message to help students revise their drawing. We chose to
use textual feedback to facilitate a comparison between au-
tomated and teacher-generated guidance. The WISE plat-
form supports teacher guidance by allowing teachers to view
student work and type comments to each student group.

The textual feedback was designed to promote knowledge in-
tegration by recognizing students’ normative ideas and help-
ing them to refine and revise their non-normative ideas [16].
Drawings that were scored as having some conceptual er-
ror (scores 0-4) all received textual feedback of a similar
format. First, a correct feature of the drawing was recog-
nized, anchoring the guidance with students’ prior knowl-
edge. For example, a student who received a score of 2
would be praised for conserving mass, since this is the con-
ceptual feature that bumped the student from a score of 1
to 2. The textual feedback then posed a question targeting
the student’s conceptual di�culty, such as identifying what
molecules should be present in the reactant frame; this elic-
its student ideas about the topic of di�culty. Finally, the
feedback directed students to a relevant step earlier in the
unit, and encouraged them to review the material in that
step and then to revise their drawing. This promotes adding
new ideas and distinguishing normative and non-normative
ideas. The feedback for a score of 1 is shown in Figure 1(b).

5. STUDY 1: EFFECTIVENESS OF AUTO-
MATED GUIDANCE

To test the e↵ectiveness of our automated guidance sys-
tem, we compared student learning when given automated
or teacher-generated guidance. In this study, automated
guidance was provided to students upon request, taking ad-
vantage of the fact that automation facilitates immediate
feedback. Based on evaluation of the existing student draw-
ings, we believed the automated scorer would have relatively
high accuracy, but the guidance it can provide is still less
specific than that which teachers can provide. The teachers
could adjust guidance for individual students, while there
were only six di↵erent automated feedback messages that
a student might receive. Since prior work has had mixed
results concerning whether specific or general feedback is
more helpful(e.g., [6],[12]), it is not clear whether the lack of
specificity in the automated guidance will be a disadvantage.

5.1 Methods
5.1.1 Participants
A total of 263 students used the WISE unit and completed
both the pre- and post-tests.



 
 
 
Two N2 molecules and seven H2 molecules in a CLOSED container react according to 
the balanced equation:  

N2 + 3H2 ! 2NH3 
The box on the left shows the container BEFORE the reaction. The box on the right shows 
Sasha's drawing of the container AFTER the reaction. 
 

 
Give as many reasons as you can why Sasha's drawing is INCORRECT. 

 
Figure 1: Pretest-posttest critique item 

 
 To examine the effect of the automated and teacher feedback on different learners, we 
divided the students into low and high prior knowledge groups using their average knowledge 
integration scores on the initial drawing (omitting students who earned a perfect score on both 
initial drawings). For low prior knowledge students (scores less than 3), AF students had greater 
gains than TF students. For high prior knowledge students, TF students had greater gains than 
AF students. These relationships held for both the methane and ethane tasks, though they did not 
reach statistical significance. An analysis of variance (ANOVA) on the revision scores found an 
interaction (Figure 2) between prior knowledge level (high/low) and treatment condition that 
approached significance [F(1,85)=3.61, p=0.06, !2=.03]. The interaction indicates that the 
automated feedback was more effective for low prior knowledge learners, while the teacher 
feedback was more effective for high prior knowledge learners. 

We conjecture that the reason for this observed interaction is that the conceptual guidance 
provided by our automated feedback effectively addressed large gaps in the understanding of low 
prior knowledge students. These students had more difficulty incorporating the terse, generic, or 
procedural feedback many received from their teacher. On the other hand, concise feedback from 
teachers effectively targeted the smaller knowledge gaps held by higher prior knowledge 
students, who may have needed only a gentle nudge in the right direction. The detail of the 
automated feedback may have been extraneous or distracting for these students. Our findings 
recall the “expertise-reversal” effect (Kalyuga, 2007), where instructional designs that are 
effective for novices lose their effectiveness for learners with more expertise. This effect has 
been observed in other studies on automated feedback (Salden, Aleven, Schwonke, & Renkl, 
2010; VanLehn, et al., 2003). 
 
 

BEFORE Reaction
AFTER Reaction
(Sasha's drawing)

Figure 2: Item from the pre- and post-test related to
drawing chemical reactions. Students are asked to
examine Sasha’s drawing and explain why the draw-
ing is incorrect. The drawing task is similar to those
in the unit, but asks students to evaluate rather than
generate the drawing and requires integrating the
equation and the drawing.

5.1.2 Study design
Students were assigned on a full-class basis to receive ei-
ther automated or teacher-generated guidance. Two teach-
ers from the same public middle school participated in the
study, using the WISE activity in their eighth grade physical
science classes. The activity took approximately five hours,
spread over multiple class periods. The first teacher had 139
students in five classes; three of these classes received auto-
mated guidance and two received teacher guidance. The sec-
ond teacher had 124 students, also spread over five classes;
again, three of the classes were assigned automated guidance
and two were assigned teacher guidance. This led to 155 stu-
dents in the automated condition and 108 students in the
teacher guidance condition. Students used WISE in groups
of between one and three students; there were 71 groups in
the automated condition and 58 in the teacher condition,
although a small number of students in these groups did not
complete the pre-test or the post-test.

All students experienced the same activities in the WISE
unit except for the draw steps. On the two draw steps,
all students received the same instructions, except that stu-
dents in the automated condition were told to click the“Sub-
mit” button when they wished to receive feedback. When
students clicked this button, they were warned that they
only had two chances to receive feedback and to confirm
that they wanted to proceed. After confirming, a pop-up
box with the textual feedback appeared, as in Figure 1(b).
Students could close the feedback or re-open it to view their
existing feedback at any time.

Students in the teacher-generated guidance condition did
submit their work. Instead, teachers provided feedback to
these students using the WISE Grading Tool after the stu-
dents made a drawing. When students signed in to the activ-
ity the following day, they were informed that they had re-
ceived feedback, and teachers also reminded the students to
revise their drawings based on the comments. This condition
was intended to mirror how teachers usually give feedback
to student work in WISE. Due to time constraints, students
in this condition received only one round of feedback.

Students in all conditions completed a pre- and post-test
assessment. Both assessments contained the same items.
As shown in Figure 2, one of these items asked students to
examine a drawing of a chemical reaction and to explain
why the drawing was incorrect. This item addresses some
of the same conceptual skills as the drawing tasks in the
unit, and thus can be used as a transfer measure of student
learning from the draw activities. Unlike the WISE unit,
these assessments were completed by students individually.

5.2 Results
Overall, students improved their drawings by 0.9 points af-
ter receiving guidance, as computed via the automated al-
gorithm. An analysis of variance of student scores on the
drawing items with factors for revision that received feed-
back versus final revision and feedback condition, as well as
a random factor for student group, showed that there was
a main e↵ect of revision (F (1, 142) = 68.8, p < .001), in-
dicating the improvement was significant. However, there
was not a main e↵ect of condition: improvement was nearly
identical for students who received automated guidance and
those who received teacher guidance, and both groups had
similar initial scores.

While amount of improvement on the drawing items is sim-
ilar for both conditions, one might be concerned that stu-
dents in the automated guidance condition have an advan-
tage on this metric since their feedback is directly based on
the scoring rubric. Comparison of the proportion of groups
revised an incorrect drawing to be correct suggests that this
is unlikely to be the case: 27% of groups who were initially
incorrect revised their drawing to be correct in the auto-
mated condition, compared to 30% in the teacher-feedback
condition. Thus, comparable number of students were able
to completely correct their work in both conditions.

The improvement from pre- to post-test of student answers
on the item concerning evaluation of another student’s draw-
ing provides another way of comparing student learning across
conditions (see Figure 2). Student answers on this item were
evaluated using the rubric in Table 2. This rubric gives
higher scores to student answers that include more correct
ideas and that connect conceptual ideas with features from
the drawing, consistent with the knowledge integration fo-
cus on creating a cohesive conceptual understanding. While
some of these concepts, such as conservation of mass, were
addressed in the drawing items in the unit, the item asks stu-
dents to go beyond the initial drawing tasks by articulating
the connections between the drawing and the equation for
the chemical reaction. Students in both conditions improved
significantly on this item from pre- to post-test: an aver-
age of 0.37 points for students in the automated condition
(t(154) = 4.63, p < .005) and an average of 0.27 points for
students in the teacher-feedback condition (t(107) = 2.93,
p < .01). An analysis of variance showed that there was
no main e↵ect of feedback type on amount of improvement.
Like the results of the improvement in drawings, this sug-
gests that the automated feedback is as helpful for student
learning as the teacher-generated feedback.

Inspection of the teacher comments revealed that one teacher
gave substantially more detailed and conceptually focused
comments than the other. This teacher used a relatively



Score Criteria
1 Blank or no scientific ideas.
2 Invalid scientific ideas or only correct ideas

about products, failing to explain why the prod-
ucts are incorrect.

3 Incomplete scientific ideas: isolated ideas about
too few hydrogen in Sasha’s drawing or about
product identity, without connecting to con-
cepts.

4 One complete statement linking a feature of
Sasha’s drawing with why it is incorrect.

5 Identification of at least two errors, with com-
plete statements linking the features of Sasha’s
drawing with why they are incorrect.

Table 2: The knowledge integration scoring rubric
for the pre- and post-test item.

small number of comments for all students, customizing these
comments slightly on a case by case base, and each one
tended to focus on a particular conceptual issue. For ex-
ample, one comment was “You have only made one frame to
represent the products and reactants. Your first frame should
be for the reactants. A second frame should be made for the
products. Follow the directions on the top of the page.” This
comment combines procedural elements connecting to the
student drawing with conceptual ideas. In contrast, the sec-
ond teacher tended to give short comments that were solely
procedural or solely conceptual. These comments commonly
directed students to read the directions or stated a concept
in isolation, such as the comment ‘Conservation of mass?”.
These comments may have been too terse to help students
connect concepts with their drawings.

Due to these di↵erences in comments, we analyzed how ef-
fective the feedback was at helping students based on what
type of feedback they received as well as which teacher they
had in the teacher-feedback condition. An analysis of vari-
ance on the amount of improvement in drawing scores from
initial feedback to final revision, with a factor for feedback
type (automated, Teacher 1, or Teacher 2) and a random fac-
tor for student group, showed that feedback condition did
have an e↵ect on amount of improvement (F (2, 127) = 4.4,
p < .05). As shown in Figure 3, students who received more
cohesive guidance (Teacher 1) improved more than students
in the other conditions, and students who received auto-
mated guidance improved more than students who received
terse guidance (Teacher 2). Note that this is not an overall
di↵erence between response to guidance based on whether
students were in a class with Teacher 1 versus Teacher 2: stu-
dents in the automated condition showed similar improve-
ment across teachers. While this interaction was not signif-
icant for the pre- to post-test improvement, the same trend
held: students who received feedback from Teacher 1 im-
proved an average of 0.37 points, students in the automated
condition improved 0.35 points, and students who received
feedback from Teacher 2 improved 0.12 points.

6. STUDY 2: TIMING OF GUIDANCE
The previous study showed that automated guidance is com-
parable to teacher-generated guidance in helping students to
revise their drawing and improving post-test scores. How-
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Figure 3: Improvement on drawing scores based on
type of feedback received. Error bars indicate one
standard error.

ever, the two types of guidance were not administered under
the same timing schedule: automated guidance was given to
students when they asked for it, while teacher guidance was
given to students at a fixed delay. We hypothesized that
immediate guidance would be more engaging and motivat-
ing to students, but delayed guidance might boost reten-
tion by allowing students to space their studying of the con-
cepts. Students who are frustrated with the problem may
also benefit from a chance to do other activities before re-
ceiving guidance. To explore these issues, we conducted a
new study in which all students received automated guid-
ance, but some were given the guidance immediately, just
as in the automated condition in Study 1, while others re-
ceived the guidance at a delay, following the same pattern
as the teacher guidance in Study 1.

6.1 Methods
6.1.1 Participants
A total of 88 students used the WISE unit and completed
both the pre- and post-tests.

6.1.2 Study design
Students were assigned to the immediate or delayed guid-
ance conditions on a full-class basis. All classes were taught
by the same teacher in a public high school. He used the
activity in his four ninth grade basic chemistry classes. Two
classes were assigned to the immediate guidance condition,
and two were assigned to the delayed guidance condition.
As in Study 1, students completed the activity in groups of
one to three students; there were 30 groups in the immediate
condition and 27 groups in the delayed condition.

The immediate guidance condition in this study was iden-
tical to the automated condition in Study 1. The delayed
guidance was provided to students after they had completed
their initial drawings, and was added to the grading tool
overnight. When students signed into the activity the follow-
ing day, they were informed that they had new feedback and
shown the textual comments. In both cases, the comments
students received were based on the score of their drawing,



and the text was identical to that of Study 1. Students in
the immediate guidance condition could submit their draw-
ing up to two times; due to time constraints, students in the
delayed condition received only a single round of feedback.

The pre- and post-test had the same items as in Study 1
and were again completed by students individually.

6.2 Results
Students showed similar improvements in their drawings across
conditions. Students in the immediate condition improved
their drawing scores by an average of 0.65 points, while stu-
dents in the delayed condition improved their drawing scores
by an average of 0.81 points. A repeated-measures analysis
of variance including factors for revision (initial versus final)
and guidance condition showed that there was a main e↵ect
of revision (F (1, 65) = 25.2, p < .001), but no significant
e↵ect of condition.

In Study 1, we collapsed across the two drawing items as stu-
dents showed similar improvements across items. However,
in this study, there was a trend towards greater improvement
on the ethane item for students in the delayed condition ver-
sus the immediate condition, while both types of guidance
resulted in similar improvement on the methane item. A
repeated measures analysis of variance on the amount of
improvement with factors for guidance condition and item
showed that the interaction between the two factors was
marginally significant (F (1, 52) = 3.44, p = .0695). One
reason for this interaction may simply be the placement
of these items in the unit: ethane occurs after methane,
late in Activity 3 of the WISE unit. Students in the im-
mediate condition may be rushing through the ethane item
in order to finish, while students in the delayed condition
come back to the items on a later day. Yet, other factors
could also contribute to this di↵erence, such as frustration
in low-performing students due to the repeated interactive
sequences or some item-specific factor.

On the post-test item asking students to evaluate Sasha’s
drawing, students showed small improvements from their
pre-test scores, with an average improvement of 0.19 points.
A repeated measures analysis of variance with factors for
pre- versus post-test and feedback condition showed that
both main e↵ects were significant (pre- versus post test:
F (1, 86) = 4.58, p < .05; condition: F (1, 86) = 4.12, p <
.05). Closer examination revealed relatively little improve-
ment for students in the delayed condition (an average of
0.073 points) compared to an improvement of 0.30 points for
students in the immediate condition; by chance, students in
the delayed condition also began with higher pre-test scores,
although their initial drawing scores were similar.

Overall, this study suggests that immediate and delayed
guidance have similar e↵ects on student revision, and im-
mediate guidance may be more helpful for retention and
transfer based on the pre- to post-test improvement. Given
the di↵erence in e↵ectiveness between the two conditions
for improvement on the methane and ethane items, we plan
to investigate whether changing the placement of the items
within the activities reduces the di↵erences between imme-
diate and delayed guidance. More broadly, we will explore
whether students might be helped by di↵erent guidance tim-

ing for some types of drawing items versus others.

7. DISCUSSION
Formative guidance can help students to improve their un-
derstanding of a topic and focus their e↵orts on the mate-
rial that is most critical given their current knowledge. We
investigated how to provide this guidance in the context of
constrained drawing tasks. These tasks allow students to ar-
ticulate their ideas, including misunderstandings, more fully
than multiple choice questions, but are harder to evaluate
automatically and too time consuming for teachers to evalu-
ate in many classrooms. We found that by constraining the
space of feedback to target six levels of conceptual under-
standing, we could classify the drawings automatically and
help students to improve their understanding. We now turn
to some possible next steps for providing formative guidance
on drawing items using our automated scoring algorithm.

In our initial studies, we focused on textual feedback in or-
der to compare automated and teacher-generated guidance.
However, one of the benefits of a computer-based system is
the ability to give other types of guidance, such as interac-
tive activities or guidance that combines text and images.
These types of guidance might be more engaging for stu-
dents, and provide more help for those students who are less
motivated or struggle to understand the text-based concep-
tual feedback. We are currently exploring guidance in the
form of interactive activities that place students in the role
of evaluating a drawing rather than generating it, just as in
the post-test assessment item. The specific activity provided
is based on the score of the student’s initial drawing.

Another area that we would like to explore in future work
is whether more specific or detailed guidance might be help-
ful for some students. We have observed that some students
find it challenging to connect the text-based conceptual feed-
back with their own drawings. While some level of di�culty
is desirable in order to push students to make connections
and revise their understanding [4], guidance that is incom-
prehensible to students is unlikely to help them learn. The
automated scoring algorithm provides the potential to scaf-
fold students in their attempt to uncover what is wrong.
For instance, if the student has incorrectly grouped some
atoms, the algorithm could show the student only the rel-
evant portion of the screen and ask them to explain why
that portion was incorrect. This would still prompt students
to reflect on their drawings and understanding, but would
more closely connect the guidance to their own work. Cre-
ating connections between the drawings and the chemistry
concepts was common in the guidance of the more e↵ective
teacher, suggesting that strengthening these connections in
the automated guidance would promote student learning.

The issue of timing and agency when giving feedback re-
mains another useful area for exploration. In Study 2, we
compared immediate feedback versus delayed feedback for
students, where feedback timing was independent of draw-
ing quality. To better understand how timing of guidance
a↵ects learning, we hope to conduct experiments in which
timing is based on the score of the current drawing or partic-
ular characteristics of students’ previous work. These cus-
tomizations may also allow some students to choose when
they would like guidance (as in the immediate condition in



Study 2) while automatically providing guidance to others.

Automatically scoring generative tasks in computerized tu-
tors can be di�cult, but is usually a prerequisite of providing
adaptive formative feedback on the tasks. In this work, we
created an automated scorer for a particular type of con-
strained yet generative drawing task. This scorer is easily
customized to evaluate new drawing items that follow the
same pattern as those in the unit, and is able to detect com-
mon conceptual errors that students make. Drawing on the
knowledge integration pattern, we developed textual guid-
ance for these conceptual errors. Our studies show that
that this automated guidance results in comparable learn-
ing as guidance given by a teacher. The automated scorer
facilitates experimentation with di↵erent types of formative
feedback, allowing us to test hypotheses about what types
of guidance are most e↵ective for promoting understanding
in open-ended science activities.
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ABSTRACT 
Traditional studies of intelligent tutoring systems have focused on 
their use in the classroom. Few have explored the advantage of 
using ITS as a web-based homework (WBH) system, providing 
correctness-only feedback to students. A second underappreciated 
aspect of WBH is that teachers can use the data to more efficiently 
review homework. Universities across the world are employing 
these WBH systems but there are no known comparisons of this in 
K12. In this work we randomly assigned 63 thirteen and fourteen 
year olds to either a traditional homework condition (TH) 
involving practice without feedback or a WBH condition that 
added correctness feedback at the end of a problem and the ability 
to try again. All students used ASSISTments, an ITS, to do their 
homework but we ablated all of the intelligent tutoring aspects of 
hints, feedback messages, and mastery learning as appropriate to 
the two practice conditions. We found that students learned 
reliably more in the WBH condition with an effect size of 0.56. 
Additionally, teacher use of the homework data lead to a more 
robust and systematic review of the homework. While the 
resulting increase in learning was not significantly different than 
the TH review, the combination of immediate feedback and 
teacher use of the data provided by WBH resulted in increased 
learning compared to traditional homework practices. Future work 
will further examine modifications to WBH to further improve 
learning from homework and the role of WBH in formative 
assessment.  

Keywords 
Intelligent tutoring system, immediate feedback, homework, 
effect size, formative assessment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Several studies have shown the effectiveness of intelligent 
tutoring systems when used in the classroom [9 & 11], reporting 
effect sizes up to 0.78. However, very few studies have explored 
the effectiveness of ITS when used as homework. Cooper et al. 
[3] highlight the point that poorly conceived homework does not 
help learning. Therefore it was very encouraging when Van Lehn 
et al. [12] presented favorable results when ANDES, an ITS, was 
used in this fashion. Yet, most systems are not currently designed 
to be used for nightly homework. Computer aided instruction 
(CAI), which gives all students the same questions with 
immediate end-of-question feedback is more applicable than 
complex ITS for nightly homework as teachers can easily build 
the content from textbook questions or worksheets. Kulik and 
Kulik’s [5] meta-analysis reviewed CAI and reported an effect 
size of 0.3 for simple computer based immediate feedback 
systems. However, these studies were not in the context of 
homework use and did not focus on how teachers use the data to 
respond to student performance. Web-based homework systems 
(WBH) like WebAssign (www.webassign.com) are commonly 
used in higher ed. These systems are similar to web based 
computer aided instruction (CAI), providing students immediate 

feedback and reports to teachers.  While VanLehn et al. [12] 
reported on three such systems used at the higher ed level for 
physics, there are no studies that we know of at the K12 level that 
allow this contrast.   
 
Despite the relatively low effect sizes reported in Kulik and Kulik 
[5], WBH holds promise for improving learning from homework 
by tailoring practice to individual performance. Doing so enables 
individuals to get corrective feedback so they can focus on areas 
where they are not successful. Shute [8] reviews the plethora of 
studies and theoretical frameworks developed around 
understanding the role of feedback for student learning. However, 
teacher use of the feedback was not a focus.  Black and William 
[1] have focused on formative assessments, with an eye on 
informing the teacher and giving feedback to students. The 
cognitive science literature suggests that letting students practice 
the wrong skill repeatedly on their homework is detrimental to 
learning.  In this study we look to measure the effect on learning 
by comparing simple WBH to a traditional homework (TH) 
condition representing the type of practice that millions of 
students perform every night in America and probably around the 
world.  Additionally, we explore how the teacher can use the data 
to modify and improve instruction.  
 

The current study employed ASSISTments.org, an intelligent 
tutoring system that is capable of scaffolding questions, mastery 
learning, and hint and feedback messages [9].  However, for this 
study, we ablated those features creating an “end-of-problem-
correctness-only” feedback system for homework in the WBH 
condition. The system was also used for the TH condition by 
further removing the correctness feedback thus emulating 
traditional paper and pencil homework assignments. 
ASSISTments is currently used by thousands of middle and high 
school students for nightly homework. Many teachers enter the 
textbook homework problems and answers into ASSISTments so 
their students can receive immediate feedback on the homework 
and the teachers can then access item reports detailing student 
performance. This allows for focused classroom review. In the 
current study we were also interested in examining the effects of 
teacher review of homework performance based on information 
derived from the ASSISTments system under each of the two 
different homework conditions.  The goal was to estimate the 
additional effects of teacher-mediated homework review and 
feedback following each of the two homework practice conditions 
– TH and WBH – and also study differences in how teachers 
might approach homework review given variation in student 
performance following each type of homework practice. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN 
Participants were 63 seventh grade students, who were currently 
enrolled in an eighth grade math class, in a suburban middle 
school in Massachusetts. They completed the activities included 
in the study as part of their regular math class and homework. 
Students were assigned to conditions by blocking on prior 



knowledge. This was done by ranking students based on their 
overall performance in ASSISTments prior to the start of the 
study. Matched pairs of students were randomly assigned to either 
the TH (n=33) or WBH (n=30) condition.  

The study began with a pre-test that was administered at the start 
of class.  This pretest and all the rest of the materials for this study 
are archived via WebCite so others can see the exact materials, 
videos and anonymous data at tinyurl.com/AIED2013 [4].  This 
test consisted of five questions, each referring to a specific 
concept relating to negative exponents.  Students were then given 
instruction on the current topic.  That night, all students completed 
their homework using ASSISTments (see Kelly, 2012 to 
experience exactly what students did).  The assignment was 
designed with three similar questions in a row or triplets.  There 
were five triplets and five additional challenge questions that were 
added to maintain ecological validity for a total of twenty 
questions. Each triplet was morphologically similar to the 
questions on the pre-test.  

Students in the WBH condition were given correctness-only 
feedback at the end of the problem.  Specifically, they were told if 
their answer was correct or incorrect.  See Kelly [4] to see what 
these materials looked like and to be able to “play student” in 
either condition.  If a student answered a question incorrectly, 
he/she was given unlimited opportunities to self-correct, or he/she 
could press the “show me the last hint” button to be given the 
answer. It is important to emphasize that this button did not 
provide a hint; instead it provided the correct response, which was 
required to proceed to the next question. 
Students in the TH condition completed their homework using 
ASSISTments but were simply told that their answer was 
recorded but were not told if it was correct of not (it says “Answer 
recorded”).  It is important to note that students in both conditions 
saw the exact same questions and both groups had to access a 
computer outside of school hours.  The difference was the 
feedback received and the ability for students in the WBH 
condition to try multiple times before requesting the answer. 

The following day all students took PostTest1. This test consisted 
of five questions that were morphologically similar to the pre-test. 
The purpose of this post-test was to determine the benefit of 
feedback while doing their homework. At that point, students in 
the WBH condition left the room and completed an unrelated 
assignment.  To mimic a common homework review practice, 
students in the TH condition were given the answers to the 
homework, time to check their work and the opportunity to ask 
questions.  This process was videotaped and can be seen in Kelly 
(2012).  After all of the questions were answered (approximately 
seven minutes) students in the TH condition left the room to 
complete the unrelated assignment and students in the WBH 
condition returned to class. The teacher used the item report, 
generated by ASSISTments to review the homework. Common 
wrong answers and obvious misconceptions guided the 
discussion.  This process was videoed and can be seen at Kelly 
[4].  The next day, all students took PostTest2. This test was very 
similar to the other assessments as it consisted of five 
morphologically similar questions.  This post-test can be found at 
Kelly [4].  The purpose of this test was to measure the value-
added by the different in-class review methods.  

3. RESULTS 
Several scores were derived from the data collected by the 
ASSISTments system.  Student’s HW Average was calculated 
based on the number of questions answered correctly on the first 

attempt divided by the total number of questions on the 
assignment (20). Partial Credit HW Score accounted for the 
multiple attempts allowed in the WBH condition. Students were 
given full credit for answers, provided they did not ask the system 
for the response. The score was calculated by dividing the number 
of questions answered without being given the answer by the 
number of total questions on the homework assignment (20). 
Time Spent was calculated using the problem log data generated 
in ASSISTments and is reported in minutes. Times per action are 
truncated at five minutes.  Recall that the homework assignment 
was constructed using triplets. Learning Gains within the triplets 
were computed by adding the points earned on the third question 
in each triplet and subtracting the sum of the points earned on the 
first question in each triplet.   

3.1 Learning Gains From Homework 
One student, who was absent for the lesson, was excluded from 
the analysis (n=63). A t-test comparing the pre-test scores 
revealed that students were balanced at the start of the study 
(t(61)=0.29, p=0.78). However, an ANCOVA showed that 
students in the WBH condition reliably outperformed those in the 
TH condition on both PostTest1 (F(1,60)=4.14, p=0.046) and 
PostTest2 (F(1,60)=5.92, p=0.018) when controlling for pre-test 
score.  See Table 1 for means and standard deviations.  If the 
difference was reliable a Hedge corrected effect size was 
computed using CEM [2]. The effect sizes do not take into 
account pretest.  The key result for posttest2 of 0.56 effect size 
had a confidence interval of between 0.07 and 1.08. 
 
A comparison of HW Average shows that students scored 
similarly (F(1,60)=0.004, p=0.95). An ANCOVA reveled that 
when calculating homework performance using the Partial Credit 
HW Score, students in the WBH condition performed reliably 
better than those in the TH condition (F(1,60)=17.58, p<0.0001). 
This suggests that with unlimited attempts, students are able to 
self-correct, allowing them to outperform their counterparts.  
Similarly, comparing Learning Gains revealed that students with 
correctness feedback and unlimited attempts to self-correct 
learned reliably more while doing their homework 
(F(1,60)=45.72, p<0.0001). 
 
Table 1: Means, standard deviations (in parenthesis), and 
effect size for each measure by condition. *Notes a reliable 
difference. 

 TH WBH p-value Effect 
Size 

Pre-Test 9% (17) 7% (14) 0.78 NA 

PostTest1 58% (27) 69% (21) 0.046* 0.52 

PostTest2 68% (26) 81% (22) 0.018* 0.56 

HW Average 61% (20) 60% (15) 0.95 NA 

Partial Credit 
HW Score 

61% (20) 81% (18) 0.0001* 1.04 

Time Spent 
(mins) 

22.7 (9.6) 23.2(6.2) 0.96 NA 

Learning Gains   0.03 (0.9) 1.73(1.1) 0.0001* 2.21 

A review of the item report further describes this difference in 
learning gains.  As expected, students in the TH condition 
continued to repeat the same mistake each time the question was 
encountered resulting in three consecutive wrong responses.  
Conversely, students in the WBH condition may have repeated the 



mistake once or twice but rarely three times in a row, accounting 
for the learning. While this behavior appears in four out of the 
five triplets, triplet 1 was analyzed in depth to explain this finding. 
See Table 2 for an in depth review of Triplet 1 and Figure 1 to see 
how the teacher observed this finding using the item report. 
2: An in depth review of Triplet 1.  

 WBH TH 

Got the first correct and the last one correct 
(already knew) 

8  17 

Got the first one wrong and last one correct 
(learned) 

18  4 

Got the first one correct and the last one wrong 
(unlearned?) 

1 2 

Got both the first one and the last one wrong 
(Failed to Learn)  

4 9 

Total 31  32  

 

The first thing that we want to point out is that students in the 
WBH condition had a significantly lower percentage correct on 
the first item. To demonstrate this finding an in depth review of 
triplet 1 is provided. Eight of these students requested the answer 
on the first question in triplet 1.  Presumably students in the WBH 
condition would use the hint button when they were not sure of 
the answer.  However, in the TH condition, there was no such 
button, therefore perhaps students were more likely to take other 
steps when they were confused.  These steps might have included 
looking at class notes, asking a parent or calling a friend for help. 
While there is no data to explain  

Additionally, when looking at students in the WBH condition that 
could demonstrate learning (they got the first one wrong), 18 out 
of 22 students (80% of students) demonstrated learning.  In one 
sense this learning benefit might be overestimated, as there were 
some interesting differences in response behavior between the 
conditions. Specifically, response time for the initial response 
shows that perhaps students’ approach the problems differently. 
We analyzed the time it took students to type in their first 
response on question 4, and found that students in the TH 
condition took longer (121 seconds) than students in the WBH 
condition (89 seconds). In fact, the TH condition had 34% of 
students take over two minutes to generate their first response 
while the WBH condition only had 17% of students take that long.  
This difference was not statistically significant.  We speculate that 
this is due to the fact that students in this condition knew they 
would have multiple attempts to correctly answer the question and 
that there was no penalty for answering incorrectly on the first 
attempt. This indicates that students in the WBH condition may 
have a higher percentage of incorrect first responses due to less 
thorough processing and would account for the higher number of 
students who seemingly already knew the material in the TH 
condition.  

The ability to attempt each question multiple times is unique to 
students in the WBH condition. We suggest that this feature may 
play an important role in the presented learning gains. While this 
specific feature was not empirically tested in this study, we can 
only speculate on its effect. However, it is important to note that 
students in the WBH condition had on average 49 attempts 
(standard deviation=24) to answer the 20-question homework 
assignment. The fewest attempts made by any student was 25 and 
the most was 140. The average number of  times the answer was 

requested was 4 was a standard deviation of 3.5. This suggests 
that students in the WBH condition took advantage of the ability 
to try questions multiple times to learn the material without 
requesting the correct answer.  
 

               
Figure 1: The item report for the control condition (on the 
left) and experimental condition (on the right) for triplet 1, 
showing the percent of students answering each question 
correctly, common wrong answers, the correct answer and 
several rows of student data. 

We were not expecting that correctness only feedback was going 
to be time efficient.  But in fact, students in both conditions spent 
the same amount of time to complete their homework 
(F(1,60)=0.002, p=0.96). However, it appears that the time spent 
was apportioned differently in the conditions. Specifically, the TH 
condition took longer to generate a first response, but the WBH 
condition took time making multiple attempts as well as 
requesting the answer. It seems that students in the TH group 
spend more time thinking about the problem but the WBH group 
can get the problem wrong, and then use their time to learn the 
content.    

3.2 Learning Gains from Homework Review 
To address the second research question of the effectiveness of 
using the data to support homework review, a paired t-test 
revealed that students in both conditions did reliably better on 
PostTest2 than on PostTest1 (t(62)=3.87, p<0.0001). However, an 
ANCOVA revealed that when accounting for PostTest1 scores, 
there is not a reliable difference by condition in the gains from 
PostTest1 to PostTest2 (F(1,60)=2.18, p=0.15).  This suggests that 
both methods of reviewing the homework lead to substantially 
improved learning. Interestingly, the results indicate that TH 
feedback, while students complete homework (69% PostTest1), is 
as effective as receiving no feedback and then having the teacher 
review of the homework (68% PostTest2). This suggests that to 
save time, teachers may not even need to review the homework if 
students have access to web-based homework systems.   

3.3 Observational Results 
In addition to examining the effects of immediate feedback on 
learning, this study explored the potential changes to the 
homework review process the following day in class.  In the 
traditional format of homework review, time must be spent first 
on checking answers and then the teacher responds to students’ 



questions.  However, we hypothesized that when teachers have 
access to the item report they are able to identify common 
misconceptions and address those ensuring that the time spent 
reviewing homework is meaningful.  

Remember, that when reviewing the homework, students were 
separated by condition.  The teacher recorded herself as she 
reviewed the homework with each group.  In the following section 
we attempt to characterize what happened in the video segments.   
As usual, the teacher reviewed the item report in the morning to 
determine which questions needed to be reviewed in class.  The 
item report (see Figure 1) shows individual student performance 
as well as class performance at the question level. Common 
wrong answers are also displayed for each question. Using this 
information, the teacher noted that triplet 1 showed a common 
misconception when multiplying powers with like bases.  While 
the item report shows that students learned from the feedback, the 
teacher still felt it was important to highlight and discuss the error 
in multiplying the bases of the powers together.  Therefore the 
teacher highlighted question 4.  

 
Figure 2: The item report for the WBH condition as viewed by 
the teacher. Note that class performance for each question and 
common wrong answers are provided along with individual 
student performance.  
This was especially important because in triplet 2, students 
incorrectly applied this concept.  Specifically, 39% of students 
initially got this type of question right (multiplying powers with 
coefficients and variables).  However, learning took place as 68% 
got the next similar question right.  It was therefore puzzling to 
see that on the third question in that triplet (question number 10), 
only 45% got the question right.  Upon investigating the question, 
the teacher was able to identify the misconception and therefore 
addressed it with the class.  Students learned in the prior triplet 
not to multiply the bases together.  However, in this problem 
(5a3)(5a-5) students didn’t realize that they should multiply the 

coefficients, 5 and 5 together. You can see in the video that the 
teacher highlights the difference between these types of problems.  

The third and fifth triplet showed adequate learning. Additionally, 
questions 1, 2, and 3 were introductory questions and performance 
was above 90% on each question, therefore the teacher did not 
feel the need to address any of these questions. Similarly, 
questions 7 and 20 were challenge questions and were therefore 
not discussed in class.  
However, the 4th triplet proved to be the most challenging and 
showed little learning. Therefore, the teacher chose to review the 
first question of the triplet (question number 14.) The teacher was 
able to identify the common mistakes, which were improperly 
subtracting the negative exponents as well as dividing the base.  
Because the next question had the poorest performance on the 
assignment, the teacher also chose to review question number 15 
and highlight the importance of subtracting negative exponents 
carefully. Performance on this triplet suggests that feedback alone 
wasn’t enough to cause learning. Teacher input and clarification 
was required.  
We designed the experiment with ecological validity in mind.  
That is to say, we wanted the teacher to naturally review the 
homework, giving students enough time to ask questions.  The 
hope was that approximately the same amount of time would be 
spent in each class and by each condition.  We were disappointed 
to find that the classes and conditions varied greatly in the amount 
of time spent going over the homework.  Half of the sections took 
over nine minutes to review the homework while two of the 
sections in the TH condition and one in the WBH condition spent 
substantially less time.  This is a threat to the validity of drawing 
statistical inferences, but given the desire to maintain realistic 
homework review conditions, these inconsistencies highlight 
important differences in the homework review methods.  We 
describe these differences in the following sections.  

An observational analysis of the video recordings of the teacher 
reviewing the homework revealed that while the time spent in the 
WBH condition was often longer than the TH, it was also far 
more focused than in the TH.  Specifically, when students were in 
the TH condition, on average 1 minute passed before any 
meaningful discussion took place.  Whereas, when students were 
in the WBH condition, homework review began immediately with 
the teacher reviewing what she perceived to be the most important 
learning opportunities.  
 

 
Figure 3: Video of homework review for experimental 
condition. To watch the full video, go to: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v 
=Jb6Szy4fZ2w 



Other notable differences in the type of review include the number 
of questions answered.  In the TH condition, 2 classes saw 3 
questions each and one saw 7.  However, in the WBH condition 
each class saw 4 targeted questions and 2 classes requested 1 
additional question. The variation in question types also is 
important to note.  The teacher was able to ensure that a variety of 
question types and mistakes were addressed whereas in the TH 
condition students tended to ask the same types of questions or 
even the same exact question that was already reviewed. 
Additionally, students in the TH condition also asked more 
general questions like “I think I may have gotten some of the 
multiplying ones wrong.” In one TH condition only multiplication 
questions were addressed when clearly division was also a 
weakness and similarly, another TH condition only asked 
questions about division.  This accounts for much of the 
variability in overall review time.  

 
Figure 4: Video of homework review for the control condition. 
To watch the video go to: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v 
=tBhcuCnKVCY 

In listening to the comments made by students it appears that the 
discussion in the TH condition was not as structured as the WBH 
condition.  Not all students had their work and therefore couldn’t 
participate in the review.  One student said, “I forgot to write it 
down.”  Another said, “I left my work at home.”  Because 
students were asking questions and the teacher was answering 
them, we suspect that only the student who asked the question was 
truly engaged.  In fact, one student said, “I was still checking and 
couldn’t hear” which led to the teacher reviewing a question 
twice.  In the WBH condition, the teacher used the information in 
the report, such as percent correct and common wrong answers to 
engage the entire class in a discussion around misconceptions and 
the essential concepts from the previous question.   
Other notable differences include the completeness of the review. 
In the TH condition, the review was dominated by student 
directed questions.  This means that each class experienced a 
different review and the quality of that review was directly 
dependent on the engagement of the students.  Conversely, in the 
WBH condition, all 3 classes were presented with the same 4 
troublesome questions and common mistakes.  Additional 
questions were reviewed when asked (as in two sections) but the 
essential questions as determined by the data in the item report 
were covered in all three sections.  

3.4 Student Survey Results 
Following participation in this study, students were questioned 
about their opinions.  We want to acknowledge that students 
might have been telling the teacher what she wanted to hear:  the 

whole classroom of students had been using ASSISTments for 
months and the teacher had told them on multiple occasions why 
it’s good for them to get immediate feedback.  So with that caveat, 
we share the following results.  86% of students answered 
ASSISTments to the question “Do you prefer to do your 
homework on ASSISTments or a worksheet?”.  66% mistakenly 
think that it takes longer to complete their homework when using 
ASSISTments (we showed in this study that that was not the case) 
and 44% feel that they get frustrated when using ASSISTments to 
complete their homework.  However 73% say that their time is 
better spent using ASSISTments for their homework than a 
worksheet. When asked what students like best about 
ASSISTments, student responses included:  
“Being able to try again.”  
“That if you get stuck on a problem that it will give you the 
answer.” 
“You can redo your answer if you get it wrong and learn from 
your mistakes.” 
“How it tells you immediately that you are right or wrong.” 
“I like how I know if I'm right or wrong. This helps because often 
times when I get things wrong I just go back to my work and I see 
what I’m doing wrong which helps me when doing other 
problems.” 
“I like knowing if your right or wrong. it helps me learn from my 
mistakes because it makes me go back and keep trying until I get 
it right. I cant just move on when I feel like it. normally I would 
just try it a 1st time, and not go back and check, but assistmsnt 
makes me double Check my work.” 

“My favorite thing about ASSISTments is that it will tell you if 
you get the question wrong. PS--it doesn't help when it just says 
you get it wrong, it's helpful to see the steps so you can compare it 
to what your answer looked like.” 

“I like that you can tell what you did wrong and learn from it. 
That's it though. otherwise I would prefer a wkst [worksheet].” 
“I like how it is online and easy to access.” 

While the learning benefits are profound and students prefer a 
web-based system, there is a sense of frustration that must still be 
addressed.  Specifically, when asked what should be changed 
about ASSISTments, student responses included: 
“I would make the hint button give a hint and not just the answer.” 

“I would make it so the hints maybe give you another example or 
helpful information so instead of just getting the answer and not 
knowing how you got it you could actually learn from it.” 

“If you get it wrong more than 4 times you have to move on to the 
next question.” 
“I would change how long it takes you to type it in. it would be 
cool if you could just say the answer and it would enter it in. that 
probably won't happen, but it would be awesome.” 
“I would change it to having hints to tell you if you have a little 
mistake when you hit submit answer so you don't get it wrong 
because of that little mistake.” 
This feedback suggests that students appreciate the features of 
intelligent tutoring systems, including hints, worked examples and 
scaffolding. Therefore, future studies should explore adding 
additional feedback to determine if added AIED features improve 
learning or if maybe learning requires some levels of frustration.  
All of the survey results are made available without names, 
including students’ comments at 
http://www.webcitation.org/6DzciCGXm. 



4. DISCUSSION 
This papers’ contribution to the literature is exploring the 
potential use of ITS for homework support. Used as designed, ITS 
are somewhat cumbersome for teachers to use for homework as 
the content is not customizable. However, if ITS are simplified 
they could be used like web-based homework systems, providing 
correctness feedback to students and reports to teachers. This begs 
the question, is correctness only feedback enough to improve the 
efficacy of homework and what effect does teacher access to 
reports have on homework review? This randomized controlled 
study suggests that simple correctness-only feedback for 
homework substantially improves learning from homework.  The 
benefit of teachers having the data to do a more effective 
homework review was in the expected direction (but not reliable).  
But taken together (immediate feedback at night and an arguably 
smarter homework review driven by the data) the effect size of 
0.56 seems much closer to the effect of complex ITS. Of course 
the large 95% confidence interval of [0.07 to 1.08] tells us we 
need more studies.  
 
Future studies can explore features of other web-based homework 
systems like Kahn Academy to determine which aspects of the 
systems are particularly effective. Incrementally adding tutoring 
features to determine the effectiveness of each feature would also 
be valuable. Finally, the role of data in formative assessment 
should be further explored. In what way can teachers use the data 
to improve homework and review and instruction?  
Caveats: the participants in the current study were all advanced 
middle school students.  Therefore it would be necessary to 
replicate this study across a broader range of student abilities to 
determine if these effects are generalizable.  Additionally, the 
correctness feedback is confounded with the unlimited attempts 
provided on the homework assignment.  Therefore, it would be 
interesting to see if it’s simply the correctness feedback that 
contributes to learning or if the impact stems from the unlimited 
attempts to self-correct.  Finally, to address the secondary 
research question of the effectiveness of using that data and item 
report to enhance homework review, a more complicated research 
design would be required. Specifically, in the present study, the 
effect of the homework review was confounded with already 
improved learning that resulted from having correctness feedback.  
A two-by-two design where both immediate feedback and the 
factor of going over the homework with the data varies would be 
necessary. 

In this fast-paced educational world, it is important to ensure that 
time spent in class and on homework is as beneficial as possible.  
This study provides some strong evidence that web-based 
homework systems that provides correctness-only feedback are 
useful tools to improve learning without additional time.   
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ABSTRACT 
In this paper we study one feedback process which is adapted to 
ill-defined domains. Indeed, this process use others aspects than 
expected solutions to propose a feedback. The feedback process is 
based in a set of didactical aspects. In particular, the feedback 
targets the control element of knowledge, i.e. the knowledge that 
allows to validate one step in the problem solving process. The 
paper describes the feedback process and its implementation in 
the framework of one TEL system in orthopedic surgery. 

Keywords 

Control knowledge, feedback process, ill defined domain, and 
didactical decision. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In ill defined domain one of the challenges is to continue to 
develop new tutoring strategies and seek out ways to combine 
existing strategies [13]. This challenge still open in particular 
when the domain has multiple and controversial solutions or ill-
defined task structures [4]. In this framework our research 
question is how to design a tutoring feedback system which is not 
only based in defined solutions but in the known characteristics of 
knowledge and learning situations.  

We study one kind of feedback which is adapted and epistemic. It 
is adapted because it takes into account the individual differences 
in relation to incoming knowledge and skills among students [18]. 
It is epistemic because it is specific to the piece of knowledge at 
stake and its learning characteristics. Compute an epistemic 
feedback involves knowledge from the learner, the learning 
situation and the learning domain [11].  

We design a process to produce adapted epistemic feedbacks 
which includes one decisional model based in a set of didactical 
hypothesis. The process was implemented and tested in the case 
of orthopedic surgery.  

The research discussed in this paper is developed in the 
framework of the TELEOS1 platform [9] which is a 
Technological Enhanced Learning environment for orthopaedic 
surgery. This platform proposes a set of resources for the student 
(haptic simulator, online course, clinical case database) and a 
diagnosis system able to analyse the student productions and 
make a knowledge diagnosis based in identified controls. 

                                                                 
1 http://teleos .imag.fr  

Based in the model presented in this paper we add a feedback 
system in the TELEOS environment. This implementation 
proposes a formative feedback which is delayed, i.e. at the end of 
the exercise in the simulator. The model is presented in the 
section 4 and the TELEOS example is presented in the section 5. 

2. RELATED WORKS 
In some domains (like percutaneous screw fixations in 
orthopaedic surgery) the knowledge obtained by experience plays 
an important role for both the expert teacher and the novice 
learner during a problem-solving process. This kind of 
knowledge, often tacit, refers to “work-related, practical know-
how that typically is acquired informally as a result of on-the-job 
experience, as opposed to formal instruction.” [22]. This kind of 
knowledge is pragmatic, obtained by experience. Moreover a 
skillful learner, even a domain expert, often makes several 
attempts before arriving at an acceptable solution: the person 
makes an error and then tries to correct the error several times. 
Also there are multiple solutions and because some parts of the 
knowledge are tacit the strategic to a good solution are unclear. 
This kind of problem is ill structured. Indeed, an ill-structured 
problem as one that is complex, with indefinite starting points, 
multiple and arguable solutions, or unclear strategies for finding 
solutions [19]. 
Several works address the problem to model ill defined 
knowledge and build feedback from these models ([13] and [20]). 
Based in this previous works, Fournier-Vigier et al. [5] pointed 
the design feedback difficulties in ill defined domains, in 
particular the difficulties to provide domain knowledge in ill 
structure problems. All studied paradigms (cognitive task 
analysis, constraint-based modeling, expert system, data mining 
algorithms) propose to describe task models using different 
techniques. The task models could be complete or partial. In all 
cases the model is used to offer assistance to the learner (ibid. 
234). Most of the feedback systems in these approaches try to 
guide the student to the intended solution, even if it is described 
partially and beside most of the feedback are goal oriented. 
We aim to study a model of feedback that is not only based in 
calculated solutions. We explore another feedback paradigm 
which is centered in the validation process more than the attended 
solution. In others words the feedback will be related to the 
characteristics of the controls brought into play during the 
problem solving process: it was brought into play in the right 
moment? It was valid or invalid? What is its nature ?  
We would like to investigate how to produce an adapted 
epistemic feedback that takes into account these knowledge 
characteristics and is able to handle the uncertainty coming from 



the diagnosis results. Indeed, like more and more intelligent 
tutoring systems, we chose to use Bayesian network for our 
diagnostic knowledge. 
From adaptive point of view, Shute & Zapata-Rivera [18] propose 
a four-process adaptive cycle connecting the learner to 
appropriate educational materials and resources. This four process 
cycle include (ibid. p 9) capture of the information about the 
learner, analyze the information in relation to the learner model, 
select the information for a particular learner and present specific 
content to the student. 
In relation to the selection step of the feedback, few systems 
propose a computer model which describes the decision of a 
pedagogical feedback following an uncertain diagnosis. Mayo and 
Metrovic [14] introduce the idea of Pedagogical Action Selection 
(PAS) and identified three general approaches to produce them in 
intelligent tutoring systems that use Bayesian networks: 
alternative strategies, diagnostic strategies, and decision-theoretic 
pedagogical strategies (ibid., p 132). 
For us a didactical decision is to propose the best feedback and 
depending on the diagnosis results. This decision means a choice 
between different possible hypotheses based on didactical 
analysis. We use a decision-theoretic approach in order to model 
this process. The decision-theoretic strategy is used in some ITSs 
to select tutorial actions that maximize the expected utility. The 
systems CAPIT [14] and DT tutor [16] use this strategy.  
CAPIT is a system for learning capitalization and punctuation in 
English. To decide two kinds of next feedback (next problem 
selection, error message selection) this system uses the utility 
function, which is based on the number of errors that the student 
made [14]. DT tutor also uses a decisional model: “For each 
tutorial action alternative, the tutor computes (1) the probability 
of every possible outcome of that tutorial action, (2) the utility of 
each possible outcome in relation to the tutor's objectives, and 
then (3) the alternative's expected utility by weighing the utility of 
each possible outcome by the probability that it will occur. The 
tutor then selects the action with maximum expected utility with 
utility function” [16]. In DT tutor, many factors related to the 
student (their morale, behaviour, etc) have an influence on 
expected utility. To propose the next feedback, DT tutor chooses 
first the theme where the feedback is focused and second the type 
of feedback (help, hint, positive or negative feedback). DT tutor is 
implemented in two learning systems, calculus and elementary 
reading. 
A further difference between these previous works and our 
approach is that the decision feedback models proposed 
previously are not based on the nature of the control knowledge; 
in our case we would like to center the feedback on the 
knowledge control dimension (knowledge that allows the users to 
validate their actions during the process) and to take into account 
the knowledge control specificities (pragmatic, declarative and 
perceptive-gestural). Another difference is that, in our learning 
environment, there are no well defined solutions and thus it is not 
possible to define a priori, a list of actions as expected feedback. 
Because we have some characterised resources in our 
environment, the feedback is built in several steps; it has a target, 
an objective, a form and content. It is created with a decision-
making process based on several PAS (Pedagogical Action 
Selection). In each step of the process, the chosen strategy 
corresponds to the degree of dependency of the step in relation to 
the domain knowledge. 

Finally the factors considered in our system must be the 
parameters that can be established by researcher. Indeed, this is 
multidisciplinary research that evolves and the system must adapt 
to the evolution of didactic and medical analysis. Different 
feedback hypotheses must be able to be tested. 

3. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND 
DIDACTICAL HYPOTHESIS 
According to research in cognitive psychology and didactics, the 
learner/situation interaction can be modelled as a problem-solving 
process that engages itself different processes, tightly linked and 
recurrent: identification of the situation, planning, action, control 
of actions’ effects, regulation. The crucial role of control elements 
in this process has been pointed ([1],[17]), allowing the subject to 
decide whether an action is relevant or not, or to decide that a 
problem or sub-problem is solved.  
This framework has some important consequences on our work 
for our objectives related to the design of a feedback system:  
- It is necessary to choose characteristics of problems that will 

conduct to the right processes of learning according to 
professional objectives and to learner’s state of knowledge. 
This, in turn, leads to the necessity to diagnose learner’s 
knowledge, and interpret this diagnosis to be able to provoke 
targeted learning through learners’ actions and controls on 
problems. Thus, one objective of the feedback system is to 
consider is not only the actions but also the controls brought 
into play by the learner during the problem solving activity.    

- It is necessary to distinguish and consider both, the result (a 
punctual state of the problem, intermediate or final) and the 
problem solving process. We thus adopt a continuous 
approach of diagnosis and learning process.  

Besides, we argue that is necessary to distinguish the controls 
characteristics. These categories are related to the way that 
knowledge can be validated, and therefore, built. In the case of 
orthopedic surgery we identify three categories: declarative, 
pragmatic and perceptive/gestural. The first category, declarative 
knowledge, corresponds to shared knowledge, constituting a 
common reference for professionals. It can be expressed, 
formally, and serves communication, discussion, exchanges. The 
second, pragmatic, is partly expressible, and is linked to 
individual experiences and situations. The third concern the 
perceptive and gestural (technical gesture like surgical gesture) 
part, hardly expressible and embedded in particular situations.    
These are not the same that the classical division of knowledge 
between declarative and procedural. For example, part of 
procedural knowledge is validated in a declarative manner (is a 
reference for professionals and transmitted in a declarative way), 
part is validated in a pragmatic manner (by experience) and can 
also be validated in a perceptive-gestural manner (what is seen, 
felt). This second kind of activity is ill defined task, i.e. there are 
not clear strategies for finding solutions at each step of the 
problem solving process. 

3.1 Characterization of didactical hypothesis’ 
factors 
Based in previous framework our objective is to propose a 
feedback system able to take into account the didactical 
hypothesis. 
First of all and as explained above, each control element of 
knowledge is labelled according to its nature: declarative, 



pragmatic, or perceptual/gestural. Then, concerning knowledge 
related to the user’s action, it is labelled according to the moment 
it appears in the resolution process and according to its possible 
validity.  
This last element necessitates some clarification: knowledge 
elements are diagnosed by the environment, according to user’s 
set of actions and knowledge domain of validity, as being 
mobilized (brought into play) in a valid situation state (inside its 
validity domain), not mobilized or mobilized in an invalid 
situation state (outside its validity domain).  

 
Figure 1. Result of knowledge elements diagnosed 

The output can be considered like a tri-dimensional space (shown 
in Figure 1), where each knowledge element (ei), in our case 
controls, has a probability distribution according to their state 
(invalid, valid, or not-used). In the given example, the knowledge 
element e1 is brought into play in a valid manner with a 
probability of 73%. 
Based in this result we made choices concerning the best relevant 
type of feedback to be provided to the user, according to previous 
diagnosed elements. 
Thus, to produce epistemic feedback, the didactical analysis is 
based on the characteristics (state, order, type, etc.) of the control 
knowledge element and the classes of situations available. Also, 
to integrate the adapted dimension the feedback process has to 
take into account the student knowledge (the diagnosis result) and 
the characteristics of the learning environment (resources 
manipulated by the student and the characteristics of the 
problem). 

4. THE PROCESS TO PRODUCE AN 
ADAPTIVE EPISTEMIC FEEDBACK 
This process has four related steps. First, our decision model 
chooses the knowledge element(s), proposed by the diagnosis 
system, which will target the feedback. Second, it determines the 
feedback’s apprenticeship objective for the chosen target. Third, 
according to the target and the objective, it determines the 
relevant form of feedback from the existing forms in the learning 
environment. Finally, according to the form, the decision model 
formulates the feedback by defining its content. The process is 
conceived from objectives and didactical hypothesis, summed up 
in §3, which are represented like parameters in the system.  
In the next paragraphs, we describe each step in detail. 

4.1 Chose the target of the feedback  
This step can be shown as the selection of knowledge elements 
which are target by the feedback. The selection is influenced 
essentially by the knowledge diagnosis results and the controls’ 
characteristics. In our case the knowledge elements are the 
controls which are brought into play during the problem solving 

activity. At each student action a list of controls were diagnosed. 
The results of one step can be seen like in the Figure 1. This 
diagnosis system is described in Chieu et al. [4]. 
We use influence diagrams to represent this step of decision. It is 
used to represent and to calculate the decision-making in several 
applications [6], [7]. In the influence diagrams there are decision 
nodes and utility nodes as well as chance nodes. 
We have chosen this approach because it allows making decisions 
under uncertainty. Indeed, the learner's state of knowledge, 
produced by the diagnosis, will be deduced from learner actions 
with a degree of uncertainty, so our model has to generate the best 
feedback according to this input. 
In our model (Figure 2) there are knowledge nodes (the oval 
nodes that represent the result of the diagnosis), an apprenticeship 
utility node (hexagonal node) and target decision node 
(rectangular node with the list of candidate elements or 
knowledge to be targeted). The inference in this diagram allows 
selecting a knowledge element as target. Indeed, the result of the 
inference gives the values of the utilities for each knowledge 
element, the highest one will be the targeted element for the 
feeback. 

  
Figure 2. The influence diagram for target decision 

To apply the inference in the diagram, we defined a function that 
models the preferences from an apprenticeship point of view, 
which is the utility function. The preferences will be described 
numerically under the notion of utility U, where U(a1)> U(a2) 
means the decision-maker prefer action a2 compared to the action 
a1. 
In our case the apprenticeship utility function, Uapp(c, E), allows 
us to calculate the a priori utility to focus feedback on an element 
knowledge of a candidate (c) by taking into account the set of 
knowledge elements (E). Then, the inference in the influence 
diagram calculates the estimated utility for each candidate 
according to the diagnosis results. In other words, the utility 
function initializes the calculation in the influence diagram and 
then the inference algorithm deduces the decisions. 
As we can see, in the previous figure the diagram is very simple; 
our contribution is basically in the definition of the apprenticeship 
utility function that takes into account the didactical hypothesis, 
which we explain in the next paragraphs 

4.1.1 Apprenticeship utility function 
This utility function allows initializing a priori utilities according 
to the factors that influence the target decision. We identified 
some factors as the element state and the element characteristic:  

1. Element State is the diagnosis result. It represents the 
manner of using the knowledge element in the problem-
solving process: Used-valid, Used-invalid,   not-used.  

2. Element Type, it is linked to the validation criteria for 
each identified knowledge, like explained after, in our 



current Teleos example it can be “declarative”, 
“pragmatic” or “perceptive-gestural”;  

3. Element Order represents the step of problem-solving in 
which this element intervenes. An element can 
intervene in several problem-solving steps, for example 
the control knowledge related to the profile X-ray can 
intervene in several steps of the activity; 

4. Element Context indicates the context of problem-
solving in which this element intervenes. It can be 
‘general’ or ‘particular’. For example, in the case of 
surgical domain, some steps and knowledge control 
elements could be especially for the scoliosis 
intervention. 

From all of these factors we define in the equation (1) Uapp(c, E) 
the utility to choose a candidate element, c, as feedback target in 
taking into account the set of  knowledge elements, E, as the sum 
of all the utilities related to each factor. 
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In our didactical hypotheses, these factors do not have the same 
weight in influencing the choice of the target. Thus, we attribute 
to each factor a priority variable (D, E, J, and G), which represents 
its weight in the utility calculation.  

We define in the equation (2) the utility of choosing a candidate c 
as a target according to its state Ustate(c, E), as the sum of utilities 
for each pair of candidates c and element ej in E; n is the number 
of knowledge elements of the set E. 
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In addition, we define the state utility in the table for each pair 
Ustate(c, ej). The values are defined according to didactical 
hypotheses and the domain of knowledge.  
For example, the didactical hypothesis “it is more important to 
focus the feedback on an element that is used in an invalid way 
than to focus it on an element that it didn’t use” is represented by 
a value where Ustate(c = “used_valid”, e ) � Ustate(c = “not-
used”, e ). In other words, we propose one utility state table that 
allows selecting between two elements situated in the diagnosis 
results space (shown in Figure 1) according to the chosen 
didactical hypothesis. 

The definition of the type utility Utype(c) from didactical 
hypothesis can be “it is more important to focus the feedback on a 
declarative element than to focus it on a pragmatic one”. We 
express this by giving to declarative elements the higher value of 
utility. In this example, the Utype(c) = 3 if c is declarative and 2 if 
it is pragmatic. In the present implemented version, the system 
doesn’t take into account the perceptive-gestural knowledge 
because the didactical analysis is ongoing, but it is modelled to 
integrate it in an easy and modular manner. 
We define the utility order: Uorder(c), from the didactical 
hypothesis “it is more important to focus the feedback on an 
element appearing in a primary stage of the solving than to focus 
it on an element appearing in later stages”. Thus, it is possible that 
an element appears in several stages. We define the utility order 
in equation (3); m is the number of steps where this element 
appears and O(c) is its order. The first time of the control i is 
identified Oi(c) = 1. 
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We define the nature utility Unature(c) from the didactical 
hypothesis as follows: “it is more important to focus the feedback 
on an element appearing in the solving of a general problem than 
to focus it on an element appearing in a particular context”. Like 
the Utility type function case, we express this by giving a higher 
value of utility to the nature target chosen (in this case if c is 
general Ucontext(c)= 2). 
According to these considerations, we have defined an algorithm 
that calculates the apprenticeship utility function and initializes 
the utility table from a set of knowledge elements with their 
characteristics. In this algorithm we create, first of all, the 
coefficients’ matrix « coeff » in relation to the number of 
knowledge elements (k), and then we calculate the state utility 
table for each candidate. It is calculated based in  formula 4, 
where k is the number of the column, j is the possible state of the 
knowledge element (used-valid, invalid or not-used) and Hypo is 
one of the didactic vectors A,B or C related to the state of the 
targeted candidate in  column k 
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This algorithm needs to be to running only once, after settle the 
didactical hypothesis. The inference in the influence diagram then 
uses probabilities resulting from the diagnosis and then calculates 
utility values to infer the estimated utility for each element. 
Finally, the target for the feedback is the element that has the 
maximal estimated utility value (Figure 3) calculated. It is 
possible to have some elements with the same maximal utility. 

 
Figure 3. Inference Diagram decision result 

As we presented before, we have chosen to represent all didactical 
hypotheses as parameters in the utility function. This choice 
makes our model flexible to add or modify didactical hypotheses. 
For example, for the factor “Type of Knowledge” if the didactical 
hypothesis is “it is more important to focus the feedback on an 
pragmatic element than to focus it on a declarative one”, then it is 
sufficient to give the parameter that represents the utility for an 
pragmatic element a value higher than the utility for a declarative 
element Utype(c=pragmatic)> Utype(c=declarative). 

4.2 Choose the objective of the feedback 
After choosing the target, the decision model determines its 
feedback objective in order to give, from the learning point of 
view, a semantic to the feedback intention. In our model we 
distinguish several feedbacks. Indeed, if the target knowledge is 
diagnosed (with a higher probability) as ‘brought into play in an 



invalid manner’ (BPI) the feedback is not the same than if this 
target knowledge is diagnosed as ‘not brought into play’ (NBP).  
We have defined a procedure that determines the feedback 
objective by applying an analysis on the target element state. The 
principle of this procedure is that it segments the diagnosis space 
into several zones, and it attributes an objective to each zone. 
Then, the feedback objective corresponds to the zone in which the 
target element is situated.  This step permits to pass from an 
uncertain state of knowledge to fixed objectives of learning. The 
number of segmented zones and the objective for each zone is 
customizable in our model.  

 
Figure 4. Example of segmentation of the knowledge elements 

space to determine the feedback objective  
In this example, if the knowledge element is in zone 1 (“if P(NBP 
) – P(BPI) > 0.25 and P(NBP) – P(BPV) > 0.25”)  then the 
feedback objective is  to “verify” if the targeted knowledge is 
understood by the learner. The possibilities proposed for the 
feedback objective are: verify, reinforce and destabilize. The 
meaning of verify feedback is to propose a type of feedback to 
improve the diagnosis related to a set of knowledge targeted 
elements (for example, proposing another problem where specific 
targeted knowledge has to be mobilized). The idea of the 
reinforce feedback is to support the user in relation to the targeted 
knowledge elements (for example a positive feedback, a closer 
clinical case that was studied or solve another problem where the 
targeted knowledge could be used). Finally, destabilize feedback 
has the objective to show that the targeted knowledge is used in 
an invalid manner in these kinds of problems (by explaining the 
right way in the course, proposing a counter example from the 
clinical case database or proposing another problem where if the 
knowledge is used, the result could be wrong) 

4.3 Determine the feedback form  
In this step, the decision model chooses the most relevant form of 
feedback linked to the type of the target knowledge element and 
the feedback objective (reinforce, verify, destabilize).  
Here the idea is to associate one kind of feedback form to the 
feedback objective and the type of the targeted knowledge 
element. In this step we need to consider the resources proposed 
to the student. Indeed more and more TEL system proposes 
several resources to the student. For example if the environment 
has a wiki with concepts we can associate it to a form of feedback 
when the targeted knowledge element is declarative and the 
feedback objective is to reinforce.  
This association is a simple table where we can match the 
resources with a pair  <type of knowledge, feedback objective>.  

4.4 Determine the feedback content  
The content is essentially related to the form of feedback. Here 
the objective is to determine the content of the feedback in 
relation to the feedback form. For example if the feedback form is 

a wiki with concepts the content has to be related with the 
targeted knowledge element. 
This step is not generic, it depends on the kind of feedback forms 
that the TEL system has. For this reason this step will be more 
detailed in the next section where we explain the case study 
where we implemented the feedback process. 

5. THE TELEOS SYSTEM EXAMPLE 
The analyzed procedure is about surgical orthopaedic 
percutaneous (without incision) operation. It is developed in [21]. 
It could be summarized as follows: The surgeon first inserts a pin 
in the bone through the skin. S/he makes the pin progress in the 
bone, taking several X-rays to validate the pin’s course at 
different steps of its progression. The X-rays allow him or her to 
“reconstruct” a complete vision of the position of the pin, in 
relation to the bone. If s/he recognizes any problems in those 
views, s/he restarts the operation process, taking another pin and 
correcting its entry point and/or direction. Until now we have 
analyzed the sacroiliac screw operation and the vertebroplasty. 
The description procedure does not have to be complete and well-
defined but the goal is to extract from the diversity of each 
particular situation, the significant controls elements, from a 
learning point of view, of the surgical procedure.  
The analysis, made in [21], allows us to identify crucial aspects of 
the surgical procedure. We identified primarily that the pin’s 
positioning is the most important part of the procedure, the 
definitive screw being placed along this pin. Secondly, we notice 
the crucial role of X-ray controls. As the surgeon cannot directly 
visualize the operating area, he has to interpret his gesture through 
these controls. This necessitates two levels of interpretation. On 
the first level, the surgeon has to ensure that the X-ray is valid 
(i.e. being oriented in order to represent what it is intended to 
represent); on the second level, the surgeon can look at the 
validity of the pin’s position according to anatomical criteria on 
the X-ray. 
Table 1. Examples of knowledge controls for sacroiliac screw 
Control 
Type 

Control elements of knowledge Domains of 
validity 

declarative The pin’s trajectory must be completely 
intra-osseous 

all 

declarative If the pin is well positioned then the pin 
appears as a point on the profile X-ray  

PB, PC, PE 

Pragmatic If the pin would become extra osseous 
by being pushed in S1, 1cm after the 
median line, then it can be stopped at the 
median line 

PC, PD 

Pragmatic If  the pin would become extra osseous, 
then it can be stopped just 1cm after 
having reached S1 

PA,PD,PF 

Perceptive-
gestural 

If the pin was in the sacroiliac and the 
resistance force decrease then the pin 
would become extra osseous 

All 

Thus, we identified the control knowledge elements, which are 
related to surgeons’ actions during the intervention, they allow 
surgeons to validate their actions; some examples are shown in 
Table 1. The controls have a domain if validity, i.e. they are valid 
for a set of problems. The control type is also identified: it could 
be declarative, pragmatic, or perceptive gestural. 



5.1 TELEOS SYSTEM 
We have developed a modular architecture. Each module is built 
in relation to the knowledge learning constraints [10]. The learner 
interacts with the following modules: Semantic Web Courses, 
Simulator, and Clinical Cases. We introduce briefly these three 
modules in the next section. The decision-making model uses 
these modules and the result of the diagnosis to build the 
feedback. The diagnosis model will not be described in this paper. 
The result will show in the Figure 1. 

5.1.1 Simulator for orthopaedic surgery 
The last implementation version is explained in a previous paper 
[12]. Two surgeries were implemented in this last version: the 
vertebroplasty and the sacroiliac screw.  

 
 
 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

 
(c) 

Figure 5. Haptic interface (a). Graphical interface during the 
pin trajectory (b). Graphical interface when the trajectory is 

validated by the user (c). 
Regardless of the simulated operation, the TEL system gives to 
the learner the opportunity to train himself and practise a surgical 
operation thanks to several functionalities: Choosing the type of 
patient and the type of operation; visualizing in 3D the tool and 
the patient model; Adjusting the position and the incidence of the 
fluoroscopic image intensifier; Drawing the cutaneous marking  
on the body of the patient model; Producing and visualizing 
radiographies; Manipulating the surgical tool through a mouse or 
through haptic interface; Verifying the trajectory in a 3D bone 
model when it has been validated (Figure 5). In this paper we are 
focused on the pelvis operation. 
In the previous figure we can see on the right of the graphical 
interfaces (b and c), two 2D images representing the last two 
radiographies produced by the user. In the top left hand corner, 
there is the 3D model of the patient, and the surgical tool, the user 
is able to see the 3D bone model only when the trajectory is 
validated.  

5.1.2 Clinical cases database 
The role of the Clinical Case agent is to illustrate the 
consequences of a proposed trajectory. It is a database where we 
can find pertinent information related to different phases (before, 
during and after the operation). 

 
Figure 6. Clinical Case with data from one operation 
For example, one clinical case may have some x-rays before the 
operation (Figure 6, right side), some films of the gesture during 
the operation and some x-rays and data describing the post-
operatory information (the position of the bone, the state of the 
bone, etc… left side Figure 6). This Clinical Case Database could 
be useful to show, for example, trajectories that have 
consequences in the post-operatory period (there may be a 
problem with the fracture reduction because the trajectory with 
the pin is too short, for Instance).  

5.1.3 Online Courses 
We have an online course (at http://www-sante.ujf-grenoble.fr) that 
explains the declarative knowledge (anatomy, surgical procedure, 
tools, etc.) about sacroiliac percutaneous screw placement. It is 
based on online courses and academic documentation, and is 
improved by interaction between the didactical expert and the 
surgeons.  
For this part we use ontology with a set of rules based in OWL 
language. We have developed a semantic web module, with more 
than eighteen web pages, which have metadata based on ontology. 
This module proposes not only syntactic links, but also semantic 
ones; it allows the redirection to precise and relevant chapters of 
the online course. The implementation of this module is explained 
in previous work [8].  

5.2 ADAPTIVE AND EPISTEMIC 
FEEDBACK PROCESS 
Like introduce in the paper the implemented feedback process is a 
delayed feedback, i.e. the TELEOS system propose a feedback at 
the end of the activity. The result of the process can be to solve 
another problem on the simulator, to consult a particular webpage 
on the online course or to consult one specific clinical case in the 
database. 

 
Figure 7. Kinds of feedback in TELEOS system. 

Because the two first steps described previously are generic, we 
don’t explain them in detail here. In the step three we propose a 
simple table interface where the didactical or pedagogical user 
can propose the match between the resource (simulator, clinical 



case and web course) and the pair type of knowledge (declarative, 
pragmatic, perceptivo-gestural) and feedback objective 
((reinforce, verify, destabilize).  We can choose one or several 
forms for the same pair <type, objective>. For example, the 
pedagogical user was proposed the clinical case and the simulator 
to destabilize the pragmatic knowledge. 
For the step 4 we need to consider the specific form of the 
feedbacks. In our case we have three forms of feedback (online 
web course, simulator, and clinical database) and to find the 
inquired form we do not apply the same process. One example of 
possible feedback is shown in the next figure: 
In the case of the form ‘consult part of web courses’, the content 
represents the links to the appropriate pages. It is made by 
sending keywords related to the target element to a semantic web 
model [8]. This feedback receives the knowledge elements to be 
considered, which are analyzed by the java program, using the 
ontology, and finally it produces a web page with a set of links to 
the online course, which are related to the targeted knowledge. 
The Java Engine code uses the open source tool Jena which offers 
libraries to work with OWL files. In the case of the sacro-illiac 
surgical operation, our system is based on two ontologies, one 
related to the pelvis anatomy, which is built on Standford 
university anatomy ontology [2], and the other one is related to 
the screw placement procedures, which we built and validated 
with our experts. 
For example if we give the knowledge element ‘Outlet radio 
control’, which is in relation with  anatomical ontology, the java 
engine finds the classes related to these knowledge elements and 
produces a set of links which come from the online course. 
The calculation of the content for the forms ‘clinical cases’ and 
‘simulator’ is made according to the target and to the feedback 
objective. For the form ‘consult a clinical case’, it represents the 
relevant case like a query in a database.  
Finally, for the form ‘solve another problem with the simulator’, 
it represents the relevant problem to solve. The design can be 
made by applying inference algorithms in the Bayesian Network 
(that represents the knowledge domain) or by a decisional 
theoretical approach to select a closer problem [15]. In the present 
version we find the problem that has the most common didactical 
variables (kind of fracture, the hardness of the spongy bone) with 
the solved problem. 

5.3 Evaluation and discussion 
The evaluation of the didactical decision process was achieved in 
several steps. Because the utility function is additive, we 
evaluated first the dominance between different modelled factors 
and second we made a sensitive analysis to study the adaptability 
of the model.  Moreover, we made an evaluation to study the 
behaviour of the system in relation to the expert’s propositions. 
Here we present this last evaluation. The others evaluations show 
that, firstly, small changes in the assigned probabilities lead to 
different decisions of feedback target. It means that if there is one 
small change then the result of the calculus of the target feedback 
could be radically different. Secondly, the sensitivity level can be 
adjusted according to the weight given to the element state factor. 
The aim of the comparison with expert proposition is to verify 
and refine the model in relation to the human didactical 
feedbacks. Here the input is the simulated diagnosis of learner's 
state of knowledge (e1 [BPI 0.7, BPV 0.17, NBP 0.13], e 92 [BPI 
0.65, BPV 0.23, NBP 0.12], etc) and the output is the feedback 

proposed (Consult the parts of the course ‘entry point related to 
skin marks’, propose a problem, with a disjunction, to solve in the 
simulator, etc.). These scenarios are run by an expert in didactics 
and by our didactical decision system, afterwards they are 
compared. 
Because in our model the didactical hypotheses are customizable, 
the parameters have to be calibrated by an expert (in didactics for 
example) before using it. To make the adjustment of these 
parameters easier, we developed some interfaces and we also 
proposed a questionnaire that contains multiple-choice questions, 
(associate to didactical hypothesis) and we associate with each 
choice a possible value of the parameter. Therefore, the answers 
to this questionnaire allow initializing the calculation in the 
model.  
One example of scenario given to the experts is “after radio 
outlet, a student does not takes Inlet radio and modifies its 
trajectory in the wrong direction (the pin was placed a little low 
on the outlet, it starts and moves the point of entry down). The 
declarative control e93 (coupling outlet / inlet) comes NBP 30%, 
the declarative control e19 (risk of passing through the hole of the 
sacrum because too low on outlet) is BPV 50% and the pragmatic 
control e18 (link outlet position / position of patient) is 75% BPI”. 
One expert proposition was: “propose the web page linked to the 
inlet/outlet coupling and propose an exercise related to the 2D and 
3D association”. 
In relation to the configuration of the system, the answer of the 
questionnaire shows us a dependent relationship between the state 
of the knowledge elements and its characteristics while in our 
model these factors are independent (it is an additive function). 
For example, the question about what is more important to target 
a “not-valid knowledge” or a “not used knowledge”, the expert 
answer depends on the type of the knowledge (declarative, 
pragmatic, etc.).  
In addition, regarding the output proposed by the expert, the 
results show that the system is able to produce relevant feedbacks 
for each scenario. Furthermore, some feedbacks are not exactly 
the same as the expert feedbacks. We identify two reasons for 
these differences. Firstly, the present model selects as target one 
(or some) element(s) that has(have) the maximal value of 
estimated utilities but in the expert propositions, the feedbacks 
can be related to some elements with positive values of estimated 
utilities and related as well to the elements with the maximal 
value. Secondly, the present model is not able to propose a 
sequential set of feedbacks (for instance, the expert proposes that 
feedback 1 follows feedback 2). In fact, the present model is able 
to take the historical dimension with the evolution of the 
probabilities, but it does not yet treat the historical dimension 
related to the previous feedback 

6. DISCUSSION 
This system had to support an explicit representation of 
pedagogical and didactical hypotheses and, from a computer 
architecture point of view; the system had to be separated from 
the other modules. These choices are related to the idea of 
proposing a normative system, able to evaluate separately and 
also to allow the investigation of some didactical hypothesis to 
generate the feedback. 
The decision model thus integrates didactical hypotheses in order 
to represent the decision-maker's preferences. These didactical 
hypotheses are customizable; this choice makes our model 
dynamic and partially generic. Also, this kind of model intends to 



allow multidisciplinary work in order to investigate pedagogical 
feedback. 
From the epistemic dimension of the feedback point of view, the 
system cannot be completely generic but the design allows 
identifying the generic steps from the knowledge analysis 
dependant steps. 
In relation to the adaptive dimension of the feedback, the system 
is able to adapt the feedback to some epistemic considerations 
about the user and the available resources. Indeed, this adaptive 
dimension takes into account only the knowledge factors. It 
doesn’t take into account other factors like the morale or 
attention. Also, as pointed out by Woolf ([23] p. 133), it is 
necessary to integrate different teachers’ strategies: A single 
teaching strategy was implemented within each tutor with the 
thought that this strategy was effective for all students. However, 
students learn at different rates and in different ways, and 
knowing which teaching strategy (…) is useful for which student 
would be helpful. This section suggests the need for multiple 
teaching strategies within a single tutor so that an appropriate 
strategy might be selected for a given student”.  
The reliability of our model depends on the accuracy of diagnosis 
results and the best set of parameters. Here it is also necessary to 
refine the model using real data in order to improve its structure, 
the conditional probability and the decision factors by using a 
method of automatic learning from data.  
Moreover, the evaluation indicates that it seems necessary to 
consider not only the history of the student activity but also the 
dynamic aspect linked to the decisions.  Indeed, in the classical 
approach the decision is in relation to the predictive aspect of the 
student model ([16], [2]) i.e. it calculates the consequences of the 
feedback on the predictive student model. However, it appears 
that the dynamic aspects concern not only the student factors but 
also the resources or the decision itself. 
The data collection seems to be the perspective’s keystone in 
order to improve the present model but also to go forward in this 
kind of research. However, the data to be collected it is not only 
the classical data in the domain of learning systems, i.e. the data 
from the student, but also the data linked to the feedback decision. 
This kind of collection will be more centred on the analysis of the 
decision process for the feedback production. 
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ABSTRACT
In this paper we explore the question of whether additional
benefits can be derived from providing formative feedback
on students’ explanations given the di�culties of accurately
assessing them automatically. We provide a preliminary
evaluation of an approach in which students assist in in-
terpreting their own explanations and we lay out our plans
for evaluating the e↵ectiveness of a natural-language intelli-
gent tutoring system’s feedback to that interpretation e↵ort.
The preliminary evaluation suggests that students respond
well to the approach. While their interpretation assistance
may be similar to an automated explanation matcher, they
continue to provide explanations throughout their interac-
tions.

Keywords
student explanations, tutorial dialogue, formative feedback

1. INTRODUCTION
Numerous studies suggest that self-explanations can be more
beneficial to students than explanations from others (e.g.
[3]). In the context of an automated learning environment
this raises the question of whether additional benefit can be
derived from providing formative feedback on any explana-
tions the student enters when the automated understanding
of those explanations remains a major obstacle. Must we be
satisfied with the self-explanation e↵ect or can and should
we do more?

Previous work has attempted to recognize natural language
explanations and then engage in a natural language dialogue

with the student to refine and improve those explanations
(e.g. [11]). And more recent work has attempted to field
dialogue systems that incorporate more knowledge intensive
automated recognition of students’ elaborations during dia-
logue [4]. But so far, recognizing what the student meant is
still very limited. And even if we step away from attempts
at actual understanding, the performance for matching to
canonical sets of answers is still relatively low (e.g. [5, 12])
compared to what can be achieved with short answer re-
sponses (e.g. [13]). Perhaps even more troubling is how
sensitive students are to a system’s failure to understand
them [4]. Although a system can recover and move forward
in a coherent manner, the students notice the lack of under-
standing. One possibility for this sensitivity may be that the
errors are often quite di↵erent from those a human makes
(e.g. the system fails to recognize a response as correct but
a human clearly would).

Related work, which studied the impact of decisions about
dialogue tactics [2], seems to have avoided some of these is-
sues by substituting a human interpreter (wizard) for the
automated interpreter. One goal of this substitution was
to reduce the confounds of misunderstandings so that the
system could focus on evaluating decision policies regarding
whether to elicit or tell the explanations and justifications
for statements made either by the system or the student.
The human interpreter was presented with a list of canonical
answers and was asked to find the best match for the stu-
dent’s response or to select “none of the above”. There were
significant di↵erences in learning based just on varying deci-
sion policies about whether to elicit or tell the same content.
This result suggests that being able to request explanations
and justifications and being able to reduce the confounds of
errors in matching to canonical answers has potential. But
is there a practical way to include a human interpreter in a
classroom setting? And how sensitive are students to prob-
lems that arise if their answer is close to correct but not a
good match for any of the canonical answers?



First we will introduce the Rimac1 system and its experi-
mental setting and our approach for eliciting and assessing
students’ responses to requests for explanations/justifications.
Next we will describe the data we have collected and provide
a preliminary evaluation of the success of our approach for
eliciting explanations/justifications. Finally, we will lay out
our plans for exploring if there is value added to providing
feedback on students’ explanations.

2. THE RIMAC SYSTEM
Rimac is a natural-language intelligent tutoring system that
engages students in dialogues that address physics concepts
and principles, after they have solved quantitative physics
problems. Much research has been devoted to identifying
features of tutorial dialogue that can explain its e↵ectiveness
(e.g., [1]), so that these features can be simulated in natural-
language tutoring systems. One hypothesis is that the highly
interactive nature of tutoring itself promotes learning. Sev-
eral studies indicate that our understanding of interactivity
needs refinement because it cannot be defined simply by the
amount of interaction nor the granularity of the interaction
but must also take into consideration how well the interac-
tion is carried out (e.g., [2]).

This need for refinement suggests that we should more close-
ly examine the linguistic mechanisms evident in tutorial dia-
logue. Towards this end, we first identified which of a subset
of co-constructed discourse relations correlate with learning
and operationalized our findings with a set of nine decision
rules which we implemented in Rimac [9]. To test for causal-
ity, we created two versions of Rimac: an experimental ver-
sion that deliberately executes the nine decision rules within
a Knowledge Construction Dialogue (KCD) framework, and
a control KCD system that does not intentionally execute
these rules. One of the rules in the experimental version of
Rimac that is of particular relevance for this paper is: If
the student gives no explanation for an answer to a complex
question then ask for one.

Rimac was built using the TuTalk tutorial dialogue toolkit
[6] but has been enhanced with additional dialogue features
such as reformulation of student input (e.g., [7]). The dia-
logues are tutor-initiative only and are primarily short an-
swer questions in order to keep the accuracy of automatic
recognition high. However, the system does request student
explanations at a few key points in the dialogues. It does
not attempt automatic recognition of these responses but
instead always follows-up with multiple choice answers for
the explanation question and a request that the student se-
lect the best match for the explanation she just provided.
In e↵ect, we are asking the student to fulfill the role of a hu-
man interpreter for the system. We give the students brief
verbal instructions for what is expected of them and why as
we will explain in more detail below.

Figure 1 is an excerpt of an interaction between one of the
students in our evaluation set and Rimac. This excerpt
shows the system requesting an explanation at line 3. The

1Rimac is the name of a river whose source is in the An-
des. Its name is a Quechua word meaning “talking;” hence
the nickname for Rimac: “talking river.” We thus consid-
ered Rimac to be well suited to a dialogue system that we
intended to embed in the Andes tutoring system.

1. T: We talked about the acceleration on the way up and
on the way down, but what about at the very top of
the jump? What was the direction of the acceleration
at the top?

2. S: zero

3. T: Why do you think there wasn‘t any acceleration?

4. S: it had a zero velocity

5. T: Thanks! So what below is the best match for what
you just entered? [menu choices: ‘Since the kangaroo is
not moving, there isn‘t any acceleration | The kangaroo
is changing direction, so it doesn‘t have an acceleration
| I guessed | None of the above‘]

6. S: Since the kangaroo is not moving, there isn‘t any
acceleration

7. T: There actually was acceleration at the top of the
jump, even though the kangaroo wasn‘t moving.

8. T: The kangaroo wasn‘t moving for just a very brief
moment and it was like that because its velocity was
switching from upward to downward. To switch from
an upward velocity to a downward velocity, the kanga-
roo‘s velocity must reach a point where it is 0 m/s.

9. T: Since acceleration represents the change in velocity
and the velocity was changing in this situation, the
kangaroo‘s acceleration must be non-zero.

Figure 1: Excerpt of actual student interaction

that requests student’s assistance with interpreta-

tion along with the resulting formative feedback

student provides her response and then the system asks the
student to select the best match for her response at line 5.
The system then follows-up in lines 7-9 with formative feed-
back that is appropriate for what the student selected as the
best match for her response.

3. THE EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
Students in five Pittsburgh area high schools interacted with
one of the two versions of Rimac during two course units
(kinematics and dynamics). They used the system for one
to two class periods per unit. In this paper, we examine the
dialogues from the kinematics unit only.

A day or two prior to using the system, students first took
a pre-test, and then completed a homework assignment in
which they solved four quantitative physics problems. In a
subsequent class, they used the Rimac system and finally
during the next class meeting took a post-test.

Just before students began using Rimac, we introduced them
to the system and read the following to them regarding re-
quests for explanations:

“Sometimes it will ask you to explain your
response. This is regardless of whether it thinks
you were right or wrong.



When it asks you to explain, please be sure to
type in what you were thinking that lead you to
your answer. You may have to think a bit about
it. If you realize that you guessed or used your
intuition, that’s fine; just type that.

It will then follow-up with a multiple choice
question and ask you to pick what is the best
match for what you just wrote. It is important
that you pick the best match for the explanation
you just wrote and not what looks like the best
explanation. Rimac needs to know what your
thought process was so it can do a better job
of helping you understand the physics concepts
involved in solving the problem.

It asks you to do this matching for explana-
tion questions because it cannot understand ex-
planations accurately enough. However, for all
the other answers you type in it is fairly accu-
rate.”

As the student and system begin the review of an assigned
homework problem, Rimac first instructs her to view a brief
video that describes how to solve the homework problem and
then they engage in a reflective dialogue about that problem.
See [10] for a more detailed description of the pilot study and
planned analyses for testing the nine interactivity decision
rules. Note that in this paper we are focusing on just one of
these nine rules.

4. EVALUATING THE APPROACH FOR
ELICITING EXPLANATIONS

We visited the high schools at two di↵erent points during
their physics courses, once when the students were ready to
learn the material covered in Rimac’s kinematics problems
and later when they were ready for Rimac’s dynamics prob-
lems. The students who used the experimental version of Ri-
mac, in which the interactivity rules are implemented, had
the opportunity to discuss three kinematics problems and
three dynamics problems. In this preliminary evaluation of
our elicitation approach, due to time constraints, we have
examined the explanation request data for the three kine-
matics problems only and for just a subset of the students
who used this version of the system (93 of 193 students).

From this subset of the data, we extracted and reviewed the
dialogue data for 16 of the 18 system turns where students
were asked to interpret their own responses. Two of the 18
turns were requests to provide equations as justifications so
we excluded those for this analysis. Although there are 93
students in this data sample, not all questions are asked of
all students. The questions that are asked depend on the
student’s responses during the dialogue. In this sampling of
students there were 251 instances of requests for explana-
tions/justifications to examine. We reviewed each response
and categorized the student’s initial typed response as either
relevant to the question asked, an acknowledgement that she
had guessed or didn’t know, or irrelevant to the physics do-
main. We listed this analysis per problem in order to see if
there is any indication that the problem, the order in which
the problems were discussed or the types of questions asked
might influence the students’ behaviors.

1. T: Why do you think that acceleration is upward?

2. S: nevermind

3. T: Which of the following is the best match for what
you just entered? [menu choices: ‘Because the kanga-
roo changed direction | Acceleration is always in the
opposite direction as velocity | I guessed | None of the
above‘]

4. S: Acceleration is always in the opposite direction as
velocity

Figure 2: Example of an actual student reaction

when asked to explain an incorrect answer

Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3
relevant content 88% (123) 68% (50) 72% (28)

guessed/idk 5% (9) 15% (11) 23% (9)
irrelevant content 3% (7) 16% (12) 5% (2)

Table 1: A categorization of students’ responses to

requests for explanations

Table 1 shows that students rarely refused to respond (3-5%)
for problems 1 and 3. Refusal to answer increased notice-
ably for problem 2 (16%) so it does appear that the ques-
tions asked for this problem may have impacted students’
willingness to respond.

While most student replies that we counted as refusals to
answer were simply replies of “because”, we noted in prob-
lem 2 some instances of “ok” and “never mind” as in the
excerpt shown in Figure 2. Note that in this case the sys-
tem is asking the student to explain her incorrect answer.
After saying “nevermind” the student may be selecting what
she was thinking or something that looked like a true state-
ment. Of the 16 system turns evaluated, 8 were in response
to wrong answers. However, problem 2 accounted for 6 of
those requests and problem 3 for the rest. The increased re-
fusal to answer for problem 2 may be because there are more
requests to explain incorrect responses. When students self-
explain and recognize they have made an error, it appears
they sometimes try to figure out how to retract their answer
or evade the expected follow-up. However, if the student
does not realize her error, it does seem that the formative
feedback could be beneficial. For example, consider the dia-
logue excerpt shown in Figure 3 where the student is asked
to explain a wrong answer in line 6 and the formative feed-
back is provided in lines 8-13.

Next we evaluated how well the students performed in their
role as human interpreter. We reviewed each response by
following the training given to human interpreters for the
experiments described in [2] which used the Cordillera sys-
tem (i.e. how would I match this response to the choices
provided). One of the reviewers of the students’ responses
(the main author) was also one of the human interpreters
(wizard) for the first two versions of the Cordillera system.
So it could be instructive to informally compare and contrast
the interpretation tasks for the two systems and populations
from the perspective of a wizard.



1. T: If the stone is thrown with a larger horizontal initial
velocity, what happens to the time spent in the air (i.e.
will it be the same or larger?)

2. S: larger

3. T: Hmm...So why did you think this?

4. S: more time

5. T: Thanks for explaining your reasoning.

6. T: So which of the reasons below best matches your
explanation above for why you think the stone will stay
longer in the air? [menu choices: ‘I used my intuition
but I am not sure how to explain it in physics terms |
Throwing it harder means the stone will not fall right
away but will continue horizontally for a longer time
before beginning to fall | Throwing it harder makes the
stone spin and float on the air better | I‘ve seen this
happen before | Because it is going farther, it will take
longer to get there | Another reason‘]

7. S: Because it is going farther, it will take longer to get
there

8. T: That doesn‘t sound right to me. What equation
would you use to reason that out? [menu choices:
‘d

x

= v
x

⇤t|d
x

= v
x

⇤t+0.5⇤a
x

⇤t2|vf2
x

= vi2
x

+2⇤a
x

⇤d
x

‘]

9. S: d
x

= v
x

⇤ t + 0.5 ⇤ a
x

⇤ t2

10. T: Almost. What is the value of a
x

?

11. S: 0 m/s2

12. T: Right, so then the equation becomes d
x

= v
x

⇤ t.

13. T: The horizontal component of the motion is constant
velocity (not accelerating), so d

x

= v
x

⇤ t applies. In
this case, because the velocity is bigger, the displace-
ment will be bigger, but the time will not be.

Figure 3: Excerpt of actual student interaction

where system requests explanation of wrong re-

sponse

The Cordillera students were all undergraduates and their
explanations were longer and required more e↵ort to inter-
pret and match. However, there was usually one clear candi-
date for the match and when matching to a correct response
the criteria were that the necessary and su�cient details
were present or could be easily inferred and no additional
details signalled an error in thinking. The choices were au-
thored to provide the minimum that would be needed to
qualify as a complete answer. While wizards did not have to
be physics experts, they did need to understand the physics
concepts being discussed.

In contrast, the Rimac students were all in high school and
their explanations were relatively short. We did not expect
students to do well with a set of minimal match choices since
we assume you need to understand the physics concepts to
determine whether an answer actually matches. So instead
the Rimac dialogue authors provided responses for matching

Context: Problem solved for homework “A red colored
stone is thrown horizontally at a velocity of 5.0 m/s from the
roof of a 35.0 m building and later hits the ground below.
What is the red stone’s horizontal displacement? Ignore the
e↵ects of air friction.”
Question: Why did we need to find the time first?
Choices:

1. time is the same in both directions

2. d = vt

3. we don’t have enough information to solve for displace-
ment in the horizontal direction

4. we can find the displacement if we know how long it is
moving at the given velocity

5. another reason

Figure 4: An example of where some choices o↵ered

to students for matching are related to the same

underlying explanation (as in choices 1,3 and 4)

that were intended to be closer to what a student might say
and were based on input from teachers and responses col-
lected during pilot testing. As a result some of the choices
o↵ered to students for matching varied only in the detail
provided or how it was expressed. But these similar choices
present the same formative feedback when selected. For ex-
ample, in Figure 4, choice 2 is close to a good explanation
but requires more detail to be complete while choices 1,3
and 4 are all related to the same underlying explanation.
If the student selects 1,3 or 4 as a match then the under-
lying explanation is presented as an acknowledgement and
may be interpreted by the student as a reformulation. If the
student selects choice 2 then the system provides sca↵olding
that elicits the missing details.

So during our review of students’ response matching, we
selected all that we considered to be potential matches and
not just the best match. The rationale was that if a student
selected one of a similar set of responses that had details
that were missing in her response, a wizard cannot know
whether the student’s self-explanation included these details
and she chose not to express them or whether she thought
more detail was necessary and was trying to avoid formative
feedback.

After reviewing the student responses we counted the num-
ber of times we disagreed with their match choices. Again
we present the results per problem. Table 2 shows that stu-
dents’ performance may be similar to that of an automated
explanation matcher. The larger disagreement for problem
2 could be due to students possibly trying to evade further
feedback when they were asked to explain an incorrect an-
swer or could be related to the questions or answer choices
o↵ered. If deserves a closer look in future work to see if a
reason can be identified.

However, overall the students seem less perturbed by the
results of their matching behaviors. They still continued
to respond to the requests for explanations as shown by the



Problem 1 Problem2 Problem 3
agree 78% (108) 59% (43) 74% (29)

disagree 22% (31) 41% (30) 25% (10)

Table 2: Reviewer agreement with students’

matches of their responses

small increase in irrelevant content in Table 1, which remains
low with an increase from 3 to 5% when moving from the first
to last problem. The increase from problem 1 to problem 3
in “guessed/idk” could be due to fatigue, the explanations
requested or more specifically asking for more explanations
for incorrect answers in problems 2 and 3. Although the
number of “guessed/idk” decreased from problem 2 (11) to
problem 3 (9), recall that some students completed problems
in two class sessions and some in one. This was because of
di↵erences in the length of classes across schools.

To give an idea of an upper bound for agreement, we do not
expect 100% agreement between the reviewer and a trained
human interpreter (wizard). When o✏ine reviewers exam-
ined the selection choices made by the real-time human in-
terpreters for the Cordillera system for just the most di�cult
student responses (i.e. those that fell into the “none of the
above” category), the reviewer disagreed with 1% of the as-
signments to this category [8]. However, the lower bound
that is allowable for matching when students are acting as
the interpreter is still an open question. It will depend on
whether formative feedback on the explanation related to
their match choice is beneficial.

By the time of the workshop, we expect to have completed
the above analyses for all students for the kinematics prob-
lems.

5. PLANS FOR EVALUATING THE FORM-
ATIVE FEEDBACK GIVEN ON EXPLA-
NATIONS

Recall that in the instructions we read to students we asked
that they match the response they gave rather than pick-
ing what looks like the best response. We o↵er motivation
to do this by pointing out that the system needs to know
their thought processes so that it can provide better help
for them. We are assuming that the formative feedback of
a good match will be better than the “none of the above”
feedback. However, this remains to be seen.

But because our experiment was not testing this specific hy-
pothesis, we cannot answer this question directly (e.g. com-
pare to a condition in which the formative feedback is always
the “none of the above” feedback). However, we can test for
correlations between various match qualities (i.e. trained
reviewer agreed or disagreed with student) and learning of
the concepts addressed by the requested explanation. This
would suggest how important it is for students to receive
more adapted formative feedback. In addition, we can test
for gains on concepts covered in an explanation when the
student’s explanation is incorrect and relative to the qual-
ity of the match the student provided. This could suggest
whether the feedback that followed was beneficial.

This preliminary analysis of the e↵ects of formative feed-
back is forthcoming. We are currently scoring the pre and
post-tests, which (when completed) will allow us to measure
learning of particular concepts.
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ABSTRACT 

Serious games are generally designed with two goals in mind: 

promoting learning and creating compelling and engaging 

experiences (sometimes termed a sense of presence). Presence 

itself is believed to promote learning, but serious games often 

attempt to further increase pedagogical value. One way to do so is 

to use an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) to provide feedback 

during gameplay. Some researchers have expressed concern that, 

because feedback from an ITS is often extrinsic (i.e., it operates 

outside of the primary game mechanic), attending to it disrupts 

players’ sense of presence. As a result, learning may be 

unintentionally hindered by an ITS. However, the most beneficial 

conditions of instruction are often counterintuitive; in this paper, 

we challenge the assumption that feedback during learning 

hinders sense of presence. Across three experiments, we 

examined how an ITS that provided extrinsic feedback during a 

serious game affected presence. Across different modalities and 

conditions, we found that feedback and other ITS features do not 

always affect presence. Our results suggest that it is possible to 

provide extrinsic feedback in a serious game without detracting 

from the immersive power of the game itself.   

Keywords 

presence, immersion, learning, feedback, serious games, tutoring 

1. WHAT’S IN A GAME? 
We have all had the experience of being engrossed in an artificial 

experience, whether it’s a good book, an epic movie, a round of 

golf, or a couple levels of Angry Birds on a long elevator ride. 

Several features of games, especially, can make hours fly by, 

unnoticed. The interactivity of games draws players’ attention 

from non-game thoughts and stimuli. The rules of the game, too, 

are designed to add uncertainty and difficulty—and eventual 

reward—to the pursuit of an objective. Putting a ball into a cup is 

made fun, for example, by requiring that one use golf clubs to do 

so—rather than simply picking up the ball, walking over to the 

cup, and dropping it in. The eventual reward (sinking a putt) 

compels players to persist and eventually improve. 

Real-world games are fun, in part, because they take place in an 

environment that supports continued play (e.g., a golf course). 

Digital games, instead, must transport a player to the world of the 

game. This experience of being in the world of the game is 

sometimes referred to as a sense of presence [1]. Presence can be 

measured in several ways. The Temple Presence Inventory (TPI), 

for example, is a robust instrument for estimating the feeling of 

non-mediation in a multimedia experience [2]. The TPI consists 

of a series of statements to which participants respond to items 

such as “How often did you want to or did you make eye contact 

with a person you saw/heard?” with ratings between 1 (never) and 

7 (always). These statements are organized into several subscales, 

which correspond to various aspects of the experience that 

contribute to the sense of non-mediation. The two subscales we 

used were social (the experience of direct interaction with an 

artificial counterpart) and spatial (the experience of direct contact 

with an artificial environment).  

2. WHAT’S IN A SERIOUS GAME? 
In addition to the standard traits of a digital game (e.g., the 

difficult pursuit of an in-game objective, creating a sense of 

presence), serious games feature an objective outside the game 

itself. By “playing” a serious game, one becomes better at a real-

world task—or is at least better prepared to learn that task from 

subsequent instruction or practice [3]. Examples of serious games 

include CyberCIEGE, which is designed to teach people about the 

functions of computer network security measures. Another 

example is Spent, a simple simulation of a U.S. Citizen’s 

experience at the poverty line in a difficult economy with no 

bootstraps on which to pull. The difficulty, interactivity, and 

reward structure of serious gameplay can compel students to 

persist in learning something they would otherwise find dry or 

boring.  

Serious games are also used in part because the sense of presence 

created by gameplay may improve learning [4, but see 5, 6, 7]. On 

the other hand, the outside-the-game objective may be in conflict 

with that intent. Of course, a game-player’s sense of presence in a 

serious (or otherwise overtly educational) game may be disrupted 

by poorly integrated pedagogical content. For example, some 

educational games alternate between play and instruction. But 

even well integrated instructional content may be distracting; the 

user may occasionally stop to consider how to apply what they 

are learning to similar real-world tasks. If presence affects 

learning, this withdrawal may be detrimental.  

This potential conflict may be exacerbated when features that are 

intended to facilitate training are added to a serious game. These 

 

 

 

 

 



features may directly interfere, or may simply underscore that the 

player is using the game to achieve the external goal, as opposed 

to playing the game because it is fun.   

One such feature is an intelligent tutoring system (ITS). An ITS is 

a computer program or computing device that factors student 

performance into when and how it generates and provides 

guidance [8]. The development of ITSs (and other learning-

centric game features) is usually guided by principles of cognitive 

psychology and instructional design [8-10]. However, those 

principles are often developed in experimental laboratories, in 

which motivation and fun may not be priorities. Thus, ITSs may 

provide pedagogically valid feedback, but they may do so in a 

way that further deepens the rift between gameplay and learning. 

The goal of the studies reported in this paper was to determine 

whether extrinsic feedback from an ITS necessarily negatively 

affects learners’ sense of presence when playing a serious game.  

3. BILAT: A SERIOUS GAME ABOUT 
CROSS-CULTURAL NEGOTIATION 
The serious game we chose to use for our investigation is the 

Enhanced Learning Environments with Creative Technologies for 

Bilateral negotiations (ELECT BiLAT), a screenshot from which 

is shown in Figure 1. BiLAT provides an environment in which 

learners can prepare for, execute, and review cross-cultural 

meetings with virtual characters. The instructional design and 

underlying structure are focused on knowledge components that 

relate to culture and negotiation skills.  

Before a meeting, players research their meeting partner, learning 

about his/her interests and experiences. This research provides 

information that can help the character establish a personal 

connection with the character during their meeting. Once the 

meeting begins (shown in Figure 1), players interact with the 

characters by selecting an action from a menu system of pre-

authored actions (e.g., Ask “Who should I speak with to learn 

more about the market?”). The character responds to the learner 

with a synthesized voice and physical gestures. The player and 

the virtual character thus conduct a turn-based interaction, and the 

transcript of the meeting appears on screen in the panel at the 

bottom right of Figure 1.  

Although dozens of variables govern the actions of the character 

and the responses that will be chosen, the variable of primary 

importance is trust. BiLAT characters display a variety of 

emotions in their responses, but trust is the persistent record of 

how well players have used their interpersonal and intercultural 

Figure 1. A meeting in BiLAT. In the transcript pane (bottom right), the feedback from the ITS-driven coach 
appears as blue text. Below that are buttons used to adjust how frequently 

the coach decides to intervene (Experiments 2 and 3). 

Figure 1. A meeting in BiLAT. In the transcript pane (bottom right), the feedback from the ITS-driven coach appears as blue text. 
Below that are buttons used to adjust how frequently the coach (P. O., above) decides to intervene (Experiments 2 and 3). 



skills. In the simulation, trust is a major factor in whether BiLAT 

characters will agree to negotiate and what deals they will accept. 

A mistrusting character may demand unfair deals or refuse to 

negotiate. (For a more detailed description of BiLAT’s 

development and functionality, please see [11, 12].)  

The characters’ responses and decisions can be considered 

internal feedback. They help the player grasp the knowledge 

components through the primary interaction that constitutes 

gameplay. For example, if the player decides to offer the 

character a bottle of wine as a gift, the character will be offended 

and say so: “I can’t believe you’d even bring that into my home.” 

Depending on what the player has encountered both in and out of 

BiLAT, the player may conclude that the character does not like 

wine or that wine is a culturally inappropriate gift.   

During BiLAT gameplay, learners can be assisted by an ITS. In 

meetings with characters, the ITS takes the form of a 

disembodied, omniscient “coach.” The player can read the 

coach’s input in the transcript pane, but the meeting partner is not 

aware of the coach’s presence or input. In other words, the coach 

is an angel on the player’s shoulder. The input the coach provides 

is outside of the primary interaction that constitutes gameplay; it 

is external feedback.  

The coach can provide guidance about past actions (“A bottle of 

wine probably wasn’t the best gift.”) or hints about future actions 

(“What gift can you give Hassan as a gesture of goodwill?”). This 

advice can be either very general (i.e., focused on the underlying 

knowledge components) or very specific to something a player 

has done. For example, the coach could decide to say “Don’t give 

Hassan a bottle of wine” or “Make sure your gifts are culturally 

appropriate.” (For a detailed description of the ITS architecture, 

please see [13].)    

4. EXPERIMENT 1: THE EFFECTS OF 
EXTERNAL FEEDBACK ON PRESENCE 
In Experiment 1, we examined the effects of explicit ITS 

feedback on learners’ sense of presence during BiLAT gameplay. 

The manipulation was straightforward: whether the ITS was 

active or inactive during gameplay. We also added another 

manipulation: whether the sensory experience was rich or poor. 

Our goal in adding this manipulation was to ensure that we would 

be able to detect effects on presence with our system, procedure, 

and participation numbers. Thus, one group of the participants 

encountered the standard BiLAT experience: a 3-D environment 

in which a virtual character with realistic body language talks to 

the player in accented English. The other group of participants 

encountered a simplified, silent, primarily text-based 2-D 

environment. We held constant all other aspects of the system for 

the two groups. Specifically, the BiLAT characters drew from the 

same sets of utterances and the coach used the same algorithms to 

decide when to intervene. Only the interface of the two groups’ 

experiences differed. After interacting with the system in one of 

the four resultant (randomly assigned) conditions, the participants 

completed the TPI.  

Panel A of Figure 2 shows that there was a main effect of 

interface on presence. A greater sense of presence was created by 

the 3-D interface (M = 2.88, SE = .21) than by the 2-D interface 

(M = 2.08, SE = .20): F(1, 45) = 7.86, p = .007. There was not a 

main effect of ITS activation on presence. Indeed, presence 

ratings were similar in the active-ITS condition (M = 2.46, SE = 

.20) and the inactive-ITS condition (M = 2.49, SE = .20): F < 1, 

ns. There was also no interaction between interface and ITS 

activation on presence: F < 1, ns. It appears that receiving 

extrinsic feedback from an ITS does not necessarily affect 

presence. Thus, any pedagogical benefit provided by the ITS 

appears not to burden the immersive experience.  

5. EXPERIMENT 2: THE EFFECTS OF 
FEEDBACK CONTROLS ON PRESENCE 
In Experiment 1, the activity of the ITS was entirely out of the 

participants’ control. In Experiment 2, we added interactivity to 

the ITS. We gave the participants the ability to modify the 

coach’s behavior. We thought that this interactivity might cause 

the participants to attend to the coach (or the external training 

goal of the serious game) in a way that would disrupt presence.  

There were two groups of participants, both of which encountered 

the standard, 3-D BiLAT system with the coach operating 

according to its default algorithms. One of the groups was also 

provided with “coach controls.” These controls took the form of 

the buttons seen in the bottom right corner of Figure 1. These 

buttons suggested to the participants that they could nudge (up or 

down) the frequency with which the coach decided to intervene. 

Figure 2. Results from all three experiments. Panel A displays presence as a function of interface richness and ITS activation in 
Experiment 1. Panel B displays presence as a function of ITS interactivity in Experiment 2. Panel C displays presence as a function 

of initial ITS feedback frequency in Experiment 3. Error bars represent the standard error of the mean. 



The controls, however, were only cosmetic (although they still 

visually and aurally behaved like other in-game buttons). We 

chose to display but disable them in order to manipulate the 

participants’ belief that they could control the coach without 

allowing learning, performance, success, or frustration to vary 

uncontrollably. After interacting with the system in one of the two 

(randomly assigned) conditions, the participants completed the 

TPI.  

Panel B of Figure 2 shows that there was no main effect of ITS 

controls on presence: F(1, 22) < 1, ns. This result provides more 

evidence that even direct interaction with an ITS outside the 

primary game mechanic does not necessarily disrupt presence.  

6. EXPERIMENT 3: THE EFFECT OF ITS 
HELPFULNESS ON PRESENCE 
Experiment 3 was designed to extend Experiment 2. Our goal was 

to determine whether the BiLAT ITS could deliver feedback in a 

way that would disrupt presence. To that end, we modified the 

coach’s feedback-timing algorithms to draw even more attention 

to the ITS than in Experiment 2. For one group of participants, the 

coach began the session in complete silence. For the other group 

of participants, the coach began the session by speaking up on 

every single turn. We activated the “nudge” controls, which were 

merely cosmetic in Experiment 2, to encourage the participants to 

interact with the ITS as much as possible. Each press of “a little 

more” or “a little less” changed (by 5%) the probability that the 

coach would speak up on the next turn. After interacting with the 

system in one of the two (randomly assigned) conditions, the 

participants completed the TPI. 

As can be seen in Panel C of Figure 2, the participants in both 

conditions provided similar presence ratings: F(1, 22) < 1, ns. 

That is, whether the participants’ experience began with constant 

chatter or complete silence from the ITS, their sense of presence 

remained relatively unaffected. Moreover, in comparing the three 

panels in Figure 2, it is clear that the participants’ overall ratings 

were similar across all three experiments—despite drastic 

differences in feedback algorithms and ITS interactivity. It seems 

that, unless an ITS is designed with the express purpose of 

disrupting gameplay, it may not interfere with the immersion 

created by a serious game. 

7. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Interpersonal and intercultural skills, to be frank, may not be the 

most compelling instructional topics. However, when playing 

BiLAT, players and participants become very engaged. A 

participant in one study, when meeting with a particularly 

stubborn character, took off his headphones and threw them 

across the room, saying “I know he wants to agree to it, and he’s 

just trying to give me a headache!” 

Our research demonstrates that this sense of presence is not 

necessarily disrupted when external feedback from an ITS is 

added to a serious game. Further, learners can even be instructed 

to directly interact with the ITS, yet still suffer no decrement to 

self-reported presence. On the other hand, the use of a single, self-

report measure of presence is a limitation of the present study. A 

more compelling case may be presented by including 

corroborating physiological data. (We did not examine measures 

of performance or learning because it would have been impossible 

to disentangle from each other the effects of feedback on 

presence, feedback on learning, and presence on learning.)   

Although these results may seem surprising, external stimuli 

interrupt engaging experiences quite frequently, often with no 

negative results. Many people have put down and then resumed 

an engrossing book—and been able to reinstate their enjoyment of 

and engagement with the story. Perhaps a compelling narrative or 

rewarding gameplay may make some serious and educational 

games robust to interruptions, as well. In these cases, people may 

be able to suspend and resume their engagement as they wish. If 

so, it is interesting to consider the extent to which developers can 

add pedagogically focused game features without sacrificing 

learners’ immersion. It is reasonable to assume there is some limit 

to the intrusiveness an ITS can exhibit while still being 

effective—but the present studies suggest that that limit is above 

zero. 
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ABSTRACT 
Various forms of feedback are used in formative assessment and 
interactive learning environments. The effects of different types 
of feedback are often examined at a group level. However, 
effective feedback may differ in learners with different 
characteristics or between learners at different stages in the 
learning process. In this paper explanatory item response theory 
(IRT) models are used to examine individual differences in 
feedback effects in children’s performance on a computerized 
pretest-training-posttest assessment of analogical reasoning. The 
role of working memory and strategy-use as well as interactions 
between these factors were examined in a sample of 1000 
children who received either stepwise elaborated feedback, 
repeated simple feedback or no feedback during the training 
sessions. The results show that working memory efficiency 
significantly predicted initial ability and confirm that elaborate 
feedback is the most effective form of training in this particular 
interactive learning environment. Furthermore, children with 
initially less advanced strategy-use benefitted far more from 
each type of feedback than the children displaying more 
advanced strategies and this was unrelated to working memory 
efficiency. In children with advanced strategy-use working 
memory appears to moderate the effect of training. Explanatory 
IRT analyses appear useful in disentangling the effects of learner 
characteristics on performance and change during formative 
assessment and could possibly be used in optimizing feedback in 
computerized training and assessment environments.     
 
Keywords 

Figural analogies, measuring change, item response theory, 
formative assessment 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Computer-based interactive learning environments have 
enormous potential in optimizing learning by providing 
feedback tailored to an individual’s instructional needs. 
However, determining what type of feedback best optimizes the 
learning of a particular task for a particular individual is a 
complex endeavor. The effectiveness of different types of 
feedback is not always clear-cut. Furthermore, individual 
differences may be present in how effective each of these types 
of feedback is at different stages in the learning process. 
 
In formative assessment different types of feedback can be used. 
Shute distinguished a range of feedback-types from simple 
forms such as verification of correct response to elaborated 
feedback where errors may be flagged, an opportunity to try 
again is provided and/or strategic prompts are given on how to 
proceed with the problem [Shutte 2008]. Kluger and DeNisi 
[1996] argued that although simple feedback, such as 
information on correctness of response or provision of the 
correct answer, has the reputation of improving performance on 
tasks, its effect is not clear-cut and only improves performance 
or learning in two-thirds of the studies included in their meta-
analysis. Furthermore, more recent research demonstrates that 
elaborate feedback, such as providing scaffolds or an 
explanation, is generally more effective than simple outcome 
feedback [Hattie and Gan, 2011; Narciss and Huth 2006; Shutte 
2008]. For example, a meta-analysis of effects of different forms 
of item-based feedback in computer-based environments reports 
that elaborated feedback shows higher effect sizes than simple 
outcome feedback, especially in higher-level learning outcomes, 
where transfer of previous learning to new situations or tasks is 
required [van der Kleij et al. 2013]. 
 
In the case of formative assessment the aim is to optimize 
learning at an individual level. In this educational setting the 
assumption is that there are individual differences both in initial 
ability as well as the effect of different types of feedback during 
an individual’s learning process. Furthermore, different types of 
feedback may be more effective during successive stages in the 
learning process. However, effective feedback may differ for 
different types of learners or at different stages in the learning 

 

 



process. For example working memory efficiency and strategy-
use have been implicated as predictors of performance in 
(computer-based) learning [Siegler and Svetina, 2002; 
Stevenson 2012; Tunteler et al. 2008]. In this study these factors 
were examined in conjunction with feedback-type as possible 
predictors of learning outcomes in a computerized training and 
assessment of analogical reasoning.  
 
Initial ability or learning stage especially appears to play an 
important role in the effect of different forms of feedback on 
learning [Hattie and Timperley 2007]. For example, in a 
previous study on children’s change in analogical reasoning 
training utilizing repeated simple feedback was contrasted with 
graduated prompting techniques, a form of elaborated feedback 
where increasingly specific strategic hints guide the child to the 
correct solution [Campione and Brown 1987; Resing and Elliott, 
2011]. The researchers found that although graduated prompts 
led to greater performance gains on the whole, this form of 
training was most effective for children who performed poorly 
on the pretest [Stevenson et al. 2013a]. These results could not 
be explained by ceiling effects or regression to the mean. 
Furthermore, this result coincided with other cognitive training 
studies in various domains where interventions were generally 
more effective in initially lower performing or at-risk 
populations. Does this mean that providing elaborate versus 
simple feedback is not necessarily beneficial for more advanced 
learners? 
 
To further explore the role of initial ability on feedback effects 
we examined the role of children’s initial solution strategies 
(analogical versus non-analogical, see Figure 1) in the effect of 
three types of feedback: (1) step-wise elaborated feedback, (2) 
repeated simple feedback or (3) no feedback. The hypothesis 
was that children with initially weaker analogical reasoning 
strategies, characterized by “duplicate” (copying object next to 
empty box) solutions or “other / creating a zoo” solutions would 
benefit most from more elaborate forms of feedback whereas 
children who were already capable of applying analogical 
reasoning strategies (providing (partially) correct solutions) 
would not show differential benefit in the different types of 
feedback training. The role of working memory, which has often 
been shown to be related to analogy solving skills, but not 
always able to account for children’s change in analogical 
reasoning [Stevenson et al. 2013b], was also taken into account 
in these analyses. 

 
Figure 1. Depiction of strategy distribution within two 
pretest strategy groups: non-analogical reasoners (top left) 
and analogical reasoners (bottom right).  

2. METHODS 
2.1 Sample 
1000 children from five age-groups (kindergarten, first through 
fourth grade) were recruited from public elementary schools of 
similar middle class SES in the south-west of the Netherlands. 
The sample consisted of 374 boys and 626 girls, with a mean 
age of 7 years, 3 months (range 4.9-11.3 years). The schools 
were selected based upon their willingness to participate and 
written informed consent for children’s participation was 
obtained from the parents.  

2.2 Design & Procedure 
The data utilized in this study is a combination from five 
separate studies utilizing a pretest-intervention-posttest control-
group design [Stevenson 2012]. In each study the children were 
randomly blocked to the step-wise elaborative feedback 
(graduated prompts), repeated simple feedback or a control 
condition without feedback based on their scores on a cognitive 
ability reasoning subtest (visual exclusion from the Revised 
Amsterdam Children’s Intelligence Test [Bleichrodt et al. 1987] 
or the Standard Progressive Matrices [Raven et al. 2004]). The 
three intervention conditions presented in this study are: (1) 
stepwise elaborate feedback, (2) repeated simple feedback, or 
(3) no feedback. Four analogy testing and intervention sessions 
took place weekly and lasted 20-30 minutes each. Prior to the 
analogy testing sessions the children were also administered the 
Automated Working Memory Assessment to assess verbal 
(subtest listening recall) and visuo-spatial (spatial span) working 
memory [Alloway 2007]. All participants were tested 
individually in a quiet room at the child’s school by educational 
psychology students trained in the procedure. 

2.3 Analogical reasoning assessment  
AnimaLogica was used to test and train children in analogical 
reasoning [Stevenson 2012]. The figural analogies (A:B::C:?) 
comprise of 2x2 matrices with familiar animals as objects (see 
Figure 2). The animals changed horizontally or vertically by 
color, orientation, size, position, quantity or animal type. The 
number of transformations – or object changes – provide an 
indication of item difficulty [Mulholland et al. 1980]. The 
children were asked to construct the solution to the analogy using 
drag & drop functions to place animal figures into the empty box 
in the lower left or right quadrant of the matrix. A maximum of 
two animals were present in each analogy. These were available 
in three colors (red, yellow, blue) and two sizes (large, small). 
The orientation (facing left or right) could be changed by clicking 
the animal figure. Quantity was specified by the number of animal 
figures placed in the empty box. Position was specified by 
location of the figure placed in the box. 
The pretest and posttest items were isomorphs [Freund and 
Holling 2011] in which the items only differ in color and type of 
animal, but utilize the exact same transformations to ensure the 
same difficulty level. The number of items different per age group 
but included overlapping items ability could be estimated reliably 
using item response models. The internal consistency of each of 
the versions was considered very good with α ≥ .90. 
Before each testing or training session two example items were 
provided with simple instructions on how to solve the analogies. 
If the child’s solution was incorrect the correct solution was 
shown before proceeding to the next item. During the testing 
phases the remaining items were administered without feedback. 



 
Table 1. 
Overview of the prompts used in the elaborative feedback 
condition. 

Prompt  Verbal Instruction 

0  
Here’s a puzzle with animal pictures. The animals 
from this box have been taken away. Can you 
figure out which ones go in the empty box?  

1  Do you remember what to do? Look carefully. 
Think hard. Now try to solve the puzzle.  

2  This animal picture changes to this one. This one 
should change the same way.  

3  So what changes here? Ok remember this one 
changes the same way.  

4  See, this picture changes to this one because…  

5  

Which animal goes in the empty box? The elephant 
or the horse?  
What color should it be? Red, Yellow or Blue? 
…Size? Quantity? Orientation? Position?... 

 

 
Figure 2. Depiction of visual effects emphasizes cues from 
prompt 1 to “Look carefully”, “Think hard” and then “Try to 
solve the puzzle” (these are not all shown at once).  
 
2.3.1. Feedback Interventions.  
The stepwise elaborate feedback condition received training 
according to the graduated prompts method [Campione and 
Brown 1987; Resing and Elliott 2011] which consisted of 
stepwise instructions beginning with general, metacognitive 
prompts, such as focusing attention, followed by cognitive hints, 
emphasizing the transformations and solution procedure, and 
ending with step-by-step scaffolds to solve the problem (see 
Table 1). The prompts were mostly auditory in nature and 
accompanied by visual effects support the explanations (see 
Figures 2 & 3). A maximum of five prompts were administered. 
Once the child answered an item correctly the child was asked to 
explain his/her answer; no further prompts were provided and the 
next item was administered. 

The simple feedback condition received auditory feedback on 
whether or not the outcome was correct and this was repeated 
until the item was solved correctly or five attempts were made to 
solve the item. After the fifth incorrect attempt the correct 
solution was shown before proceeding to the next item. If a 
correct solution was found before five attempts then the next item 
was administered.  
In the control condition the children received the exact same 
items as in the other two conditions but did not receive help or 
feedback in solving them. Therefore, the children only practiced 
solving the items but were not trained in analogical reasoning.  

 
Figure 3a. Visual effects emphasizing prompt 5 where 
scaffolds are used to solve the puzzle: “Which animal belongs 
in the empty box?”. 

 
Figure 3b. Prompt 5 scaffold: “What color should it be?”. 

2.4 Statistical Models 
Disentangling the complex changes in ability over time on an 
individual basis requires complex statistical models. For 
example, using raw gain scores (posttest minus pretest score) to 
measure change can lead measurement errors due to the 
unreliability of the gain score, the regression effect of repeated 
administration and that the scale units for change do not share 
constant meaning for test takers with different pretest scores and 
[de Bock 1976; Lord 1963]. These problems are potentially 
solved by placing ability scores for pretest and posttest on a 



joint interval measurement scale using logistic models such as 
those employed in item response theory (IRT) [Embretson and 
Reise 2000]. In the Rasch model, one of the most simple IRT 
models, the chance that an item is solved correctly depends on 
the difference between the latent ability of the learner and the 
difficulty of the presented item or problem. The Rasch-based 
gain score provides a good basis for the latent scaling of 
learning and change because the gain score has the same 
meaning in terms of log odds (i.e. the logarithm of probability of 
correct vs. incorrect) across the entire measurement scale 
[Embretson and Reise 2000]. Therefore, this study applied IRT 
models to analyze individual differences in feedback effects on 
learning and change [Stevenson et al. 2013a]. 
 
2.4.1 Explanatory IRT analyses 
Each of the hypotheses about the children’s performance and 
change was investigated using model comparison. First a 
reference model was created and then predictors were added 
successively to so that the fit of the new model could be 
compared to the previous (nested) model using a likelihood ratio 
(LR) test, which assesses change in goodness of fit. The models 
were estimated using the lme4 package for R [Bates and 
Maecheler 2010] as described by [De Boeck et al. 2011].  
 
2.4.2 Null model  
The initial reference model (M0) was a simple IRT model with 
random intercepts for both persons and items (pretest and 
posttest) where the probability of a correct response of person p 
on item i is expressed as shown in equation 1. 
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where θp ~ N(0, σθ2) and βi ~ N(0, σβ2)  (1) 
 
2.4.3 Modelling learning and change 
This study employs repeated testing. In order to account for this 
effect a session parameter has to be added to the null model to 
represent average change from pretest to posttest. However, this 
model assumes the effect of retesting to be equal for all children. 
In order to allow for individual differences in improvement from 
pretest to posttest a random parameter that allows for the session 
effect to vary over persons was added. In this model, 
Embretson’s Multidimensional Rasch Model for Learning and 
Change (MRMLC, see M2 in Table 1), the chance that an item 
is solved correctly (Pip) also depends on the difference between 
the examinee’s latent ability (θp) and the item difficulty (βi) 
[Embretson 1991]. Yet, the ability is built up through the testing 
occasions m up to k in a summation term, which indicates which 
abilities (θpm) must be included for person p on occasion k.  
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where  θpm ~ N(0, σθ2) and βi ~ N(0, σβ2) (2) 
The initial ability factor, θp1, refers to the first measurement 
occasion (i.e. pretest) and the so-called modifiabilities (θpm with 
m>1) represents the change from one occasion to the next. In the 
present model examining pretest to posttest change k=2 and the 

modifiability θp2 refers to performance change from pretest to 
posttest.  
2.4.4 Modelling sources of individual differences in learning 
and change 
The formula in equation 2 can be extended by including other 
item or person predictor variables and evaluating their effects on 
the latent scale [De Boeck and Wilson 2004]. Person predictors 
are denoted as Zpj (j=1,…,J) and have regression parameters ζj. 
The item predictor (e.g. number of transformations) can be 
denoted as Xi (k=1) and has the regression parameter δ. These 
predictors are successively entered into the null model (see 
equation 1) as follows, with indices i for items, p for persons, j 
for the person covariate used as a predictor variable and k for the 
item covariate used a predictor variable. 
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where  εp ~ N(0, σεp

2) and εi ~ N(0, σεi
2)  (3) 

This equation represents models M3-6 in the results presented in 
Table 2. 
Table 2.  
Overview of the estimated IRT models. 

Model 
Nested 
Model 

Effects 

 
AIC 

 
BIC 

 
-LL 

LR testa 

Fixed 

Random 
over 

Persons 

Random 
over 
Items df Λ 

M0   Intercept Intercept 37575 37600 18784   

M1 M0 + Session “ “ 35741 35775 17866 1 1835.90*** 

M2 M1  +Session “ 34871 34922 17429 2 874.18*** 

M3 M2 + Session* 
Condition 

“ “ 34063 34132 17024 2 811.52*** 

M4 M3 * Strategy 
group 

“ “ 33773 33944 16866 12 314.50*** 

M5 M4 * WM “ “ 18014 18236 8979 8 15775*** 
a The LR-test comprises a comparison between the model and the nested model. *** p < .001 

 
Figure 4. Plot of M5 with logit (y-axis) by Session (x-axis) for 
Analogical Reasoners (AR) versus Non-analogical reasoners 
(NAR) for each feedback condition (elaborate, repeated simple 
and control). 

3. RESULTS 
Table 2 displays the outcomes of the model building steps. As 
can be seen in the right-most column the addition of each new 



predictor in the explanatory IRT model significantly improved 
model fit. From M0 to M1 we could statistically infer that there 
was a main effect for training. The inclusion of individual 
regression lines for performance change from the pretest to 
posttest was deemed warranted given the improved model fit 
from M1 to M2. The significant model comparison result from 
M2 to M3 shows us that the different types of feedback had 
different “change” slopes. The difference in performance change 
from pretest to posttest between the two strategy-groups is 
shown in model M4 (see Figure 4). Finally, from M4 to M5 we 
could statistically infer working memory was differentially 
related to performance change per condition and strategy group. 
Analysis of the simple contrasts indicated that working memory 
moderated feedback effects in the analogical reasoners (AR 
strategy group), but was unrelated to performance change in the 
non-analogical reasoners (NAR strategy group) (simple 
feedback: B = -1.38, p <.01 and elaborated feedback: B = -1.37, 
p < .01, reference category = no feedback / control condition).  
Significant fixed main effects were found for Session, Strategy 
group, verbal and visuo-spatial Working memory. Significant 
fixed interaction effects were found for Session x Condition, 
Session x Strategy group, Session x Working memory, Strategy 
group x Working memory and Session x Strategy group x 
Working memory. Random intercepts were present for persons 
(SDability = .62, SDmodifiability = .70, r = -.24) and items (SD = .74).  
Table 3.  
Estimates of fixed effects in M5. 
 B SE p 
Intercept - 0.32 .42 .44 
Session (reference = pretest) 2.17 .16 <.001 
Simple Feedback Condition (reference = control) 0.10 .10 .32 
Elaborate Feedback Condition (reference = control) 0.08 .10 .41 
Strategy-group (reference = non-analogical reasoners) 3.26 .11 <.001 
Verbal working memory 0.23 .09 .01 
Visuo-spatial working memory 0.26 .04 <.001 
Session * Simple Feedback Condition 0.28 .13 .04 
Session * Elaborate Feedback Condition  0.65 .13 <.001 
Session * Strategy-group  -1.65 .12 <.001 
Session * Verbal Working memory 0.47 .11 <.001 
Strategy-group * Verbal Working memory 0.08 .10 .43 
Session * Strategy-group * Verbal Working memory -0.61 .13 <.001 

4. CONCLUSION 
This paper presented our recent research in the area of statistical 
models of formative feedback effects in performance and change 
in children’s analogical reasoning. The results showed that 
individual differences stemming from initial strategy-use and 
working memory efficiency were present and influenced the 
effect feedback. Elaborate feedback was more effective than 
simple feedback. Working memory was a predictor of pretest 
performance. Working memory also moderated feedback effects 
but only in children in the advanced strategy-use group. 
Working memory most likely forms a bottleneck in children’s 
analogical reasoning on difficult analogy tasks [Richland et al. 
2006]; however children with less advanced strategies most 
likely were unable to solve the more difficult analogy items 
which would require accurate solving steps and the 
accompanying greater taxation of working memory to do so. 
Finally, initial strategy-use interacted with feedback-type in that 
children using less advanced strategies at pretest benefited more 
from each form of feedback during training compared to the 
children displaying more advanced strategies at pretest. On the 
whole, the main conclusion is that elaborated feedback, 
presently implemented using graduated prompting techniques, 

appears to be the advisable form of feedback in advancing 
children’s change in analogical reasoning.  
 
Given the great potential of computer-based interactive learning 
environments to provide feedback tailored to an individual’s 
instructional needs an important task is creating algorithms to 
optimize feedback provision and thus learning. On the one hand 
(meta-analyses of) randomized pretest-training-posttest control 
experiments that contrast the effectiveness of different types of 
feedback and explore sources of individual differences herein as 
discussed in the present paper provide essential information 
concerning which factors could be used to optimize feedback. 
However an investigation of the effects of specific elaborated 
feedback prompts on a trial-by-trial basis [Golden et al. 2012] 
and the interactions with learner characteristics or task 
performance (e.g., strategy-use) using item response theory 
models is a promising next step towards the provision of optimal 
feedback in interactive learning environments. Thus the next 
step in this research project is to expand upon the present 
findings concerning the effectiveness of the stepwise elaborated 
feedback and disentangle the immediate effects of the separate 
prompts during the training process. It will be interesting to see 
whether different types of prompts better aid more or less 
advanced learners with more or less efficient working memory 
to solve the items presented during training.  
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ABSTRACT 
In recent years, an increasing number of Ateneo students have 
been taking an interest in the Japanese language. For Ateneo 
students beginning their study of the language however, Japanese 
particles are difficult concepts because they cannot be translated 
to equivalent words in English. For a beginner learner, it is 
inevitable to view a second language with the lens of a first 
language as shown by the concept of transfer in second language 
acquisition. As a result, learners tend to misconstrue Japanese 
particles by attempting to understand them with respect to 
non-existent equivalents in English. 
 
In this research, we develop an intelligent tutoring system for 
Ateneo students taking introductory Japanese (FLC 1JSP) to aid 
them better understand Japanese particles. The system would 
assess   the   learner’s   understanding   of   Japanese   particles   by  
practice and depending on which particle where most mistakes are 
made, the system would give instructional feedback. Feedback to 
be implemented in the system use visual prototypes that represent 
the meaning of the particle. We hope to see if visual 
representations can also teach Japanese particles to students as an 
alternative to text-detailed explanations such as those commonly 
found in textbooks. 

Categories and Subject Descriptors 
K.3.1 [Computer Uses in Education]: Computer-assisted 
instruction (CAI), Distance learning 

General Terms 
Design, Experimentation, Human Factors, Theory 

Keywords 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITS), Japanese particles, Case 
Particles, Japanese language, Visual prototypes 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Context of the Study 
An increasing number of Ateneo students are minoring in 
Japanese Studies to learn more about the Japanese language and 
culture. Students beginning Japanese in their FLC 1JSP 
(Introduction to Japanese) course encounter difficulty with 
Japanese particles regarding proper usage and context: に (ni)、

へ (e)、を (wo)、と(to)、で (de)、の（no）、は（wa）、が（ga） 

 
1.2 Research Objectives 
In this paper, we discuss the development of a web-based 
Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) addressing the difficulty of 
Ateneo students with Japanese particles - a system that facilitates 
practice with feedback that clarifies particle usage and meaning. 
We attempt the following questions: 
1. How do we create an intelligent tutoring system for Japanese 

to help students better understand the concept of Japanese 
particles? 

2. Other than the topic and subject marking particles は(wa) 
and が(ga) respectively, which particles do students make 
the most mistakes with in FLC 1JSP? 

3. What do these errors imply about the student’s mental model 
of Japanese particles? 
 

1.3 Scope and Limitations 
Users of the system developed are primarily FLC 1JSP students of 
Ateneo de Manila University, hence system content is scoped to 
the said course. We aim to supplement the language knowledge of 
FLC 1JSP students; instruction in the system is geared towards 
clarifying understanding, as opposed to teaching anew. 
 
Finally, we utilize visual feedback in the system based on 
prototypes by Sugimura (discussed in section 2.1) because we like 
to know if Japanese particles can also be taught by animations 
aside from explanations of their meaning. For particle and word 
combinations that do have not have any visual representations, we 
use textual feedback based on Socratic questioning as our 
alternative form of feedback. We hope to see if computer 
animations and our combination thereof can be an effective means 
to clarify these Japanese particles to students.   
  



2. FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Visual Prototypes for Japanese Particles 
Japanese particles can be taught using images representative of 
their meaning. Sugimura demonstrates that each Japanese particle 
can be represented by a prototype image and he states that 
learners would have less cognitive load learning Japanese 
particles in this manner than rote memorization of a definition 
[11]. In this research, we develop visual feedback, based on five 
prototype images of the following particles from FLC1 JSP: ni, e, 
to, no, de. 
 
1. The particle ni 

 
Figure 2.1: Prototypical meaning of ni [11] 

Ni shows   the   directionality   of   an   agent’s   action   and   its   binding  
effect to a target [11]; ni can also indicate the place or time of 
existence of a subject [11]. These two usages are generalized into 
the image of a point, indicating a destination or a point in time 
shown above. Compared to e, ni emphasizes the destination as 
opposed to the process, depicted by the dotted arrow in figure 2.1. 
 
2. The particle de 
The particle de indicates space where an action takes place in the 
nominative or accusative case [11]. The prototype of this particle 
is shown in figure 2.2 below: 

 
Figure 2.2: Prototypical meaning of de [11] 

The arrow in figure 2.2 above represents some force acting within 
an enclosed space. Though de is likewise represented with an 
arrow like ni, de emphasizes an action performed within the 
bounds of a certain space [11].  
 
3. The particle e 
In essence, e is similar to ni for indicating the direction of an 
action. Compared to ni, e puts emphasis in the process or means 
of an agent to get to a destination [11; Dr. Hiroko Nagai personal 
communication, May 5, 2012]. The particle e is represented 
according to Sugimura in figure 2.3 below [11]: 

 
Figure 2.3: Prototypical meaning of e [11] 

 
4. The particle to 
According to Morita, the particle to has a unificative meaning 
associated to its usage [11], where two agents work together to 
perform an action.  In a prototype image, Sugimura depicts the 
meaning of the particle to as follows [11] (Refer to Figure 2.4): 

 
Figure 2.4: Prototypical meaning of to [11]: An action 

performed together in companionship. 
 
5. The particle no 
No denotes relations between nouns but these have various forms 
hence, we only consider no for the following usages in our 
research as scoped in FLC1 JSP: 

1. A  is  the  possessor  of  B  (like  the  B  of  A  or  A’s  B)  such  as:  
watashi no kaban (My bag) 

2. A is the location where B belongs to (B in/at A) such as: 
ateneo no gakusei (A student in Ateneo) and; 

3. A created B hence B is possessed by A such as: gakusei no 
sakubun (A student’s essay) 

In all these three cases above, the particle no connects nouns 
together, such that the preceding noun phrase forms a phrase to 
modify a following noun phrase [6]. According to Oya, Japanese 
language adviser of the Japan Foundation, Manila, the particle no 
can be depicted in a prototypical image of a circle (noun 2) inside 
a larger circle (noun 1) and so on as follows for these three 
usages: 

 
Figure 2.5: Firipin no ateneo no daigakusei: Combining nouns 

with no 
In figure 2.5 above, the largest circle sets a scope to the circle(s) 
enclosed within. In this representation, Ateneo is in the 
Philippines and the student is affiliated with the Ateneo, thus a set 
of concentric circles. The enclosed nouns are connected by no, 
forming one noun, meaning “A University Student of Ateneo in 
the Philippines”. 
 

2.2 Visuals as Feedback in Multimedia 
Learning 
Students learn best by seeing the value and importance of 
information presented so it is important to sustain interest using a 
feedback medium that coincides with the learning style of a 
student, which is “the manner in which individuals perceive and 
process information in learning situations” [4].  
 
According to the Cognitive Theory of Multimedia Learning by 
Mayer, Multimedia instructional messages designed according to 
how the human mind works are more likely to lead to meaningful 
learning than those that are not [7]. The theory states that humans 
seek to make sense of multimedia presentations in relation to their 
collected experiences. Hence, visual feedback would be effective 
given that it resembles common human experience while 
depicting the meaning of Japanese particles. Table 3.1 

Firipin 
(Philippines) 

- Noun 1 

Ateneo - 
Noun 2 

Daigakusei 
(University 
Student) - 
Noun 3 



summarizes the theory regarding how learners relate visuals to 
experience. 
 
Table 3.1 Image-related Processes in the Cognitive Theory of 

Multimedia Learning: Building Connections between Pictorial 
Models with Prior Knowledge 

Process Description 

Selecting 
images 

Learner pays attention to relevant pictures in a 
multimedia message to create images in working 
memory. 

Organizing 
images 

Learner builds connections among selected images to 
create a coherent pictorial model in working memory. 

Integrating Learner builds connections between pictorial models 
and with prior knowledge. 

 
As guidelines for our design of visual feedback, the following are 
prescribed by the theory [1, 2]: 
 
1. Focus on Task-Relevant Aspects of Information: Research 

show that guiding learners' attention is only useful if it leads 
the learner to a deeper understanding of the task-relevant parts 
of the information presented. 

2. Limit Unnecessary Information: Each piece of information, 
useful or not has to be processed by the learner so it is additive 
to cognitive load. According to the Apprehension Principle, 
information that is not required for the task or problem solving, 
such as seductive details or eye-catching illustrations, produce 
extraneous cognitive load that ties attention to less relevant 
concepts and therefore reduces knowledge acquisition [1]. 

3. Attention-guiding Principle: Supporting the process of 
selecting relevant information will be useful because it shifts 
the learners' attention to those parts of information that are 
needed to understand the key concept of presented materials. 
Also, since animation is fleeting by nature, often involving 
simultaneous display changes, it is important to guide learners 
in understanding the animation so that they do not miss the 
change. Highlights, visual cues and color coding seem to be 
appropriate visual instructional aids because novice learners 
are not able to distinguish between relevant and irrelevant 
features. 

4. Personalize Instruction: Learner's attention can be activated 
in a more effective way if instructions are personalized rather 
than anonymous, for example by addressing the learner in the 
first person. 

 

2.3 Error Isolation and Feedback 
Mistakes are part of the learning process. According to Gass and 
Selinker, second language errors do not reflect faulty imitation by 
a learner; they are attempts to figure out a system by imposing 
regularity on the language being learned. In fact, mistakes are 
structured; there is an underlying generalization and this shows a 
certain level of development [3, 9].  
 
Mistakes are akin to slips of the tongue but errors are systematic 
and recurring [3]. Errors mean that the learner does not recognize 
that it is wrong, and by consistent reproduction, he has 
incorporated it into his system of the target language [3]. In our 
system, we isolate errors by a pre-test and when an error has been 
committed at least twice (same particle and context), then 

feedback is given, targeting the faulty knowledge only as much as 
possible.  
 
Feedback in our system is designed to let the learner realize his 
own mistake. We do this by presenting the animation of a 
learner’s erroneous particle side-by-side with the animation of the 
correct particle. Alternatively, we pose questions or hints to 
challenge the learner to reconsider his answer instead. In this 
manner, we allow the learner an opportunity to explore and adjust 
the application of the form or rule he used to derive his wrong 
answer to what is correct – restructuring in interlanguage 
processes [9]. This is more effective because it does not interrupt 
the learner because of fear of being directly corrected [5].  
 

3. METHODOLOGY 
3.1 Development Methodology 
The Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS) developed in this research 
is web-based for simpler deployment and testing; Adobe Flash 
was used to drive animations.  

Identify Problem Develop PrototypeInitial Requirements

Implement and 

Use Prototype

Working Prototype

Revise and Enhance 

PrototypeProblems

New Version

Feedback from Experts

Figure 3.1: The Prototyping Methodology [8] 
Based on consultations with FLC 1JSP instructors, students have 
difficulty mastering case particles because they confuse the 
different notions these particles provide in sentences. We 
identified particle pairs students frequently have misconceptions 
with such as ni and de, to and no or ni and to, etc., then we 
developed prototype animations that highlight their semantic 
differences. Then, we showed these animations to instructors for 
feedback and we improved them to ensure that visual feedback 
developed in any form teach the correct notion of Japanese 
particles. Consultations were performed during development 
mainly with Dr. Hiroko Nagai, Director of the Ateneo Japanese 
Studies Program, as well as with Mr. Susumu Oya, Japanese 
Language Adviser of the Japan Foundation, Manila, observing the 
processes of the prototyping methodology in software 
development as shown in figure 3.1 above. 
 

3.2 Student Modeling 
Student models provide descriptions of learning at a level of 
granularity that facilitates the encoding of principles and rules in a 
teaching system [12]. Learner models approximate student 
behavior by tracking misconceptions in comparison with 
substandard reasoning patterns.  This is performed with the goal 
of   supporting   weak   students’   knowledge   and   to   develop   the  
students' strengths [13]. In our system, we used an overlay model 
to model the student-user of our system. The model is able to 
show   “the   difference   between   novice   and   expert   reasoning,   by  
indicating how students rate on mastery of each topic, missing 
knowledge and which curriculum elements need more work" [13]. 
Since an overlay model is a model of a proper domain subset (i.e. 
Japanese particles in grammar), we used this model to evaluate 
students and give feedback accordingly. 
 



The disadvantage of overlay modeling is that students may have 
knowledge  that  is  not  part  of  an  expert’s  knowledge, thus it is not 
represented in the student model [13]. However, we mitigate this 
by creating a multiple-choice based system, where possible 
answers are contained only within the domain knowledge we 
teach. Since Japanese particles also have distinct grammatical 
usages at the level of FLC1 JSP, creating this model is simple 
because the domain knowledge itself is a matter of conforming to 
concise grammar rules. 
 
To create the overlay model of the student, we broke down the 
concept of Japanese particles from FLC1 JSP into its base 
knowledge components1. Among Japanese particles, this is the 
production rule learned and referenced by a learner to know how 
to use a Japanese particle. For example, a student can have the 
following knowledge component: “to indicate the existence of a 
living or non-living thing, the particle ni is used”. In total, we 
have nine (9) knowledge components in our ITS, following a 
permutation of nine possible contextual usages of all the Japanese 
particles in our system designed for FLC1 JSP. Note that the 
particle e and the particle ni for indicating a place where 
something moves (direction) are both singly counted as one 
knowledge component, whereas the rest are considered as 
individual knowledge components. This is because FLC1 JSP 
does not yet teach students to differentiate the nuance of both 
these particles. Also, a more detailed description of how our 
overlay model operates is discussed below, where we also 
describe the general operation of the system. 
 

3.2 General ITS System Operation Flow 
 
Students create an account and the ITS presents a pre-test called 
“Learning Check 1” (See Figure 3.2). This activity shows a 
battery of eighteen (18) Japanese sentences using the Japanese 
particles taught in FLC1 JSP; the task for the student in this 
section is to complete the sentence by choosing the right particle 
to complete the statement. 

 

Figure 3.2: Learning Check 1 – Students complete the 
sentences by supplying the missing particles using the choices 

provided. 
Learning Check 1 is used by the system to create an overlay 
model of the student. This is used to measure the extent of a 
student’s knowledge of Japanese particles. The model works by 

                                                                 
1 A knowledge component is a process or a generalization that a 

learner uses alone, or in combination with other knowledge 
components to solve a problem [10]. 

assigning points per knowledge component2 and if a student uses 
a particle given a context correctly, one (1) point is assigned to the 
corresponding knowledge component. The model works like a 
table, where we distribute points across rows and each row is a 
knowledge component. At the level of FLC1 JSP, since we have 
nine (9) contextual usages for the particles taught in the course 
and we have two questions for each usage, we have eighteen (18) 
questions for Learning Check 1 (See figure 3.3 below): 
 

Pseudo-Overlay Model 

Particle Context Pts. 

Ni 

Indicate a point in time something takes place. 2 

Indicate a place where something or someone 
exists. 2 

Indicate target of an action by an agent 
(uni-directional target). 2 

ni/e Indicate a place towards which something moves. 2 

De Indicate where an event/action takes place. 2 

O Direct objects  2 

No Noun phrase modification to indicate property 2 

To 
Connect  nouns  together  ‘AND’ 2 

Indicate target of an action by an agent 
(bi-directional target). 2 

Total 18/18 

Figure 3.3 Overlay Model: Point distribution across 
knowledge components. Maximum attainable score is 18/18 

Based on the model, the system displays content in the following 
section, “Learning Check 2”, where actual tutoring takes place. 
Here, another battery of Japanese sentences is selectively 
presented about the Japanese particles the student appears to have 
a lack of knowledge with, had the student not met the established 
minimum number of points per row of the overlay model. While 
the student is answering, tutoring is now provided - feedback is 
presented on-the-fly upon mouse clicks in Adobe Flash (See 
Figure 3.4): 

 

Figure 3.4: Learning Check 2 shows another sentence using 
‘de’; feedback as needed. 

Following Learning Check 2, we present the student a post-test to 
measure improvements in knowledge. The post-test also serves as 
a follow-up learning opportunity for the student and the questions 
used in this section are similar to the questions in the pre-test in 
terms of count, particle usage and presentation but arranged in a 
different order. We simply changed the nouns or verbs in the 

                                                                 
2 A knowledge component is a process or a generalization that a 

learner uses alone, or in combination with other knowledge 
components to solve a problem [7]. 



sentences and we also maintained two questions per context, 
hence also making eighteen (18) questions. This allows for 
comparison on an equal basis between both sections in terms of 
scoring. Also, to mitigate the possibility that the pre-test is more 
difficult than the post-test and vice-versa, we also swapped the 
questions we used in the pre-test with those in the post-test at 
random. Finally, after using the system, we show a report page to 
the student concluding the use of the system and how many points 
were earned based on the overlay model 3 . We also suggest 
grammar points to the student where more review is 
recommended based on the result of the post-test (See Figure 3.5 
below). 

 
Figure 3.5: Report Page 

3.3 Feedback Design 
Feedback is given by animations based on the prototype of 
Japanese particles (See section 2.1). For Japanese particles and 
their combinations thereof with certain words, forming sentences 
yielding an image-based representation, we show the student 
animations with the correct particle and the incorrect particle 
subtituted in the sentences side-by-side. The goal of this mode of 
presenting feedback is to allow the student to think for himself the 
correct answer before the system explicitly shows the answer with 
explanation. However, for cases non-illustratable, we used textual 
feedback based on Socratic questioning with cues. The system 
was designed in mind only to show explicit correction as a last 
resort because our goal is to restructure grammar knowledge in 
this tutoring system without being obstrusive to student 
motivation. 

 

Figure 3.6: Animation Selection: With ‘de’ for the sentence 
“juuji _ nemasu (Sleep at 10pm).”, the animation of the 

incorrect answer (left) versus the correct answer (right) is 
shown.  

If the student chooses the correct animation, he is praised and he 
is shown an explanation why his answer is correct. Otherwise, if 
the student still chooses the wrong animation, the system shows 
an explanation of the error and it allows the student to try 
completing the sentence again (See figure 3.6 below).  

                                                                 
3 Each correct answer in Learning Check 1 is one (1) point. If a 

student commits an error, the missed points, synonymous to the 
number of errors made in Learning Check 1, can still be earned 
back provided that the student answers the corresponding 
follow-up questions in Learning Check 2. 

 

Figure 3.7 System Responses: Choosing the right animation 
leads to praise (left); choosing the wrong animation, leads to 

an explanation of the answer (right). 
In cases when animations are not applicable, we give textual 
feedback in the form of clues based socratic questioning as shown 
in figure 3.7 below: 

 

Figure 3.8: Textual feedback for syntatically impossible cases. 

4. Results 
4.1 Field Testing 
As a system designed to target students beginning their study of 
Japanese in Ateneo, field testing was conducted with the 
aforementioned students during their FLC1 JSP classes. Students 
were brought to a computer lab to access the tutoring system 
online and a total of forty-five (45) students participated in testing 
across classes handled by three different instructors. 
 
For our results in this research, we focus on presenting analysis 
based on the results of our pre-test versus post-test scores to see if 
the students improved using our ITS. Also, we evaluate the 
experience of the students who used our tutoring system via 
survey to give us an idea how they find our ITS. 
 

4.2 Testing Methodology 
Participants were divided into two (2) groups: twenty-one (21) 
and twenty-four (24) participants respectively. One group used the 
ITS such that at the onset of a mistake, corresponding feedback is 
already shown in Learning Check 2. Another group used the ITS 
such that the pair of sentences per particle and its context in 
Learning Check 1 must be incorrect for feedback to be given in 
Learning Check 2. We formed the two test groups to see how 
much consideration is adequate before feedback is delivered, 
although the latter case is ideal based on the notion of error 
consistency from second language acquisition. A single mistake 
may not necessarily translate to malformed knowledge about a 
concept (i.e. a mouse misclick) hence, we believe that consistency 
is key to isolating true faulty knowledge [3]. During testing, no 
student was allowed to use any references regarding Japanese 
particles over the internet. 



  

Figure 4.1: Computer Laboratory Setup 
 
4.4 Pre-test and Post-test Comparison 

Table 4.1: Group 1 – One 
mistake, then Feedback 

 Table 4.2: Group 2 – Two 
mistakes, then Feedback 

ID 
Number 

Pre-test 
(18) 

Post-test 
(18) Δ 

 ID 
Number 

Pre-test 
(18) 

Post-test 
(18) Δ 

120864 8 9 1  111662 10 11 1 

110882 10 12 2  114537 11 9 -2 

110966 8 4 -4  114553 3 10 7 

111329 6 5 -1  121314 9 14 5 

91388 9 13 4  121359 10 11 1 

122145 7 11 4  124592 10 8 -2 

112807 10 11 1  114512 5 9 4 

123232 12 16 4  110866 8 9 1 

123653 8 10 2  111399 11 9 -2 

123743 9 11 2  91957 9 8 -1 

123796 9 11 2  112107 3 5 2 

123800 4 7 3  112227 8 6 2 

114162 11 12 1  112017 3 5 2 

94060 5 11 6  

120721 10 11 1  

123283 9 9 0  

 
In testing, we collated scores from different sections. The score in 
Learning Check 1 is the pre-test column. A separate post-test was 
carried out after Learning Check 2 to measure the change in 
knowledge of a student after going through the ITS.  
 

4.5 Group 1 Analysis 
For participants with a score of 13 and above in pre-testing for 
group 1, we did not count their results in our analysis because 
among all participants in this group, the highest change in score 
was six (6) points. This means that the highest possible 
improvement in points can only be measured with scores of 
twelve (12) and below. Students who obtained a score higher than 
twelve (12) can only get less than six (6) points to make it the 
perfect score of eighteen (18) which becomes a cap, hence there is 
a possibility of unequal comparison in terms of the maximum 
achievable improvement across students in the test group. To 
allow for equal and consistent comparison, these participants were 
excluded in the results [Dr. Joseph Beck, personal communication 
January 7, 2013]. 

All participants of group 1 found feedback in the system helpful 
with an average of 1.235 and 1.471 for their evaluation of the 
animation and textual feedback respectively on a scale of -2 to 2 
(-2 as the lowest and 2 as the highest). Standard deviation values 
are 0.970 and 0.624 respectively for these averages. These mean 
that both forms of feedback used in the system are generally 
regarded as helpful by the participants in the group. Ease of use 
was evaluated by the students with an average of 1.176 and desire 
for a similar system for use in FLC 1JSP class was evaluated with 
an average of 1.294 on the same scale. Standard deviation values 
are 0.951 and 0.686 respectively for these averages, which point 
to a good consensus that the system is fairly simple to use and the 
students would like to have a similar system again in class. 
Content-wise, all the participants evaluated the system difficulty 
with 0.765 (from -2, easy until 2, hard) and the standard deviation 
is 0.437, implying that the system difficulty is manageable in 
terms of content. Word familiarity was evaluated with an average 
of 0.294 (-2 as least familiar and 2 as most familiar) with a 
standard deviation of 0.588. While the averages tell us that 
students are generally knowledgeable with the words in the 
system, it is neither high to indicate an excellent understanding of 
words nor the students are unfamiliar with the words in the system. 
Based on raw answers collected through the system, knowledge of 
words pose as a factor behind student errors because to use the 
correct particle, understanding the notion of words lead the 
decision to use the correct particle to relate them in sentences. 
 

4.6 Group 2 Analysis 
As with group 1, for students who received a score of twelve (12) 
and above in pretesting, we did not consider their results in our 
analysis to yield an equal and consistent comparison. 
 
It appears that group 2 participants had a lower average for word 
familiarity at 0.000, yet the same participants found the system in 
terms of difficulty easier with an average of 0.615, compared to 
group 1 on the same scale of -2 to 2. Standard deviation values are 
both 0.100 and 0.650 respectively for these averages. These mean 
that while the participants are generally familiar with the words in 
the system, it also varies greatly per individual. On the other hand, 
system difficulty is moderate for the participants of this group. 
Notably, lower averages were attained with 0.667 and 1.083 
regarding feedback helpfulness in animation and text respectively. 
The standard deviations for these values are 0.778 and 0.669 
respectively. Ease of use and desire for use of the system in FLC1 
JSP gained lower averages at 0.846 and 1.077 with standard 
deviations values of 0.689 and 0.641 respectively. For these lower 
scores, it is possible that because participants received feedback 
less in this group, they found the system less helpful hence more 
difficult.  
 

5. Conclusion 
Table 5.1: Average Delta in Scores (Pre-test vs. Post-test) 

1 Mistake (Group 1) 1.75pts. 

2 Mistakes (Group 2) 1.38pts. 
 
Findings show that the ITS is effective for both test groups as 
shown by the positive increase in average delta scores for both 
test groups. However, more aggressive feedbacking seem to lead 
to a better perception of the ITS and higher improvement in scores 
among participants are evident in group 1 than in group 2. In 
computer-based teaching, it appears that immediate feedback is 



better whenever an error is committed at the onset, contrary to 
what we posited based on concepts in second language acquisition, 
where it is best to wait for consistent error production first before 
feedback. In classroom-based teaching, direct correction is not 
advised, however in computer-based teaching where correction is 
already indirect by nature through a screen and not by person, 
immediate correction is more effective and best at the onset of an 
error. 
 
As initial work in the field, much improvement can still be done 
to further this ongoing research. In consultation with Dr. Joseph 
Beck, a visiting professor from Worcester Polytechnic Institute, 
he suggests to add follow-up questions with our animations, 
confirming if the user did understand what is taught by the system 
right after any feedback. Also, from theory to our direct 
application of image-based teaching of Japanese particles by 
Sugimura, more investigation regarding effective visual feedback 
design could be carried out because how we translated the theory 
into animation based on theoretical meaning may not deliver the 
intended idea of what we mean to show the student. By doing so, 
it is possible to uncover the elements in animated feedback 
students find particularly helpful regarding these particles. From 
this endeavor, we know that an effective intelligent tutoring 
system centered on animations for Japanese particles works when 
it guides the self-discovery learning of students. Success is 
notable when the students themselves can reproduce the correct 
answer on their own on a similar question immediately after 
feedback.  
 
Finally, to have a more in depth understanding of the causality of 
learner errors and to further confirm our analysis regarding trends 
among these Japanese particles, we plan to conduct follow-up 
interviews with select participants to factor in how a user 
understands certain aspects of the system in relation to a 
participant’s understanding of Japanese.  
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ABSTRACT 
This paper presents our ideas on generating formative feedback in 
the Genetics Argumentation Inquiry Learning (GAIL) system. 
GAIL will provide undergraduate biology students with tools for 
constructing Toulmin-style arguments on questions in genetics. 
Feedback will be based in part on the output of GAIL’s argument 
analyzer, which will compare learner arguments to automatically 
constructed expert arguments. In addition to identifying problems 
in the learner’s arguments, the analyzer will recognize the 
argumentation scheme used to construct acceptable arguments. 
From that, GAIL can instantiate critical questions, a unique form 
of feedback in intelligent learning environments. 

Keywords 

Educational Argumentation Systems, Undergraduate Genetics 
Education. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
We are developing the Genetics Argumentation Inquiry Learning 
(GAIL) system for improving undergraduate biology students’ 
argumentation skills in the domain of genetics. As in many 
educational argumentation systems, GAIL will provide the learner 
with tools for representing arguments in diagrams due to the 
cognitive benefit of diagrams [1-3]. In addition, educational 
systems can exploit the learner’s argument diagram as a source of 
information for providing educational feedback. A prototype 
graphical user interface (GUI) for GAIL is shown in Figure 1.  
The top left-hand side of the screen presents a problem, e.g., to 
make an argument for the claim that J.B., an imaginary patient, 
has the genetic condition called cystic fibrosis. Below that are 
possible hypotheses, data about the patient and his biological 
family members, and biomedical principles that may be relevant 
to the current problem. The learner can drag these elements into 
the argument diagramming workspace in the center of the screen 
to construct an argument in a Toulmin-influenced [4] box-and-
arrow notation; a vertical arrow from the data points upward to 
the claim/conclusion and the warrant is attached at a right-angle 
to the arrow.  
In this paper we describe our planned approach to providing 
formative feedback based upon automatic analysis of learners’ 
argument diagrams. Expert models for argument analysis will be 
automatically constructed by GAIL using an argument generator 
module similar to the argument generator developed for the 
GenIE Assistant [5]. The expert model will contain all acceptable 
arguments that can be generated automatically for a given claim 
from an underlying knowledge base (KB) representing the 
problem domain. GAIL’s argument analyzer will compare the 
user’s argument to the generated expert arguments to identify 

acceptable learner arguments and weaknesses in the learner’s 
argument. Weaknesses in student arguments are identified using 
non-domain-specific, non-content-specific rules that recognize 
common error types, e.g., those observed in a pilot study reported 
in section 3. In addition, if an argument is acceptable, the analyzer 
will recognize and output the argumentation scheme underlying 
the student’s argument and its associated critical questions. The 
output of GAIL’s argument analyzer will be utilized by GAIL’s 
feedback generator to provide formative feedback. 

In some previous educational argumentation systems, the 
student’s argument diagram is compared to a manually-
constructed expert model to provide problem-specific support. 
However, expert models are expensive to construct and may not 
cover all possible solutions or errors [6]. In GAIL’s approach the 
expert model is constructed automatically. Other systems use 
simulation of reasoning to evaluate formal validity but do not 
provide problem-specific support [6]. GAIL’s approach is similar 
in that it reasons like an expert to generate an argument. Unlike 
those systems, however, GAIL’s approach will provide problem-
specific support.  

This paper presents how the expert model is generated (section 2), 
a pilot study of GAIL’s GUI prototype that motivated the 
classification of weaknesses in learners’ arguments (section 3), 
implementation of a prototype argument analyzer (section 4), 
some issues to be addressed in the planned feedback generator 
(section 5), and conclusions (section 6). 

2. EXPERT MODEL 
Generation of expert arguments in GAIL will be done following 
the approach to argument generation used in the GenIE Assistant, 
a proof-of-concept system for generating first-drafts of genetic 
counseling patient letters [5]. Written by genetic counselors to 
their clients, this type of letter contains biomedical arguments to 
justify diagnostic testing, the diagnosis of genetic conditions, and 
the probable genotypes of family members. GenIE’s internal 
components include  

• domain models, causal models of genetic conditions used by 
genetic counselors in communication with their clients [7], 

• an argumentation engine that uses computational definitions 
of argumentation schemes [8] to guide search in the domain 
model for data and warrant needed to support a particular 
claim, and 

• a letter drafter that organizes and expresses the arguments as 
English text using natural language generation techniques. 

GAIL’s expert arguments will be produced using a similar 
approach to the GenIE Assistant’s domain models and 
argumentation engine. However, the natural language generation 



module, the letter drafter, will not be needed to generate expert 
arguments. 
The domain models in the GenIE Assistant are represented 
computationally as qualitative probabilistic networks (QPN) [9]. 
A QPN consists in part of a directed acyclic graph whose nodes 
are random variables. In addition, a QPN specifies qualitative 
constraints on variables in terms of influence (S+, S-), additive 
synergy (Y+, Y-), and product synergy (X0, X-) relations. For 
(Boolean) random variables A, B and C, S+(A,B) [or S-(A,B)] can 
be paraphrased as If A is true then it is more [less] likely that B is 
true; Y+({A,C},B) [or Y-({A,C},B) as If A and C are true then A 
enables [prevents] C from leading to B being true; 
X0({A,C},B)[or X-({A,C},B)] as if both [either] A and C are true 
then it is likely that B is true.   
To illustrate S+, if a patient has two mutated BRCA1 alleles then 
it is more likely she will develop breast cancer; Y+, someone who 
has inherited a genetic mutation for familial hypercholesterolemia 
is at a higher risk of heart disease if she is obese; X-, breast cancer 
can be caused by mutation of BRCA1 or some other gene; and X0, 
together the mother and the father can pass an autosomal recessive 
mutation to their offspring. A QPN representing knowledge about 
a genetic condition can be reused for different patient cases. 
Representative domain models for testing the GenIE Assistant 
were built quickly using information from genetics reference 
books. The size of a QPN to be used in GAIL would be of the 
same scale as those used to generate letters in the GenIE Assistant 
(less than 50 nodes). For more information on domain modeling 
see [5]. 
Computational definitions of argumentation schemes are used by 
the GenIE Assistant’s argumentation engine to construct a genetic 
counselor’s arguments for the diagnosis and genotypes of family 
members [5]. The argumentation schemes are formalized in a 
structure including claim, data, and warrant. Since the 
argumentation engine and schemes do not encode domain-specific 
or patient case-specific content, they can be used to generate 
arguments in any domain whose domain knowledge can be 
represented in a similar format. The propositions used as claim or 
data describe states of variables in a QPN. The warrant expresses 
formal constraints on the nodes of the QPN in terms of influence 
and synergy relations mentioned above. The distinction between 
the two types of premises reflects their difference in function and 
source of information. Claims and data are facts or hypotheses 
about a particular case, whereas warrants describe (biomedical or 
other) generalizations.  
In addition to those components, argumentation schemes in the 
GenIE Assistant include a field called the applicability constraint, 
a constraint that must be true to generate an argument from that 
scheme. Note that conclusions of the argumentation schemes are 
not necessarily deductively valid, and the applicability constraint 
is a type of critical question [8]. As discussed in section 5, the 
critical questions of GAIL’s argumentation schemes provide a 
systematic means of challenging the conclusion of an argument. 
To illustrate, consider an abductive reasoning scheme used in the 
GenIE Assistant: 

Claim: A ≥ a 
Data: B ≥ b 
Warrant: S*(<A,a>, <B,b>) 
App. constraint:  ¬ exists C X-({C,A},<B,b>): C ≥ c 
 

In the above, uppercase-initial terms -- A, B, C -- are random 
variables in the QPN, S* is a chain of one or more positive 
influence relations S+. Lowercase-initial terms – a, b, c – are 
values of the random variables, and in this scheme are threshold 
values. To paraphrase this scheme, (warrant) there is a (chain of) 
possible positive causal influence(s) from A to B; (data) B is at 
least b; therefore (claim) A is at least a; (applicability constraint) 
provided that there is no C such that C and A are mutually 
exclusive positive influences on B and C is at least c. For 
example, (warrant) having a genotype with two mutated alleles of 
CFTR can lead to (abnormal CFTR protein which can lead to 
abnormal pancreas enzyme level which can lead to) growth 
failure; (data) this patient has growth failure; therefore (claim) this 
patient has cystic fibrosis; (applicability constraint) as long as 
there is no other condition believed to explain growth failure.   
An argument for a given claim is automatically constructed by 
searching the domain model and data about the patient’s case for 
information fitting GenIE’s argumentation schemes instantiated 
with the claim. In addition to the above abductive argumentation 
scheme, other schemes support abductive reasoning about 
alternative causes or jointly necessary causes, reasoning from 
cause to effect, reasoning from negative evidence, and reasoning 
by elimination of alternatives. The argumentation schemes reflect 
those used in a corpus of genetic counselor-authored letters. Note 
that the GenIE Assistant’s argumentation engine can construct 
complex arguments involving multiple pieces of evidence and 
chains of arguments. The same approach will be used in GAIL to 
generate expert arguments for a given claim. In a performance 
evaluation of the GenIE Assistant, two letters, each containing 
multiple arguments, were generated in 22 seconds on a desktop 
computer [5]. Note that the time should be less than that in GAIL, 
since the arguments will not be realized in English. Also, they can 
be generated off-line if necessary. 
 
 

 
 
                                                                                                     
                                                  
 
 
 

Fig. 2. Example of simple argument structures.  

Some example arguments that can be generated are illustrated in 
Figures 2 and 3 in the box and arrow style of notation used in the 
GAIL interface. (To save space, the diagrams contain variables 
rather than the text that would be used in the GUI.) The diagram 
on the left of Figure 2 is a chain of two abductive arguments. The 
claim (A) that patient P has cystic fibrosis (two mutated CFTR 
alleles) is supported by the hypothesis (C) that P has abnormal 
CFTR protein and is warranted by the positive influence relation 
between CFTR alleles and CFTR protein. Hypothesis C is 
supported by the data (D) that P has frequent respiratory 
infections and the positive influence relation between CFTR 
protein and respiratory infections. The diagram on the right of 

 E 

 B 

S+(B,E) 

 A 

 C 
S+(A,C) 

 D 

S+(C, D) 



Figure 2 is a causal/predictive argument for the claim (E) that 
individual M (the patient’s mother) is a carrier of a CFTR 
mutation. E is supported by the family history data that M has a 
certain ethnicity and is warranted by the higher probability of 
being a carrier if an individual has that ethnic background. 
Figure 3 shows part of an argument for the claim (A=1) that P’s 
mother has exactly one mutated CFTR allele. The left-hand 
subargument is for the hypothesis that she has one or two mutated 
CFTR alleles. That subargument is supported by the hypothesis 
(D=2) that P has cystic fibrosis (two mutated CFTR alleles), and 
is warranted by the synergy relation, X0(<A=1,B=1>, D=2), i.e., 
that a child who has two mutated alleles inherited one from the 
mother and one from the father. Note that the claim D=2 would be 
supported by another subargument (not shown in Figure 3). The 
right-hand subargument is for the hypothesis that the mother does 
not have two mutated CFTR alleles. This is supported by the data 
(¬C) that she does not have cystic fibrosis symptoms, and 
warranted by the positive influence relation between CFTR alleles 
and symptoms of cystic fibrosis. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 3. Example of part of more complex argument. 

3. PILOT STUDY 
A formative evaluation of GAIL’s prototype user interface was 
done in fall 2011 through spring 2012 with a total of 10 paid 
undergraduate volunteers, the first seven of which were recruited 
from biology classes and the last three computer science students. 
Each participant was first asked to read a seven-page patient 
education document, which we had found on the internet and 
printed for this study, on the inheritance and diagnosis of cystic 
fibrosis. After a participant read the document, it was put away 
and the research assistant narrated a silent video tutorial 
describing the components of an acceptable argument, and 
showing the features of the GAIL GUI and the process of 
constructing several different arguments using GAIL. Afterwards, 
the research assistant pointed out a chat box in the GAIL GUI for 
communicating with the assistant if necessary. The assistant then 
left the room, but could view the participant’s computer screen on 
another computer monitor. 
Listed in the upper left-hand corner of the GAIL GUI, the 
problems for which the first seven participants were asked to 
construct arguments are as follows.  
Problem 1: Give two arguments for the diagnosis that J.B. has 
cystic fibrosis.  

Problem 2:  Give one argument for the diagnosis that J.B.’s 
brother has cystic fibrosis.  
Problem 3: Give one argument against the diagnosis that J.B.’s 
brother has cystic fibrosis. 
Problem 4: Give one argument for hypothesis that J.B.’s mother 
and father are both “carriers” of the CFTR gene mutation that 
causes cystic fibrosis 
Note that the hypotheses, observations, generalizations (warrants), 
and problems shown on GAIL were written by the author of this 
paper based on information from a college genetics textbook. (J.B. 
refers to a fictitious patient.) 
None of the first seven students created acceptable arguments. At 
that point in the study, it was decided to modify the materials and 
procedure. First, the problems were reduced in number 
(eliminating Problem 2, requiring an argument with conjunction). 
Second, when the participant submitted a response, the research 
assistant reviewed it using a checklist of error types created by the 
author after reviewing the arguments created by the first group of 
participants. If the participant’s response contained any of those 
types of errors then the research assistant gave the participant 
feedback (as discussed below) through the chat box and asked the 
student to revise his argument.  After three tries, the student was 
told to proceed to the next problem in the set. Third, to expedite 
the revised study, the remaining three students were recruited 
from computer science. 
The distribution of error types is shown in Table 1. A Type 1 error 
was an argument whose claim did not match the claim for which 
the student was asked to give an argument. Type 2 was an 
argument where the data was not evidence for the claim. Type 3 
was an argument where the warrant did not relate the data to the 
claim. Type 4 was an argument where the opposite type of link 
was required. Type 5 was a chained argument in which a 
subargument was missing or incorrect. For example, consider the 
chained argument on the left of Figure 2. If the learner failed to 
give a subargument in support of C, or if the learner skipped the 
intermediate conclusion C and showed D as directly supporting A, 
the error would be classified as Type 5. Type 6 errors involved 
incorrect use of conjunctions. Type 7 was omission of the warrant.  

Table 1. Average number of errors per error type per person 
in each group  

Error Type Group 1 Group 2 
1:Incorrect claim 1.9 0.8 
2:Incorrect data 2.6 0.3 
3:Incorrect warrant 2 1 
4:Incorrect pro/con 0.9 0.3 
5:Incorrect/missing chained claim 1.4 0 
6:Incorrect/missing conjunction 0.9 NA 
7: Missing warrant 0.1 0.4 

 
In Table 1, Group 1 comprises the first seven students, who were 
given no feedback. Group 2 comprises the last three students, who 
were given feedback and three tries on each problem. The number 
of errors on each try for each student in Group 2 was totaled and 
the average was computed by dividing by nine (i.e., three students 
with three tries each). From the first group, it can be seen that the 

 A=1 or A=2 

A=1  

& 

 A≠2 

¬C 

S+(A=2,C) 

D=2  

X0(<A,B>, D=2) 



most frequent errors (in descending frequency) were incorrect 
data, incorrect warrant, and incorrect claim. Although the quantity 
of errors in the first and second groups cannot be compared, it 
should be noted that the top three error types in Group 1 remained 
the top three in Group 2.  
Group 2 received feedback from the research assistant based on 
the following guidelines: 
1. Does the hypothesis match the problem? If not, tell the 

student that the hypothesis must match the problem. 
2. Is everything OK except that the student has used Pro instead 

of Con or vice versa? If so, explain the difference. 
3. Is the data relevant to the hypothesis (could you make a good 

argument using that data)? If not, suggest he/she try to use 
some other data. 

4. Is the data relevant but the generalization (warrant) does not 
link the data to the hypothesis? If yes, suggest he/she try a 
generalization that links the two. 

5. Is the generalization (warrant) relevant (could you make a 
good argument with it) but the data does not fit the warrant? 
If yes, suggest that he/she try different data that fits the 
warrant. 

6. Did the student include some data in a conjunction that is 
unnecessary? If so, suggest that he/she remove the conjuncts 
that do not fit the warrant. 

7. Did the student appear to skip a step in a chained argument 
that has a sub-argument for the data of the top argument? If 
yes, help the student break it into the main argument and the 
sub-argument. 
 

Table 2 shows the types of errors made by the three students in 
Group 2 after receiving feedback on their first and second answers 
on each problem. Problem 1 was solved correctly by two students 
on the first try, and by the third student on the second try. 
Problems 2 and 3 were solved correctly by only one student (on 
the third try). Problem 3 was solved correctly by two students on 
the second try. These results suggest that on the more difficult 
problems (Problems 2 and 3), the feedback may have helped to 
reduce the number of errors. 
 
Table  2.  Types of errors in group 2 (after feedback). 
 

Student 
 

Try 
 

Problem 1 Problem 2 Problem 3 

1 1st  1, 3 ,4 2, 3 
 2nd  1, 3 7 
 3rd  3, 4 2, 7 
2 1st 1 1, 3 1, 7 
 2nd  1, 3  
 3rd  1  
3 1st  3, 4 2, 3, 7 
 2nd  3  
 3rd    

 
At the end of the session, students were asked to complete a user 
experience survey. The survey results, shown in Table 3, indicate 
that the students had a favorable response to using the software 
despite making errors.  
 

Table 3. Average scores on user experience survey (N=10). 
Possible responses: 3(True), 2(Somewhat true), 1(False). 

Question Score 
My background … helped me answer the 
problems in this study. 

2.3 

I found the subject of genetic conditions and 
inheritance interesting. 

3 

I found the tools for diagramming arguments 
easy to use. 

2.8 

I found the tutorial on how to use the 
argument diagramming tools helpful. 

3 

I prefer using the argument diagramming tools 
to writing arguments. 

2.7 

I would like to use a program like this in my 
courses on genetics 

2.9 

 
4. ARGUMENT ANALYZER 
The expert model will contain all acceptable arguments that can 
be automatically generated for a given claim from an underlying 
knowledge base (KB) representing the problem domain. The 
generated arguments are simple or complex argument structures 
containing KB elements. Text elements provided to the learner 
through GAIL’s GUI are linked internally to KB elements. The 
inputs to GAIL’s argument analyzer will be the learner’s 
argument and the expert model, both in the same format. 
Implemented in Prolog, the prototype argument analyzer 
determines if a student’s argument diagram represents an 
acceptable argument and if not acceptable, identifies its 
weaknesses.  
The algorithm to determine acceptability merely checks whether 
the user’s argument matches one of the acceptable arguments. If 
the user’s argument does not match an acceptable argument, its 
weaknesses are identified using pattern-matching rules motivated 
mainly by the types of errors seen in the study described in the 
previous section. The rules are non-domain-specific and non-
problem-specific. For example, if the user’s data and claim match 
the expert’s, but the warrant does not, the analyzer identifies the 
problem as an unacceptable warrant (Type 3). The prototype 
argument analyzer implementation outputs an error message for 
each error detected. However, in the future implementation of 
GAIL, the argument analyzer’s output would be used by the 
Feedback Generator, which will be responsible for selecting 
which error(s) to highlight and providing appropriate feedback.  
If the learner’s argument is acceptable, i.e., it matches an expert 
argument, then knowledge of the argumentation scheme used to 
generate the expert argument provides an additional resource for 
generation of feedback as described in the next section. 

5. FEEDBACK GENERATOR 
The feedback generator has not been implemented yet. Currently, 
we are gathering information to guide its design. As discussed in 
the previous section, the feedback generator will have access to 
the output of the argument analyzer. If the learner’s argument 
contains errors such as those types listed in Table 1, some design 
questions are: which of the errors to address (and in what order), 
when to provide feedback, what feedback content to provide, and 
in what syntactic form. Before designing a feedback generator that 



answers these questions, we are running a think-aloud study to get 
a better understanding of why students make these errors. For 
example, a type 4 error might be due to a misunderstanding of the 
argument representation used in GAIL’s GUI. If that is indeed the 
case, then it would seem that addressing such an error should be 
given higher priority by the feedback generator. On the other 
hand, we hypothesize that a type 1, 2 or 3 error may be due to a 
deeper problem, either in the learner’s understanding of what 
constitutes an acceptable argument, or in understanding the 
genetics information provided by GAIL as possible building 
blocks for the learner’s argument diagram.  
A key point to note is that our approach supports content-based 
feedback. Many of the types of errors listed in Table 1 are 
content-based errors that can be detected by the argument 
analyzer based on the expert model. In addition to using it to 
identify content-based errors, GAIL will be able to use the expert 
model to provide content-based feedback. This is illustrated in the 
following imaginary scenario. Figure 4 depicts abstractly a student 
argument diagram in which the data, B, is not related by the 
warrant, S+(A,C), to the conclusion A. Our approach supports 
providing feedback to the effect that this argument is not 
acceptable because the warrant does not relate the data to the 
conclusion; and supports giving the advice to look for other data 
that is consistent with the given warrant or to look for another 
warrant that links the given data to the conclusion. Suppose that 
the expert model contains an argument similar to that in Fig. 4, 
but using C as data. If the student is unable to make use of the 
more general advice to replace the data or warrant in the diagram, 
a hint could then be generated asking whether C is in the 
observations or hypotheses on the GUI screen. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4. Abstract example of unacceptable argument. 
 

Figure 5 shows that with the help of this feedback, the imaginary 
student has replaced the data in the argument diagram with C. 
However, suppose that C was listed on the GUI screen as a 
hypothesis rather than an observation. In that case, a sub-
argument for C would be required. The argument analyzer could 
recognize that the sub-argument for C in the expert model is 
missing in the student’s diagram. Then the feedback generator 
could inform the student that C must be supported by a sub-
argument since it is only a hypothesis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 5. Abstract example of partly fixed, unacceptable argument. 

Figure 6 shows that with the help of this feedback the student 
adds a sub-argument for C to the diagram, matching an acceptable  
expert argument. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 6. Abstract example of acceptable argument. 
In this domain, however, the conclusions of acceptable arguments 
are not necessarily deductively valid. As discussed in Section 2, 
each abstract argumentation scheme is associated with certain 
critical questions, which provide a way of challenging an 
argument constructed from that scheme. Critical questions support 
a different type of feedback, which could inspire a learner to 
consider multiple arguments pro and con the same claim. To 
illustrate, one of the critical questions of the abductive 
argumentation scheme is whether there is another plausible 
explanation of a certain observation. Having recognized the 
learner’s argument as an instance of this scheme, the feedback 
generator could instantiate this critical question. Suppose that the 
learner has constructed an acceptable abductive argument for a 
diagnosis of cystic fibrosis; instantiating this critical question 
could support generating feedback such as Can you make an 
argument for an alternative diagnosis that explains the patient’s 
frequent respiratory infections? or, What if he has some other 
condition that could explain those symptoms? 
Some other critical questions of GAIL’s abductive argumentation 
schemes, where B is an observation and A is a putative cause of 
B, include (Green 2010): 
• (Missing Enabler) is there a C such that C is required for A 

to cause B, and C is absent? (Example: Has exposure to 
bacteria occurred, which is required for thickened mucous to 
lead to frequent respiratory infections?) 

• (Mitigation) is there a C whose presence may mitigate the 
effect of A on B? (Example: Is the patient taking antibiotics, 
which will prevent respiratory infections?) 

• (Inapplicable Warrant) Despite the similarity of individual 
I to the population described by the warrant, is there is a 
difference that could make it inapplicable to I? (Example: 
Although the mother is from a geographic region with a high 
rate of cystic fibrosis, is her ethnic background different 
from most of the population there?) 

• (False Positive) Is p(¬A | B) too high? (Example: Is the false 
positive rate for the laboratory test used to diagnose this 
condition high?) 

• (Low Certainty of Data) Is p(B) too low? (Example: Are we 
confident that there is accurate information about the health 
of the biological mother who gave the patient up for 
adoption when he was an infant?)  

 A 

 C 
S+(A,C) 

 D 

S+(C, D) 

 A 

 B 
S+(A,C) 

 A 

 C 
S+(A,C) 



Again note that feedback can be given without requiring problem-
specific knowledge to be embedded in the feedback generator. 
Also note that semantic, not syntactic, forms of critical questions 
are associated with argumentation schemes. Thus, using natural 
language generation from semantic forms to generate syntactic 
variations, one could study the varying effectiveness of different 
ways of asking the same critical question.  

6. CONCLUSIONS 
This paper presents our ideas on generating formative feedback in 
the Genetics Argumentation Inquiry Learning (GAIL) system. 
GAIL will provide learners with tools for constructing Toulmin-
style arguments in diagrams using blocks of text provided by the 
system. The text is linked internally to KB elements. An argument 
generator like one previously developed for another application 
will use the KB and abstract argumentation schemes to 
automatically generate expert arguments. GAIL’s argument 
analyzer will determine if a learner’s argument is acceptable by 
comparing it to the expert arguments. A prototype argument 
analyzer has been implemented using non-domain-specific, non-
content-specific rules that recognize common error types. The 
error types are based on those observed in a pilot study. GAIL’s 
formative feedback generator will use the argument analyzer’s 
output. In addition to identifying problems in the learner’s 
argument, if the argument is acceptable the analyzer will inform 
the feedback generator of critical questions of the argumentation 
scheme underlying the student’s argument. The critical questions 
can be used to generate feedback stimulating the learner’s critical 
thinking.   
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Fig. 1. Screen shot of GAIL prototype user interface in formative evaluation of fall 2011 – spring 2012. 
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ABSTRACT 
Civic innovators design real-world solutions to societal problems.  
Teaching civic innovation presents serious challenges in 
classroom orchestration because facilitators must manage a 
complex learning environment (which may include community 
partners, open-ended problems and long time scales) and cannot 
rely on traditional classroom orchestration techniques (such as 
fixed schedules, pre-selected topics and simplified problems).  
Here we consider how digital lofts--online learning environments 
for civic innovation might overcome orchestration challenges 
through the use of badges, cases, crowd-feedback, semi-
automatically created instruction, self-assessment triggered group 
instruction, social media, and credentialing.  Together these 
features create three types of feedback loops: a crowd critique 
loop in which learners receive formative feedback on their 
innovation work from a broader community, a case development 
loop in which examples of student work are semi-automatically 
created to provide instruction, and a learner-driven instructional 
loop, in which self-assessments determine which group instruction 
is provided.   Researching and developing digital lofts will help us 
to understand how to support real-world innovation across design 
disciplines such as engineering, policy, writing and even science; 
and result in technologies for disseminating and scaling civic 
innovation education more broadly.   

Keywords 

Digital lofts, feedback, civic innovation, online learning 
environments 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Many of the challenges facing our society such as global 
warming, poverty, and illiteracy are political problems that cannot 
be solved through engineering alone.  For example, to create 
environmentally sustainable cities we would have to train 
engineers to redesign the land, water, energy and information 
systems of the city.  And while we do train engineers to design 
membrane filtration-, renewable energy-, and mass transit-
systems, we do not teach them about changing economic policy to 
promote conservation, energy initiatives to discourage fossil fuel 
use, or zoning rules to encourage mass transit.  We do teach 
engineers about complex mechanical systems and how to 
communicate effectively as a team, but we don’t teach them that 
sustainable infrastructure might also require changes in policy.  
Even when we do teach them about policy, we don’t teach them 
how to change it, and even if they did know how to change it, they 
can’t change it alone, leaving us with engineers who are at the 

mercy of policy problems, not ones that can solve them.  In short, 
good technology and bad policy means no impact (Easterday, 
2012). 
To overcome societal challenges, we must train civic innovators 
who can identify, design and engineer solutions to societal 
problems.  Civic innovators must be able to develop, modify, and 
implement ideas while navigating ambiguous problem contexts, 
overcoming setbacks, and persisting through uncertainty in their 
community.  To become civic innovators, learners must gain 
experience identifying and tackling complex, ill-structured design 
challenges that are not easily solved within a fixed time frame.  
Civic innovation education is thus a kind of service learning that 
“...integrates meaningful community service with instruction and 
reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic 
responsibility, and strengthen communities...” (ETR Associates, 
2012).  However, unlike other forms of service learning, civic 
innovation focuses on design--whereas service learning might ask 
students to pick up trash in a riverbed to motivate learning about 
ecology, civic innovation might ask students to pick up trash in a 
riverbed to motivate learning about ecology in order to identify, 
design, and engineer solutions to reduce environmental pollution. 

But embedding learning in real-world activities makes civic 
innovation difficult to teach: individual mentoring can be effective 
but expensive; extra-curricular environments provide flexibility 
but insufficient guidance; and classroom instruction is too rigid 
and time-bound for solving complex societal problems.  
Embedding learning in real-world activities creates a serious 
challenge of classroom orchestration.  Classroom orchestration 
(Dillenbourg & Jermann, 2010) involves satisfying the constraints 
of curriculum, assessment, time, energy, space, etc. required to 
promote learning in a given context.  Embedding learning in the 
real-world increases the orchestration challenge because 
orchestration techniques that work in the classroom (such as using 
simple problems, making students complete assignments at the 
same pace) can’t be used when learners are working on real-world 
problems.  Adding community clients and professional design 
mentors only makes orchestration more challenging. 

New cyberlearning technologies, such as web 2.0, social media, 
reputation systems, and crowdsourcing offer new ways to 
orchestrate learning environments for civic innovation.  Just as we 
create instructional labs to teach science, the purpose of this 
project is to develop instructional lofts to teach innovation.  Our 
research question is: how might we create Digital Lofts: on-line, 
learning platforms for teaching civic innovation that overcome 
the orchestration challenge? 

Knowing how to design digital lofts that overcomes the 
orchestration challenge will allow us to amplify teaching 
resources to make civic innovation education feasible.  Design 
principles for Digital Lofts would allow us to overcome 
orchestration challenge not just for civic innovation education, but 
for project-based learning environments as well, allowing us to 
design learning environments that are more sustainable, more 
easily scaled to new contexts, and more like real life. 

 

 



2. BACKGROUND 

Advantages of civic innovation learning communities 

What do civic innovation learning environments look like?   Civic 
innovation learning communities: (a) have pro-public missions, 
(b) teach learners how to design solutions to real problems, (c) are 
led by learners and supported by faculty and professional experts, 
and (d) extend nationally through a network of chapters.  For 
example, in GlobeMed, students work on international health 
challenges.  In Engineers for a Sustainable World, students work 
on projects that promote environmental, economic, and social 
sustainability.  It is important to stress the pro-public mission of 
these learning communities.  Learners are tackling problems that 
require them to address societal challenges and to understand 
policy issues. For example, by tackling the problem of energy 
sustainability, students are forced to consider the environmental, 
economic and legal policies that constrain the effectiveness of 
technological interventions.  For this project, we consider Design 
for America, which provides an ideal model of a learning 
community for civic innovation.  

Figure 1. Design for America’s community of practice.  The 14 
studios are hosted on University campuses and interact with, but 
do not replace the existing curricula.  Studios incorporate local 
clients, mentors and alumni and communicate directly with DFA 
Headquarters. 
Design for America (DFA) is a learner-directed, extracurricular 
service-learning environment that is succeeding at developing 
civic innovators.  Universities host on-campus DFA studios in 
which student teams work on self-selected civic innovation 
projects throughout the academic year, applying the skills and 
expertise they’ve gained through academic coursework (Figure 1 
& 2).  Student teams identify challenges in healthcare, 
environment, and education in their local community such as 
reducing hospital-acquired infections and reducing water waste in 
cafeterias.  They work with organizational partners to: understand 
stakeholder needs, ideate, prototype, test, and implement 
solutions.  During the annual 4-day Leadership Studio, 
experienced student leaders train new student leaders in studio 
management and leadership. 
Design for America was conceived by co-author Gerber during 
the 2008 presidential election to engage university students in 
solving civic issues using human-centered design.  As an assistant 
professor of design, Gerber joined student co-founders Mert Iseri, 
Yuri Malina, and Hannah Chung, to start the first studio at 
Northwestern University.  Currently, there are 14 studios hosted 
by universities throughout the country (including Stanford, 
Virginia Tech, and Northwestern) involving 1800 students (58% 
women), aged 18-30 from over 60 majors, working on over 50 
projects; 15 faculty mentors; and 80 professional mentors.  And 

the number of studios is expected to grow to 30 by 2015.  In just 
four years, DFA has produced two start-ups that have raised over 
$1.5 million in funding.  DFA has been featured in Fast Company, 
Oprah, and the Chicago Tribune. 

 
Figure 2: Design for America students learn civic innovation 
through projects that require designing, building, and 
implementing solutions. 
Findings from surveys, daily diaries, interviews, and observations 
suggest that DFA students develop confidence in their ability to 
act as civic innovators through successful task completion, social 
persuasion, and vicarious learning in communities of practice with 
clients, peers, industry professionals, and faculty.  Furthermore, 
students attribute achievement of learning outcomes outlined by 
the Accreditation Board for Engineering and Technology 
including identifying, formulating, and solving problems; 
functioning on a multidisciplinary team; communicating 
effectively; and knowledge of contemporary issues to their 
participation in Design for America. (Gerber, Marie Olson, & 
Komarek, 2012); (ABET Engineering Accreditation Commission, 
2011). 
Design for America’s civic innovation model follows many 
recommendations of the learning sciences for improving 
motivation and transfer such as using real world problems that 
require design of meaningful products with social relevance.  
DFA encourages students to work on authentic problems  (Shaffer 
& Resnick, 1999) to motivate learning and transfer. Students 
identify and select projects and self-direct the innovation and 
discovery process including observation, idea generation, 
prototyping, and testing (Kolodner, Crismond, Gray, Holbrook, & 
Puntambekar, 1998); (Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005).  By 
trying to apply their knowledge to a problem, students come to 
understand what they know and when they need more information 
(Edelson, 2001). Like service learning (Furco, 1996), DFA 
increases civic awareness, interest in the real needs of people, and 
contemporary issues by focusing on innovating solutions to local 
community challenges (Gerber et al., 2012). 

Unlike traditional classrooms, Design for America’s community 
of practice (Figure 1) expands beyond the physical boundaries of 
the student community to include experienced, local 
professionals, local clients and community members, as well as 
beyond the temporal boundaries of student life as learners 
continue to participate in projects as alumni.  Students’ 
involvement in a community of practice (Lave & Wenger, 1991) 
includes engaging with peer mentors, professionals and faculty in 
a non-evaluative environment over an extended timeframe.  
Communities of practice foster innovation self-efficacy (i.e., 
learners’ belief in their ability to innovate, (Gerber et al., 2012) 
and such beliefs influence goal setting, effort, persistence, 
learning and attribution of failure (Bandura, 1997); (Deci & Ryan, 
1987); (Ryan & Deci, 2000).  Students select real world 



challenges (Shaffer & Resnick, 1999) that are personally 
meaningful, build and test solutions to problems, and share their 
work with the community through review sessions (Papert & 
Harel, 1991); (Papert, 1980); (Resnick, 2009); (Kolodner, 
Owensby, & Guzdial, 2004).  Because DFA projects are 
extracurricular, they conclude when ideas are implemented, rather 
than when the academic term ends.   

Orchestration challenges in civic innovation learning 
communities 
While learning environments for civic innovation have many 
potential advantages, they also face many challenges.  Civic 
innovation teachers face serious orchestration challenges because 
they have to teach many different project teams, with different 
levels of expertise, working on different problems for different 
community clients.  The orchestration challenge makes civic 
innovation difficult to teach well. 

Like many extra-curricular organizations, DFA students often 
suffer from a lack of guidance.  Our needs analysis of Design for 
America found that, unsurprisingly, learners would benefit from 
more scaffolding and feedback on the innovation process 
including: (a) planning and conducting research on their project 
challenge; (b) using initial research to inform proposed solutions; 
(c) selecting and conducting appropriate design activities for their 
project challenge; and (d) discounting initial solutions if these 
solutions prove not to be viable.  While DFA has been very 
successful at attracting learners, these learners report that 
frustrations from lack of progress makes them question their 
commitment to the work they are undertaking.  And while leaders 
(student facilitators) experienced in project work and trained at 
the DFA leadership studio require less support, they find helping 
other students very challenging.  In interviews, these student 
leaders asked for more granular ‘how to’ guides from DFA 
headquarters. 

DFA students also often struggle to access available resources that 
could help them in their projects.  While students are aware that 
they can reach out to experts within the DFA network generally, 
they struggled to identify specific individuals or instructional 
resources that can help them.  Learners often fail to ask for 
support from more experienced members of the community 
because they don’t know whom or for what to ask.  Similarly, 
learners find it challenging to locate helpful instruction.  They 
report floundering for long periods of time trying to find resources 
and as well as not knowing where to start looking.   

In fact, these issues are challenges in project-based learning and 
criticisms of minimally guided instruction in general.  Without 
sufficient guidance, learners become lost, confused and frustrated, 
which can lead to misconceptions (Kirschner, Sweller, & Clark, 
2006); (Hardiman, Pollatsek, & Well, 1986); (Brown & 
Campione, 1996).  Furthermore, students often need to develop 
additional help-seeking skills in order to learn effectively (Gall, 
1981; Pintrich, 2004); (Ryan, Pintrich, & Midgley, 2001).  
Learning science provides myriad ways to offer guidance such as 
providing explanations, worked examples, process worksheets, 
prompts, (and many more) (Scardamalia, Bereiter, & Steinbach, 
1984); (Reiser, 2004); (Edelson, Gordin, & Pea, 1999); 
(Puntambekar & Kolodner, 2005); (Kolodner et al., 2004).   

Note that we do not wish to re-litigate the discovery vs. direct 
instructional debate here--achieving the proper balance between 
providing and withholding assistance (a.k.a the assistance 
dilemma) remains a fundamental and enduring question in the 
learning sciences (Koedinger & Aleven, 2007).  Our point is 
merely that civic innovation facilitators cannot effectively deliver 

any instructional model (constructionist, direct, or otherwise) 
because they cannot effectively orchestrate learning at DFA 
studios.  In other words, we cannot answer the fundamental 
questions about civic innovation without addressing orchestration. 
The need for new orchestration technologies 

In a typical classroom, orchestration is relatively easy.  But the 
traditional classroom approaches to orchestration don’t work for 
civic innovation.  For example, to make classroom teaching 
easier, we often give students identical, simplified problems (in 
the words of one DFA student: “well-defined problems on a 
platter.”)  We use schedules that keep learners moving at the same 
pace so we can teach the same skills and knowledge to the whole 
class.  This is an easy way to orchestrate groups of learners when 
we have a limited set of teaching resources.   

Unfortunately, when we use simplified, artificial problems, we 
don’t give students a chance to practice the skills for coping with 
design complexity we want them to learn.  We also destroy the 
motivational benefits that come from working on real world 
problems.  For example, if we want students to practice 
“scoping,” (i.e., identifying important but tractable problems to 
solve) then we need to give them ill-defined problems that can be 
scoped in different ways and that may not fit neatly into the 
academic calendar.  If we want them to practice communicating 
with clients, then we must accept unclear and changing project 
goals.  If we want to take advantage of students’ intrinsic 
motivation to address real world problems on topics they feel are 
important, then we must accept a certain level idiosyncrasy of 
projects.  But once we start letting different groups work on 
different, more complex problems, at different speeds, working 
with clients in the community, and so on, it becomes almost 
impossible for a single teacher to orchestrate learning in a 
productive way. 

Could technology help teacher orchestrate civic innovation 
learning environments?  Existing online learning management 
platforms do not address the orchestration problem.  Many of the 
most popular general-purpose online platforms assume a 
classroom model and are designed for distributing online books or 
lectures, such as academic platforms like the Open Learning 
Initiative (Lovett, Meyer, & Thille, 2008), MIT Opencourseware 
(Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2012), and Coursera 
(Severance, 2012), which do not help us orchestrate design 
projects.  Other technologies provide no pedagogical help but 
rather tools for managing files and conversations, such as 
Blackboard (Blackboard Inc., 2012), Canvas (Canvas, 2012), Lore 
(Lore, 2012), and Sakai (Sakai Foundation, 2012).  Some 
technologies for orchestration focus on only small portions of the 
challenge such as managing a single activity (Dillenbourg & 
Jermann, 2010).  And while there has been great progress in 
technologies for orchestrating scientific inquiry (Peters & Slotta, 
2010), such as BioKIDS  (Songer, 2006), BGuILE  (Reiser et al., 
2001); (Sandoval & Reiser, 2004), Inquiry Island (White et al., 
2002), KIE (Bell, Davis, & Linn, 1995), and WISE (Slotta, 2004), 
these platforms are not appropriate for teaching civic innovation. 

Solving the orchestration challenge is not simply another 
application of technology to teaching, it is absolutely essential for 
creating the civic innovation learning environments urgently 
needed to prepare learners for the societal challenges that await 
them. 

3. TECHNOLOGICAL INNOVATION 
Orchestration of civic innovation is difficult because there are too 
many moving pieces: different learners, with different abilities, 



working on different (complex) design problems, at different 
speeds, with different community clients.  We could solve the 
orchestration challenge by giving each project team it’s own 
professional design teacher but doing so is costly.  However, with 
new technologies like web 2.0, crowdsourcing, and social media, 
we may be able to reduce the orchestration challenge for teachers 
and give them additional resources to overcome it.  Specifically: 
we can use web 2.0 to scaffold the innovation process and provide 
flipped, just-in-time instruction relevant to students’ current goals; 
we can use crowd-feedback to provide learners with more 
frequent, higher quality feedback on their progress; we can use 
recommender systems to semi-automatically create case libraries 
of successful designs; and we can automatically monitor group 
progress so teachers can give the right instruction to the right 
group at the right time. 

Design hypothesis.  Our initial design hypothesis argues that we 
can teach civic innovation by using what we call Digital Lofts to 
overcome the orchestration challenge.  Digital Lofts are online 
learning platforms for support learning in real world contexts that: 

1. use badges to scaffold the innovation process,  
2. provide a student-generated and curated case-library linked to 

badges to teach design,  
3. use crowd-feedback to increase the frequency and quality of 

feedback, 
4. use recommender systems to semi-automatically create case-

based instructional material,  
5. use self-assessment to trigger maximally relevant group 

instruction, 
6. use social media to facilitate participation and support, and 
7. use recognition and credentialing to facilitate help-seeking and 

connections to resources.  
These features allow us to create a curriculum that dynamically 
adapts to the needs of the learner, that is, to merge curriculum and 
data.  By merging curriculum+data, we can reduce the challenge 
of orchestrating civic innovation to a manageable level. 

To understand how Lofts help us orchestrate civic innovation, we 
can think of Lofts as supporting 3 interrelated feedback loops: (a) 
a crowd-critique loop in which students receive feedback on 
their work through project critiques, (b) a case development loop 
in which student work is used to semi-automatically create case 
studies of successful and unsuccessful designs which are then 
used to teach design principles, and (c) a learner-driven 

instructional loop in which students’ self assessments trigger 
face-to-face group instruction taught by facilitators (Figure 3).   

The crowd-critique loop 

Designers and engineers often organize their work according to an 
innovation process.  Figure 4 shows the high level steps or goals 
of a simplified innovation process consistent with the processes 
used by leading design and engineering firms like IDEO and 
Cooper (Dubberly, 2005) by the Stanford d.school (Beckman & 
Barry, 2007) or defined in engineering education standards 
(Massachusetts Department of Education, 2006).  In Figure 4, the 
first stage of design is to “focus” by identifying a potential topic 
to address such as “water conservation at universities.” The 
second stage is to “immerse” or study the user-needs, constraints 
and technologies involved in the issue.  The third stage is to 
“define” a specific problem that can be solved, such as “reduce 
water use in the college cafeteria by 30%.”  The fourth stage is to 
“ideate” by generating a wide range of potential solutions.  The 
fifth stage is to “build” the design using sketches, prototypes and 
high-fidelity implementations that realize the design idea.  The 
sixth stage is to “test” the design.  Even in simplified models like 
that in Figure 4, the design process is applied in an iterative and 
non-linear manner.   

 
Figure 4.  Badges scaffold complex design processes for the 
novice into smaller, more manageable challenges and identify 
members who have passed the challenges as potential mentors. 
Design can be thought of as a process of learning (Beckman & 
Barry, 2007); (Owen, 1998). Designers construct new knowledge 
through observations that yield insights; insights support 
frameworks that inspire ideas that lead to innovative solutions 
(Beckman & Barry, 2007).  Through this process, people 
construct knowledge (Dong, 2005), moving back and forth from 
the analytic phase of design, which focuses on finding and 

 
Figure 3.  Digital Lofts merge curriculum and data in three integrated feedback loops: the crowd-critique loop, the case development 
loop and the learner-driven instructional loop. 



discovery, to the synthetic phase, which focuses on invention and 
making (Owen, 1998).  Beckman and Barry (2007) describe 
knowledge creation through the design process as movement 
between concrete experiences and abstract conceptualization, 
reflective observation, and active experimentation.  Inductive and 
deductive practices support the construction of new knowledge 
that designers use to shape the environment in ways that did not 
previously exist. 

So how can teachers guide design groups working on different, 
complex problems?  One of the most important ways to promote 
learning is to provide learners with scaffolding and feedback on 
their work.  

The Loft’s crowd-critique loop scaffolds the design process and 
provides feedback using project critiques.  The crowd-critique 
loop starts with project badges (like girl scout badges) that break 
the complex design process into a series of manageable mini-
challenges (Figure 4).  For example, for the focus badge, learners 
have to scope an important but tractable issue such as hospital 
acquired infections; for the immerse badge, learners have to 
conduct user-research on their target population to better 
understand their needs.  In the second step of the crowd-critique 
loop, learners use the resources attached to each badge to help 
them solve the challenge--each badge is linked to flipped 
(blended) instructional material (Khan, 2012); (Lovett et al., 
2008) that includes resources, principles, and examples that can 
help the learners solve the design challenge.  For example, the 
“build” badge for a web design project might include a video 
lecture on writing html, an interactive javascript tutorial, on-line 
readings about web-design principles, or examples of the different 
stages of creating a well-designed website  In the final step of the 
crowd-critique loop, (after students have worked on a badge and 
submitted their work to the Loft), the Loft solicits feedback on 
students’ work from professional design mentors and peers who 
have previously completed the badge.  The mentors and peers use 
the badge assessment rubrics to provide feedback to students.  

The widespread use of badges in online games has led to a surge 
of interest in badges for learning (Duncan, 2011).  However, civic 
innovation students are already intrinsically motivated to work on 
real world design problems, so it doesn’t make sense to use 
badges as extrinsic rewards that might decrease motivation (Deci, 
Koestner, & Ryan, 1999) and encourage gaming the system 
(Kraut & Resnick, 2012).  So instead, Lofts use badges to scaffold 
the design process and communicate learning goals, which should 
increase learning (Ambrose, Bridges, DiPietro, Lovett, & 
Norman, 2010). 

Combining flipped instruction with face-to-face teaching can be 
more effective than face-to-face teaching or online-only teaching 
alone (Scheines, Leinhardt, Smith, & Cho, 2005); (Lovett et al., 
2008).  Our flipped instructional material will use a guided-
experiential learning approach shown to improve learning 
outcomes relative to traditional project-based learning (Velmahos 
et al., 2004); (Clark, 2004/2008). 

Providing high quality feedback to learners is one of the most 
effective ways to increase learning (Hattie, 2009); (Hattie & 
Timperley, 2007); (Ambrose et al., 2010). The Loft provides 
learners with two underutilized sources of feedback: professional 
mentors and peers.  Giving peers well-designed assessment 
rubrics can make their feedback as effective as instructor feedback 
(Sadler & Good, 2006).  The Loft thus uses crowd-feedback to 
increase the frequency and quality of feedback available to 
learners. 

But what if students refuse to submit work or mentors and peers 
refuse to review it (Kraut & Resnick, 2012)?  Our needs analysis 
found that DFA students are hungry for feedback on their project 
and very willing to submit work to get this feedback.  Professional 
design mentors are also very willing to provide this feedback 
assuming that students ‘drive’ the process by providing them with 
well-prepared material from their design process (which the 
badges help students to do). 

The case development loop 

Developing useful learning resources can be a challenging task 
especially with design teams that may all be pursuing different 
directions at different times--how can cyberlearning technologies 
help produce effective and engaging learning resources?  
Our needs analysis found that DFA students prefer to share design 
lessons through stories about how they created their designs and 
how well those designs worked.  In the learning sciences, this falls 
under the heading of case-based reasoning, where each story 
describes an example or case of a design that worked (or didn’t 
work) along with an explanation of the key features that led the 
result, in which context, and so on.  Teaching effectively with 
cases has been well studied in several forms, including learning 
from cases (Kolodner, 1993; 1997), analogies (Gentner, 
Loewenstein, & Thompson, 2003), and worked-examples (Ward 
& Sweller, 1990; Salden, Aleven, Renkl, & Schwonke, 2009).   
Unfortunately, DFA students’ learning from cases suffers many 
limitations: (a) it is done informally, so knowledge of particular 
cases is not spread widely; (b) students do not effectively teach 
with cases, sometimes hiding illustrative mistakes, promote their 
projects rather than teaching, and failing to highlight the key 
design lesson or principle; and (c) students do not present 
contrasting cases that would allow learners to understand the deep 
features and the context of applicability of a case.  Such 
knowledge sharing is typical of large distributed organizations 
(Argote, 1999).   

Furthermore, it is difficult to create case-based teaching material 
both in terms of creating a useful library of cases and in creating 
ways for learners to find the appropriate case when needed 
(Kolodner, 1997). 
Digital Lofts overcome this challenge through a case development 
loop.  In the case development loop, the Loft uses assessments of 
students’ work to semi-automatically create case libraries--
examples of student work that include reflections about what 
worked, what didn’t, in what context.  First, the crowd-feedback 
from the crowd-critique loop is used to recommend particularly 
successful and unsuccessful examples of each design step, 
producing sets of contrasting cases.  Second, an instructional 
designer creates curated cases by selecting cases that best 
illustrate key design principles.  The instructional designer then 
refines these cases.  Finally, the contrasting cases are then 
presented as an instructional resources linked to each badge. 

The crowd-feedback and badging systems of the Loft reduce the 
orchestration challenge of providing relevant and engaging 
instruction to a manageable level in several ways.  First, the Loft 
continually collects student work from multiple campuses, so we 
get the initial material for the case library “for free” using 
crowdsourcing, or production of work by a distributed crowd of 
people (Von Ahn & Dabbish, 2004).  Second, project critiques act 
as a recommender system (Kiesler, Kraut, Resnick, & Kittur, 
2012) sorting student work into contrasting cases.  Third, cases 
are already linked to particular phases of the design process 



through the badges, so we automatically generate index that links 
the case to the relevant goal the student is working on.  After the 
Digital Loft has done the heavy-lifting of generating, 
recommending, and indexing cases, the instructional designers 
can make the final case selection. Instructional designers can also 
edit the cases to improve their quality (Puntambekar & Kolodner, 
2005; Kolodner et al., 2004), and present related so to encourage 
case comparison thus improving the chances of transfer 
(Thompson, Gentner, & Loewenstein, 2000; Gentner et al., 2003). 

The learner-driven instructional loop 

One of the difficulties of teaching groups of students of varying 
abilities engaged in projects at differing stages is how to provide 
face-to-face group instruction in a relevant and timely manner.  
When should a facilitator lead a “user research” workshop if each 
group is at a different stage of the design process?  While the Loft 
tailors feedback and instruction to each project team, there is still 
a need for group instruction taught by a knowledgeable facilitator. 

In the learner-driven instruction loop, students’ self assessments 
of their abilities and interest in learning different design skills are 
collected and monitored by the Loft.  When enough students 
indicate a desire to learn a certain skill set, facilitators are notified 
that there is an opportunity to teach a workshop on an in-demand 
topic.  The learner-driven instructional loop begins after students 
complete a badge.  At this point, the Loft reminds learners to 
update their “individual development plans” (Beausaert, Segers, 
& Gijselaers, 2011).  An individual development plan (IDP) is a 
list of skills along with the learner’s self-assessment of his current 
ability level and desire to learn that skill.  As students take on new 
badge challenges, the skills necessary for completing that badge 
are added to their IDP.  Once a given number of students at a 
DFA studio or classroom express an interest in learning a 
particular skill, facilitators are notified that they should conduct a 
particular workshop (and provided with a facilitator’s guide for 
that workshop).  Because these workshops are triggered by 
students’ current interests, the workshops maximally target 
students’ interests and needs.  While students may not be perfectly 
accurate in their self-assessments, feedback from mentors and 
peers provide a reality check on the students’ self-assessments 
(i.e., negative feedback from mentors will prompt students to 
reassess their skills).  
People who implement career goal plans report greater success 
and satisfaction in their career (Ng, Eby, Sorensen, & Feldman, 
2005), so IDPs for civic innovation should increase the success 
and satisfaction of novice civic innovators on their journey to 
become more successful designers.   

4. CONCLUSION 
The study of Digital Lofts will lead empirically-grounded 
principles for designing online environments for civic innovation 
education, contributing to number of research areas including 
digital badges, crowdsourcing, learning-by-cases, design-based 
learning, and online learning communities.  Because many 
domains can be framed as design disciplines including 
engineering (making technologies), policy (creating government 
programs), English language arts (creating texts and speeches), 
and even science (creating research studies), principles for online 
innovation education apply to myriad disciplines.  And by 
coordinating groups of learners and mentors throughout the design 
process, Digital Lofts blur the boundaries between informal and 
formal learning environments: making extra curricular 
environments more effective and classroom environments more 

like real life. This project seeks to lay a theoretical foundation for 
understanding the broader ecosystem of online, social, design-
based learning environments.  

More broadly, our goal is to create a widely adopted online 
learning environment that will support civic innovation training.  
The Digital Loft platform will be disseminated broadly, targeting 
use in the teaching, training, and learning of civic innovation. This 
will fill an urgent need for learning environments that educate 
civic innovators who can solve our greatest societal challenges.  
Foreseeable impacts on higher education and society include: 
increasing the number of graduates motivated and capable of 
broader societal impact, improved education, curricular changes, 
and support for future interventions.  Successful output of this 
project will help to foster and support a culture of innovation in 
our future workforce.  By developing a scalable, cost-effective, 
online platform for design-based learning across many disciplines 
(design, engineering, speaking, etc.) Digital Lofts have the 
potential to fundamentally transform online learning. 
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ABSTRACT 
This paper reports on progress on the design of OpenEssayist, a 
web application that aims at supporting students in writing essays. 
The system uses techniques from Natural Language Processing to 
automatically extract summaries from free-text essays, such as 
key words and key sentences, and carries out essay structure 
recognition. The current design approach described in this paper 
has led to a more “explore and discover” environment, where 
several external representations of these summarization elements 
would be presented to students, allowing them to freely explore 
the feedback, discover issues that might have been overlooked and 
reflect on their writing. Proposals for more interactive, reflective 
activities to structure such exploration are currently being tested. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Written discourse is a major class of data that learners produce in 
online environments, arguably the primary class of data that can 
give us insights into deeper learning and higher order qualities 
such as critical thinking, argumentation and mastery of complex 
ideas. These skills are indeed difficult to master as illustrated in 
the revision of Bloom’s Taxonomy of Educational Objectives 
(Pickard 2007) and are a distinct requirement for assessment in 
higher education. Assessment is an important component of 
learning and in fact (Rowntree 1987) argues that it is the main 
driver for learning and so the challenge is to provide an effective 
automated interactive feedback system that yields an acceptable 
level of support for university students writing essays.  
Effective feedback requires that students are assisted to manage 
their current essay-writing tasks and to support the development 
of their essay-writing skills through effective self-regulation. 
Our research involves using state-of-the-art techniques for 
analyzing essays and developing a set of feedback models which 
will initiate a set of reflective dialogic practices. The main 
pedagogical thrust of e-Assessment of free-text projects is how to 
provide meaningful “advice for action” (Whitelock 2010) in order 
to support students writing their summative assessments.  It is the 
combination of incisive learning analytics and meaningful 
feedback to students which is central to the planning of our 

empirical studies. Specifically, we are investigating whether 
summarization techniques (Lloret & Palomar 2012) could be used 
to generate formative feedback on free-text essays submitted by 
students.  
This paper is organized as follows. We briefly describe the 
context and research questions that are informing the design 
principles of our platform, OpenEssayist. We then describe the 
basic processes behind the summarization techniques 
implemented in the system and, finally, demonstrate the current 
stage of design of the prototype, in particular the use of external 
representations for the summarization elements. We conclude this 
paper by sketching our current and planned evaluations. 

2. DEFINING A DESIGN SPACE FOR 
OPENESSAYIST 
2.1 WRITING SUMMARIES VS. 
REFLECTING ON SUMMARIES FOR 
WRITING. 
Writing summaries has been a long-standing educational activity 
and has received some serious attention in delivering computer-
based support. For example, systems such as SummaryStreet 
(Wade-Stein & Kintsch 2004) or Pensum (Villiot-Leclercq et al. 
2010) aim to  help students write summaries as a learning, skills-
based, task.  
But using summaries as a source of reflection on your own writing 
seems to be a more open issue. Recent research on formative 
feedback suggests indeed that essay summarization, understood to 
comprise both a short summary of the essay and a simple list of its 
main topics, could be useful for students, e.g. "to help determine 
whether the actual performance was the same as the intended 
performance” (Nelson & Schunn 2009, p. 378). 
With this in mind, one of our research questions is how to use 
advances in Natural Language Processing to design an automated 
summarization engine that would provide a good foundation for a 
dedicated model of formative feedback. Can we use 
summarization elements to help students identify or visualize 
patterns in their essays, as explored by (O’Rourke & Calvo 2009)? 
Or to trigger questions and reflective activities, as implemented in 
Glosser (Villalon et al. 2008)? 



2.2 SUPPORTING ESSAY WRITING IN 
DISTANCE LEARNING 
The context of application of our research agenda is supporting 
students at the Open University (OU) in writing assignment 
essays. Specifically, we have been working closely with a 
postgraduate module Accessible online learning: Supporting 
disabled students (referred to as H810). This postgraduate module 
runs twice a year for about 20 weeks and contributes to a Master 
of Arts (MA) in Online and Distance Education. All courses, 
materials and support are delivered online. Students on this 
module, as is the case for most of the students at the OU, are 
typically part-time, mature students, who have not been in formal 
education for a long period of time. It is therefore unsurprising 
that writing essays, a common assignment in most of the OU 
courses, proves to be a challenging task for students (and, 
anecdotal evidence suggests, a common reason for drop-out). 
At the same time, OU students often have extensive work 
experience in a wide variety of areas, and that experience is 
explicitly capitalized on in the assignments. This means that 
essays can vary greatly in subject matter. To illustrate this point, 
two examples of assignment tasks are given in Table 1.  

 
The questions we are considering, given this context, is how we 
can support these students as they write essays and what the 
implications are for the design of a computer- and summarization-
based approach. 
In the initial phase of the project, we ran a couple of focus groups 
with OU students that helped to identify many aspects of the 
students’ personal approach to essay writing (Alden et al. 2013). 
Writing an essay is a task that can involve several stages: 
preparation of material, drafting of essay, reflecting on feedback, 
summative evaluation by tutors. But not all of them are suitable, 
or even desirable, for support in an automated assessment system. 
Moreover, writing a 1500+ word essay is not a casual operation, 
nor is it handled in the same way by different students. For 
example, we discovered that some students are not using 
computers to draft their essays, because of unease, lack of 

permanent access to a desktop computer or simply because they 
still prefer to write their text with paper-and-pencil before typing 
for the final submission.  
Relying on embedded text editors or on cloud-based solutions 
such as Google Docs – as done by (Southavilay et al. 2013) for 
collaborative writing – is therefore not a viable solution in our 
context. The system will have to accept texts written with 
whatever platform students are using to organize, draft and revise 
their essay. Ultimately, the system will have to be seen and used 
as a resource, the way forums, online textbooks and other digital 
tools are used by OU students.  
One of the consequences of such selective support is that the flow 
of activities during the overall writing process is likely to be 
highly scattered in time: the core of the activity (i.e. writing) will 
take place outside the system’s ecology and its use will be mostly 
as an ancillary to that main task. Careful attention will have to be 
paid to trade-offs between support and distraction, especially 
when it comes to interaction, formal reflective activities, 
accessibility and usability1.  
Finally, the diversity of content in student essays is one of the 
motivations for investigating summarization techniques as a 
backbone for formative feedback. Unlike other NLP techniques 
such as Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA), used in many 
educational systems, we will not be relying on a corpus of essays 
to compare and grade new essays accordingly. Summarization 
using the text alone with no domain-specific knowledge will 
enable OpenEssayist to handle assignments which have open 
topics, as well as enabling it to be applied without extensive 
further development to new subject areas. 

2.3 A WEB APPLICATION FOR 
SUMMARIZATION-BASED FORMATIVE 
FEEDBACK. 
OpenEssayist is developed as a web application and is composed 
primarily of two components (Figure 1, see appendix). The first 
component, EssayAnalyser, is the summarization engine, 
implemented in Python with NLTK2 (Bird et al. 2009) and other 
toolkits. It is being designed as a stand-alone RESTful web 
service, delivering the basic summarization techniques that will be 
consumed by the main system. The second component is 
OpenEssayist itself, implemented on a PHP framework. The core 
system consists of the operational back-end (user identification, 
database management, service brokers, feedback orchestrator) and 
the cross-platform, responsive HTML5 front-end. 
The intended flow of activities within the system can be 
summarized as follows. Students are registered users and have 
assignments, defined by academic staff, allocated to them. Once 
they have prepared a draft offline and seek to obtain feedback, 
they log on to the OpenEssayist system and submit their essay for 
analysis, either by copy-and-paste or by uploading their 
document. OpenEssayist submits the raw text to the 
EssayAnalyser service and, upon completion, retrieves and stores 
the summarization data. From that point on, the students, at their 
own pace, can then explore the data using various external 
                                                                    
1 Worth noting is that students who mention that they don’t use 

computers for drafting their essays also report that they are 
using smart phones. A focus on responsive user interface 
suitable for mobile (and tablet) and on asynchronous data access 
will be an issue for serious consideration in this project. 

2 Natural Language Processing Toolkit, see http://nltk.org/   

Table 1. Examples of assignment tasks. 

TMA1 (1500 words) 

Write a report explaining the main accessibility challenges for 
disabled learners that you work with or support in your own 
work context(s). 
Use examples from your own experience, supported by the 
research and practice literature. If you’re not a practitioner, write 
from the perspective of a person in a relevant context. Critically 
evaluate the influence of the context (e.g. country, institution, 
perceived role of online learning within education) on the: (1) 
identified challenges; (2) influence of legislation; (3) roles and 
responsibilities of key individuals;  (4) role of assistive 
technologies in addressing these challenges. 

TMA2 (3000 words) 

Critically evaluate your own learning resource in the following 
ways: (1) Briefly describe the resource and its accessibility 
features; (2) Evaluate the accessibility of your resource, 
identifying its strengths and weaknesses; (3) Reflect on the 
processes of creating and evaluating accessible resources.  
 



representations made available to them, can follow the prompts 
and trigger questions that the Feedback Orchestrator might 
generate from the analysis and can then start planning their next 
draft accordingly.  
Again, this rewriting phase will take place offline, the system 
merely offering repeated access to the summarization data and 
feedback, as a resource, until the students are prepared to submit 
and explore the summarization feedback on their second draft and 
on the changes across drafts. This cycle of submission, analysis 
and revision continues until the students consider their essay ready 
for summative assessment. 

3. EXTRACTIVE SUMMARIZATION 
We decided to start experimenting with two simpler 
summarization strategies that could be implemented fairly 
quickly: key phrase extraction and extractive summarization, 
following the TextRank approach proposed and evaluated in 
(Mihalcea & Tarau 2004). Key phrase extraction aims at 
identifying which individual words or short phrases are the most 
suggestive of the content of a discourse, while extractive 
summarization is essentially the identification of whole key 
sentences. Our hypothesis is that the quality and position of key 
phrases and key sentences within an essay (i.e., relative to the 
position of its structural components) might give an idea of how 
complete and well-structured the essay is, and therefore provide a 
basis for building suitable models of feedback. 
The implementation of these summarization techniques is based 
on three main automatic processes: 1) recognition of essay 
structure; 2) unsupervised extraction of key words and phrases; 3) 
unsupervised extraction of key sentences.  
Before extracting key terms and sentences from the text, the text 
is automatically pre-processed using some of the NLTK modules 
(tokenizer, lemmatizer, part-of-speech tagger, list of stop words).  

3.1 STRUCTURE IDENTIFICATION 
The automatic identification of essay structure is carried out using 
handcrafted rules developed through experimentation with a 
corpus of 135 essays that have been previously submitted for the 
same H810 module. The system tries to automatically recognize 
which structural role is played by each paragraph in the essay 
(summary, introduction, conclusion, discussion, references, etc.). 
This identification is achieved regardless of the presence of 
content-specific headings and without getting clues from 
formatting mark-up. With the essays in the corpus varying greatly 
in structure and formatting, it was decided that structure 
recognition would be best achieved without referring to a high-
level formatting mark-up.  

3.2 KEY WORD EXTRACTION 
EssayAnalyser uses graph-based ranking methods to perform 
unsupervised extractive summarization of key words. The 'key-
ness' value of a word can be understood as its 'significance within 
the context of the overall text'. 
To compute this key-ness value, each unique word in the essay is 
represented by a node in a graph, and co-occurrence relations 
(specifically, within-sentence word adjacency) are represented by 
edges in the graph. A centrality algorithm – we have experimented 
with betweenness centrality (Freeman 1977) and PageRank (Brin 
& Page 1998) – is used to calculate the significance of each word. 
Roughly speaking, a word with a high centrality score is a word 
that sits adjacent to many other unique words which sit adjacent to 

many other unique words which…, and so on. The words with 
high centrality scores are the key words3. 
Since a centrality score is attributed to every unique word in the 
essay, a decision needs to be made as to what proportion of the 
essay's unique words qualify as key words. The distribution of key 
word scores follows the same shape for all essays, an acute 
"elbow" and then a very long tail, observed for word adjacency 
graphs by (Ferrer i Cancho & Solé 2001). We therefore currently 
take the key-ness threshold to be the place where the elbow bend 
appears to be sharpest.  
Once key words have been identified, the system matches 
sequences of these against the surface text to identify within-
sentence key phrases (bigrams, trigrams and quadgrams). 

3.3 KEY SENTENCE EXTRACTION 
A similar graph-based ranking approach is used to compute key-
ness scores to rank the essay's sentences. Instead of word 
adjacency (as in the key word graph), co-occurrence of words 
across pairs of sentences is the relation used to construct the 
graph. More specifically, we currently use cosine similarity to 
derive a similarity score for each pair of sentences. Whole 
sentences become nodes in the graph, while the similarity scores 
become weights on the edges connecting pairs of sentences. The 
TextRank key sentence algorithm is then applied to the graph to 
compute the centrality scores. 

3.4 ESSAY ANALYSIS OUTPUT 
The text submitted for analysis is stripped of its surface formatting 
and returned as a new annotated structured text, reflecting the 
various elements identified by EssayAnalyser: sentences and 
paragraphs, labeled with their structural roles (body, introduction, 
headings, conclusions, captions, etc.) and confidence levels.  
Key words and key phrases are returned as an ordered list of 
terms, associated with various metrics such as centrality, 
frequency of inflected forms, etc. Key sentences are identified 
within the annotated text by their ranked centrality scores.  
In addition to the core summaries of the essay, various metrics 
and specialized data structures are made available, for use by the 
system for diagnosis purpose (or by researchers for analysis): 
word and sentence graphs, word count, paragraph and sentence 
density and length, number of words in common with the module 
textbook, average frequency of the top handful of most frequent 
words, etc. 
Our task is now to look for ways of presenting and exploiting 
these results and, ultimately, to devise effective models of 
feedback using them. 

4. OPENESSAYIST: EXTERNAL 
REPRESENTATIONS AND REFLECTIVE 
ACTIVITIES 
The design of the first version of the system has focused on 
defining the essay summarization engine and integrating it into a 
working web application that supports draft submission, analysis 
and reporting, using multiple external representations.  

                                                                    
3 In the actual process, we are in fact ranking lemmas (the 

canonical form of a set of words) rather than their inflected 
forms in the surface text. For brevity’s sake, we will keep the 
terms ‘words’ and ‘key words’ in this document. 



At the front-end level, the instructional interactions have been 
deliberately limited to fairly unconstrained forms, leading the 
system towards a more “explore and discover” environment. Our 
aim was to establish a space where emerging properties of the 
interventions under investigation (i.e. using summarization 
techniques for generating formative feedback) could be 
discovered, explored and integrated into the design cycles in a 
systematic way, contributing to both the end-product of the design 
cycle (the system itself) and to its theoretical foundations. 
Several external representations have been designed and deployed 
in the system, reporting the different elements described above in 
different ways, trying to highlight such properties in the current 
essay (or, in changes over successive drafts).  
The main view of the system is a mash-up of the re-structured raw 
text, highlighting many of the features extracted by EssayAnalyser 
in context, using a combination of HTML markers and JavaScript-
enabled interactive displays (Figure 2). Sentences, paragraphs and 
headings (as identified by EssayAnalyser) are displayed as blocks 
of text, with visual markers on the left-hand side indicating their 
diagnosed structural role (e.g. introduction, headings, conclusion, 
etc.). Key words and key phrases are also highlighted with 
specific visual markers, as with the top-ranked key sentences. 
A control-box allows the student to change the visibility of 
selected elements of the essay: show/hide specific structural 
components (e.g. only show the introduction), key words (or user-
defined categories, see below), top-ranked sentences, etc. 
(Figure 3). 
The intended purpose of this dynamic essay representation is to 
attract the attention of the student away from the surface text to 
issues at a more structural level that might become apparent once 
an alternative viewpoint is considered.  
For example, if confidence levels were low in the structural 
recognition of an introduction, the visual indicator would reflects 
that degree of (un)certainty about their exact role of this 
paragraph, requiring the student to reflect on his intention (or on 
the fact that an introduction might be missing in the essay or 
seems to be too long or too short).  
Similarly, the highlighting of key words and key phrases, in 
context within the essay, is intended to trigger reflection on their 
occurrence within the text. Its purpose is different from a 
dedicated external representation of the key words as such 
(Figure 4), where the focus is more on individual terms, and on 
their relative importance in the essay (as indicated by their 
centrality score or frequency in the surface text). In the mash-up 
view, the key word centrality score is played down (we do not 
represent any attribute other than its identification as a key word) 
while we try to focus on whether key word dispersion across the 
essay might help identify the flow of ideas and arguments. 
To complement the main mash-up view and to alleviate potential 
overload, we are also designing and deploying ad-hoc external 
representations on specific aspects of the summarization. 
For example, we are exploring whether more compact 
representations of the dispersion of key words across the essay 
(Figure 5) might provide a more suitable ground for insight into 
its meaning. In this graph, each key word (or category of key 
words, if they have been defined) is plotted on a scale showing the 
flow of the essay (the figure uses words on the x-axis but 
sentences and paragraphs can also be used as units). By adding on 
the scale markers for the introduction, the conclusion (or any other 
structural elements), the student has immediate access to the 
overall flow of key words across the text and within specific parts 

of it: patterns of occurrence or omission might provide 
opportunity to detect an overlooked mistake (e.g. what can be said 
about the fact that “learning resource”, ranked as a top key word 
by the system, only occurs in the first few paragraphs of the 
essay?).  
On a more experimental approach, we are also exploring the 
possibility of visually exploiting the networks that constitute the 
core internal representation of the key word and key sentence 
extraction, using various visualization tools (e.g. force-directed 
graph, adjacency matrix). A case for their informational and – 
more importantly – formative values remains to be made. 
However, we are also arguing that, to help students explore the 
significance of summarization elements in their essay, 
visualization on its own will not be enough. Support for reflective 
action is needed to resolve a key question students are likely to 
ask: "what are the key words (and key sentences) and how do they 
help me?" 
Let’s consider the key words. In the current version of the system, 
key words are presented in a very simple fashion (Figure 4): 
ranked by their centrality score and by their dimension (i.e. 
bigrams, trigrams and so on). This is a reflection of the domain-
independent, data-driven design approach followed so far; key 
words are derived on the basis of co-occurrence, i.e. identity 
relation, not on the basis of semantic relations such as synonymy 
or hyponymy. 
We can therefore have situations, as in Figure 4, where key words 
such as “learning experience” and “study experience” both occur 
as distinct bigrams, whereas, for the student who used them, they 
might mean very similar things. More fine-grained approaches 
could be implemented in EssayAnalyser to address such situation 
at detection level, but, ultimately, the intention of the student is 
the only safe ground for deciding on the usage of both terms. 
Hence the need to support some user interaction with the system, 
especially if it can act as a reflective scaffold.  
A first example of support for reflective action is made available 
to the students immediately after a draft has been analyzed by the 
system: to let them organize key words according to their own 
schema, using as many categories as they wish or need (see 
Figure 6). This serves two purposes: it helps the students to reflect 
on the content of the essay and helps the system to adapt the 
content of every external representation accordingly, by clustering 
key words together (as seen in Figure 5). 
Another key-word-related activity relies on the fact that a decision 
is made by the system on what constitutes a key word, a decision 
that might be at odds with the intention of the student. So we are 
offering the possibility for students to define – or select – their 
own key words. With the extraction process deriving a centrality 
score and frequency count for every unique word in the text, the 
student's decision to flag a word as a key word can be matched 
with that information, encouraging her to reflect on why it might 
be that the words she thinks should be key words are not being 
recognized by the system as such. 

5. CONCLUSION 
The first phase of the design of OpenEssayist, as reported in this 
paper, has focused on devising a range of external representations 
on the various elements that the summarization engine is 
extracting, notably key words, key sentences and the structural 
role of paragraphs in the essay.  
We have implemented a working prototype that delivers a fairly 
unconstrained, unstructured exploration of these elements, The 



drive of our design approach has been to consider how these 
elements, either separately or combined, would create a space 
where students (and researchers) could discover emerging 
properties of the essay, triggering deeper reflection on their own 
writing.  
Our objective is now to consider how we structure these reflective 
episodes for support within the system, and how we design 
dedicated reflective activities that will prove to deliver formative 
feedback for students.  
Our work is continuously focusing on three parallel but inter-
connected lines of experimentation and evaluation:  
1) improve the different aspects of the summarization engine;  
2) experiment with it on various corpora of essays to identify 

trends and markers that could be used as progress and/or 
performance indicators (Field et al. 2013);  

3) refine the educational aspect of the system, identify possible 
usage scenarios (Alden et al. 2013), test pedagogical 
hypotheses and models of feedback. 

At the time of writing, several usability/desirability inspection 
sessions are underway, using both semi-structured walkthrough 
protocols in a usability lab and self-guided remote sessions with 
students from the last presentation of the H810 module. Part of the 
aim of these empirical studies is to identify tutorial strategies to be 
used to scaffold the student’s exploitation of the system.  
Finally, we are planning two empirical educational evaluations of 
OpenEssayist in an authentic e-learning context, to take place in 
September 2013 and February 2014. All students enrolled on two 
different Master’s degree modules will be offered access to the 
system for two of the module’s assignments and encouraged to 
submit multiple drafts of their essays. In-system data collection, 
post-module surveys, and interviews with selected participants 
and their tutors will give us valuable information on their learning 
experience with the system. 
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APPENDIX 

 
Figure 1. Architecture of OpenEssayist 

 
Figure 2. Key words, phrases and sentences visualized in the essay context. Sentences in light-grey (green) background are key 

sentences as extracted by the EssayAnalyser (the number indicates its key-ness ranking). Key words and key phrases are indicated 
in bold (red) and boxed. 



 
Figure 3. The structural elements of the essay can be used jointly with the key word extraction to highlight relevant information 

within specific parts of the essay, here in both introduction and conclusion (and the assignment question). 

 
Figure 4. Key words and phrases as separate lists. 



 
Figure 5. Dispersion of key words across the essay. 

 
Figure 6. Key words extracted by the systems are re-organized by the students, using their own categories 
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ABSTRACT
Reviews are text-based feedback provided by a reviewer to the au-
thor of a submission. Reviews play a crucial role in providing feed-
back to people who make assessment decisions (e.g. deciding a
student’s grade, purchase decision of a product). It is therefore im-
portant to ensure that reviews are of a good quality. In our work
we focus on the study of academic reviews. A review is considered
to be of a good quality if it can help the author identify mistakes
in their work, and help them learn possible ways of fixing them.
Metareviewing is the process of evaluating reviews. An automated
metareviewing process could provide quick and reliable feedback
to reviewers on their assessment of authors’ submissions. Timely
feedback on reviews could help reviewers correct their assessments
and provide more useful and effective feedback to authors. In this
paper we investigate the usefulness of metrics such as review rel-
evance, content type, tone, quantity and plagiarism in determining
the quality of reviews. We conducted a study on 24 participants,
who used the automated assessment feature on Expertiza, a collab-
orative peer-reviewing system. The aim of the study is to identify
reviewers’ perception of the usefulness of the automated assess-
ment feature and its different metrics. Results suggest that partici-
pants find relevance to be the most important and quantity to be the
least important in determining a review’s quality. Participants also
found the system’s feedback from metrics such as content type and
plagiarism to be most useful and informative.

Keywords
review quality assessment, metareview metrics, user experience sur-
vey

1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years there has been a considerable amount of research di-
rected towards developing educational systems that foster collabo-
rative learning. Collaborative learning systems provide an environ-
ment for students to interact with other students, exchange ideas,
provide feedback and use the feedback to improve their own work.
Systems such as SWoRD [1] and Expertiza [3] are web-based col-
laborative peer-review systems, which promote team work by al-

lowing students to build shared knowledge with an exchange of
ideas. These systems also provide an environment for students to
give feedback to peers on their work.

The process of providing feedback to peers on their work may help
students learn more about the subject, and develop their critical
thinking. Rada et al. found that students who evaluated their peers’
work were more likely to improve the quality of their own work
than those students who did not provide peer reviews [4]. The peer
review process may also help students learn to be more responsible.

The classroom peer review process is very much similar to the
process of reviewing scientific articles for journals. Scientific re-
viewers tend to have prior reviewing experience and a considerable
knowledge in the area of the author’s submission (the text under
review). Students on the other hand are less likely to have had any
prior reviewing experience. They have to be guided to provide good
quality reviews that may be useful to their peers.

Metareviewing can be defined as the process of reviewing reviews,
i.e., the process of identifying the quality of reviews. Metareview-
ing is a manual process [2, 5, 6] and just as with any process that
is manual; metareviewing too is (a) slow, (b) prone to errors and
(c) likely to be inconsistent - the set of problems, which makes au-
tomated metareviewing necessary. An automated metareview pro-
cess ensures consistent, bias-free reviews to all reviewers. This
also ensures provision of immediate feedback to reviewers, which
is likely to motivate them to improve their work and provide more
useful feedback to the authors.

In this work we propose the use of a system that automatically eval-
uates student review responses. We use a specific set of metrics
such as review’s relevance to the work under review (or the sub-
mission), the type of content a review contains, tone of the review,
quantity of feedback provided and presence of plagiarism, to carry
out metareviewing. We have integrated the automated metareview
feature (with the listed set of metrics) into Expertiza [3]. Expertiza
is a collaborative web-based learning application. A screenshot of
the metareview output from the system is shown in Figure1. We
have conducted an exploratory analysis to study the importance of
the review quality metrics and usefulness of the system’s outputs,
as judged by users of the system.

2. RELATED WORK
One of the earlier approaches to manually assessing the quality of
peer reviews involved the creation and use of a Review Quality
Instrument (RQI) [9]. Van Rooyen et al. use the RQI to check
whether a reviewer discusses the following - (1) importance of the



Figure 1: Output from the automated metareview feature on Expertiza [3]. We provide a comparison of the participant reviewer’s
scores with other reviewers’ metareview scores (in a chart) to help reviewers gauge how well they are doing on a certain metric.

research question, (2) originality, (3) strengths and weaknesses, (4)
presentation and interpretation of results. In addition, the RQI also
checks if a review was constructive, and if the reviewer had sub-
stantiated his/her claims. We incorporate some of these metrics in
our approach, e.g. detecting constructiveness in reviews (based on
its content), checking whether reviewers substantiated their claims
(by identifying relevance to the author’s submission), to automati-
cally assess review quality.

Nelson and Schunn studied feedback features that help authors un-
derstand and use reviews [10]. They found that features such as
problem localization and solution suggestion helped authors under-
stand feedback. These are some of the types of content we look for
during review content identification.

Kuhne et al. use authors’ ratings of reviews to identify the quality
of peer reviews [5]. They found that authors are contented with
reviewers who appear to have made an effort to understand their
work. This finding is useful to our automatic review quality assess-
ment system, which assesses reviews based on the usefulness of its
content. Our system also detects the relevance of reviews, which
may be indicative of the effort made by a reviewer to understand
the author’s work and provide specific feedback.

Xiong et al. look for problems identified by reviewers in the au-
thor’s work in peer reviews from the SWoRD system [11]. Xiong
et al. use a bag-of-words, exact match approach to detect problem
localization features. They use a shallow semantic match approach,
which uses counts of nouns, verbs etc. in the text as features. Their
approach does not incorporate relevance identification nor does it

identify content type. Cho uses machine classification techniques
such as naïve Bayes, support vector machines (SVM) and deci-
sion trees to classify review comments [12]. Cho manually breaks
down every peer comment into idea units, which are then coded as a
praise, criticism, problem detection, solution suggestion, summary
or off-task comment.

Some other approaches used to study the usefulness of reviews are
those by Turney [15], Dalvi [16] and Titov [17]. Peter D. Tur-
ney uses semantic orientation (positive or negative) to determine
whether a review can be classified as recommended or not recom-
mended. Turney’s approach to differentiate positive from negative
reviews involves identifying similarity between phrases containing
adverbs and adjectives to terms “excellent" and “poor". Turney
uses semantic orientation to recommend products or movies. We
also use semantic orientation (referred to as tone) to identify the
degree of sensitivity with which reviewers convey their criticisms.

Lim et al. identify reviewers who target e-commerce products and
applications, and generate spam reviews [18]. The problem of
spamming may be analogous to the problem of copy-pasting text
in order to game the automated assessment system into giving re-
viewers high scores on their reviews. Therefore, we use a metric to
detect plagiarized reviews.

There exist research works that discuss metrics that are important
in review quality identification, and some that apply shallow ap-
proaches to determine quality. However, there is no work that takes
factors such as relevance, content type, tone, quantity and plagia-
rism into consideration while determining review quality. Our sys-



Table 1: Some examples of reviews.
S No. Review

1 “The example needs work."
2 “Yes, the organization is poor."

tem is an amalgamation of existing research in the said areas. In the
next section, we provide an overview of the different review quality
metrics.

3. AUTOMATED REVIEW ASSESSMENT
In order to assess quality, reviews have to be represented using met-
rics that capture their most important features. In general a good re-
view contains: (1) coherent and well-formed sentences, which can
be easily comprehended by the author, and (2) sufficient amount of
feedback. In this section we discuss the metrics we use to assess
reviews.

3.1 Review relevance
Reviewers may provide vague, unjustified comments. Comments
in Table 1 are generic, and do not refer to a specific object in the text
under review. For instance, what type of “work" does the “exam-
ple" need or, what is poor about the “organization"? These reviews
are ambiguous, and need to be supported with more information.
Also, how do we know if the review has been written for the right
submission, for instance any article may contain an example. Re-
view relevance helps identify if a review is talking about the right
submission.

We identify relevance in terms of the semantic and syntactic simi-
larities between two texts. We use a word order graph, whose ver-
tices, edges and double edges help determine structure-based match
across texts. We use WordNet to determine semantic relatedness.
Our approach has been described in Ramachandran and Gehringer
[19].

3.2 Review content
A review is expected to provide an assessment of the kind of work
that was done - praising the submission’s positive points, identify-
ing problems, if any, and offering suggestions on ways of improv-
ing the submission. Review examples in Table 1 do not provide
any details. Reviews must identify problems in the author’s work,
and provide suggestions for improvement in order to be useful to
authors, thus helping them understand where their work is lacking
or how it can be improved. Content of a review identifies the type
of feedback provided by the reviewer. We look for the following
types of content in a review:

• Summative - Summative reviews contain either a positive or
a neutral assessment of the author’s submission. Example: “I
guess a good study has been done on the tools as the content
looks very good in terms of understanding and also original-
ity. Posting reads well and appears to be largely original with
appropriate citation of other sources."

• Problem detection - Reviews in this category are critical of
the author’s submission and point out problems in the sub-
mission. Example: “There are few references used and there
are sections of text quoted that appear to come from a multi-
tude of web sites." However, problem detection reviews only
find problematic instances in the author’s work, and do not
offer any suggestions to improve the work.

• Advisory - Reviews that offer the author suggestions on ways
of improving their work fall into this category. Example:
“Although the article makes use of inline citations which is a
plus, there are only a few references. Additional references
could help support the content and potentially provide the ex-
amples needed." Advisory reviews display an understanding
of the author’s work, since the reviewer has taken the effort
to provide the author with constructive feedback.

Different types of review content have different degrees of useful-
ness. For instance summative reviews provide only summaries of
the author’s work and are less useful to the author, whereas reviews
that identify problems in the author’s work or provide suggestions
can be used by authors to improve their work, and are hence con-
sidered more important. We use a cohesion-based pattern identifi-
cation technique to capture the meaning of a class of reviews.

3.3 Review tone
Tone refers to the semantic orientation of a text. Semantic orienta-
tion depends on the reviewer’s choice of words and the presentation
of a review. Tone of a review is important because while provid-
ing negative criticism reviewers might unknowingly use words that
may offend the authors. Therefore we use tone information to help
guide reviewers. A review can have one of three types of tones -
positive, negative or neutral. We look for positively or negatively
oriented words to identify the tone of a review [15]. We use positive
and negative indicators from an opinion lexicon provided by Liu et
al [20] to determine the semantic orientation of a review. Semantic
orientation or tone of the text can be classified as follows:

• Positive - A review is said to have a positive tone if it pre-
dominantly contains positive feedback, i.e., it uses words
or phrases that have a positive semantic orientation. Ex-
ample: “The page is very well-organized, and the informa-
tion is complete and accurate." Adjectives such as “well-
organized", “complete" and “accurate" are good indicators
of a positive semantic orientation.

• Negative - This category contains reviews that predominantly
contain words or phrases that have a negative semantic orien-
tation. Reviews that provide negative criticism to the author’s
work fall under this category, since while providing negative
remarks reviewers tend to use language that is likely to of-
fend the authors. Such reviews could be morphed or written
in a way that is less offensive to the author of a submission.
Example: “The examples are not easy to understand and have
been copied from other sources. Although the topic is Design
Patterns in Ruby, no examples in Ruby have been provided
for Singleton and Adapter Pattern."

The given example contains negatively oriented words or
phrases such as “not easy to understand" ,“copied", “no ex-
amples". Review segment “..have been copied from other
sources..." implies that the author has plagiarized, and could
be construed by the author as a rude accusation. One of the
ways in which this review could be re-phrased to convey the
message, so as to get the author to acknowledge the mis-
take and make amends, is as follows - “The topic on De-
sign Patterns in Ruby could be better understood with more
examples, especially for the Singleton and Adapter patterns.
Please try to provide original examples from your experience
or from what was discussed in class."



• Neutral - Reviews that do not contain either positively or
negatively oriented words or phrases, or contain a mixture of
both are classified into this category. Example: “The organi-
zation looks good overall. But lots of IDEs are mentioned in
the first part and only a few of them are compared with each
other. I did not understand the reason for that." This review
contains both positively and negatively oriented segments,
i.e., “The organization looks good overall" is positively ori-
ented, while “I did not understand the reason for that." is neg-
atively oriented. The positive and negatively oriented words
when taken together give this review a neutral orientation.

In case of both content and tone, a single review may belong to
multiple categories. For instance consider the review, “Examples
provided are good; a few other block structured languages could
have been talked about with some examples as that would have
been pretty useful to give a broader pool of languages that are block
structured.” While classifying for content, we see that the first part
of the review, “Examples provided are good” praises the submis-
sion, while the remaining part of the review provides advice to the
author. Our content identification technique identifies the amount
of each type of content or tone (on a scale of 0 - 1) a review con-
tains. Similarly in the case of tone, we identify the degree of posi-
tive, negative or neutral orientation of each review.

3.4 Review quantity
Text quantity is important in determining review quality since a
good review provides the author with sufficient feedback. We plan
on using this metric to indicate to the reviewer the amount of feed-
back they have provided in comparison to the average review quan-
tity (from other reviewers of the system), thus motivating reviewers
to provide more feedback to the authors. We identify quantity by
taking a count of all the unique tokens in a piece of review. For in-
stance, consider the following review, “The article clearly describes
its intentions. I felt that section 3 could have been elaborated a little
more." The number of unique tokens in this review is 15 (excluding
articles and pronouns).

3.5 Plagiarism
Reviewers tend to refer to content in the author’s submission in
their reviews. Content taken from the author’s submission or from
some external source (Internet) should be placed within quotes in
the review. If reviewers copy text from the author’s submission
and fail to place it within quotes (knowingly or unknowingly) it is
considered as plagiarism.

Each of the review quality metrics listed is determined indepen-
dently, and are integrated into a complete review quality assess-
ment system. Reviewers are given feedback on each of these listed
metrics, so that they get a complete picture of the completeness and
quality of their review.

4. USER EXPERIENCE STUDY
We decided to study the experience of using an automated metare-
view system, since different types of reviewers - students, teaching
assistants and faculty may use this feature. We study the extent
to which users of an automated quality assessment system would
perceive it to be important, and the output of the system to be use-
ful. The study is important because it helps us understand whether
reviewers learn and benefit from such an automated metareview
system. This study also helps us learn what aspects of the feature
can be improved, by identifying what the surveyed reviewers liked

or disliked about the feature. A positive experience from using this
feature may mean that reviewers would be more inclined to use it
to improve their reviews.

According to Kuniavsky [21], user experience is “the totality of
end-users’ perceptions as they interact with a product or service.
These perceptions include effectiveness (how good is the result?),
efficiency (how fast or cheap is it?), emotional satisfaction (how
good does it feel?), and the quality of the relationship with the
entity that created the product or service (what expectations does
it create for subsequent interactions?).” There exist several other
definitions for the term user experience (abbreviated as UX) [22].
UXMatters1 defines user experience as that which “Encompasses
all aspects of a digital product that users experience directly - and
perceive, learn, and use - including its form, behavior, and con-
tent.” They also state that “Learnability, usability, usefulness, and
aesthetic appeal are key factors in users’ experience of a product.”
Therefore, apart from a study of factors such as user’s perceptions,
feelings or responses to a system, a user experience survey should
also involve a study of the learning gained from a system and the
usefulness of a system.

The aim of this study is to identify the degree of importance partic-
ipants attach to each of the metareview metrics–review relevance,
content, tone, quantity and plagiarism. This study will help us iden-
tify how effective the system is at helping reviewers learn about
characteristics of their reviews.

5. EXPERIMENTS
To study the usefulness of our review quality assessment system we
investigate the following broad research questions:

RQ1: Do automated metareviews provide useful feedback?
RQ2: Which of the review quality metrics are more or less impor-
tant than the others?
RQ3: Which of the review quality metrics’ output did the reviewers
find more or less useful when compared to the others?

5.1 Participants
In order to identify how useful users of the automated metareview
feature find it to be, we recruited 24 participants to (1) use the fea-
ture on Expertiza and (2) provide us with information on their ex-
perience by filling out a survey. Participants were recruited with an
email message, which explained to them the purpose of the study.
The set of participants included 15 doctoral students, 3 masters’
students and 1 undergraduate student, all of whom were from the
computer science department at North Carolina State University,
and 5 research scientists from academia and industry.

5.2 Data collection
Our data collection process involved two steps. In the first step,
participants were asked to use the automated metareview feature on
Expertiza. They use the system to write a review for an article. For
our study, we chose a wiki article on Software Extensibility2. We
chose this article since we were recruiting subjects from the field of
computer science, and Software Extensibility is a topic most com-
puter science students or researchers are familiar with. A detailed

1UXMatters - User experience definition -
http://www.uxmatters.com/glossary/

2Software Extensibility - https://en.wikipedia.org/
wiki/Extensibility



Table 2: Detailed set of instructions to help complete the survey

1. Use username/password to log into Expertiza.
2. Click on assignment “User Study”
3. Click on “Others’ Work” (Since you will be reviewing

someone else’s work.)
4. Click on “Begin” to start the review.
5. Click the url under the “Hyperlinks” section. Read the

article on Software Extensibility. Please keep in mind
that you are reviewing this article.

6. Answer questions on the review rubric describing the
quality of the article you read. After answering all the
review questions, click on the “Save Review” button.

7. Wait for a few minutes for the system to generate the
automated feedback.

8. Fill out the user-experience questionnaire.

set of instructions was provided to each of the participants to help
them complete the study (Table 2).

A review rubric is provided to the participants to help them write
the review. The rubric contains questions on the organization, orig-
inality, clarity and coverage of the article under review. The rubric
also evokes information on quality of the definitions, examples and
links found in the article.

When participants submit their reviews, they are presented with
automated feedback from our system. This feedback gives them
information on different aspects of their review such as (1) content
type, (2) relevance of the review to the article, (3) tone, (4) quantity
of text and (5) presence of plagiarism. A screenshot of the output
is available in Figure1. The participant reviewer reads and under-
stands the metareview feedback.

In the second step of data collection, the participant reviewer is
asked to fill out a user experience questionnaire (Step 8 in Table 2).
The user experience questionnaire is a big part of this study, and
has been explained in detail in Section 6.

6. USER EXPERIENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
The user experience questionnaire consists of four sections - par-
ticipant background, importance of reviews, importance of metrics,
usefulness of system’s output. The questions we use in our user ex-
perience survey are discussed in the following sections. Answers
to each of these questions are given on a scale of 1 (lowest) to 5
(highest).

6.1 Participant background
In the background section, participants were questioned about their
experience in writing reviews, and in their experience with using
peer-review systems such as Expertiza. The exact questions were:

Q1: Do you have prior reviewing experience?
Q2: Do you have prior experience using the Expertiza system?
Q3: Have you used a peer-review system before?
Q4: Are you a(n): Undergraduate, Masters or PhD student, or
Other?

6.2 Importance of reviews and metareviews
In the importance section, we questioned participants on the im-
portance of reviews and metareviews to a system.

Q5: How important do you think reviews are in a decision-making
process?
Q6: How important do you think metareviews (review of a review)
are in a decision-making process?

Answers are given on a 5-point scale - unimportant, somewhat im-
portant, neutral, important and extremely important. This section
also includes an open question to gather textual feedback from par-
ticipants. All these questions are optional, i.e., the participant may
choose not to respond to any of them.

We also gauge whether participants would be motivated to use re-
views to improve the quality of their submission (as an author), and
metareviews to improve the quality of their reviews (as a reviewer).
We therefore included the following questions in the questionnaire:
Q7: Would better reviews inspire you to use the feedback in your
revisions?
Q8: Would automated metareviews motivate you to update your re-
views?
Q9: Do the automated metareviews provide useful feedback?

6.3 Importance of metareview metrics
In the importance of metrics section we identify how important par-
ticipants think the different metareview metrics are in gauging the
quality of a review.

Q10: How important do you think each of the review quality met-
rics is in learning about the quality of your review? 1. Review
relevance, 2. Review content 3. Tone 4. Quantity 5. Plagiarism

The answers are given on a 5-point scale. This question helps us
identify the metrics to which users of the system attach most impor-
tance, or to which ones they attach the least importance. This sec-
tion also allows participants to provide any additional comments,
to learn about the participants’ opinions of the different metrics, or
any other related information.

6.4 Usefulness of system’s metareview output
This section helps us study the usefulness of the system’s outputs.
These questions gauge whether reviewers learned something about
their review’s quality from the automated feedback.

Q11: How useful do you think the output from each of the review
quality metrics is (from what you saw on Expertiza)? 1. Relevance,
2. Review content 3. Tone 4. Quantity 5. Plagiarism

Answers are given on a 5-point scale and range from not useful,
somewhat useful, neutral, useful or extremely useful. The ratings
indicate usefulness of the chosen design for the system’ output.
These questions help us learn whether participants are able to suc-
cessfully comprehend the meaning of the system’s output. This in-
formation coupled with the information from the previous question
on importance of metrics would help us identify the set of metrics
that need improving. This section also includes an open question to
gather any other comments participants may have on the system’s
output.

6.5 Other metrics
We included an open question on the survey to learn about any other
review quality metrics, which participants think would be useful in
an automated metareview system.



Figure 2: Participants’ rating of importance of reviews and
metareviews.

Q12: What other information do you think might help you improve
your review quality? Are there any specific review features you
would like to get feedback on? e.g. language of the review, gram-
mar, vocabulary, or nothing else

The next section discusses our analyses on the collected data.

7. ANALYSIS OF DATA
In this section we discuss some of the findings from our data. Out
of the 24 participants, 19 had prior reviewing experience. Only 7
of the participants had prior experience with the Expertiza system.

7.1 Importance of reviews and metareviews
All of the participants agreed that reviews play an important role
in the decision-making process (Figure 2). A majority of the par-
ticipants also agreed on the importance of metareviews (review of
reviews). One participant did not respond to these questions.

We asked participants whether good quality reviews would moti-
vate them to fix their submission. All participants agreed (7 agreed
strongly) that they would incorporate suggestions from the feed-
back in their work (Figure 3). We asked participants whether au-
tomated feedback on their reviews would inspire them to improve
their reviews. Out of the 24 participants 13 agreed that they would
use the automated feedback. However 8 participants displayed
doubt in the use of automated metareview feedback by answering
neither agree nor disagree. A small number said that they would
not be inclined to use the automated metareview feedback to im-
prove their reviews.

Thus we see that as authors, participants agree that good quality
feedback would motivate them to fix their work, but as reviewers
they may not be inclined to use metareview feedback to update their
reviews (and help other authors improve their work). The concept
of automated assessment of reviews is new, and a lack of under-
standing of the purpose of these metrics could be one of the reasons
why reviewers felt that automated metareviews may not motivate
them to fix their reviews.

7.2 Importance of the review quality metrics
We analyze how participants judge each of the automated metrics’
importance. The results are displayed in Figure 4. The metric,
which participants rated as the most important is relevance. Out of
the 24 participants 23 agree that relevance is important in assessing
the quality of a review (3 thought it was extremely important). The
next most important metric was found to be review content, with

Figure 3: Participants’ rating of motivation to use reviews and
metareviews to improve the quality of their submission or re-
view respectively. The chart also contains participants’ estima-
tion of usefulness of the automated metareview feature’s out-
put.

Figure 4: Participants’ rating of the importance of each review
quality metric.

21 of the participants agreeing on its importance (3 thought it was
extremely important).

Participants found quantity to be the least important metric, with 9
of them expressing doubts on its usefulness (neither important nor
unimportant) and 4 of them describing it as somewhat unimpor-
tant. Wilcoxon rank-sum test is used to determine if two metrics’
ratings have identical distributions (null hypothesis) [23]. We use
this test to compare metric quantity with metrics relevance and con-
tent (which have been identified as the most important metrics) at
0.05 significance level. The p value for the test on metrics quan-
tity and relevance is 0.0003, and for metrics quantity and content is
0.002. Since these p values are < 0.05, we conclude that quantity’s
ratings are significantly different from those of the most important
metrics - relevance and content.

Quantity contains the number of unique tokens in a review text, and
is meant to motivate reviewers to write more feedback. Quantity
may be obvious to a reviewer, since they are aware of the amount
of feedback they have provided. Hence quantity may turn out to
be the least effective, when compared with the other metrics, in
conveying any new information to the reviewer. This could be why
quantity is ranked as the least important quality metric.

7.3 Usefulness of system output
We questioned participants on the usefulness of the system’s metare-
view output, to study how informative or understandable they find



Figure 5: Participants’ rating of the usefulness of each review
quality metric.

it. The results of studying usefulness of metrics are displayed in
Figure 5. The metrics participants rated as most useful are plagia-
rism and review content, with 17 of participants (9 found plagiarism
extremely useful, and 2 found content extremely useful) agreeing
that these metrics were useful in helping them understand where
their reviews are lacking.

Tone is the second most useful metric with 16 of the participants
agreeing on its usefulness, despite having 8 participants judging it
to be neither important nor unimportant (from previous section).
Similarly in the case of quantity, 13 of the participants found the
systems’ output for quantity to be useful (2 of them thought it
was extremely useful), although 9 of the participants said that they
thought it to be neither important nor unimportant (Figure 4).

We use the Wilcoxon test (at a significance level of 0.05) to deter-
mine if there is a significant difference (increase) in the distribution
of the importance and usefulness ratings of quantity. We selected
pairs, whose ratings for usefulness showed an increase from their
corresponding importance ratings. The ratings have a p value of
0.03 < 0.05, which indicates that the increase in usefulness ratings
is significant. Similarly, when identifying the significance of in-
crease between the importance and usefulness ratings of tone, we
get a p value of 0.09. Although this is not < 0.05, we see that the
low p value may be indicative that the improvement in usefulness
ratings is not a chance occurrence (i.e., it is significant). Thus we
see that although participants thought initially that tone and quan-
tity may not be important to a metareview assessment system, they
found the output from the system for these two metrics to be in-
sightful.

Despite being judged as the most important review assessment met-
ric only 12 of the participants found the output of the relevance
metric to be useful. One of the participants expressed difficulty in
interpreting the meaning of the relevance score. Our metareview
feedback contains only real-valued scores in the range 0 - 1, which
may not have been very useful to the reviewer in understanding the
degree of relevance. This could have caused the relevance’s useful-
ness ratings to be lower when compared to the ratings of metrics
such as plagiarism, which contains true/false as output.

In the future we are planning to improve the format of the output
by providing textual feedback in addition to the numeric feedback.

The feedback will point to specific instances of a review that need
improvement. This may make it easy for reviewers to interpret the
numeric score, and maybe further motivate reviewers to use the
information to improve their reviews.

7.4 Other metrics
Some of the other metrics that participants exclaimed their inter-
est in are the grammar and syntax of reviews. One of the par-
ticipants suggested the use of sentence structure variability across
sentences as a means of assessing a review. The participant sug-
gested that though short phrases may succeed in communicating
the idea, they may not succeed in conveying the complete thought.
The presence of well-structured sentences in a review may help
the author comprehend the content of a review with ease. Well-
structured sentences also indicate to authors that the reviewer put
in a lot of thought and effort into writing the review. Similarly in
the case of another suggested metric - word complexity.

Another metric suggested by a participant is text cohesion. Reviews
sometimes contain a set of sentences, which may appear to be dis-
connected, i.e., lack a meaningful flow from one sentence to the
next. Cohesive text help make reading and understanding reviews
easier.

7.5 Usefulness of the overall automated assess-
ment feature

We surveyed participants on the usefulness of the overall automated
feedback system. Out of 24 participants 15 agreed that the feedback
was useful (Figure 3), and 8 neither agreed nor disagreed.

One of the participants exclaimed concern with the use of plagia-
rism as a metric to assess reviews. This is likely because the partic-
ipant did not see the motivation for a reviewer to plagiarize while
writing reviews. Students on Expertiza are evaluated (given scores)
on the quality of the reviews they write. Hence they do have a mo-
tivation to copy either other good quality reviews (available online)
or chunks of text from the submission and submit them as a good
quality review. Plagiarism could be caught by manual metareview-
ers, but may be missed by an automated system. Hence we have
this additional feature to ensure that reviewers do not try to game
the system by copying reviews.

8. THREATS TO VALIDITY
During the evaluation we noticed that a majority of the participants
did not have prior experience in using Expertiza, which could have
affected their overall performance.

We also learned, from the comments section of the questionnaire,
that a few of the participants did not fully understand the meaning
of some of the metrics. An understanding of the purpose of the
metareview metrics is essential to assessing their importance and
the output’s usefulness. Hence, a lack of complete understanding
of the metrics may pose as a threat to our results.

No textual reviews were provided by 4 of the participants, which
means that the system outputs a value of 0 for each of the metare-
view metrics. Participants may not be able to discern the usefulness
of metrics’ outputs for which they have received a score of 0. These
are some of the threats to the validity of our results.

9. FUTURE DIRECTIONS



In the future we plan on doing the following: (1) improve the dis-
play of metareview output to the reviewer, (2) identify the useful-
ness of other metareview metrics, (3) study the degree of agreement
of the automated metareview ratings with human-provided metare-
view ratings, and (4) study improvement in reviewing skills.

In order to improve the system’s metareview output we plan to
highlight snippets of the review that need to be updated. Two par-
ticipants suggested the need for additional information on metrics
such as problem detection and solution suggestion. We plan to pro-
vide information on specific instances (of the author’s work), which
the reviewer needs to read and assess to identify problems or pro-
vides suggestions. Also, providing feedback to reviewers with sam-
ples of good quality reviews may help them learn how to fix their
reviews.

We plan on investigating the use of other metrics such as sentence
structure, cohesion and word complexity (discussed in Section 7.4)
to study a review’s quality. At present our graph-based represen-
tations capture sentence structure (e.g. subject-verb-object), but
we do not study cohesion across sentences in a review. A study
of cohesion may involve exploring other areas of natural language
processing such as anaphora resolution [24].

We plan on investigating the extent to which the output from the
automated metareview system, as a whole, agrees with human-
provided values. This will help us determine whether the system
would do as good a job of metareviewing i.e., be as good as human
metareviewers in assessing reviews.

We would also like to study if reviewers who get feedback from
the system show signs of improvement, i.e., if their reviewing skill
improves with time. This would indicate that reviewers learn from
the system’s feedback to provide more specific and more useful
reviews to authors. We would also like to investigate the impact a
review quality assessment system has on the overall quality of the
authors’ submissions.

10. CONCLUSION
Assessment of reviews is an important problem in education, as
well as science and human resources, and so it is worthy of seri-
ous attention. This paper introduces a novel review quality feature,
which uses metrics such as review content type, relevance, tone,
quantity and plagiarism to assess reviews. This feature is integrated
into Expertiza, a collaborative web-based learning application. We
surveyed 24 participants on the importance of the metrics and use-
fulness of the review quality assessment’s output. Results indicate
that participants found review relevance to be most important in
assessing review quality, and system output from metrics such as
review content and plagiarism to be most useful in helping them
learn about their reviews.
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ABSTRACT
This work explores the e↵ects of using automatically gen-
erated hints in Deep Thought, a propositional logic tutor.
Generating hints automatically removes a large amount of
development time for new tutors, and it also useful for al-
ready existing computer-aided instruction systems that lack
intelligent feedback. We focus on a series of problems, after
which, the control group is known to be 3.5 times more likely
to cease logging onto an online tutor when compared to the
group who were given hints. We found a consistent trend
in which students without hints spent more time on prob-
lems when compared to students that were provided hints.
Exploration of the interaction networks for these problems
revealed that the control group often spent this extra time
pursuing buggy-strategies that did not lead to solutions.

1. INTRODUCTION
Problem solving is an important skill across many fields, in-
cluding science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM).
Working open-ended problems may encourage learning in
higher ’levels’ of cognitive domains [2]. Intelligent tutors
have been shown to be as e↵ective as human tutors in sup-
porting learning in many domains, in part because of their
individualized, immediate feedback, enabled by expert sys-
tems that diagnose student’s knowledge states [10]. How-
ever, it can be di�cult to build intelligent support for stu-
dents in open problem-solving environments. Intelligent tu-
tors require content experts and pedagogical experts to work
with tutor developers to identify the skills students are ap-
plying and the associated feedback to deliver [7].

In problem solving environments where students complete
many diverse steps to solve a single problem, even labeling
all correct and incorrect approaches is a large burden. There
are many computer-based educational problem-solving envi-
ronments, that have already been developed and can benefit
from data-driven approaches to providing intelligent feed-
back. We hope to contribute toward data-driven techniques
to automatically generate intelligent feedback based on pre-

viously recorded data from such environments, as well as
methods to visualize and analyzes the large amounts of data
present in student-log files.

Barnes and Stamper built an approach called the Hint Fac-
tory to use student data to build a graph of student problem-
solving approaches that serves as a domain model for auto-
matic hint generation [8]. Hint factory has been applied
across domains [6]. Stamper et al. found that the odds
of a student in the control group dropping out of the tu-
tor were 3.5 times more likely when compared to the group
provided with automatically generated hints [9]. The hints
also a↵ected problem completion rates, with the number of
problems completed in L1 being significantly higher for the
hint group by half of a standard deviation, when compared
to the control group. Eagle and Barnes have abstracted
this domain model into an Interaction Network for problem-
solving data analysis. Their preliminary results show that
applying graph mining techniques to Interaction Networks
can help uncover useful clusters that represent diverse stu-
dent approaches to solving a particular problem [5].

2. THE DEEP THOUGHT TUTOR
We perform our analysis on data from the Deep Thought
propositional logic tutor [3]. Each problem provides the
student with a set of premises, and a conclusion, and asks
students to prove the conclusion by applying logic axioms to
the premises. Deep Thought allows students to work both
forward and backwards to solve logic problems [4]. Working
backwards allows a student to propose ways the conclusion
could be reached. For example, given the conclusion B, the
student could propose that B was derived using Modus Po-
nens (MP) on two new, unjustified propositions: A ! B,A.
This is like a conditional proof in that, if the student can
justify A ! B and A, then the proof is solved. At any
time, the student can work backwards from any unjustified
components, or forwards from any derived statements or the
premises.

2.1 Data
We perform our experiments on the Spring and Fall 2009
Deep Thought logic tutor dataset as analyzed by Stamper,
Eagle, and Barnes in 2011[9]. In this dataset, three di↵er-
ent professors taught two semesters each of an introduction
to logic course, with each professor teaching one class with
hints available and one without hints in the Deep Thought
tutor. In the spring semester there were 82 students in the
Hint group and 37 students in the Control group; in the fall



semester there were 39 students in the Hint group and 83 in
the Control group. Students for which application log-data
did not exist were dropped from the study; resulting in 68
and 37 students in the Hint group, and 28 and 70 students
in the Control group for the first and second semesters re-
spectively. This results in a total of 105 students in the Hint
group and 98 students in the Control group. Students from
the 6 sections of an introduction to logic course were assigned
13 logic proofs in the deep thought tutor. The problems are
organized into three constructs: level one (L1) consisting of
the first 6 problems assigned; level two (L2) consisting of the
next 5 problems assigned; and level three (L3) consisting of
the last two problems assigned. We refer to the group that
received hints as the Hint group, and the group that did not
receive hints as the Control group.

We are interested in the usage of hints from students in the
hint group. Deep Thought has been modified to include
John Stamper’s Hint Factory [1], and provides four levels of
automatically generated hints. The first level suggests the
premise to be used, the second level provides more content,
the third level provides the logic rule to be applied, and the
fourth hint is the bottom-out hint explaining the exact pro-
cedure. We investigated two di↵erent components regarding
hint usage in Deep Thought. The first is the average num-
ber of hints per level, per problem. That is, for example,
the number of level two hints requested on problem 1-4. We
also investigated hint coverage in the Deep Thought tutor as
provided by the Hint Factory for each problem and the over-
all. In Deep Thought, the Hint Factory can either generate
a hint, in which case all four levels of hints are generated or
a hint cannot be generated in which case no hints will exist
for some given step in the problem.

3. RESULTS
In order to investigate the increased rate of drop-out between
the hint group and the control group. We concentrate on the
first 5 problems from L1 of the Deep Thought Tutor. We fo-
cus here as, while the groups started with similar completion
and attempt rates, after level 1 the groups diverge on both
completion and problem attempt rates. Since investigation
of the interaction networks for these problems revealed that
the control group often pursue buggy-strategies, which do
not result in solving the problem, we hypothesized that their
would be di↵erences in the amount of time spent in tutor
between the groups.

We performed analysis on the student-tutor interaction logs.
For each student we calculated the summation of their elapsed
time per interaction. To control for interactions in which the
student may have idled we filtered any interactions that took
longer than 10 minutes. The descriptive statistics for this
are located in table 1, Prob represents the problem number,
H and C represent the Hint group and the Control group.

The large standard deviations are a sign that perhaps this
data is not normal. Exploring the data with Q-Q plots re-
veals that the data is in fact, not normally distributed. This
prevents us from performing between-group statistical tests,
such as the student’s t-test, as our data violates the assump-
tion of normality. To normalize the data, we use a logarith-
mic transformation (common log) to make the data more
symmetric and homoscedastic. Observation of the Q-Q plot

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics for Time (in seconds)
Spent in Each Problem

N M SD
Prob H C H C H C
1.1 104 93 765.89 1245.24 956.41 1614.30
1.2 88 76 761.65 1114.37 911.24 1526.91
1.3 90 67 664.17 1086.09 733.95 2119.19
1.4 87 71 754.60 1266.39 1217.06 1808.53
1.5 84 67 710.62 1423.22 1192.43 2746.54

and histogram of the transformed data reveal that we had
addressed the normality concerns. The results are presented
in table 2.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics After Common Log
Transformation

N M SD
Prob H C H C H C
1.1 104 93 2.63 2.79 0.48 0.55
1.2 88 76 2.59 2.73 0.54 0.54
1.3 90 67 2.62 2.72 0.44 0.48
1.4 87 71 2.66 2.89 0.40 0.41
1.5 84 67 2.55 2.75 0.48 0.60

To test for di↵erences between the two groups on each prob-
lem, we subjected the common log transformed data to t-
test. The results from this test are presented in table 3.
There are significant di↵erences for problems 1, 4, and 5.
The ratio is calculated by taking the di↵erence between the
hint group mean and the control group mean. As lg(x) �
lg(y) = lg(x

y

) the confidence interval from the logged data
estimates the di↵erence between the population means of
log transformed data. Therefore, the anti-logarithms of the
confidence interval provide the confidence interval for the
ratio. We provide the C:H ratios and confidence intervals in
table 4.

Table 3: Ratio Between Groups (H:C) in the Origi-
nal Scale

95% Confidence Interval
Prob Ratio low high p-value t
1.1 0.69 0.50 0.97 0.03 -2.18
1.2 0.72 0.49 1.06 0.10 -1.68
1.3 0.78 0.56 1.10 0.15 -1.43
1.4 0.58 0.44 0.78 0.00 -3.61
1.5 0.62 0.42 0.93 0.02 -2.31

In order to explore what these di↵erences mean, we shall
transform the data back to our original scale (seconds.) The
transformed data is provided in table 5. These are the Geo-
metric Means, which are often closer to the original median,
than they are the mean. The ratios from tables 3 and 4
are easily interpreted as the log of the ratio of the geomet-
ric means. For example in problem 1.4, in the common log
scale, the mean di↵erence between hint and control group is
-0.23. Therefore, our best estimate of the ratio of the hint
time and control time is 10�.23 = 0.58. Our best estimate of
the e↵ect of Hint is it takes 0.58 times as many seconds as
the control group to complete the problem. The confidence
interval reported above is for this di↵erence ratio.



Table 4: Ratio Between Groups (C:H) in the Origi-
nal Scale

95% CI
Prob Ratio low high
1.1 1.44 1.04 2.01
1.2 1.39 0.94 2.05
1.3 1.27 0.91 1.78
1.4 1.71 1.28 2.30
1.5 1.60 1.07 2.40

Figure 1: Cumulative average time (in seconds) per
problem across the tutor.

The geometric mean of the amount of seconds needed to
solve problem 1.4 for the hint group is 0.58 (95% CI: 0.44
to 0.78) times as much as that needed for students in the
control group. Stated alternatively, students in the control
group spend 1.71 (95% CI: 1.07 to 2.40) times as long as the
Hint group in problem 1.4.

Table 5: Geometric Means and Confidence Intervals
in Seconds

95% CI 95% CI
P H low high C low high
1 428.66 347.14 529.31 618.19 478.60 798.51
2 387.07 297.97 502.82 537.80 405.75 712.82
3 413.80 335.89 509.78 527.18 405.05 686.13
4 454.43 374.38 551.61 778.01 624.48 969.29
5 352.90 278.06 447.89 565.61 405.34 789.24

Exploring the total time spent between all five problems also
required a log transformation. The total time spent on the
first 5 problems between the hint group (M = 3.34, SD =
0.4) and the control group (M = 3.44, SD = 0.51) was not
significant, t(198) = 1.41, p = 0.16. This corresponds to a
H:C ratio of 0.81 (95% 0.60 to 1.09), and a C:H ratio of 1.24
(95% CI: 0.92 to 1.66).

In order to explore di↵erences in overall time in tutor be-
tween the two groups, we subjected the total elapsed time
on all 13 problems. The total time in tutor between the hint
group (M = 3.75, SD = 0.43) and the control group (M =
3.72, SD = 0.58) was no significant, t(200) = 0.40, p = 0.694.

3.1 Hint Usage and Coverage

Figure 2: Average time (in seconds) spent per prob-
lem.

We investigated the average hint usage per student, per
problem. Table 6 depicts the average number of hints per
student for each hint level, for each problem. Note that
these values are for a single problem, which requires multi-
ple steps. This means that requesting a level four hint allows
a student to skip a single step, of many, for a single problem
and not an entire problem.

Table 6: Average Hint Use per Problem
Problem H1 H2 H3 H4
1.1 1.61 0.94 0.66 0.23
1.3 1.79 1.46 1.13 0.77
1.4 2.96 1.66 1.18 0.32
2.2 3.44 2.27 2.04 1.08
2.3 5.56 3.09 2.44 1.00
2.4 1.45 0.99 0.90 0.51
2.5 3.66 1.91 1.66 0.88

In table 7 we provide the hint coverage for each problem.
The hint coverage is calculated by taking the number of
fulfilled hint requests divided by the number of total hint
requests for a problem.

Table 7: Hint Coverage Rates
Hint

Problem Coverage
1.1 0.74
1.3 0.62
1.4 0.81
2.2 0.82
2.3 0.81
2.4 0.88
2.5 0.80
Overall 0.78

4. DISCUSSION
The results of this analysis show that students in the con-
trol group are overall not spending significantly more time
in the tutor during these first five problems. However, the
control does spend significantly more time in some prob-
lems compared to the hint group. Problems 1, 3 and 4
provided students with the automatically generated hints.
While problem 2 and 5 had no hints for either group. We



would expect there to be di↵erences in time to solve for the
hint group, and this was the case for problem 1. We would
also expect that having no hints on problem two would not
display an e↵ect, as the second problem is too early to ex-
pect di↵erences to emerge between the groups. Problem 1.3
is interesting as this problem is the first in which the groups
begin to show preferences towards di↵erent solution strate-
gies. With the control group preferring to work backwards,
and the hint group preferring to work forwards (hints are
only available for solutions working forward). Problem 1.4
and 1.5, both of which showed significant di↵erences in time
spent, showed a large portion of control group student in-
teractions to be perusing buggy-strategies.

This is interesting as the control group is spending at least
as much, and often more, time in tutor and yet meeting with
less overall success. The control students are not becoming
stuck in a single bottleneck location within the problems
and then quitting, which would result in lower control group
times. The control students are actively trying to solve the
problems using strategies that do not work. The hint group
is able to avoid these strategies via the use of the hints. The
hint group students also develop a preference for solving
problems forward, as that is the direction in which they can
ask for hints. It is interesting to see that these preferences
remain, even when hints are not available.

The e↵ect of the automatically generated hints appear to let
the hint group spend around 60% of the time per problem
compared to the control group. Or stated di↵erently, the
control group requires about 1.5 times as much time per
problem when compared to the hint group. These results
show that the hints provided by the Hint Factory, which
are generated automatically, can provide large di↵erences in
how long students need to solve problems.

Regarding average hint use, table 6 suggests that problem
2.3 is likely the most di�cult as it has the highest levels of
hint usage for nearly all levels. Table 6 also suggests there
is little gaming behavior occurring in the Deep Thought tu-
tor from students. As previously stated a single problem
requires multiple steps, so to see level four hints at values
around one and below is encouraging.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has provided evidence that automatically pro-
duced hints can have drastic e↵ects on the amount of time
that students spend solving problems in a tutor. We found
a consistent trend in which students without hints spent
more time on problems when compared to students that were
provided hints. Exploration of the interaction networks for
these problems revealed that the control group often spent
this extra time pursuing buggy-strategies that did not lead
to solutions. Future work will explore other data available
on the interaction level, such as errors, in order to get a bet-
ter understanding of what the control group is doing with
their extra time in tutor. We will also look into the develop-
ment of further interventions that can help students avoid
spending time on strategies that are unlikely to provide so-
lutions.
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Abstract. Formative feedback for a learner typically uses human or artificial 
intelligence to draw an inference about a learner’s knowledge state from the 
learner’s actions, and select a learner-directed response. To tackle cases when 
such intelligence is not easily available, we are exploring ways of providing 
implicit formative feedback: A learner’s action is to respond to an explanation 
prompt, and the learner-directed response is to provide an instructional 
explanation. We consider explanations for correct examples to mathematics 
exercises, but the exciting implications will be for less well-defined domains 
that are challenging for cognitive tutors to model. To motivate learners to 
explain and to increase implicit feedback, we also explore prompts to compare 
the self-generated and instructional explanations. 

Keywords: explanation, self-explanation, learning, comparison, formative 
feedback 

1   Introduction 

Traditionally, feedback to students has often been summative, such as midterm 
scores and state exams, where even the application of advanced psychometric 
techniques leads to measures that provide a summary assessment of some attribute. 
The pen- and paper- tests typically administered and the time needed for another 
human to grade and assess places a natural delay between a student’s behavior(s) and 
the provision of feedback about that behavior.  

Now that learners’ behavior is increasingly in a computerized or online 
environment, there are three key implications. The first is that many tests and 
measures typically considered as (summative) assessments can be analyzed 
instantaneously and automatically. The second is that online digital environments 
allow for the delivery of sophisticated instruction and formative feedback. The third is 
that the constant logging of data on a computer means that a much wider range of 
student behaviors is available as fodder for ‘assessments’, which can then be analyzed 
and used to provide formative feedback to students. 

As evidenced by the current workshop and extensive research in the learning 
sciences [1] [2] [3], great progress has been made in developing formative 
assessments and feedback. However, the issue of providing formative feedback raises 
two core challenges.  

The first is that providing formative feedback that helps learning seems to be 
constrained by how accurately an automatic system can diagnose a learner’s 



knowledge state, infer what instructional tactic is likely to deliver formative feedback 
that moves the learner to a more effective knowledge state, and ensure the learner 
successfully uses this instruction or formative feedback. While there have been great 
strides in developing the data mining and artificial intelligence capacities to achieve 
all three of these goals, is there a way to mitigate these constraints through a 
complementary approach to the problem of providing formative feedback? 

The second challenge is that – even if the above issues could be solved – learners 
may not learn general metacognitive skills of self-regulation – to identify gaps in their 
knowledge, consider how to fill them or seek out new information, and engage in 
effective learning strategies that move their understanding forward. 

One potential way to address both of these issues is to provide information from 
which learners can generate implicit formative feedback, and structure the 
instructional environment to support learners in generating and using this feedback.  

This paper outlines a paradigm for doing this and reports the design of an ongoing 
study. Learners are asked or prompted to self-generate explanations, then are provided 
with normative answers or instructional explanations that respond to the same prompt, 
and finally are guided to compare their self-generated explanations with the 
instructional explanations provided. This draws together work in education and 
psychology on the benefits of self-explanation [4] [5], on how to provide appropriate 
instructional explanations for students [6] [7], and on the benefits of comparison for 
learning [8]. 

Context for introducing implicit feedback: Worked example 
solutions in Khan Academy mathematics exercises 

While the general framework can be applied to many contexts, the current study 
examines the generation, consideration, and comparison of explanations in the 
KhanAcademy.org exercise framework (www.khanacademy.org/exercisedashboard).  
This provides a large collection of mathematics exercises with a similar format, used 
by tens of thousands of students. It is therefore a widely applicable context in which 
to develop a paradigm for providing implicit feedback from self-generated and 
instructional explanations.  

Figure 1 shows an example of an exercise we have augmented. The typical (non-
augmented) exercise starts with a statement of a problem for the student to solve, 
which is outlined in the box surrounded by a dark black line. When ready, students 
can type in a proposed answer and then receive feedback on its correctness. At any 
point, students can also request a hint, which reveals the next step of a worked 
example solution to the problem. Students have to enter the correct problem to 
advance, but because every problem provides on-demand “hints” which step-by-step 
reveal the solution, they can eventually do so (the last step is simply the answer).  

This design already builds in some form of implicit feedback, if it is assumed that 
students first try to consider steps in the problem’s solution before requesting hints. A 
hint or solution step can therefore give them implicit feedback about the 
appropriateness of what they were considering before.  



Incorporating self-generated and instructional explanations 

The template for Khan Academy’s mathematics exercises ensures that students 
must generate or simply be told the correct answer by the end of each exercise. Our 
augmentation of the exercises all occurs after the student receives feedback that they 
have entered the correct answer – whether they generate it themselves, are helped by 
hints, or need to go to the very end of the solution to see the answer. 

As shown in Figure 1, the typical Khan Academy math exercise (labeled practice-
as-usual) is augmented using three instructional tactics: (1) Including prompts for 
students to self-generate explanations; (2) Including instructional explanations 
directed at these prompts, ostensibly from another student or teacher; (3) Asking 
students to compare their self-generated explanations to the instructional 
explanations. 

The self-generate explanation prompt appears beside a solution step, in a 
distinctive purple font and accompanied by a text box for students to type their 
response. The example in Figure 1 has the prompt “Explain what this step means to 
you:”. The instructional explanation can be shown in a similar position, such as 
“Another student explained this as:…”. The compare judgment solicits a comparison 
of the student’s own explanation with the instructional explanation which was 
supposedly provided by someone else: “How similar is your explanation to the other 
student’s explanation?”. 



 

Figure 1: Illustration of worked example solution in typical Khan Academy exercise, 
and how the problem can be augmented with: (1) a prompt to self-generate an 
explanation for the correct answer, (2) An instructional explanation, ostensibly from 
another student, (3) A request for a learner to compare his/her explanation with the 
instructional explanation. The practice-as-usual exercise can be found at 
https://www.khanacademy.org/math/probability/statistics-
inferential/normal_distribution/e/z_scores_1 
 



Experiment 

The ongoing study will be conducted using a convenience sample of adults recruited 
from Amazon Mechanical Turk, as well as undergraduate students. The goal is to 
investigate this paradigm in a controlled laboratory setting, and then extend it to a 
realistic educational environment with students in a high school, or introduce it on the 
actual Khan Academy platform, in an extension of an ongoing collaboration with 
Khan Academy. 

The study independently manipulates whether or not learners are prompted to self-
generate explanations for the correct answer (once it is obtained), and whether or not 
they are provided an instructional explanation for the correct answer. This results in 
four conditions:  

Practice-as-usual with the typical Khan Academy exercise and no self-generated 
or instructional explanation. 

Self-generated explanation (but no instructional explanation) which includes the 
prompt to explain why the answer is correct. 

Instructional explanation (but no prompt to self-generate an explanation) which 
provides an explanation that is supposed to come from another student. 

Self-generated and instructional explanations. This condition is key to evaluating 
whether learning can be improved through using explanations to provide implicit 
formative feedback for learners. As described in the next section, several variables are 
manipulated in this condition to investigate the most effective means of combining 
self-generated and instructional explanations. 

Self-generated and instructional explanations: Order & Comparison 

To further investigate the learning benefits of self-generated and instructional 
explanations, the condition in which participants receive both a self-generated and 
instructional explanation is made of four nested conditions. These are generated by 
experimentally manipulating the order of self-generated and instructional explanation 
(self-generated prompt first, then instructional explanation, vs. instructional then self-
generated) and whether or not a comparison is requested (no comparison prompt, vs. 
a comparison prompt). The comparison prompt asks learners to rate similarity of self-
generated and instructional explanations, such as can be seen in Figure 1: “How 
similar is your explanation to the other student’s explanation?”, rated on a scale from 
1 (not at all) to 5 (very similar).  

It should be noted that the self-generated and instructional explanation are never 
onscreen at the same time, to avoid simple copying or rote responses. Whichever is 
presented first simply disappears on the appearance of whichever is presented second. 

The design therefore produces four conditions: Self-Instructional, Instructional-
Self, Self-Instructional-Compare, Instructional-Self-Compare. The manipulations that 
produce these conditions allow us to investigate whether and when learners receive 
implicit formative feedback from generating explanations, receiving instructional 
explanations, and engaging with prompts to compare these explanations. 



Summary 

The study outlined here aims to investigate whether the proposed combinations of 
self-generated and instructional explanations have a beneficial impact on learning. 
The study can shed light on how to design a learning environment to provide implicit 
formative feedback, by examining how accuracy and speed in exercises is influenced 
by the relative effects of self-generating explanations, receiving instructional 
explanations, doing both, and comparing one’s self-generated effort with an 
instructional explanation. More generally, the software adaptation of the Khan 
Academy exercise framework provides a setting to ask an even broader range of 
issues: such as changing the type of explanation prompts, features of the instructional 
explanations, the kinds of comparison prompts used (listing vs. rating, analyzing 
differences vs. similarities, contrasting explanation quality by identifying pros & cons 
of each, or by grading or rating different explanations). 
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ABSTRACT
Self-regulated learners are successful because of their abil-
ity to select learning strategies, monitor their learning out-
comes and adapt them accordingly. However, it is not easy
to measure the outcomes of a learning strategy especially
while learning. We present an architecture that allows stu-
dents to gauge the e↵ectiveness of learning behavior after
the learning episode by using an interface that helps them
recall what transpired during the learning episode more ac-
curately. After an annotation process, the profit sharing
algorithm is used for creating learning policies based on stu-
dents’ learning behavior and their evaluations of the learning
episode’s outcomes. A learning policy contains rules which
describe the e↵ectiveness of performing actions in a par-
ticular state. Learning policies are utilized for generating
feedback that informs students about which actions could
be changed or retained so that they can better adapt their
behavior in future learning episodes. The algorithms were
also tested using previously collected learning behavior data.
Results showed that the approaches are capable of building
a logical learning policy and utilize the policy for generating
appropriate feedback.

Keywords
delayed feedback, self-regulated learning, profit sharing

1. INTRODUCTION
Students often learn on their own when they study for tests,
make assignments and perform research as part of their aca-
demic requirements. They also learn by themselves when
they investigate topics which may not be directly related to
class discussions but are interesting to them. When students
learn alone, they encounter many challenges related to the

⇤also a�liated with: Center for Empathic Human-Computer
Interactions, College of Computer Studies, De La Salle Uni-
versity, Manila, Philippines

learning task, as well as challenges that are meta-cognitive
and a↵ect related.

Students who can self-regulate are capable of overcoming
these challenges better compared to those who cannot. One
reason for this is that self-regulated students know how to
select and adapt their learning strategies depending on the
current situation. However, this is a complex task because
it requires attention and sophisticated reasoning to know
which learning strategies to apply, to monitor the outcomes
of a learning strategy and to know when a strategy needs to
be changed [13].

In this research, we discuss an architecture for helping stu-
dents manage their learning behavior by helping them be-
come aware of the outcomes of the learning strategies they
employed and by helping them identify which strategy is
e↵ective in a particular situation.

2. RELATED WORK
Self-regulated learners can be di↵erentiated from less self-
regulated learners by looking at the learning behaviors they
exhibit. They are characterized by their diligence and re-
sourcefulness, their awareness of the skills they possess, their
initiative to seek out information and their perseverance to
continue learning and find ways to overcome obstacles [13].

Research such as that of Kinnenbrew, Loretz and Biswas
[8] has shown these di↵erences in behavior. In their work,
they investigated students’ learning behavior while using
Betty’s Brain, a computer-based learning environment in
the science domain that helped students develop learning
strategies. They processed log data from student interac-
tions and mapped them to canonical actions. Action se-
quences were then mined using sequential pattern mining
and episode mining to discover learning behaviors. Their
results showed that high performing students showed sys-
tematic reading behavior and frequent re-reading of relevant
information which was not seen in low performing students.

In the work of Sabourin, Shores, Mott and Lester [10], the
authors also observed di↵erences in the students’ behavior as
they interacted with Crystal Island, a game-based learning
environment developed for the microbiology domain. While
interacting with the environment, students were prompted
to report their mood and status. These were later processed
and used to categorize the students’ goal setting and goal



reflection behavior. They were then given an overall self-
regulated learning (SRL) score based on their reports and
assigned into low, medium or high SRL category. Students
in the high SRL category frequently used in-game resources
that provided task-related information and resources that
allowed them to record notes. They also spent less time
using resources for testing their hypothesis and had higher
learning gains.

MetaTutor is a hypermedia learning environment developed
for the biology domain that identifies students’ SRL pro-
cesses and also helps them use these processes [2]. Students
who used the system indicated the SRL processes they used
by selecting it from the list of SRL processes in the system’s
interface. Pedagogical agents also gave them prompts to use
certain SRL processes depending on the current situation
(i.e., student information, time on page, time on current
sub-goal, number of pages visited relevance of the current
page to the sub-goal, etc.) and also gave them feedback re-
garding how they used these processes. Students who used
the version of the system with prompts and feedback were
reported to have higher learning e�ciencies compared to stu-
dents who used a version of the system without prompts and
feedback.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
Learners often have di�culty in selecting, monitoring and
adapting learning strategies because of its high cognitive
load requirement. This is especially true for complex do-
mains such as science, math, engineering and technology.
The approach we take in this work involves helping students
understand the outcomes of their learning behavior better
by helping them recall what transpired in a recently con-
cluded learning episode. The advantage of recalling is that
after the learning episode, students do not need to worry
about the learning task and can focus on analyzing their
learning behavior. Students will also have a more complete
and accurate measurement of their learning behavior’s e↵ec-
tiveness because they can observe both short and long term
e↵ects on learning. This information will be useful for stu-
dents in future learning episodes because when they monitor
and adapt learning strategies, they can base their decisions
on the current context as well as their predictions of what
could happen according to their reflections from previous
learning episodes.

Asking students to recall a recently concluded learning episode
presents two issues. First, students will not be able to
completely remember what transpired during the learning
episode. We addressed this in our previous work wherein
we developed a tool called Sidekick Retrospect, which took
screenshots of the students’ desktop and video frames from
a video of their face during a learning episode [7]. Students
who used the software in our experiment reported that they
were able to discover things about their behavior that they
were previously unaware of. It was also enough to help them
reflect on what transpired so that they were able to identify
problems with their learning behavior and think of probable
solutions. Figure 1 shows a screenshot of the system’s inter-
face which are presented to the students after the learning
episode. A timeline of the entire learning episode is shown
together with desktop and webcam video screenshots rela-
tive to the mouse’s position in the timeline.

Figure 1: Sidekick Retrospect Annotation Interface

An issue we encountered from our previous work was that
students who used the software seemed to focus only on the
most significant aspect of the learning episode. They did
not reflect as much on other instances during the learning
episode even when they employed other learning strategies
that also had an impact on their learning. This may have
been the case because students were already too tired to
spend more time analyzing each event in depth.

The architecture presented in Figure 2, integrates the method-
ology we used in our previous work with our current ap-
proach for helping students recall what transpired during
the learning session and helping them discover more insights
about their learning behavior. We designed our system so
that students would not be bound by a specific environment
or domain and keep the learning environment as natural as
possible. Students were allowed to learn using any tool or
application on or o↵ the computer. However, they had to
stay in front of the computer so it could take desktop and we-
bcam video screenshots of their activities and so they could
annotate the data after the learning episode. The entire pro-
cess was split into three phases which are each discussed in
the following subsections.

3.1 Interaction Phase
The interaction phase begins by first asking students to in-
put their learning goals for the current learning episode.
Data collection starts right after students finish inputting
their goals. The system then starts logging the applications
used by the students, the title of the current application’s
window and the corresponding timestamps. Screenshots of
the desktop and the webcam’s video feed are also taken and
stored using the same timestamp as that of the log data.

3.2 Annotation Phase
In the annotation phase, students are asked to annotate their
intentions, activities and a↵ective states. Intentions can ei-
ther be goal related or non-goal related relative to the goals
that were set at the start of the learning episode. Activi-
ties referred to any activity the student did while learning
which could either be done on the computer (e.g., using a
browser) or out of the computer (e.g., reading a book). Two
sets of a↵ect labels were used for annotating a↵ective states



Figure 2: System architecture

wherein goal-related activities were annotated as either de-
lighted (DEL), engaged (ENG), confused (CNF), frustrated
(FRS), bored (BRD), surprised (SRP) or neutral (NUT) and
non-goal related activities were annotated as either delighted
(DEL), sad (SAD), angry (AGY), disgusted (DIS), surprised
(SRP), afraid (AFR) or neutral (NUT). Academic emotions
[4] are used for annotating goal related intentions because
they give more contextual information about the learning
activity. However, academic emotions might not capture
other emotions outside of the learning context so Ekman’s
basic emotions [5] were used to annotate non-goal related
intentions.

The system’s annotation interface helps students recall what
transpired during the learning episode by showing desktop
and webcam screenshots depending on the position of the
mouse on the timeline. The actual annotations can be cre-
ated by using the mouse to select a time range then clicking
on the corresponding intention, activity and a↵ective state
buttons. Students are also allowed to input a description of
the activity when it was done outside of the computer.

While annotating, students inherently recall what transpired
allowing them to identify the appropriate annotation. Going
through the entire learning episode sequentially also helps
the students annotate more accurately because they can see
how and why their activities change. Furthermore, they
also see the outcomes of these activities. It is possible that
students might not annotate the data correctly for fear of
judgment or lower scores. However, reassuring them that the
results will not be used as part of their grades or telling them
that accurately annotating their data will help them become
more self-regulated and e↵ective could help minimize these
cases.

After the annotation process, students are asked to give a
learning e↵ectiveness rating between one to five, indicating
how good they felt the learning episode was. This rating is
likely to be accurate because of the level of detail in which
students reviewed their learning episode.

3.3 Modeling and Feedback Phase
In the modeling and feedback phase, students’ data are an-
alyzed to create and update the student’s list of e↵ective
learning behavior or policy. Students’ behavior in the cur-
rent learning episode can be compared to the policy to iden-
tify e↵ective and ine↵ective behavior that can be adapted in
succeeding episodes.

3.3.1 Learning policy creation

Self-regulation can be viewed as cyclic phases of forethought,
performance and self-reflection [14] wherein reflections about
the outcomes of behavior after a learning episode can be used
to increase the e↵ectiveness of future learning episodes (e.g.,
discarding or modifying ine↵ective behavior). The ideal ef-
fect of would be for learning outcomes to continually improve
over time.

We fit this incremental perspective of adapting behavior into
a reinforcement learning (RL) problem in machine learning
which searches for the best actions to take in an environment
(i.e., learning behavior) to maximize a cumulative reward
(i.e., learning e↵ectiveness) [11].

Profit sharing is a model-free RL approach that is capable of
converging even in domains that do not satisfy the Marko-
vian property [1]. We decided to use this approach primarily
because we deal with human behavior in a non-deterministic
and uncontrolled environment. Profit sharing’s reinforce-
ment mechanism allows it to learn e↵ective, yet sometimes
non-optimal, policies quickly compared to other algorithms.
This is ideal for our situation because we need to give policy-
based feedback using minimal data.

Profit sharing di↵ers from other RL techniques because it re-
inforces e↵ective rules instead of estimating values from suc-
ceeding sequential states. A rule consists of a state-action
pair (Ot,At) which means performing At when Ot is ob-
served. We consider these rules as learning behaviors. An
episode n is a finite sequence of rules wherein the entire se-
quence is awarded the reward R based on its outcome. After
each episode, the weights of each rule in the sequence is up-
dated using (1) where function f(R, t) is a credit assignment
with t being the rule’s distance from the goal. Note that it
is possible for a rule’s weight to be updated more than once
if it appears more than once in a sequence. The set of all
rules and their corresponding weights is called a policy. A
policy is rational or guaranteed to converge to a solution
when the credit assignment fuction satisfies the rationality
theorem (2) with L being the number of possible actions. In
our work, we used a modified version of the rational credit
assignment function (3), which was adapted from [1] so that
the rules’ weights will be bound by the reward value.

Wn+1(Ot, At) Wn(Ot, At) + f(R, T ) (1)

8t = 1, 2, 3..., T. L
tX

j=0

f(R, j) < f(R, t) (2)

fn+1(R, t) = (R�Wn(Ot, At))(0.3)
T�t (3)

According to Winne’s [12] SRL model, students adapt their



strategies based on the results of metacognitive monitoring
and evaluation. When the outcome of a task satisfies a stu-
dent’s expectations, then they may continue performing the
current task or proceed to the next task. On the other hand,
when a task does not achieve its expected outcomes, stu-
dents can adapt their strategies accordingly. Unfortunately,
we did not have access to students’ metacognitive evalua-
tions in our data. However, Carver and Scheier’s [3] model
theorized that the results of metacognitive evaluations can
be observed in students’ emotion. When the outcome of
a task is according to a student’s expectation, then neu-
tral a↵ect is experienced. However, when the outcome does
not satisfy expectations then negative a↵ect is experienced.
On the other hand, when the outcome exceeds expectations
then positive a↵ect is experienced. Based on these assump-
tions, we represented our states using the triple <activity,
a↵ect, duration>. Apart from a↵ect which approximated
students’ metacognitive evaluation, we included activity to
indicate the task performed by the student and duration to
indicate how long it was performed by the student.

The data showed that students performed similar activities
but used di↵erent applications (e.g., browsing websites with
Google Chrome vs. Mozilla Firefox). Instead of treating
these separately, we categorized the students’ activities into
six types: information search [IS] (e.g., using a search en-
gine), view information source [IV] (e.g., reading a book,
viewing a website), write notes [WN], seek help from peers
[HS] (e.g., talking to a friend), knowledge application [KA]
(e.g., paper writing, presentation creation, data processing)
and o↵-task [OT] (e.g., playing a game).

Durations were even more varied ranging from one second
(e.g., clicking a link from a search results page) to 53 min-
utes (e.g., watching a video). Using this directly will result
in a large state space so we categorized them into short,
medium or long duration. The duration values were posi-
tively skewed so evenly partitioning the data according to
the number of elements or frequency would cause both short
and medium groups to have small and similar values. The
long duration group on the other hand, would have values
with high variation. We decided to use k-Means to catego-
rize the duration values into three clusters (i.e., k = 3) and
using a Euclidean distance formula as described in [6]. Clus-
tering produced groups with elements having similar dura-
tion values and whose values were di↵erent from the other
groups. Elements in the cluster with the smallest values
were labeled short duration, elements in the cluster with the
biggest values were labeled long duration and the elements
in the remaining cluster were labeled with medium duration.
The centroids identified by k-means for short, medium and
long durations were 69.4 seconds (1.15 minutes), 614.5 (10.2
minutes) seconds and 1999.4 seconds (33.3 minutes) respec-
tively. 90.83% of the duration values were short, 8.17% were
medium and 0.10% were long.

In the learning context, actions would refer to changing from
one activity to the other. So, we used the same eight activity
categories as actions. However, we added a change informa-
tion source [CS] action to handle cases when students would
either view a di↵erent website or change to or from a physical
information source (e.g., book, printed conference paper).

In this representation, there would be no consecutive rules
with states having the same values unless they were paired
with di↵erent actions. Otherwise, these rules were merged
and their durations added. An example of a rule would have
the form (<IV, CNF, short>, CS).

The student’s rating of the learning episode’s e↵ectiveness
can directly be used as the reward value. Data from learning
episodes can then be converted into rule sequences and be
used to update each rule’s weight incrementally using (1)
with the corresponding reward values. The rules’ weights
are expected to converge to the reward value it is commonly
associated with.

3.3.2 Learning policy-based feedback

According to Pressley, Levin and Ghatala [9], adult stu-
dents who were given information regarding the utility of
two learning strategies and a chance to practice them were
capable of validating its outcomes and were reported to use
the more e↵ective strategy. In our case, the utility of per-
forming an action in a certain state is its weight value (i.e.,
applying the rule will likely lead to a learning e↵ectiveness
rating that is at least the weight value). Information about
the utility of two or more competing rules (i.e., rules refer-
ring to the same state but with di↵erent actions) can be used
to give students feedback at the end of a learning episode
so they can verify and adapt them accordingly in succeed-
ing episodes. When students used more e↵ective rules, it
is assumed to result in better learning e↵ectiveness ratings
which will reinforce the rule in the learning policy.

As more rules are observed and added into the learning pol-
icy, some rules may not be relevant to a particular learning
episode. The rules with their corresponding utilities should
first be filtered before they are presented to the student.
In the first learning episode, the learning policy will still
be empty so feedback will be unavailable. When a policy
already contains rules, each rule employed in the current
learning episode can be compared to the rules in the learn-
ing policy and provide relevant feedback. The pseudo code
presented below describes how three types of feedback can
be given to the student. First, when students perform an
action with a worse utility based on the policy, the system
can remind the student to select the better action. Second,
if the student performs an action which isn’t in the policy
but has lower utility than the best action in the policy, the
student is told that the action may be ine↵ective. Lastly,
if the student performs an action which isn’t in the policy
but has a higher utility than the best action, the student
is informed that a better action has been found compared
to the previous best action. Whenever a student performs
the best action according to the policy, feedback is no longer
given because it is assumed that the student already knows
this and is the reason why the action was selected. In cases
when the student performs an action in an unknown state,
feedback cannot be given as well because of insu�cient in-
formation.

Initialize set of weighted rules X
Copy old policy P into P’
For each (Ot, At) in the current learning episode

Update W (Ot, At) in P’ using (1)



For each (Op, Ap) in policy P
If Ot = Op,i

Add W (Op,i, Ap,i) into X
End

End
End
For each (Ot, At) in the current learning episode

If (Ot, At) not in X
Unknown utility

Else if (Ot, At) not in P
If W (Ot, At) < max(W (Op,i0 , Ap,i0)) in X

Inform student that Ap,i0 > At

Else
Inform student that At > Ap,i0

End
Else

If At <> Ap,i0 where max(W (Op,i0 , Ap,i0)) in X
Inform student that Ap,i0 > At

End
End

End

A cause for concern is that the learning policy might not
have converged yet resulting in incorrect feedback (e.g., telling
the student to perform an action which is actually ine↵ec-
tive). Again according to Pressley et. al. [9], despite being
given incorrect utility information adults are able to select
better strategies after practice wherein they are able to ob-
serve the strategy’s actual utility. As students constantly se-
lect e↵ective actions (i.e., as a result of their own evaluation),
the policy will be updated to reinforce these actions and de-
crease the chance of providing incorrect feedback. This em-
phasizes the need for students in this environment to explore
other actions so that they can find the best actions which
will also be reflected in the policy. It also then becomes nec-
essary for other mechanisms to encourage exploration such
as looking at other students’ learning policies for possible
actions or using expert knowledge.

4. LEARNING BEHAVIOR DATA
The methodology described in the interaction and annota-
tion phases of the architecture was used in collecting the
data in our previous work [7]. The data was collected from
four students aged between 17 and 30 years old, conducting
research as part of their academic requirements. Three of
the students were taking Information Science while one stu-
dent was taking Physics. During the data collection period,
two of the students were writing conference papers and two
made power point presentations about their research. They
all processed and performed experiments on their collected
data, searched for related literature and created a report or
document. Although their topics were di↵erent, they per-
formed similar types of activities. Two hours of annotated
learning behavior data in five separate learning episodes
were collected from each student over a one week period.
The annotation data was processed using the method de-
scribed in Section 3.3.1 resulting in five separate learning
episodes for every student and each episode consisting of
the sequenced rules. On average, students used 54.35 rules
per session (N=20; �=27.71) including repeated rules.

Table 1: Rule Categories

# Type State Action Reward
1 PRL ENG, IV, short KA 0.360000
2 PRL ENG, IV, short CS 0.004154
3 CDH CON, IV, short CS 0.441939
4 CDH CON, IV, short KA 2.34E-05
5 CDH CON, IV, short OT 9.16E-15
6 RLX ENG, KA, long, OT 1.830000
7 RLX ENG, KA, long, HS 0.009720
8 RLX ENG, KA, long, IV 2.13E-06
9 RSL DEL, OT, short KA 0.389484
10 RSL DEL, OT, short IV 2.00E-18
11 RSL DEL, OT, short HS 9.57E-26

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
The learning policies generated by the profit sharing algo-
rithm on the learning behavior data consisted of rules based
on the state and action representation used. There were
many rules due to our selected state-action space, but we
observed four categories after analyzing the data– Prolonged
learning (PRL), Cognitive disequilibrium handling (CDH),
Relaxation (RLX) and Resumed learning (RSL). Table 1
presents examples of each category which were taken from
the learning policy of the doctoral physics student who was
experimenting with her data and used its results for writing
a conference paper.

PRL rules refer to states wherein students feel engaged while
performing a learning-related activity and switch to another
learning-related activity. It describes how long a certain
type of activity could be e↵ective and what other activities
may complement it. Taking the physics student’s data as an
example, let us consider that she was looking into di↵erent
concepts for data manipulation because she needed it for
writing her conference paper. According to rules 1 and 2, it
was better for her to try and run an experiment on her data
(i.e., apply knowledge), before shifting to a di↵erent concept
(i.e., view information source). This would allow her to have
a better understanding of the concept and allow her to write
the paper more easily.

CDH rules refer to states wherein students adapt their be-
havior to handle negative a↵ect (e.g., confusion or boredom)
while learning. These give an idea how long to stay in a con-
fusing or bored learning state before shifting to an activity
that will probably alleviate the problem. For example, rule
3 indicates that it is probably better to find a di↵erent in-
formation source if it is confusing instead of spending a lot
time trying to understand it. Rule 5 also indicates that it is
not a good idea to just engage in o↵-task activities when it
is di�cult to understand a certain information source.

RLX rules refer to states wherein students relax or shift
to o↵-task activities after learning. According to rule 6, it
was e↵ective for the student to relax after spending a long
time learning. This supports claims that o↵-task activities
or relaxation are important for continued learning [7].

RSL rules refer to cases wherein students shift back to learn-
ing from an o↵-task activity. It seemed that the utility for
performing actions in this category are context-dependent.



Table 2: Rule correctness over learning episodes

Ep + - New+ New� Unknown Reward
2 0 0 1 0 3 4
3 1 0 2 1 1 3
4 12 0 5 0 1 4
5 4 51 0 1 6 2

For example, according to rule 9, it was more e↵ective to
apply knowledge probably because the goal was to write
a conference paper. Spending too much time reading in-
formation sources would help, but not directly lead to the
achievement of the goal. This e↵ect is important to consider
because if students change their goals, the policy may not be
directly applicable to the new goal. A separate experiment
needs to be conducted to observe how the architecture will
handle such scenarios. We think however that the speed in
which the algorithm adjusts the learning policy is a good
factor that can make it capable of handling such changes.

After a student completes a learning episode, an updated
learning policy can now be used to generate feedback. The
feedback will be based on five cases: the student chooses the
best action according to the policy (+), the student does
not choose the best action according to the policy (-), the
student tries a new action which has better results than the
best action in the policy (New+), the student tries a new
action which has worse results than the best action in the
policy (New�) and the student performs the only action
associated to a state in the policy or the student performs
an action in an unknown state for the first time such that
the policy will not be able to identify if there is a better
action (Unknown).

We simulated how feedback would be generated for these
five cases by testing the algorithm on data from the same
student. The student’s actions in the first learning episode
were used to build an initial policy. No feedback was gener-
ated at this point because learning policy would only contain
rules based on the current episode. Feedback for the second
episode could now be generated because it can be compared
with the learning policy created using data from the first
learning episode. The learning policy was updated using
data from the second episode, and was used to generate
feedback for the third learning episode. This was repeated
for all remaining learning episodes. Table 2 presents the
number of times each case is encountered as new learning
episodes are experienced by the student.

The table shows that the student implemented a few rules
in episode two which was caused by the student spending a
long time performing an activity. We see that her learning
policy was updated with three new rules as well as a new
e↵ective action (i.e., performing an o↵-task activity after
spending a long time experimenting with data). The high
reward value indicates that the student did well because
all actions, including those unknown actions, were e↵ective.
This was confirmed by checking her updated learning policy
generated in the fifth episode. The unknown actions were
in fact the best actions in their corresponding states (i.e.,
performing an o↵-task activity after spending some time ex-
perimenting with data, resume data experimentation after

a short o↵-task activity and consulting a friend about the
experiment after a short o↵-task activity). The student also
performed few actions in the third episode but gave it a
smaller reward value probably because she spent too much
time talking to a friend even though the other actions were
e↵ective (i.e., resuming data experimentation after a short
o↵-task activity and viewing a paper after some time ex-
perimenting with data). In the fourth episode, the student
constantly performed e↵ective actions and even discovered
a new action which probably caused the increase in reward.
Finally in the fifth episode, the student performed a lot of
ine↵ective actions which probably caused the big decrease in
the reward value. Specifically, as we have discussed earlier,
she spent short amounts of time repeatedly viewing di↵er-
ent information sources. The policy indicated that it would
have been better for her to apply knowledge, which in her
context would mean either writing the paper or experiment-
ing with her data. This could in fact be an e↵ective strategy
because she could verify and learn more about the concept
by applying it rather than moving on to another concept
right away.

Our results also showed that there was a relationship be-
tween the number of times students correctly followed rules
in their learning policy and their learning e↵ectiveness rat-
ing. Figure 3 presents graphs corresponding to each student
showing this relationship. The learning e↵ectiveness ratings
were expressed as ratios relative to the highest rating (i.e.,
five) and the number of correct actions were expressed as
ratios relative to the total number of actions in the learning
episode. The trend indicates that the learning policy was
able to identify e↵ective actions from the students’ behavior
such that when the students selected more e↵ective actions
(i.e., based on the learning policy), they also had a more
e↵ective learning episode. This means that if the student
will be able to follow the feedback provided by the system
in succeeding learning episodes, it is likely for them to have
more e↵ective learning experiences.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have presented an architecture for collecting students’
learning behavior data, uncovering e↵ective learning behav-
iors and using them to help students manage their learning.
The approach does not require a specific learning environ-
ment so the student’s behavior is naturalistic and captures
how he/she actually learns. However, it does require stu-
dents to annotate their data. Annotation is done after learn-
ing so it does not require additional cognitive load during
the learning episode. Desktop and web cam screenshots can
help students recall the context in which they learned and
can likely improve annotation accuracy.

The profit sharing algorithm was used for building learning
policies that contained rules describing an action’s e↵ective-
ness in a particular state. Learning policies generated from
previous learning episodes can be compared with data from
the current learning episode to identify which actions were
e↵ective or ine↵ective and generate feedback accordingly.
Feedback about possible improvements can be useful for stu-
dents to adapt their actions in future learning episodes.

Simulations from actual data showed that updating the learn-
ing policy also changed the resulting feedback such that



Figure 3: Relationship between action correctness

and student rating

newer, more e↵ective actions were presented to the student.
This helps ensure that the student will always be prompted
to select the most e↵ective learning behavior. The relation-
ship between the number of e↵ective rules followed by the
student and their learning e↵ectiveness ratings indicate that
the learning policy-based feedback will have a good chance
of helping students learn more e↵ectively.

The architecture we have designed still has some issues that
need to be addressed. Our state representation did not con-
tain information regarding students’ metacognitive evalu-
ations. Although we used emotions to approximate these
evaluations, asking students to annotate them will be more
accurate and create better policies. The reward values we
used were based on students’ self-evaluations and it would
be interesting to see the di↵erence when using learning gains
instead (e.g., asking students to take a pretest and posttest).
Combining both learning gains and self-evaluation to create
the reward value may be a better measurement because it
will consider both the student’s preferred learning behavior
and knowledge gained.

Our architecture also faces a common problem in RL called
the exploration-exploitation problem. In order for the pol-
icy to be optimal, students need to try as much actions as
possible. Due to the approach’s reliance on the student’s
learning behavior, it cannot suggest actions outside of the
current learning policy. This would require mechanisms for
suggesting actions not in the learning policy such as using
other students’ learning policies or using expert knowledge.

Even though the approach can create policies that span
across learning episodes, it has only been tested with learn-
ing episodes having the same goal. In the case of our data,
students were either writing a conference paper or creating
a power point presentation. It will be more useful if it could
also be used across di↵erent learning goals. The current ap-
proach needs to be tested to see how well it fares in such a
case and necessary modifications need to be applied accord-
ingly.

The data we used was collected from adult learners and may
be e↵ective for them. However, according to Pressley et. al.

[9], children have di�culty in verifying learning strategy util-
ity even after practice. It is possible that additional feedback
may be needed to fit this approach to younger learners.
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Preface 
The global economy increasingly depends upon Computer Science and 

Information Technology professionals to maintain and expand the infrastructure on 
which business, education, governments, and social networks rely. Demand is growing 
for a global workforce that is well versed and can easily adapt ever-increasing 
technology. For these reasons, there is increased recognition that computer science and 
informatics are becoming, and should become, part of a well-rounded education for 
every student.  However, along with an increased number and diversity of students 
studying computing comes the need for more supported instruction and an expansion in 
pedagogical tools to be used with novices. The study of computer science often 
requires a large element of practice, often self-guided as homework or lab work.  
Practice as a significant component of the learning process calls for AI-supported tools 
to become an integral part of current course practices.  

Designing and deploying AI techniques within computer science learning 
environments presents numerous challenges. First, computer science focuses largely on 
problem solving skills in a domain with an infinitely large problem space. Modeling 
possible problem solving strategies of experts and novices requires techniques that 
address many types of unique but correct solutions to problems. In addition, there is 
growing need to support affective and motivational aspects of computer science 
learning, to address widespread attrition of students from the discipline. AIED 
researchers are poised to make great strides in building intelligent, highly effective AI-
supported learning environments and educational tools for computer science and 
information technology. Spurred by the growing need for intelligent learning 
environments that support computer science and information technology, this 
workshop will provide a timely opportunity to present emerging research results along 
these lines. 
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Sequential Patterns of Affective States of Novice 
Programmers 

Nigel Bosch1 and Sidney D’Mello1,2 
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Abstract. We explore the sequences of affective states that students experience 
during their first encounter with computer programming. We conducted a study 
where 29 students with no prior programming experience completed various 
programming exercises by entering, testing, and running code. Affect was 
measured using a retrospective affect judgment protocol in which participants 
annotated videos of their interaction immediately after the programming ses-
sion. We examined sequences of affective states and found that the sequences 
Flow/Engagement ļ Confusion and Confusion ļ Frustration occurred more 
than expected by chance, which aligns with a theoretical model of affect during 
complex learning. The likelihoods of some of these frequent transitions varied 
with the availability of instructional scaffolds and correlated with performance 
outcomes in both expected but also surprising ways. We discuss the implica-
tions and potential applications of our findings for affect-sensitive computer 
programming education systems. 

Keywords: affect, computer programming, computerized learning, sequences 

1 Introduction 

Given the unusually high attrition rate of computer science (CS) majors in the U.S. 
[1], efforts have been made to increase the supply of competent computer program-
mers through computerized education, rather than relying on traditional classroom 
education. Some research in this area focuses on the behaviors of computer program-
ming students in order to provide more effective computerized tutoring and personal-
ized feedback [2]. In fact, over 25 years ago researchers were exploring the possibility 
of exploiting artificial intelligence techniques to provide customized tutoring experi-
ences for students in the LISP language [3]. This trend has continued, as evidenced by 
a number of intelligent tutoring systems (ITSs) that offer adaptive support in the do-
main of computer programming (e.g. [4–6]). 

One somewhat neglected area in the field is the systematic monitoring of the affec-
tive states that arise over the course of learning computer programming and the im-
pact of these states on retention and learning outcomes. The focus on affect is moti-
vated by considerable research which has indicated that affect continually operates 
throughout a learning episode and different affective states differentially impact per-
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formance outcomes [7]. Some initial work has found that affective states, such as 
confusion and frustration, occur frequently during computer programming sessions [8, 
9] and these states are correlated with student performance [10]. 

The realization of the important role of affect in learning has led some researchers 
to develop learning environments that adaptively respond to affective states in addi-
tion to cognitive states (see [11] for a review). Previous research has shown that affect 
sensitivity can make a measurable improvement on the performance of students in 
other domains such as computer literacy and conceptual physics [12, 13]. Applying 
this approach to computer programming education by identifying the affective states 
of students could yield similarly effective results, leading to more effective systems. 

Before it will be possible for an affect-sensitive intelligent tutoring system to be 
successful in the computer programming domain, more research is needed to deter-
mine at a fine-grained level what affective states students experience and how affect 
interacts and arises from the students’ behaviors. Previous work has collected affec-
tive data at a somewhat coarse-grained level in a variety of computer programming 
education contexts. [10] collected affect using two human observers, and were able to 
draw conclusions about what affective states led to improved performance on a com-
puter programming exam. [14] induced affect in experienced programmers using 
video stimuli, and found that speed and performance on a coding and debugging test 
could be increased with high-arousal video clips. 

In our previous work [15], we examined the affect of 29 novice programmers at 
20-second intervals as they solved introductory exercises on fundamentals of comput-
er programing. We found that flow/engagement, confusion, frustration, and boredom 
dominated the affect of novice programmers when they were not in a neutral state. 
We found that boredom and confusion were negatively correlated with performance, 
while the flow/engagement state positively predicted performance. This paper contin-
ues this line of research by exploring transitions between affective states. 

Specifically, we test a theoretical model on affect dynamics that has been proposed 
for a range of complex learning tasks [16]. This theoretical model (Fig. 1) posits four 
affective states that are crucial to the learning process: flow/engagement, confusion, 
frustration, and boredom. The model predicts an important interplay between confu-
sion and flow/engagement, whereby a learner in the state of flow/engagement may 
encounter an impasse and become confused. From the state of confusion, if an im-
passe is resolved the learner will return to the state of flow/engagement, having 
learned more deeply. This is in line with other research which has shown that confu-
sion helps learning when impasses are resolved [17]. On the other hand, when the 
source of the confusion is never resolved, the learner will become frustrated, and 
eventually bored if the frustration persists. 

Researchers have found some support for this theoretical model of affective dy-
namics in learning contexts such as learning computer literacy with AutoTutor [16], 
unsupervised academic research [18], and narrative learning environments [19]. We 
expect the theoretical model to apply to computer programming as well. 
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We posit that en-
countering unfamiliar 
concepts, syntax and 
runtime errors, and 
other impasses can 
cause confusion in a 
computer programmer. 
When those impasses 
are resolved, the pro-
grammer will be better 
equipped to anticipate 
and handle such im-
passes in the future, 
having learned some-
thing. Alternatively, if 
the impasses persist, 

programmers may become frustrated and eventually disengage, entering a state of 
boredom in which it is difficult to learn. 

To explore the applicability of this model to the domain of novice computer pro-
gramming, this paper focuses on answering the following research questions: 1) what 
transitions occur frequently between affective states? 2) how are instructional scaf-
folds related to affect transitions? and 3) are affective transitions predictive of learn-
ing outcomes? These questions were investigated by analyzing affect data collected in 
a previous study [15] where 29 novice programmers learned the basics of computer 
programming over the course of a 40-minute learning session with a computerized 
environment, as described in more detail below. 

2 Methods 

Participants were 29 undergraduate students with no prior programming experience. 
They were asked to complete exercises in a computerized learning environment de-
signed to teach programming fundamentals in the Python language. Participants 
solved exercises by entering, testing, and submitting code through a graphical user 
interface. Submissions were judged automatically by testing predetermined input and 
output values, whereupon participants received minimal feedback about the correct-
ness of their submission. For correct submissions they would move on to the next 
exercise, but otherwise would be required to continue working on the same exercise. 

The exercises in this study were designed in such a way that participants would 
likely encounter some unknown, potentially confusing concepts in each exercise. In 
this manner we elicited emotional reactions similar to real-world situations where 
computer programmers face problems with no predefined solutions and must experi-
ment and explore to find correct solutions. Participants could use hints, which would 
gradually explain these impasses and allow participants to move on in order to pre-

 

Fig. 1. Theoretical model of affect transitions. 
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vent becoming permanently stuck on an exercise. However, participants were free to 
use or ignore hints as they pleased. 

Exercises were divided into two main phases. In the first phase (scaffolding), par-
ticipants had hints and other explanations available and worked on gradually more 
difficult exercises for 25 minutes. Performance in the scaffolding phase was deter-
mined by granting one point for each exercise solved and one point for each hint that 
was not used in the solved exercises. Following that was the second phase (fadeout), 
in which they had 5 minutes to work on a debugging exercise, and 10 minutes to work 
on another programming exercise with no hints. In this study we will not consider the 
debugging exercise because it was only 5 minutes long. Performance was determined 
by two human judges who examined each participant’s code, determined the number 
of lines matching lines in the correct solution, and resolved their discrepancies. 

Finally, we used a retrospective affect judgment protocol to assess student affect 
after they completed the 40-minute programming session [20]. Participants viewed 
video of their face and on-screen activity side by side, and were polled at various 
points to report the affective state they had felt most at the polling point. The temporal 
locations for polling were chosen to correspond with interactions and periods of no 
activity such that each participant had 100 points at which to rate their affect, with a 
minimum of 20 seconds between each point. Participants provided judgments on 13 
emotions, including basic emotions (anger, disgust, fear, sadness, surprise, happi-
ness), learning-centered emotions (anxiety, boredom, frustration, flow/engagement, 
curiosity, confusion/uncertainty) and neutral (no apparent feeling).The most frequent 
affective states, reported in [15], were flow/engagement (23%), confusion (22%), 
frustration (14%), and boredom (12%), a finding that offers some initial support for 
the theoretical model discussed in the Introduction. 

3 Results and Discussion 

We used a previously developed transition likelihood metric to compute the likeli-
hood of the occurrence of each transition relative to chance [21]. 

ݐ݊݁ݎݎݑܥ)ܮ  ՜ (ݐݔ݁ܰ = ୰(ே௫௧|௨௧)ି୰ (ே௫௧)
ଵି୰ (ே௫௧)  (1) 

This likelihood metric determines the conditional probability of a particular affec-
tive state (next), given the current affective state. The probability is then normalized 
to account for the overall likelihood of the next state occurring. If the affective transi-
tion occurs as expected by chance, the numerator is 0 and so likelihood is as well. 
Thus we can discover affective state transitions that occurred more (L > 0) or less (L < 
0) frequently than expected by chance alone. 

Before computing L scores we removed transitions that occurred from one state to 
the same state. For example, a sequence of affective states such as confusion, frustra-
tion, frustration, boredom would be reduced to confusion, frustration, boredom. This 
was done because our focus in this paper is on the transitions between different affec-
tive states, rather than on the persistence of each affective state [16, 18]. Furthermore, 
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although transition likelihoods between all 13 states (plus neutral) were computed, the 
present paper focuses on transitions between states specified in the theoretical model 
(boredom, confusion, flow/engagement, and frustration), which also happen to be the 
most frequent affective states. 

What transitions occur frequently between affective states? We found the tran-
sitions that occurred significantly more than chance (L = 0) by computing affect tran-
sition likelihoods for individual participants and then comparing each likelihood to 
zero (chance) with a two-tailed one-sample t-test. Significant (p < .05) and marginally 
significant (p < .10) transitions are shown in Figure 2 and are aligned with the theoret-
ical model on affect dynamics. 

Three of the predicted tran-
sitions, Flow/Engagement 
ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ��&RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�
Frustration, and Frustration 
ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ, were signifi-
cant and matched the theo-
retical model. Confusion ĺ 
Flow/Engagement was in 
the expected direction and 
approached significance (p 
= .108), while BRUHGRP�ĺ 
Frustration was in the ex-
pected direction but not 
significant. The Frustration 
ĺ� %oredom transition was 
not in the expected direction 
and was also not significant. 
Hence, with the exception 
of the Frustration ļ Bore-
dom links, there was sup-
port for four out of the six 

transitions espoused by the theoretical model. This suggests that the components of 
the model related to the experience of successful (Flow/Engagement ļ�&RQIXVLRQ��
DQG�XQVXFFHVVIXO� �&RQIXVLRQ�ļ�)UXVWUDWLRQ� OLQNV�� resolution of impasses were con-
firmed. Therefore, the present data provide partial support for the model. 

The Boredom ĺ�)low/Engagement transition, which occurred at marginally sig-
nificant levels (p  = .091), was not predicted by the theoretical model. It is possible 
that the nature of our computerized learning environment encouraged this transition 
more than expected. This might be due to the fast-paced nature of the learning ses-
sion, which included 18 exercises and an in-depth programming task in a short 40-
minute session. Furthermore, participants had some control over the learning envi-
ronment in that they could use bottom-out hints to move to the next exercise instead 
of being forced to wallow in their boredom. The previous study that tested this model 
used a learning environment (AutoTutor) that did not provide any control over the 
OHDUQLQJ�DFWLYLW\��ZKLFK�PLJKW�H[SODLQ� WKH�SUHVHQFH�RI�)UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ�%RUHGRP��GLs-

 

Fig 2. Frequently observed affective state transitions. Edge 
labels are mean likelihoods of affective state transitions. 
Grey arrows represent transitions that were predicted by the 
theoretical model but were not significant. The dashed 
arrow represents a transition that was marginally significant 
but not predicted. *p < .10, **p < .05 
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engaging from being VWXFN�� DQG� %RUHGRP� ĺ� )UXVWUDWLRQ� �EHLQJ� IUXVWUDWHG� GXH� WR�
forced effort) links in the earlier data [16]. 

How are instructional scaffolds related to affect transitions? To answer this 
question we looked at the differences between the scaffolding and fadeout phases of 
the study, as previously described. We discarded the first 5 minutes of the scaffolding 
phase to allow for a “warm-up” period during which participants were acclimating to 
the learning environment. We also discarded the 25 to 30 minutes portion, which was 
the debugging task in the fadeout phase. The debugging task was significantly differ-
ent from the problem-solving nature of the coding portions, and so we excluded it 
from the current analysis to increase homogeneity. Differences between likelihoods of 
the five significant or marginally significant transitions from Figure 2 were investi-
gated with paired samples t-test (see Table 1). 

Table 1. Means and standard deviations (in parentheses) for common transitions in the 
scaffolding phase (5-25 minutes) and the coding portion of the fadeout phase (30-40 minutes). 

Transition Scaffolding Fadeout Coding N 
Flow/Engagement ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ **.115 (.308) **.354 (.432) 20 
&RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)ORZ/Engagement .101(.241) .029(.331) 27 
&RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)UXVWUDWLRQ .105 (.276) .184 (.416) 27 
)UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ .047 (.258) .116 (.445) 21 
%RUHGRP�ĺ�)ORZ/Engagement .096 (.166) .226 (.356) 14 

*p < .10, **p < .05 
 
The likelihood of participants transitioning from flow/engagement to confusion 

was significantly higher in the fadeout phase compared to the scaffolding phase. This 
may be attributed to the fact that participants have hints and explanations in the scaf-
folding phase, so in the event of a confusing impasse, a hint may be helpful in resolv-
ing the impasse, thereby allowing participants to return to a state of flow/engagement. 
With no such hints, confused participants may become more frustrated in the fadeout 
phase, as evidenced by a trend in this direction. This finding is as expected from the 
theoretical model, which states that confusion can lead to frustration when goals are 
blocked and the student has limited coping potential (e.g. being unable to progress on 
an exercise in this case). 

Although not significant, there also appears to be an increase in the %RUHGRP�ĺ�
Flow/Engagement affect transition in the fadeout phase. It is possible that too much 
readily available assistance prevents students from re-engaging on their own. 

Are affective transitions predictive of learning outcomes? To determine what 
affective state transitions were linked to performance on the programming task, we 
correlated the likelihood of affect transitions with the performance metrics described 
in the Methods. In previous work we found correlations between performance and the 
proportions of affective states experienced by students [15]. Hence, when examining 
the correlations between affect transitions and performance, partial correlations were 
used to control for the proportions of the affective states in the transitions. 
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Table 2 lists correlations between frequent transitions and performance. These in-
clude correlations between affect transitions in the scaffolding phase with perfor-
mance in the scaffolding phase (Scaffolding column) and transitions in the fadeout 
phase with performance in the fadeout coding phase (Fadeout Coding 1). We also 
correlated transitions in the scaffolding phase with performance in the fadeout coding 
phase (Fadeout Coding 2). This allows us to examine if affect transitions experienced 
during scaffolded learning were related to future performance when learning scaffolds 
were removed. Due to the small sample size, in addition to discussing significant 
correlations, we also consider non-significant correlations approaching 0.2 or larger to 
be meaningful because these might be significant with a bigger sample. These correla-
tions are bolded in the table. 

Table 2. Correlations between affect transitions and performance. 

Transition Scaffolding Fadeout 
Coding 1 

Fadeout 
Coding 2 

Flow/Engagement ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ .046 -.094 -.098 
&RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)ORZ�(QJDJHPHQW -.274 -.256 *-.365 
&RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)UXVWUDWLRQ .114 **.499 **.424 
)UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ�&RQIXVLRQ *-.368 .051 -.275 
%RUHGRP�ĺ�Flow/Engagement -.034 .050 -.063 

*p < .10, **p < .05 
 
The correlations were illuminating in a number of respects. The Confusion ĺ�

Flow/Engagement transition correlated negatively with performance. This is contrary 
to the theoretical model which would predict a positive correlation to the extent that 
confused learners return to a state of flow/engagement by resolving troublesome im-
passes with effortful problem solving. It is possible that students who frequently expe-
rienced this transition were doing so by taking advantages of hints as opposed to re-
solving impasses on their own. This would explain the negative correlation between 
Confusion ĺ�)ORZ�(QJDJHPHQW and performance. 

To investigate this possibility we correlated hint usage in the scaffolding phase 
with the Confusion ĺ�)ORZ�(QJDJHPHQW transition, controlling for the proportion of 
confusion and flow/engagement. The number of hints used in the scaffolding phase 
correlated positively, though not significantly, with the Confusion ĺ 
Flow/Engagement transition in the scaffolding phase (r = .297) and the fadeout cod-
ing phase (r = .282). Additionally, hint usage correlated negatively with score in the 
scaffolding phase (r = -.202) and the fadeout coding phase (r = -.506). This indicates 
that students using hints tended to experience the Confusion ĺ� )ORZ�(QJDJHPHQW 
transition more (as expected) but this hindered rather than helped learning because 
students were not investing the cognitive effort to resolve impasses on their own. 

Similarly, the correlation between &RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)UXVWUDWLRQ and performance is in-
consistent with the theoretical model, which would predict a negative relationship 
between these variables. This unexpected correlation could also be explained on the 
basis of hint usage. Specifically, the number of hints used in the scaffolding phase 
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correlated negatively, though not significantly, with the &RQIXVLRQ� ĺ� )UXVWUDWLRQ 
transition in the scaffolding phase (r = -.258) and the fadeout coding phase (r = -
.171).  This finding suggests that although hints can alleviate the Confusion ĺ Frus-
tration transition, learning improved when students are able to resolve impasses on 
their own, which is consistent with the theoretical model. 

Finally, the correlation between )UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ�&Rnfusion was in the expected di-
rection. The )UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ� &RQIXVLRQ transition occurs when a student experience 
additional impasses while in the state of frustration. This transition is reflective of 
hopeless confusion, which is expected to be negatively correlated with performance, 
as revealed in the data. 

4 General Discussion 

Previous research has shown that some affective states are conducive to learning in 
the context of computer programming education while others hinder learning. 
Flow/engagement is correlated with higher performance, while confusion and bore-
dom are correlated with poorer performance [10, 15]. Transitions between affective 
states are thus important because they provide insight into how students enter into an 
affective state. Affect-sensitive ITSs for computer programming may be able to use 
this information to better predict affect, intervening when appropriate to encourage 
the flow/engagement state and minimize the incidence of boredom and frustration. 

We found that the presence or absence of instructional scaffolds were related the 
affect transitions experienced by students, especially the Flow/Engagement ĺ�&RQIu-
sion transition. Our findings show that this transition is related to the presence of 
hints, a strategy which might be useful in future affect-sensitive ITS design for com-
puter programming students. Similarly, we found that instructional scaffolds were 
related to the %RUHGRP�ĺ�)ORZ�(QJDJHPHQW transition, which is not part of the theo-
retical model. Future work on ITS design might also need to take into account this 
effect and moderate the availability of scaffolds to promote this affect transition. 

The affect transitions that we found partially follow the predictions of the theoreti-
cal model. Impasses commonly arise in computer programming, particularly for nov-
ices, when they encounter learning situations with which they are unfamiliar. New 
programming language keywords, concepts, and error messages present students with 
impasses that must be resolved before the student will be able to continue. Unresolved 
impasses can lead to frustration and eventually boredom. The alignment between the 
theoretical model and the present data demonstrates the model’s applicability and 
predictive power in the context of learning computer programming. 

That being said, not all of the affect transitions we found matched predictions of 
the theoretical model. This includes lack of data to support the predicted Frustration 
ĺ�%RUHGRP� DQG� %RUHGRP�ĺ� )UXVWUDWLRQ� WUDQVLWLRQV and the presence of an unex-
SHFWHG�%RUHGRP�ĺ�)ORw/Engagement transition. Limitations with this study are like-
ly responsible for some of these mismatches. The sample size was small, so it is pos-
sible that increased participation in the study might confirm some of these expected 
transitions. In particular, the BoUHGRP�ĺ�)UXVWUDWLRQ� WUDQVLWLRQ�was in the predicted 
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direction but not significant in our current sample. Additionally, we exclusively fo-
cused on affect, but ignored the intermediate events that trigger particular affective 
states (e.g., system feedback, hint requests, etc.). We plan to further explore our data 
by incorporating these interaction events as possible triggers for the observed transi-
tions between affective states. This will allow us to more deeply understand why 
VRPH� RI� WKH� SUHGLFWHG� WUDQVLWLRQV� GLG� QRW� RFFXU� �H�J��� )UXVWUDWLRQ�ĺ�%RUHGRP�� and 
some unexpected transitions did �H�J���%RUHGRP�ĺ�)ORZ�Engagement). 

It is also possible that some aspects of the model might need refinement. In par-
ticular there appears to be an important relationship between &RQIXVLRQ�ĺ�)UXVWUDWLRQ 
transitions, Confusion ĺ Flow/Engagement transitions, performance, and hint usage. 
While hints may allow students to move past impasses and re-enter a state of 
flow/engagement, they may lead to an illusion of impasse resolution, which is not 
useful for learning. Conversely, resolving impasses without relying on external hints 
might lead a confused learner to momentarily experience frustration, but ultimately 
improve learning. Future work that increases sample size and specificity of the data 
(i.e., simultaneously modeling dynamics of affect and interaction events) will allow 
us to further explore the interaction of hints with the theoretical model, and is ex-
pected to yield a deeper understanding of affect dynamics during complex learning. 
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Abstract. Syntactic mistakes and misconceptions in programming can
have a negative impact on students’ learning gains, and thus require par-
ticular attention in order to help students learn programming. In this pa-
per, we propose embedding a discourse on syntactic issues and student’s
misconceptions into a dialogue between a student and an intelligent tu-
tor. Based on compiler (error) messages, the approach aims to determine
the cause for the error a student made (carelessness, misconception, or
lack of knowledge) by requesting explanations for the violated syntactic
construct. Depending on that cause, the proposed system adapts dialogue
behaviours to student’s needs by asking her to reflect on her knowledge
in a self-explanation process, providing error-specific explanations, and
enabling her to fix the error herself. This approach is designed to encour-
age students to develop a deeper understanding of syntactic concepts in
programming.

Keywords: intelligent tutoring systems, programming, dialogue-based tutoring

1 Introduction

Programming is a useful skill and is related to several fields of study as econ-
omy, science, or information technology. Thus, teaching basics of programming
is part of many curricula in universities and higher education. Programming
is often taught bottom-up: First, syntactic aspects and low-level concepts are
presented to students (e. g. variable declarations, IF, WHILE constructs, . . . in
the object-oriented programming paradigm). Then, iteratively higher-level con-
cepts are taught (e. g. methods, recursion, usage of libraries, . . . ). Learning a
programming language, however, cannot be approached theoretically only. It re-
quires a lot of practice for correct understanding of abstract concepts (technical
expertise) as well as logical and algorithmic thinking in order to map real-world
problems to program code. Studies [8, 17] and our own teaching experiences
have shown that studying programming is not an easy task and many students
already experience (serious) di�culties with the basics: writing syntactically cor-
rect programs which can be processed by a compiler.

Source code is the basis for all programs, since without it algorithms can-
not be executed and tested. Here, testing does not only mean testing done by
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students themselves. Often tutorial and/or submission systems [7, 18] are used
by lecture advisors in order to optimize their workflow and to provide students
some further testing opportunities. These tests often focus on the algorithms,
check program outputs given a specific input and require runnable source code.

Creating correct source code requires good knowledge and strict observance
of the syntax and basic constructs of the programming language. Yet, students
often use an integrated development environment (IDE) from the very beginning.
Here, code templates and also possible solutions for syntactic errors are o↵ered.
Based on our experience over several years of teaching a course on “Foundations
of programming” in which Java is introduced and used as a main programming
language, we suppose that these features (code templates provided by an IDE)
possibly hinder learning and deeper understanding: Novice programmers seem to
use these features and suggestions (which are actually addressed to people who
already internalized the main syntactic and semantic concepts of programming)
blindly. As a result, students are often not able to write programs on their own
(e. g. on paper) and do not understand the cause of errors.

In this paper, we propose a new tutoring approach which initiates a dialogue-
based discourse between a student and an intelligent tutor in case of a syntactic
error. The intelligent tutor aims at detecting a possible lack of knowledge or an
existing misconception as well as suggesting further readings and correcting the
misconception, respectively. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
First, in Section 2, we give an overview of the state of the art of intelligent
learning systems in programming. In Section 3, we then describe our approach
in more detail, illustrate an exemplary discourse, and characterize possible ap-
proaches for an implementation. Finally, we discuss our approach in Section 4,
draw a conclusion and point out future work in Section 5.

2 Intelligent Learning Systems in Programming

In recent years, Intelligent Tutoring Systems (ITSs) have found their way in-
creasingly into classrooms, university courses, military training and professional
education, and have been successfully applied to help humans learn in various
domains such as algebra [10], intercultural competence [16], or astronaut train-
ing [1]. Constraint-based and cognitive tutor systems are the most established
concepts to build ITSs, and have shown to have a positive impact on learning [14].
In the domain of programming, several approaches have been successfully applied
to intelligently support teaching of programming skills using artificial intelli-
gence (AI) techniques. In previous work [12], we reviewed AI-supported tutoring
approaches for programming: example-based, simulation-based, collaboration-
based, dialogue-based, program analysis-based, and feedback-based approaches.

Several approaches for building ITSs in the domain of programming are based
on information provided by compilers. The Expresso tool [6] supports students
in identifying and correcting Java programming errors by interpreting Java com-
piler error messages and providing feedback to students based on these messages.
JECA is a Java error correcting algorithm which can be used in Intelligent Tu-
toring Systems in order to help students find and correct mistakes [19]. The
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corresponding system prompted learner whether or not the system shall auto-
matically correct found errors. Coull and colleagues [3] suggested error solutions
to learners based on compiler messages by parsing these messages and compar-
ing them to a database. These approaches aim to support learners in finding
and correcting syntactic errors without explicitly explaining these issues, and,
thus, did not ensure that a learner internalizes the underlying concept. Help-
MeOut [5], however, is a recommender system based on compiler messages and
runtime exceptions which formulated queries to a database containing error-
specific information in order to recommend explanations for students’ mistakes.
The underlying database could be extended by users’ input generated via peer
interactions. This approach did not allow a discourse in order to determine stu-
dent’s knowledge or to correct possible misconceptions in student’s application
of knowledge, but provides solutions to students without encouraging students’
learning. In our approach, we propose a dialogue-based discourse between a stu-
dent and a tutor which aims at identifying the cause of the syntactic error, and
at ensuring that the student gains a deeper understanding of the underlying
syntactic concept she violated.

3 Solution Proposal

Programmers need to master syntactic and semantic rules of a programming lan-
guage. Using integrated development environments such as Eclipse or Netbeans
supports experienced programmers in finding and correcting careless mistakes
and typos, and thus help them to e�ciently focus on semantic issues. Novice pro-
grammers, however, who are still learning a programming language and, thus, are
probably not entirely familiar with the syntactic concepts might be overwhelmed
by messages provided by compilers. Interpreting error messages and correcting
mistakes based on these messages can be a frustrating part of programming for
those learners. IDEs, indeed, help them finding and correcting an error, but also
impede learner’s learning if learners follow IDEs’ suggestion without reflecting
on these hints and understanding why an error occurred.

How well programmers are able to find and correct syntactic mistakes strongly
depends on the quality of messages and hints provided by compilers or IDEs [2,
13, 15]. Following previous work in the field of intelligent supporting systems
for programming, we propose to provide guidance to novice programmers based
on compiler (error) messages in order to help them master syntactic issues of
programming languages. Instead of enriching compiler messages, we aim to de-
termine student’s knowledge about a specific violated syntactic construct. De-
pending on a student’s level of knowledge, we propose to adapt the system’s
learning support to student’s individual needs. For this, we distinguish three
causes for syntactic errors:

E1 Errors caused by carelessness,
E2 Errors caused by lack of knowledge,
E3 Errors caused by misconceptions.

In order to determine which one of the three causes applies to a specific er-
ror, we propose to initiate a discourse between the learner and an intelligent
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tutor (shown in Figure 1). Information provided by a compiler can be used to
identify an erroneous part and the syntactic concept the student violated in
order to lead the discourse to corresponding syntactic aspects. Embedded in
dialogues and backed up by a knowledge database, the tutor first aims to de-
termine whether or not the student is able to explain the underlying concept of
the violated statement or syntactic expression. Our approach requires a knowl-
edge base of the most typical errors of students. For this purpose, we used data
collected in the submission system GATE [18]. We used GATE in our introduc-
tory Java teaching courses since 2009. This system supports the whole workflow
from task creation, file submission, (limited) automated feedback for students to
grading. We analyzed and categorized 435 compiler outputs of failed Java code
compilations of student solutions: The ten most common syntax errors according
to the compiler outputs (covering 70% of all errors) are missing or superfluous
braces (56 cases), usage of missing classes (e. g. based on an incomplete upload;
45), mismatching class names (according to the file name; 37), usage of unde-
clared variables (35), problems with if-constructs (23), usage of incompatible
types (21), method definitions within other methods (primarily within the main
method; 19), usage of undeclared methods (18), missing return statements in
methods (14), and problems with SWITCH statements (12).

Just as experienced programmers also novice programmers make mistakes
which are caused by carelessness (E1, e. g. a typo). In this case students are
able to correctly and completely explain the concepts. The tutor then confirms
the student’s correct explanation, and students are able to fix the error without
any further help. Errors caused by lacks of knowledge or misconception in the
application of the knowledge, however, require special attention. This is the case
if the student is not able to correctly and/or completely explain the underlying
concept of a statement or syntactic expression which was violated. Then the
tutor is not able to recognize student’s explanation and distinguishes whether

Fig. 1: Dialogue-based identification of cause for syntactic error
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a lack of knowledge or a misconception caused the error by requesting further
explanations from students. If a lack of knowledge is detected (E2), the tutor
then suggests how to correct the error or points to the part of a (video) lecture
explaining the violated concept. In the other case, if a misconception is detected
(E3), the tutor changes its role in the discourse in order to revise the student’s
wrong and/or incomplete explanation. In this error-specific dialogue, the tutor
then tries to explain the underlying concept the student violated. Therefore, the
tutor could then provide step-by-step explanations using the knowledge base. To
evaluate student understanding of single steps of explanations, the tutor could
ask the student to confirm whether or not she understood the explanation, to
ask her to complete/correct incomplete/erroneous examples covering the under-
lying syntactic concept, or to assess student’s knowledge in question and answer
manner.

In summary, we propose a dialogue-based intelligent tutor which initially
interprets compiler (error) messages in order to identify the syntactic concept
the student violated. Based on the compiler information, the tutor initiates a
discourse with the student where it determines the cause of the error (E1, E2

or E3). In a deeper examination of student’s knowledge, the tutor uses a knowl-
edge base in order to impart and deepen the concept which the syntactic error
corresponds to. The tutor uses a computational model that is capable of au-
tomatically evaluating student’s responses on tutor’s questions. The goal is to
correct misconceptions or to suggest further readings in order to fill lacks of
knowledge and enable students to fix their mistakes in their own this way. In
Section 3.2, we explain how such a model can be implemented.

3.1 Exemplary Dialogue-Based Discourse

In the above, we introduced typical syntactic errors that were made by students
who attended a course on “Foundations of programming”. The dataset con-
tained students’ exercise submissions of one of our introductory Java courses.
To illustrate our approach (described in Section 3), we discuss a dialogue-based
discourse exemplary for one of those typical errors (see Figure 2). A typical er-
ror that often occurred in students’ submissions was that the implementation
of a condition statement (IF construct) did not match the underlying syntactic
concept. In the first dialogue (shown in Figure 2b), the tutor asks the student
to explain the IF construct and, because it is part of an if-statement, what a
boolean expression is. Here, the student is able to explain both concepts, and
thus the mistake seems to have been caused by carelessness and the tutor con-
firms the student’s explanations. In the second dialogue (shown in Figure 2c),
the student gives an incomplete explanation on tutor’s request. The tutor, con-
sequently, asks the student to explain the condition in more detail which the
student is not able to do. At that point, the tutor switches from requesting to
providing explanations, and aims at deepening student’s knowledge. Finally, the
tutor aims at evaluating whether the student understood its explanations by
asking a multiple-choice-question. Depending on the student’s answer, the tu-
tor can then assess whether the error was caused by a misconception or lack of
knowledge. In the one case, the student is able to correctly respond to tutor’s
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(b) Dialogue 1 (c) Dialogue 2

Fig. 2: Dialogue-based discourse between student and intelligent tutor

question which indicates a misconception that could be corrected during the
discourse. In the other case, the student is not able to correctly respond to the
tutor’s question which indicates lack of knowledge. Here, the tutor might suggest
the student to repeat appropriate lecture(s)/exercise(s) in order to acquire the
necessary knowledge.

3.2 Technical Implementation

In the dialogue-based approach proposed in this paper we need to distinguish
two types of student’s answers. The first one consists of explanations about a
concept upon request of the system, and the second one includes short answers
on error-specific examples and questions.

In order to understand a student’s explanation on a programming concept
we either provide her options to be chosen or allow her to express the explana-
tion in a free form. In the first case, the system can understand the student’s
explanation by associating each template with a classifier of the error type. For
example, in order to determine whether the student has made an error in the
IF condition statement by carelessness, by misconception or lack of knowledge,
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we can ask the student to explain this concept and provide her with three pos-
sible answers: 1) The IF construct can be used to conditionally execute a part

of code depending on a boolean expression., 2) The IF construct can be used to

express factual implications, or hypothetical situations and their consequences.,
3) I have no idea. Obviously, the first answer is correct and the second answer
is a misconception because students might refer the IF construct of a program-
ming language (e. g., Java) to the IF used in conditional sentences in the English
language. The third option indicates that the student has lack of the condition
concept. This approach seems to be easy to implement, but requires a list of
typical misconceptions of students. If we allow the student to express an expla-
nation in a free form, the challenge is to understand possible multi-sentential
explanations. In order to deal with this problem Jordan and colleagues [9] sug-
gested to process explanations through two steps: 1) single sentence analysis,
which outputs a first-order predicate logic representation, and 2) then assessing
the correctness and completeness of these representations with respect to nodes
in correct and buggy chains of reasoning.

In order to understand short answers on error-specific examples and ques-
tions, we can apply the form-filling approach for initiating dialogues. That is, for
each question/example, correct answers can be anticipated and authored in the
dialogue system. This approach is commonly used in several tutoring systems,
e. g., the dialogue-based EER-Tutor [20], PROPL [11], AUTOTUTOR [4]. In
addition to the form-filling approach, the Latent Semantic Analysis technique
can also be deployed to check the correctness in the natural language student’s
answer by determining which concepts are present in a student’s utterance (e. g.,
AUTOTUTOR).

4 Discussion

Our approach relies on the compiler’s output. So, ambiguity of compiler mes-
sages is a crucial issue (also for students). The standard Java compiler works
by following a greedy policy which causes that errors are reported for the first
position in the source code where the compiler recognized a mismatch despite
the fact that the cause of the error might lie somewhere else. There are also dif-
ferent parsers that use other policies and are capable of providing more specific
feedback (e. g. the parser of the Eclipse IDE). Taking the code fragment “int i :
5;”, e.g., the standard Java compiler outputs that it expects a “;” instead of the
colon. The Eclipse compiler, however, outputs, that the colon is wrong and sug-
gests that the programmer might have wanted to use the equal character “=”.
This di↵erence in the compilers becomes even more manifest for lines where an
opening brace is included. If there is an error in this line before the brace, the
whole line is ignored by the standard Java compiler and a superfluous closing
brace is reported at the end of the source code. Here, using a better parser (or
even a custom parser) could improve error recognition regarding the position of
the error and the syntactic principles violated by the programmer. Additional
and more detailed information can help to cover more syntactic issues and to ap-
ply a more sophisticated discourse between learners and a dialogue-based tutor.
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Generally, it is su�cient for our approach that a compiler reports the correct
line and the a↵ected basic structure of an error (e. g. If-statement), since our ap-
proach does not aim for directly solving the error, but supporting the students
to fix the mistake on their own. This, however, requires a good knowledge base
of the basic structures about a programming language.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a dialogue-based approach interpreting compiler (er-
ror) messages in order to determine syntactic errors students made, and thus to
adapt the behaviour of the intelligent tutor to the individual needs of students
depending on three causes of errors (carelessness, lack of knowledge, or miscon-
ception). Our proposed system initiates a dialogue asking for explanations of the
violated syntactic construct and determines which cause applies for the a↵ected
violated construct. Then the proposed approach adapts dialogue behaviours to
student’s needs confirming correct knowledge or providing error-specific expla-
nations. We argued that this method works better than just presenting error
messages or suggestions for fixing an error, because it encourages students to
reflect on their knowledge in a self-explanation process and finally enables them
to fix the errors themselves.

In future, we plan to implement our approach and test it with students in
an introductory programming course. Initially, we will apply self-explanation in
human-tutored exercises in order to gather dialogues which can be used to build
a model for our approach.
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Abstract. In this paper, we present an intelligent tutoring system developed to 
assist students in learning logic. The system helps students to learn how to con-
struct equivalent formulas in first order logic (FOL), a basic knowledge repre-
sentation language. Manipulating logic formulas is a cognitively complex and 
error prone task for the students to deeply understand. The system assists stu-
dents to learn to manipulate and create logically equivalent formulas in a step-
based process. During the process the system provides guidance and feedback 
of  various   types   in  an   intelligent  way  based  on  user’s  behavior.  Evaluation  of  
the system has shown quite satisfactory results as far as its usability and learn-
ing capabilities are concerned. 

Keywords: Intelligent Tutoring System, Teaching Logic, First Order Logic, 
Logic Equivalence 

1 Introduction 

The advent of the Web has changed the way that educational material and learning 
procedures are delivered to the students. It provides a new platform that connects 
students with educational resources which is growing rapidly worldwide giving new 
possibilities to students and tutors and offering better, cheaper and more efficient and 
intensive learning processes. ITSs constitute a popular type of educational systems 
and are becoming a fundamental mean of education delivery. Their main characteris-
tic is that they provide instructions and feedback tailored to the learners and perform 
their  tasks  mainly  based  on  Artificial  Intelligence  methods.  The  teacher’s  role  is  also 
changing and is moving from the face-to-face knowledge transmission agent to the 
specialist who designs the course and guides   and   supervises   the   student’s   learning  
process [10]. ITSs have been used with great success in many challenging domains to 
offer individualized learning to the students and have demonstrated remarkable suc-
cess in helping students learn challenging content and strategies [18]. 

Logic is considered to be an important domain for the students to learn, but also a 
very hard domain to master. Many tutors acknowledge that AI and logic course con-
tains complex topics which are difficult for the students to grasp. Knowledge Repre-
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sentation & Reasoning (KR&R) is a fundamental topic of Logic. A basic KR&R lan-
guage is First-Order Logic (FOL), the main representative of logic-based representa-
tion languages, which is part of almost any introductory AI course and textbook. So, 
teaching FOL as a KR&R language is a vital aspect. Teaching and learning FOL as 
KR&R vehicle includes many   aspects.   During   an   AI   course   the   student’s   learn   to  
translate Natural Language (NL) text into FOL, a process also called formalization. A 
NL sentence is converted into a FOL formula, which conveys  the  sentence’s  meaning  
and semantics and can be used in several logic processes, such as inference and 
equivalency creation. Equivalency is a fundamental topic in logic. It characterizes two 
or more representations in a language that convey the same meaning and have the 
same semantics. Manipulating FOL formulas is considered to be a hard, cognitive 
complex and error prone process for the students to deeply understand and implement. 
In this paper, we present an intelligent tutoring system developed to assist students in 
learning logic and more specifically to help students learn how to construct equivalent 
formulas in FOL. The system provides interactive guidance and various types of 
feedback to the students. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Sec-
tion 3 presents the logic equivalences in FOL. Section 4 presents the system architec-
ture and analyzes its functionality. Section 5 presents the logic equivalent learning. 
More specifically describes the learning scenarios, the student’s   interaction   and   the  
feedback provided by the system. Section 6 presents the evaluation studies conducted 
and the results gathered in real classroom conditions. Finally, Section 7 concludes our 
work and provides directions for future work. 

2 Related work 

There are various systems created for teaching for helping in teaching logic [8] [19]. 
However, most of them deal with how to construct formal proofs, mainly using natu-
ral deduction. Logic Tutor [1] is an intelligent tutoring system (ITS) for learning for-
mal proofs in propositional logic (PL) based on natural deduction. As an intelligent 
system, it adapts to the needs of the students via keeping user models. In [4], an intel-
ligent tutoring system is developed for teaching how to construct propositional proofs 
and visualize student proof approaches to help teachers to identify error prone areas of 
the students. All the above systems, although deal with learning and/or teaching logic, 
they are not concerned with how to use FOL as a KR&R language. 

KRRT [2] is a web–based system the main goal of which is helping students to 
learn FOL as a KR&R language.  The student gives his/her FOL proposal sentence 
and the system checks its syntax and whether is the correct one. NLtoFOL [7] is a 
web-based system developed to assist students in learning to convert NL sentences 
into FOL. The student can select a NL sentence and interactively convert it in a step 
based approach into the corresponding FOL. In [6], we deal with teaching the FOL to 
CF (Clause Form) conversion, via a web-based interactive system. It provides a step-
by-step guidance and help during that process. Organon [5] is a web-based tutor for 
basic logic courses and helps the students during practice exercises. All the above 
systems, although deal with learning (or teaching) logic, they do not deal with logic 
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equivalency and how to assist students to learn how to construct logically equivalent 
formulas. As far as we are aware of, there is only one system that claims doing the 
latter. It is called IDEAS [11] and deals with rewriting formulas from propositional 
logic into disjunctive normal form. A student is called to transform a formula by ap-
plying one transformation rule at a time. The system provides feedback to the student. 
Also, the system provides a tool [12] for proving equivalences between propositional 
logic formulas. However, it is restricted to propositional logic and does not deal with 
FOL. 

3 Logical Equivalences in FOL 

FOL is the most widely used logic-based knowledge representation formalism. Higher 
order logics are difficult to handle, whereas lower order logics, such as those based on 
propositional calculus, are expressively poor. FOL is a KR&R language used for rep-
resenting knowledge in a knowledge base, in the form of logical formulas, which can 
be used for automatically making inferences. Logical formulas or sentences explicitly 
represent properties of or relations among entities of the world of a domain. In logic, 
two logical formulas p and q are logically equivalent if they have the same logical 
content. Logical equivalence between p and q is sometimes expressed as p⟷q. Logi-
cal equivalence definition in FOL is the same as in propositional logic, with the addi-
tion of rules for formulas containing quantifiers. Table 1 presents rules of logical 
equivalence between FOL formulas. 
 

Table 1.  Rules of logical Equivalence for FOL  
Equivalence Name 

pT⟷p ,  pF ⟷ p Identity Laws 
pT ⟷T ,  pF ⟷F Domination  Laws 
pp⟷p ,   pp⟷p Idempotent Laws 

(p) ⟷ p Double Negation Law 
pq ⟷qp , pq ⟷qp Commutative Laws 

(pq) r ⟷ p (qr) , (pq)  r ⟷ p  (qr) Associative Laws 
(pq) ⟷(¬pq) Implication Elimination 

¬(p  q) ⟷ ¬p   ¬q  , ¬(p  q) ⟷ ¬p   ¬q De Morgan's Laws 
x P(x) ⟷x P(x)  , x P(x) ⟷x P(x) De Morgan's FOL 

p (qr) ⟷ (p q)  (pr)  
p (qr) ⟷ (pq)  (pr) 

Distribution Laws 

x (P(x)  Q(x))⟷ x P(x)  xQ(x) 
x (P(x)  Q(x))⟷ x P(x)  xQ(x) 

Distribution  Laws FOL 

4 System Architecture and Function 

The architecture of our system is depicted in Fig.1. It consists of five units: Domain 
Model (DM), Student Model (SM), Student Interface (SI), Interface Configuration 
(IC) and Intelligent Data Unit (IDU).  
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Domain Model (DM) contains knowledge related to the subject to be taught as well 
as the actual teaching material. It focuses on assisting students to learn how to create 
FOL-equivalent formulas and so syntax of FOL and equivalence rules constrains are 
stored in the domain model.  

Student Model (SM) unit is used to record and store student related information. 
Also contains   the   system’s  beliefs   regarding   the   student’s  knowledge  of   the  domain  
and additional information about the user, such as personal information and character-
istics. SM enables the system to adapt its behavior and its pedagogical decisions to the 
individual student who uses it [3]. Also it sketches the cognitive process that happens 
in the student learning sessions. 

Student interface (SI) is the interactive part of the system. Through SI, a student in-
itially subscribes to the system. During subscription, the required personal infor-
mation, such as name, age, gender, year of study and email are stored. After subscrip-
tion, the student can anytime access the system. SI is also responsible for configuring 
the interface to adapt to the needs of the specific session. 

 

 
Fig.1. System architecture and its components. 

 Interface Configuration (IC) unit is responsible for configuring the student inter-
face during the learning sessions, based on the guidelines given by the intelligent data 
unit. So, the student interface is dynamically re-configured to adapt to the needs of the 
specific session. 
 Intelligent Data Unit (IDU) interacts with IC and its main purpose is to provide 
guidance and feedback to the students and help during application of the logical 
equivalence rules. It is a rule-based system that based on the input data from user 
interface decides on which reconfigurations should be made to the user interface or 
which kind of interaction will be allowed or given to the user. It is also responsible for 
tracing   user’s   mistakes and handling them in terms of appropriate feedback to the 
student.  
 IDU  deals  with  a  student’s actions for each equivalence exercise as follows: 

Interface 

Configuration 

(IC) 

 

 Intelligent Data Unit (IDU) 

Student 

Feedback Error  

Mechanism 

 

Student Interface (SI) 

Student Model  

(SM) 

 

Domain Model 

(DM) 
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1. Let the student select an equivalence rule to apply to the FOL formula 
2. Check if the selected current equivalence rule can be applied. 

 If it can, allow the student to insert his/her answer to the current rule and 
go to 2. 

 Otherwise, inform the student that the selected rule is not applicable, 
provide proper feedback and allow select a new answer. 

3. Check the student's answer (formula) to the selected rule 
 If it is correct, inform his/her and go to 1. 
 Otherwise: (a) Determine the error(s) made by the student. (b) Provide 

feedback based on the error(s) and the corresponding equivalence rule. 
(c) Allow the student to give a new answer for the selected rule and go to 
1. 

5 User interaction 

The student interface of the system is dynamically reconfigured during a conversion 
process. After the student enters the system, he/she can select any of the existing FOL 
formulas/exercises and then starts its conversion into an equivalent formula. This 
process is made in a step-based approach where the student, at each step, has to select 
and implement a logic equivalence rule (see above, Table 1). At each step the student 
can  request  the  system’s  assistance  and  feedback  (which  is  based  on  student’s  actions  
and knowledge state). Initially, the student has to select a proper equivalence rule to 
implement.  All   the   equivalence   rules   are   presented   at   the  working   area  of   student’s  
interface. The student can select a rule and apply it to the formula. If the rule cannot 
be applied, the system provides proper feedback messages notifying with the reason 
why it cannot be applied. In contrast, if the rule can be applied, a proper work area is 
created and the student can manipulate the formula and transform it by applying the 
selected rule. Then the student can submit the answer (FOL formula). After the stu-
dent gives an answer, the system informs him/her whether the answer is correct or 
incorrect.  If  it  is  incorrect,  the  system  performs  an  analysis  of  the  student’s  answer  to  
find and recognize the errors made by the student. After that the student can submit 
the new formula derived by the rule application. 
 As   an   example,   consider   the   FOL   formula   “(∀x)~likes(x,snow) ∼skier(x)”.  
Initially the student selects to apply the implication elimination of equivalency as 
illustrated in Fig. 2. The system analyses the formula and recognizes that the selected 
law can be applied. So, proper configurations are made on the interface and the stu-
dent can insert his/her answer, which is the equivalent formula derived from the ap-
plication of the rule. After the student submits his/her answer, the system analyzes it 
and recognizes that the implication is not removed correctly and generates the proper 
feedback message(s). The feedback messages are linked to the help button and the 
student can look at them by clicking on it.  

5.1 Feedback  

The behavior of the system is modeled to consist of two (feedback) loops, the inner 
and the outer loop respectively [16]. The main role of the inner loop is to provide 
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feedback to the student as a reaction to his/her actions during an exercise, whereas the 
role of the outer loop is to select the next exercise corresponding   to   the   student’s  
knowledge state. The inner loop of the system is responsible for analyzing the stu-
dent’s  answer  and  provides  the  proper  feedback  messages.  The  feedback  provided,   in 
order to enhance its effectiveness, refers to different levels of verification and elabora-
tion. Verification concerns the confirmation whether a student’s  process is correct or 
not, while the elaboration can address the answer and related topics, discuss particular 
error(s) and guide the student towards the correct answer [15].  
 

 
Fig.2. Student Interface 

The categories and the types of feedback developed are based on combinations of 
the classifications of feedback presented in [13] and [16]. So, the main types of feed-
back offered to the students by the system are the following.  
 Minimal feedback. The system informs the student if the answer is correct or 

not.  
 Error-specific feedback. When  a   student’s  answer   is   incorrect   the system pro-

vides the proper feedback based on the errors made, indicating what makes the 
answer incorrect and the reason why it does it.   

 Procedural feedback. The system can provide a student with hints on what has 
to do to correct a wrong answer and also what to do next. 

 Bottom-out hints. The system can decide to give the correct answer of a step to 
the  student.  This  can  be  done  after  a  student’s  request  or  after  constantly  failure  
rates and circumstances. 

 Knowledge on meta-cognition. The system analyzes a student’s  interactions  and  
behavior and can provide meta-cognitive guiding and hints.  

 
 The system implements an incremental assistance delivery. Initially, after a stu-
dent’s  incorrect  action,  starts  by  delivering  minimal  feedback,  just  noticing  that  there  
are   errors   and   inconsistencies   in   the   student’s   action.  Error-specific feedback is of-
fered  after  a  student’s  erroneous  action.  Research  has  shown  that  student’s  motivation 
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for understanding and learning is enhanced when errors are made [9] and the delivery 
of proper feedback can help the students get a deeper understanding and revise mis-
conceptions. While a student is striving to specify the correct action, the system scales 
up its assistance till the delivery of the correct action/answer. Providing the correct 
answer in logic exercises-procedures are consider an important part of   the   system’s  
assistance. Indeed, student knowledge and performance can be improved significantly 
after receiving knowledge of correct response feedback, indicating the correct answer 
[17]. The system never gives unsolicited hints to the student. If  the  student’s  answer  is  
incorrect, the proper feedback messages are available (linked) via the help button. So, 
the student can get those messages on demand, by clicking on the help button. The 
pedagogical assumption indicates that when the student has the control of the timing 
of the help provided by the system, there is a greater likelihood that the help messages 
are received at the right time and therefore be more effective for knowledge construc-
tion [14].  

6 Evaluation 

We conducted an evaluation study of the system during the AI course in the fall se-
mester of the academic year 2011-2012 at our Department. 100 undergraduate stu-
dents from those enrolled in the course participated in the evaluation study. The stu-
dents had already attended the lectures covering the relevant logic concepts. The 
methodology selected to evaluate the system is a pre-test/post-test, experi-
mental/control group one, where the control group used a traditional teaching ap-
proach. The students were divided into two groups of 50 students each one, of bal-
anced gender, which were named group A and group B respectively. Group A was 
selected to act as the experimental group and group B as the control group. Group A 
(experimental) did some homework through the system, whereas Group B (control) 
did the homework without using the system and then submit the answers to the tutor 
and discuss them with him. 
 Initially, all students took a pre-test on logical equivalence concept. The test in-
cluded 15 FOL formulas-exercises and the students were asked to provide equivalent 
FOL formulas. After that, the students of group B were given access to the system and 
were asked to study for a week aiming at one 20 minutes session per day. After that 
intervention, the students of both groups took a final post-test including 15 FOL for-
mulas-exercises. The two tests consisted of exercises of similar difficulty level and 
the score ranged from 0 to 100.  
 In  order  to  analyze  students’  performance,  an independent t-test was used on the 
pre-test. The mean and standard deviations of the pre-test were 45.18 and 14.73 for 
the experimental group, and 47.34 and 14.01 for the control group. As the p-value 
(Significant level) was 0.567 > 0.05 and t = 0.46, it can be inferred that those two 
groups did not significantly differ prior to the experiment. That is, the two groups of 
students had statistically equivalent abilities before the experiment. In Table 2 and 
Table 3 the descriptive statistics and the t-test   results   from   assessment   of   students’  
learning performance are presented. The results revealed that the mean value of the 
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pre-test of the experimental group is higher than the mean value of the pre-test of the 
control group. The  Levene’s   test   confirmed   the   equality   of   variances   of   the   control  
and experimental groups for pre-test (F = 0.330, p = 0.567) and post-test (F = 3.016, 
p = 0.086). Also the t-test result (p=0.000 < .05) shows a significant difference be-
tween the two groups. Thus, it implies that the students in the experimental group got 
a deeper understanding in manipulating FOL formulas and created correctly equiva-
lent formulas for more FOL formulas exercises than the control group. 
 

Table 2. Descriptive Statistics of Pre-test and Post-test 
 Group N Mean SD SE 
Pre-Test Group A 50 45.18 14.73 2.08 

Group B 50 47.34 14.01 1.98 
Post-Test 
 

Group A 50 51.74 18.17 2.57 
Group B 50 71.56 15.43 2.18 

 
Table 3. t-test results 

Equality of 
 variance 

F-test 
for variance 

t-Test for mean  

F Sig.             t 
 

df Sig.(2-
tailed) 

MD 

Pre-Test Equal 0.33 0.567 -0.751 98 0.454 -2.16 
Unequal          -0.751      97.756 0.454 -2.16 

Post-Test 
 

Equal 3.016 0.086 -5.879     98 0.000 -19.8 
Unequal -5.879 95.49 0.000 -19.8 

 
 In the second part of the evaluation study, the students of group B, who had used 
the system, were asked to fill in a questionnaire. The questionnaire was made to pro-
vide both qualitative and quantitative data. It included questions for evaluating the 
usability of the system, asking for the students' experience and their opinions about 
the impact of system in learning and understanding logical equivalence. The ques-
tionnaire consisted of nine questions and the results are presented in Table 4. Ques-
tions Q1-Q6 were based on a Likert scale (1: not at all, 5: very much). Questions 7-8 
were open type questions and concerned strong and weak points of the system or 
problems faced and also improvements that can be made to the system. Finally, ques-
tion 9 was about spent time to cope with the system and had three possible answers: 
less than 15 min, 15-30 min and more than 30 min. Their answers show that 72% of 
the students needed less than fifteen minutes and only 12% of them needed more than 
30 min.  

Table 4.Questionnaire Results. 

  ANSWERS (%) 
Q QUESTIONS 1 2 3 4 5 
1 How you rate your overall experience? 0 0 20 28 52 
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2 How much the system did assisted you to learn logical equivalence? 0 0 18 32 50 
3 How helpful was the feedback provided? 0 4 12 36 48 
4 Did you find the interface of the system helpful? 0 0 28 36 36 
5 When stuck, did the system provide enough help so that you could  

fix the problem(s) 0 2 14 34 50 

6 Do you feel more confident in dealing with logical equivalence  
transformations? 0 4 16 38 42 

 
The students' answers to Q1-Q6 indicate that the majority of the them enjoyed inter-
acting with the system and 82% of them believe that the system helped them in learn-
ing FOL equivalences. Also, 84% of them found the feedback provided by the system 
very useful and that assisted them in manipulating FOL formulas and creating equiva-
lent ones. 

7 Conclusions and Future Work 

Logic is acknowledged by tutors to be a hard domain for students to grasp and deeply 
understand. It contains complex cognitive processes and students face many difficul-
ties to understand and correctly implement them. Manipulating FOL formulas and 
transforming them into equivalent forms is a fundamental topic in logic, but also hard 
and error prone for students. 
 In this paper, we introduce an intelligent tutoring system developed to help stu-
dents in learning how to deal with FOL equivalent formulas. It provides the student an 
interactive way to manipulate FOL formulas and transform them into equivalent 
form(s) by applying equivalence rules (or chain of rules) or proper combinations of 
them. The student, at each stage of the transformation, gets proper guidance and feed-
back by the system on his/her actions. Regarding the usefulness of the system, the 
reactions of the students were very encouraging. An evaluation study was conducted 
to test the system impact  on  student’s   learning.  The  results   revealed   that   the  experi-
mental group outperformed the control group significantly on the post-test exercises. 
According to the results, the students of the experimental group got a deeper under-
standing of the logical transformations and significantly enhanced their knowledge. 
Moreover, the system helped the students to improve their logic conceptual under-
standing and also to increase their confidence in handling equivalence.  
 However there are some points that the system could be improved. A direction for 
future research would be the development of an automatic assessment mechanism to 
assess the student's performance during the learning interaction with the system. This 
could help the system better adapt to the student. 
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Abstract. Game-based learning environments hold great promise for supporting 
computer science learning. The ENGAGE project is building a game-based 
learning environment for middle school computational thinking and computer 
science principles, situated within mathematics and science curricula. This 
paper reports on a pilot study of the ENGAGE curriculum and gameplay 
elements, in which pairs of middle school students collaborated to solve game-
based computer science problems. Their collaborative behaviors and dialogue 
were recorded with video cameras. The analysis reported here focuses on 
nonverbal indicators of disengagement during the collaborative problem 
solving, and explores the dialogue moves used by a more engaged learner to 
repair  a  partner’s  disengagement. Finally, we discuss the implications of these 
findings for designing a game-based learning environment that supports 
collaboration for computer science.  

Keywords: Engagement, Collaboration, Dialogue, Game-Based Learning. 

1 Introduction 

Supporting engagement within computer science (CS) education is a central challenge 
for designers of CS learning environments. More broadly, engagement is a subject of 
increasing attention within the AI in Education community. A growing body of 
empirical findings has revealed the importance of supporting learner engagement. 
Particular forms of disengagement have been associated with decreased learning, both 
overall and with respect to local learning outcomes within spoken dialogue tutoring 
systems [1, 2]. Targeted interventions can positively impact engagement; for example, 
metacognitive support may influence students to spend more time on subsequent 
problems, and integrating student performance measures into a tutoring system allows 
them to reflect on their overall performance [3]. A promising approach to support 
engagement involves adding game elements to intelligent tutors or other learning 
environments [4, 5] or creating game-based learning environments with engaging 
narratives [6]; both approaches have been shown to increase student performance and 
enjoyment in general. However, even with these effective systems, some disengaged 
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behaviors are negatively associated with learning, and the relationships between 
engagement and learning are not fully understood.  

Collaboration is another promising approach for supporting engagement and can be 
combined with game-based learning environments [7]. Results have demonstrated the 
importance of well-timed help for collaborators [8] and the promise of pedagogical 
agents that support self-explanation [9]. This study considers collaboration in the 
problem-solving domain of computer science, where a combination of hints and 
collaboration support may be particularly helpful [10]. However, many questions 
remain regarding the best sources and types of engagement support in this context.  

Game-based learning environments for teaching computer science have started to 
become popular in recent years. The CodeSpells game [11] aims to teach middle 
school students how to program in the Java programming language. The ENGAGE 
project aims to develop, implement, and evaluate a narrative-centered, game-based 
learning environment that will be deployed in middle school for teaching computer 
science principles. The game is designed to be played collaboratively by pairs of 
students. Presently, the project is in its design and implementation phase, conducting 
iterative refinement and piloting of curriculum and gameplay elements. During this 
process, we aim to extract valuable lessons about how middle school students 
collaborate to solve computer science problems and how this collaboration can be 
supported within an intelligent game-based learning environment.  

This paper reports on a pilot study of the ENGAGE curriculum and simulated 
gameplay elements. In this study, pairs of students collaborated and their 
collaborative behaviors and dialogue were recorded with video cameras. Nonverbal 
indicators of disengagement were annotated manually across the videos. We report an 
analysis  of  these  disengagement  behaviors  by  students’  collaborative  role,  and  explore  
the dialogue   moves   used   by   a   more   engaged   learner   to   repair   a   partner’s  
disengagement.   

2 ENGAGE Game Based Learning Environment 

The main goals of the ENGAGE project, which is currently in its design and 
implementation phase, are to create a highly engaging educational tool for teaching 
computer science to middle school students, contribute to research on the 
effectiveness of game-based learning, and investigate its potential to broaden 
participation of underrepresented groups in computer science. During the first year of 
the project, the first draft of the curriculum to be used within the environment was 
developed. The curriculum is based on the CS Principles course under development 
by the College Board [12] with the goal of shifting focus from a specific 
programming language (Java, in the case of the existing AP Computer Science 
course) to the broader picture of computer science concepts. The CS Principles 
curriculum emphasizes seven big ideas:  
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Table 1. CS Principles focused evidence statement examples 

CS Principles 
Number Evidence Statement 

6b 
Explanation of how number bases, including binary and decimal, are used 
for reasoning about digital data 

13a 
Explanation of how computer programs are used to process information to 
gain insight and knowledge 

18b 
Explanation of how an algorithm is represented in natural language, 
pseudo-code, or a visual or textual programming language 

24a Use of an iterative process to develop a correct program 

30c 
Explanation of how cryptography is essential to many models of 
cybersecurity 

 
1. Computer science is a creative process 
2. Abstractions can reduce unimportant details and focus on relevant ones 
3. Big data can be analyzed using various techniques in order to create a new 

understanding or refine existing knowledge 
4. Algorithms are a sequence of steps used to solve a problem and can be 

applied to structurally similar problems 
5. These algorithms can be automated using a programming language 
6. The Internet has revolutionized communication and collaboration 
7. Computer science has an impact on the entire world 

 
Through an iterative process, we selected a subset of the CS Principles curriculum by 
analyzing the evidence statements [13] for suitability within a game-based learning 
environment and for appropriateness for the middle school audience. Additional 
validation of this curriculum will be undertaken by middle school teachers during an 
upcoming summer institute and through pilot testing. An example of learning 
objectives to be implemented as game-based learning activities is shown in Table 1.  

The setting of the game is an underwater research facility that has been taken over 
by a rogue scientist. Students take on the role of a computer scientist sent to 
investigate the situation, reconnect the station's network, and thwart the villain's plot 
by solving various computer science puzzles in the form of programming tasks. There 
are two main gameplay mechanics: players can move around in the 3D environment 
in a similar manner to many 3D platforming games (Fig. 1a), and different devices 
within the environment can be programmed using a visual programming interface. 
Players can drag "blocks" that represent programming functions and stack them 
together to create a program (Fig. 1b).1 By programming these devices in certain 
ways, players can manipulate the environment and solve each in-game area's puzzle 
and move on to the next task. The game sections are divided into four main levels: 

                                                         
1 This drag-and-drop programming language with blocks is closely modeled after and inspired 

by Scratch [21], but for compatibility reasons, a customized programming environment is 
being created for the ENGAGE game. 
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 Tutorial: Students are introduced to the game environment and shown how to use 
the controls for both gameplay mechanics. They are also given an overview of 
basic programming concepts (sequences of statements, loops, and conditionals), as 
well as the concept of broadcasting (sending signals from one device to another). 

 Digital World: The puzzles in this level involve binary numbers, and students must 
convert these binary numbers into an understandable form (decimal, text, color 
image, etc.) in order to solve them and progress. The conceptual objective of this 
level is that computers communicate in binary and that the meaning behind a 
binary sequence depends on its interpretation. 

 Cybersecurity: Before the students can reconnect the station's network, they must 
establish proper cybersecurity measures so that their communications are not 
compromised by the villain. In this level, students learn about cryptography and 
various encryption techniques in order to ensure a safe network connection. 

 Big Data: The research station that students must restore had been studying 
different aspects of the undersea environment, including the pollution of the water 
and how it has affected the life forms that inhabit the area. Students must try to 
reason about this data by performing basic analyses and creating visual models that 
are embodied in the 3D environment, which will enable students to progress to the 
final level. 

 

   

a) Game environment                                      b) Programming interface 

Fig. 1. Engage screenshots 

3 Pilot Study  

The pilot study was conducted within a computer science elective course for middle 
school students (ages 11 to 14) at a charter middle school. Students attended 4 
sessions lasting between 90 and 120 minutes long, facilitated by members of the 
ENGAGE project team. Each of the sessions resulted in a corpus of data, though only 
one of these, which involves solving a binary puzzle within a visual programming 
environment, is analyzed within this paper. This paper focuses on the final session of 
the course, in which students worked in pairs to solve three game-based tasks using 
Build Your Own Blocks, a drag-and-drop visual programming language [14]. This 
activity simulates programming within ENGAGE, whose programming environment is 
still under development. Student participants included 18 males and 2 females, though  
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the female pair was absent on the day the present corpus was collected. This gender 
disparity is an intrinsic problem in many technology electives and is an important 
consideration of the ENGAGE project, which will examine differential outcomes for 
students from underrepresented groups using the game-based learning environment. 

 
Fig. 2. Visual programming interface for final problem in pilot study 

The exercises the students solved involved converting binary numbers into decimal 
numbers and textual characters. The first problem asked the students to write a 
program that would convert the given binary numbers into decimal numbers and 
highlight the cells that contained even numbers. The next problem was identical to the 
first except that the students had to highlight the prime numbers instead. The final and 
most challenging problem asked students to convert the binary numbers into textual 
characters, manually decipher a password, and input this password into their program 
(Fig. 2). All subroutines corresponding to binary conversions, highlighting blocks, 
number comparisons, and password entry were provided as blocks that students could 
use within their own programs. This design choice was made to abstract some 
complex implementation from students so they could focus on planning and 
implementing the steps to solve their problem. 

For the duration of the exercise, students collaborated in pairs and took turns 
controlling the keyboard and mouse on a single computer [7]. In computer science 
education, this paradigm is referred to as pair programming: the driver actively 
creates the solution, while the navigator provides feedback [15] (Fig. 3). Research has 
shown that pair programming can provide many benefits to college-level students 
taking introductory programming courses, especially those with little to no prior 
programming experience. A review by Preston [16] highlights some benefits: students 
create higher-quality programs as a result of the communication of ideas between 
partners; they can achieve a better understanding of programming by supporting each 
other through the exercise; and although the activity is collaborative, individual test 
scores and course performance are also improved.  

Students were asked by a researcher to switch roles every six minutes. When a pair 
would finish a task, they were asked to raise their hands and wait for a researcher to 
verify their program solution. If it was correct, the researcher would verbally describe 
the next exercise and set up the programming interface; if not, the researcher would 
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provide general feedback on the proposed solution. Students were also allowed to 
raise their hands if they had any questions for the researcher regarding the 
programming task. The allotted time to complete all three programming tasks was 40 
minutes, with two pairs completing them sooner.  

4 Video Corpus and Disengagement Annotation 

During this pilot study, video was recorded for all nine pairs of students using a 
tripod-mounted digital camera recording at 640x480 resolution and 30 frames per 
second. The nine videos were divided into 5-minute segments to facilitate annotation 
and analysis. Of the total 65 segments, 25 were randomly selected for annotation and 
serve as the basis for the results presented here (a subset was necessary due to the 
time requirement of manual annotation, in this case approximately 8 minutes per 
minute of video). Each segment was manually annotated by a judge for student 
disengagement by observing for one of three signs of disengagement. First, posture 
was considered to indicate disengagement when gross postural shifts clearly 
suggested that the student was attending to something other than the programming 
task; this exaggerated disengaged posture was often accompanied by other indications 
of disengagement such as off-task speech (Fig. 3b). Another indicator of 
disengagement was averted gaze, which commonly accompanied the other two signs 
but could occur independently. Finally, students would sometimes engage in off-task 
dialogue with their partners, or even with other students in the classroom. It is 
important to note that we do not equate off-task behavior with disengagement; there 
were instances in which students continued to work on the learning task while holding 
off-task conversations with their partners. Sabourin et al. [17] show that off-task 
behavior can be a way for students to cope with negative emotions, such as confusion 
or frustration. Likewise, student disengagement does not necessarily imply off-task 
behavior. Disengagement in this context is defined primarily as focusing attention on 
something other than the learning task; identifying cognitive and affective states 
underlying the disengagement is left to future analyses. 

To annotate the videos, each human judge would watch until disengagement was 
observed by either of the two collaborators, paused the video, annotated the start time 
of the disengagement event, then continued and annotated the end time, returning to 
previous points of the video as needed. Judges thus marked episodes of 
disengagement, as well as who appeared to facilitate re-engagement: did the student 
shift her attention back to the programming task by herself?; did the student's partner 
ask for her assistance?; or did an instructor need to arrive to provide feedback or 
clarify any questions? In order to establish reliability of this annotation scheme, 12 of 
the 65 video segments were randomly selected and assigned to two judges, and the 
tagged segments were discretized into one-second intervals in which each student was 
classified as either engaged or disengaged by each judge. The Kappa for 
disengagement was 0.59 (87.25% agreement). In other words, approximately 87.25% 
of the time, both judges applied the same engagement tag. Adjusting for chance (that 
is, students were more likely to be engaged than disengaged at a given point) the 
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Kappa agreement statistic was 0.59, indicating fair agreement [18]. For the events on 
which both judges agreed that disengagement had occurred, the tag for who facilitated 
re-engagement resulted in 78.57% agreement, or a Kappa of 0.60, indicating moderate 
agreement.  

 
a) Engaged pair                                               b) Disengaged pair 

Fig. 3. Collaborative setup 

5 Results 

Overall, student drivers spent an average of 16.4% of their time disengaged (st. 
dev.=16.6%), compared to a much higher 42.6% for navigators (st. dev.=24.1%). This 
is not surprising, since drivers are more actively engaged in the programming activity. 
Across both roles, out of the student re-engagement events, 76.8% were annotated as 
self re-engagements, with the remaining events corresponding to an external source of 
re-engagement (either partner or instructor). However, the collaborative role plays an 
important part in self re-engagement: drivers had an 87.7% probability of self re-
engaging, while navigators had a lower 68.7% probability of self re-engaging. These 
findings may indicate  that  repairing  one’s  own  disengaged  state is more challenging 
for the collaborative partner who is not actively at the controls.  

We examine instances in which annotators marked that the driver re-engaged a 
disengaged navigator through dialogue. There are 22 such instances. Four are 
questions addressed  to  the  collaborative  partner,  such  as,  “OK,  now  where?” and  “Do  
we  delete  this?” These questions re-engaged the navigator in part because attending to 
the speaker's questions is a social dialogue norm. Two utterances served as 
exclamations, e.g., “What   the   heck?”   In   these   cases, the driver was expressing 
surprise with an event in the learning environment, which drew the disengaged 
student’s   attention   back   to   the   task.  The   remaining   utterances  were   fragments, such 
as,  “Pick  up  current  tile…,”  though one utterance explicitly reminded the disengaged 
student  about  short  time  remaining,  “So  we  only  have  a  couple  of  minutes.”   

To examine these re-engagement events in context, two excerpts are considered 
(Table 2). In Excerpt A, the navigator gets stuck and raises his hand to ask for help 
when he notices the instructor is nearby, briefly becoming disengaged while his 
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partner continues to work on the exercise. The driver then turns to his partner and 
asks for feedback, causing the navigator to re-engage into the learning activity. In 
Excerpt B, the students had just received feedback on from the instructor when the 
navigator engages in off-topic dialogue with another team. Meanwhile, the driver 
makes a plan and then calls for  the  navigator’s attention, re-engaging him.  

Table 2. Dialogue excerpts featuring navigator disengagement 

Timestamp Role Dialogue Excerpt A 
19:25 

 
19:34 

Disengaged 
19:38 

Re-engaged 
19:40  

Navigator: 
 

Navigator: 
 

Driver: 
 

Navigator: 

 OK, if prime, number is prime. Dang! 
[Navigator notices instructor nearby, raises hand] 
Uh...  
[Navigator looks away from screen, leans back on seat]  
OK, now where? 
[Navigator points at program block] 
Put it there.  

  Dialogue Excerpt B 
 

26:01 
26:08 

Disengaged 
26:14 

Re-engaged 
26:16 

 
Navigator: 

Driver: 
 

Driver: 
 

Navigator: 

[Note: students  are  discussing  ‘@’  symbols] 
OK, @'s. Do you want more @'s... (inaudible) 
One two three four five 
[Navigator looks away to talk to another student] 
  I have an idea. You (taps navigator's shoulder) 

 
 Me?  

6 Discussion 

These excerpts suggest that within a collaborative game-based learning environment 
for computer science, providing both students with a sense of control may be 
particularly important. Because it may be more difficult to stay engaged on a task if 
one is not actively participating in it, particularly for younger audiences, the issue of 
mutual participation is paramount within the learning environment. The narrative 
game-based learning framework may prove particularly suitable for addressing this 
challenge: drivers and navigators can be provided with separate responsibilities and 
even with complementary information so that the participation of both students is 
required to complete the game-based tasks. Examples include designing the 
algorithmic solution to the problem or performing some calculations relevant to the 
main task; Williams and Kessler [19] state that 90% of students surveyed about pair 
programming listed these as the tasks that the navigator typically assists with. These 
may, in turn, help the navigator experience a heightened sense of control, and thereby, 
engagement.  

This pilot study demonstrated that because of strong social norms associated with 
human dialogue, strategic moves by a partner can serve to re-engage a student. 
Typically, drivers will ask their partners for feedback if they are unsure of their 
solution or if they are inexperienced programmers. In these cases, an active 
conversation between both students occurs, and both students are engaged. An 
intelligent game-based learning environment that senses disengagement may be able 
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to scaffold this type of dialogue in order to mitigate disengagement on the part of 
either student. 

7 Conclusion and Future Work 

Game-based learning environments hold great promise for supporting computer 
science education. The ENGAGE project is developing a game-based learning 
environment for middle school computer science, and we have presented results from 
an early pilot study for the curriculum and some simulated elements of gameplay in 
which students worked collaboratively in pairs to solve computer science problems. 
The results suggest that supporting engagement may be particularly important within 
a collaborative situation for the student who is not at the controls. Providing both 
students with an active role during gameplay, and scaffolding dialogue to re-engage a 
student who has become disengaged, are highly promising directions for intelligent 
game-based learning environments. Both of these interventions would be well 
supported within a narrative-centered, game-based learning environment framework. 

There are several important directions for future work regarding engagement 
within game-based learning environments for computer science. First, the current 
study was very limited in sample size and diversity of participants, so expanding the 
scope of students considered is a key consideration. It is also important to examine the 
duration of engagement once re-engagement has occurred and the effectiveness of 
interventions with respect to longer-term engagement. Additionally, in contrast to the 
fully manual video annotation presented here, it would be beneficial to integrate 
automated methods of measuring disengagement, such as the ones presented by 
Arroyo and colleagues [20]. Finally, addressing issues of diversity and groupwise 
differences of re-engagement strategies is an essential direction in order to develop 
game-based learning environments that support engagement and effective learning for 
all students. 
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Abstract. Designing dialogue systems that engage in rich tutorial dialogue has 
long been a goal of the intelligent tutoring systems community. A key challenge 
for these systems is determining when to intervene during student problem 
solving. Although intervention strategies have historically been hand-authored, 
utilizing machine learning to automatically acquire corpus-based intervention 
policies that maximize student learning holds great promise. To this end, this 
paper presents a Markov Decision Process (MDP) framework to learn when to 
intervene, capturing the most effective tutor turn-taking behaviors in a task-
oriented learning environment with textual dialogue. This framework is 
developed as a part of the JavaTutor tutorial dialogue project and will contribute 
to data-driven development of a tutorial dialogue system for introductory 
computer science education. 

Keywords: Tutorial Dialogue, Markov Decision Processes, Reinforcement 
Learning 

1 Introduction 

The effectiveness of tutorial dialogue has been widely established [1, 2]. Today’s 
tutorial dialogue systems have been successful in producing learning gains as they 
support problem solving [3–5], encourage collaboration [6, 7], and adapt to student 
responses [8]. These systems have also been shown to be successful in implementing 
some affective adaptations of human tutors [5, 9]. Recent research into tutorial 
dialogue systems with unrestricted turn-taking has shown promise for simulating the 
natural tutorial dialogue interactions of a human tutor [7]. Recognizing and simulating 
the natural conversational turn-taking behavior of humans continues to be an area of 
active research [10–12], and there has recently been renewed interest in developing 
dialogue systems that harness unrestricted turn-taking paradigms [7, 13, 14].  

The JavaTutor tutorial dialogue project aims to build a tutorial dialogue system 
with unrestricted turn-taking and rich natural language to support introductory 
computer science students. The overarching paradigm of this project is to 
automatically derive tutoring strategies using machine learning techniques applied to 
a corpus collected from an observational study of human-human tutoring. In 
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particular, the project focuses on how to devise tutorial strategies that deliver both 
cognitive and affective scaffolding in the most effective way. The project to date has 
seen the collection of a large corpus of tutorial dialogue featuring six repeated 
interactions with tutor-student pairs, accompanied by data on learning and attitude for 
each session as well as across the study [15–17]. This paper describes an important 
first step toward deriving tutorial dialogue policies automatically from the collected 
corpus in a way that does not simply mimic the behavior of human tutors, but seeks to 
identify the most effective tutorial strategies and implement those within the system’s 
dialogue policy.   

In recent years, reinforcement learning (RL) has proven useful for creating tutorial 
dialogue system policies in structured problem-solving interactions, such as what type 
of question to ask a student [18] and whether to elicit or tell the next step in the 
solution [19]. In order to harness the power of RL-based approaches within a tutorial 
dialogue system for computer science education, two important research problems 
must be addressed. First, a representation must be formulated in which student 
computer programming actions, which can occur continuously or in small bursts, can 
be segmented at an appropriate granularity and provided to the model. Second, 
because student dialogue moves, tutor dialogue moves, and student programming 
actions can occur in an interleaved manner with some overlapping each other, features 
to define the Markov Decision Process state space must be identified that preserve the 
rich, unrestricted turn-taking and mixed-initiative interaction to the greatest extent 
possible. In a first effort to address these challenges, this paper presents a novel 
application of RL-based approaches to the JavaTutor corpus of textual tutorial 
dialogue. In particular, the focus here is automatically learning when to intervene 
from this fixed corpus of human-human task-oriented tutorial dialogue with 
unrestricted turn-taking. The presented approach and policy results can inform data-
driven development of tutorial systems for computer science education. 

2 Human-Human Tutorial Dialogue Corpus 

To date, the JavaTutor project has seen the collection of an extensive corpus of 
human-human tutoring. Between August 2011 and March 2012, 67 students interacted 
with experienced tutors through the Java Online Tutoring Environment (Figure 1). 
Students were drawn from a first-year engineering course on a voluntary basis. They 
earned partial course credit for their participation. Students who reported substantial 
programming experience in a pre-survey were excluded from the experienced-tutoring 
condition (and were instead placed in a peer-tutoring collaborative condition that is 
beyond the scope of this paper), since the target population of the JavaTutor tutorial 
dialogue system is students with no programming experience. Each student completed 
six tutoring sessions over a period of four weeks, and worked with the same tutor for 
all interactions. Each tutoring session was limited to forty minutes. 

Seven tutors participated in the study. Their experience level ranged from multiple 
years’ experience in one-on-one tutoring to one semester’s experience as a teaching 
assistant or small group tutor. Gender distribution of the tutors was three female and 
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four male. Tutors were provided with printed learning objectives for each session and 
were reminded that they should seek to support the students’ learning as well as 
motivational and emotional state. Also, because each subsequent tutoring session built 
on the completed computer program from the preceding session, tutors were 
encouraged to ensure that students completed the required components of the 
programming task within the allotted forty-minute time frame.  

The overarching computer science problem-solving task was for students to create 
a text-based adventure game in which a player can explore scenes based on menu 
choices. In order to implement the adventure game, students learned a variety of 
programming concepts and constructs. This paper focuses on the first of the six 
tutoring sessions. The learning objectives covered in this first session included 
compiling and running code, writing comments, variable declaration, and system I/O. 
For each learning objective, there was a conceptual component and an applied 
component. For example, for the learning objective related to compiling code, the 
conceptual learning objective was for students to explain that compilation translates 
human-readable Java programs into machine-readable forms. The applied learning 
objective was for students to demonstrate that they can compile a program by pressing 
the “compile” button within the interface. 

The Java Online Learning Environment, shown in Figure 1, supports textual 
dialogue between the human tutor and student. It also provides tutors with a real-time 
synchronized view of the student’s workspace. The interface allows for logging 
events to a database with millisecond precision, making it straightforward to 
reconstruct the events of a session from these logs. There are two information 
channels between a tutor and a student. The first of these, the messaging pane, 
supports unrestricted textual dialogue between a tutor and a student, similar to 
common instant messaging applications. There are no restrictions placed on turn-
taking, allowing either person to compose a message at any time. In addition, both 
students and tutors are notified when their partner is composing a message. The 
second information channel is the student’s workspace. A tutor can see progress on 
the Java program written by the student in real-time, but the tutor is not able to edit 
the program directly. The Java programming environment is scaffolded for novices: it 
hides class declarations, method declarations, and import statements from the student, 
lowering the amount of complex syntax visible. Students effectively compose their 
programs within a main method “sandbox”.  

In order to measure the effectiveness of each session, students completed a pre-test 
at the beginning of each session and a post-test at the end of each session evaluating 
their knowledge of the material to be taught in that lesson. From these, we computed 
normalized learning gain using the following equation: 
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Fig. 1. A student’s view of the JavaTutor human tutoring interface 

This equation, adapted from Marx and Cummings [20] allows for the possibility of 
negative learning gain during a session, a phenomenon that occurred three times in the 
corpus. These normalized learning gain values can range from -1 to 1. In the present 
study normalized learning gains ranged from -0.29 to 1 (mean = 0.42; median = 0.45; 
st. dev. = 0.32). Students scored significantly higher on the post-test than the pre-test 
(p < .001). 

3 Building the Markov Decision Process 

The goal of the analysis presented here is to derive an effective tutorial intervention 
policy—when to intervene—from a fixed corpus of student-tutor interactions. From 
the tutors’ perspective, the decision to intervene was made based on the state of the 
interaction as observed through the two information channels in the interface: the 
textual dialogue pane and the synchronized view of the student’s workspace. In order 
to use a MDP framework to derive an effective intervention policy, we describe a 
representation of the interaction state as a collection of features from these 
information channels. 

A Markov Decision Process is a model of a system in which a policy can be 
learned to maximize reward [21]. It consists of a set of states S, a set of actions A 
representing possible actions by an agent, a set of transition probabilities indicating 
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how likely it is for the model to transition to each state sʹ ϵ S from each state s ϵ S 
when the agent performs each action a ϵ A in state s, and a reward function R that 
maps real values onto transitions and/or states, thus signifying their utility.  

The goal of this analysis is to model tutor interventions during the task-completion 
process, so the possible actions for a tutor were to intervene (by composing and 
sending a message) or not to intervene. Hence, the set of actions is defined as A = 
{TutorMove, NoMove}. We chose three features to represent the state of the dialogue, 
with each feature taking on one of three possible values. These features, described in 
Table 1, combine as a triple to form the states of the MDP as (Current Student Action, 
Task Trajectory, Last Action). These three features were chosen because they 
succinctly represent the current state of the dialogue in terms of turn-taking 
information in the Current Action and Last Action features, while the recent behavior 
of the student is captured in the Task Trajectory and Current Action features. Thus, 
these features supply an agent with sufficient information to learn a basic intervention 
policy while relying only on automatically annotated features. By selecting a small 
state space and action space, we avoid data sparsity issues [22], thereby decreasing 
the likelihood of states being insufficiently explored in our corpus, and increasing the 
likelihood of producing a meaningful intervention policy. 

Table 1. The features that define the states of the Markov Decision Process 

Current Student Action Task Trajectory Last Action 
• Task: Working on the 

task 
• StudentDial: Writing a 

message to the tutor 
• NoAction: No current 

student action 

• Closer: Moving closer to the 
final correct solution 

• Farther: Moving away from 
correct solution 

• NoChange: Same distance 
from correct solution 

• TutorDial: Tutor 
message 

• StudentDial: Student 
message 

• Task: Student worked on 
the task 

 
In addition, the model includes 3 more states: an Initial state, in which the model 
always begins, and two final states: one with reward +100 for students achieving 
higher-than-median normalized learning gain and one with reward -100 for the 
remaining students, following the conventions established in prior research into 
reinforcement learning for tutorial dialogue [18, 19]. 

Using these formalizations, one state was assigned to each of the log entries 
collected during the sessions and transition probabilities were computed between 
them when a tutor made an intervention (TutorMove) and when a tutor did not make 
an intervention (NoMove) based on the transition frequencies observed in the data. 
Any states that occurred less than once per session on average were combined into a 
single LowFrequency state, following the convention of prior work [23]. There were 
four states fitting this description: (Task, Farther, StudentDial), (StudentDial, 
Farther, StudentDial), (StudentDial, Farther, Task), and (StudentDial, Farther, 
TutorDial). Thus, the final MDP model contained 25 states requiring a tutorial 
intervention decision (23 states composed of feature combinations, the LowFrequency 
state, and the Initial state), and two final states. 
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The Current Student Action and Last Action features were relatively 
straightforward to assign to log entries by simply observing what a student was 
currently doing at that point in the session and observing what action had occurred 
most recently. The Task Trajectory feature was computed by discretizing the students’ 
work on the task into chunks, which presents a substantial research question and 
design decision for supporting computer science learning. Historically, intelligent 
tutoring systems for computer science have utilized granularity at one extreme or the 
other. The smallest possible granularity is every keystroke, perhaps the earliest 
example of this being the Lisp tutor of Anderson and colleagues [24]. The largest 
granularity could arguably be to evaluate only when the student deems the artifact 
complete enough to manually submit for evaluation, which was the approach taken by 
another very early computer science tutor, Proust [25]. For the JavaTutor system, 
evaluating the student program more often than at the completion of tasks is essential 
to support dialogue, but an every-keystroke evaluation is too frequent due in part to 
algorithm runtime limitations. We define our task events as beginning when a student 
begins typing in the task pane and ending when a student has not typed in the task 
pane for at least 1.5 seconds. This threshold of 1.5 seconds was chosen empirically 
before model building to strike a balance between shorter thresholds, which resulted 
in frequent switching between “working on task” and “not working on task” states, 
and longer thresholds, which resulted in never leaving the “working on task” state. 

After each task event (discretized as described above), a student’s program was 
separated into tokens as defined by the Java compiler, and a token-level minimum edit 
distance was computed from that student’s final solution for the lesson, tokenized in 
the same manner. Variable names, comments, and the contents of string literals were 
ignored in this edit distance calculation. The change in the edit distance from one 
chunk to the next determined the value of the Task Trajectory feature. Because the 
tutors were experienced in Java programming and had knowledge of the lesson 
structure, it is reasonable to assume that they were able to determine whether the 
student was moving farther or closer to the final solution. In this way, the edit 
distance algorithm provides a rough, automatically computable estimate of the tutors’ 
assessment of student progress. 

4 Policy Learning 

The goal of this analysis is to learn a tutorial intervention policy—when to 
intervene—that reflects the most effective strategies within the corpus. In the MDP 
framework described above, this involves maximizing the learning gain reward. In 
order to learn this tutorial intervention policy, we used a policy iteration algorithm 
[21] on the MDP. For each iteration, this algorithm computes the expected reward in 
each state s ϵ S when taking each action a ϵ A, based on the computed transition 
probabilities to other states and the expected rewards of those states from the previous 
iteration. Following the practice of prior work [13, 17], a discount factor of 0.9 was 
used to penalize delayed rewards (those requiring several state transitions to achieve) 
in favor of immediate rewards (those requiring few state transitions to achieve). The 
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policy iteration continues until convergence is reached; that is, until the change in 
expected reward for each state is less than some epsilon value between iterations. We 
used an epsilon of 10-7, requiring 125 iterations to converge. The resulting policy is 
shown in Table 2. 

Table 2. The learned tutorial intervention policy 

State  
(Current Action,   
Task Trajectory,  

Last Action)  

Policy 

 State  
(Current Action,   
Task Trajectory,  

Last Action) 

Policy 

(Task, Closer, Task) TutorMove  (StudentDial, NoChange, TutorDial) NoMove 

(Task, Closer, StudentDial) TutorMove  (NoAction, Closer, Task) TutorMove 

(Task, Closer, TutorDial) TutorMove  (NoAction, Closer, StudentDial) TutorMove 

(Task, Farther, Task) TutorMove  (NoAction, Closer, TutorDial) NoMove 

(Task, Farther, TutorDial) TutorMove  (NoAction, Farther, Task) NoMove 

(Task, NoChange, Task) TutorMove  (NoAction, Farther, StudentDial) TutorMove 

(Task, NoChange, StudentDial) NoMove  (NoAction, Farther, TutorDial) NoMove 

(Task, NoChange, TutorDial) TutorMove  (NoAction, NoChange, Task) TutorMove 

(StudentDial, Closer, Task) TutorMove  (NoAction, NoChange, StudentDial) NoMove 

(StudentDial, Closer, StudentDial) TutorMove  (NoAction, NoChange, TutorDial) NoMove 

(StudentDial, Closer, TutorDial) TutorMove  Initial TutorMove 

(StudentDial, NoChange, Task) NoMove  LowFrequency TutorMove 

(StudentDial, NoChange, StudentDial) NoMove    

 
Some noteworthy patterns emerge in the intervention policy learned from the corpus. 
For example, in seven of the eight states where the student is actively engaged in task 
actions (Task, *, *), the policy recommends that the tutor make a dialogue move. An 
excerpt from the corpus illustrating this strategy in a high learning gain session is 
shown in Figure 2, on lines 2-4. An excerpt from a low learning gain session showing 
tutor non-intervention during task progress is shown in Figure 3. In addition, among 
the states in which no action is currently being taken by the student and the last action 
was a tutor message, i.e., matching the pattern (NoAction, *, TutorDial), we find that 
the policy recommends that a tutor not make another consecutive dialogue move, 
regardless of how well the student is progressing on the task. However, Figure 2 
shows that high learning gains are possible without strictly following this particular 
recommendation. Additional discussion on these recommendations can be found in 
[26]. 

5 Conclusion and Future Work 

Current tutorial dialogue systems are highly effective, and matching the effectiveness 
of the most effective tutors is a driving force of tutorial dialogue research. This paper 
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presents a step toward rich, adaptive dialogue for supporting computer science 
learning by introducing a representation of task-oriented dialogue with unrestricted 
turn-taking in a reinforcement learning framework and presenting initial results of an 
automatically learned policy for when to intervene. The presented approach will 
inform the development of the JavaTutor tutorial dialogue system, whose initial 
policies will be learned based on the fixed human-human corpus described here.  
 
 Event Tutor action and state transition 
1. Student is declaring a String variable named 

“aStringVariable”. 
NoMove 

  
(Task, NoChange, Task) 

2. Tutor starts typing a message TutorMove 

                                   
(NoAction, Closer, TutorDial) 

3. 1.5 seconds elapse, task action is complete. 
4. Tutor message: That works, but let’s give the variable 

a more descriptive name 
5. Tutor starts typing a message TutorMove 

 
(NoAction, Closer, TutorDial) 

6. Student starts typing a message 
7. Student message: ok 
8. Tutor message: Usually, the variable’s name tells us 

what data it has stored 

Fig. 2. An excerpt from a high learning gain session. 

 Event Tutor action and state transition 
1. Student has just attempted to implement the 

programming code needed to complete the task, with 
no tutor intervention. 

NoMove 

 
(NoAction, Closer, Task) 

2. Student starts typing a message NoMove 

 
(StudentDial, Closer, Task) 

3. Student message: not sure if this is right… NoMove 

 
(NoAction, Closer, StudentDial) 

Fig. 3. An excerpt from a low learning gain session. 

Further exploring of the state space via simulation and utilizing a more expressive 
representation of state are highly promising directions for future work. Other 
directions for future work include undertaking a more fine-grained analysis of the 
timing of interventions, which could inform the development of more natural 
interactions, as well as allowing for more nuanced intervention strategies. 
Additionally, these models should be enhanced with a more expressive representation 
of both dialogue and task. It is hoped that these lines of investigation will yield highly 
effective machine-learned policies for tutorial dialogue systems and that tutorial 
dialogue systems for computer science will make this subject more accessible to 
students of all grade levels. 
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Automatic Generation of Programming

Feedback: A Data-Driven Approach
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Abstract. Automatically generated feedback could improve the learn-
ing gains of novice programmers, especially for students who are in large
classes where instructor time is limited. We propose a data-driven ap-
proach for automatic feedback generation which utilizes the program so-
lution space to predict where a student is located within the set of many
possible learning progressions and what their next steps should be. This
paper describes the work we have done in implementing this approach
and the challenges which arise when supporting ill-defined domains.

Keywords: automatic feedback generation; solution space; computer science
education; intelligent tutoring systems

1 Introduction

In the field of learning science, feedback is known to be important in the process
of helping students learn. In some cases, it is enough to tell a student whether
they are right or wrong; in others, it is better to give more details on why a
solution is incorrect, to guide the student towards fixing it. The latter approach
may be especially e↵ective for problems where the solution is complex, as it can
be used to target specific problematic portions of the student’s solution instead
of throwing the entire attempt out. However, it is also more di�cult and time-
consuming to provide.

In computer science education, we have been able to give students a basic
level of feedback on their programming assignments for a long time. At the most
basic level, students can see whether their syntax is correct based on feedback
from the compiler. Many teachers also provide automated assessment with their
assignments, which gives the student more semantic information on whether
or not their attempt successfully solved the problem. However, this feedback is
limited; compiler messages are notoriously unhelpful, and automated assessment
is usually grounded in test cases, which provide a black and white view of whether
the student has succeeded. The burden falls on the instructors and teaching
assistants (TAs) to explain to students why their program is failing, both in
o�ce hours and in grading. Unfortunately, instructor and TA time is limited,
and it becomes nearly impossible to provide useful feedback when course sizes
become larger and massive open online courses grow more common.
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Given this situation, a helpful approach would be to develop a method for
automatically generating more content-based and targeted feedback. An auto-
matic approach could scale easily to large class sizes, and would hopefully be
able to handle a large portion of the situations in which students get stuck. This
would greatly reduce instructor grading time, letting them focus on the students
who struggle the most. Such an approach is easier to hypothesize than it is to
create, since student solutions are incredibly varied in both style and algorithmic
approach and programming problems can become quite complex. An automatic
feedback generation system would require knowledge of how far the student had
progressed in solving the problem, what precisely was wrong with their current
solution, and what constraints were required in the final, correct solutions.

In this paper, we propose a method for creating this automatic feedback by
utilizing the information made available by large corpuses of previous student
work. This data can tell us what the most common correct solutions are, which
misconceptions normally occur, and which paths students most often take when
fixing their bugs. As the approach is data-driven, it requires very little problem-
specific input from the teacher, which makes it easily scalable and adaptable.
We have made significant progress in implementing this approach and plan to
soon begin testing it with real students in the field.

2 Solution Space Representation

Our method relies upon the use of solution spaces. A solution space is a graph
representation of all the possible paths a student could take in order to get
from the problem statement to a correct answer, where the nodes are candidate
solutions and the edges are the actions used to move from one solution state
to another. Solution spaces can be built up from student data by extracting
students’ learning progressions from their work and inserting them into the graph
as a directed chain. Identical solutions can be combined, which will represent
places where a student has multiple choices for the next step to take, each of
which has a di↵erent likelihood of getting them to the next answer.

A solution space can technically become infinitely large (especially when one
considers paths which do not lead to a correct solution), but in practice there are
common paths which we expect the student to take. These include the learning
progression that the problem creator originally intended, other progressions that
instructors and teaching assistants favor, and paths that include any common
misconceptions which instructors may have recognized in previous classes. If
we can recognize when a student is on a common path (or recognize when the
student has left the pack entirely) we can give them more targeted feedback on
their work.

While considering the students’ learning progressions, we need to decide at
what level of granularity they should be created. We might consider very small
deltas (character or token changes), or very large ones (save/compile points or
submissions), depending on our needs. In our work we use larger deltas in order
to examine the points at which students deliberately move from one state to the
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next; every time a student saves, they are pausing in their stream of work and
often checking to see what changes occur in their program’s output. Of course,
this approach cannot fully represent all of the work that a student does; we
cannot see the writing they are doing o✏ine or hear them talking out ideas with
their TAs. These interactions will need to be inferred from the changes in the
programs that the student writes if we decide to account for them.

It is simple to create a basic solution space, but making the space usable is
a much more di�cult task. Students use di↵erent variable names, indentations,
and styles, and there are multitudes of ways for them to solve the same problem
with the same general approach. In fact, we do not want to see two di↵erent
students submitting exactly the same code– if they do, we might suspect them
of cheating! But the solution space is of no use to us if we cannot locate new
students inside of it. Therefore, we need to reduce the size of the solution space
by combining all semantically equivalent program states into single nodes.

Many techniques have been developed already for reducing the size of the so-
lution spaces of ill-defined problems. Some represent the solution states with sets
of constraints [5], some use graph representations to strip away excess material
[4], and others use transformations to simplify solution states [9, 8]. We subscribe
to the third approach by transforming student programs into canonical forms

with a set of normalizing program transformations. These transformations sim-
plify, anonymize, and order the program’s syntax without changing its semantics,
mapping each individual program to a normalized version. All transformations
are run over abstract syntax trees (ASTs), which are parse trees for programs
that remove extraneous whitespace and comments. If two di↵erent programs map
to the same canonical form, we know that they must be semantically equivalent,
so this approach can safely be used to reduce the size of the solution space.

Example Let us consider a very simple programming problem from one of the
first assignments of an introductory programming class. The program takes as
input an integer between 0 and 51, where each integer maps to a playing card,
and asks the student to return a string representation of that card. The four of
diamonds would map to 15, as clubs come before diamonds; therefore, given an
input of 15, the student would return ”4D”. This problem tests students’ ability
to use mod and div operators, as well as string indexing. One student’s incorrect
solution to this problem is shown in Figure 1.

def intToPlayingCard(value):

faceValue = value%13

#use remainder as an index to get the face

face = "23456789YJQKA"[faceValue]

suitValue = (value-faceValue)%4

suit = "CDHS"[suitValue]

return face+suit

Fig. 1. A student’s attempt to solve the playing card problem.
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To normalize this student’s program, we first extract the abstract syntax tree
from the student’s code, as is partially shown in Figure 2. All of the student’s
variables are immediately anonymized; in this case, ’value’ will become ’v0’,
’faceValue’ will be ’v1’, etc. We then run all of our normalizing transformations
over the program, to see which ones will have an e↵ect; in this case, the only
transformation used is copy propagation. This transformation reduces the list of
five statements in the program’s body to a single return statement by copying
the value assigned to each variable into the place where the variable is used later
on. Part of the resulting canonical form is displayed in Figure 2. The new tree
is much smaller, but the program will have the same e↵ect.

Fig. 2. Subparts of the student’s ASTs, before (left) and after (right) normalization.

We have already implemented this method of solution space reduction and
tested it with a dataset of final submissions from a collection of introductory
programming problems. The method is quite e↵ective, with the solution space
size being reduced by slightly over 50% for the average problem [7]. However, we
still find a long tail of singleton canonical forms existing in each problem’s solu-
tion space, usually due to students who found strange, unexpected approaches
or made unconventional mistakes. This long tail of unusual solutions adds an-
other layer of complexity to the problem, as it decreases the likelihood that a
new student solution will appear in the old solution space.

Our work so far has concentrated only on final student submissions, not on
the paths students take while solving their problems. This could be seen as
problematic, as we are not considering the di↵erent iterations a student might
go through while working. However, our very early analysis of student learning
progressions from a small dataset has indicated that students are not inclined to
use incremental approaches. The students we observed wrote entire programs in
single sittings, then debugged until they could get their code to perform correctly.
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This suggests that our work using final program states may be close enough to
the real, path-based solution space to successfully emulate it.

We note that the solution space is easiest to traverse and create when used
on simple problems; as the required programs become longer, the number of
individual states in the space drastically increases. We believe it may be pos-
sible to address this situation by breaking up larger problems into hierarchies
of subproblems, each of which may map to a specific chunk of code. Then each
subproblem can have its own solution space that may be examined separately
from the other subproblems, and feedback can be assigned for each subproblem
separately.

3 Feedback Generation

Once the solution space has been created, we need to consider how to generate
feedback with it. The approach we have adopted is based on the Hint Factory
[1], a logic tutor which uses prior data to give stuck students feedback on how
to proceed. In the Hint Factory, each node of the solution space was the current
state of the student’s proof, and each edge was the next theorem to apply that
would help the student move closer to the complete proof. The program used
a Markov Decision Process to decide which next state to direct the student
towards, optimizing for the fastest path to the solution.

Our approach borrows heavily from the Hint Factory, but also expands it.
This is due to the ill-defined nature of solving programming problems, which
specifies that di↵erent solutions can solve the same problem; this complicates
several of the steps used in the original logic tutor. In this section we high-
light three challenges that need to be addressed in applying the Hint Factory
methodology to the domain of programming, and describe how to overcome each
of them.

Other attempts have been made at automatic generation of feedback, both
in the domain of programming and in more domain-general contexts. Some feed-
back methods rely on domain knowledge to create messages; Paquette et al.’s
work on supporting domain-general feedback is an example of this [6]. Other
methods rely instead on representative solutions, comparing the student’s so-
lution to the expected version. Examples here include Gerdes et al.’s related
work on creating functional tutoring systems (which use instructor-submitted
representative solutions) [2] and Gross et al.’s studies on using clustering to pro-
vide feedback (which, like our work, use correct student solutions) [3]. Though
our work certainly draws on many of the elements used in these approaches, we
explore the problem from a di↵erent angle in attempting to find entire paths
to the closest solution (which might involve multiple steps), rather than jump-
ing straight from the student’s current state to the final solution. Whether this
proves beneficial will remain to be seen in future studies.
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3.1 Ordering of Program States

Our first challenge relates to the process of actually mapping out the suggested
learning progressions for the student. Even after reducing the size of the solution
space, there are still a large number of distinct solutions which are close yet not
connected by previously-found learning paths. These close states can be helpful,
as they provide more opportunities for students to switch between di↵erent paths
while trying to reach the solution. Therefore, we need to connect each state to
those closest to it, then determine which neighboring state will set the student
on the best path to get to a final solution.

One obvious method for determining whether two states are close to each
other would involve using tree edit distance, to determine how many changes
needed to be made. However, this metric does not seem to work particularly well
in practice; the weight of an edit is di�cult to define, which makes comparing
edits non-trivial. Instead, we propose the use of string edit distance (in this
case, Levenshtein distance) to determine whether two programs are close to each
other. To normalize the distances between states, we calculate the percentage
similarity with (l � distance)/l (where l is the length of the longer program);
this ensures that shorter programs do not have an advantage over longer ones
and results from di↵erent problems can easily be compared to each other. Once
the distances between all programs have been calculated, a cut-o↵ point can be
determined that will separate close state pairs from far state pairs. Our early
experimentation with this method shows that it is e�cient on simple programs
and produces pairs of close states for which we can generate artificial actions.

Once the solution space has been completely generated and connected, we
need to consider how to find the best path from state A to state B. The algorithm
for finding this will be naturally recursive in nature– the best path from A to
B will be the best element of the set of paths S, where S is composed of paths
from each neighbor of A to B. Paths which require fewer intermediate steps will
be preferred, as they require the student to make less changes, but we also need
to consider the distances between the program states. We can again use string
edit distance to find these distances, or we can use the tree edits to look at
the total number of individual changes required. Finally, we can use test cases
to assign correctness parameters to each program state (as there are certainly
some programs which are more incorrect than others); paths which gradually
increase the number of test cases that a student passes may be considered more
beneficial than paths which jump back and forth, as the latter paths may lead
to discouragement and frustration in students.

Example In the previous section, we had found the canonical form for the
student’s solution; that form was labeled #22 in the set of all forms. As we were
using a dataset of final submissions, we had no learning progressions to work
with, we computed the normalized Levenshtein distance between each pair of
states and connected those which had a percentage similarity of 90% or higher,
thus creating a progression graph.
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In Figure 3, we see that state #22 was connected to three possible next
states: #4, #34, and #37. We know that #34 is incorrect, so it does not seem
like a good choice; on the other hand, #4 and #37 are equally close to #22 and
are both correct. State #37 had been reached by thirty students, while state #4
had only been reached by four; since #37 is more commonly used, it is probably
the better target solution for the student.

Fig. 3. The program state graph surrounding state #22. Red nodes are incorrect, green
correct; a darker node indicates that more students used that approach.

3.2 Generating content deltas between states

Next, we face the challenge of determining how to extract the content of the
feedback message from the solution space. The feedback that we give the student
comes from the edge between the current and target states, where that edge
represents the actions required to get from one state to the other. In well-defined
domains, these actions are often simple and concrete, but they become more
complex when the problems are less strictly specified.

Before, we used string distance to determine how similar two programs were,
in order to find distances quickly and easily. Now that we need to know what
the di↵erences actually are, we use tree edits to find the additions, deletions,
and changes required to turn one tree into another. It is moderately easy to
compute these when comparing ordinary trees, but ASTs add an extra layer of
complexity as there are certain nodes that hold lists of children (for example,
the bodies of loops and conditionals), where one list can hold more nodes than
another. To compare these nodes, we find the maximal ordered subset of children
which appear in both lists; the leftover nodes can be considered changes.

After we have computed these edits, we can use them to generate feedback
for the student in the traditional way. Cognitive tutors usually provide three
levels of hints; we can use the same approach here, first providing the location of
an error, then the token which is erroneous, and finally what the token needs to
be changed to in order to fix the error. In cases where more than one edit needs
to be made the edits can be provided to the student one at a time, so that the
student has a chance to discover some of the problems on their own.

It may be possible to map certain edit patterns to higher-level feedback
messages, giving students more conceptual feedback. Certain misconceptions and
mistakes commonly appear in novice programs; accidental use of integer division
and early returns inside of loops are two examples. If we can code the patterns
that these errors commonly take (in these cases, division involving two integer
values and return statements occurring in the last line of a loop’s body), we can
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provide higher-level static feedback messages that can be provided to students
instead of telling them which values to change. This may help them recognize
such common errors on their own in future tasks.

Example To generate the feedback message in our continuing example, we find
the tree edits required to get from state #22 to state #37. These come in two
parts: one a simple change, the other a more complex edit. Both are displayed
in Figure 4. The first change is due to a typo in the string of card face values
that the student is indexing (Y instead of T for ten); as the error occurs in a leaf
node (a constant value), pointing it out and recommending a change is trivial.
Such a feedback message might look like this: In the return statement, the string

”23456789YJQKA” should be ”23456789TJQKA”.

Fig. 4. The change found between the two programs, represented in text and tree
format (with * representing a further subexpression).

The second error is due to a misconception about how to find the index of
the correct suit value. In the problem statement, the integer card values mapped
cards first by face value and then by suit; all integers from 0 to 12 would be
clubs, 13 to 23 would be diamonds, etc. This is a step function, so the student
should have used integer division to get the correct value. In a terrible twist of
fate, this part of the student’s code will actually work properly; v0 � (v0%13)
returns the multiple of 13 portion of v0, and the first four multiples of 13 (0,
13, 26, and 39) each return the correct index value when modded by 4 (0, 1, 2,
and 3). Still, it seems clear that the student is su↵ering from a missing piece of
knowledge, as it would be much simpler to use the div operator.

In the AST, the two solutions match until they reach the value used by the
string index node. At that point, one solution will use mod while the other uses
div, and one uses a right operand of 4 while the other uses a right operand of
13. It’s worth noting, however, that both use the same subexpression in the left
operand; therefore, in creating feedback for the student, we can leave that part
out. Here, the feedback message might be this: In the right side of the addition in

the return statement, use div instead of mod. The further feedback on changing
4 to 13 could be provided if the student needed help again later.
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3.3 Reversing deltas to regain content

Finally, we need to take the content of the feedback message which we created
in the previous part and map it back to the student’s original solution. If the
student’s solution was equivalent to the program state, this would be easy–
however, because we had to normalize the student programs, we will need to
map the program state back up to the individual student solution in order to
create their personal feedback message.

In some situations, this will be easy. For example, it’s possible that a student
solution only had whitespace cleaned up and variable names anonymized; if this
was the case, the location of the code would remain the same, and variable
names could be changed in the feedback message easily. In many other cases,
the only transformations applied would be ordering and propagation functions;
for these, we can keep track of where each expression occurred in the original
program, then map the code segments we care about back to their positions
in the original code. Our running example falls into this ”easy” category; even
though the student’s program looks very di↵erent from the canonical version,
we only need to unroll the copy propagation to get the original positions back.

Other programs will present more di�culties. For example, any student pro-
gram which has been reduced in size (perhaps through constant folding, or con-
ditional simplification) might have a feedback expression which needs to be bro-
ken into individual pieces. One solution for this problem would be to record
each transformation that is performed on a program, then backtrack through
them when mapping feedback. Each transformation function can be paired with
a corresponding ”undo” function that will take the normalized program and a
description of what was changed, then generate the original program.

Example All of the program transformations applied to the original student
program in order to produce state #22 were copy propagations; each variable
was copied down into each of its references and deleted, resulting in a single
return statement. To undo the transformations, the expressions we want to give
feedback on (’23456789YJQKA’ and (v0� (v0%13))%4) must be mapped to the
variables that replace them– face and suit (where suit is later mapped again
to suitValue). We can then examine the variable assignment lines to find the
original location in which the expression was used (see Figure 5), which maps
the expressions to lines 2 and 4. The first expression’s content is not modified,
but the second changes into (value� faceV alue)%4. This change lies outside of
the feedback that we are targeting, so it does not a↵ect the message.

After the new locations have been found, the feedback messages are corre-
spondingly updated by changing the location that the message refers to. In this
case, the first feedback message would change to: In the second line, the string
’23456789YJQKA’ should be ’23456789TJQKA’. The second would become: In
the fourth line, use div instead of mod.
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Fig. 5. A comparison of the canonical (left) and original (right) programs. The code
snippets we need to give feedback on are highlighted.

4 Conclusion

The approach we have described utilizes the concept of solution spaces to deter-
mine where a new student is in their problem-solving process, then determines
what feedback to provide by traversing the space to find the nearest correct so-
lution. Representing the solution space has been implemented and tested, but
generating feedback is still in progress; future work will determine how often it
is possible to provide a student with truly useful and usable feedback.
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Abstract. Multi-concept nature of problems in the domain of programming 
languages requires fine-grained indexing which is critical for sequencing pur-
poses. In this paper, we propose an approach for extracting this set of concepts 
in a reliable automated way using JavaParser tool. To demonstrate the im-
portance of fine-grained sequencing, we provide an example showing how this 
information can be used for problem sequencing during exam preparation.  
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1 Introduction 

One of the oldest functions performed by adaptive educational systems is guiding 
students to most appropriate educational problems at any time of their learning pro-
cess. In classic ICAI and ITS system this function was known as task sequencing [1; 
6]. In modern hypermedia-based systems it is more often referred as navigation sup-
port. The intelligent decision mechanism behind these approaches is typically based 
on a domain model that decomposes the domain into a set of knowledge units. This 
domain model serves as a basis of student overlay model and as a dictionary to index 
educational problems or tasks. Considering the learning goal and the current state of 
student knowledge reflected by the student model, various sequencing approaches are 
able to determine which task is currently the most appropriate. 

An important aspect of this decision process is the granularity of the domain model 
and the related granularity of task indexing. In general, the finer are the elements of 
the domain model and the more precise is task indexing, the better precision could be 
potentially offered by the sequencing algorithm in determining the best task to solve. 
However, fine-grained domain models that dissect a domain into many dozens to 
many hundreds of knowledge units are much harder to develop and to use for index-
ing. As a result, many adaptive educational systems use relatively coarse-grained 
models where a knowledge unit corresponds to a considerably-sized topic of learning 
material, sometimes even a whole lecture.. With these coarse-grain models, each task 
is usually indexed with just 1-3 topics. In particular, this approach is used by the ma-
jority of adaptive systems in the area of programming [2; 4; 5; 7].  

Our past experience with adaptive hypermedia systems for programming [2; 4] 
demonstrated that adaptive navigation support based on coarse grain problem index-
ing is surprisingly effective way to guide students over their coursework, yet it 
doesn’t work well in special cases such as remediation or exam preparation. In these 
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special situations students might have a reasonable overall content understanding (i.e., 
coarse-grain student model registers good knowledge), while still possessing some 
knowledge gaps and misconceptions that could be only registered using a finer-grain 
student model.. In this situation only a fine-grain indexing and sequencing is able to 
suggest learning tasks that can address these gaps and misconceptions.  

 To demonstrate the importance of fine-grained indexing, we can look at an exam-
ple of a system called Knowledge Maximizer [3] that uses fine-grain concept-level 
problem indexing to identify gaps in user knowledge for exam preparation. This sys-
tem assumes a student already did considerable amount of work and the goal is to 
help her define gaps in knowledge and try to fix that holes as soon as possible. Fig. 1 
represents the Knowledge Maximizer interface. The question with the highest rank is 
shown first. User can navigate the ranked list of questions using navigation buttons at 
the top. Right side of the panel shows the list of fine-grained concepts covered by the 
question. The color next to each concept visualizes the student’s current knowledge 
level (from red to green). Evaluation results confirm that using fine-grained indexing 
in Knowledge Maximizer has positive effect on students’ performance and also short-
en the time for exam preparation.  

 

 
Fig. 1. The Knowledge Maximizer interface. 

The problem with finer-grain indexing, such as used by the Knowledge Maximizer 
is the high cost of indexing. While fine-grain domain model has to be developed just 
once, the indexing process has to be repeated for any new question. Given that most 
complex questions used by the system include over 90 concepts each, the high cost of 
indexing effectively prevents an expansion of the body of problems. To resolve this 
problem, we developed an automatic approach for fine-grained indexing for pro-
gramming problems in Java based on program parsing. This approach is presented in 
the following section. 

 
Navigation Buttons 

 Knowledge Level  Question Concept 

 Question Area 
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2 Java Parser 

Java parser is a tool that we developed to index Java programs with concepts of Java 
ontology developed by our group (http://www.sis.pitt.edu/~paws/ont/java.owl). This 
tool provides the user with semi-automated indexing support during developing new 
learning materials for the Java Programming Language course. This parser is devel-
oped using the Eclipse Abstract Syntax Tree framework. This framework generates an 
Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) that entirely represents the program source. AST consists 
of several nodes each containing some information known as structural properties. 
For example, Fig. 2 shows structural properties for the following method declaration: 
public void start(BundleContext context) throws Exception { 
 super.start(context); 
}   
 

 
Fig. 2. Structural properties of a method declaration 

Table 1. Sample of JavaParser output 

Source Output 
public void 
start(BundleContext context) 
throws Exception { 
 super.start(context); 
} 

Super Method Invocation, 
Public Method Declaration, 
Exception, 
Formal Method Parameter, 
Single Variable Declaration, 
Void 

 
After building the tree using Eclipse AST API, the parser performs a semantic ana-

lyzed using the information in each node. This information is used to identify fine-
grained indexes for the source program. Table 1 shows the output concepts of 
JavaParser for the code fragment mentioned above. Note that the goal of the parser is 
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to detect the lowest level ontology concepts behind the code since the upper level 
concepts can be deduced using ontology link propagation. For example, as you see in 
Table 1, parser detects “void” and “main” ignoring upper-level concept of “modifier”.  

We compared the accuracy of JavaParser with manual indexing for 103 Java prob-
lems and found out that our parser was able to index 93% of the manually indexed 
concepts. Therefore, automatic parser can replace time-consuming process of manual 
indexing with a high precision and open the way to community-driven problem au-
thoring and targeted expansion of the body of problems.  

3 Conclusion 

Having fine-grained indexing for programming problems is necessary for better se-
quencing of learning materials for students; however, the cost of manual fine-grained 
indexing is prohibitively high. In this paper, we presented a fine grained indexing 
approach and tool for automatic indexing of Java problems. We also showed an appli-
cation of fine-grained problem indexing during exam preparation where small size of 
knowledge units is critical for finding sequence of problems that fills the gaps in stu-
dent knowledge. Results show that proposed automatic indexing tool can offer the 
quality of indexing that is comparable with manual indexing by expert for a fraction 
of its cost. 
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Preface 
It is important that the educational system helps learners develop a general ability 

to get up to speed quickly in new domains. In order to do that students need to be able 
to manage their learning, for example, by setting goals, planning their learning, 
monitoring their progress, and responding appropriately to difficulties and errors. 
These general learning skills are often referred to as metacognition, or self-regulated 
learning (SRL). Bransford et al. [3] suggest focusing on metacognition as one of three 
principles that should be applied to educational research and design, as stated in the 
influential volume “How People Learn.” A similar recommendation is given also in 
Clark and Mayer's [4] book about e-learning design principles. Azevedo and colleagues 
have found that students who regulate their learning in a hypermedia environment are 
more likely to acquire deep understanding of the target domain [2]. A key question is 
whether instructional technology can be as effective in fostering metacognitive skills as 
it is in teaching domain-specific skills and knowledge. Numerous learning 
environments include metacognitive support in order to improve domain-level learning 
(e.g., [5] and [1] support self-explanation in order to promote learning of Physics and 
Geometry, respectively.) However, only a few systems actually attempt to help 
students to acquire or improve the metacognitive skills themselves (and not only the 
domain-level knowledge). Some work suggests that improving metacognitive and SRL 
skills can be done using educational technologies. Examples include the Help Tutor [6], 
Betty’s Brain [7] and MetaTutor [2]. However, a lot remains to be known about the 
fashion in which educational technologies can support the acquisition of metacognitive 
and SRL skills. The modeling, tutoring, and evaluation of metacognitive skills and 
knowledge poses a number of challenges:  

Modeling metacognitive and SRL knowledge: Metacognitive knowledge is ill-
defined by nature. While the correct answer to a problem at the domain level is usually 
independent of the learner or the context, this is not the case for metacognitive 
dilemmas, in which the appropriate metacognitive actions depend on the student, her 
capabilities, motivation, preferred learning style, the learning context, and her relevant 
domain knowledge. Traditional modeling may not be suitable to capture and adapt to 
the specific characteristics of the learner, task, and context. This difficulty influences 
the design of the systems as well as the methods for assessing students’ knowledge and 
actions. 

Tutoring: Metacognitive tutoring is usually done within a context in which 
students are learning domain-specific skills. This setup requires that the two levels of 
instruction are integrated in a meaningful way. For example, the design of 
metacognitive tutors should add metacognitive content without overloading the 
students’ cognitive capacity, and relevant metacognitive learning goals should be set. 

Evaluation: While students’ domain knowledge can be assessed using 
conventional tests, assessing students’ ability to plan, execute, and monitor their 
learning is much more challenging. First, this assessment should be independent of 
students’ domain knowledge. Second, the outcomes of productive metacognitive 
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behavior are often not immediate. They contribute to the quality of the overall learning, 
but cannot be observed immediately in the solution to a specific problem.  

Educational technologies have the potential to tackle these challenges successfully. 
They offer individual coaching, have the ability to monitor students’ progress and 
learning parameters over extended time periods, and can adapt to individual students’ 
needs. However, it remains largely unknown exactly how educational technologies can 
help students acquire better metacognitive skills and thereby become better learners 
with respect to domain-specific skills and knowledge. 

This workshop follows earlier workshops on metacognition and SRL (at AIED 
2003, AIED 2007, ITS 2008 and ITS2012). In this workshop we discuss the above and 
other related issues concerning the tutoring of metacognitive and SRL skills using 
Intelligent Tutoring Systems, focusing on the following: Social self-regulation skills, 
Scaffolding self-regulation skills and Domain focused self-regulation. 
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Brief Overview of Social Deliberative Skills1 

Tom Murray 

School of Computer Science 
University of Massachusetts Amherst 

tmurray@cs.umass.edu 

Abstract.  Social deliberative skill is the capacity to deal productively with het-
erogeneous goals, values, or perspectives, especially those that differ from ones 
own, in deliberative situations. In other papers we describe our team's initial re-
sults in exploring this domain, which includes evaluating software features hy-
pothesized to support SD-skills in participants, using machine learning and text 
analysis methods to recognize SD-skills and other indicators of deliberative 
quality, and prototyping a Facilitators Dashboard to help third parties get a 
birds-eye-view of important aspects of an online deliberation so that they can 
better help participants bring SD-skills to bear within dialogues on controversial 
topics. In this paper we take the opportunity to expand upon the nature and im-
portance of SD-skills as we currently understand them at a more theoretical lev-
el. 
 
Keywords: social metacognition; deliberative dialogue; reflective reasoning; e-
learning. 

1. Introduction 

For about three years our research team has been engaged in studying how to support 
"social deliberative skills" (SD-skills) in online dialogue (applicable to educational, 
civic, and workplace contexts). Though the construct of SD-skills overlaps with other 
skills and capacities, such as metacognition, critical thinking, collaboration skills, and 
reflective reasoning, it is its own construct, points to an important and understudied 
area of human capacity, and requires new research to understand it.  In other papers 
we describe our team's initial results in exploring this domain, which includes evalu-
ating software features hypothesized to support SD-skills in participants (Murray et 
al., 2013a), using machine learning and text analysis methods to recognize SD-skills 
and other indicators of deliberative quality (Xu et al. 2012, 2103), and prototyping a 
Facilitators Dashboard to help third parties (facilitators, teachers, mediators, etc.) get 
a birds-eye-view of important aspects of an online deliberation so that they can better 
help participants bring SD-skills to bear within dialogues on controversial topics 
(currently in the context of discussion forums) (Murray et al. 2013b).  

                                                             
1 Excerpts from a longer paper, in which there are many more references than fit in this extend-

ed abstract. 
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In the discussion section and also in the conference presentation we will summa-
rize our research results, but in this paper we take the opportunity to expand upon the 
nature and importance of SD-skills as we currently understand them at a more theo-
retical level.  We also reflect the indeterminacies inherent in defining such psycholog-
ical constructs.  

2. Social Deliberative Skills  

The capacity to flexibly and productively negotiate differences of opinion, belief, 
values, goals, or world-views, is of critical importance in today's world. In the in-
creasingly global world the economic productivity and security of nations can be 
linked to citizens' and leaders' capacity to understand and deal productively with di-
verse perspectives. King & Baxter (2005, p. 571) note that "in times of increased 
global interdependence, producing interculturally competent citizens who can engage 
in informed, ethical decision-making when confronted with problems that involve a 
diversity of perspectives is becoming an urgent educational priority…however [these 
skills] are what corporations find in shortest supply among entry-level candidates."   

The capacity to engage skillfully in dialogue with conflicting opinions is important 
in all realms of social activity including international politics, civic engagement, col-
laborative work, and mundane familial squabbles. We have coined the term "social 
deliberative skill" to indicate the capacity to deal productively with heterogeneous 
goals, values, or perspectives, especially those that differ from ones own, in delibera-
tive situations.    

Many communication and collaboration interactions now take place on the Inter-
net, which is becoming a ubiquitous global social communication medium. This re-
search investigates how to support the use of social deliberative skills within online 
communication. Our focus is on supporting mutual understanding and high quality 
satisfactory outcomes between individuals and/or groups who are communicating 
with online tools, and much of what we find should be applicable to the support of 
more skillful deliberation in online work and communication generally. Our overall 
research goals are to better understand, assess, and support SD-skills in online con-
texts. We also believe that such skills honed in an online context will partially transfer 
to other aspects of life. We are interested in investigating online features, tools, and 
methods that afford, prompt, or gently support SD-skills, rather than teaching them 
outright. 

We differentiate our research from others that focus on argumentation, which aims 
to help learners generate logical, well-formed, well-supported explanations and justi-
fications. These are certainly important skills, but they are often framed in objective 
rather than intersubjective (or even ethical) terms. That is, they are about finding the 
right answer or the most efficient and effective solution to a technical or scientific 
question—but don't adequately address the specific moments of deliberation or col-
laboration where opportunities for mutual understanding and mutual recognition arise.  
They are often studied in the context of problem solving or collaborative work. We 
also differentiate our work from educational research on creativity, innovation, and 
collaboration that is framed in terms of pooling ideas and synergizing the best out of 
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them, while often ignoring the skills needed to navigate the challenging straits of 
controversy, conflict, world-view unfamiliarity, and misunderstanding. We might call 
the context that we are interested in "difference-motivated social deliberation/inquiry" 
to highlight the starting point of intersubjective tension. For this research we focus on 
these social deliberative skills or capacities.  

Both the literature on creative problem solving and the literature on civic delibera-
tion emphasize the importance of having diverse perspectives represented in collabo-
rative processes, but scholars on these fields do not always acknowledge the skillful-
ness needed to work productively with these differences. Meanwhile, in educational 
research (including educational technology research) there is significant focus on 
cognitive skills such as metacognition and argumentation, and also considerable re-
search in collaboration, but little work in the specific area addressed by SD-skills.  

For this research we will focus on the following social deliberative skills or capaci-
ties, which are seen repeatedly in the literature (described using a variety of terms): 

1. Social perspective taking (includes cognitive empathy, reciprocal role taking) 
2. Social perspective seeking (includes social inquiry, question asking skills); 
3. Social perspective monitoring (includes self-reflection, meta-dialogue); and 
4. Social perspective weighing (related to "reflective reasoning" and includes 

comparing and contrasting the available views, including those of participants and 
external sources and experts). 

Capacities implied in the above include: tolerance for uncertainty, ambiguity, disa-
greement, paradox; and the ability to take first, second, and third-person perspectives 
on situations or issues (i.e. subjective, intersubjective (you/we/they), and objective). 

 

 
Figure 1: Conceptual Framework for Social Deliberative Skills 

Our theoretical frame for these skills is that they involve the application of cogni-
tively oriented higher order skills to thinking about the perspectives (or beliefs or 
arguments) of others (and consequently, of self as well). See Figure 1. When one 
turns the reflective lens from purely objective ideas about the world toward reflecting 
on the ideas of specific others (individuals or groups) that one is deliberating with, 
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challenges arise that are beyond the purely cognitive/rational.2 One is not only reflect-
ing on disembodied ideas but upon my/our/your/their ideas. Yet, as forms of reflec-
tion, the skills involved are not purely emotional or social. These are critical yet un-
der-explored (and under-supported) moments in collaborative learning, knowledge 
building, and deliberation in general. Social deliberative skills include reciprocal 
perspective taking (or cognitive empathy), active perspective seeking (e.g. question-
asking skills), self-reflection (e.g. reflecting on one's biases), and meta-dialogue (cor-
rective reflection into the quality of a deliberation or collaboration).  

Table 1 illustrates the hand-coding scheme we have been using to code SD-skills.3 
Codes beginning with an underscore are meta-codes subsuming those hierarchically 
beneath them. Our research on dialogue quality focuses on the first two columns, 
though we may use codes from other columns as covariates.  Though we have defined 
a number of Argumentation Codes (right column) we do not currently code for them 
individually (we code them all as ARG_GEN) because, as mentioned, we are interest-
ed in intersubjective and reflective skills rather than the argumentation skills per se.  

 
Table 1: Text Coding Scheme 

 
This scheme synthesizes prominent frameworks found in the literature (Black et 

al., 2011; Klein, 2010; Stromer-Galley, 2007; Stolcke et al., 2000) and adds codes for 
dialogue quality specific to SD-skills.  It is most closely related to what has been 
called "social metacognition" (Salonen et al., 2005; Lin & Sullivan, 2008; Joost et al., 
1998; Mischel, 1998). We are in the process of comparing it to King and Kitchener's 
Reflective Judgment measurement (King & Kitchener, 1994). 

                                                             
2 Studies of the HOSs in Figure 1 do sometimes include the intersubjective dimension, but the 

figure highlights how to focus exclusively on it.  
3 Cohen’s Kappa Interrater reliability measure for this coding scheme is 71%, (76% agreement) 

averaged over five dialogue domains we have used it in (this level is considered “good” and 
is particularly good given the complexity of our coding scheme).  
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3. Discussion 

In this paper (and more in the extended version) we have argued for the importance of 
studying social deliberative skills, we have differentiated this construct from related 
ones, and have illustrated how we measure it.  We are applying this work to the study 
of deliberative dialogue in several online domains: classroom discussions of contro-
versial topics, e-commerce and workplace disputer resolution, and civic engagement 
dialogue.  In our studies of how scaffolding features support social deliberative skills 
we found that reflective tools showed a significant difference with large effect size 
(Murray et al. 2013a). We have made progress in using text analysis tools 
(CohMetrix, Graesser et al. 2010) and LIWC (Pennabaker et al. 2007) and machine 
learning algorithms to categorize social deliberative skill automatically (see Xu et al. 
2012, 2013). 
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Abstract.%Socially%shared%regulation%of%learning%(SSRL)%refers%to%processes%by% 
which%group%members%collectively%regulate%activity%within%a%balanced%shared% 
responsibility%model.%SSRL%has%shown%to%increase%performance%and%learning% 
when%compared%to%other%forms%of%regulating%collaborative%work%(co2 
regulation).%SSRL,%however,%is%a%relatively%new%concept%which%needs%empirical% 
study,%especially%in%how%to%promote%this%it%in%real%learning%settings.%This%study%is% 
a%major%first%step,%studying%the%promotion%of%SSRL%through%an%often%used% 
online%collaborative%work%environment%augmented%with%three%SSRL%tools%(Ra2 
dar,%OurPlanner,%OurEvaluator)%to%stimulate%and%enhance%the%four%self2 
regulatory%phases%of%learning:%planning,%monitoring,%evaluating%and%regulating.% 
Through%the%use%environment%and%tools,%students%will%be%better%able%to%share% 
regulation%of%collaborative%learning.% 

Keywords:%Self2regulated%learning,%socially%shared%regulation,%collaborative% 
work,%CSCL,%regulation%tools,%scaffolding.% 

1 Theoretical(framework( 

Regulation of learning has traditionally explored individual characteristics in 

various learning situations (self-regulation; [1]). However, new learning demands 

involving collaborative learning situations has shifted the focus towards the social 

aspects of regulated learning, namely co-regulation and socially shared regulation of 
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learning  [4]%[6]. Co-regulation of learning refers to processes where a group collabo-

rates under unbalanced regulation (e.g. one of the members exerting power and decid-

ing what to do). Socially shared regulation of learning (SSRL) refers to processes 

where group members collectively regulate activity; where decisions and regulatory 

activities are decided in shared ways. Research has shown that SSRL can produce 

better learning outcomes and enhance performance [5]%[8]. Collaborative learning 

interventions, thus, should aim at promoting SSRL. 

As can be seen in Figure 1, SSRL is reached through a number of iterations 

between the group members’ individual self-regulation and the others self-regulation, 

until shared-convergent regulation is achieved [4]. As with individual self-regulation, 

the group’s shared regulation is composed of four recursive phases: planning, moni-

toring, evaluating and regulating [9]. During the planning phase, the group establishes 

its goals and standards, and organizes the actions they will need to make to complete 

the task. While monitoring, group members compare the procedure they are following 

with the initial plan of action and the goals for the activity. Evaluating implies that the 

students compare the fit of their product to the standards determined in the planning 

phase. Finally, group members enter the regulating phase in which they make the 

changes needed to overcome an eventual gap between the standards set and the final 

product achieved. 

Figure 1. Socially Shared Regulation of learning (extracted from [4]). 
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Research in the individual self-regulation field has found that interventions 

should aim to promote planning, monitoring and evaluating and that the most success-

ful interventions are composed of an array of aspects: cognitive, motivational and 

emotional [3]. Research on promoting SSRL is limited necessitating building on re-

search on individual learning [2]. The key aspect is that, to promote SSRL in the 

groups, a shared space is needed in which members can collaborate, creating and 

deciding how to regulate their efforts and actions. In a practical sense, this implies 

creating tools that target the phases of regulated learning such that students are able 

and stimulated to plan together, monitor how the group is performing, evaluate the 

final product against the standards set up at the beginning and, finally regulate/change 

accordingly to achieve their learning goals [6]. This is to say, prompt the aspects of 

socially shared regulation which often are salient for the students.  

With these key aspects in mind, we tailored an operating online environment 

in which we could promote socially shared regulation. The Virtual Collaborative Re-

search Institute (VCRI) (http://edugate.fss.uu.nl/~crocicl/vcri_eng.html) is an online 

tool to promote collaborative work, usually with group members work on their own 

computer, either synchronously or asynchronously [7]. In the PROSPECTS project 

(https://let.drupal.oulu.fi/en/node/10135), the VCRI environment was used as a plat-

form to set up and promote SSRL by plugging in existing features of that environment 

such as Radar, Co-Writer and chat.  

Radar is a tool with which group members report about aspects of their indi-

vidual self-regulation relevant for the collaborative work (e.g., I know how to perform 

the task), and aspects related to the group work (e.g., I think the group is capable of 

performing the task). Students rate these aspects along six different axes in a five 

Likert scale yielding a radar-diagram. The six items in the axes are: (1) I understand 

the task, (2) I know how to do this task, (3) This task is interesting, (4) My feelings 

influence on my working, (5) I feel capable of doing this task, and (6) My is capable 

of doing this task. The idea behind Radar is that students will be aware of their 

strengths and weaknesses in a current situation and thus the group will be aware of 

their strengths and weaknesses that they might confront during the task assignment.%

Co-writer, a shared writing space, was divided to promote collaborative 

planning (OurPlanner), serve as a platform for the students on-line task execution 
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(Task execution) and finally, promote collaborative evaluation of the regulated learn-

ing (OurEvaluator). OurPlanner is a shared new tool which prompts the students in 

their planning (e.g., describing the task, describing its purpose, creating a concrete 

plan). Task execution is the place where group members can collaboratively write and 

modify their course assignments. Finally, OurEvaluator allows group members to-

gether evaluate and regulate aspects of their collaboration. The idea behind these tools 

is to help students collaboratively clarify the goals and standards for the task, along 

with the procedure and strategies they will use. What they write in the Co-writer 

should be used to guide their monitoring and evaluating. 

2 Procedure(

First year teacher education students (N = 130) are participating in a ‘Multi-

media as a learning project’ course. The course consists of nine sessions where the 

students worked collaboratively in 3-4 member groups. Each learning session is di-

vided in two different parts: (1) a face to face part at the university computer class 

with teacher support, and then (2) an online part that students perform individually. In 

both phases the SSRL tools is actively used. 

The face to face sessions have three phases. First, the instructor introduces 

the task. Then, the students individually complete the Radar and as a result see each 

other’s Radars. This is followed by the groups collaboratively planning their work on 

the assignments (goals, strategies, etc.) using OurPlanner. The conversations during 

this planning are recorded. In the third phase, they work together performing the task.  

The online sessions share the similar procedure as face to face sessions with 

one extra phase and with the students use the full SSRL regulation tool resources of 

the VCRI environment working synchronously on their own computer at home or at 

the university. First, the assignment is presented in VCRI. Then, teams plan their 

goals and the organization of the assignment using OurPlanner and negotiating 

through the chat. Third, they perform the task online using chat for negotiation during 

the task execution. Finally, they evaluate their work using the OurEvaluator. 

In sum, the intervention promotes SSRL through the different phases. The 

planning of collaborative work is conducted during the planning phases in both face 
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to face and online. Students monitor their progress during the working phases. Evalu-

ating and regulating happens when students receive the online task instructions –being 

able to reflect about what they have achieved so far- and, of course, during the evalua-

tion phase of the online session once the task is done. What VCRI adds is the collabo-

ration tool: allowing the students to work together and regulate through its uses.  

3 Results 

The first notions of the data show promising findings dealing with the SSRL 

tool’s prompting not only socially shared regulation, but also collaborative learning. 

The VCRI environment data will be analyzed looking for traces of SSRL to classify 

groups according to their regulation and performance. The data collection is currently 

ongoing, but the preliminary findings will be presented at the workshop. 
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Abstract. Self-explanation (SE) has proven to be an effective meta-cognitive 
strategy. However, some performance-oriented students tend to not take ad- 
vantage of the SE opportunities provided as they are seen as extra work that 
does not directly contribute to problem solving. We focus on approaches that 
can be used to motivate such students to take advantage of SE support. As a 
first step, we analysed SE support provided in some systems and discuss their 
limitations. We also outline a study that compares the two approaches: separat- 
ing SE support from problem solving versus interleaving the two. 

1 Introduction 

Self-explanation (SE) has proven to be an effective meta-cognitive strategy. Brans- 
ford et al. [1] suggest focusing on metacognition as one of three principles that should 
be applied to educational research and design, as stated in the influential volume 
“How   People   Learn”.   According to previous research studies, only a few students 
self-explain spontaneously, and therefore SE prompts have been used to encourage 
students to explain instructional material to themselves [2]. SE prompts can be of 
different types, according to the knowledge they focus on. For instance, Hausmann et 
al. [3] compared justification-based prompts (e.g.  “what  principle  is  being  applied  in   
this   step?”)  and  meta-cognitive prompts (e.g.  “what  new information does each step 
provide  for  you?”)  with  a  new  type  called  step-focused prompts (e.g. what does this 
step  mean   to   you?”).   They   found that students in the step-focused and justification 
conditions learnt more from studying examples than students in the meta-cognitive 
prompts condition. In another study, Chi and VanLehn [4] categorised SE as either 
procedural explanation (e.g. answer to ''Why was this step done''), or derivation SE 
(e.g. answer to ''where did this step come from?''). In [5], SE prompts are categorized 
into procedural-focused self-explanation (P-SE) prompts and conceptual-focused self- 
explanation (C-SE) prompts. P-SE prompts were given after examples to assist stu- 
dents to focus on procedural knowledge as the examples have shown to increase con- 
ceptual knowledge. On the other hand, after solving problems, students were given C- 
SE prompts in order to help the students to gain the corresponding conceptual 
knowledge covered in the problems they just completed. 
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SE has generally been supported in the context of a problem-solving environment. 
Even though many systems use the problem-solving context, they include additional 
steps to support SE. For instance, an enhanced version of Geometry Explanation Tu-
tor expects students to explain every problem-solving step [6]. Asking students to 
explain each step is an additional task in the typical problem-solving process. How a 
student interacts with the learning environment depend on his/her attitude and learn-
ing goals [7]. If a student has a performance-oriented focus (i.e. attempting to demon-
strate their ability by completing as many problems as they can without paying much 
attention to acquiring knowledge), it is possible that they may view this as extra work. 
In such situations, do we keep including such opportunities anyway to support SE as 
it  is  beneficial  for  students’  leaning?  This  decision  may  have  a  negative  impact  as  the 
student may be demotivated and likely to be disengaged from the learning. The other 
alternative is to provide only problem-solving support and support SE when they 
become more proficient; are students less likely to take advantage of SE opportunities 
when they are novices?   

As a first step towards exploring these questions, we analysed the SE support pro-
vided by different systems. The way these systems support SE can be categorized as 
separating SE from problem solving vs interleaving the two. The systems in the first 
category provide SE opportunities immediately after a problem/step is completed. 
This may also result in disengagement from taking advantage of a learning opportuni-
ty as they have completed the problem/step and want to move to the next prob-
lem/step. Interleaving SE support with problem solving expect students to self-explain 
during problem solving. Will the students be more motivated if these opportunities to 
self-explain are integrated with problem-solving? What is the effect of each approach 
on student’s   mental   model   of   process   of   problem-solving i.e. if the integrated ap-
proach is used, will the students feel that SE is a vital ingredient of learning by solv-
ing problems and vice versa. Exploring these issues will provide us with initial in-
sights about   students’   behaviour   towards   SE   support. This will enable us to design 
ITSs that dynamically adapt their pedagogical decisions such as SE support not only 
on   the   individual   student’s   competency   of   the   instructional   task,   but   also   on   their  
learning goals.  

In this paper we discuss some studies that use one of the two strategies (integrated 
approach vs. separation approach) and our plans to conduct an evaluation study that 
compares these two approaches. 

2 Interleaving SE support with problem solving 

We now discuss two systems that interleave SE support with problem solving. Both 
these systems expect students to provide self-explain during problem-solving.  

 
2.1 Geometry Explanation Tutor 

A new version of the Geometry Explanation Tutor was created to provide support for 
SE while students learn about the properties of angles in various kinds of diagrams 
[6]. In addition to solving problems, students were expected to explain all the steps 
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for each problem. For example, a student could explain a step in which the triangle 
sum   theorem   was   applied   by   typing   “Triangle   Sum”. A Glossary of geometry 
knowledge was provided as a way of helping students to provide self-explanations. 
The Glossary lists relevant theorems and definitions, illustrated with short examples. 
It is meant to be a reference source which students can use freely to help them solve 
problems. Students could enter explanations by selecting a reference from the Glossa-
ry or could type their explanations. The tutor provided feedback  on  the  students’  solu-
tions as well as their explanations. Further, it provided on-demand hints, with multiple 
levels of hints for each step. SE is supported via the additional task of explaining each 
problem-solving step: the students were expected to solve each step in a problem and 
provide explanations at the same time. Hence this system supports SE during problem 
solving, but support is provided using an additional task. As the SE is not adaptive, 
students may have to specify a theorem multiple times for a problem, if it has been 
used in several steps within the problem. 

A study was conducted to compare the performances of students when they explain 
their problem-solving steps in their own words with their peers who did not. The stu-
dents who explained the problem-solving steps learnt with greater understanding 
compared to their peers who did not. The explainers were also more successful on 
transfer problems. 

2.2 NORMIT-SE 

NORMIT, an ITS that teaches data normalization, was enhanced to support SE [8]. 
The enhanced system, NORMIT-SE, expects an explanation for each action type per-
formed for the first time. For the subsequent actions of the same type, explanation is 
required only if the action is performed incorrectly. This approach would reduce the 
burden on more able students (by not asking them to provide the same explanation 
every time an action is performed correctly), and also that the system would provide 
enough situations for students to develop and improve their explanation skills. 

Students provide explanations by selecting one of the offered options. The order in 
which the options are given is random, to minimize guessing. For example, if the 
specified candidate key is incorrect, NORTMIT-SE  asks  the  following  question  “This  
set of attributes  is  a  candidate  key  because……:”   

If   the   student’s   explanation   is   incorrect,   he/she   will   be   given   another   question,  
asking to define the underlying domain concept (i.e. candidate keys). An example of 
such a question   is   “A  candidate  key   is…………. ”. In contrast to the first question, 
which was problem-specific, the second question focuses on domain concepts. If the 
student selects the correct option for a question, he/she can resume problem solving. 
If  the  student’s  answer  is  incorrect,  NORMIT  will  provide the correct definition of the 
concept. 

An evaluation study was conducted to investigate the effect of explaining prob-
lem-solving steps on both procedural and conceptual knowledge [8]. The students in 
the experimental group were expected to explain their problem-solving steps while 
their peers in the control group just solved problems. The experimental group ac-
quired knowledge (represented as constraints) significantly faster than the control 
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group. There was no significant difference between the two conditions on the post-test 
performance, and it might be due to the short duration of their sessions interacting 
with the system. Furthermore, the analysis of the self-explanation behavior shows that 
students find problem-specific question (i.e. explaining their action in the context of 
the current problem state) more difficult than defining the underlying domain con-
cepts.  

3 Separating SE support from problem solving  

SQL-Tutor is an ITS that teaches database querying and was enhanced to provide SE 
support after each problem was completed [5]. The students were expected to solve 
the given problems as in the original version of SQL-Tutor which provided multiple 
levels of feedback. Upon completion of a problem, students were given an opportuni-
ty to self-explain. The student received a C-SE prompt with multiple options from 
which  the  correct  one  has  to  be  selected.  “What  does  DISTINCT  in  general  do??”  is  
an example of a C-SE prompt. There was only one SE prompt per problem. The 
prompts were non-adaptive and depended only on the problem. As the SE support 
focused only on conceptual knowledge, the problem-solving context does not have to 
be used to support SE.   

A study was conducted to investigate the effects of such SE support on student 
learning. This was a part of a larger study and we report only the relevant results. 
Problems were provided in pairs. i.e. students solved two isomorphic problems in 
each pair. The participants were 12 students enrolled in an introductory database 
course at the University of Canterbury. Participants were informed that they would 
see ten pairs of problems, and that the tasks in each pair were similar. Providing this 
information to students may have motivated them to use problem pairs more efficient-
ly. Analysis revealed that students performance on the post-test was significantly 
higher in comparison to the pre-test performance (p<.01).   

4 Discussion and Future Work 

The three research attempts discussed can be categorized using different criteria such 
as the type of approach used, the type of SE supported and the target instructional 
task. Both the enhanced Geometry Explanation Tutor and NORMIT-SE provide SE 
support during problem-solving. In contrast, SQL-Tutor provides SE support after 
problem solving. Furthermore, NORMIT-SE provides both conceptual and procedural 
SE. In contrast, the other two systems use only conceptual prompts.  

The only system that provides adaptive SE support is NORMIT-SE. However, 
NORMIT-SE does not consider the learning goals of each student to customise SE 
support. However we believe that SE support could be more effective when it is cus-
tomized  based  on  both   a   learner’s   knowledge   and   learning  goals. Such customising 
has the potential to motivate students to take advantage of SE support instead of bur-
dening them. 
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In order to explore how students utilise the different ways of SE support, we plan 
to conduct a study within the context of NORMIT-SE with four groups. All the 
groups will be asked to solve several problems while receiving typical feedback with 
multiple levels of help from NORMIT-SE. Groups 1 and 2 will be given conceptual 
SE-prompts and the other two (groups 3 and 4), procedural prompts. Groups 1 and 3 
will be asked to self-explain after a problem is completed. The remaining two groups 
(groups 2 and 4) will self-explain when they submit their first attempt for a problem. 
We hypothesise that providing conceptual prompts at the end of each problem or pro-
cedural prompts after the first attempt are more beneficial than the other two scenari-
os. We also plan to identify measures related  to  a  student’s  problem-solving behavior 
to infer learning goals for each student. Such measures can include the number of 
times a student access the full solution, number of times each help level is accessed 
and the number of times help is sought for a problem. Based on this analysis, we plan 
to classify students as having a performance-oriented or a learning-oriented focus. 
This classification will enable us to design ITSs that dynamically adapt SE support 
not only on the individual  student’s  competency  of  the  instructional  task,  but  also  on  
their learning goals 
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Abstract. Self-regulated learning (SRL) and metacognition are key in the 
context of 21st century education, adult training, and lifelong learning. For 
instructional strategies to foster metacognition and self-regulation it is crucial to 
know what are good metacognitive and SRL behaviors. We investigated this 
question in the context of a training simulator in a curriculum setting with 152 
medical students. Learning behavior and personal attributes were examined in 
relation to metacognitive awareness. The results on characteristics of successful 
SRL confirm findings from traditional learning settings for a TEL context.  

Keywords: self-regulation, metacognition, expert learner, training simulator. 

1   Introduction 

Broad interest in metacognition and self-regulated learning (SRL) can be identified in 
current research, as well as educational practice [1]. Often used synonymously, they 
are considered as mutual core components of learning. Learners highly skilled in 
those aspects are often referred to as ‘expert learners’ [2][3]. Given the demands of 
21st century education, adult training, and lifelong learning; taking responsibility for 
one’s own planning, performing, monitoring, and regulating learning is crucial. In 
particular, for technology-enhanced learning (TEL), SRL and metacognition are 
recognized as having a key role [4]. It is acknowledged that SRL and metacognitive 
processes require the availability of appropriate knowledge and strategies. Learners 
need support in acquiring and applying these skills; accordingly, this area and related 
intervention programs are intensely investigated [5]. For sound instructional and 
scaffolding strategies an in-depth understanding of good metacognitive and SRL 
behaviors is crucial [3]. This paper investigates characteristics of successful SRL in 
the scope of learning episodes with an immersive experiential training simulator.  
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2   What is Good SRL Behavior? 

Successful (and less successful) learning is not about the question of whether self-
regulation and metacognition occur – all learners think about and try to regulate their 
learning in some way, but there are dramatic differences in how they approach it. A 
high quality and quantity of self-regulatory and metacognitive processes goes along 
with better learning performance and achievements [6][7]. Research has attempted to 
identify the differences between lower and higher achieving learners to draw 
implications for SRL and metacognitive scaffolding and strategy training [3][8]. 
Expert learners know, and successfully employ, more and better cognitive and 
metacognitive strategies [2][6]. A variety of personal attributes were found to 
characterize and distinguish students with high versus low metacognitive and SRL 
abilities (see e.g. [1][8] for an overview). Effective learning is related to higher levels 
of motivation and self-motivational beliefs [6]; whereas underachievers are known to 
be less efficacious about their learning and to have a lower self-esteem, to be more 
impulsive, and to give up earlier and more easily. In particular, they are also more 
anxious and fear failure [8]. The research aiming at explaining why some learners are 
more successful than others so far has been concentrated on traditional learning 
situations. TEL environments, such as web-based courses, impose additional demands 
on learners [9]. It is therefore important to examine the characteristics of effective 
metacognition and SRL more directly in a TEL context, to see whether the results 
confirm the state of the art from traditional learning settings and to identify whether 
there are any peculiarities for TEL. This paper presents an empirical investigation 
pursuing that goal. One main objective was to investigate SRL behavior and learner 
characteristics in relation to learners’ general metacognitive awareness. 

3   An Empirical Study in an Experiential Learning Environment 

3.1 Method 

Augmented Training Simulator. ETU’s1 RolePlay Simulation Platform offers 
simulation scenarios teaching student doctors about effective doctor-patient 
communication (see Figure 1). Users’ main task is to select appropriate dialogues for 
clinical interviews with patients diagnosed with either mania or depression. The TEL 
environment embeds a range of features to support self-regulation. More specifically, 
the simulator provides learning triggers for delivering targeted in-context coaching, 
behavioral feedback and strategic reflections to reinforce learning and aid transfer to 
the job. The platform also doubles as a psychometric profiling, behavioral 
measurement and skill assessment tool. Metacognitive scaffolding was provided to 
learners within the ETU simulator using calls to a RESTful service developed as part 
of the ImREAL project2. The service utilizes a cognitive model to support self-
reflection and presents items from the Metacognitive Awareness Inventory (MAI) [7], 

                                                             
1 www.etu.ie 
2 www.imreal-project.eu 
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e.g. “Have you focused your attention on the important information?”. It has 
previously been shown that providing this scaffolding within the ETU platform is 
beneficial [10]. Alongside the scaffolding thinking prompt is an open text box for 
collecting reflection notes which is consistently prefaced with a short text: “Reflect 
now on your learning: Was this last part of the simulation useful for you?” In 
addition, there is a place to reflect in the simulator’s note-taking tool, where learners 
can record and share notes.  

 
Figure 1. Screenshot of the ETU RolePlay Simulation Platform. 
 
Participants, Instruments, and Procedure. In spring 2013, 152 third year medical 
students (M = 22.81 years old, SD = 3.79) from Trinity College Dublin participated in 
the study as part of their medical curriculum. A mixed-method approach capturing 
metacognition and SRL in terms of users’ general learning approach (self-report) and 
the actual activities during simulator usage (log data) was applied [11]. Students 
completed a cohort characterization survey before interacting with the simulator. 
Besides demographic questions and a personality questionnaire (SSP, Swedish 
Universities Scales of Personality [12]), a standard scale assessing metacognitive 
awareness (MAI [7]) was administered. Students could then use the simulator as long 
and often they wished. Interaction data and text entries from reflection notes and the 
note-taking tool were tracked by the simulator and served for investigating learning 
behavior. Self-predicted and objective learning performances based on an assessment 
of interview skills built into the simulator were also used. This trace methodology 
corresponded to the idea of examining SRL as a process [13]. After the learning 
episode students provided feedback on learning with the simulator in a survey 
covering the perception of reflection prompts, motivation, and SRL (QSRL, [14]). 

3.2 Results 

Log data from 152 students performing the training in the simulator was available, 
whereas subsamples of 76 (MAI) and 85 (SSP) filled out the pre-questionnaire and 
only 39 (prompts), 25 (QSRL) and 29 (motivation) students completed the post-
survey. Samples sizes for filling out both the MAI (as grouping variable) and one of 
the other questionnaires (as dependent variable) were even smaller. To investigate 
differences with respect to learning activities and feedback on the simulator between 
users with high and lower metacognitive awareness (and thus SRL-abilities), the 
subsample that had completed the MAI before entering the simulator was split at the 
median into two groups. Focusing on SRL as a process [13], this was done using the 
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regulation of cognition (ROC) subscales and scores (MdMAI-ROC =.69; Mlow-ROC =.56, 
SD=.13; Mhigh-ROC =.83, SD=.08), which address the metacognitive strategies and 
subprocesses of learning [7]. 

Independent samples t-tests for high (high ROC) and low (low ROC) 
metacognitive awareness revealed significant differences (all p<.05) regarding 
participants’ SRL-behavior, personality traits, motivation, as well the number of notes 
taken during the interview training (see Figure 2). More specifically, students with 
higher metacognitive awareness (as far as the regulation of knowledge is concerned) 
are also better in monitoring their own learning processes (t(18) = -2.15), have higher 
achievement motivation (t(18) = -2.26), attribute their successes more strongly to their 
abilities (t(18) = -2.88), and are more motivated regarding their current learning 
situation (t(26) = -2.83), especially to apply what they have just learned. Additionally 
they took more notes during the interview training (with N=14 and no equal 
variances: t(9) = -2.38), i.e. they reflected more explicitly on the decisions they made 
during the training. On the other hand, they show lower trait anxiety (t(70) = 2.04) and 
lower scores on lack of assertiveness (t(70) = 2.7). There was no difference regarding 
the perception of thinking prompts. Both groups rated them as helpful and appropriate 
on 5-pt scales (for 10 questions all Md = 4, overall M = 3.6, SD = .58). 

 
Figure 2. Mean SRL scores, personality traits, motivation, and number of notes for low and 
high metacognitive awareness.  

4   Conclusion 

The outcomes of the presented study argue for the transferability of known 
characteristics of good metacognition and SRL identified in traditional learning 
settings to a TEL context. Although comparisons are actually based on groups of high 
vs. medium metacognitive abilities, a range of distinguishing differences could be 
identified. In line with previous results that expert learners apply more metacognitive 
strategies, high ROC students were shown to more extensively monitor and evaluate 
their own learning and to take more notes in the simulator. Also a trend of higher 
learning performance (ETU score) being associated with higher SRL abilities was 
found: Results revealed higher SRL scores on all nine QSRL subscales for better 
performing students in the simulation (N = 25). However, since these differences are 
not statistically significant, further research with larger samples is necessary. 

No difference was found in students’ abilities of predicting their own performance. 
A general novelty effect of the learning setting might have mitigated an expected 
difference in persistence in terms of duration of simulator usage. Since achievement 
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motivation refers to the desire to perform well on challenging tasks and is evidenced 
by effort and persistence, though, the higher scores identified for the high ROC group 
may be related to previous results on higher persistence of expert learners. This group 
also reported a higher motivation to transfer the just acquired skills to real world 
interviews. The lower internal attribution of success found for low ROC resembles 
existing results on lower self-efficacy for learners with low metacognitive abilities. In 
addition, low ROC students were shown to be more anxious, confirming previous 
results on higher anxiety for lower skilled learners. Follow-up investigations with 
samples featuring a higher range in metacognitive and SRL abilities are planned. 
 
Acknowledgments. The research leading to these results has received funding from 
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Abstract. The main set of reasoning tools needed for the Professional
Ethics domain is metacognitive. Students need to be able not only to
analyze case studies, commonly used in this kind of domain, but also
be able to analyze their own analysis. We have developed a tool called
Umka to implicitly support students in evaluating and regulating their
ethical analysis. An experiment was carried out where computer science
students studying professional ethics used Umka. Results of this experi-
ment are shown, and further steps are discussed on how to make Umka’s
metacognitive support more explicit.

Keywords: ethical thinking, metacognition, case analysis

1 Introduction

Metacognition is defined as the ability to be aware of, monitor, and evaluate
one’s own thinking. In the context of Professional Ethics this translates into
the learner’s ability to be aware of, evaluate and, if necessary, regulate his or
her own ethical thinking. Professional Ethics is commonly taught through the
analysis of case studies, which present certain professional issues and dilemmas.
Students are asked to provide solutions to resolve these dilemmas, and supply
justifications for their judgment. The reasoning behind these justifications is a
big part of what constitutes “ethical thinking”.

Ethical thinking by itself involves many metacognitive activities such as rec-
ognizing the complexities of your circumstances, anticipating the consequences
of actions, considering the e↵ect of actions on others, the critical appraisal of
message source, quality of appeal etc. The foundation researcher in metacogni-
tion Flavell [1] considered these activities to be metacognitive in nature, and
important for making wise and thoughtful life decisions.

But besides these activities students also need to be evaluate and regulate
their ethical thinking. Students have to be able to analyze their own arguments
and motivations, to make sure they have covered all the facts, have not factored
in their own beliefs or prejudices too strongly, have uncovered all the possible
directions for analyzing the case, and have weighed their arguments against
one another well in reaching their conclusion. Students need to have skills to
articulately and consistently justify their moral judgements, skills for analysis
and critique of others’ and their own convictions, and skills for forming their
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2 Managing Ethical Thinking

own convictions. Developing all these skills in students are important goals of
ethics education [2].

Several systems have been developed to support students in structuring their
ethics case analysis. These systems walk students through the steps of ethical
analysis by providing instructions and asking students to fill in predefined forms.
Examples of such systems are Ethos [3] and the PETE system [4]. We have not
found systems that support students beyond structuring their ethical analysis,
and in particular there doesn’t seem to be support for students learning the more
complex processes of evaluating and regulating ethical analysis.

2 Umka as a Tool for Evaluating and Regulating Ethical

Thinking

We have developed a computer tool Umka (screenshot in Figure 1) where stu-
dents analyze a given case study both individually and through collaboration
with one another by seeing each others’ analyses and commenting on each oth-
ers’ arguments.

Umka also invites students to cognitively monitor their own ethical analy-
sis, and adopt strategies for its improvement. This is done in Umka implicitly
through an open group learner model of students’ analysis. Bull and Kay [5] sug-
gest that there is ”potential to support metacognitive activity in a less explicit
manner” though open learner models. And an important question that these
researchers raise is ”how to design and present a learner model that can best
support reflection and particularly how to do it in ways that facilitate learning
of the domain and of metacognitive skills”.

If we consider the ethics domain, domain knowledge here is the formed con-
victions on important professional issues. Metacognitive skills are skills for eval-
uating one’s own convictions, and strategies to form them such as looking at
the issue from various points of view, exposure to the opinions of others, criti-
cizing your own and others’ convictions, overcoming criticism, or changing your
convictions in response to the criticism.

The open learner model in Umka reflects how well-formed are learners’ con-
victions or positions. The well-formedness of a learner position is determined by
how broad it is in terms of di↵erent reasons the learner considered, and how
well-argued it is in terms of how much the learner was able to persuade others
in his or her reasoning. We have adopted the circle visualization for this (Figure
2). The size of the circle reflects the breadth of the student’s position, which is
determined by the number of di↵erent arguments the student has for and against
a particular action in a case study. The darkness of the circle reflects the well-
formedness of the student’s position. The more the arguments and comments
of the student are accepted by others, the more well-formed is the student’s
position, and the darker is the student’s circle. [6] has more details on how the
visualization is computed.

We expected that our open group learner model will trigger students to cog-
nitively evaluate their convictions and adopt strategies for forming their convic-
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Fig. 1. A screenshot of the Umka system. Once logged in a student sees the case
description in the top middle part, and possible actions to resolve the case dilemma in
the left part. The student puts his/her arguments for and against every action in the
middle.

Fig. 2. Umka’s visualization. A student sees his/her position as a red circle, and posi-
tions of others - as blue circles. The distance between the circles reflects the semantic
distance between the corresponding positions.
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tions. Our experiment described in the next section was designed to evaluate how
e↵ective was the proposed learner modeling in stimulating positive metacognitive
behaviors in students, and how much students’ own evaluation of their positions
corresponds with the evaluation of their positions in our learner model.

3 Experiment and Results

In our two previous studies [6] we investigated the e↵ect of Umka’s support on
students’ behavior and the quality of students’ analysis, and evaluated the accu-
racy of the learner modelling. The specific goal of our third experiment was more
qualitative than the other two, essentially to probe more deeply into the e↵ect
of Umka on the cognition and metacognition of the students. In the third exper-
iment we used the Umka tool for one of the assignments in an undergraduate
course called “Ethics in Computer Science” at the University of Saskatchewan.
Six students taking this class were analyzing a case study in the Umka tool
concerning issues that may arise in the workplace. With only six students, the
experiment is, of course, at best illuminative, not definitive, and there was no
point in doing statistical analysis.

We were interested what students will do when they see their own learner
models, and learner models of their classmates. The open learner model in Umka
provoked in students certain behaviors for regulating their ethical thinking. Af-
ter seeing the visualization of their learner models, students visited analyses of
other students, commenting on the arguments of others, and revisited their per-
sonal analyses by adding more arguments into them. Thus, 54% of all students’
arguments are arguments that have been added after seeing the visualization
or analyses of other students. 55% of these added arguments were found to be
good arguments by the instructor. All students except one were visiting analyses
of others, and all students except one added new arguments after seeing their
learner models or analyses of other students. There were 12 comments of the
students on each others’ arguments.

We compared these results with the results from the Wiki system that the
students used for ethical analysis of another case study before they used the
Umka system. In comparison, in the Wiki system the students didn’t exchange
any comments with each other, and the students didn’t revise their own argu-
ments.

In the post-study questionnaire we asked students to evaluate their ethical
thinking and compare it with the Umka visualization, specifically asking how
much the visualization was able to reflect the breadth and well-formedness of
their positions. Unfortunately only one student out of six filled in the question-
naire. This student stated that the visualization didn’t reflect much about his
position because as he said “.. I feel that my 2 reasons were more detailed then
5 one sentance [sic] details that other students gave. Although if they expanded
their reasons more I feel I would try [to] increase my position”.
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4 Conclusion and Future Directions

One of the goals behind Umka’s development was to support students in manag-
ing their ethical analysis. This support is organized implicitly through Umka’s
interface, visual feedback on the breadth and depth of students’ arguments, and
encouragement to look at others’ arguments. While our study was a small one,
making definitive conclusions premature, the results were positive. Using Umka,
students were motivated to actually argue and discuss with one another and to
examine their own arguments; they were able to regulate their ethical analysis.
There was not enough data to judge how well students were able to evaluate
their ethical thinking and the degree they agreed with Umka’s evaluation. A
possible future direction is to organize Umka’s visualization as an open negoti-
ated learner model [7] to further stimulate metacognitive behaviors in students.
Another possible direction is the introduction of explicit learner centered system
suggestions on structuring and regulating ethical case analysis.

Metacognition plays an important role in learning Professional Ethics. The
ability not just to analyze a case, but to analyze the analysis is fundamental
to the ethics domain. Thus, the ethics domain is a perfect domain to explore
metacognition, and further research is required to understand how it can be best
supported by a computer environment.

Acknowledgements. The authors wish to thank the Natural Sciences and En-
gineering Research Council of Canada for their funding of this research project.
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Abstract. Research in self-regulated learning environments has focused
on student motivation, development of metacognitive skills, learning strate-
gies, and individual di↵erences. Equally important is the modeling of
domain-specific concepts and the ability for students to learn them under
their preferred environment. In this paper, we present a general frame-
work for modeling domain-specific concepts that support self-regulated
learning across di↵erent domains. Our framework is motivated by a well-
established pedagogical tool called the concept map.

Keywords: Concept map, self-regulated learning, individualized learn-
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1 Introduction

One of the most important factors in course design is the development of a
concept map [1], which is the overall picture of the relationship between the
course concepts and the learning elements. As educators, we are often concerned
with student performance regarding specific concepts and learning outcomes,
and whether they understand the connections among the various course com-
ponents. While we design assessments to help students achieve various learning
outcomes, the interconnectedness of the concepts assessed in course activities
make it hard for us to tease apart what students excel in and what they find
di�cult. In order to better help the students, ideally, educators should be able
to point to an assessment piece, see the corresponding performance level, and
know immediately which concepts students have trouble with and which learning
outcomes may be in jeopardy. Likewise, students should have access to metrics
about their own progress so that they can monitor and shape their own learning
process. Much like the benefits that project management software o↵er to man-
agers and employees, we wish to deliver analogous information in the context
of a course that lets students and instructors manage the learning process. As
such, we argue that an online course tool is needed to overcome these challenges
by visually presenting key concepts and their connections to other elements. We
present a general framework called the Concept Navigator for just this purpose.
While its design is motivated by the needs of educators, this framework also
supports students in a self-regulated learning environment. We believe that the
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Concept Navigator will empower both students and educators by providing them
with an explicit view of student progress with respect to a course concept map
and the expected learning outcomes.

2 The Concept Navigator Framework

As new educational paradigms, such as flexible learning and flipped classrooms,
become mainstream, there is a growing need to have the proper tools in place
to support methods of student-initiated and student-directed learning [2]. The
Concept Navigator is a general framework for visualizing course concepts, their
relationships to each other, as well as their relationships to other course elements
such as learning outcomes and assessment pieces. The backbone of this frame-
work is driven by a course concept map, as concept mapping has been shown
to support self-directed, experimental, and networked learning (see [2] for de-
tails). Although the concept map has long been available to educators for course
design purposes, in our experience, most instructors do not use it in designing
courses or in articulating the roadmap of a course to students. From a pedagog-
ical standpoint, we believe that the development of a concept map is crucial to
the successful delivery of a course. For this reason, our framework is designed to
have instructor-defined concept maps of courses, rather than data-driven [3] or
editable concept maps of learners [4] as proposed by alternative approaches.

The concept map alone is simply a set of concepts and their relationships.
In our framework, we model additional entities and relationships as depicted in
Figure 1. For example, a concept is associated with many learning outcomes,
and can be included in an activity (e.g., reading) or exercised in a question
(which belongs to either an assignment or a quiz). Also, note that a learning

Fig. 1. The entity-relationship diagram for the Concept Navigator.

outcome is related to other learning outcomes because some outcomes may serve
as prerequisite skills. Finally, a profession (e.g., Programmer, System Analyst,
Project Manager) may require the mastery of di↵erent sets of learning outcomes.
This relationship is of particular importance because it helps students see real-
world relevance of what they are learning in class.
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Overall, this model defines the structural content of a course from an the in-
structor’s perspective. As such, one of our goals is to promote the use of concept
maps in the process of course design. Since instructional content and style can
vary, our framework is limited to supporting specific course development e↵orts
rather than larger e↵orts such as degree program design (e.g., [5]). Unlike exist-
ing work in open learner models [6], we focus on the explicit communication of
concepts and their interdependencies, as well as their relationships to learning
outcomes and relevance to professions. Students with a good grasp of this knowl-
edge will be able to personalize their learning experience by setting real-world
driven goals and choosing their own paths based on what they want to achieve.
Moreover, this framework is a concept navigation tool, without adaptive features
and requiring minimal student configuration (see [7] for an alternative approach).
In contrast to learning management systems such as Blackboard [8] and Moo-
dle [9] that simply deliver course content digitally and perform simple software
usage tracking, the Concept Navigator enables students to take control of their
own learning process. Currently, Moodle also lets users tag course elements to
learning outcomes, which is a step toward our overall design objectives.

3 A Course Prototype in the Concept Navigator

To illustrate our framework, we present a partial concept map of the course
“Digital Citizenship” in Figure 2, where concepts are represented as nodes and
relationships are represented as arrows. The small graphs shown on the top of
the nodes indicate summary metrics of student performance, which we envision
can be viewed per student or for a whole class. Student progress is implicitly
shown in Figure 2 by a lack of available data in the remaining nodes.

Fig. 2. A partial concept map for Digital Citizenship with summary metrics.
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When a concept is selected, such as “Crap Detection”, a detailed view as in
Figure 3 will be shown. Parent concepts based on Figure 2 and summary metrics
are shown at the top, while related learning elements such as activities (e.g.,
readings, videos), questions (as part of exercises or assessments), and learning
outcomes are displayed in the center. Details may be hidden or expanded.

Fig. 3. Detailed view of Crap Detection, showing related concepts and summary met-
rics at the top and hidden and expanded learning elements in the center.

Of particular interest is the display of learning outcomes which serves as a
constant reminder of why certain concepts are taught as part of the course and
the expectations in applying them. Moreover, Figure 3 shows a visual status
for each learning outcome to indicate how likely the student has achieved a
learning outcome based on the current performance levels. These statuses can be
determined based on predefined thresholds or automatically learned via a history
of performance data. Usability feedback will be conducted to test whether a more
fine-grained visual status (e.g., a percentage) will be more appropriate than a
binary status (i.e., 3 or 7). These metrics are helpful in providing a formative
assessment so that instructors may adapt learning activities accordingly.

4 Support for Self-Regulated Learning

The Concept Navigator is designed to support students in a self-regulated learn-
ing environment. A key aspect of the concept map interface (e.g., Figure 2) is
the ability for students to pursue a course in a non-linear fashion. Given a visual
map of the concepts and their dependencies, students may select the concepts
of interest and acquire the relevant material via an individualized learning path.
The ability to see the direct connections between concepts, learning outcomes,
and professions not only enables students to set goals for themselves, but it
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also helps to foster a positive attitude in students by knowing the importance
of each learning element at hand. With the metrics associated to each concept
and learning outcome, students can monitoring their own progress and, thus,
increase awareness of their own educational successes and needs.

Currently, our framework assumes students take full responsibility of their
own learning. Opportunities to add social and intelligent features are left for
future development, such as peer information sharing forums, monitoring alerts
that trigger self-reflection, and adaptive assistance to support sca↵olding.

5 Future Work

We presented a framework called the Concept Navigator which supports self-
regulated learning of domain-specific concepts. This framework hails students
as active agents in their own learning process. We instantiated this framework
with a course prototype and discussed ways to support individualized learn-
ing, goal setting, performance monitoring, reflection, and relevance perception.
Our immediate next step is to design the interface for visualizing the relation-
ships among learning outcomes and between learning outcomes and professions.
Thereafter, we will create a full instance of the Concept Navigator for a specific
course and test it with student users. Controlled testing to debug usability is-
sues will be conducted prior to assessing the utility of the system by testing it
in the classroom. Finally, testing in di↵erent courses will be done to validate the
feasibility of this framework across multiple domains.
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Abstract. While modeling dynamic systems in an efficient manner is an im-
portant skill to acquire for a scientist, it is a difficult skill to acquire. A simple 
step-based tutoring system, called AMT, was designed to help students learn 
how to construct models of dynamic systems using deep modeling practices. In 
order to increase the frequency of deep modeling and reduce the amount of 
guessing/gaming, a meta-tutor coaching students to follow a deep modeling 
strategy was added to the original modeling tool. This paper presents the results 
of two experiments investigating the effectiveness of the meta-tutor when com-
pared to the original software. The results indicate that students who studied 
with the meta-tutor did indeed engage more in deep modeling practices. 

Keywords: meta-tutor , intelligent tutoring systems, empirical evaluation 

1 Introduction 

Modeling is both an important cognitive skill [1] and a potentially powerful means of 
learning many topics [5]. The AMT system teaches students how to construct system 
dynamics models.  Such models are widely used in professions, often taught in uni-
versities and sometimes taught in high schools.  
 
1.1 The modeling language, development tool and tutoring system  

In our modeling language, a model is a directed graph with one type of link.  Each 
node represents both a variable and the computation that determines the variable’s 
value.  Links represent inputs to the calculations.  As in illustration, Figure 1 shows a 
model for the following system:  

The initial population of bacteria is 100. The number of bacteria born each 
hour is 10% of the population.  Thus, as the population increases, the number 
of births increases, too.  Model the system and graph the population over 20 
hours. 

Clicking on a node opens an editor with these tabs (and 2 others not described here): 
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x Description:  The student enters a 
description of the quantity represented 
by the node. 

x Inputs:  The student selects inputs to 
the calculation of the node’s value. 

x Calculation:  The student enters a 
formula for computing the node’s 
value in terms of  the inputs.   

There are three types of nodes in models:  
x A fixed value node represents a con-

stant value that is directly specified in 
the problem.  A fixed value node has a 
diamond shape, never contains incoming links, and its calculation is just a single 
number.  For instance, “growth rate” has 0.1 as the calculation of its value. 

x An accumulator node accumulates the values of its inputs.  That is, its current val-
ue is the sum of its previous value plus or minus its inputs.  An accumulator node 
has a rectangular shape and always has at least one incoming link.  For instance, 
the calculation tab of “population” states that its initial value is 100 and its next 
value is its current value + births.  

x A function node’s value is an algebraic function of its inputs.  A function node has 
a circular shape and at least one incoming link.  For instance, “births” has as its 
calculation “population * growth rate.”  

The students’ task is to develop a model that represents a system described by a 
short text.  They can create, edit and delete nodes using the node editor.  When all the 
nodes have calculations, students can click the Run Model button, which performs 
calculations and draws graphs of each nodes’ values over time.  The system described 
so far is just a model development tool.   

AMT has a simple tutoring capability.  Each tab of the node editor has a Check 
button which turns its fields red if they are incorrect and green if they are correct.  
Each tab also has a Give up button that fills out the tab correctly.  Thus, the system 
described so far is just a simple step-based tutoring system with minimal feedback on 
demand and only one kind of hint: a bottom-out hint. 

1.2 The meta-tutor 

Unfortunately, it is a rare for students to think semantically in terms of what the 
nodes, inputs and calculations mean actually mean.  Students prefer to think of model 
elements syntactically, like puzzle pieces that need to be fit together.  This shows up 
in a variety of ways, including rapid guessing, nonsensical constructions and the use 
of syntactic rather than semantic language to refer to model elements.  The literature 
on model construction (reviewed in [5]) sometimes refers to these two extremes as 
Deep vs. Shallow modeling.  The objective of the AMT system is to increase the rela-
tive frequency of Deep modeling. 

 
Fig. 1.  A simple model. 
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A variety of methods for increasing the frequency of Deep modeling have been 
tried [5].  For instance, nodes can bear pictures of the quantities they represent, or 
students can be required to type explanations for their calculations.  One of the most 
promising methods is procedural scaffolding, wherein students are temporarily re-
quired to follow a procedure; the requirement is removed as they become competent.  
This technique was used by Pyrenees [2], where it caused large effect sizes.   

We adapted Pyrenees’ procedure to our modeling language and called it the Target 
Node Strategy.  The strategy requires students to focus on one node, called the target 
node, and completely define it before working on any other node.  This decomposes 
the whole modeling problem into a series of atomic modeling problems, one per node.  
The atomic modeling problem is this:  Given a quantity, find a simple calculation that 
will compute its values in terms of other quantities without worrying about how those 
other quantities values will be calculated.  This is a much smaller problem than the 
overall challenge of seeing how the overall model can be constructed.   

As an illustration, let us continue the bacteria population example and suppose that 
the target node is “number of bacteria born per hour.”  The ideal student might think:  

“It says births are 10% of the population, so if I knew population, then I could fig-
ure out the number of births.  In fact, I could define a node to hold the 10%, and 
then the calculation would multiply it and population.  But do I need initial popula-
tion or current population?  Oh.  The number of bacteria born is increasing, so I 
must need current population, because it is also increasing.”    

This is one form of deep modeling.  By requiring students to finish one node before 
working on another, the Target Variable Strategy encourages students to examine the 
system description closely because it is the only resource that provides relevant in-
formation.  When they are allowed to work on any tab on any node, then they jump 
around trying to find a tab that can be easily filled in.  This is a common form of shal-
low modeling, and the Target Node Strategy discourages it. 

In addition to requiring the students to follow the Target Node Strategy, the meta-
tutor nags students to avoid guessing and abuse of the Give Up button, just as the 
Help-Tutor [3] did.  Because neither the strategy nor the advice on help seeking are 
specific to the domain (e.g., population dynamics), we consider them to be meta-
cognitive instruction.   

2 Evaluation 

2.1 Experiment Design 

The experiment was designed as a between-subject single treatment experiment with a 
control condition, where the meta-tutor was off, and an experiment condition, where 
the meta-tutor was on.  The difference between the conditions occurred only during a 
training phase where students learned how to solve model construction problems.  In 
order to assess how much students learned, a transfer phase followed the training 
phase. During the transfer phase, all students solved model construction problems 
with almost no help: the meta-tutor, the Check button and the Give-up button were all 
turned off, except in the Description tab where the Check button remained enabled to 
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facilitate grounding. Because system dynamics is rarely taught in high school, no pre-
test was included in the procedure.  We conducted two experiments with 44 students 
participating in the first experiment and 34 students in the second experiment.   

2.2 Hypotheses and Measures 

Hypothesis 1 is that the meta-tutored students will use deep modeling more frequent-
ly than the control students during the transfer phase.  We used the three measures 
below to assess it.  

x The number of the Run Model button presses per problem.  
x The number of extra nodes created, where extra nodes are defined as the nodes that 

can be legally created for the problem but are not required for solving the problem.   
x The number of problems completed during the 30 minute transfer period.  

Hypothesis 2 is that meta-tutored students will use deep modeling more frequently 
than the control group students during the training phase. The three dependent 
measures used to evaluate this hypothesis are described below:  

x Help button usage: was calculated as (nwc+3ngu)/nrn, where nwc is the number of 
Check button presses that yielded red, ngu is the number of Give-up button press-
es, and nrn is the number of nodes required by the problem.   

x The percentage of times the first Check was correct.  
x Training efficiency: was calculated as 3ncn – ngu where ncn is the number of 

nodes the student completed correctly (3ncn  is the number of tabs), and ngu is the 
number of Give-up buttons presses.   

Hypothesis 3 is that the experimental group students, who were required to follow the 
Target Node Strategy during training, would seldom use it during the transfer phase.  
To evaluate this hypothesis, we calculated the proportion of student steps consistent 
with the target node strategy.  

2.3 Results 

Table 1 summarizes the results of experiment 1 and experiment 2. 

3 Conclusion and future work 

Although we achieved some success in encouraging students to engage in deep mod-
eling, there is much room for improvement.  If the meta-tutor had been a complete 
success at teaching deep modeling, we would expect to see students supported by the 
meta-tutor working faster than the control students. The stage is now set for the last 
phase of our project, where we add an affective agent to the system [4], in order to 
encourage engagement and more frequent deep modeling. 
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Measure (predicted dir.) Experiment 1 (N=44) Experiment 2 (N=33) 

Transfer phase (Hypothesis 1) 

Run model button usage (E<C) E<C (p=0.31, d=0.32) E§C (p=0.98, d=-0.0093) 

Extra nodes (E<C) E<C (p=0.02, d=0.80) E<C (p=0.47, d=0.26) 
Probs completed (E>C) E§C (p=0.65, d=0.04) E<C (p=0.09, d=í0.57) 

Training phase (Hypothesis 2) 
Help button usage (E<C) E<C (p=0.04, d=0.68) E<C (p=0.02, d=0.89) 
Correct on 1st Check (E>C) Missing data E>C (p=0.015, d=0.98) 
Efficiency (E>C) E<C (p=0.05, d=�0.70)  E>C (p=0.59, d=0.19) 

Transfer phase use of Target Node Strategy (Hypothesis 3) 
Usage (E=C) Missing data E§C (p=0.59, d=í0.19). 

Table 1. Results of Experiment 1 and 2:  E stands for the meta-tutor group, and C stands for 
the control group.  Reliable results are bold. 
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